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Niketas Choniates' Historia or Chronike Diegesis is the major source for the 
crucial time period in the history of the Byzantine Empire that begins with the death 
of Alexios I Komnenos in 1118 and culminates with the capture of Constantinople by 
the armies of the Fourth Crusade in 1204. Despite the fact that the text has, for over a 
century, dominated all modem presentations of this entire era of Byzantine history, as 
yet no systematic study of the Historia has been undertaken. 
The present study attempts to fill this void by producing a work dedicated to 
the Historia, and more specifically, one that looks closely at the process of its 
composition. As every history requires a historian, Niketas' text cannot possibly be 
understood without taking into account its author and the time and circumstances of 
its creation. The Historia has been preserved in two main versions: an original shorter 
version written prior to 1204 designated as b(revior); and a longer, revised version 
written after 1204 known as a(uctior). These are dated, described, compared and 
analysed with the ultimate aim of understanding the discrepancies between them. 
Authorial purpose and different circumstances at each distinctive phase of the 
composition provide an explanation for Niketas' reconstruction and interpretation of 
the past both before and after the calamitous events of 1204. 
Any attempt to reach a novel and critical understanding of the Historia 
inevitably involves an examination of the methodology followed by its author as well 
as the sources from which he compiled his account. Looking beyond authorial 
purpose, the overall structure, presentation and emphasis of the text can be 
understood in terms of the inner operative principles and techniques followed by 
Niketas Choniates. In turn, these principles and techniques, which can ultimately be 
traced to Greco-Roman historiographical tradition, are utilised in an attempt to 
understand the complex mechanism of historical causation and argumentation in the 
text. Finally, the textual transmission, reception, and readership of the text are 
discussed with the aim of assessing its influence and significance in the last centuries 
of Byzantium. 
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NOTE ON TRANSLITERATION AND CITATION 
On the transliteration of Greek names and terms, I have employed an 
orthographic system, which renders them nearest to their original equivalents as 
opposed to the Latinised and English forms (e. g. Komnenos for Comnenus, 1saakios 
for Isaac). However, those terms which have acquired a standard English spelling are 
not rendered in their original phonetic equivalents (e. g. Constantine for Konstantinos, 
Nicaea for Nikaia). All translations of Niketas Choniates as well as other Byzantine 
authors are my own, except in the cases of John Kinnamos and Eustathios of 
Thessaloniki, where I have cited from the English translations. When comparing the 
longer passages of the different versions of Niketas, I have provided an English 
translation of both versions in the text and the Greek text of the earlier version 
b(revior) in the footnotes. For the Greek text of later version a(uctior), refer to 
Appendix II and the main text of the edition of Jan Louis van Dieten. When 
comparing individual words, phrases and short sentences between the two versions, a 
translation into English is not helpful, as such a comparison often entails stylistic 
variations and grammatical changes that cannot be seen in translation. Therefore in 
these cases, I have decided to cite only the Greek so as to illustrate clearly the process 
of successive revision. The same is true when comparing phrases and short sentences 
of Niketas Choniates with other authors so as to demonstrate the ways in which he 
utilized his sources and the ways in which Niketas Choniates (in the different 
versions of his text) was in turn utilized by later writers. In these cases also, I have 
cited only the Greek. 
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INTRODUCTION 
History bears witness to the passing of 
the ages, sheds light upon reality, gives 
life to recollection, guidance to human 
existence and brings tidings of ancient 
days; whose voice but the orator's can 
entrust her to immortality? 
Cicero 
Niketas Choniates remains a shadowy and intriguing figure in the Byzantine 
literary tradition. A distinguished statesman, orator and theologian, Niketas was also 
perhaps the greatest of all Byzantine historians. While it is possible to read his history 
as though it conveys only the decline and fall of Byzantium in the twelfth century, 
this is by no means a faithful description of Niketas' work as a whole. Nevertheless, it 
does encapsulate the central theme of the narration. The capture of Constantinople in 
1204 was a critical moment for Byzantium. It marked the most significant event in its 
history and paved the way for its final demise roughly two centuries later. Niketas is 
the only contemporary Byzantine historian to have recorded these events for posterity 
and the significance of his work is matched by his sophistication and stylistic 
brilliance. An eyewitness and participant of the events described, Niketas' own fate, 
no less than his history, is a reflection of the age. 
Niketas was born in the provincial town of Chonai in Phrygia, renowned for 
its Church of the Archangel Michael and for the miracle attached to it. ' The date of 
his birth has long been the subject of controversy among scholars, with various 
2 
opinions ranging from as early as 1150 to as late as 1160. The evidence derives 
mostly from the writings of Niketas and his older brother, Michael Choniates, 
metropolitan of Athens (1182-1204). The latter provides us with a precise terminus 
post quem of 1217 for the year of the historian's death, 3 and can therefore assist us in 
estimating the date of his birth. Yet much confusion has arisen from the imprecise 
nature of the information available and from the rhetorical exaggeration that 
1 See W. M. Ramsay, The Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, being an Essay of the Local History of 
Phrygiafrom the Earliest Times to the Turkish Conquest, 1, Oxford 1895, p. 8ff. 
2 Lampros in Michael Choniates, II, pp. 54041 ca. 1152; V. Grecu, 'Nicýtas Choniates a-t-il connu 
Phistoire de Jean Kinnamos? ', REB 7 (1949), p. 195 ca. 1160; G. Stadftniiller, 'Zur biographie des 
Niketas Choniates (um 1150- urn 1215), BF 1 (1966), p. 321 ca. 1150; van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 18- 
20, ca. 1155/57. 
3 This has been securely established by V. Katsaros, 'A Contribution to the exact dating of the death of 
the Byzantine historian Nicetas Choniates', J6B 32/3 (1982), pp. 83-91. 
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characterises any scattered references to age. 4 There are, however, clear indications 
for favouring the later date for his birth. First, Niketas testifies that when he was 
forced to flee Constantinople in April 1204, his wife was pregnant and he carried on 
his shoulders his children who could not yet walk and a male infant in his arms. 5 
When he died, Michael mourned the premature death of his brother, who had not yet 
passed the threshold of old age and lamented the fate of Niketas' orphaned children 
who were still minors. 6 Second, Niketas served as a subordinate tax official in the 
provinces before entering the ranks of the imperial administration in the position of 
undersecretary, which he held during the brief reign of Alexios 11 Komnenos (1180- 
83 ). 7 It seems, therefore, logical to assume that Niketas was in his early twenties 
when he was enrolled as imperial undersecretary, his early forties when tragedy 
struck in 1204 and in his late fifties at the time of his untimely death in ca. 1217. 
Very little is known of Niketas' family. His parents do not appear to have 
belonged to the aristocracy. Yet his father must have had a social standing of some 
importance in the provincial town of Chonai, for he had the financial means to send 
his sons to Constantinople. 8 Moreover, Niketas, the bishop of Chonai, renowned for 
his gift of prophecy, was the historian's godfather. 9 When Niketas was nine years old, 
he was sent to his older brother in Constantinople, who assumed responsibility for his 
education. Michael subsequently became father, nurturer and teacher to the young 
boy. 10 Under his learned tutelage, Niketas studied grammar, rhetoric, poetry, 
philosophy, theology and other subjects that constituted the curriculum of the day. " 
4 In the Monodia composed on the occasion of Niketas' death, Michael tells us that he had come to 
Athens 'lTp6 8EKa8wv ETW-V TPLWV KaL VTr6PEKELva', Michael Choniates, I, p. 357/25. Counting 
from Michael's arrival in Athens in 1182 (see Lampros' introduction, 1, pp. 4% tO') this can range 
anywhere from 1214 to 1217. A little later, Michael implies that Niketas was not an old man when he 
died: 'o 'YEPCILTEPOC T6 VEWTEP(ý, 0 E(7XGtTO'YEPWV "6TJ T(ý KC(eEO'7qKOTL KCtL 6ý10'YEPOVTL' T1 
(359/11-12). 
5 Nik. Chon. p. 588/35-37,589/41. 
6 Michael Choniates, I, p. 357/12: TrctL8Lwv dtýTjX1KCOV K(11 av-q'pwv and p. 359/23-25: 8 8E ov'Trco 
ff LKETO YýP(10(; OV'66V, 8LKaLOTEPOC 8' ýv ETrLPL6VaL [1(XKp6TEPOV. See also Grecu, 'Nic&as 
Choniates', p. 195. 
7 Michael Choniates, 1, p. 347/19-21; van Dieten, Biographie, p. 23. We do not know the precise year 
that Niketas entered imperial service. Michael only testifies that his brother held the position of 
undersecretary at the time of Alexios II's murder in 118 3. 
8 Presumably Michael and Niketas were the only sons of the family, for Michael only mentions the 
names of four nephews: George, Michael, Niketas and Theophylactos. For these as well as other 
identifiable members of the family see van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 8-15. 
9 Nik. Chon., p. 219/95-96. 
10 Michael Choniates, I, p. 347/24-25. 
11 Niketas does not speak of a particular school or teacher he was attached to, although he does refer to 
his classmates in rhetorical studies: Nik-Chon., p. 594/79-80. He also wrote a funeral oration for 
Theodore Trochos, a former classmate and colleague in the administration: Orationes et epistulae, pp. 
16 
Whereas Michael, the first-born of the family, had been set apart to serve in the 
Church, Niketas was destined to embark on a career in the administration. Michael 
takes credit for introducing his brother to persons of political influence. Thereafter, 
'luck' played a considerable part in his advancement. 12 
Niketas began his career before Michael left Constantinople to become 
metropolitan of Athens in 1182. He first served as a subordinate tax official in the 
provinces, having spent some time in Paphlagonia. 1 3 At an unspecified date, Niketas 
returned to the capital, whereupon he was enlisted to serve in the imperial 
administration. When Andronikos I Komnenos took over as sole ruler of the empire 
in September 1183, Niketas held the position of imperial undersecretary(PC((7LXLKO'C 
C 14 VTM'YpaýLýMTE V(; ). During the reign of Andronikos (1183-85), Niketas lost his 
position in the imperial administration, to return once again with the accession of 
Isaakios 11 Angelos in September 1185.15 During that time, he devoted himself to the 
study of law. 
16 Under Isaakios Angelos, Niketas first held the position of imperial 
17 secretary(PCLCYLXLKO(; 'YPCL[IýtCXTLKOC) 
, and thereafter rose quickly through the ranks 
of the administration, occupying positions that mostly involved judicial and fiscal 
functions. His rhetorical talent was soon recognised, and he was given the honour of 
13-25. Michael claims that he himself was responsible for Niketas' education. Michael Choniates, I, p. 
348/19-20: ý-y(j'o ýLEV Trapa 6L6GtGKaXwV KaL Trp6c TG[ TrpEGPVTEPa T6V [1aOfl[1aTWV 
TrapapaXX6ýtEvo(;, 0 6E Trap' ý[IOD KaL KaO' 890V TO' TýC 1jXLKLaC [IETPOV ýX6PEL 
III- VEOTTOTPOýOVJIEVOC G'LEI ITPO'(; T6 TEXEW'TEPOV KaL TJPEýla 1TTEPOt)[IEVOC. E'WC 6La TE TCOV 
I E'YKXVKIWV Kal Tý (70ýLCTTL"C KOOL(TOELC &101; TE ýV KdITTIL T& ýtETEWPGL KaL GEýIVOTEpa T1 
OEWPý[IaTa ýEPEGOCIL. Concerning the influence of Eustathios of Thessaloniki (evident mostly in 
Niketas' choice of vocabulary), van Dieten has convincingly argued that Michael was the 'mediator' of 
that influence: van Dieten, Biographie, p. 2 1. 
12 Michael Choniates, I, p. 349/7-16; van Dieten, Biographie, p. 23. 
13 Michael Choniates, II, p. 7/19. Less secure is the claim of G. Stadtmiiller, Michael Choniates. 
Metropolit von Athen (ca. 1138- ca. 1222), Rome 1934, pp. 238-39 that Niketas served as tax official 
in the region of the Pontos under a certain Constantine Pegonites. 
14 Michael Choniates, I, p. 349/19-2 1. For this office see comments of L. Br6hier, Le Monde byzantin 
IT Les Institutions de Vempire Byzantin, Paris 1949, pp. 166-67: 'en g6n6ral un jeune homme de 
condition modeste et sans fonction officielle a Forigine, mais dont le service 6tait presque toujours le 
point de d6part d'une belle carri&re ... Les secr6taires ecrivaient sous la dict6e de Fernpereur le texte des lettres imperiales, parfois confidentielles, et il y avait m6me parmi eux des tachygraphes, habiles A 
saisir au vol la parole du maitre. 
15 Michael Choniates, I, p. 349/26ff. It is difficult to believe Michael's assertion that Niketas 
voluntarily withdrew from the palace in protest of Andronikos' tyrannical regime. It is not, of course, 
coincidental that John and Michael Belissariotes, Niketas' closest friends and colleagues also lost their 
ositions at that time. See Michael Choniates, II, pp. 58-59. 
6 Michael Choniates, 1, p. 350/4-9. 
17 Nik. Chon., p. 397/6-12; Orationes et epistulae, p. 6 (in the title of the communication to the 
patriarch and the Holy Synod in 1187, Niketas is identified as imperial secretary). 
17 
delivering an oration on the occasion of Isaakios' marriage to Margaret-Maria, the 
daughter of King Bela III of Hungary, at about the end of 118 5.18 
At around that time, Niketas married the sister of John and Michael 
Belissariotes, his close friends and colleagues in the administration. 19 In about 1188 
he was promoted to the post of chamberlain of the public treasury (TrPOEGTC'OC TOý 
12 ETr'L T(ýV KOLVC3V XP%1CLTWV KOLTCOVOC) .0 By the end of the twelfth century the 
office of grand chamberlain had diminished considerably in importance. However, 
Niketas' duties probably still included the supervision of the income derived from 
taxation and state domains and its expenditure on various public works, salaries of 
state officials and the like .21 Thereafter, Niketas was repeatedly sent to the provinces 
to carry out various administrative duties. 22 Indeed, in 1189 we find the historian in 
the high-ranking position of governor (apýtOGTý'; ) of the cities of Thrace and 
paymaster of the tToops stationed there. 23 Niketas himself testifies that he was 
governor of the theme of Philippopolis and responsible for the collection of taxes. 24 
His duties included both civil and military functions, for Niketas was also responsible 
for the defending the province against the crusading armies of the German Emperor, 
Frederick Barbarossa (1152-90). 25 Shortly after the passage of the Third Crusade, 
Niketas was summoned back to the capital. 
In 1190 he delivered a panegyric on the Feast of Epiphany in the absence of 
an official orator. 
26 The title of that oration refers to Niketas as XOYOOETLKO'C 
'jPa[týLCtTLKO(;. It is difficult to define the functions of this post, but Niketas' editor, 
Jan Louis van Dieten has suggested that it may have been an official in the service of 
18 Orationes et epistulae, pp. 35-44. 
19 van Dieten, Biographie, p. 25. 20 As evidenced by the title of Niketas' funeral oration to Theodore Trochos: Orationes et epistulae, 
pp. 13-25 and an unpublished passage of the Panoplia Dogmatike given by van Dieten: Biographie, p. 
27 (EVETVX0V 6' (XýTk EV To T(IJILELq) T(ýJV POKYLXMýV XP7jýICtTWV To KCIL KOLT6VL KCAOUREVY, 
T OV ITPOLUTdýLTIV, PIPX(p TrctXaLd). 
21 See F. D61ger, Beitrfige zur 
6eschichte der byzantinischen Finanzverwaltung besonders des 10. und 
11. Jahrhunderts, Leipzig 1927 (repr. 1960), p. 25; J. E. Dunlap, 'The Office of the Grand 
Chamberlain in the Later Roman and Byzantine Empire', Two Studies in the Later Roman and 
Byzantine Administration, (eds. ), A. E. R. Boar & J. E Dunlap, New York 1924,11; van Dieten, 
Biographie, pp. 27-28, n. 29. 
22 Michael Choniates, I, p. 350/14-16. 
23 Michael Choniates, 1, p. 350/14-16. 
24 Nik. Chon., p. 402/50-51. 
25 Nik. Chon., p. 401/19ff. (for Niketas' narration of the Third Crusade). For the post of governor see: 
H. Ahrweiler, 'Recherches sur Padministration de Fempire byzantin au IX-XI si6cles', Bulletin de 
Correspondence helknique 84 (1960), p. 36ff. (repr. Idem, ttudes sur les structures administratives et 
sociales de Byzance, London 197 1, no. VIII). 
26 Orationes et epistulae, pp. 85-100. 
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the logothetes tou dromou (XoyoOE7(; TOf) 6p%iov), at that time Demetrios 
Tornikes, a friend of the Choniates brothers. 
27 In any case, Niketas did not remain 
long in that position, for it seems that Isaakios decided to take advantage of his expert 
knowledge in law. In 1190/91 Niketas was appointed judge of the velum 
(KPL ýC TOý 
PýXov), one of the chief judicial officials of the empire. 
28 Together with that office, 
Niketas was also appointed E'ýopoc. This later post could either mean that Niketas 
29 
was put in charge of the land registers or of the imperial domains and household. In 
1194/95 we find Niketas in the post of ETr'L T6V KPL(7EWV, the chief official presiding 
over a tribunal which dealt with civil law suits. 
30 Thereafter, Niketas seems to have 
been promoted to a financial post, as evidenced by the titles appearing in his 
historical work, as well as in his theological discourse, Panoplia Dogmatike. His title 
Of 'YEVLKOC may either refer to the officeOf XO-YOOETTI(; TOV 'YEVLKOI), the important 
official in charge of the public tTeasury, or 'YEVLKOC 
XO'YLCT'c T6V 00pw an 
executive official of the public treasury responsible for the collection, supervision and 
inspection of taxes. 
31 
The highest point in Niketas' career was reached when he was appointed 
logothetes ton sekreton (XO'YOOE71; T6V (7EKPETWV). 
32 According to Hans-Georg 
Beck, the earliest possible date that Niketas could have been appointed to this post is 
after the death of his predecessor John Kastamonites in ca. 1192.33 A more precise 
27 van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 31-32. For the logothetes tou dromou see D. A. Miller, 'The Logothete 
of the Drome in the Middle Byzantine Period', Byz 36 (1966), pp. 438-70. 
28 K. E. Zacharid von Ligenthal, Geschichte des griechische-rdmischen Rechtes, Berlin 1892 3 (repr. 
1955), pp. 360-61; Br6hier, Le Monde byzantin, IL p. 227: 'Les juges du Voile 6taient affect6s au 
contentieux du protocole. Ils contr6laient la formation des processions et se portaient arbitres des 
contestations auxquelles pouvaient donner lieu les questions de pres6ance. ' 
29 van Dieten, Biographie, p. 34. 
30 According to Zacharid von Ligenthal, Geschichte des griechischr6mischen Rechtes, pp. 374-75, 
Constantine Monomachos (1042-55) created a special judicial service to deal with civil law suits, the 
GEKPETOV 8LKCOV 16LCOTLK(ýv. This service, with offices throughout the empire, had the main 
responsibility of assisting the governors of the themes in their judicial duties. Niketas was one of the 
last officials to preside over this service, as it disappears after 1204. 
31 For this post see R. Guilland, 'Les Logothetes: ttudes sur I'histoire administrative de F 6mpire 
byzantin', REB 197 1, p. II ff. 
32 One of Niketas' orations to Isaakios II (dated to 1190/91) identifies the author as logothetes ton 
sekreton. However, this is the first oration (but not the earliest in date) that appears in Niketas' 
collection and given the fact that Byzantine authors tended to place all their acquired titles on the first 
page, we cannot possibly tell whether Niketas was actually logothetes ton sekreton at the time the 
Ts eech was delivered. See the remarks of van Dieten: Biographie, p. 34, n. 44. 
H. -G. Beck, 'Der byzantinische Ministerprdsident', BZ 48 (1955), p. 325. For the date of 
Kastamonites' death see Stadtmilller, Michael Choniates, pp. 229,247; Brand, Byzantium Conftonts 
the West, p. 341 n. 55: claims that Kastamonites was still alive in 1192, but died shortly afterwards; 
Varzos, II, p. 810, n. 180,813, n. 30-32. For prosopographical information see V. Katsaros, 
Kao-rapovirqq- 4,40M 07, uEAkM Tov Nov, rov kpyov Kai mq cxoXýqrov, Thessaloniki 1998, pp. 140- 
43. 
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date was offered by van Dieten, who argued that Niketas became logothetes ton 
sekreton around the middle years of 1190s, and further added that he probably 
received this office from Isaakios 11 Angelos and not his successor Alexios III 
Angelos, who ascended the throne by a coup d'etat in April 1195.34 Neither 
supposition appears to be correct. In a letter dated to 1194/95, Michael refers to 
Niketas' brother-in-law, John Belissariotes as megas logothetes. 35 In an official 
document dated to 1196, Belissariotes is designated as logothetes ton sekreton and 
36 megas logariastes. At the end of the twelfth century the titles megas logothetes and 
logothetes ton sekreton were synonymous. 37 Therefore, John Belissariotes, and not 
Niketas, was Kastamonites' immediate successor to the post. Moreover, in two 
official documents of November 1197, Belissariotes is no longer logothetes ton 
sekreton, but designated only by the title megas logariastes. 38 It is thus likely that 
Alexios III Angelos promoted Niketas to the post of logothetes ton sekreton in 
1196/97. The historian retained his position until dismissed by Alexios V Doukas 
Mourtzouphlos in 1204.39 
Theoretically speaking, this office placed Niketas in charge of the entire civil 
service and situated him at the head of the senate. 40 Practically, we have no 
information whatsoever on the duties and responsibilities of our historian in the 
administration of Alexios III during the final decade before the Latin conquest. On 
the one hand it seems that Niketas did not exert much influence during those days, as 
is clearly indicated by his continual complaints regarding the immense power wielded 
34 van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 38-39. 
35 Michael Choniates, 11, pp. 88-89. 
36 Actes de Lavra, ed. P. Lemerle et al., I, Paris 1970, nos. 67-68; P. Lemerle, 'Notes sur 
Fadministration byzantine a la veille de la W croisade d' apr6s deux documents in6dites des archives 
de Lavra', REB 19 (1961), p. 259 (repr. in idem, Le monde de Byzance: Histoire et Institutions, 
London 1978). 
37 van Dieten, Biographie, p. 37, n. 48. In the variant readings of the manuscripts of his historical 
work, Niketas is referred to in the title as both logothetes ton sekreton and megas logothetes 
(Nik. Chon., p. 1/1-3). In the title of the Panoplia Dogmatike we fmd the combination megas logothetes 
ton sekreton. Niketas' predecessor, John Kastamonites is the first logothetes ton sekreton to be 
referred to also by the title of megas logothetes. Thereafter, John Belissariotes, who held the post after 
Kastamonites, is referred to by both titles. See Guilland, 'Les Logotlikes', pp. 79-84. 38 MM, VI, pp. 139-41. 
39 Nik. Chon., p. 565/12-15. 
40 For the wide-ranging administrative duties of this post see C. Diehl, 'Un haut fonctionnaire 
byzantin: Le logothete (T6V UEKPETWV)', Wanges N. Jorga, Paris 1933, pp. 212-27; Guilland, 'Les 
Logoth6tes', pp. 75-84; N. Oikonomid6s, V evolution de Forganisation administrative de Fempire 
byzantin au Xle si6cle (1025-1118)', YM 6 (1976), pp. 132-33 (repr. in idem, Byzantium from the 
Ninth century to the Fourth Crusade, Aldershot 1992); P. Magdalino, 'Justice and Finance in the 
Byzantine State, Ninth to Twelfth Centuries', in Law and Society in Byzantium: Ninth-TweNh 
centuries, ed. D. Simon & A. Laiou, Washington DC, 1994, p. 11 Off. Niketas himself tells us that he 
was head of the senate (Nik. Chon., 565/12-15). 
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by the favourites and relatives of the emperor. But it may also have been the case that 
Niketas wished to play down his role in the administration, for although he informs us 
of the various functions he performed for Isaakios Angelos, he is completely silent 
about his position and responsibilities in the regime of Alexios 11.41 
The traumatic events of 1203 and 1204 brought dramatic changes to Niketas' 
life. The catastrophic fire of 19-21 August 1203 destroyed Niketas' palatial home in 
the Sphorakion distriCt. 42 The usurpation of Alexios V Doukas Mourtzouphlos in 
January 1204 brought an abrupt end to his career, although he continued to serve as a 
member of the senate until the capture of the city. 43 When Constantinople was taken 
and sacked in April 1204, Niketas and his family narrowly escaped capture. Having 
first sought refuge in the second of his homes, located close to the vicinity of Hagia 
Sophia, they were then taken into the home of a Venetian friend, who had come to the 
rescue of the family. But it was clear that they could not remain hidden for long, so 
on 17 April, five days after the fall of the city, Niketas and his family fled to 
Selymbria, where they remained until June 1206.44 At that time, they were forced to 
flee once again, this time due to the devastating incursions of the Cumans. After a 
six-month stay in Constantinople (July-December 1206), Niketas migrated to the 
Byzantine court in exile in Nicaea, where he hoped to enter the service of the new 
emperor, Theodore I Laskaris (1205-22). 45 
Niketas' situation did not improve in Nicaea. By his own testimony, he and 
his family were forced to reside, along with other refugees, in overcrowded churches 
and wooden shacks alongside Lake Askania. 46 For a while it must have looked as 
though things were looking up. Niketas delivered a number of orations at the court of 
Theodore Laskaris, 47 and also entered the service of the protovestiaros (possibly John 
Vatatzes), although the duties he performed for this individual are unknown to US. 48 
41 See comments of van Dieten, Biographie, p. 38-39. The reason for this will be discussed in the 
following chapter. 
42 Nik. Chon., 587/4-6. Niketas' home was a three-storied building decorated with gold mosaics (for the 
description see Orationes et epistulae, p. 166/25-28). 
43 Nik. Chon., p. 561/33ff. 
44Nik. Chon., p. 587/lff. 
45 See van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 42-46. 
46 Nik. Chon., pp. 635/Iff, 645, '80-83. Also preface to Panoplia Dogmatike, (ed. van Dieten), p. 57/16- 
19. 
47 Orationes et epistulae, no. 13, pp. 120-28, no. 14, pp. 128-46, no. 16, pp. 170-75, no. 17, pp. 176-84. 48 van Dieten, Biographie, p. 178; Orationes et epistulae, p. 211. The unnamed protovestiarios can 
perhaps be identified with John Vatatzes, later emperor (1222-1254). According to AkTopolites (p. 
26/lOff. ), after the death of the despotes Andronikos Palaiologos, John Doukas Vatatzes was 
summoned from Didymoteichon to Nicaea, where Theodore Laskaris awarded him with the office of 
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Yet the family remained poverty-stricken and Niketas repeatedly complains that they 
were actually on the brink of starvation. " It is thus clear that our historian was not 
appointed to any office in the new government and his hopes for a brighter future in 
Nicaea never materialised. 50 It seems that he was overlooked by the emperor and 
neglected by powerful friends, such as Basil Kamateros, Constantine Mesopotamites 
and Theodore EirenikoS. 5 1 He died in obscurity, still labouring to complete the final 
draft of his history. 
Niketas was a talented and versatile writer. In Nicaea he completed his other 
major work, the Panoplia Dogmatike. 52 This vast theological compilation, which has 
yet to be published in its entirety, was certainly a work written upon commission and 
not a personal endeavour of the author. 53 Yet considering the amount of space that 
Niketas devotes to theological controversies and questions of dogma in his historical 
work, it is clear that the historian himself was deeply interested in such issues. 54 
Written in a total of twenty-seven books, the Panoplia Dogmatike is less concerned 
with Christian dogma and more so with a general refutation of heresy. The author 
clearly follows in the footsteps of his predecessors, Euthymios Zygabenos (Panoplia 
Dogmatike) and Andronikos Kamateros (Sacred Arsenao '55but also attempts to offer 
a more comprehensive and detailed account of the various heresies and theological 
controversies that plagued the Byzantine world throughout its existence. The work 
begins with a refutation of paganism and Judaism and continues with the errors of the 
Arians, the Nestorians, the Monosphysites, the Iconoclasts, the Bogomils, the Turks, 
protovestiarios. Niketas says that as soon as the protovestiarios arrived in Nicaea, he (Niketas) was 
taken into his service, performing whatever duties the protovestiarios requested. 
49 See especially preface to the Panoplia Dogmatike, (ed. van Dieten), pp. 56-57. 
50 Stadtmiiller, 'Niketas Choniates', p. 325; van Dieten, Biographie, p. 48. 
51 van Dieten, Biographie, p. 49. 
52 PG 139, cols. 1101-1449,140, cols. 9-281. 53 In the preface of the work Niketas tells us that the work was written upon the request of a friend 
(Panoplia Dogmatike, (ed. van Dieten), p. 57/20: o 8E ýLE TrOXXdLKL(; T" ]TTI(MC, TOýTO KCLL 
CKT1TaG[WC 7T(XPEXW UOL, cn)XXo-y-ýv Tr0L1JCF%LEV0C TraCTWV Mpto-Ewv). Basil Kamateros, Theodore 
Laskaris' uncle and a major political figure in the early days of the Nicene Empire, may have been that 
anonymous friend. One of Niketas' letters to this individual served as a cover letter of a revision of 
book 17 of the Panoplia Dogmatike, perhaps sent to Kamateros for his approval. See F. Cavallera, 'Le 
Tr6sor de la Foi Orthodoxe de Nicetas Acominatos', Bulletin de Litterature Eccl&iastique publiý par 
l'Institut de Toulouse 5 (1913), pp. 124-37. However, another possible candidate is Constantine 
Mesopotamites, Niketas' colleague in the administration of the Angeloi and later metropolitan of 
Thessaloniki (1196/97-1227). Mesopotamites was the owner of a manuscript containing the Panoplia 
Dogmatike and a version of Niketas' historiographical work. See R. Walter, Gnomon 50 (1978), p. 539 
(review of J. -L. van Dieten's edition of the Historia). 54 H. Magoulias, 'Doctrinal Disputes in the History of Niketas Choniates', Patristic and Byzantine 
Review 61987, pp. 199-226. 
55 On these works see H. -G. Beck, Kirche und theologische Literatur im byzantinischen Reich, Munich 
1959, pp. 614,626-27. 
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the Latins, and so on. 56 Especially significant are the last five books dedicated to the 
theological controversies of the second half of the twelfth century. 57 
Niketas was also an accomplished orator. His panegyrics for the emperors 
Isaakios II, Alexios II, and Theodore I can be described as rhetorical showpieces 
defined by complex, subtle and profound prose units of variable length, impressive 
formulations, continual antitheses, and the creative use of allusions. 58 Moreover, they 
constitute an important source of information for contemporary politics, and when 
used in conjunction with Niketas' historical work, can help us to understand the 
historian's purpose as well as his working method. Of Niketas' other works there 
survive funeral orations for colleagues and friends and also for his son, an invective 
speech against the chartophylax of the Haghia Sophia, John Kamateros (later 
patriarch John X 1198-1206), a poem written on the occasion of the marriage of 
Isaakios II Angelos with Margaret-Maria of Hungary, a comparison of winter and 
summer, as well as several letters written by the historian during his sojourn in 
Nicaea after 1206. Our knowledge of Niketas' life after the fall of Constantinople 
mostly derives from his correspondence. 
Niketas has been largely and inexplicably overlooked by modem scholars, and 
this is especially true of historians. The most significant work on the author to date 
has been carried out by philologists, namely Jan Louis van Dieten, Riccardo Maisano 
and more recently Anna Pontani. Jan Louis van Dieten has, of course, given us the 
current and only complete critical edition of Niketas' Historia, a critical edition of 
Niketas' orations as well as his correspondence, a detailed biography of Niketas' life 
along with a study of his orations and letters, and finally, a separate study on the 
textual tradition of the Panoplia Dogmatike . 
59Riccardo Maisano, who undertook the 
first volume of a new critical edition of Niketas (Narrazione cronologica), has 
contributed significantly to our understanding of the literary aspects of Niketas' 
historical work and their influence on the narrative, as well as written on the various 
56 4 L. Petit, Acominatos Nic6tas', DTC 1.1, col. 317. 
57 Panoplia Dogmatike, (ed. Eustratiades), pp. K'-g'. See also M. Jugie, Ta Messe dans I'Eglise 
Byzantine apres le Xje si6cle', DTC, 10.2, cols. 1339-43. 
58 On Niketas speeches see the critical edition of van Dieten, Orationes et epistulae and his dating and 
analysis in Idem, Biographie, p. 58ff. For Niketas as an orator see F. Grabler, 'Niketas Choniates als 
Redner', J6BG 11-13 (1962-64), pp. 57-78. 
59 On Niketas' life: van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 1-55. On the Panoplia Dogmatike: (ed. van Dieten), 
Panoplia Dogmatike and also Idem, 'Zur Oberlieferung der Panoplia Dogmatike des Niketas 
Choniates. Codex Parisinus Graecus 1234', in Polychronion. Festschrift fir Franz D61ger zum 75. Geburtstag, 1, Heidelberg 1966, pp. 166-80. 
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problems of the complicated textual tradition of the Historia. 
60 Anna Pontani, along 
with Jan Louis van Dieten, has given us the second volume of Narrazione 
cronologica, with an exhaustive and impressive commentary. 61 
However, much of our understanding of Niketas as a writer stems from the 
pen of the historian Alexander Kazhdan. Especially significant is his introduction to 
the first volume of Narrazione cronologica as well as his massive Concordance to 
Nicetas Choniates's History. 62 One must also acknowledge the earlier contributions 
of Franz Grabler, who undertook a German translation of Niketas' history (with an 
excellent introduction on Niketas as a writer) as well as his orations and 
correspondence and wrote several important articles on the literary aspects of 
Niketas' work. 63 Finally, the English translation of the Historia by Harry 
Magoulias, 64 whatever its inadequacies, 65 has played a significant role in introducing 
Niketas' work to students of Byzantine and Medieval history who are not familiar 
with Greek. 
As is clear from the brief synopsis given above, modem scholarship has so far 
focused on publications, translations, and commentaries of Niketas' work, while most 
discussions have been overwhelmingly concerned with the literary aspects of his 
writings. 66 As important and useful as these contributions no doubt are, many 
historical questions remain unanswered. Yet the monumental significance of Niketas' 
work lies primarily in the field of history, for as is well known, it is the author's own 
interpretation of Byzantine history that has exerted a catalytic influence virtually on 
all modem presentations. In the case of Niketas we face the problem of the 
60 See especially Maisano, 'Letteratura e storiografia'; Idem, Warianti d'autore'. 
61 Pontani, Commentary to Narrazione cronologica, H, pp. 545-784. 
62 Kazhdan, Introduction to Narrazione cronologica, I, pp. IX-LV. Also A. Kazhdan & S. Franklin, 
Studies on Byzantine Literature of the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries, Cambridge 1984, no. VI 
(Nicetas Choniates and others: Aspects of the art of literature); A. Kazhdan, La produzione 
intellettuale a Bizanzio. Libri e scrittori in una societa colta, Naples 1983, pp. 91-128 (Fisionomia 
dell' intellettuale: Niceta Coniata). 
63 German translation of the history in three volumes: I. Die Krone der Komnenen (1118-1180)- 11. 
Abenteurer auf dem Kaiserthron (1180-1195)- 111. Die Kreuz/ahrer erobern Konstantinopel (1195- 
1206), Graz-Vienna-Cologne 1958 (Byzantinische Geshichtsschreiber, 7-9). Translation of the 
orations: F. Grabler, Kaisertaten und Menschenschichsale (Byzantinische Geschichtsschreiber, 11), 
Graz 1966 and Idem, 'Niketas Choniates als Redner', pp. 57-78. 
64 0 city ofByzantium. The annals offiketas Choniates, trans. H. Magoulias, Detroit 1984. 
65 See especially the review of J. -L van Dieten in BZ (198 6), pp. 50-52. 66 A notable exception to this is Paul Magdalino's The Empire of Manuel I Komnenos 1143-1180 -a 
work that essentially challenges modem interpretations of the period based primarily on Niketas. See 
especially Magdalino's introduction: pp. 1-19. Also the recent articles of Jonathan Harris focusing on 
historical causation in the work of Niketas: J. Harris, 'Distortion, divine providence and genre in 
Nicetas Choniates's account of the collapse of Byzantium 1180-1204, JMH 26 (2000), pp. 19-31; 
Idem, 'Looking back on 1204: Nicetas Choniates in Nicaea', Mýsogeios 12 (200 1), pp. 117-24. 
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dominance of a single author for the reconstruction of an important time period. His 
historical work is our major narrative source for the crucial era in Byzantine history 
that begins with the death of Alexios I Komnenos in 1118 and culminates with the 
capture of Constantinople by the annies of the Fourth Crusade in 1204. Yet while the 
significance of Niketas' text as a source has been widely recognised, the author 
himself has been notoriously neglected, and as a consequence often misunderstood. 
More specifically, mistakes and misconceptions have arisen from taking material out 
of context, assuming impartiality, completely disregarding authorial purpose, and 
simply ignoring the methods and techniques that lay beneath Niketas' representation 
of historical reality. 
As yet no systematic investigation of the author's historical work has been 
undertaken. The present study attempts to fill this void by producing such a work on 
the Historia, and more specifically, one that looks closely at the process of its 
composition. The facts contained in Niketas' Historia do not exist independently of 
the selection and interpretation of the historian. The choice of narrative episodes, the 
structure of the text, its literary presentation and emphasis along with the historical 
assessment of events and personalities all reflect Niketas' own values and interests. It 
thus follows that in order to understand the history, we must first understand the 
historian. 67 In accordance with this principle, the thesis addresses the following 
issues: 1) Dating and circumstances of composition of the text; 2) Patterns, motifs 
and purposes in Niketas' writing; 3) Argumentation and historical causation; 4) 
Sources and methodology; 5) Textual transmission and readership. 
The ultimate aim is not an assessment of the value the work, its reliability or 
objectivity as a historical source. Neither is it to pass judgement on Niketas Choniates 
as a historian. Rather, it is to reach a novel and critical understanding of the author 
and the work he produced. This, it is hoped, will lead to a better understanding and 
deeper appreciation of the events he narrated. 
67 In following this approach, I am in complete agreement with the late Jacob Ljubarskij, who 
emphasized the importance of the role of the 'author' in any given work of historiography: J. N. 
Ljubarskij, 'Quellenforshung and/or Literary Criticism. Narrative Structures in Byzantine Historical 
Writings', Symbolae Osloenses 73 (1998), pp. 5-19. 
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CHAPTER I 
DATING AND CIRCUMSTANCES OF COMPOSITION OF THE HISTORIA 
One of the major problems still confronting scholarship is the precise dating of 
the text of the Historia and the circumstances of its composition. This can hardly remain 
overlooked, for before using any text as a historical source, some attempt should be made 
to arrive at the nearest precise date of composition and uncover the circumstances - and 
thus the purpose behind its undertaking. In Niketas' case this has proved a difficult task 
due to a number of considerations. First, the manuscripts in which the Historia has been 
preserved offer us no assistance in dating the text with precision. The autograph copy of 
the author has not survived and although we posses a significant number of codices 
chronologically close to the time of the author (i. e. of the thirteenth century), these 
cannot be dated more specifically. Thus the text can only be dated by internal evidence. 
This presents us with a number of problems. 
Foremost of these is the sheer length of the Historia, which covers a span of 
nearly one hundred years of detailed narrative (especially from book IV of the reign of 
Manuel I Komnenos, ca. 1167) beginning with death of Alexios I Komnenos in 1118 and 
ending with the events of the Greek revolt against the Latins in 1206/07, although 
Niketas records certain isolated events occurring after this date. ' When we consider the 
fact that our historian is for the most part recording events contemporary to his own 
lifetime, it is very difficult to pinpoint exactly when he began to work on the text. No less 
of a problem is Niketas' working method. Although the author utilizes both a thematic 
and a chronological structure, i. e. subdividing his work according to imperial reigns and 
usually (but by no means always) narrating events in a chronological order, perhaps for 
the purposes of cohesion and symmetry he also employs a geographical structure, 
separating his reports in accordance with the area treated. This can often lead to 
confusion within the chronological sequence and hinder efforts at establishing a 
1 The work is divided into nineteen books: 1) John II Komnenos 1118-1143; H-VIIII) Manuel I Komnenos 
1143-1180; IX) Alexios II Kornnenos 1180-1183; X-XI) Andronikos I Komnenos 1183-1185; XII-XIV) 
Isaakios II Angelos 1185-1195; XV-XVI) Alexios III Angelos 1195-1203; XVH) Isaakios H and Alexios 
IV Angelos 1203-1204; XVIH) Alexios V Doukas 1204; )UX) The events after the fall of Constantinople. 
For a description of the contents of each book see van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. VIR-M. 
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timetable for the composition. Niketas is, moreover, rather sparing in dates, which are 
applied rather inconsistently throughout the text. Precise dating of events (day, month, 
indiction and year) is rare and unpredictable, while dating by months is occasional and 
reserved for military campaigns. In fact, the historian is only consistent in telling us how 
many years a particular emperor reigned. 2 
His rather elusive and often downright obscure narrative style only serves to 
magnify the difficulties. For example, the author takes great pains to conceal the reigning 
emperor at the time of composition and in fact, refers to him only once and this in a 
passing comment to those 'who reign up to the present'. 3 No less perplexing is Niketas' 
metaphorical use of certain terms. For our purposes, the important word vvV in certain 
cases means quite literally 'present time', but in others is used in a rather 'loose' sense to 
indicate the long-lasting effects of a particular event, again quite possibly leading to a 
great deal of confusion. 4 Finally, the instability of the political situation in the final 
decades of the twelfth/beginning of the thirteenth century and the relative lack of 
information concerning the author's own circumstances are also problematic. The 
capture of Constantinople in 1204 and the virtual chaos that engulfed the territories of the 
empire, coupled with Niketas' own precarious state in those troubled days, i. e. his 
sojourn in Selymbria - Constantinople - Nicaea, make it difficult to distinguish which 
sections were written when, and where. 
In his pioneering work on Byzantine literature, which appeared at the close of the 
nineteenth century, Karl Krumbacher was the first to suggest that the Historia was 
written in two parts - the first in Constantinople prior to 1204 and the second in Nicaea 
after the fall of the city. He could not provide us with a definitive date for the 
commencement of the composition, but based on a forward reference to Andronikos I 
Komnenos' tyrannical reign that occurs in book IV of the reign of Manuel I Komnenos, 
concluded that the aforementioned book was written after the accession of Isaakios II 
Angelos to the throne in 1185. Krumbacher further suggested that the entire work was 
2 Kazhdan, Concordance, 2, R108. For example Niketas does date major events such as the siege of 
Thessaloniki by the Normans in 1185 (302/41) and offers careful and abundant dates for the events of the 
Fourth Crusade and the capture of Constantinople in 1204 (553/92,561/38,568/88,617/91). His other 
selections are somewhat puzzling. For example, he dates the insurrection of Maria the kaissarissa in 1181 
(23 6/40), but not the battle of Myriokephalon in 1176. 
3 Nik. Chon., p. 329/59 
4 See Kazhdan, Concordance, 2, RI 18. 
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finished in Nicaea after 1206.5 A little while later, in 1912, Ferdinand Chalandon, who 
like Krumbacher relied on forward references made by Niketas, placed the 
commencement of the composition a little earlier, concluding that book I of the reign of 
Manuel I Komnenos was written before the accession of Andronikos I Komnenos in 
1183. Book IV of the reign of the same emperor was written after 1185, and book VI 
6 
could only have been written after the capture of Constantinople in 1204. 
In 1924 Henri Gregoire concluded on the basis of an anonymous author who used 
Niketas as a source that the chapters of the Historia dealing with events prior to 1204 had 
been circulating in Constantinople 'depuis longtemps' and that only the final book of the 
work covering events after 1204 was written in Nicaea. 7A later generation of historians 
followed along the same lines. For example, George Ostrogorsky's History of the 
Byzantine State states that the Historia was begun in Constantinople prior to 1204 and 
finished in Nicaea after the fall of the city 8; and Herbert Hunger in his survey of 
Byzantine Literature expresses the opinion that Niketas began working on the Historia 
not long after the accession of Isaakios II Angelos. 9 The main challenges to these 
established views came from Robert Browning, who believed that the entire text was 
written in the first decades of the thirteenth century 10, and Alexander Kazhdan, who 
pointed to two passages in the discussion of the reign of Manuel I Komnenos, which 
could not have been written 'long after 1147' (i. e. within one generation). Unfortunately, 
Browning offered no proof to validate his claim and Kazhdan based his opinion on a 
misunderstanding of Niketas' use of metaphorical language. ' 1 
K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur von Justinian bis zum Ende des oströmischen 
2 Reiches (537-1453), Munich 1897 , p. 282. 6 F. Chalandon, Les Comnýne, H. Jean HComnene (1118-1143) et Manuel I Comnýne (1143-1180), Paris 
1912 (repr. 1962), p. XXIV. 
7 H. Gr6goire, 'Un Continuateur de Constantin Manasses et sa source', M91anges off9rts aM Gustave 
Schlumberger, 1, Paris 1924, p. 280. 
8 G. Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine State, New Brunswick-New Jersey 1969, p. 352. 
9 Hunger, Literatur, I, p. 432. 
10 R. Browning, The Byzantine Empire, Washington 1992 2, p. 205. 
11 Kazhdan, Introduction to Narrazione cronologica, p. XVI. The first passage (book 1, p. 71/64-67) 
concerns Niketas' eyewitness testimony regarding the 'mounds of bones' that could still be seen laying on 
the ground from the battle that occurred on the Meander on I January 1147 between the French Crusaders 
and the Turks (KC11 ýiaPTVPOIXTL T6 T(ýV TrECrOVTWV b; 6EI)po TrOXI)ITOCrOV OL TCJV OCYTEWV GWPOIL O1')TW 
CTVXVO'L Kai [IETEWPOL 0"vTEd However, a similar observation was made by Leo the Deacon after the 
battle between the Byzantines and the Bulgarians on the plains of Anchialos on 20 August 917 (Leo the 
Deacon, Leonis Diaconi Caloensis Historiarum libri X, ed. C. B. Hase, CSHB, Bonn 1828, p. 124/10 M KCOL 
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The variety of opinions reproduced here can ultimately be traced to 
aforementioned difficulties in dating the text. Not only have scholars been unable to 
reach a consensus on the date of composition of the Historia, but also virtually no 
attempt has been made to uncover the circumstances under which it was composed. Yet 
more than a quarter of a century ago, the erudite philologist, Jan Louis van Dieten 
published the most significant tool for the study of the Historia that has appeared to date 
- the current and only complete critical edition of the text. While it has been widely 
accepted that van Dieten's contribution is the 'H6henpunkt in der Geschichte des Corpus 
Fontium Historiae Byzantinae', modem scholarship has yet to take advantage of it. 12 
In the first place van Dieten's text has drastically altered our perceptions 
concerning the dating, circumstances, and textual tradition of the Historia. While 
previous editions were by in large a laboriosa collatio, the editio princeps of 
Hieronymos Wolf being based only on three manuscripts, while the rest differed little in 
substance, van Dieten's text is based on forty three manuscripts and has succeeded in 
bridging a wide gap previously existing in Byzantine letters. ' 3 The editor has subdivided 
the work into three families of manuscripts and hence three different versions. 14 In 
addition to these, there are manuscript families, which take an intermediary position, and 
in a different register of speech, the paraphrase/metaphrase of Niketas' work on a simpler 
linguistic level. The implications of this are significant: on the one hand in order to arrive 
at an accurate and precise dating of the entire text, we must first date the different 
VDV EUTLV opdv EUTETL CUPELCK O'GT(M. The second passage (book H, p. 98/8-12) refers to the transfer 
of weavers from Thebes and Corinth to Sicily in accordance with the agreement reached between Manuel 
Komnenos and the King of Sicily in 1147. On this occasion Niketas states: KCtL Vý)V E"ýECMV L&tV T01'K 
I EC XLKEX1CtV KCLTa[P0VTCLc &qPalwv Trat6w; KaL KOPLveL(. L)V 
107(ý TrPOGaVEXOVTCtC T(ýV ýý%ILTUW 
III KaL Xpv(: ToTracrTwv CTTA& wc 'EPETPLEtC TraXaL T`16'pamc 80ýXEVOVTOC, OTL TrOXE[UOV ýP&IV T1 
Aaff[(4) CTTPGtTE[(1V Ka6" EXXd80C EXCLCraVTL. Niketas' portrait of the Greeks spinning gold-embroidered 
robes and his comparison of them with the Eretrians forced to serve the Persians raises doubts as to 
whether this passage has anything to do with actual conditions or for that matter 'present time'. 
12 Scholars have been almost unanimous in their praise of JA van Dieten's edition of the Historia: see J. 
Darrouz6s, REB 35 (1977), p. 297-98; A. Karpozilos, EUt7vm6c 31 (1980), pp. 526-28; A. Kazhdan, BS1 38 
(1977), pp. 54-56; 1. Dujdev, BZ 72 (1979), pp. 45-53; W. 1-16rander, J6B 26 (1977), pp. 328-30; J. Irigoin, 
REG 91 (1978), pp. 571-74; 0. Kresten, Mitteilungen des Institutsfir dsterreichische Geschichtsforschung 
85 (1977), pp. 182-85; St. I. Kuruses, EEBX 42 (1975/76), p. 485-86; M. de Waha, Byz 47 (1977), p. 532- 
33. 
13 For the previous editions of the text see van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. CVff. 
14 Prior to van Dieten's work, very few scholars attempted to tackle the problems of the origins and 
transmission of the Historia. Hugo Leicht carried out the preliminary work for a critical edition of the text 
in his unpublished Ph. D. dissertation: Studien zur Textgeschichte des Niketas Akominatos, Munich 1922. 
The edition never appeared. See discussion in JA. van Dieten, 'Noch eirimal i1ber Niketas Choniates', BZ 
57 (1964), pp. 302-28. 
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versions, and on the other, expose the circumstances of composition in all its distinct 
phases so as to reveal the purpose of the author and ultimately that of the history. 
The first family, referred to by van Dieten as b(revior) has survived in a 
homogeneous group of codices with many copies RMDFCI (D TT K2 (1-614/7- 10) 
and represents the older and shorter version of the text, which was left unfinished. It 
commences with the reign of John II Komnenos in 1118 and ends abruptly with the 
events of February/March 1205 (i. e. the beginnings of the Greek rebellion against the 
Latins in Thrace). From this family also stems an epitome of the text that has been 
preserved in three manuscripts KNU. The characteristic features of this group are: 1) 
The omission and/or abridgment of many passages, which have been passed on in other 
manuscripts and contain strong criticism of emperors and prominent government 
officials; 2) The discussion of the reign of Alexios 111, which when compared to other 
manuscripts is significantly shorter and conspicuously uncritical. 15 
0.4 The second family, a(uctior) VA P-after-revision rA E) A Ed MC from 614/7 
and sections of W (1-655) commences, like the b-text, with the reign of John 11 
Komnenos, but covers about one and a half years more, that is the events of April 1205- 
November 1206 (614/7-646), while it too was left incomplete by the author. The only 
direct witness of this version is represented in V, as A is the result of a contamination 
among P, V and the lost original draft which van Dieten has designated X, and P-after- 
revision presents a series of corrections and additions based on an exemplar of this 
version. This group of manuscripts contains strong criticism of emperors, government 
officials, and a longer and more critical discussion of the reign of Alexios 111. Additional 
distinctive features include a harsher criticism of astrology and sorcery, a greater interest 
in banal anecdotes and cruder expressions, 16 a pervasive tendency to moralise, and an 
overall atmosphere of unmitigated gloom effected through continuous lamentation and 
foreboding. 
Manuscript P-prior-to-revision and the greater part of W assume an intermediary 
position between b and a, as they contain some of what a offers on top of b, without 
having been revised in these passages. Codex P (Parisinus gr. 1778,13th century) 
15 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. LVI. I have modified van Dieten's description of 'less 
critical' to 'uncritical' for reasons that will become apparent below. 
16 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. LVIL 
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presents us with a striking revision, where the b-text was clearly replaced with the a-text 
by the same copyist - as evidenced by the erasure of lines of the older text and their 
careful replacement by the newer version and a significant enlargement of the text on the 
margins of the manuscript. 17 The older sections of W (Vind. hist. gr. 105,14th and 151h 
centuries) offer the b-text, with some deviations, but this codex was fragmentarily added 
to by two copyists, who inserted large sections of the a-text, and thus in some instances 
W agrees with b and in others with a. 18 In view of the contamination of these 
manuscripts, van Dieten speaks of PW as a separate family only with strong reservations. 
Finally, there is the LO family, beginning only on 535/3, that is with the arrival of 
the Fourth crusade in Constantinople in July 1203, but extending beyond the a-text in the 
length of time it covers, and ending (chronologically) with events that can be dated to the 
beginning of the second decade of the thirteenth century. This special version of the last 
part of the Historia is characterised by many passages, which are found in the a-text, that 
are either missing or condensed, and a highly confused chronology concerning the order 
of events described. LO has many stylistic similarities with the b-text and is closer to it 
up until 582/46; that is the capture of Constantinople on 13 April 1204 and the end of the 
reign of Alexios V Doukas in the b-text. However, ftom that point on (TC1 ýLETC'[ TT'JV 
CCXWGLv) b has more in common with a (both in style and narration), while some of the 
things that b shares with a are missing in LO. 19 It is important to note that this version 
includes what has in the past often been regarded as a separate fragment and 
conventionally entitled De Statuis, the famous description of the antique statues melted 
down by the crusaders in Constantinople. Below are represented the manuscript families 
in greater detail. 20 
Family L b(revior) 
R= Vaticanus gr. 169 (13'h century) 
WMarcianus gr. 403 (14d' century) 
D= Vaticanus gr. 168 (13-14'h centuries) 
17 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. LVIII, LXX-LXMI. 
18 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. LXXIX-LXXXI. 
19 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. XCV- XCVI. 
20 For descriptions of each individual manuscript see: van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, (and 
bibliography therein), pp. XX-LVI. 
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F= Vindobonensis Historicus gr. 53 (14'hcentury) 
C=Coislinianus gr. 137 (1399/1422-1422/50) 
2: =Parisinus gr. 1722 (16d' century) 
4)=Fuggeranus V 159, vol. A (1555) 
T=Taurinensis C. 111.2 (15ýý century) 
tP=Atheniensis 449 (16-17thcenturies) 
Q=Matritensis gr. 4621 (15 th century) 
Epitome 
K=Parisinus gr. 3041 (14'hcentury) 
N= Vaticanus gr. 981 (14'hcentury) 
U=Urbinus gr. 95 (15 th century) 
Family 11: a(uctior) 
V= Vaticanus g. 163 (13 th century) 
A=Vaticanus gr. 1623 ((13th century) 
h P=Parisinus gr. 1778-after revision- (I 3t century) 
F= Marcianus gr. 403 (14th century) 
A=Berolinensis gr. 236 (1541) 
E)=Philippicus gr. s 6767 (1541) 
A=Parisinus gr. 1707 (c. 154 1) 
onacensis gr. 93 (16th century) =M 
Family III: Intermediate version between (b) and (a) 
P=Parisinus gr. s 1778-before revision- ((I 3hcentury) 
W= Vindobonensis Historicus gr. 105 (14th-15'hcentury) 
H= Vindobonensis Historicus gr. 13 (16'hcentury) 
Family IV: LO 
L=Laurentianus IX. 24 (13'b century) 
O=Oxoniensis Bodleianus Roe 22 (1286) 
Of course there are manuscripts which resist clear classification, individual 
contaminated manuscripts such as A and W, the convergence of a and b manuscripts, the 
coexistence of errors in all manuscripts, all of which prevent us from reaching an 
unequivocal hypothesis concerning the origins of this highly complex textual tradition, as 
well as explaining with certainty the interconnections and contradictions among the 
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manuscripts. Although the editor himself admits that his stemma is in part hypothetical, 
he nevertheless attempts to reconstruct the history of the composition of the text and 
presents us with the following theory of origins and tradition. 
According to van Dieten, the original 'Niketastext' (1-535/2, designated C by the 
editor), which has not survived to our days, was written down in Constantinople prior to 
1204. It was copied at that time, perhaps by an intimate friend of the author's, and in all 
likelihood forms the basis of the original P and W texts (i. e. those which contain version 
b). In Selymbria (April 1204 - June 1206), Constantinople (July 1206 - December 1206) 
and Nicaea (1207/8), Niketas wrote a continuation of the work (535/3-636,647-655), 
which he 'published' together with his theological work, Panoplia Dogmatike, i. e. he 
sent a copy to an anonymous friend. This version has been preserved in LO (van Dieten 
designates the archetype -F). In Nicaea, the author soon became aware of the inadequacies 
of his work and revised the whole text, paying particular attention to the final sections 
(583 onwards). When unexpectedly, a new opportunity opened up in the political field 
for him, he abandoned his work and gave permission for it to be copied. This is how 
version b (archetype P) came about. However, because his hopes for the future were not 
realised and because he was increasingly coming to the realisation that his historical 
work had presented a palliative portrait of the period, he revised the whole once again. 
'Perhaps he was already ill and could foresee his imminent death', says van Dieten. This 
work has survived in version a (archetype a) and was unfinished at the author's death .21 
Thus the original Niketastext has five distinct phases of composition: 1) 1-535/2 
original version of b; 2) 1-535/2 b+ 535/3-582/46 LO; 3) 1-535/2 b+ 535/3-583/36 + 
585/58-636/65 + 647,1-655/65 LO from 535/3-655/65 provisionally revised; 4) 1-535/2 
b+ 535/3-614/7-10 b revised; 5) 1-646 version a. Below is a reproduction of van 
Dieten's schematic representation of the textual tradition of the Historia (Cl of his 
introduction). 
21 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. C. 
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Stemma 
The main text of van Dieten's edition offers version a, although it should be noted 
that in reconstructing this version the editor has given preference to agreements verified 
between V and P-after-revision and V and b. The critical apparatus deals with the 
following three areas: the different readings of individual manuscripts; the variant 
readings of version b; and those of version LO. This in itself is very significant, for it 
allows the reader to follow the different versions of the text virtually side by side. Yet as 
important and innovative as van Dieten's contribution is, there still exist unsolved 
problems having to do with his theory of origins and tradition and especially the 
chronology of the different versions. 22 Moreover, although the editor briefly mentions the 
22 Some of these issues were raised in the review articles of van Dieten's edition. For example, Alexander 
Kazhdan pointed out that van Dieten's theory is in the first place too complex. Second, the position and 
role of the intermediate manuscripts (PW) is unclear. Third, the question of whether all the versions were 
penned by Niketas himself is left open by the editor: BS1 38 (1977), pp. 54-56; J. Irigoin further questioned 
Iw 
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circumstances of composition of the text in Nicaea, these have to be looked into in detail 
and compared with the circumstances of composition of the original text. Only then can 
we hope to gain greater insight into the composition of the text in all its distinct phases 
and uncover the purposes of the successive revisions conducted by of our author. We 
would like to begin with the dating and circumstances of composition of the original 
Niketastext as it has been preserved in b(revior). 
b(revior) prior to 1204 
In his introduction to the Historia van Dieten. cites a series of passages that 
clearly indicate a date of composition prior to 1204 23 : 55/18-21: pirates 'rule' the seas 
and harass the Roman maritime provinces in present times as a result of the ill-conceived 
naval policies of John II Komnenos 24 ; 114/17-20: a porphyry bowl which once stood 
outside the palace of Nikephoros Phokas now stands in a hall built by Manuel I 
Komnenos 25 ; 117/85-87: the looting of Asia Minor by the Turks, who have subjugated 
the 'holy' nation and the Roman citizens. 26 ; 124/13-14: Laodikeia had not at that time 
(ca. 1173) been as well fortified as it was noW27; 150/53-56: the fortresses of Neokastra 
in Asia Minor have a governor from Constantinople and contribute annual revenues to 
van Dieten's theory of origins, and especially the role of manuscript P: REG 91 (1978), pp. 571-74. It is 
only fair to point out that van Dieten has responded to some of these objections in more recent years. See 
especially his article 'Niketas Choniates und codex. Parisinus Graecus 1778', J6B 44 (1994), pp. 49-58. In 
the first place, van Dieten vigorously defends the authorship of Niketas of all the versions of the text (49, n. 
2) and argues convincingly against Irigoin's theory that ms. P is either the autograph copy of the author or 
an exemplar of the work of Niketas' secretary, who was ordered to carry out the alterations of version a 
(esp. pp. 52-53). 
23 
van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCIL 
24 Nik. Chon: KaL VDV EK TýC KaKOPOVXLa(; TaVTqC EILT' 010V Cr[ILKPOTrPETrE'LCt(; 0aXa(Y0*OKpaTOD(JLV O)L 
1TELPaTal Kal KaK6C 1TETrpd'YaCTL Tati; XT, 10r'rpL(JLV CR Trapa6aXaTT[8LOL 'PW %I if ýMLWV XWpaL KaL WC aV 
KaTEvemv-ro 6L 8LCt(POPOL. 25 Nik. Chon: CTVVE6ET6 TrOTE T(3 Pa(TLX6 MCtVouq'X i')8aTO(; Trkqýdaav 8LEKPOýýGCLL TýV TTOP(ýVPEOV 
XEKav(8a, ýv JXE JAV TTp6TýPOV ý aLOPUL811C TOD KOLT(ýVOC Ctbi\ELO(; TOý Pa(JLXE(, )c NL"(ý6poi) 
TOi) (DWKd, 71 Kal IIVWOEV TOý) BoVKOXEOVT0C VTrTLa(OV(Ja, VVVL 8E 6 Trap& TOD EU; LaTOPLav I TrýOKEL[IEVOV Pa0`LXeWC OLKO8OJ1'q0E'L(;. 
2 2 Nik. Chon: gwc Tr6TE TrapaXXae E'pTrovTa EGEtTaL Ta a'To-rra KaL OL ýIEV TýC 80VXL60C "A-yap 
r-7 d7T6, yoVOL KaTaKVpLEU'K3*O1)0`L T(ýV AEVOEP(OV 11ý1(, L)V aTrOXOD(71 TE Kal dTrOTEKVOi)(7L TO' (JO'V &YLOV 
'evoc. 
27 Nik. Chon: o-TE[Xac 8E KaL ýaXXWYKaC E1TLVKTOVC TýV KaT61 (PpV-YLaV kTTOP06 ACtO&KdCav, 
ObKeTL OV9aV (TI)VOLKOU[IE'VTIV WC VVV EWPaTE. 
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the treasury28 ; 206/52-54: the emperors spent the summer in the palaces by the 
PropontiS29 ; 329/55-59: certain parts of Constantinople are now supplied by a water pipe 
built by Andronikos I Komnenos, which was not, however, completed by his successors 
up to that time 30 ; 352/1-2: the remains of the not yet decomposed corpse of Andronikos I 
(died 1185) could still be seen in a pit near the Ephoros cloister. 31 
All these passages are indeed significant, for if Niketas was writing after 1204, he 
would certainly not complain about the subjugation of Byzantine cities to the Turks in 
Asia Minor, nor about the rampant piracy, which plagued the waters of the Aegean. The 
corpse of Andronikos I Komnenos would have been fully decomposed, and his 
successors would no longer be reigning in Constantinople. It is, however, Niketas' own 
testimony that confirms the pre- 1204 date. In the preface to the Historia, he tells us that 
because he was not an eyewitness to the events he recorded for the reign of John II 
Komnenos, he set down what he heard from those contemporaries who knew the emperor 
personally, and who escorted him on military campaigns. 32 These contemporaries could 
hardly have been alive after 1204, and even if they were, we cannot infer that they were 
readily available to provide Niketas with information either in Selymbria or Nicaea. But 
it is perfectly reasonable to assume that the historian acquired information from the 
veterans of John II Komnenos' last military campaign in Syria (early 1140s) in say, the 
late I 180s or even the early 11 90s. 
Finally, Niketas himself reveals that he was still young when he began working 
on the history. In the elaborately-worked preface to the Historia, the author feels 
compelled to justify his ambitious endeavour at such a young age: 'For those things 
which old men, much older than Tithonos and three times the age of a crow, if they were 
still among the living, would have taken pleasure in relating to willing listeners, kindling 
the fires of memory and restoring to life past actions, the lover of learning proposes to 
28 N Nik. Chon: Ol')KODV KGtL 'L8LOV ETrw'vqtov TCtUTI TCL ýPOVPLCt KXTIPW(7Ct[IEVGt (NEOKCtGTPCL 'yGtp 
I it 6V%laCOVTaL) OIKEt6V TE GtpýLOCrTTjV EK BvCaVTLOU (TTEXXO[IEVOV EXOV(TL KCIL Ek TO\ ýCIIJ'LXELOV 
Ta[ILEtOV ETTIaLCt ýV[IýEPOVGL KEpliaTGt. 
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Nik. Chon: dMa KCII Ta(; TrXELOVC T6V KCtTC't T6V ITO^16V 7ýC 11POTrOVT[60c Xctl-iTrpc3V 
01KO8%IL6V, ýV dIC OL PaGLXEtC 'PW[ICL[WV OEPICOV(7L. 
30 Nik. Chon: KaL Vý)V & TOVTOV b8pEl)OVTaL bTr6aoL TrEPL Tac BXaXEPVCtC Kal E'TL EV60TEPW 7q\V 
w 11 1 OLICqCrLV E -y&p a'TrctV T6 b6pO6OXEJCOV ýTrE(7KE' 'XctXov. oW 1)(XGTO, LVCt KCIL KCITCL liE(Tqv 7q\v a-yopctv 
&818WUL T6 i9'8WP 8LaVXWVLCO[lEVOV' 
6 'Y(Xp ýLLTO(; EKEiVOV ýTTLXEXOME TýC CWýC. T0070IDTOV 6' 
7f97- EJIEXTICTE TOt(; ýIET EKELVOV dpýaOll), ONJOL TEW(; E(; 6Eý)PO dtV(i(JCrOI)CrL. 
aEaL 3' Nik. Chon: 8 Kal ELGETL [IT' Tr hrM 8LaXI)O'V Tý(; 'PýIOV'Cti; TOi(; POVX%lE'vOLc 6TrTctVETc[L. 
32 Nik. Chon, p. 4/73-81. 
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relate, even though he has not yet passed adolescence. ' 33 Niketas is, of course, speaking 
metaphorically as far as his actual age is concerned, but there is no doubt that the 
historian is indeed referring to himself. This can be corroborated by a hitherto neglected 
remark made by Niketas' elder contemporary and family friend, Eustathios of 
Thessaloniki. 34 This author refused to narrate the deeds of Andronikos I Komnenos in his 
own history of the capture of Thessaloniki in 1185 because: 'Hotter spirits would then 
find other words for them, for it needs a young man's voice to tell them, and even more 
than that, a well developed ability to use language in a calculated way, so as to hit the 
target at which it is aimed. 935 Taken together, these two references seem to point to none 
other than Niketas himself 
A more precise pre-1204 date of composition was suggested by van Dieten 
himself, who concluded that Niketas began his historiographical work just before 
Andronikos I was overthrown (12/9/1185), whose reign is referred to as tyranny as early 
as 50/57-8, (book I of Manuel I Komnenos). The bulk of the Historia was not, however, 
written before the accession of Alexios 111 (8/4/1195), who is mentioned as future 
36 emperor as early as 245/82-83, (book I of Alexios II Komnenos). We cannot possibly 
dispute the reference belonging to Alexios III, which indicates that at least from the reign 
of Alexios II (1180-2) Niketas was writing after 1195. However, the fact that Andronikos 
is mentioned as tyrant earlier does not constitute substantial proof that Niketas was 
writing as early as 1185, as a later date could easily be presupposed. 
33 Nik. Chon, p. 2/25-29: dt -yc'tp o! L TrOXI)ET6C T(ýV dApw'TrO)V Kal TLOwVOý TraXaLTEPOL KCOL 
TPLK6PWVOL, EL To PUý 9TL TrEPLýMZV, 138EGCtV GIV KCt'L EýTJ'YODVTO T06; ýLXCtKPO%tOGL, T6 -rl(; 
ýIvnýllilc E VOVTEC KCtl TaC T6V 1TPCLeEWV P'l)(YOUC d[VCt(TKCAXOVTEC, TCLDTCX 6ýTrov TrPOOEL11 KaL ý'TTVPE T1 
6 (ýUVGTWP, K&V 0ý8ETRO Tr(1PTJXXdXEL TO'V ýLELPCKCL 
34 See the Monodia written on the occasion of Eustathios' death by his pupil Michael Choniates, I, pp. 283- 
306, and H, letters: 1,41 61 7ý 16,36; G. Stadtmiiller, Michael Choniates. Metropolit von Athen (ca. 1138- 
ca. 1222), Rome 1934, p. 140ff. For Eustathios see A. P. Kazhdan & S. Franklin, Studies on Byzantine 
Literature of the eleventh and twelfth Centuries, Cambridge 1984, pp. 115-95 (more bibliography in ODB 
1, p. 754). 
35 Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 53: Eustathios' account was delivered in the 
form of a Lenten sermon to the people of Thessaloniki in February 1186, less than six months after the 
Normans had evacuated the city. However, this does not necessarily mean that the account, in the form that 
it has reached us was completed at such an early date. E. Leone, 'Conjectures sur la composition de "La 
Prise de Thessalonique" d'Eustathe, Byz 34 (1964), pp. 267-69, proposes a more complex form of 
composition: a much briefer version was indeed read before the beginning of Lent in 1186, but this was 
expanded at a later date and ornamented with rhetorical enrichments. He further argues that Eustathios 
could not have delivered such an address to his flock which would have taken as much as four hours to 
read, and in such a 'high-style' language. 
36 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCII. 
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Two references occurring in books IV and V of the reign of Manuel I Komnenos 
strongly suggest that Niketas was engaged in writing the history of this emperor at the 
very least after 1197.37 The first concerns Manuel's war against the Serbian ruler Stefan 
Nemanja (1168). In relating this episode Niketas seems to presuppose the resignation of 
Nemanja, which occurred on 25/3/1196: '[Manuel] had heard that the satrap of Serbia (at 
that time it was Stefan Nemanja) had become over-bold. 08 Had Nemanja still been in 
power, there would have been no need for Niketas to make such a clarification . 
39 The 
second passage concerns the blinding of Michael Sikidites, astrologer and sorcerer, at the 
command of Manuel I Komnenos. At this stage of the narrative Niketas tells us that 
Sikidites not only survived the punishment, but after some time went on compose 
heretical treatises on the Divine Sacraments. 40 This after some time refers to the period 
1197-1200, when Sikidites' doctrine gave rise to the theological disputes related in detail 
by Niketas in book 11 of the reign of Alexios 111.4 1 Therefore, if Niketas was writing book 
IV of the reign of Manuel I, by the most conservative estimate after 1197, when exactly 
did he begin the composition? 
We believe the answer is to be found in the title of the b-text, which deserves to be 
quoted in extenso: TOD XOYOOETOV T(& 07EKPETWV KCIL ETR TWV KPL(7E(. L)V, 'YE'JOVOTOC 
8E KC('L EýOPOV KCL'L KPLTOD TOD PýXOV, 'YEVLKOD KG1'L TrPOKCIOIJýLEVOV TOD KOLTC3VOIý T1 
NLOTC1 TOD XWVLdTOV LUTOPLa dPX%tEV1q aTro Týc Pa(YLXEL01C TOD PCICYLVWC KDP 
I WCLVVOV TOD KOJIV11VOD, TOD IAOD TOD Pa(YLVC0(; KDp 'AXEeLoi) TOD Koj1V-qvoD. If 
we compare this version to the one found in the a-text, we immediately notice some 
important differences: XPOVLKI'l 8LTln(YL(; TOD XWVELG'[TOV Ki)p NLKTITCL apXOýLEMI 
37 It should be here noted that van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCII has suggested that book I 
dealing with the reign of John H Komnenos was written at a later date. This is indicated, for example, by 
the detailed introduction of John Axouch in book I of Manuel 1 (48/5-6), who had already been introduced 
in similar terms in book I of John H (9/23 ff). See also Maisano, Notes to Narrazione cronologica, 1, p. 
LXXX, who strengthens van Dieten's hypothesis with similar references. 
38 Nik. Chon., p. 158/85-87. 39 As already pointed out by van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. CIX 4 0 Nik. Chon., pp. 149/32-150/34: &TEPOC 8E ELC ýIOVCtXOV &TrOOPLý%tEVOC XPOV(P b(TTEPOV CrU'Y'YPCtj1Ct 
II TL TrEPI T(ýV OE[WV ýtVCrTTjP1(j-)V CI)VOE[IEVO(; dOIKE 6L ' (XýTOý KVV(3V Ct')Pl)'YCt(;, 0 T(ýV OELWV 6(OpE6jV 
I dvdýLOC. The identification of Sikidites with Michael Glykas was made long ago by K. Krumbacher, 
'Michael Glykas, eine Skizze seiner Biographie und seiner litterarischen Thätigkeit nebst einem unedierten 
Gedichte und Briefe desselben', Sitzungsberichte der bayerischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 
philosophisch- philologisch und historische Klasse, Munich 1894, HI, pp. 391-460. See also H. G. Beck, 
Kirche und theologische Literatur im byzantinishen Reich, Munich 1959, p. 343. 
41 Nik. Chon., pp. 514/38-517/4. The most detailed account of the controversy is in book 27 of Niketas' 
Panoplia Dogmatike (ed. Eustratiades), pp. 
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d-rro T-qc PCLCTLXELaC 'lWaVVOI) TuD K%LVqVOf) KCIIL Xý701)(Ya ýLEXPL T11r; CtXOkTEW(; 
Týc KWVGTaVTLvov-rr6XEcoc. First, while the title of b has only a beginning - 
&pXo[IEvq 
the title of a has both a beginning and an end - &PX0ý1EVq KGLIL Xýyot)(7ct. Second, the 
LCTTOPLa of version b becomes XPOVLK011 &ýY-09U; in version a. Finally, while in the b- 
text Niketas provides us with a full array of his illustrious offices in government; in the 
a-text this is no longer the case. 
42 
We should not attach much significance to the change of title, for in the mind of 
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contemporaries, the tenns LCYTOPLa and XPOVL"' 8L_q'YqGU; were essentially identical . 
However, the fact that version b does not mention an end point could perhaps be 
attributed to the circumstances at the time of composition, i. e. Niketas was in the midst 
of an imperial reign that he planned to narrate. The most important of the changes made 
to the title concern the offices held by Niketas. We are, of course, interested in the 
highest and thus latest in date, the logothetes ton sekreton, for since it appears in version 
b, Niketas was in all likelihood writing after his promotion to this post. As we have seen 
in the introduction, Niketas replaced his brother-in-law John Belissariotes as logothetes 
ton sekreton at around 1196/97. The commencement of the composition of the Historia 
should also be dated to around that time. This is indicated by Michael Choniates' single 
44 surviving letter to his brother, dated to ca. 1194/95 . On this occasion, the metropolitan 
addresses Niketas as epi ton kriseon, and replies to his brother's many requests to send 
him all his written works in one volume. 45 Since Niketas utilised Michael's works to a 
great extent in the composition of the Historia, we can assume that at this stage he was 
still collecting material for the text. We can thus conclude that Niketas began working on 
42 van Dieten does not address the issue of the authenticity of the titles of the Historia in his introduction. 
However, there is no reason to assume that they are not original and I will be working from the supposition 
that they are. I would like to express my gratitude to Professor Ewald Kislinger for our conversation and 
his advice on this issue. 
43 Maisano, Commentary to Narrazione cronologica, I, p. 509, n. 1. 
44Stadtmiiller, Michael Choniates, p. 232; van Dieten, Biographie, p. 34. 
45 Michael Choniates, H, p. 1: That Michael identifies Niketas as epi ton kriseon and not logothetes ton 
sekreton is not problematic, for even in the Monodia written on the occasion of Niketas' death, Michael 
still calls him epi ton kriseon, I, p. 345N. M. Angold, A Byzantine Government in Exile: Government and 
Society under the Laskarids of Nicaea (1204-1261), Oxford 1975, p. 149, claims on the basis of the titles 
that appear in Michael's letters that Niketas was raised to high judicial office and made head of the 
emperor's chamber whilst at Nikaia. These titles, however, refer to Niketas' career under Isaakios II, not 
Theodore I Laskaris. See van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 22-51. 
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the Historia only during the reign of Alexios III Angelos and probably shortly after his 
promotion to the post of logothetes ton sekreton. 46 
This is in turn closely connected to the circumstances of the original composition. 
In his introduction van Dieten notes the remarkable difference between versions b and a 
specifically in the discussion of the reign of Alexios 111. Version a is significantly longer, 
more comprehensive, more critical and more detailed. Many episodes are completely 
missing in the b-text, while for those that appear in both versions, more information is 
provided in a. These cannot be analysed at this stage, but it is instrumental to list the 
most important passages altered in the a-text: 453/3-461/13,465/32-467/86,471/90-3, 
477/68-478/11 478/14-479/43,483/35-493/66,502/10-507/60,513/31-514/36,519/44- 
47 520/66 . According to van Dieten, these 
differences become understandable only if one 
assumes that b notes the events almost simultaneously as they occur, while a was written 
later and influenced by changes in judgment and living circumstances. 48 
We would like to take this hypothesis one step further. The reign of Alexios III in 
version b is, in fact, almost completely uncritical and indeed in most cases can be viewed 
as favourable to this emperor. The best examples are the episodes of Alexios' usurpation 
of the throne in 1195 (450/58-453/3), the expedition against the rebel Chrysos in 1196/97 
(502/10 ff. ), and the diplomatic exchanges with the German emperor Henry VI (477/66- 
479/46). 49 In these episodes events are not merely interpreted differently, but for the most 
46 An adscript found in manuscript V fol. 103v (Nik. Chon., p. 1/1-3) could ftirther strengthen our case. 
Vaticanus graecus 163 was in Constantinople from at least 1391, when it was purchased by the scholar and 
renowned collector of manuscripts, John Chortasmenos (for this individual see H. Hunger, 'Joannes 
Chortasmenos, ein byzantinischer Intellectueller der sp5ten Palaiologenzeit', WSt 70 (1957), pp. 153-63). 
In addition to the Historia, it contains the Epitome of John Kinnamos in its single surviving manuscript, the 
verse chronicle of Constantine Manasses, an anonymous chronicle from the Creation to Romanos, son of 
Constantine VII, and the history of George Akropolites in its most important codex (See Io. Mercati- 
Franchi de Cavalieri, Codices Vaticani Graeci, Rome 1923, pp. 185-87; van Dieten, Introduction to the 
Historia, pp. XXIII- XXV). It was Chortasmenos who inserted the following lines in fol. 103': Eupov Ev 
ýTEPW 1TCIXCIUý PLPXLW OVTWCr1 KEL[IEVOV' TOD XOYO0eTOV T(ýV (: FEKPETCJV Kal E'IT'L TWV KpLaEWV, 
'/E^YOV6TOC & Kal WPOU Kal KPLTOD TOD PýXOU KCIL 1TPOKGt"[i6VOU TOD PacrLXLKOD KOLT(ýJVOc (in T1 
marg. 'l CFaaK(OU PCICIVEWC TOD 'A-y-yEXoi)) NLOTa TOD aTro' Xwv(ýv, TroXEwc Týc (PpiryLad This 
commentary closely resembles the title of the b-text, and it is obvious that Chortasmenos wished to 
emphasize that Niketas held these positions under Isaakios H Angelos. This is significant for it associates 
Niketas, as he identifies himself in the b-text, with Isaakios IL However, Isaakios' name was added (in the 
same handwriting), replacing what had been erased in the original line. I do not wish to speculate about 
who may have originally been named as Niketas' employer, but given the fact that Niketas did not hold 
any official posts under Theodore I Laskaris, the most likely candidate is Alexios I][L 
47 As noted by van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. XCIV-XCV. 
48 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. XCIV-XCV. 
49These will be analyzed in the following chapter. 
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part are narrated differently. This cannot be explained by changes in judgement, or even 
newly discovered information long after the event, as it is blatantly obvious that Niketas 
often concealed information potentially damaging for the emperor in version b. But it can 
be explained if we assume that at the time Niketas was writing the original version, he 
either did not deem it expedient to criticise the reigning emperor, or had, in fact, 
undertaken the task with the auspices of the regime or a patron closely connected to the 
imperial family and/or court. 
That Alexios III was, in fact, the reigning emperor at the time of the original 
composition can be confirmed by the following observation: the only time Niketas refers 
to the 'present emperor' in the entire text, he refers to Alexios III. When the historian 
relates the rebuilding of the ancient underground aqueduct in Constantinople by 
Andronikos I. he tells us that this project had not been completed due to Andronikos' 
removal: 'so much were those who ruled after him - those at least who rule until now - 
concerned to bring this work of communal benefit to completion, that Isaakios, who 
removed him from power as well as from life, destroyed the tower along with the most 
delightful dwellings, as if in envy towards Andronikos for this most noble deed'. 50 
Although Niketas only criticises Isaakios explicitly for his neglect, it is clear that the 
passage refers to both of Andronikos' successors. 
Niketas' history was originally a history of imperial reigns, clearly continuing 
where previous historians had ended, 51 and designed at its inception to narrate the reigns 
of the Komnenian emperors. When Alexios III assumed the throne he changed his name 
52 from Angelos to Komnenos, although this information is not offered in the b-text. 
Instead, the title of book I of Alexios' reign in this version reads: pa(TLXELa TOi)- 
PCt9LXeWC KDP 'AXcýLOV Toý) K%Lv-qvoD. 
53 Although criticism of the previous 
Komnenian rulers is not missing in the b-text, as we shall see clearly later on, this 
50 Nik. Chon., pp. 329/58-330/63: TOUODTOV 8' E'IIEXTI(7E TOý(; 
it 
ýtET' EKEtVOV dpýCOLV, O'(TOL TEWC EC 
6EDPO dvao-aoucrL, TrEPCtC bTLOEMIL T6. KOLVW(ýEXEV TOVTW EP'yW, 0)'UTE Kat 0 TOUTOV ýIETCLCTTTJOM; 
-Mc apX-qc &ýta Kai 7ý(; CWIý; 'I(YCtaKLO(; T6V TE TrUP'YOV KCt7pELq)E KCIL T&C XaPLECTTaTaC 
OLOGELC KaTePaXE, (ý06vwv W"07 E P'AV8pOV(KW TIC KaXX'LCTTTI(; TC(I)TTIOL TrPaCEwC. 
5'As Niketas himself declares in the preface (p. '4/66-69): aPXT'j 6E JIOL TIC 'LCTTOpLai; 8act JIETa TO' 
Trýpac EbOM TýC 
CWI(; a'lia KCR 'FIC C'tPXIC TOD EK K%t"v6v &PýCIVTO(; TrpW'TW(; 'AXECLOV 
I GVýIPEPTJKEV, ETrEI Kai E(; TME T6v avaKTa TO' XEYELV (TI)VETrEPCLVCtVTO oTr6(YOL T(ýV Trp6 ýýt6v Tý 
utryypaoý TrP06ýXWC ETTepaXOV. 52 Nik. Chon., p. 459/53-64 VAP. 
53 Nik. Chon., p. 453/1-2 b. 
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criticism is only latent, if at all present, in the original version of the Historia. But, of 
course, the tendency to eulogise the reigning emperor is common enough in Byzantium 
and especially so at times when the majority of the writers belonged to the imperial court 
circle. Especially in the eleventh and twelfth centuries historical writing centred at the 
imperial court in Constantinople. The caesar Nikephoros Bryennios undertook his 
history at the behest of Eirene Doukaina, wife of Alexios 1.54 Michael Attaleiates, a high 
legal official, dedicated his history to Nikephoros III Botaneiates. 55 Constantine 
Manasses wrote his popular verse chronicle at the request of Eirene, wife of the 
sebastokrator Andronikos Komnenos, 56 and Michael Psellos ended his Chronographia 
with a eulogy of Michael VII Doukas. 57 Perhaps most telling of all is Psellos' own 
declaration that it was in fact Michael VII himself who provided the material for his own 
reign. Addressing, the son of the emperor, Constantine, Psellos declares: 'If I leave 
beyond the normal span, I will compose another history for you, when you have given 
me deeds to write of . -)58 
Niketas was one of the highest officials serving in the administration of Alexios III. 
He remained logothetes ton sekreton and head of the senate until dismissed by the new 
emperor, Alexios V Doukas in 1204.59 On a more personal level, he was related to the 
54 For the text see Nicephori Bryennii Historiarum libri quattuor, ed. P. Gautier, CFHB, Brussels 1975. For 
bibliography: Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur, pp. 271-74; G. Moravcsik, Byzantino- 
Turcica, 1. Die byzantinischen Quellen der Geschichte der Rirkv&lker, Berlin 1958 2 (repr. 1983) pp. 443- 
44; Hunger, Literatur, 1, pp. 394-400; ODB 1, p. 331; A. Carile, 'La "YX-q UYTOPLac del Cesare Niceforo 
Briennio', Aevum 43 (1969), pp. 235-82. 
55 For the text see Michael Attaleiates, Historia, eds. W. Brunet de Presle & 1. Bekker, CSHB, Bonn 1853. 
For bibliography: Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur, pp. 269-71; Moravcsik, 
Byzantinoturcica, I, pp. 427-29; Hunger, Literatur, I, pp. 382-89; ODB 1, p. 229; Kazhdan-Franklin, 
Studies, pp. 23-86; E. Tsolakis, 'Aus dem Leben des Michael Attaleiates (seine Heimatstadt, sein Geburts- 
und sein Todesjahr)', BZ 58 (1965), pp. 3-10; Idem, 'Das Geschichtswerk des Michael Attaleiates und die 
Zeit seiner Abfassung', BvC 2 (1970), pp. 251-68. 
56 For the text see Constantine Manasses, Breviarium historiae metricum, ed. I. Bekker, CSHB, Bonn 1837. 
For bibliography see Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur, pp. 376-80; Moravcsik, 
Byzantinoturcica, I, pp, 353-54; Hunger, Literatur, 1, pp. 419-22; 0. Lampsides, Ailyouic6para 7rEpi n7v 
ýf ovmýv16voyliv KcovoTavTivovrov Mavdao77, Athens 1980. 
5 K. Snipes, 'The Chronographia of Michael Psellos and the Textual Tradition and Transmission of the 
Byzantine Historians of the Eleventh and Twelfth Centuries', ZRVI 27-28 (1989), p. 60. For the text see 
Michel Psellos chronographie, ed. E. Renauld, I-II, Paris 1928 (rep. 1967). For the abundant bibliography 
on Psellos see Hunger, Literatur, pp. 372-82; ODB 3,1754-55. 
58 Michael Psellos, 11, pp. 179 (Eng. trans. E. R. Sewter, The Chronographia of Michael Psellus, London 
1953, p. 286). 
59 Nik. Chon., p. 565/11-15: JXE & KCLL OTVEPLOOV OrK(CtCrýW iaXVOV TraPETr%iEVOV T6V "6EcTTq'V 
4kXOKdXijv, 8v oi')x ETEPWC E'XWV ýTR TOýj dKPOV UTIGM TIC CTV'YKVTOV ýaTýpOC ýýJd(; jjýV dTT' TI E C1 
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established bureaucratic family of the Belissariotes, having married the sister of the 
megas logothetes, John Belissariotes . 
60 As is evident from his correspondence, Niketas 
was also intimately connected to one of the most powerful families of the age, the 
Kamateroi. Especially significant is the author's relationship to Basil Kamateros, brother 
of empress Euphrosyne Kamatere and uncle to Theodore I Laskaris of Nicaea. This 
highly influential figure is a recipient of a number of Niketas' letters, which strongly 
indicate that a patron-client relationship was in existence. 61 One of those letters (no. II in 
Niketas' collection) served as a cover letter of a revision of book 17 of the author's other 
major work, the Panoplia Dogmatike, dealing with the heresy of the Armenians . 
62 It is 
equally significant that Constantine Mesopotamites, a major political figure in the 
decades of the II 80s and I 190s and later metropolitan of Thessaloniki (1196/97-1227), 
as well as a recipient of Niketas' letters, 63 was also the owner of manuscript L 
(Laurentianus IX 24,13thcentury) of the LO version of the Historia. 64 
Virtually next to nothing is known of Niketas' relationship with Alexios III, as 
the author totally excludes himself as a participant of the events of Alexios' reign, while 
he conspicuously appears with an active role during the reign of Isaakios II, when in his 
capacity of governor of Philipopolis, he received a set of contradictory orders from the 
emperor, 65 and when he personally came at odds with him over the mishandling of the 
passage of the Third Crusade. 66 Yet it would be preposterous to assume that the 
logothetes ton sekreton and head of the senate was not closely involved in the affairs of 
the state during the reign of Alexios 111, or that he was not acquainted with the emperor 
personally. Could it be that Niketas portrayed himself in opposition to Isaakios 11 for the 
benefit of Alexios III and his intimate circle? Whatever the case, the most likely scenario 
unfolding in our eyes is that the Historia, in its original form was not a personal 
ob&[Aac EVUXýýIOVOC TrPOý(IGEUK TOID TOtC UEKPE'TOL(; XO'YOOET6V Tr(ZpCtXEXI)KEV, &6v0v 8' 
dtVTLTrPOPEPXTjKEV. 
60 van Dieten, Biographie, p. 25. 
61 Orationes et epistulae, no. 2,7,11, pp. 202-03,209-11,216-17. 
62 F. Cavallera, 'Le Tr6sor de la Foi Orthodoxe de Nicetas Acominatos', Bulletin de Litterature 
EccMsiastique publiý par IInstitut de Toulouse 5 (1913), pp. 124-37; van Dieten, Biographie, p. 181 ff. 63 Orationes et epistulae, no. 4,9, pp. 204-06,214. 
64 The identification was made by R. Walter, Gnomon 50 (1978), p. 539 (review of van Dieten's edition). 65 Nik. Chon., p. 402/49-55. 
66 Nik. Chon, p. 410/55 ff. 
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endeavour of the author, but largely the product of the court circle of Alexios III, penned 
by perhaps the most talented rhetorician present, Niketas Choniates. 
It cannot be overstressed that in a despotic society such as Byzantium, a writer's 
work and indeed his personality came under the dual pressure of secular and clerical 
authorities. 67 Freedom of expression was veiled under puzzling rhetorical constructions, 
ancient and biblical allusions and fictitious speeches. These were not merely rhetorical 
devices blindly copied from the great masters of antiquity, as has so often been 
mistakenly assumed, but served as tools of expression and criticism. 68 In the case of 
Niketas, we are confronted with a writer, who was at the same time a prominent 
government official, and not a secluded monk retired from active political life and 
writing in the safe haven provided by the walls of a monastery. 69 Our historian was 
undoubtedly heavily dependent on imperial favour for his own livelihood. Thus freedom 
of expression was not an option - it would be a political death sentence, if not worse. 
Cases similar to that of Niketas can be found throughout the course of Byzantine 
history. The most obvious example is that of the sixth-century writer, Procopius who 
wrote a 'corrective' to his epic work, the Wars (covering the period 527-553/54) in the 
form of an angry pamphlet against the emperor Justinian 1 (527-65). 70 According to 
67 J. N. Ljubarkij, 'Writer's Intrusion in early Byzantine Literature', XVIIIth International Congress of 
Byzantine Studies. Major Papers, Moscow 1991, p. 433; Alexander Kazhdan had also touched upon this 
problem in People and Power in B antium, Washington 1982, pp. 96-116. YZ 
68 On veiled criticism under rhetorical expressions see now A. Kaldelis, The Argument ofMichael Psellos' 
Chronographia, Leiden 1999; Idem, Procopius of Caesarea: Tyranny, History and Philosophy at the End 
otAntiquity, Philadelphia 2004. 
6 As was, for example, John Zonaras (see remarks of P. Magdalino, 'Aspects of twelfth-century Byzantine 
Kaiserkritik', Speculum 58 (1983), p. 333). 
70 For the text see: Procopius, The Anecdota or Secret History, trans. H. B. Dewing, Loeb Classical 
Library, London 1935. The mere existence of the Anecdota has puzzled modem scholars, who have argued 
about a variety of issues ranging from its authorship and genre to its veracity and seriousness, while 
attempting to reconstruct a developmental view of Procopius' writing so as to accommodate the work in 
his entire oeuvre. See J. B. Bury, History of the Later Roman Empire (395 A. D. to 800) 1, London 1889, 
pp. 355,359 ff, Idem, History of the Later Roman Empirefrom the Death of Theodosius to the death of 
Justinian, II, London 1923, p. 417 (first argued that Procopius could not have been the author of the 
Anecdota, but changed his mind in the later work, supposing that the author had suffered a 'brainstorm'); J. 
A. S. Evans, 'Procopius of Caesarea and the Emperor Justinian', Papers of the Canadian Historical 
Association (1968), p. 136 (actually suggested that Procopius was schizophrenic! ); A. H. M. Jones, The 
Later Roman Empire: A Social and Economic Survey, 1, Oxford 1964, p. 266 (simply dismissed the 
Anecdota). Later scholarship has taken a more pragmatic view; B. Rubin, Procopius von Kaisareia, 
Stuttgart 1954; A. Cameron, Procopius and the sixth century, Berkeley & Los Angeles 1985, pp. 49-83; G. 
Fatouros, 'Zur Prokop-Biographie', Klio 62 (1980), pp. 517-23; K. Adshead, 'The Secret History of 
Procopius and its genesis', Byz 63 (1993), pp. 5-28; G. Greatrex, 'The dates of Procopius' works', BMGS 
18 (1994), pp. 101-14. 
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Procopius himself, the Anecdota or Secret History was written with the explicit purpose 
of providing the 'real' explanations for events and revealing that which could not be said 
in the Wars. 71 The author further claims that it was not possible for him to publish the 
work 'as long as the actors were still alive [ ... 
] for neither was it possible to elude the 
vigilance of multitudes of spies, nor if detected, to escape a most cruel death. 572 The 
eleventh century court rhetorician, teacher and later metropolitan of Euchaita, John 
Mauropous has left us a poem, which strongly insinuates that he was forced to abandon 
his own historical work because he refused to lie: 'The author has never yet told a lie, but 
even if he were to lie in the rest of the work in the manner that those who commissioned 
it would like, with whose praises the book revels, this is still insufficient, for the desire of 
the powerful for eulogy is insatiable. Therefore he leaves the praises for encomia and 
does not allow the writing to proceed any further, for it lacks the natural ability to lie. 73 
Such a historical work has not come down to us, but some scholars have argued that it 
was destroyed because the emperor Constantine IX Monomachos was not pleased with 
it. 74 
The case of Mauropous' pupil, Michael Psellos is even more interesting. Psellos' 
main historical work, the Chonographia, was composed in two main stages, the first 
from the reign of Basil II to the abdication of Isaakios I Komnenos in 1059, and the 
second from Constantine X to Michael VII in 1078. The inconsistency between the two 
sections is most apparent in the highly eulogistic account of the reign of Michael VII 
Doukas, which when compared to the critical viewpoint from which Psellos assesses 
previous emperors, is remarkably different. In order to account for this discrepancy, 
modem scholars have arrived at the conclusion that the author undertook to write the 
final section at the request of the emperors Constantine X and Michael VII, if not under 
71 Procopius, Anecdota, p. 3. 
72 Procopius, Anecdota, p. 3. 73 John Mauropous, Poem 96, P. de Lagarde (ed. ), Abhandlungen der historisch-philologischen Klasse der 
Königlichen Gesellschaft der Wissenshaften zu Göttingen, Göttingen 1882, repr. Amsterdarn 1979: 0' 
glry'ypCt(ýEÜC tpEÜ80i; gýV OW EwLP7IKE TrW, tpEI)CrC[LTO ýlEVT' CIV E'V 'YE TOÜ; ÄOLITOýC k6yOL(;, OUTW 
, ýLXOIOJVTWV T(ýV KEXCU6VTWV Ta8E, WV T0ii; iTrct'LVOLi; EVTPU(WV TO' ßLßXLOV, 0"ýIWC EMOEEV 
iV8EIEGTEPOV XUYELW eZoi)erla KP6TWV yap OýK j18EV K6POV. OýKOÜV ä(ýE'LG6W TaÜTCt TOýC 9'YKW4(OLC, ý ae-ipaýý & gý lTPOXWPELTW TrXEov- OV'K EU»VG; yap TrpO'c Ta TOü t4Eý8OUc e'XeL. TI 74 ODB 2, p. 1319. For Mauropous in geneml see A. KarpozilosEvußo4 aMueýhm Tov ßiov Kai rov ipyov 
rov Iwüvvtl Mavpo7r63oý;, loannina 1982. 
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their active supervision. This was then appended to the first part of the Chronographia 
after the author's death. 75 
To resume our discussion of Niketas, from 535/3 onward his work can only have 
been written after 1204, as it is at this point that Niketas begins to narrate the events of 
the Fourth Crusade. Van Dieten has shown that Niketas' narration had reached the year 
1202, when the author was forced to flee the city in April 1204.76 This is clearly evident 
in the b-text, where there is no prelude introducing the imminent calamity. The last 
events recorded prior to the arrival of the Fourth Crusade were triumphal victories of 
Alexios III over the rebels John Spyridonakes and Drobomir Chrysos (1202). After this 
section Niketas adds a preliminary note to the ensuing text so as to prepare the reader for 
what will follow, but clearly there is no continuity and in fact manuscripts RMF of the b- 
family relate this section as book III of the reign of Alexios III Angelos. 77 
Following the disastrous events of 1204, the author, now a refugee, took his 
historical work with him and continued to write in exile in Selymbria and Nicaea. 
According to his own testimony, Niketas stayed in Selymbria from April 1204-June 
1206, when he was forced to flee once again due to the devastating incursions of the 
Cumans, this time returning to Constantinople for six months (July-December 1206), 
before 'sailing to the east. ' 78Niketas, therefore, must have arrived at Nicaea in December 
1206/January 1207, and it is during his time in the Bithynian capital (from his arrival in 
1207 until his death in ca. 1217) that the Historia was elaborately revised and 
significantly expanded. For the final section of the work (535/3 onward) there exist three 
text versions: b, a. and LO. According to van Dieten, LO is the oldest of these. 
75 See discussions in: J. M. Hussey, 'Michael Psellus, The Byzantine Historian', Speculum 10 (1935), pp. 
81-90; R. Anastasi, Studi sulla 'Chronographia' di Michelle Psello, Catania 1969; E. Kriaras, 
'Considerazioni sul libro VIE[ della 'Chronographia' di Michele Psello', Orpheus 6 (1985), pp. 370-95; M. 
Agati, 'Michele VII Parapinace e la Chronographia de Psello', Bolletino della Badia Greca di 
Grottaferrata n. s. 45 (1991), pp. 11-31. 
76 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCM. 77 Nik. Chon., p. 535/3 RMF: T6110C TPLTOC TIC PCt0*LXE1CtC KIDP 'AXEý101) TOO Ko[tmjvoý), EMct 
[IE'yCtXOTr6XE L &ýyTJGU; T(ZV 0-L)j1PdVTWV T-1 &Map(ýv. D has a different title: ýCKYLVIGK CTW'XI)aL(; KC1'L 
dpXý T(& 71 ýi. E-yaXoTr6XEL (JUýLPCIVTWV CtVLC1P(& (in Marg. TLVb; T%1OV TP'LTOV TODTOV 'YPC0OVGLV). 
78 Nik-Chon-, p. 635/95-7 LO. 
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LO 
The LO version, beginning only with the events of the Fourth Crusade and ending 
with the description of the statues melted down by the crusaders in Constantinople 
(535/3-636 + 647-655) has survived in its entirety in two manuscripts: Laurentianus IX 
24 (13'ý' century) and Oxoniensis Bodleianus Roe 22 (1286). It has been transmitted to us 
together with the Panoplia Dogmatike, and continues directly from the latter without a 
title. 79AIways according to van Dieten, Niketas wrote LO during his time in Selymbria 
and Constantinople, and finished it in Nicaea around 1207. He then 'published' it 
together with the Panoplia Dogmatike, i. e. he sent copies of both works to an anonymous 
friend who had asked for it. 80 The author, however, soon realised the inadequacies of the 
continuation of his historiographical work and began to revise it, particularly from 535 
onwards, resulting in the version that we now refer to as b(revior). 
Concerning LO, it must first be noted that internal evidence contradicts a date of 
composition as early as 1207. Since LO has come down to us together with the Panoplia, 
it can be assumed that they were written around the same time. In the preface to his 
theological work Niketas complains bitterly about his miserable situation in Nicaea: 'I 
can barely provide nourishment for my own party and the young servants under me, as I 
am dwelling in a foreign land, Nicaea the metropolis of Bithynia, building wooden 
houses and living the remainder of my life as a wretched refugee and a miserable 
stranger. '81 Similar sentiments are voiced in the LO version, where Niketas tells us that 
he is residing amidst appalling conditions alongside Lake Askania, receiving scarcely 
enough aid from the authorities and being maltreated by the local population. 82 That both 
the Panoplia and LO were written in Nicaea is clear enough, but only the historical 
events reported in the LO version can tell us exactly when. Although it has already been 
79 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. LVII. 
80 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCI. See preface given in Panoplia Dogmatike (ed. van 
Dieten), p. 57/20. 
8'Panoplia Dogmatike (ed. van Dieten), p. 57/16-19: 6)1; ýLOXU; 17q'V Gl)VO8LC[V KCLL Td[ bTrOl)p-yC't ýtOL 
TraL8dpLCL 8MTPEýELV 6VV%lCtL Ev yý TraPOLK(ýV d[XXOTPLq KaL Trpok Tq [iijTPOTrOXEL Mimac 
NLKa1q TMý%tEvoc ýLOOTVCt Kal T6 XEtTroV TOý PIOU 8MTOýEL'UV Wk ClXPEtOO; [lETCtVCLCT7qC Kal 
i[4-YaPTOC E'TMXLK. 
82 Nik. Chon., p. 635/lff. LO: 80EV Kal TmPOLKODýLEV b Tý KCtTdt ýV VýIVTJV Týv 'A(YKCEVLctv NLKC(ict a TTI 
TýC T(ýv BLOVV(ýV ETraPXLaC TrpoE8pEvo' .. -TrXýV 0ý6ýV CVELVOV Tdl -rýj-i; ToTrLKIC Tal)-MCYL VM1 
ýLETaPdGEW(; TOiC KCV ýýIdC EVTýVEYKaV Trpd-YýLCMV, dAX' ECTýLEV KCtL TrCtXLV Tctic XVTrCtLC 
bTrýPCtVTXOL KaL ýt6vq) 8LECa-Y%LE6Ct OEO PpaXE(ai; -rlc EC CLVOPWTTWV El)[IOLPODVTE(; a-UVdaPCrEw4;. II 
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noted that chronologically, LO goes beyond both the b and the a-text, the extent of time 
LO covers has been underestimated. 
In the aftermath of the capture of Constantinople and the partitioning of the 
empire, Niketas recognised three leaders of resistance to the Latins: Theodore I Laskaris 
in Asia Minor 83 . Leo Sgouros in central 
Greece, and Michael Komnenos Doukas in 
Epiros. 84 Having related the progress of the Latin conquest both in Greece and in the 
Asian part of the empire, Niketas lists the three leaders of resistance. He devotes three 
lines to Theodore Laskaris, who is introduced merely as a relative of Alexios III, and 
tells us that he was proclaimed emperor by the cities of the East, an event that occurred in 
85 1205 . Concerning Michael Komnenos Doukas, the 
historian provides us with the 
following information: 'and there was another [leader], son of the sebastokrator John, 
who was the uncle of Isaakios and Alexios, the emperors of the Romans, on their father's 
side, and ruled the area around NikoPolis and the river Acheloos. He did not act in a 
cowardly manner towards the Latins but rather bravely engaged them when they sailed to 
Dyrrachion and proceeded ahead. Because they lacked the necessary supplies and 
because he surprised them in frontal attack, he won a great victory and prevailed against 
83 For Theodore I Laskaris, founder of the empire of Nicaea see A. Meliarakes, '1070pia TOO 3aOzAc[oV 
I 77ic Nix-al"ac X-aL TOO ACOWOM710V 7#c WiTci`pov, Athens 1898, pp. 1- 154; A. Gardner, Ae Lascarids 
ofNicaea. The Story of an Empire in Exile, London 1912 (repr. 1964), pp. 52-115; ODB 3, pp. 2039- 40. 
84 Neither Michael nor his successor Theodore seem to have used the name Angelos, inherited from their 
grandfather, Constantine Angelos, perhaps because they preferred the more reputable names of Doukas and 
Komnenos: See D. M. Nicol, 'The Fourth Crusade and the Greek and Latin Empires, 1204-61', in 
Cambridge Medieval History, IV, Cambridge 1966, p. 296ff. For general bibliography: Idem, The 
Despotate ofEpiros (1204-1267), Oxford 1957, pp. 1- 112; Meliarakes, NbCaL a x-ai Wirctpoc, pp. 48-129; 
L. Stiernon, 'Les Origines du despotat d'Epire', REB 27 (1959), pp. 90-126; D. I. Polemis, The Doukai: A 
Contribution to Byzantine Prosopography, London 1968, pp. 89ff.; ODB 2, p. 1362,3, p. 2042; Varzos, H, 
pp. 548-637,669-89. 
5 Nik. Chon., p. 626/53-56. Theodore's proclamation followed directly and most probably as a result of his 
victory over Manuel Mavrozomes in the b-text, that is in the spring/summer of 1205: o 8ý AC(CTKC(pLc 
E)E66wpoi; ... 
dTrOKpOVCTd[IEVOC EKEtVOV TO' ýCEPVOPOV 1TE8LXOV bTrO8UETCtL K(IL 0G[9LXEIK'PWýIaLCk)V 6ý ' 
8XWV T6V Ewkov dva-yopE VE TCt L TroXEwv. In LO it comes on 631/16ff. - o -yap AdorKaPLC E)EO&J)poc 
KT18EUTýý W"ý ETr'L 01)'YCtTP'L TOD Ee 'A-y-YEXWV PCt9LXEVOVTO(; 'AXEý(01) Ta Trpok E'w TrEpLE6aX-rrE 
Tr6XELC EKTPIOWV TTP6(; Tr6XqIOV K& VTr aýT6V PGtO7LXEVk dtvcryopEi)6ýlEvoc. For the date see: P. B. 
Sinogowitz, 'fJber das byzantinische Kaisertum nach dem vierten Kreuzzuge, 1204-1205', BZ 45 (1952), 
pp. 344-56; Gounarides, 'H Xpovokoyia rqq Avay6p&ucrqq Kat "; Mtyll; Tou E)Fo56)poi) A' Tou 
Aaox6peco; ', Z6, gu 6 (1985), p. 69; A. Savvides, Byzantium in the Near East: its Relations with the Seljuk 
Sultanate of Rum in Asia Minor, the Armenians of Cilicia and the Mongols, A. D. c. 1192-1237, 
Thessaloniki 1981, pp. 61,86 ff. Also van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 147-48. 
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many thousands, as many as the bishop of Saisos had recruited from Italy and gathered 
from all the Latin lands to be shipped to the borders of the Romans. ' 86 
By the bishop of 'Saisos', Niketas means Nivelon de Cherisy, bishop of Soissons 
(ca. 1176-1207) and chief prelate of the army of the Fourth Crusade. In 1205 Nivelon 
was named archbishop of Thessaloniki and granted a special papal license to remain 
simultaneously bishop of Soissons. 87 When the Latins met with disaster at Andrianople 
(March-April 1205), Nivelon was sent back to the West to seek reinforcements. 88 He 
died in Apulia in 1207, still labouring to return to Greece with the enlisted soldiers he 
had collected . 
89From Niketas' description it appears that the Latins did manage to raise a 
substantial force, which was sent to the east, only to be cut down by the Greeks of 
Epiros. The battle described cannot be correlated with any that are known to us through 
other sources, 90 and this is not surprising considering that the history of the Byzantine 
separatist state of Epiros is so poorly documented. 91 However, this battle can only be 
dated to after 1207, but not much later, since the forces that the bishop of Soissons had 
enlisted seemed to have been already assembled at that date. 
The career of the third Greek leader, Leo Sgouros receives detailed treatment by 
the historian, who ends this section by relating the death of Sgouros together with the 
capture of Akrokorinth by the Latins. Niketas further informs us that after these events 
Sgouros' wife was sent to the east (i. e. to Nicaea) and that at the present time Nauplion 
86 Nik. Chon., p. 631/16ff LO: ctXXoc 8E TLI; Eý O'aýUO(; #'(; 
'I WaVVOU TOf) CTEPCL9TOKPdTOPO(;, 8CFTL(; 
Odoc ýv TrP6C TrC[TP6C 'I GCt(ZKIOI) K(IL 'AXEC(OU TW-V 0[ýO'YVL(x)V CLVTOKPCtT6pwv 'PW[ICILWV, Ta TrEPL 
NLK6TroXLv XELP[CWV Kal T6V TrOT%tO'V'AXEX6OV, Oý8E OUTOC d7EVV(3C dIVTEýE'PETO Toýc ACLTIVOLC dtXXet Kal ýPIXGt 'YEVVGtLWC, KaTaXOdGLV ELC TO' AUPPC'IXLOV KCtL X(I)PODMV EC Ta Trp6aw- [IEV 
07(IVEL T(ýV dVCtYKCtLWV, Trý & KCLL ývwTrLW ýLdXTj ýV VCKIIV XGt[tTrPGt dtVE81' TTI I(YCITO KCR TrOXX6; 
KCL1-Tj'YWV(aaTO XLXLCt8a(;, 8GGt(; 0 XGR(70t) t7T(0*KoTroc EC 'ITCLX[Oti; (: FTPC(TOXOyq'Cr(ZC KGtI O'Trn 8ý 
AGtTLVLK6V JIEP(ýV aI)XXECGt[IEVO(; Ek Ta T(ZV'PW[LCILWV O'PLa 6LETrXWLGCtTO. 
87 1 have made this identification on the basis of the information given in A. J. Andrea, Contemporary 
Sources for the Fourth Crusade, Leiden 2000, pp. 223-38: Concerning the land of Jerusalem and the 
Means by which Relics were carried to this church from the City of Constantinople, by the Anonymous of 
Soissons. This is a neglected source for the relics stolen from Constantinople and transferred to Soissons 
by Nivelon de Cherisy himself. 
88 Villehardouin, p. 129. 
89Andrea, Sourcesfor the Fourth Crusade, p. 225 
90 A fleet from Venice had landed in Dyrrachion in the spring of 1205 and was victorious in capturing the 
stronghold. The Venetians retained Dyn-achion until it capitulated to an attack by Michael Komnenos 
Doukas in the early years of the second decade of the thirteenth century. See Meliarakes, Nix-aia Kai 
'HircLpoc, pp. 55-57; Nicol, Epiros, pp. 37-38. 
91 Nicol, Epiros, pp. 38. 
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was held by a certain Gabriel, a relative, who appears to have been Sgouros' brother. 
92 
The death of Sgouros is generally agreed upon to have taken place in 1208, probably in 
93 94 
the second part of that year. Akrokorinth capitulated to the Latins in 1209 , and 
Nauplion in 1210/1 1.95 Therefore the composition of this passage should be dated to no 
earlier than ca. 1210. Consequently this provides with a tenninus post quem for the 
composition of LO, which in all likelihood was composed in the first years of the second 
decade of the thirteenth century. This raises certain problems that concern the chronology 
of the versions of the text after 1204 as well the inadequacies displayed by this version. 
The position of LO in relation to both the b and the a-texts is highly problematic. 
As already noted above, van Dieten has suggested that LO is the oldest version of Ta 
/-167-d TýP dAW011 P. 96 This view goes against the earlier opinion of Friedrich Wilken, 
who saw LO as an epitome of the a-text. 97 Such fundamentally opposing views can be 
explained by the fact that LO displays certain characteristics, which clearly distinguish it 
from both the b and the a-texts, and at the same time make it extremely difficult to 
integrate in the revision process. The mere fact that LO has passed on to us with the 
Panoplia Dogmatike differentiates this version from the Historia as it has survived in the 
a-b versions. 
LO begins with the arrival of the fleet of Fourth Crusade in June 1203 with the 
sentence: EVTCtVOG1 In' G'tXC0CFL(; TIC TrOXEWC KOLI TLVGt T(ýV [IETG'L TCLý)TCL CrI)ýLPG'1VTWV 
92 Nik. Chon., p. 611/30-35 LO: k 8E ýtET& KCUP6V ýTEOVýKEL, ý'YKPCITEtC Trapa 86Cav ACLTtVOL K& 
TOO 'AKPOK6PLV6OV 'YIVOVTaL. To TOL KCt'L T'j TOUTOU 0-UCVYOC #[ýL&Tj XGtLpELV TGffC EKECO'E 
X(jj4 6LOLTPLpati; Ei; TýV E"W 8La1T LCETCLL. K(A VOJV E'(TTLV Wk 'L(TT6(; cTr 0'POV(: KC11 O-qýMLCLC tTrl 
POINOD T6 NaVTrXLOV TrctpC[ TLVOC l"CIPPLTIX, KaCrL-YVTITOI) TOO X'YOVPOO, K(XTEXO[IEVOV. 
93 See J. Longnon, L'empire Latin de Constantinople et la Principautý de Morge, Paris 1949, p. 92; A. 
Bon, La Mor& franque. Recherches historiques, topographiques et archgologiques sur la PrincipaW 
d'Achaie, 1204-1430,1, Paris 1969, p. 68; J. Hoffinann, Rudimente von Territorialstaaten im 
byzantinischen Reich (1071-1210). Untersuchungen fiber Unabhangigkeitsbestrebungen und ihr Verhdltnis 
zu Kaiser und Reich, Munich 1974, p. 59; A. Savvides, 'A Note on the Death of Leo Sgurus in A. D. 1208', 
BMGS 12 (1988), pp. 289-95 and the recent monograph by F. Vlachopoulou, Ak(Ov lyovp6q: 0 Biog Kai r/ 
HoAiwia rov Bv(avrivo6 6tpXovra rqq fiqpEiavaTo). mýq IZEAoxovvýaov o-riq apXk,; rov 13" aicbva, 
Thessaloniki 2002, p. 110 ff. 
94 Longnon, Lempire, p. 240; M. Kordoses, 'laTopticd icat Toiroypaywd RPOPXýgCETCL KaT& T1q 7rO4RtK9q 
0'UYKPO16(TC1q rqq 7rp6)TTlq nept68ou "q (DPaYKOKPa'riCEq aTq N6Tta EU66a (1204-1262)', 
I0T0P1K0YE(0ypa(piK6c 1 (1985-86), pp. 118-23. 
95 Kordoses, IoTopiK6, pp. 124-27. 
96 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. XCV-XCIX. 
97 F. Wilken, 'Zerstörung der Kunstwerke zu Constantinopel (nach Nicetas)', in Geschichte der Kreuzzüge, 





and thereafter picks up on the first sentence found in the b-a texts. In versions b and a, 
the arrival of the fleet occurs in the middle of book II of the reign of Alexios III, where it 
is simply part of the narration. The second reign of Isaakios II Angelos together with his 
son Alexios IV, as well as that of Alexios V are related in two different books in the b-a 
texts, and accorded the appropriate titles. In the LO version no such titles are found. 99 
The final section of the work, dealing with events after the fall of Constantinople has a 
title in all three versions, but while in the b-a texts, this is more or less similar, focusing 
on 4events after the fall', in LO it is simply recorded in the margin as T0[10(; 
8EUTEPOC. looMoreover, the long and eloquent introduction of this section of the work in 
the b-a texts is missing in LO, where the author begins by merely statingELXE ýLEV 0V'TW 
T(Dtf)TOI, K(X'L -q KWV(7TG1VTLV0V K0AXLTroXLi;. 101 Finally, the De Statuis fragment is again 
accorded its own title in V, but not in LO, where it simply forms the last part of book 
102 
One of the most curious features of LO - that is if we disregard its size and the 
fact that it begins in 1203 - is the chronological order of the events described. In the van 
Dieten edition (as compared to the order of events in b and a) LO displays the following 
sequence: 585/58-603/23,612/36-627/84,631/17-636/65,628/15-631/16ý 605/65- 
608/50,604/53-59,608/50-611/30-35,647 ff . 
103 This order of events leads to a great deal 
of chronological confusion. For example, the events in Greece after the conquest of 
Constantinople until about February 1205 are narrated in LO, but only after the events in 
Asia Minor and Thrace from 1206-1207 have been dealt with (605/65ff. ). The siege of 
Didymoteichos and the death of Patriarch John X Kamateros, May/June 1206 and 26 
June respectively, and also the siege of Andrianople in 1207 can be found in LO before 
the battle of Rhusion and the conquest of Apros in February/March 1206 (632/22ff, 
636/22ff, 628/15ff. ). 104 
98 Nik. Chon., p. 535/3 LO. 
99 Nik. Chon., pp. 549/1-3,565/1-3 LO. 
100 Nik. Chon., p. 583/1-3 LO. 
101 Nik. Chon., pp. 583/4-85/7 om. LO. 
102 Nik. Chon., p. 647/1-3 LO. Although here the author does add a preliminary note, which van Dieten has 
placed in the main text: 
YVGt & ý1ý [I(IKPOTEpqt TTJ 'CrTOP'q XPW'[1EVOL TTOXI)TrXOKW 'PCtC bTEWEV T' LL TE Ctc 
XVTTGK KT(t)[10a, TGtVTL 11ýV 1MPýCT%IEV, &EMt 5' EV ý1TLT%tj To XO'y(p 8(ý()'%tEV. 
103 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XXVI. 
104 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCVII. 
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In addition to this chronological confusion, one may notice the lack of 
information on Constantinople and Asia Minor. Regarding Theodore I Laskaris, the only 
information that Niketas offers us is that the son-in-law of Alexios III was recognised as 
emperor in the East (631 ff. LO). Neither Manuel Mavrozomes 105 nor the Komnenoi of 
Trebizond 106 are so much as mentioned in LO. Moreover, only towards the end of the 
work does the author refer to Constantinople, but here again, he narrates events almost in 
reverse chronological order. 107 Niketas' editor attempts to explain these deficiencies with 
reference to the author's circumstances at the time of composition: when Niketas began 
writing LO in Selymbria he had only one source of information and thus restricted 
himself to events in Thrace and Macedonia. His move to Nicaea at about the end of 
1206/beginning of 1207 enabled him to receive information about Greece from his 
brother, Michael. The fact that he does not dwell on events in the east may be explained 
by the wealth of information he was receiving about Greece. 108 
This hypothesis can hardly be plausible. In order for it to stand, one has to assume 
first that Niketas could not receive information from his brother in Selymbria (why not? ), 
and second that he later simply ignored the eastern part of the empire in order to 
concentrate on Greece. In a more recent article van Dieten adds that the chronological 
confusion in LO could also have originated from an error of transmission (i. e. the 
changes that Niketas had indicated when he revised the archetype were not clear and thus 
the copyist followed the old chronological order). 109 This seems a more reasonable 
explanation for the problematic chronology. It does not, however, explain the reason for 
the neglect of Theodore I Laskaris and Asia Minor, which we believe is very significant 
in coming to grips with the LO version. 
This omission can in the first place be explained if we view LO as an epitome of 
the events occurring after the arrival of the Fourth Crusade. That Niketas intended LO to 
105 For this individual see ODB 2, pp. 1319-20; A. Savvides, Bv(awiv6 oTao-wo-nK6 Kai aurovoyio-aKd 
Kivýyara o-ra Ao)6cKdwjaa Kai urq Mwp6 Acia, 1189- c. 1240, u. X, Athens 1987, pp. 231-45. 
106 For the Komnenoi of Trebizond see A. Vasiliev, 'The Foundation of the Empire of Trebizond (1204- 
1222)', Speculum 11 (1936), pp. 3-37; A. Savvides, 'Ot Meydkot KogvTlvoi TOD F16vTO1) K(Xt 01 IEXTý016KOI 
TOD POf)p (IKOViOl)) T11V 7CFPiO5O 1205/6-1222', AIZ 39 (1984), pp. 169-93; Idem, Kivýpara, pp. 260-300; 
ODB 1, pp. 63-64,589-90. 
107 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCVU. 
108 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCVII. 
109 van Dieten, 'Niketas Choniates und Codex Parisinus Graecus', pp. 55-56. 
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be an epitome can be confirmed by the opening lines of this version C'tXW(JLi; TfK 
Tro'XEWC KCLIL TLva TWV ýLETCL TCLUTa GV[IpaVTWV. If we compare this to the title of b 
LUTOPLCI T(& ýLETa -Fq'V C'LXCO(YLV GVýLPC[VTC0V or even aTC[ [IETCt TT'jV CtXWULV Tl-l(; 
KWVCYTCLVTLVOI)TT6XEW(; C71)ýLPCWTCt, we immediately realise that Niketas never planned 
LO to be a detailed account of events, but merely a 'summary'. But why is LO a 
summary of events in Greece and not in Asia Minor? Given the fact that we have arrived 
at a date of composition in ca. 1210, it is not likely that Niketas, who by that time was 
well established at Nicaea, was not informed of events in the eastern part of the empire. 
The omission of the east is most likely related to the author himself and his situation in 
Nicaea rather than an informant. We have already seen the historian complain about his 
living circumstances in LO. These complaints become more specific on one particular 
occasion: 'our transfer to the east has in no way improved our situation, but we are again 
flooded with sorrow and are supported only by God, receiving no assistance from the 
emperor. " 10 Did the author's bitterness cause him to leave out an extensive report about 
the east or could this omission be related to the anonymous friend to whom Niketas sent 
LO and the Panoplia Dogmatike? 111 
Concerning the chronological order of the versions, it is of paramount importance 
that b is closer to LO with regard to the events that occurred between July 1203 and April 
1204 (535/3-582/46), but has more in common with a in the sectionTCL ýLETCt TqV 
'XWaLV (583ff. ). ' 12 It should also be noted that like version b, LO is significantly less 
critical of emperors and high-ranking government officials than a. 113 From this van 
Dieten has concluded that b takes an intermediary position between LO and a in the 
composition of the Historia after 1204, and therefore presents us with a sequence of LO- 
b-a. This seems the most logical conclusion one can draw. However, there are certain 
problems with van Dieten's theory. First of all, the editor assumes that because Niketas 
110 Nik. Chon., 635/7-10 0: TrXýv 0V'6EV &IIELVOV TCL TIC ToTrLKý(; TG(VTTj6L [1ETC[PCtCTEwc TOiC KaO' 
ý[tdc E[0ýVE'YKGtV 1TPd'Yj1(1CrLV, dXX' E(TýIEV KGLI 1TdXLV TCtt(; ), I)TrG(LC iMýPaVTXOL KCt'L ý10V(ý) 
8LE&t"y6[tE6Gt OEO ýITJ& Tj EK PGLCTLXEW(; aj10LP0DVTEC CrVVdp(: TEWI;. 
111 1 do not wish to speculate about his identity, but it is certainly of great interest to note that only rnss. 
PLO include the critical passage about the megas doux, Michael Stryphnos (541/41), brother-in-law of 
Empress Euphrosyne Kamatere and megas doux under Alexios IH. If we recall, it was this individual who 
was responsible for ousting Constantine Mesopotarnites from his position in government (491/17 ff. ) and 
we know that Mesopotarnites was the owner of ms. L. 
112 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCVI. 
113 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCVI. 
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did not write LO under propitious conditions (in Selymbria - Constantinople - Nicaea, 
1204-1207), he later realised the deficiencies of his work, which was written 
chronologically too close to the events it described and revised the whole, paying 
particular attention to 583 onwards and leaving the bulk that was written prior to 1204 
unchanged, i. e. version b in its final form. However, from the date of composition that 
we have established here, this hypothesis can no longer be maintained, as it appears that 
LO was written at a time when the author was already well established in Nicaea and 
chronologically not so close to the events described. 
Second, van Dieten has not indicated a date for the time of composition of final 
N segment of b (TC[ [IETa 7q'V &XWGLV). But as we shall see in the following section, 
version b-after 1204 can be securely dated to no later than the end of 1206/beginning of 
1207. This is a clear chronological indication that in the process of revision after 1204, 
version b preceded LO, which was written some years later. Third, as has already been 
pointed out, Niketas' treatment of Theodore I Laskaris seems to be of the utmost 
importance in understanding LO. The Nicaean emperor receives Niketas' praise on two 
separate occasions in the b and LO texts, which are missing in version a. These 
references concern Laskaris' courageous stance against the Latins in 1203.1 14 However, 
in the section Ta JIETa T-qV a'XWCFLv, Laskaris is simply ignored in LO. This omission 
would not make sense if b was taken over from LO, for why would Niketas, if he indeed 
wrote LO first, praise Laskaris in the beginning of the work and overlook him at the end? 
But it does make sense if we assume that for section 535/3-582 (July 1203-April 1204), 
Niketas utilised the b-text as a source for his composition of LO and this would explain 
the identical references to Laskaris. For the sectionTct ýLETa T-q'V a'Xw()-Lv, he simply 
continued to write LO 'independently'. Possibly due to a new set of circumstances in 
Niketas' life, the author no longer felt the need to 'flatter' Laskaris, who is barely 
mentioned, while the eastern part of the empire receives much less detailed treatment 
than the west, even though the author, by virtue of his location at Nicaea, was 
undoubtedly in a much better position to obtain information of events in the east. 
A further example could serve to illustrate a process of successive revision with a 
sequence of b-LO-a. The withdrawal of Alexios III before the Latin army outside the 
114 Nik. Chon., pp. 544/19,546/65 add. bLO. 
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walls of Constantinople on 17 July 1203 is given three different explanations (546/65- 
NNN 68): vý)v 8E TO' EU'TrTOTJTOV TOý) CTTpaTEvýtaTD; KaL TO ýU'j EV'0C[P(7Ek KaL 
ýLXOKLV8VVOV Ek C'LTI)XE(; TrTCOýLCI ýEPO[IEVTIV TTIv TrOXLV: b. 
Vý)V 6E T6 EV'TrTO11TOV TOU GTPCITEVýLaTO(; KCR TO JITI EI')6CtP(7EC TOU KPG(TOI)VTOt; 
KC1'iL ýLXOKiLV81NOV Ek aTVXEC ITTCO[ICt ýEPOýLE'VTJV TTIV TrO'XLv: LO. 
VDV 8E 11 EV8EXE it; Tý(; #Y1C E'VVOLCt Kal T(ýV TrEPNL Cll')TO'V TO El)lTTOTITOV TOU XTI 
TL 8d ETr'L KCLLPOi) TroLdV EýEKPOVCTE TOV'AVýLOV: a. 
At this point we shall restrict ourselves to the following observations: 1) It is clear that 
LO stems from b and is very close to it; 2) It appears that Niketas' stance towards 
Alexios III hardens as the process of revision progresses. 
Finally, we should ask ourselves why Niketas wrote LO in the first place. From 
the preface to the Panoplia Dogmatike, we are informed that the author wrote this work 
upon the request of a friend. ' 15 Since LO continues directly from the Panoplia without a 
title, it can be assumed that Niketas' friend also requested an epitome of historical events 
beginning with the arrival of the fleet of the Fourth Crusade in 1203.1 16 Presumably, this 
friend already possessed the earlier sections of Niketas' historical work, since LO simply 
appears to continue the narration. " 7 In light of these considerations it does not appear 
that LO was a personal endeavour of the author, but rather a work composed on the 
request of an anonymous, but most likely very powerful and influential 'friend'. The 
uncritical character of the LO-text suggests that at the time of composition in the early 
years of the second decade of the thirteenth century our historian was at still somehow 
connected, if not dependent upon influential individuals closely tied to the regime. This 
can be confirmed by a closer look at b(revior) after 1204. 
"5 Panoplia Dogmatike (ed. van Dieten), p. 57/20. 
116 In general, epitomes and simplified versions of histories were produced, but the shortened account 
would retain the name of the original author. In Niketas' case, an epitome taken from the b-text already 
exists in three manuscripts of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. It has, however, been argued that on 
occasion the historians themselves produced simplified versions and/or epitomes of their longer works, as 
in the case of Michael Psellos and Michael Attaleiates. For Psellos see: K. Snipes, 'A Newly-discovered 
History of the Roman Emperors by Michael Psellos', J6B 32/3 (1982), pp. 53-61. For Attaleiates: N. G. 
Wilson, 6 The Libraries of the Byzantine World, GRBS 8 (1967), p. 64. 
117 As argued by van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. C. 
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b(revior)-after 1204 
The final section of version b can be separated into two parts. The first extends 
. 
V-- - 
from the middle of book 11 of Alexios 111 (535/3) to the end of the reign of Alexios V 
Doukas (582) and the second, TCt ýLETCt Tq'V aXWGLV, continues the narration from the 
capture of Constantinople in April 1204 to the events of the Greek rebellion against the 
Latins in February/March 1205 (582-614/7-10). What is immediately striking here is that 
while the first part follows the structure of the original text, i. e. it is separated into books 
in accordance with imperial reigns; part two is segregated along chronological and 
geographical lines. We believe that this difference in narrative structure was due to the 
fact that there was no clearly established imperial reign to take the centre stage of the 
narration. Moreover, the author does not simply continue his previous work, but feels 
compelled to prefix it with a title: TOý) ffl')TUD XO'YOOETOV T(ýV CrEKPETWV KCIL ETR TWV 
KPLUEwv NLKT'ITOL TOý) X(. OVL(ITOI) LGTOPLOL TCOV ýtETGL T11V C'LX(. L)07LV (TVýLPCLVTWV T11C 
KWVGTCLVTLVOVTrOXE(Oi;, 1 18 almost as if he were writing something to be distinguished 
from the previous sections. 
This is a work of a more personal nature, with the author no longer just an 
eyewitness, but taking on the role of the protagonist and relating in detail his own 
sufferings. 119 It is this history of events after the fall of Constantinople, which was 
aborted on 614/7-10. At its inception it appears to have been meticulously planned, as 
Niketas commences with what can been described as his ultimate judgment on the 
collapse of Byzantium. 120 He then goes on to relate in sequence events in Greece and 
Asia Minor, switching back and forth between the two theatres of war as he moves on 
chronologically. His narration, however, ends abruptly around February/March 1205, for 
Niketas first tells us he is going to narrate the Greek revolt against Latin rule in 
Macedonia and Thrace (beginning February 1205), but then breaks off with a sentence 
that betrays a sudden change in his own circumstances. This change was none other than 
the author's move to Nicaea at the end of 1206/beginning of 1207, as is clearly indicated 
by his closing remarks: 'But because I have grown tired of narrating the misfortunes that 
118 Nik. Chon., p. 583/1-3 b. 
119 Nik. Chon., esp. pp. 586/79-594/80. 
120 Nik. Chon., pp. 583/3-586/57. This section will be analyzed in detail in the following chapters. 
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befell on my own people, and since I am already completely immersed in preparing for 
my transfer to the east, hence I will desist from the narrative and put an end to the vertigo 
of evils I have presented. 9121 It thus clear that Niketas wrote the final section of version b 
during his sojourn in Selymbria (April 1204-June 1206) and Constantinople (July- 
December 1206). 122 
This supposition can be confirmed by the use of the titles basileus and despotes, 
for in version b Niketas still accords Alexios III Angelos the title of basileus, 123 while he 
refers to Theodore Laskaris as despotes (and more specifically TO'V CVTVXE9TCLTOV 
&aTroTflv), son-in-law of the emperor. 124 It should not be forgotten that Theodore 
Laskaris may have been proclaimed emperor in the spring of 1205, but his official 
coronation did not take place until 1208.125 In this context it is significant to note that 
Niketas' title testifies to a history of events rather than a history of the reign of Theodore 
Laskaris. Indeed, the historian's attitude to these two individuals in this section of the b- 
text is of critical significance. As mentioned earlier, Theodore Laskaris receives the 
historian's praise on two occasions in the bLO texts. The first one comes in book 11 of 
the reign of Alexios III and relates Laskaris' courageous stance against the Latins in the 
early days of July 1203: 'at this time the war was conducted by the emperor's son-in-law, 
12 1 Nik. Chon., p. 614/7-10: 6), X ' d[TrE(PTIKCt TdC T(ýV OLKEIWV 91)ýLýOpal; 'YPCLý6ýLEVOC, T18'n 8E Kal 
711; k 9W [IETCtPd(TE(0C GtlTaC 'yLV%im, ýVTaDOa TOD XE'YELV GXCt(TCK TOý) T(& KaK(& LXL-Y-YOU 
TrETraVCrO[IaL. 
122 1 think Niketas' closing remarks have been misinterpreted by van Dieten. His own translation reads as 
follows: 'Aber da ich es müde bin, das Schicksal meines Volkes aufzuzeichen und mich völlig dem Osten 
des Reiches widmen will, wo ich nun lebe, höre ich auf zu schreiben und setze dem Wirbel des Unheils ein 
Ende (Biographie, p. 48). From this reading, van Dieten understood that Niketas was already in Nicaea 
(and perhaps this is one of the reasons why he subsequently dated LO before b). On my reading Niketas is 
still preparing for his move to the Bithynian capital. In this context, it is significant to note that Niketas did 
not make a spontaneous decision to move to the Bithynian capital. He and the Belissariotes had most likely 
planned their migration in advance with the aim of entering the service of Theodore Laskaris (Michael 
Choniates, 1, p. 3 54/8-11 informs us that they left together). Therefore it is reasonable to assume that whilst 
in Constantinople (July-December 1206) Niketas suddenly received the news that he would be welcome in 
Nicaea and decided to end his historical work. 
123 Nik. Chon., pp. 608/48,612/41 b. 
124 Nik. Chon., p. 602/93 b. For the title see G. Ostrogorsky, 'Urum-Despotes. Die Ariffinge der 
Despotesw-drde in Byzanz', BZ 44 (195 1), pp. 448-60. 
125 Most researchers are in agreement on this date: See A. Heisenberg, Neue Quellen zur Geschichte des 
lateinischen Kaisertums und der Kirchenunion: II. Die Unionsverhadlungen vom 30. August 1206 
Patriarchenwahl und Kaiserkrdnung in Nikaia 1208, Sitzungsberichte der bayerischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, philosophisch-philologische und historische Klasse, Munich 1923, pp. 10-12; Ai. 
Christophilopoulou, 'EKAoyý, 'Avay6pcvotc Kai ET, ýOic -roo BvCat,, rivoO AiýroKpd-ropoc, Athens 1956, RI 
pp. 170-75. But see Gounarides who rejects this date and places the coronation of Laskaris on Easter day 
1207: 'H Xpovokoyict% pp. 59-71. 
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Theodore Laskaris. Furiously engaging in the struggle, he appeared to the Latins as one 
of the most martial of Roman men on account of his deeds'. 126 The second is a remark 
made by the author concerning the withdrawal of the Roman troops when confronted 
with the Latin ranks in front of the land walls of Constantinople (17 July 1203): 'a work 
of deliverance would have occurred had the troops moved uniformly against the enemy 
or had the emperor conceded [leadership of] the conflict to his relative Laskaris to 
vigorously engage the Latins'. 127 These references were subsequently removed from 
version a. 
It is of equal significance that this phenomenon also occurs in Niketas' treatment 
of Alexios III, who even after the fall of Constantinople is treated with a characteristic 
sympathy, which may even be viewed as compassion on the part of the historian. 128 
Much the same can be observed in Niketas' treatment of Alexios III in the Panoplia 
Dogmatike, 129 a text, which as we have seen, precedes the historical events narrated in 
LO in the respective manuscripts, but has more in common with b than any other version 
of the Historia. 130 In version a, this is no longer the case. In fact, both Alexios III and 
Theodore I are relentlessly condemned by Niketas on numerous occasions. 13 1 As we have 
seen, at the time Niketas was writing his closing remarks in version b, he was preparing 
his move to Nicaea, presumably in order to enter into the service of Laskaris. That 
Niketas did establish some sort of connection with the court of Laskaris at Nicaea is 
evidenced primarily by his authorship of a number of encomia dedicated to this emperor, 
including the celebrated Selention, delivered on the occasion of the beginning of Lent in 
126 Nik. Chon., p. 544/19 add. bLO: KCL'L [16XLCrT(I T'IVLKCL 8LE(YTPGLTT'I'YEL TO'V Tro'XE[IOV 6 T01D PaCYLVOY; 
-y%tPp6c E)E68wpoc o AC't(7KaPL(; * OVTOC 'YCLP ýC('Y&LLOTEPOV O*VýL1TXEKOjIEVO(; ELIICLL KCtL TTCLPa 
W- it Tw[ia[00; d[PE'CKOI)(; OAPaC TOtc ACITIVOU; EK TWV EP'YWV ýýOMVEV. 
127 Nik. Chon., p. 546/65 add. bLO: ý To "&(YTý AdGMPL iv crv[tTrXoKT)V (TV-YKEXU')PTjKEV CTV[iýdCCR TI TTI 
TOýc ACtT(VOLC aOa8dCOVTL. 
128 Nik. Chon., pp. 536/22-23,538/67-69,545/54,546/57-59,65-68,72,556/80-81,612/41-45 b LO (but 
see important difference concerning the status of Alexios between b and LO in this final reference in 
A pendix II) 12F Panoplia Dogmatike (ed. Eustratiades), p. ico': o 'YC'tp'l O'CUIK101) KctcrLyirqTO(;, J) T) KXýcrLCAXEýWc, 
(ivTapXýuac, ýTrLWO; T(ý)V Trpa-y[IC[TWV -q"TrTETO KaL OV'TE TCt ELI; TO'V TrOXEýIýV d'tTrpqtjEi)Toc ýv 
K& bý811V KaL aKaOEKTWC ýEp6JIEVOC, O1w)TE ýLXOTrPCPYýROV 1TEPIL TCt 80'Yj1aTC[. 
130 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCH. This could perhaps be attributed to the fact that 
Niketas began writing the Panoplia Dogmatike in Selymbria (van Dieten, Biographie, p. 46-47) when he 
was still engaged in the composition of the b-text. 
13 1 Nik. Chon., especially harsh criticism on p. 625/28-46 (on Theodore Laskaris). The criticism of Alexios 
III will be discussed in detail in the following chapter. 
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February 1208.132 We have two encomia dated earlier than this - to the year 1207.133 
Niketas' last surviving encomium to Laskaris dates to 1211, and was written on the 
occasion of the latter's triumphant victory over the Seljuk Turks in the battle of 
A, ntioch. 134 
In the year 1213/14 we still find Niketas in the service of Laskaris. The historian 
wrote a letter to Theodore I's uncle, Basil Kamateros, 135 who was to be sent to Sis in 
order to escort the future bride of the emperor, Philippa (a niece of the Rupenid ruler of 
Lesser Armenia Leo II) back to Nicaea. Niketas, who was apparently to accompany 
Kamateros on this mission, excuses himself from the task because of other 
preoccupations. 136 Since Laskaris' first wife, Anna died in 1213, Niketas can only have 
written the aforementioned letter after this date. 1 37 So it appears that Niketas, in one 
capacity or another seems to have been in the service of Laskaris from his arrival at 
Nicaea at the end of 1206/beginning of 1207 to at least the year 1214, if not later. 
However, in the early days of the Nicaean empire the position of Laskaris was 
anomalous. His father-in-law, Alexios III had not relinquished his claim to the throne and 
Laskaris, who was only recognised as emperor by the Greeks in western Asia Minor, had 
not been crowned. 138 The thirteenth-century historian, George Akropolites gives us a 
glimpse into this delicate situation when he relates that the Prouseans accepted Laskaris 
as emperor 'in place of his father-in-law'. 139This vacillating state of affairs must have 
placed Niketas in a difficult position, as he was still expecting to play an active role in 
political affairs. His solution was neutrality; his praise of Laskaris on the one hand, and 
132 van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 140-43. For the text: Orationes et epistulae, 13, pp. 120-28. 
133 van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 143-55,162-65. For the texts: Orationes et Epistulae, 14, pp. 129-47 and 
17, pp. 176-85. 
134 For this battle see Niketas' own panegyric to Laskaris in Orationes et epistulae, 16, pp. 170-76. For 
dating and discussion: Gardner, The Lascarids of Nicaea, pp. 82-84; Meliarakes, Nikaia Icai WMctpoc-, 
pp. 81-83; van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 161-62; Savvides, Byzantium in the Near East, pp. 10 1-II (with 
partial Eng. trans. of Niketas' panegyric). 
135 On Basil Kamateros, one of the most powerful men at the court of Laskaris see: Michael Choniates, 11, 
pp. 257-61; Angold, Byzantine Government, pp. 62,70-71. This individual and his relationship to Niketas 
will be discussed later on. 
136 Orationes et epistulae, 11, pp. 216-17 
137 van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 182-86; Savvides, Byzantium in the Near East, p. 95. 
138 Angold, Byzantine Government, p. 13; Savvides, Byzantium in the Near East, pp. 54-90. 
139 Akropolites, pp. 10- 11. For Laskaris' initial difficulties in trying to gain recognition see Orationes et 
epistulae, 14, pp. 131/12-132/6 and Villehardouin, p. 110, who states that 'Laskaris laid claim to the land 
in his wife's right'; K Macrides, 'A Translation and Historical Commentary of George Akropolites' 
History', PhD Dissertation (King's College London) 1978, p. 206. 
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his sympathy towards Alexios on the other, point to his uncertainty of a final resolution, 
and consequently confirm that our historian wrote the final section of the b-text before 
the date of Laskaris' coronation in 1208. This is the reason why Alexios III Komnenos is 
still Emperor of the Romans and why the structure of this part of the text is segregated 
along chronological and geographical lines. 
a(uctior) 
A most peculiar feature of the Historia is the existence of passages prior to 535/3 
(arrival of the fleet of the Fourth Crusade in 1203) that can hardly be dated before the 
fall of Constantinople. These are particular passages which are only contained in 
a(uctior). 140 Niketas' editor has already drawn attention to the supplementary character 
of the relevant passages, which will be discussed at length in the following chapter. At 
the moment an example may suffice: at 203/75ff. Niketas praises Manuel I Komnenos 
for successfully countering the threat posed to the empire by the Latins, for later events 
demonstrated that the 'ship of state' almost sank after the death of this wise helmsman. 
This sentence not only presupposes the catastrophe of 1204, but may also be taken to 
allude to the rebuilding of the state of Nicaea. 14 1 Apart from this, the remainder of the 
passage contains criticism of the emperor, thus contradicting the praise that had gone just 
before (203/58ff. ). This, of course, would not make sense if both passages were written 
at the same time. However, it is perfectly reasonable to view the passage beginning on 
203/75 as a later addition stemming from a better understanding of Manuel's policies 
afforded to the author with the benefit of hindsight. 
A(uctior) represents the final revision of the text undertaken by the author in the 
closing years of his life. Because this version remains unfinished, it can be assumed that 
Niketas died before he had a chance to complete it. This can be concluded from a 
comparison with the skilful endings of the first main part of the work on 579/82-582/46 
and with LO 653/26-655/65. Version a, on the contrary, ends abruptly with the 
expedition of the Latin Emperor Baldwin against the Cumans and the Vlachs (August- 
140 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCIV. 
141 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCIV. 
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November 1206). 142 From the beginning, this version manifests clear signs of having 
been carefully planned and thoroughly executed. Niketas revises the entire text - from 
beginning to end - in a cautious and assiduous manner, paying particular attention to 
details. Several episodes are only to be found in the a-text, while for those passages that 
b and a have in common, a offers considerably more information. 143 One should also 
note the more precise dates given in a; 144 the attention paid to forward and back 
references, for which there is usually, if not always, a corresponding passage; the 
correction of errors and the simplification of complex sentences. 145 
Version a is separated into three parts: the first XPOVLKq' 8Uq'Yfl(TLC TOý) 
XWVELCLTOI) KDp NLKfl'TCL G'1PXOýLEVTj GL1TO' TIC PGLGLXELC(C TOf)'ICL)(IVV-q TOD Ko[iVqvoD 
KaL XýYOIXYCL ýtEXPL TfK dX(., ')aEwc "i; K(0V(7TCLVTLVOVTrO E (1-582); the second: IX wl; 
TOf) CXI')TOi)' XC0VLG1TOV TG'1 ýLETa Tq'V C'LXWGLV 71c KWVGTCtVTLvovTr6XEW(; GV[IPC[VTC1 
TOtCTCOýMLOK (583-646- unfinished); and third: TOi) C11')TOD ýMKOIPLTOU Ký)p NLKII'TCL 
TOD XWVELCLTOI) dTro' TýC Ctl')TOý) LCYTOPLaC TflC -rrEp'L KWVCrTaVTLvovTr6XEC0c (647- 
655). We can immediately observe the significance that the capture of Constantinople 
assumes in the titles; as the culmination of the first section and as the point of reference 
of the second. This clearly indicates the reorientation of the historical narrative. 
At this point, however, we have to make a distinction between the first two parts 
and the third part of the work. We can recall that in its original form the final section (De 
Statuis), formed part of the LO text. 
146 It seems to have been incorporated into the 
Historia proper after the author's death as evidenced, among other things, by the title, 
i. e. TOD C11')TOD [LCLKCLPLTOV. 
147 Although Niketas certainly used sections of LO in the 
composition of the a-text, 
148 he never intended De Statuis to be included into the larger 
work. This can be illustrated by the reuse in a of the following passage in LO: The 
142 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCV. 
143 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCV; See the revisions recorded in Appendix 11. 
144 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCV: Nik. Chon., pp. 462/65-6,493/63-4,499/59-60, 
514/36. 
145 Version a will be discussed in detail in the following chapter. 
146 Apart from LO, this fragment is included only in the final section of V (designated Va by van Dieten) 
and Z (Marcianus Graecus M 22,13/14'h centuries), containing a compendium of Byzantine authors. See 
van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. LIH-LVI. 
147 In his English translation of Niketas' history, Harry Magoulias interprets this phrase 'of the same 
blessed': City qfByzantium, p. 357. This does not convey the original meaning of the phrase, which should 
instead be taken to read "of the deceased'. 
148 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. XCVIIII-XCIX. 
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melting down of the large equestrian statue at the Forum Tauri comes near the end of 
LO, in the section where Niketas provides us with a description of the statues destroyed 
by the Latins in Constantinople either for financial reasons or simply out of greed. 149 In 
version a, the melting of this statue is placed earlier in the narrative and interpreted as a 
precautionary measure by the conquerors, on account of the rumours circulating that 
under the sole of the horse's hoof lay the image of a Latin pierced through with a nail .1 
50 
Although Niketas clearly contradicts himself in the explanation for the destruction of the 
statue, this should not be taken to indicate that he did not carefully consider the reuse of 
this passage. Instead, it seems that Niketas did carefully select the information he used 
from LO, but never planned to incorporate the final section into his main text. The De 
Statuis largely lamented the destruction of the statues in Constantinople by the 'barbarian 
conquerors'. As we shall see later on, this did not fit well with Niketas' argument in 
version a, which is precisely why he overlooked it. 
It is also important to note that unlike the previous versions, the titles in version 
a do not provide us with the official positions that the author held in government. This 
could be taken to mean that the author no longer held any official positions and/or that he 
desired to separate himself and his work from any association with the regime. Indeed 
version a appears to have been a personal endeavour of the author and not a history 
written 'upon request'. The authorial purpose can only be revealed through a comparison 
of version b vis-a-vis a. More important than the analysis of individual alterations and 
additions is the observation of a general trend, which distinguishes the earlier version 
from the later one. This trend is foremost apparent in a tendency towards criticism and 
moralizing that ultimately results in a frightening indictment against Byzantium's entire 
military and civil establishment. This attitude is then extended to include virtually all the 
inhabitants of the empire, who are unfavourably compared with foreigners, hence the 
more favourable treatment of the Latins in certain passages of the a-text. 15 1 The author's 
intrusion into the narrative is most evident in this version, as Niketas assumes the role of 
a grave chastiser of his contemporaries' evils; denouncing and censuring his compatriots, 
149 Nik. Chon., p. 649/58-78. 
150 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. 643/11-644/40. 
151 See especially 614/10 onwards where version b breaks off. 
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whether emperors, churchmen or laymen, in an emotionally charged and ultimately 
personal evaluation of an entire era of Byzantine history. 
Viewed from this perspective it becomes evident that the author's purpose in 
revising the text was to provide an explanation for the catastrophic events of 1204. As is 
evident in the final embittered section of his history (614/lOff. ), Niketas was deeply 
disappointed by the political developments after the fall of Constantinople. He condemns 
the 'Romans' of the East for their indifference to the sufferings of the 'Romans' in the 
West, for their tendency to divide into factions instead of uniting to offer resistance to 
the conquerors, and for their foolish fixation on electing emperors. 152 The Greek rulers of 
the East in the early days after the Latin conquest, i. e. Manuel Mavrozomes, Theodore 
Laskaris and David Komnenos are likened to Polyarchia, 'a three-headed monster 
153 constituted of the foolish'. The Greeks in the West fared no better: 'they invested 
themselves with evil tyrannies, and while they should have opposed the Latins, they 
surprisingly made peace with them and fought against each other. ' 154 
The historian's disillusionment at these conditions should be taken as the primary 
motivating factor for the final revision. His despair is personal, rather than stereotypical, 
and magnified by the tragedy of his own situation. As we have seen, Niketas had 
abandoned the original version of his history with the hope of a better life in Nicaea. But 
this hope never materialised. In version a, the author bewails the loss of his splendid 
office and his abundant wealth in Constantinople, 155 and laments his fate as an unwanted 
refugee who is deprived of the means of livelihood and forced to reside 'as if captive' in 
overcrowded churches and wooden houses on the shore of Lake Askania. 1 56 Yet, amidst 
these appalling conditions, the now older and wiser Niketas appears to have discovered 
the ultimate means of self-expression; an expression, which was denied to him when he 
was composing his original history under the constraints imposed by his role as a civil 
152 Nik. Chon., p. 625/28-46. 153 Nik. Chon., p. 625/44-46: Kal 
ýv 
TroXi)ctpX(ct TraXLV TO' -YE-yov6c EE TTI EL LOV 'TrLVE[IOýt'MI 'V "W Kal OTIP' 
T 
, 
PLK(iPIIVOV b1T6 T6V dtpEXTEPWV 6LaTrXEX6EV. 
14 Nik. Chon., p. 637/37-40: OL & ... KaKO6aL[IOVaC TUPaVVL6CtC TrEPLEpaXXoVTO, Ka'L 8EOV ýLXEXOPEiV 
AaT(VOL(:, OL 6' ('1VTWý0040IN dXXýXOLC Kat AaTLVOLC, TO' KaLVOV, E(YrTEV60VTO. 
155 Nik. Chon., p. 645/65ff* Kal 6EOV T06; ýýL6V Gtl')T6V KaKOýC 64tOCEO-em Trp6c guýtiTaOELav, oý 
Tr6XL V, OV'X E GT[av, oý TrPOOPUYý16V T(3V Trp6C TO' Cýv Ex6VTWV, ou; T'18Eactv 1TdXaL TrEPLWVýýLOVC 
TrXOVTOV PaOVTýTL KaL 6i)va(3-rE((x Xa[ITTp6TTITL. 
156 Nik. Chon., p. 645/80-83: Eý O'TOU 'v Trap 'ACTKaV'La X([IVJI TIC MimýV hTapXLaC TTI 
TrpOESPEV'ov(yav N(KaLav IMPOLKEiV ELX6[IE6a (ýC a'LX[IGX(. L)TOL, KaL Trapa TO-CC CtýTOO; GI)VLOVTEC 
TEýIeVEGW auvvwýEti; T&XXa KaOeWpdýLEOa. Also Panoplia Dogmatike (ed. van Dieten), p. 57/16-19. 
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servant and dependent of the emperor. In the final years of the historian's life, these 
restrictions appear to have been lifted due to his withdrawal from active political life. 
Perhaps this is why in the title his name is no longer accompanied by the full array of his 
illustrious offices in government, but only by the simpleKý)P. 
Version a was most likely written between ca. 1215-17, in the final years of the 
Niketas' life. He must have composed it while still residing as a 'captive' alongside Lake 
Askania, either in an overcrowded church or in a wooden house, impoverished and 
betrayed. Freedom of expression and emotional torment form a powerful combination; 
one that produced what has justifiably been described as a monumentum aere 
perennius, 157 the final draft of the Historia. 
157 van Dieten, Biographie, p. 55. 
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CHAPTER 11 
PATTERNS, MOTIFS, AND PURPOSES IN 
NIKETAS' EDITORIAL PROCESS 
The grand historical compilation of Niketas Choniates is the product of a 
lengthy process of composition, which even at first glance, shows careful planning 
and preparation as well as a characteristic assiduousness in the actual writing process. 
This is immediately apparent in the traits that have for so long distinguished Niketas 
from other historians - excellent manipulation of language, richness and rarity of 
vocabulary, the unconventional use of imagery, and a unique and highly potent 
descriptive quality. ' Moreover, the process of successive revision affords us with the 
unique opportunity to observe the various stages of composition virtually from the 
initial drafts penned at the desk of Niketas to the final product that reached his readers 
roughly two decades later. 
The manuscript tradition of the Historia bears witness to a massive and 
elaborate 'editorial' procedure that spanned decades and was influenced, if not 
defined by the circumstances and purpose of the author at each distinctive phase of 
composition. A comparative analysis of the different versions of the text reveals a 
laborious and thorough process of revision, which encompassed both the style and the 
substance of the narration. Through a detailed examination of these revisions a clear- 
cut pattern emerges, which assists us in identifying the historian's purpose in writing 
the final and now definitive version of the Historia. 
With regard to the style of the composition, it is immediately apparent that 
Niketas was concerned equally about the quality of the narrative as he was about its 
substance. This is not surprising when we consider that Byzantine historiography, 
much like its ancient antecedent, was supposed to achieve a combination and 
reconciliation of the two principal qualities of accuracy and style. 2 Although a study 
1 For the aforementioned traits in Niketas see F. Grabler, 'Das Zitat als Stilkunstmittel bei Niketas 
Choniates', Akten desW. internationalen Byzantinistenkongresses (Munich 1958), 11, Munich 1960, 
pp. 190-93; Idem, 'Niketas Choniates als Redner', J6BG 11-13 (1962-64), pp. 7-78; A. P. Kazhdan & 
S. Franklin, Studies on Byzantine Literature of the eleventh and tweNh Centuries, Cambridge 1984, 
pp. 256-83; Maisano, 'Letteratura e storiografia nell' opera di Niceta Coniata'. 
See comments of Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The CapturDTHe of Thessaloniki, p. 3. Discussions in: 
R. Jenkins, 'The Hellenistic Origins of Byzantine Literature', DOP 17 (1963), pp. 39-52; G. 
Moravcsik, 'Kiassizismus im. byzantinischen Geschichtsschreibung', Polychronion Festschrifit fýr 
Franz DdIger zum 75. Geburtstag, Heidelberg 1966, pp. 366-77; H. Hunger, 'On Imitation (pip7jotc) 
of Antiquity in Byzantine Literature', DOP 23-24 (1969-70), pp. 15-38; A. Vasilikopoulou-Ioannidou, 
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of the language and literary style of Niketas remains a desideratum of modem 
scholarship, it has been already demonstrated that our historian was in full control of 
the classicizing linguistic register, which he used in a flexible and often original way. 3 
The morphology, syntax and vocabulary selections of the author are well 
illustrated in van Dieten's 'Index Graecitatis'. Niketas' vocabulary is enormous, and 
includes rare and precious words as well as many neologisms. Van Dieten marks 404 
words in the index to his edition as ahuavpLa-ra (i. e. words used only by Niketas or 
by him for the first time). These include many new nouns (OEýWYTEVýta, 
KC[TC1TPOTrW9LC, KCITEUOLOIC, XLXVEI)UL(;, OýtO'YMOTTIC, TraPCAOTOT-qC, 
7[IEXOVX-qgL(;, XELpa-ywnCTL(; ) verbs (4týEPLTPOXa(W, ECO, -YPLýOxoy, 
8LaTEXvd%tG1L, KaOVTMýEPW, 1TEPL(71)GTEXXW, u"voppaýEco) and adjectives 
(aE L Trayýi;, 8aLý10VOXT11TTOC, EýtTri)pEVTIjC [tTITPOXEOPOIC, [IOV06LCI(7TCtTO(;, 
OP-YLX66-qd formed by composition from classical models and a number of poetic or 
dialectic forms. Niketas also greatly exploits synonyms. For example, the words 
VýtPOL, dkd&S, CtKCtTLa used for boats, where Niketas resorts to vocabulary of 
Hellenistic origin for the purposes of variety, or CTTPCtTOS, (JTPCLTLCt, GTPCtTEVýIct, 
4 
where again we see variety displayed in the different forms of the same word . 
Although Niketas certainly cultivates the language used by his classical 
models, he does not strictly follow the syntactic patterns of Attic prose, 5 meaning 
mostly contracted forms of nouns and verbs, Attic declension, the indefinite pronoun, 
the accumulation of negations, the middle voice, the optative, the pleonastic use of 
H Avayevw1m; -r(ov ypaltparaw Ka-rd -rov IB' atcova cig ro Bv(6wriov Kai o Oulpo(;, Athens 197 1, pp. 
73-90; R. Browning, 'The Language of Byzantine Literature', in S. Vryonis (ed. ), The Past in 
Medieval and Modern Greek Literature, Malibu 1978, pp. 117 ff; ODB 2, p. 938: Alexander Kazhdan 
refers to the purposes of 'delight' and 'entertainment' in Byzantine historiography as served by 
anecdotes, jokes, sensational stories, miracles, love affairs and murder scenes. 
3 Grabler, 'Das Zitat als Stillkunstmittel', pp. 190-93; Idem, 'Niketas Choniates als Redner', pp. 63-65; 
Maisano, 'Letteratura e storiografia', pp. 47-48; Idem, 'Rinnovamento della tradizione storiografica 
bizantina nel XII secolo', Storia e tradizione culturale a Bizanzio_fraU eUI secolo, Naples 1993, pp. 
119-34; A. Kazhdan & A. Epstein, Change in Byzantine Culture in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, 
Berkeley & Los Angeles 1985, p. 225: 'The stylistic innovations that evolved from the eleventh all the 
way through the twelfth centuries culminated in the ambitious chronicle of Nicetas Choniates. ' 
4 See discussion in Maisano, 'Letteratura e storiografia', p. 53 and Idem, 'Varianti d'autore', p. 73. 5 Grabler, 'Niketas Choniates als Redner', pp. 63-64: 'Er [Niketas] ist weniger "Attizist" als die 
Attizisten der ersten nachchristlichen Jahrhunderte. Sein Griechisch empfindet er durchaus als etwas 
Lebendiges, der alten Sprache Gleichwertiges, sein Wortschatz ist nicht angelesen, wenn sich auch 
Glanzlichter seltener Wörter zahlreich finden, sondern er ist die natürliche, freilich von fremden 
Einflüssen und volkssprachlichen Elementen freigehaltene Weiterentwicklung der Sprache der 
Septuaginta und der römischen Kaiserzeit, mit sehr zahlreichen nur bei ihm belegbaren Neubildungen, 
und gegenüber der Antike eigenem Gepräge ... Niketas bewahrt zwar den alten Formenreichtum, hält 
sich aber keinwegs streng an die Regeln der alten Grammatiker. ' 
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participles, the use of abstracts instead of concretes, etc. 6 For example, he uses the 
optative to obtain variety, especially side by side with the indicative in principal and 
subordinate clauses, and with the future indicative in a potential sense. He likes 
periphrastic verb forms and often uses a'v as an adornment. 7 Frequently, but not 
always, Niketas will substitute the double c7a with the double TT, (71)Vwith ývv, 
ytvoýtm with yqvoýtm. Proverbs and loci similes abound: C'LETOI-) n-PCK, EK(jJV 
CXEKOVTL YE 01)ýLo, EXa4)(& 8ELXOTEPOC, XLOVOC XEUKOTEPOC, XýOflC PU00 
8 
TraPCL8L80VCtL, Troppw ALOIC; TE KGtL KEpavvof), and so on. The sheer number of 
citations from biblical and ancient sources, which significantly are not usually copied 
verbatim by our author, is astounding: 482 for the Old Testament, 220 for the New 
Testament, 245 for Homer, 30 for Lucian, 21 for Euripides, 15 for Plutarch, II for 
Herodotus, 9 for Plato and Aristophanes, 8 for Sophocles, and so on. 9 
Apart from these immediately noticeable stylistic features, a careful reading of 
the Historia reveals Niketas' meticulous attention to detail and his continual and 
often anxious striving to enhance the literary efficiency of his work as evidenced by 
the successive revision of words, phrases, sentences and entire passages. Indeed, our 
author's artistic talent lies in his selection of language on the basis of the tone he 
wishes to set for a particular incident he is narrating or an individual he is describing. 
For example, it is characteristic of Niketas to utilise the language of Homer to depict 
beauty, but to abate his zeal for antiquity in episodes where God is given a prominent 
role. 10 When the historian discusses the ambition of John 11 Komnenos to 'liberate' 
Jerusalem, he packs the narrative with scriptural language to enhance the religious 
6. See discussion in Hunger, 'Imitation', pp. 30-3 1. 
7 Browning, 'The Language of Byzantine Literature', p. 12 1. 
8 van Dieten, 'Index Graecitatis': Historia, 11, pp. 107-110; See in general: D. Karathanasis, 
Sprichwörter und sprichtwärtliche Redensarten des Altertums in den rhetorischen Schriften des 
Michael Psellos, des Eustathios und des Michael Choniates sowie in anderen rhetorischen Quellen des 
, WI. Jahrhunderts, Munich 1936. 9 As listed in van Dieten's 'Index Locorum', Historia, II, pp. 12743. The list is ftirther supplemented 
by the studies of G. Fatouros, 'Textkritisches zurn Geschichtswerk des Niketas Choniates', J6B 26 
(1977), pp. 119-27; Idem, 'Die Autoren der zweiten Sophistik im Geschichtswerk des Niketas 
Choniates mit besonderer Behicksichtingung von Eunapios und Philostratos', J6B 29 (1980), pp. 165- 
86; D. Christides, 'Avagvýactq cm6 apXaia iccigcva GTO tP70 Tou NtKýT(l X(OV16IT11 OXPOVWý 
Atýyyjat; >>', 'Emu7poPIKý 'Exc7pis- Oi, ýOUOO1OS-1XOAjC TOO 17'aP671971.11'OV e-, ouaXov1"g 22 
(1984), 689-709; Idem, '0 K(bo; ROITJTý; Tou NI"Ta X(ovtdq', EUt7viK6 35 (1984), pp. 70-73; A. 
Pontani, 'Nebenterminologie, Topoi, Loci Similes und Quellen in einigen Stellen der Chronike 
diegesis von Niketas Choniates', in Novum Millenium: Studies on Byzantine History and Culture 
dedicated to Paul Speck C. Sode & S. Takacs (eds. ), Aldershot 2001, pp. 271-78; Idem, 'Niceta 
Coniata e Licofrone', BZ 93 (2000), pp. 15 7-6 1. 
10 Vasilokopoulou-Ioannidou, Avay&vr7aiq, p. 87. 
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tone of the emperor's endeavour. 11 However, when depicting the character of 
Andronikos I Komnenos, he works out a UU'YKPVCYLI; (comparison) between the 
Homeric Odysseus and the emperor, which is affected through the continual use of 
Homeric adjectives traditionally associated with Odysseus. 12 As one scholar has 
acutely remarked 'Niketas' language is on occasion reminiscent of a chorus in an 
ancient tragedy, at other times the lamentations of Jeremiah, or the prose historical 
writing of Thucydides and Xenophon. ' 13 Given the care with which our author 
composed his narration, it is only to be expected that his revisions would involve 
many alterations and corrections on the level of style. 
The stylistic revision of the text involves traditional 'editorial' processes 
concerned mostly with the quality and presentation of the composition. Stylistic 
variation is one of the cardinal principles of these types of revisions, as can be seen 
clearly by the sheer number of alterations made to the text that fall into this category. 
These mostly concern changes in grammatical structure, simple variation of word 
order, variation of lexical items and a characteristic attempt on the part of the author 
to refine his prose. On the other hand, a significant number of revisions seem to have 
been carried out for the purposes of clarification and precision. This again can be seen 
at the simplest level, in changes in sentence structure (including the simplification of 
many sentences and the omission of superfluous words) and in the correction of 
errors. Considering the plethora of variations, both Jan Louis van Dieten and 
Riccardo Maisano have pointed to interference by later hands and the possible 
corruption of the original Niketastext. We shall come back to this point later. 
Niketas' alterations can also be viewed as unconventional in the sense that 
they clearly display a trend towards explicitness, which replaces the vagueness with 
which the author often speaks of certain persons or events in version b. This is often 
accompanied by variation and modification of meaning and is observed throughout 
the process of revision. As we shall see, this trend is undoubtedly connected to a more 
general tendency towards criticism that distinguishes version a from version b. On the 
level of style, criticism inevitably involved the use of harsher language and the desire 
to present material with a greater impressionistic force. 
11 Maisano, Tetteratura e storiografia', pp. 4748. 
12 A. Vasilikopoulou, " Av8pOVLKOC 6 K%L"V6C KCt'L v '08vacyEic', EEBI 37 (1969-70), pp. 251-59; 
R. Maisano, 'I poemi Omerici nell'opera storica di Niceta Coniata', in Posthomerica II- Tradizioni 
omeriche dall'Antichita al Rinascimento'. (eds. ), F. Montanari & S. Pittaluga, Genoa 2000, pp. 49-50. 
13 Vasilikopoulou-Ioannidou, Avaycwqai(;, P. 87. 
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Concerning the substance of the narration, a number of important features 
distinguish the two main versions of the text. As already mentioned, version a is 
considerably longer, more comprehensive, more critical and more detailed. Not only 
does it cover about one and a half years more (April 1205-November 1206) than 
version b, but it also offers significant additional information concerning certain 
events and a more comprehensive presentation and explanation of these. 14 At the 
same time, version a offers in-depth character portraits of a substantial number of 
individuals missing in b, who are in the overwhelming majority of cases either 
emperors or prominent government officials. Yet there also exist many factual 
discrepancies between the two versions. On numerous occasions the interpretation of 
events and the assessment of personalities differ considerably. Moreover, the critical 
and emotionally charged voice of Niketas pervades the narrative in its entirety with a 
series of personal interventions, which may be viewed as authorial commentaries 
essentially designed to provide the narration of events with a didactic purpose, and 
ultimately explain the disaster of 1204. 
Niketas' purpose in conducting these revisions is primarily discernible in the 
vast array of alterations and in the addition of supplementary information relating to 
the portrayal and discussion of leading individuals. This is not surprising when we 
consider that Niketas claimed affiliation with the Homeric-Herodotean 
historiographical tradition with regard to subject matter, i. e. the deeds of men 'KXECI 
Mp(ýW. He was, moreover, consciously working within a tradition of historiography 
where man predominates over the events and where the narration revolves in a 
periphery around the protagonist/s of the story. 15 The framework of the Historia is 
essentially a narrative of episodes focusing on the deeds and lives of the leading men 
of the age, often very detailed and highly circumstantial. The emphasis of the author 
can be explained by his strong conviction, clearly articulated in the preface of the 
work, that history was the proper place for praise and retributive justice for leading 
14 The revision of the text is recorded in Appendix II. The discussion in this chapter will focus on the 
most important changes and additions made by Niketas. 
15 For this trend in Byzantine historiography see: P. Alexander, 'Secular Biography in Byzantium', 
Speculum 15 (1940), pp. 194-209; R. Jenkins, 'The Classical Background of the Scriptores post 
Theophanem', DOP 8 (1954), pp. 11-30; A. Garzya, 'Topik und Tendenz in der byzantinischen 
Literatur', Anzeiger der philosophisch-historischen Klasse der bsterreichischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, 113 (1976), pp. 301-19; J. N. Ljubarskij, 'Man in Byzantine Historiography firom 
John Malalas to Michael Psellos', DOP 46 (1992), pp. 177-86. 
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individuals. 16 According to Niketas, the value of history is to proclaim loudly 
'whether the actions of a man during his lifetime were holy and righteous or lawless 
and contemptible. ' 17 Seen from within this context, it is clear that whether the 
historian provides us with supplementary information concerning issues of domestic 
or foreign policy, the machinations of political rivals at court, rebellions and 
separatist movements within Byzantium, murders and illicit sexual affairs, it is 
always inextricably connected to the central characters of the historical drama and 
only incorporated so as to highlight their actions and personality. 
It is equally unsurprising to find that the individuals singled out by the author 
are either emperors or prominent government officials, and in almost all cases, men. 
These were the protagonists of political events unfolding almost always in 
Constantinople (prior to 1204) in Niketas' conventionally centred presentation of 
history. Yet there is a peculiar twist in Niketas' selection of individuals. A significant 
number of persons discussed were related to the extended Komneno/Angelos family, 
either through direct descent or marriage, or if not, were favourites at the Komnenian 
court during the time span of Niketas' own administrative career. Upon closer 
examination this is perhaps to be expected when we consider that this kinship group 
dominated Byzantine society. Although the male line of the Komnenian emperors 
died out at the end of the twelfth century, descendants of the family continued to rule 
Byzantium until its final collapse in 1461.18 
In the eleventh and twelfth centuries no less than six scions of the Kornnenoi 
were elevated to the throne of Byzantium. In the late twelfth and early thirteenth 
centuries the family still held a pre-eminent status within the aristocracy itself 
(dLPXOVTEs K%tv-qvoO, and their power and influence was maintained by their 
dominance in society and their solidarity as a family -a family which confined all 
outsiders to a 'second-class' aristocracy of state and ecclesiastical officials. 19 At 
16 This trend was already apparent in the historiography of imperial Rome and epitomized in the 
Anecdota of Procopius of Ceasarea: See C. W. Fornara, The Nature of History in Ancient Greece and 
Rome, Berkeley & Los Angeles 1983, pp. 118-120. The preface of Niketas has much in common with 
that of Diodorus of Sicily (ca. 90-20 B. C. ), who stressed the utility of history as a guide for human 
behavior and the significant role of praise and invective. See H. Lieberlich, Studien zu den Pro&mien in 
der griechischen und byzantinischen Geschichtsschreibung, 11, Munich 1899, pp. 28-30. 
17 Nik. Chon., p. 2/14-15: 6p&ýc -yap 7) TOýVCWTIOV ý(IýXWC PEPLWKOTEC EI'T) TE KaL (k CXIGXpcýc 
CIKOVOV(TL. 
18 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. 180. 
19 See in depth discussion in Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 180-201; R. Macrides, 'What's in the 
name "Megas Komnenos"? ', AIT 35 (1979), pp. 23845, and Idem, 'From the Komnenoi to the 
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around the same time it appears that the name Komnenos became 'a symbol of power 
and authority. 
20 
Immunity from criticism and Protection of family honour was an inherent 
feature of Komnenian rule, and included the entire extended family - relatives by 
blood as well as by affiliation. Those who benefited from Komnenian rule were 
expected to uphold Komnenian supremacy and enhance their omnipotent image. This 
is precisely what Niketas, a prominent member of the Komnenian court, does in his 
encomia as well as in the original version of his historical work. 21 This supposition 
can be extended to include Niketas' attitude towards prominent government officials 
and in general persons of power and influence. As Niketas protected the reputation of 
the imperial family, so he protected the reputation of prominent men still alive and in 
some cases at the height of their power at the time of the original composition. 
Version a was, in striking contrast, the product of an older Niketas, who was 
at that time an impoverished and embittered refugee, excluded from an active role in 
the political affairs of the Empire of Nicaea and writing in the aftermath of 1204. 
Political freedom and professional independence allowed Niketas to reveal what he 
had hitherto concealed and to underline the mistakes in policy and faults in character 
of the leading men of the age. His purpose was to integrate these criticisms in his 
explanation for the fall of the empire, in which according to Niketas, the Komnenoi 
played a prominent part. With characteristic self-assurance, he states the following in 
the a-text: 'If there is one greatest cause why the empire fell to her knees, suffered the 
conquest of her territories and towns, and later herself utterly perished, it was those 
descended from the Komnenoi who arose and aspired to imperial power. 22 From the 
context of the passage, which appears immediately following the rebellion of Michael 
Komnenos Doukas (1200), it is clear that Niketas is referring to the series of 
successful coups and the multitude of unsuccessful uprisings carried out by members 
Palaiologoi: Imperial models in decline and exile', in P. Magdalino (ed. ), New Constantines. The 
rhythm of imperial renewal in Byzantium, Aldershot 1994, pp. 269-82. 
20 Macrides, 'Megas Komnenos', p. 243. 
21 However, Niketas' tactful disapproval of the ruling dynasty is apparent from the very beginning of 
his narration. In a fictitious speech attributed to Alexios I Komnenos, the historian portrays the 
emperor in effect admitting to the unlawful manner in which he gained the throne: p. 6/19-20: TT'lv 
pa(YLXE(aV O1')K ýTrCRVET(ýC E'LX106C, dXX ' &ýICIGLV %LWYEV(ýV Kal [IE006ELC XPLCTTLCtV6V 
d[ýLCTT%1&aLC 6EGýUýV- See also F. Tinnefeld, Kategorien der Kaiserkritik der byzantinischen 
Historiographie von Prokop bis Niketas Choniates, Munich 1971, p. 159. 
22 Nik. Chon., p. 529/25-28: EIL TL ObVV CLLTLW'TaTOV TOD TýV TwýLaLWV dtpXýV k -Y6VV 
KaTaTrEGEtV KaL XWP6V KCII TrAE(ov XELP6CFEL(; TrCIOEtV, 1)'(TTC(Ta 8E KCX'L (1ýý'V EýG[TTOXWXEVCtL, 
TODTO 01 EK Ko[iv-qvc3v yEy6vaaw dýLUTCL[IEVOL KC11L PC1GLXEL6VTEC. 
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of the extended Komnenos/Angelos family primarily in the later part of the twelfth 
23 
century. Yet this assessment largely determined Niketas' entire work of revision as 
is evident from his critical stance towards all the Komnenoi who appear in the pages 
of his history. 
The author conducted these revisions in the late years of the second decade of 
the thirteenth century, and most of the instances he cites occurred from between 
twenty to forty years before this time (i. e. 1180-1204). Although the nature of the 
information added in the a-text varies considerably in form, content and quality, it is 
largely based on Niketas' own impressions and judgments and intimately connected 
to the purpose of his undertaking in this final phase of the composition. In all, Niketas 
supplies additional information in the a-text (Appendix 1) for well over sixty 
individuals. The overwhelming majority of these individuals belonged to the imperial 
court circle, i. e. they were either emperors or relatives of emperors, military, civil, or 
ecclesiastical officials of the state, and were active in the period after 1180. 
Of course, it is the central characters of the story, the Byzantine emperors, 
who receive the greatest attention, and more specifically, Manuel I Komnenos, 
Andronikos I Komnenos, Isaakios II and Alexios III Angelos. Concerning prominent 
government officials, Niketas' additions and alterations appear largely in the second 
half of the text (post 1180) and include well-known bureaucratic families of the late 
twelfth century such as the Kamateroi, the Kastamonitai and the Mesopotarnitai. In 
our investigation we shall look specifically at Niketas' presentation of the powerful 
family of the Kamateroi and examine the author's attitude to a number of individual 
officials, who played an important role in the affairs of the state. 
Finally, the most significant category of revisions are due to Niketas' personal 
intervention in the a-text, which takes the form of an authorial commentary on the 
historical action. It is characterised by continuous foreboding, lamentations, personal 
outbursts at regular intervals and a tendency to moralise. These types of interventions 
are primarily found in the second half of the text (post 1180) and usually placed 
immediately following the narration of certain events or the discussion of leading 
individuals, their political actions and/or personal lives. In these cases, the 
demoralizing influence of 1204, as well as the historian's continual attempts to argue 
cause and effect to explain the calamity, is clearly apparent. 
23 That Niketas means to include the extended Komnenos/Angelos family is evident in the periphrastic 
version of his history, which states: 6L Kojivqvol 'AT-YEXOL. 
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We shall commence our discussion with an analysis of Niketas' stylistic 
alterations and then proceed to examine the historian's more substantial alterations 
and additions with regard to his portrayal of individual emperors and prominent 
government officials. A discussion on Niketas' argumentation and historical 
causation as they specifically related to the events of 1204 shall be reserved for a 
separate section, for although the historian's arguments appear almost exclusively in 
version a of the text, they merit a separate investigation, which must take into account 
other factors not related to the revision of the text. As we examine the alterations and 
additions of our author we must always bear in mind his purpose, which was to argue 
the reasons for the fall of Byzantium in 1204. All his revisions were conducted with 
that aim, and the reader of the revised a-text anticipates the impending disaster and 
goes away with the impression of a corrupt and decadent society that easily fell prey 
to foreign aggression. The protagonists of the events were clearly to blame. In 
Niketas' own words: 'The apathy and inactivity of those who administered the affairs 
of the Romans brought in the pirates [the Fourth Crusade] to act as our judges and 
chastisers. 24 
24 Nik. Chon., p. 586/67-69: T'l 'Yap bTrTLOTTIC Kal OLKOUPOTTJ(ý T(6V T& 'PW[ICLLWV XELPLCOVTWV 
ý[VýV Kal KOXaCrT'C VC Trpa-y[taTa 8LKaGTdC a TO' X1 aE 'V 'YK V. See discussion i J. , ICYT'C 
'TrELO-q EEn 
Hanis, 'Looking back on 1204: Nicetas Choniates in Nicaea', Mýsogeios 12 (2001), pp. 117-24. 
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PART ONE: STYLISTIC ALTERATION 
Before we proceed with our examination of the stylistic alterations made to 
the a-text, the question of possible interference and corruption should be addressed. 
In his discussion of manuscript V, van Dieten notes that two lengthy additions and a 
number of smaller ones made to the a-text are to be found only in this manuscript. As 
these amendments are of the general character of the revisions made to a-text, the 
editor concludes that they stemmed from the pen of Niketas himself. However, 
concerning V van Dieten also observes an inclination towards a shortening and 
simplification of sentences, which according to the editor does not correspond with 
Niketas' usual style. He further points out that on certain occasions, this tendency is 
responsible for a number of errors, which could hardly have been made by the erudite 
25 '6EL Niketas. For example: 26/87 TrXci6c3vTL 8LOLKEVCP TE KCR YflLV(P KOIL (70ý1ý(. L) 
TrpopXýýICLTL: Pb 1TXC(6(ýVTL Kal 6LCLKE'VW nwco TrpopMýLCM: V; 80/7 TCR)T1j(; 
I 'OETOC ýWtPCL 'V6LCLP 'XXOUCYL T O\V "v6pa: APWb 17 aVTL Eaa TGR)TTIC clv6poc' 
I EV8LCLPCLXXOVGL TOi)TOV: V; 102/94 oi')X dTrXof)v V 'YV4t1jV G'1XXG1 KP1)&OVV KCL\L TTI 
15ýctXov: APWb oi')X &1TXoDv Tqv -yvw'[tijv: V; 336/23-24 TrEP\L TOD KEVOD 
80ýCIPLOV TPE'XOVTE(;: APWb TrEP\L TýC OLKELCK 60ý11C TPEXOVTEC: V; 344/60 
CLVCLL dTra-y-yEXXo[iEvoc: APWb yEv%tEvoc: V; 373/64 BXaXwv: APWb 
BovXyapwv: V. 
Concerning APW, van Dieten notes a characteristic attempt at clarification, 
evidenced mostly by the repetition of a person or thing already mentioned a few lines 
earlier and certain additions and expansions aimed at explanation. In cases where the 
clarification and/or explanation are unnecessary, the editor assumes that the 
alterations were not made by Niketas himself. For example: 83/87TOVTOK before 
ETrflKOXOI)NGCLV; 159/13 o NEEýtav afterTOf)TOV; 358/72'AVýLOC o Bpcxvdc after 
CTTPCtTTl'y6(;; 378/61 CXI')TOKPaTWp after GTPCITEVýICITOC; 428/42 A(MaKLoc after 
6LEOETOfor purposes of clarification, or 112/53-55 al')TOV [Manuel] ýtEV EýLGT`qCTL 
1TCLPCLTrETCL(YýtCLTL, TOV 8E XTi)1TTrELU)T-qV ... WYEL oTrou ýv o PamXck: Vb CX I') T O\V 
[Manuel] ýLEV E&T-qCTL TrcxPCt1TETG[CTý1C1TL, TOV 6E 2: Ti)TrTrELW'T1jV ... GPYEL O'TrOV --q'V 
aOE'G(TOi; b OaGLXEI\)(;: APW; 235/8-1001')K Ek GLV'TO\ 8E ýLOVOV E'8P(JV TCtDTC( TO\ 
MLXLOV, G'LXXG\[ KCL\L K(IT' CXV'TýV )v Tý(; X%rrrpdi; LTrTro8poýLLGK #EV8OVTjV T11 
25 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. LXXHI-LXXIV 
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[T O"TO; ITPETrý L GE CL CL a 1) TMPWYEVO'ýIEVOL KCLL &ýOP6VTEC Ek T' V' KTOPCL 
I 8LEl-rpCtTTOVTo add. APW]: Vb; 324/91 EKTPETr%LEvoL #yd6Ec 8%ý TrO8'L Týt; 
ITCLTPL80i; ^YE^YOVC((YLV [KaL TO-LI; EK YELTOVWV TCOýICLLOLC TrapEvcpaXov E'OVE(YLV 
add APW]: bV to provide explanation. 
26 
More recently, Riccardo Maisano has posed the question of multiple 
authorship of the Historia in order to explain the multitude of variant readings in the 
surviving manuscripts of the Niketastext, as well as the reason why there are so many 
manuscripts in the first place. He concludes that the text, in its final version (=V) was 
transformed and indeed evolved not only in the hands of the author himself, but also 
in those of its first readers, its 'addresses. ' These were the friends to whom Niketas 
presumably sent the text throughout its various stages of composition with the 
explicit purpose of actively intervening in its style and lexical selection. They were 
culturally and educationally speaking of a similar background to Niketas, and the 
whole process is described as a 'literary exercise'. 27 
The manuscript tradition of the Historia, chronologically so close to the time 
when the original was composed, allows us to glimpse at the creative process from 
Niketas' own desk to that of his first readers in the primary stages of distribution. 28 
Although Maisano admits that there is an insurmountable difficulty in identifying 
when the interference of the author ceases and that of his readers begins, he considers 
the 'interventions' to have been made for the purposes of supplying information 
unknown to the author, arriving at greater precision, or even to be the products of a 
word-exercise, a sort of game played by the cultural elite, especially when 
considering the myriad variations concerning individual insignificant words. 29 
It is true that the manuscript tradition of the Historia clearly demonstrates 
corrections, alterations and contaminations, which are not accidental and have not 
crept in during the process of transmission, which in any case allows for variations in 
order to deal with difficulties such as corrupt passages. The dubious group of corrupt 
manuscripts (AW and often P) clearly manifests interference by later hands, and it is 
not coincidental than in reconstructing the main text, van Dieten has given preference 
to the verified readings between b and V, and P and V. When we consider that PW 
26 For more examples see: 4/64,230/93,237/66,238/80,240/37,245/83,246/7,250/20,254/9,14,19, 
256/42,312/14-22,313/31-34,334/82; 335/20-21; 357/60. 
27 Maisano, 'Varianti d' autore', pp. 74,78-79. 
" Maisano, 'Varianti d' autore', pp. 65-66. 
29 Maisano, 'Varianti d' autore', p. 66. 
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and occasionally A take an intermediary position between b and V, offering in some 
cases a 'transition' or 'compromise' between the two main versions, 30 interference by 
later hands becomes the most likely scenario to explain the variant readings. 
However, in an effort to defend the authorship of all the versions by Niketas, van 
Dieten pointed to the fact that the readings of APW can be confirmed by comparison 
with those of our author's other major work, the Panoplia Dogmatike, 31 thus limiting 
the interference by later hands at the level of style (and more specifically on attempts 
at simplification, clarification and explanation). However, even this supposition is 
difficult to sustain when we consider that these specific kinds of alterations manifest a 
clear pattern throughout the text, which, as we shall see, is evident in all the 
manuscripts of the revision (=VAPW). 
Moreover, it is significant that the alterations made to the Historia, even in 
cases of lectiones singulares, (as Maisano admitS)32 take into account all the elements 
of the narration (historiographical, ideological, political and personal), and thus are 
more likely to have been made by the same author. 33 As a result, even if we support 
the view that Niketas' text had been 'tampered with', the interference of later hands 
can only be detected (and in most cases with a fair degree of uncertainty) in style and 
lexicon, and not in the substance of the narration. Finally, it is significant to point out 
that the revision of the Historia, although multifunctional in many respects, clearly 
manifests very specific patterns, motifs and purposes, which no one except for 
Niketas Choniates could possibly have envisaged and brought to fruition. In this 
section we shall look closely at these, beginning with alterations conducted on the 
level of style. For the purposes of our discussion, these are grouped in the following 
categories: 1) stylistic variation; 2) clarification/precision; 3) variation/modification 
of meaning. 
Stylistic Variation 
1) Grammatical structure 
35/27aV(IGTELXCK: PAb aVGt(YTEXX(, L)V: V 
30 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. Lxxvi. 
31 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. LXXVI, XIX, XCI. 
32 Maisano, 'Varianti d' autore', p. 74. 
33 See remarks of G. Contini, Breiario di ecdotica, Turin 19902, P. 8. 
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The grammatical change appears in V to provide the particular verb with a sense of 
duration and a tone of an endeavour. 34 
60/46VEýOS -rrOXEýLLWV: APb VEýOS -rroVýLLOV: V 
Here Niketas, changes his phrase a cloud of enemies to an inimical cloud in the final 
revision for the purposes of stylistic congruency. 
110/6-7 &lov C'LyaOo'v T'l TrPOýLýOELa, )V 8'V(7TEPOPOVXLaV: APWb TI Til 
OIOV CLYCLOOV _q TTP%t-qOELCL, Tj I)CYTEPOPOI)XLa: V 
The syntax is altered to provide grammatical coherence between the first and second 
part of the sentence. 
246/26KCC\L ITPOXU(YEW(; CLLýLGLTWV: b KaL 'rrpOXVCYECOi; C[LýLaTOC: VAPW 
The change from plural to singular of the word blood restores the rhythmical clause. 
247/31-32 KPC(TL(YTOV ýIEPO(; KCXI ýLCIXLýIWTCLTOV: APWb 
KPGLTLCYTOV KGLL ýMXLýLOV IIEPOC: V 
The superlative degree of the adjective is altered to a positive to correspond with 
KPCLTLCYTOV. 
275/7 mTo' 81)OtV TI)PCLVV(, L)V: APWb vTro" 61)OtV TVPaVVOLV: V 
The grammatical congruency occurs once again in the final revision of V. 
282/88 KCt'L TýC o'LvOpcoTrLV-qS #UEWC CAXOTPLWV ... TrpdýLV: APWb 
I KG(L TfK CtVOP(J)TrLVIIS #GECOC (ZXXOTPLCtV ... TrpdýLV: V 
Again the change in the grammatical form of the word restores the rhythmical clause 
in V. 
417/58 T6V I cT[icL-qXLT(ýV KCLTEX%LEVOV: b viTo''I GýtaflXLTCOV KaTEXO[IEVOV: VAPW 
The preposition replaces the article in accordance with classical grammatical rules. 
538/59CYVV"KCL(;: bLO eVV"KCK: VAP 
34 Maisano, Tetteratura e storiografia', p. 52, especially n. 1. For more examples see: 340/39 
KaTETVPdVVEI)GE: PWAb KCLTETVPPGLVVTICYE: V; 547/85 EL 'PctG1XEvE: PLO ýPWAXEI)()*E: VAb; 598/95 
8LEITETTPdXEL: K 8LETrpdeaTO: VP; 608/55 ýTrwv6ýICKTTO: b tTTWV%La(ET0: VP. 
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Niketas here chooses the 'attic' form of the word, commonly found in classizing 
authors such as Procopius, Agathias, Leo the Deacon, Michael Psellos, and others. 
2) Simple variation of word order 
175/40 aE'L 1TPOýtlJ0EVTLKO'(; KCII POI)XEVTLK0'1;: Pb TrP%flJ0El)TLKOk CXE'L KM 
POI)XEI)TLK0'1;: VAW; 185/45Ta T(ýV TrEPIL CXI')TO'V ýPOVTJýWtTa: b T(& TrEPIL (XV'TO'V 
TCC ýPOMJýLCITCI: VAPW; 208/30 ctpEi-ý(; Em&LýLV: b Em&LýLV GIPEIKý(; CIPETýC: 
APP'W E-K&LýLV apETýc: V; 222/79 ýtETGKOýLLGCXC EKEIOEV: Pb EKEIOEV 
ýtET0LK%dCr(K: VAW; 262/91 KCLX/\L(7TOV 8Eý[WýL(l TI)XTI(; flyflCTCLýtEVOC: b 
&eUt)ýUX TVXlj(; KCDv\L(YTOV -q'yqcydýtEvoc: VAP; 320/72Ta TELXTJ Týc TroXECO(;: 
bWa TCL Tý(; TroXEWC TELXII: VAP; 359/3 CLýIýOTEPCI cyi)v-q'XOocyav: Pb avvýMoaav 
aýtýOTEPOI: VAW 361/78 CXýLGIPTIJýMTCX TjýtWV: APWb ijýtW-V CtýMP7ýtaTCL: V; 
370/90 EýLOVTCOV iToXqtov: APWb TroXE[IOV EýLOVTCLW: V; 413/50 T(ýV 81)(7X(A)PLCL)V 
TrEPLXap6C: Pb TrEPLXCLP(k T(& 8vaXwpuýv: VAW; 523/41 aWagm(7ýtOC 
a(7UXXO'YLUTO(;: b agUXXO'YLGTO(; CTI)VaGTTLGý10k: VAP; 523/56-57 TO' TýC W"pa(; 
aK(XPEC: bTT\li; (2)PaS TO OLKCXPE(;: VAP; 523/58-59 yvd)aEcoc C'LVTLKpt)C: b afvTLKpt)C 
yvWaEcoc: VAP; 538/84 litaoc a'aTrov8ov : bLO a'(7Trov8ov ýLtaoc: VAP; 609/81 
TroXXCov IjXLGýtEV-qV: b-q'XL(7[. LEV-qV TroXkýv: VP 
3) Variation of lexical items 
192/40 EiT6v MrOTEýL011EVOC KCLL ELTrWV: b ETrW-V CLITOTEýWýtEVOC KCIIL CILVEMS: 
VAPW; 247/50 TOi)J TrpEo7PEVTOý)... )V 1TPECYPELaV: APWb TOý TrpEaPEVTOi)J... T1\jV 
VITEPE(YLaV: V; 558/48 TW-V CL-YOPaLCOV OL ýLXOVOTEPOL ... Ev -rý KWV(TTC(VTLVEL(ý 
117 dryopq: b T6V C'L-YOPCLLWV OL ýLXOLVOTEPOL ... EV To KWV(7TCtVTLVEL(ý ýOpcp: VAPLO; 
\ 71 605/75 wk C'IITO[ICLXOV OPOIIO*EL To EV60V dmoýtctXqtEvov: b 6)c C[TroXEýtov OPOTI(TEL 
T6 EMov dTr%taX%tEvov: VPLO. Avoidance of repetition is one of principal 
conventions of graceful composition. The diligence with which the author revised the 
text in order to increase the variety of his vocabulary is evident in the careful 
selection of synonyms. 
131/90 ýtEOO&Lq CTVVEPLO(ý KEXPIITCtL b TroXI)OpwV: PWb 
6OX00PO(71)V-q KE'XPIITCtL 6 -rroXVOpwv: VA 
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Niketas is here describing a ruse devised by Andronikos I Komnenos to escape 
capture. A lexical search reveals that the author replaced the scriptural ýAO&Lq 
GVVEPLO(p (Eph. 4,14; 6,11) with the Homeric expression 6oXoýpoavv-q (R. XIX. 
97.112) so as to correspond withTroXOpwv (Od. XIV. 424). Niketas' selection of 
vocabulary was in this instance dictated by his desire to portray Andronikos I 
Komnenos in the manner of the Homeric hero. 35 
207/90 T(ý EPI)OPCO Tý(; PaCTLXELOI) Paýýc: b 
IL 
TCP EPVOPO TýC Paýjc: APW 
TQ) EPI)OPO TTI(; 'YPCLýj(;: V 
With this reference to the imperial signature, we can witness the author's different 
choices, resulting again in the final red writting - more suitable than red colour. 
285/57 'Av8POVLKOV dTrEXOELcLv: b 'AV8POVLKOV EýIPPLOEMV: A 'AV6POV'LKOV 
II ir aTr-qVELaV: VWP 
Here is a selection of Niketas' words to describe the ruthless disposition of 
Andronikos I Komnenos. We can see the historian alternating among d-rrEXOELa 
(hatred), EýLPPIOEM (severity) to reach the most precise definition of Andronikos' 
temperament in the Homeric d1T-qvELa (inhuinanity/cruelty). 36 
314/40 TO i-ýc yv(ýývqs oTrotov: b TO T1-11; 'YVWýtljS CXVIJýLEPOV: P TO TI-IC 'YVW[IlIC 
71 aGTaTOV: VAW 
The reference, once again describing the disposition of Andronikos Komnenos, is 
altered three times: the quality of disposition - the savageness of disposition - the 
unstableness of disposition. Niketas is trying to explain Andronikos' behaviour 
towards two of his chief ministers, whom the emperor had originally elevated to the 
highest positions and regarded as his dearest friends, but later executed on mere 
suspicion. We can see that in this context the author's final revision is best suited for 
the purpose of the phrase. 
35 Maisano, 'Varianti d' autore', p. 72. 
36 Niketas uses this word on a number of occasions (291/38,312/1,314/54,323/80,353/15). With the 
exception of 314/54, where he refers to Andronikos' trusted counsellor, Constantine Tripsychos, at all 
other times the author uses aTrq'vELa exclusively to describe Andronikos: Kazhdan, Concordance, 16, 
R907. 
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315/74TO' (XXCtVEI; EK6VO Tý(; O'P'YLX67nTOC TrAa-yoc: b 
11 f 'Xa-yoc: VAPW TO CLLýLwTr o*v E'KEtVO Tý(; O'P'YLX6TqTOC TrE 
Niketas is using the metaphor of the vast sea of irascibility to depict Andronikos I 
Komnenos. The phraseTO' dXavEc TrEXayoc is common in Byzantine literature (it is 
used on several occasions by Michael Psellos, Anna Komnene and Michael 
Choniates). Niketas, in an effort to enhance Andronikos' image as a savage murderer 
and to use the rarest possible adjective, alters the phrase to bloodstained sea of 
irascibility. 
317/16 TrE6LXOPP#0VC: APWb TC1 T(ýV TrO86V KOITTI)OVTEI; TrE'6LXa: V 
The neologism TrE&XOPPaýOC (shoe stitcher) used to describe the Latins was taken 
over from Eustathios (The Capture of Thessaloniki, 82/18: ITE6LXWV P'CLýEa(; ). It is 
explained in V (those who stitch shoes). 37 
337/57 aTrEPLO%tpýTCOC ýOE-Y-YEGOM: Pb alTEPLpoýtPTI-rcoc ýOE-Y-YEGOM: VA 
The more common aTTEPLOO1[IPTjTW(; (without fear) is replaced by the hapax 
1 38 CLTTEPLPOýtpýTCOC (literary without going around, i. e. speaking in a direct manner). TI 
363/26 T6V PCRYLVOL EXXEva(Ev: b TO"V PCR7LX6C1 COVEL&CEV: AW TOV PaGLXECI 
KGLTWVEL6LCEV: P T6 PCIGLXEt KCITWVEL6LCTE: V 
After his defeat by the Byzantines in 1185, William II (King of Sicily) sent a letter 
mocking the emperor Isaakios II Angelos for the cruelty with which the latter had 
treated the Sicilian captives of war. Mock is subsequently altered to the more suitable 
reproach in variant grammatical structures. 
1 370/91 KCtTW'PO(, t)O'CtV: PWA'9 b 'L(YXI)GOLV EKTEVCYCLL: V 
The banal tenn KCLTCO'POW9CLV is replaced by the scriptural phrase'LGXI)UCLV EKTEXECYCIL 
(Luke, 14.29,14.30). 
373/71 T6 TVlTLKOV 1TCLPCtpXEýCtTO: APWb TO Tl)lTLKO'v aTrECTKOPCLKLaE: V 
The passage refers to Leo Monasteriotes' belief that the Vlach revolt (beginning in 
the autumn of 1185) occurred because Isaakios Il had disregarded the provisions of 
37 Pontani, Commentary to Narrazione cronologica, II, p. 657, n. 7. 
38 Pontani, Commentary to Narrazione cronologica, 11, p. 674, n. 97. 
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the typikon of Basil 11 (976-1025) for the monastery of Sosthenion. In the original 
version, Niketas tells us that Isaakios II Angelos overlooked Basil's provisions. In V 
overlook is replaced with the stronger rejects with contempt. This is simply a part of 
an overall trend towards the use of harsher language to accompany the more severe 
criticism found in a. 39 
To further illustrate the range and extent of lexical revision, we provide the following 
list of examples randomly chosen from the text: 60/43 El')PI)VCXC &Eý060V(;: b 
6LEI)pl')VC((; Eý68ovc: VAP; 63/35 &EpEOL(6ýtEvov: b E&XTT6ýtcvov: AP 
EýqTTO[IEVOV: V; 106/92 Tq\v EILG080V KC(\L T-qv E'ýo8ov: APWb T1\JV KCX0080V KCIIL 
Ti1v dvo8ov: V; 186/80 IJYdTO T6V TEXEI)TCILWV TCLýCWV: b W'ITLCT00ý1ACKEL: 
VAPW; 207/90 E(()'Jwa-Ev: Pb dvEppwo-Ev: VAW; 208/12 ýtOVCLXLKT\IV: Pb 
[IOVC(&KýV: VAW; 237/69 E'LKOVLCOI)07LV: bPA'g C'1TTELKCtCOV(7LV: VW; 238/82 
výopMiEvm: b v-rroTrTEVOVTEC: VAPW; 240/53-54 T6V EV CtýtýLVOLCXL(;: b cv 
%IýLMýWV: AW T6V &ctýop(3v: V; 301/13 O*VXXO'YL(ETaL: Pb ýAVYT(ý: VAW; 
397/4 PoT\lv EKTrXTIKTLKWTCL7V: Pb PO-q\V KCLTcLTrXTIKTLKWTa7V: VAW; 398/22 
ElTETLOEVTO XOPCILUK: b ETrETLOEVTO XEX-qOOTCOC: PWa 398/25 EK6P%16V: b 
ETrEXEi)aEwv: VAP 400/93-94 C(VOIITOC: W 6VOýWC: P dvoyyoc: A CLVO(YLO(;: V; 
401/25EýETMLTO: b CTVVEýE'TTOLTO: APWGVVElTOLTO: V; 406/44 (TX-qýtCLTL(ETCLL: Pb 
vTrEKPLVETCLL : AW V1TEKPLVETO: V; 407/82 OI')K ETrctLVETOV: APWb -rr%týu(M;: 
VD'PP; 494/10 GV[IýCOVLCLV: Wb CLP[IOVLCLV: VAP; 512/80 a'YWVL(7%tEvoL: b 
a[tLXX-q9%IEVOL: VAPW; 537/43 KPIMT%LEVOC: bLO (JVVCXVCt(7TPEýOýtEVO(;: VAP; 
595/15 ELGýOpal;: bLO aimýopac: VP 
4) Literary enhancement 
243/41 To CTEGOýLGýtEMP ýPOVýýMTL EftLLX(ZV TOI\)(; ... TTCtVTOL(;: PWb IL 
TI 
80XLO#OVL EeOKELXOL(; TOIK... TrdVTGK :V 
As Andronikos Komnenos was preparing to enter Constantinople (beginning of 
1182), he went around the provinces in an attempt to muster support for his cause. 
39 For more examples see the above cited 363/26 and also 269/93-94 Kai 8LEXECTO TO' Tý ýVXýC 
ý86jiEvov: b Kai 6LEXEiTO TTIv alliop6pov #XT11): VAPW; 323/69 ou ýVVELXI)ýEL: b oi')K 
II EKPEwP6pTjaE: VAPW; 369/74 TVPaVVEIL')OVTOC: b KaTaTVPaVVEUOVTOC: VAPW; 407/82 KCR ýLXCWTOV 
01')K ETraLVET6v: PWb KaL OL'XaVTOV -rra[I[ILGeC: VA; 511/60: 0' L0 -9 V 
VAPW (and other examples hereafter throughout). 
Ra6iac: b' Pep XoC E'voýXoc: 
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The more banal expression he won over everyone with his shrewd spirit is replaced 
byfraudulent ways. 40 
283/23-24%IEXEL ý1108E ýEPELV EXWV TO TCOV EV60V aWa&C: b 
N XL[IW'TTCt)V KVCL)V, AORATMýC E'LlTEtV, EK TOý ý0*1' E'XELV TOV 
KCLTCLOOLVTjOfl9%tEVOV: VAP'g 
When Andronikos I Komnenos besieged the rebellious city of Nicaea in 1183, the 
resistance put up by its inhabitants enraged him. 41 Niketas replaces his original 
sentence - [Andronikos] could not bear the stubbornness of those within - with a 
reference to Psalm 58.15 in the words of David [Andronikos] was hungering like a 
dog which has nothing to feed on, perhaps in an effort to intensify his brutal, if not 
almost beastlike depiction of Andronikos. 
295/48 ýtfl aTI8(24 TO\V X6, yov 8cý%tEvoc: b 
T11 TCOV XELXt(. L)V ITEPLýOýýGEL TO'V lTaOflVa[tEVOV VTTOKPLV%IEVOC: APW 
(J(; 0 TILXdTOC EITL TOý) OEcLvOp(j)Troi) XPLCYTOi): V 
Following a series of public executions certain men asked Andronikos I for 
permission to take down the bodies of the deceased men. In relating Andronikos' 
reply, Niketas resorts to his typical irony and sarcasm 42 so as to illustrate the 
hypocrisy of the emperor, who pretended to be grieved over the executions. In the 
historian's final selection, Andronikos, like Pilate with reference to Christ, asked if 
they had been dead for a while. This phrase is lifted from Mark, 15.44 and 
corresponds with Andronikos' question (Matthew, 21.41). The biblical language is 
used to enhance the irony through metaphor rather than simply hinting or outright 
stating Andronikos' pretence, as in APWb. 
338/89-92 EL ýIfj TOLa8E OEOk T'IKI)P(j)UE 6LCLPOI)XLCt, E'ý aVOP(i)lTWV TO'V C'[V8pa 
04tEvoc: Wb 
EL ýdj KCtTC't To"V TrPOý ýTJJV jTrEtv -rTl LL TI ýV O'KE'CtV ýMXOLPCW EITE'P(: (XEv 
6 OCO'S ETr'L' TOV CLTrOCTTCtTqV 8PCtKOVTa, TOV GKOXLOV: VAP 
40 Pontani, Commentary to Narrazione cronologica, 11, p. 579, n. 143. 
41 For these events see Nik. Chon., pp. 269-70; Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of 
Thessaloniki, pp. 54-56; Michael Choniates, I, pp. 219-20; Brand, Byzantium Conftonts the West, pp. 
52-53; Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, p. 115. 
42 For these traits in Niketas see: Kazhdan, Introduction to Narrazione cronologica, L pp. LI-LV. 
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The imperial decree drawn up by Andronikos I Komnenos and his advisors shortly 
before the emperor's downfall in September 1185 effectively sentenced to death all 
those suspected of plotting against the throne. 43 Niketas commences by telling us that 
each individual named would have been put to death: had not God annulled these 
designs, removing the manfrom the world of the living. In the revision of the passage, 
Niketas does not alter the meaning of his statement, but intensifies its intended effect 
through the use biblical allusions and more fervent language: had not God in 
accordance with the words of the prophet brought down his own sword on the 
apostate dragon, the crooked servant (Esaias, 27.1). 
463/80-820k E'YKPGL )t; i-ýi; Ki)Trpoi) yEvoýtEvoc: Til 
IF 1 11 C% k OVTOC E'YKPCLTTI(; %LGL KGLL O'XET'qp TýC Tc3v Kv-rrplwv v-q'cyou 
yEv6[iEvoc: VAPW 
Niketas is here referring to the separatist movement of Isaakios Komnenos in 
44 Cyprus. His original phrase: '[Isaakios] who became master of Cyprus' is altered to 
the more potent '[Isaakios] who became master and destroyer of the island of the 
Cypriots. 
510150 (j)(; 8' Olb TrOXXO INYTEPOV G[VTCLPTfl(; YAXECLOC yeyovc b 
fI It N COC 8' Ob TTOXXCL) INYTEPOV ELC EP^YOV TO 6E'O(; EKOE'OTIKEV: VAPW 
I 
Alexios Ivanko, the Vlach grandson-in-law of Alexios III, rebelled in 1199/1200.45 
We can bear witness to Niketas' stylistic revision: not long after Alexios became a 
rebel - not long after what was feared became reality. The banal and simplistic 
aVTaPTTjC 'YE'YOVE is replaced by a more abstract and 'high' style remark. 
1 584/25-27 OL ýLEV C'LPXOVTEC EV P'0,101)ýUq ETP#'n(7CLV Ee GLPXýC TCL 8EtITVC( 
I TrpuiCaLTEPOV -rrpOMEýLEVOL: 
43 See F. Cognasso, 'Partiti politici e lotte dinastiche in Bizanzio alla morte di Manuele Cornneno', 
Memorie della Reale Accademia delle scienze di Torino, Ser. 2,62/2 (1912), pp. 310-11; Brand, 
Byzantium Conftonts the West, p. 69. 
44 For this individual see Th. Vlachos, "0 TUPaVVOC 71c Kv-rrpou 'I GCtdKLoc Koýtnvoc (1184- 
1191)', BvC 6 (1974), pp. 169-77. For his separatist movement: Nik. Chon., pp. 291-92; J. Hoffinann, 
Rudimente von Territorialstaaten im byzantinischen Reich (1071-1210). Untersuchungen ýber 
Unabhangigkeitsbestrebungen und ihr VerhdItnis zu Kaiser und Reich, Munich 1974, p. 32-38; 
Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, pp. 116-17. 
45 For these events see Nik. Chon., pp. 509-13; Idem, Orationes et epistulae, pp. 59-64; Hoffmann, 
Territorialstaaten, pp. 51-55; Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, pp. 130-31; Cheynet, Pouvoir et 
contestations, pp. 132-33. 
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O'L ýtE'V PC((YLX6C & bpC[OV[-LLLC( TPC[ý&TEC ý(YGIV E'ý CIPXý(; KCI'L 
PE'YKOVTEC q6v'TEpov'EV8VýILWVO(; Kal TG1 8E0TVC[ TrPWLOILTEPOV 
ITPOULEýLEVOL: VAPW 
In order to place greater emphasis on the indolence of the rulers of Byzantium, 
Niketas expands on his original phrase with an allusion to mythology: they snored 
more sweetly than Endymion. 
Clarification/Precision 
98/83-84TCO P'TI-y\L: Wb TCO P'TI'YL TC-VAX%tav(ýv: VAP; 189/52TrPOGWYEL 8C3POV: LL 
Pb 1TPOUG'LTEL 86POI) EK TOý) (7ot)XTC[v: VAW; 250/25 TOý 6ýýtol) 
7 
C[V0L0CtPPýCTCtVTOC: b TOý 8%101) TýC 1TOXEW(; CLVCLOaPP)CTaVTOC: VAPW; 336/27 TI TI 
TraPCRTVPWV TO 80KOi)V i)TrEi)Oi)vov: Wb Trcxpa(71)PWV TO\ 60KOý)V 'Av6POV'LK(ý 
vTrd')6vvov: AP; 498/11 ETrLXOYCL\L TOLVIN KC6L q; ýýOL: b E'lTLXOTC(\L TOLVI)V KC6L 
ýTjýflýOPLCCL T6V apýOVTWV: VAP. A characteristic attempt at clarification can be 
observed, in its simplest form, consisting of the addition of an individual or a thing 
that has been previously mentioned in the narrative, but is repeated so as not to 
confuse the reader. 
461/14 El; TTIV EW 6LCt1TEP(XLODTCtL ... 
b aXX' 01, )ITW ýLIJVEC TPELC; 
6U(Y\L E' TrCtPLTTTrEI)KELGCLV ... : VAPW; 462/65-66 T-qV KCYTPCXTELCIV 1TEPL-YPC[qJlaC: 
VAPW om. b; 493/64-65 E'V TOVTOLC ýLEV O1)V ... EVLCR)TOc E6KETO TPLTOC 
(XPXOVTL 'Pw[ia'L'wv 'AVý'L(O T(ý Koýtv-qv(ý: VAPW om. b; 499/59-60 KCLT' Gtt')TT\IV 
TTIV ETIJGLOV ýtVTWTIV rEWP'YLOV TOý XPLGTOýMPTUPOC: VAPW om. b; 514/36-37 
it \ 71 1 ECLPO, f; I'MOXýYOVTOC E'ýELM KCLL ctTrEL(7LV ELC Ta' KOEXXCE VAP om. b; 553/91- 
92 TýC E'K79C 'LV8LKTL6VOC: VA om. bLO. It is interesting to observe the more 
precise use of dates in the revised version and especially towards the end of the 
Work. 
46 
4/67 TO'D EK K%tvqv(ýv dpýCWTOC 1TPCO'TW(; 'AXEeLoj): PHb 
TOD EK K%tv-qvCov'AXEýLOV: VA 
In version b Niketas states that Alexios was the first of the Komnenian emperors, 
clearly alluding to the Komnenoi of his own times. In a, however, he must have 
46 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCV. 
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realised the ambiguity of his statement, which did not take into account the reign of 
Isaakios I Komnenos (1057-59). 47 
53/59 6p6vWV TCOV CIPXLK(ýV: b -rravu X%tTrp6v: VAP 
Niketas is referring to the ancestry of Bertha of Sulzbach, first wife of Manuel 
Komnenos. 48 We can see that in version b the author erroneously states that Bertha 
came from a regal family (she was the sister-in-law of the German emperor Conrad 
III). His source on this occasion could well have been Kinnamos (KOP11V CC Pý, YCtC)49 
or encomia. Niketas corrects his mistake in version a by stating that Bertha came 
from a most illustriousfamily. 50 
95/29 E-rrE'L 6E CYXE8O'V c't-rraUL 80KEt TOtC ýLEYCL 6vvqLEVOLC TraXCLL KCLIL 
uqýtEpov: b; ElTEIL 6E ýaGL TTOXXOIL: AW; ETrEL 8E TLCTL 60KEt -r(ýv TTCACLL 
KaL 0-%tEPOV: A'g PW'g; 8oýd(wv 8' 0 MCtVOV-qX Ol')K ETMLVET(ýC: V 
This passage is concerned with the widespread belief in astrology and its detrimental 
consequences on Byzantium. 51 In this particular case, Niketas illustrates how Manuel 
I Komnenos' reliance on astrology caused him to make the wrong strategic decision. 
In the older version of the text we are only given vague references to Manuel's belief 
in astrology. Indeed, explicitness in the historian's prose is only found in V, which 
reveals that it was, in fact, Emperor Manuel who held this belief52 
104/35 0 ýtEV 018EXýOý) OVY(ITPIL (YI)VOI)(YLCL(EV: PWb 
c 0 ýLEV a6EXýIC OV'YCLTP*L GI)VOI)gLaCEV: VA 
47 Maisano, 'Varianti d'autore', p. 67. 
48 For Bertha of Sulzbach see: P. Lamma, Comneni e Staufer. Ricerche sui rapportifira Bizanzio eV 
Occidente nel secolo MI, I, Rome 1955-57, pp. 33-39; Varzos, I, pp. 454-59; ODB 1, p. 284. 
49Kinnamos, p. 36/2 
50 R. Maisano, 'Tipologia delle fonti di Niceta Coniata (libri I-VIII)', in Storia poesia e pensiero nel 
mondo antico. Studi in onore di Marcello Gigante, Naples 1994, p. 401. It is, admittedly, impossible 
for us to tell whether Niketas or someone else made the correction. 
51 Manuel's belief in astrology will be discussed further on. In general see: ODB 1, pp. 214-16; U. 
, 
ft im Kampf der griechischen Kirche gegen die Ast sb ck Riedinger, Die Heilige Schri rologie, Inn ru 
1956; H. -G. Beck, Vorsehung und Vorherbestimmung in der theologischen Literatur der Byzantiner, 
Rome 1937, pp. 65-84. 
52 For another example of this Idnd: 3'99/4849 &1OV TOIX E(; 
ýýLdC CII)TOKPaTOPGL(;... 'LýCL07TrL6Cti; P 
-YLV%1eVO1)C: AY)Vb 
&1OV T6V 'laaaKLOV ... bLýda-rrL8a 'YW6ýLEvov: V. But also the opposite, where 
I explicitness is found in b: 452/34 EL 
& KCLTdt VE[IE(JLV EKEtGE TC[DTnV ETLCFE [ '1GC1dKLOS] TýV 
81KTIV Wk 6PdGaC KaK(ý)C 'AV8POVLKOV: bEL 6ý K(ITCL OE(CIV VEýLECTLV kEýGE MUTTIV TýV &ICnV 
ýTUYEV ['I aadKLOC] : VAPW. This last example is, however, a very rare case as explicitness is almost 
exclusively found in VAPW- 
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This reference concerning the parentage of Theodora Komnene, mistress of Manuel 1, 
has caused great confusion among scholars, as some have accepted that Theodora was 
the daughter of one of Manuel's brothers, and others, of one of his sisters. Varzos has 
shown that Theodora could not have been the daughter of one of Manuel's three 
brothers, Alexios, Andronikos and Isaakios, and thus proposed a correction of 
Niketas' passage. 53 The testimony of VA, however, although excluded from van 
Dieten's main text, here confirms that Niketas had corrected the mistake himself. 54 
537/54-551TX6ov 8E ELC (XXVGLTEXj T(ý KOLVO TravTalTaGLV CIVaX6ýtaTCL: bLO 
TTX60V 8' GLlTETTXOVTOI)V lTp6C ETOILPL8CU; KCt'L (j-vyyEvE0; cAvarrEXEti; 
TraVTdTraGL To KOLVO: VAP 
Niketas tells us in versions KO that the emperors Isaakios 11 and Alexios III wasted 
the public revenues on useless expenses. Only in VAP are we told precisely that these 
went towards the enrichment of courtesans and relatives. 
if 584/25 aPXOVTE(;: b PcLaLXE0;: VP 
The abstract archons (meaning those who rule) 55 which is later changed to emperors 
is found in a highly critical passage, where the historian is placing condemnation on 
the Byzantine people for allowing Constantinople to fall into Latin hands. He begins 
by reproaching the indolence of the rulers. It is, of course, obvious who the 'rulers' 
are in version b, but the explicitness of Niketas in a, makes it unmistakably clear that 
it was primarily those who held the imperial throne in succession that brought about 
the downfall of the state. 
Variation/modification of meaning 
72/84 K011 O'LKOI)pLq T(ýV T(X'P(0[ICtL(J)V TrPO 1TOXXOý 8LE-rrOVTCOV -rrpdyýLCITCL: APWb 
KGR OLKOVPLCt T6V TCCPCL)ýtC(iLWV 8LETrOVTWV TrPOUYýWTCI: V 
In the opening of book II of the reign of Manuel I Komnenos, Niketas bitterly 
complains about the loss of Byzantine territories in Asia Minor. As we can see in the 
older versions, the historian blames this state of affairs on the inactivity of those who 
" Varzos, II, pp. 417-18, n. 3. 
54 Again as with example 53/59, it is impossible for us to tell whether it was Niketas or someone else 
who corrected the error. 
55 For Niketas' use of apXw and its derivatives see Kazhdan, Concordance, 13, R737. 
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ruled the Romans long ago, alluding perhaps to the devastating losses that the empire 
suffered in the second half of the eleventh century. In V he alters the phrase to the 
inactivity of those who rule the Romans, thus transferring the blame to the rulers of 
his own time. 
234/83 ol Tjc KWVGTaVTLVOU 8TI[IOTaL: b 
TO Týc K(. L)VCTTGLVTLVOI) ct-yopaiov at)cyTil[ia: AW 
f OL i-ýc K(. L)VaTaVTLVOI) 
ýVYKXV8E(; o'XXoL: A'9P 
f oL Týc K(. L)VG-rO[VTLVOI) O'LK11TOPEi;: V 
This phrase, result of a successive revision, is found in a critical passage concerning 
the people of Constantinople. In version b Niketas' condemnation focuses on the 
citizens of the city, then becomes more specific (Wyopatov), which can also be seen 
in an earlier phraseTO Týc KCL)V(TTCLVTLVOI) CX'YOPCffOV ýLXOTaPaXWTaTOV (234/71- 
72 APW), but chooses to encompass all those who live in the city in the final 
revision. Either because of a lack of precise knowledge or because of general trend of 
denunciation that embraces everyone in the final revision, the author rather vaguely 
states the inhabitants of Constantinople. 
209/51-52 ViTO' TCOV (XXXO#XCOV (TKVXEVOýtEVaL: APWb V7TO' T(ýV O'X\ýX(x)v 
(YKVXEVOýtEVCLL: V 
In discussing the disorder prevalent throughout the Byzantine provinces, Niketas 
initially focuses on the continual incursions and plundering of Byzantine territories by 
foreign peoples, but then alters this to from one another, perhaps alluding to the 
rebellious movements within the empire in an effort to highlight their destructive 
consequences. 
225/47 KCOL OV'TW ýLEV TCL KCLTC'L TqV OCRYLXELOV ai')Xýv TrC(CrflC OVTCL CTV'YXVGEOJt;: 
b KOLIL OV'TCO [1EV T& KC[TC't 11'1V P(1GLXELaV ai')Tq'v Trcxo-qc O'VTC( 91)'Y UCTECOC: X 
VAPW. 
In this passage Niketas is referring to the troubled situation of the empire after the 
death of Manuel I Komnenos. In version b, affairs in the palace were in a state of 
turmoil because of the extraordinary power wielded by Alexios Komnenos, the 
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protosebastos and protovestiarios. 56 in version a Niketas tells us that affairs of the 
state were in turmoil during the reign of Alexios IL Although this alteration can be 
also be attributed to the similarity between the two phrases (i. e. a simple mistake of a 
copyist), it fits well with the overall trend towards criticism displayed in the later 
versions and is present in all the manuscripts of the revision (=VAPW). 
229/67 o 6E TrPWTOGEPC0TONC 'AVýLOC, To L&(ý ýVCJLOVýLEVO(; ... :bo 8E 
TrPWTO(7EPGL(7T64; 'AXEýLOC E'KTrC['YXW(; EýLCXLVETO, To 'L&(ý TrLUUVOC: VA 
In this instance Niketas enhances his malicious portrait of Alexios Komnenos the 
protosebastos and protovestiarios, and in effect ruler of the empire during the 
minority of Alexios 11 (1180-82), with the addition of the Homeric phrase concerning 
the destruction wrought on the Greek camp by Hector: [LCCLVETCXL EK-rrC['YXwc, 
lTLGVVOC ALL (R. 9.23 8). 
249/87 uk iToXbi; -ro' 'YEVOC K& I-Ij*V TVXIjV UTrE'pauXo(;: APWb 
I KCXL OpCt(YI)C KCt"L C(l')OC(8TjC KCIIL XLCLV i)TrEpai)Xoc: 
The aforementioned Alexios was, according to Niketas in version b, from an 
illustrious family and boasted ofgoodfortune. This statement is then replaced by the 
radically different - he was insolent, wilful and exceedingly boasffiul. As we shall see 
clearly in the following section, this type of alteration is an integral part of Niketas' 
more critical attitude towards the Komnenoi in version a. 
263/23 Eý o[iopwv E'Ov(ýv: Pb E'K 'YELTOV(, L)V EOv6v: A EK 'YELTOVCOV EXOP6V: V 
Niketas is referring to the Turkish nations bordering with Byzantium in Asia Minor. 
It is interesting to note that neighbouring nations is replaced by neighbouring 
enemies in the final revision, perhaps reflecting the political conditions of the early 
decades of the thirteenth century. Again, although this could simply be a mistake of 
transmission, it corresponds well to Niketas' critical revisions and transfon-ned stance 
in light of later developments. 
292/64 apAc: bf TupaVVL60C: VAPW; 314/43 EKELVOV VTr-nPETflGCCTL: 
TI)POLVVL80C KCtOI)TrOI)PYTIGECYL: VAPW 
56 For Alexios see Varzos, 11, no. 132 pp. 189-218 (this individual will be discussed in detail later on). 
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Both these references concern the rule of Andronikos I Komnenos. 57 The use of the 
word tyrant is rare in the first half of Niketas' text and preponderant during the 
discussion of the reign of Andronikos I Komnenos. 58 These alterations point to 
Niketas' more critical attitude towards Andronikos in the final version. 
297/9 ýiaXCKMV TOý) Actix& b C'LVCtV8pLCLV TOý Aal)L6: P d(TTPC[T1j"Y1jTOV TOý 
ACIVL8: AW TTP060CTLCtV TUD AMA& V 
In narrating the capture of Thessaloniki by the Normans (1185), Niketas places the 
bulk of the blame on the strategos David Komnenos. 59 His explanation for David's 
behaviour is altered mildly between b and PWA, focusing more or less on David's 
inability to defend the city, but takes a radical shift towards betrayal in the final 
revision. It is rather significant that Eustathios, who was Niketas' source on this 
occasion, uses the word TTP060TTI(; to refer to David. 60 
369/83 Val ýFq'V Ol')8 COLULD; EKPLVETO O'LWVO'C: PWb KCLI TOtC TroX/\oý(; 
CLITCILCYLOC EKPLVETO OLCOVk: V 
When the blind Alexios Komnenos (nephew of Theodora Komnene and second 
cousin to the Angeloi emperors) was appointed naval commander (1186), many 
deemed this an inauspicious omen. We can see that Niketas utilises harsher language 
in V. 
404/94-1 TCXDTCL 8E 'YPOLýWV ýV EV To 80ýCLCELV TrCLP ' E'CLUTO TLV(ýV Výfl'y-n'GEM 
ýWVOINTCOV [tCLXXOV CLTrO 'YCL(YTPOC TjTrEP 1TPOEL80TCOV TCL [IE XOVTa: Pb Ol')K O'L6CL 
T[LV(. OV ELLO-q'YOUýt6EVC0V ýETRGýCA6C ýL&TOL KCLIL TOtC Elý)(YEPODCRV 01ý)X Cdpý108[LCLK: 
W TCLDT(I 6E 'YP00WV ýV EV To 80ýCLCELV ITCLP' ECLI)TO KCXOCLITEP CLTrO' TPLTrO8O(; 
TOD TOTE TT(XTPLCLPXOV A007LOEOU: VA Isaakios Il Angelos is persuaded that the 
57 Andronikos I Komnenos is the only emperor deprived of the title of basileus by Niketas. The 
historian accords him the imperial title only fourteen times, indicating that Andronikos was openly 
regarded as a usurper. See discussion in A. Kazhdan, 'Certain traits of Imperial propaganda in the 
Byzantine Empire from the eighth to the fifteenth centuries', PrMication et propagande au Moyen 
Age, Islam, Byzance, Occident, Paris 1983, pp. 22-23. Andronikos I Komnenos is omitted from the 
lists of the Synodikon of Orthodoxy: J. Gouillard, 'Le Synodikon de l'Orthodoxie', TV 2 (1967), p. 96. 
58 Kazhdan, Concordance, 13, R745. For Niketas' use of the word tyrant see also Hoffmann, 
Territorialstaaten, pp. 57,96. 
59 For this individual see: K. Varzos, 'Evag 664 Ovyaakovi"; gý MVTa1)T1(Yg&0; gV1 T6)P(X. 0 
Aapi5 Kogvflv6; K(X1 01 E)C(YGCLX0V1K16)TF,; KCtT6L T7JV TIOXIOPKiCE q; E)E(Y(YGLX0ViK1j; aR6 Tou; 
Nopgav5o-b; ', MaK66ovmd 20 (1980), pp. 3047. 
60 Eustathios of Thessalonild, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 74ff. 
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German Emperor, Frederick Barbarossa plans to attack Constantinople (1189). In the 
Pb Niketas does not divulge the name of the individual/s who advised the emperor on 
this matter; in W, the author claims he does not have knowledge of who these 
individual were. In VA, however, we learn that it was the patriarch Dositheos, and 
once again we can see that Niketas becomes more forthright as the process of revision 
progresses. 
437/21 T(bV KOLV6V 8LOLICq'GEWC: Pb Týc PCKTLXELCK: D'9VA; 437/22 )V TOVTWV Til 
&EýCLYWT fl*' V: PW`b Tq'V TrCtVTWV &EýWyWyflV: VA 
Niketas is discussing the role of Theodore Kastamonites (logothetes ton sekreton) in 
the administration of Isaakios 11 Angelos. The historian tells us that Isaakios 
transferred the management of civil affairs to Kastamonites, which is then replaced by 
the emperorship. The emperor further relinquished to Kastamonites the direction of 
these affairs - subsequently altered to all affairs. While the passages found in the 
older versions seem to imply that Kastamonites simply became head of the civil 
service, those of the revision suggest something entirely different, and namely that 
Kastamonites effectively replaced the emperor. 
458/40 Kal lTpoa-rraOEtv av'-ro'v vlT' aXXO#XWV KaKCOC: b 
KCLL TrpoaTraOEtv CR')TOV i)Tr6 T(3V EVCLVTLCOV KC(KCOC: VAPW 
When the crown of Alexios III Angelos fell to the ground and shattered after his 
coronation ceremony in 1195, many deemed it an inauspicious omen. Some claimed 
that the emperor would be ill-treated by foreigners. Niketas slightly alters the 
prognostication by replacingforeigners with enemies. 
475/26-27 aXX ' 0161TCO KCILPOC GI)XVO'(; TrapEXýXvOE: b aXX ' oi')Trw ý Twýtmwv 
apxýl TýJv CHXýtIJV TCLV7V C'11TE1TTV(7EV C[VEVEVGE TE KCLOCtPCLK KCIL (WETWEVUE: 
VAPW 
Niketas has just completed his narration of the war of Alexios III Angelos with the 
Turks and the peace treaty signed in 1196. Before moving on to his next subject 
(tribute demanded by the German Emperor Henry VI), Niketas adds a preliminary 
note - but not a long time had passed - in version b- but before the Roman empire 
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had spat out this brine and lifted its head so as to breathe fteely. The difference in 
attitude to past events as seen before and after 1204 is clearly visible. 
537/51-53 ýIGALGTG( 8E' ýtý ýVVEXOVTE4; TGL (71AXE'YOj1EVa XPTI[IaTa EýEýEPOV-. -: 
bLO; ýLCALGTCI 8E ýLXOXP1jý1CXTLCLV VO(TOVVTEC O1')T G[7TO\ 8LKCXLWV ITOPWV 
1TXOVT6V I'IVELXOVTO, 01')TE ýVVEtXOV TC'[ GVXXE'YOýtEVCL, CtXX EýEýEPOV ... : VAP 
In bLO Niketas states that Isaakios II and Alexios III could not hold on to the wealth 
they amassed. In VAP we are informed about the illegitimate sources from which the 
wealth was collected in the first place. This is another example of the explicitness that 
characterises Niketas in version a. 
From our analysis it is evident that the stylistic revision of the text was of 
great significance to our author. Indeed, Niketas paid attention to issues of 
grammatical structure, variation of lexical items and particularly the literary 
enhancement of the narrative. His attempts to arrive at clarification and precision are 
mostly evident in the repetition of the subject, the correction of errors and the more 
exact identification of references to individuals. There is also a significant degree of 
variation and modification of meaning, with an unmistakable tendency towards the 
application of greater criticism accompanied by the use of harsher language and 
highlighted by the insertion of appropriate scriptural and/or ancient citation. Finally, 
there are clear indications of the author's transformed attitude towards past events 
after 1204. It is to these later tendencies and their development in the narrative that 
we shall now turn to. 
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PART TWO: THE EMPEROR OF THE ROMANS 
The main characters of the Historia are the Byzantine emperors. Niketas' 
narrative in essence presents a historical and often moral assessment of their actions 
and personalities. In the twelfth century we are already far removed from the 
'annalistic' event-focused way of writing history. From the age of Theophanes 
Continuatus onwards most Byzantine historians conformed to the principles of 
Kaisergeschichte, where the narration concentrates on the actions and character of the 
main hero (or anti-hero), the emperor. 61 The overwhelming emphasis on the figure of 
the emperor reflects his dominance in the Byzantine world and is entrenched in both 
the political philosophy and the historiography of the Byzantine state. 62 It must also 
be noted that Byzantine historians of this era generally depict characters that possess 
a mixture of traits, which venture beyond conventional eulogy and invective 
prevalent in the description of character in earlier periods. 63 Especially in the 
historiographical productions of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, positive as well as 
negative aspects of character were presented in an attempt to structure an overall 
image, which was then related to the development of historical events. 64 
The uniqueness and fascination of Niketas' technique of delineating 
characters, especially those of the Byzantine emperors, has not escaped scholarly 
notice. Most recently Alexander Kazhdan claimed that the innovations in character 
portrayal of the eleventh and twelfth centuries culminated in the work of Niketas 
61 Ljubarskij, 'Man in Byzantine Historiography', p. 18; Idem, 'Homme, destmee, providence: Les 
avatars des notions antiques dans la philosophie byzantine I'histoire', La Philosophie Grecque et sa 
portge culturelle et historique, ed. A. Garzya, Moscow 1985, pp. 229-68. 
62 For political philosophy see; F. Dvornik, Early Christian and Byzantine Political Philosophy, 11, 
Washington 1966; E. Barker, Social and Political thought in Byzantium, Oxford 1957; H. Ahrweiler, 
L'id9ologie politique de Vempire byzantin, Paris 1975; 1. Karayarmopoulos, H 17oAITIKý eMpia TCOV 
Bv(av-vvd5v, Thessaloniki 1992. For historiography see the concepts of Kaiserbiographie and 
Kaiserportrdt in E. Gerland, 'Die Grundlagen der byzantinischen Geschichtsschreibung', Byz 8 (1933), 
pp. 97-98; Alexander, 'Secular Biography', pp. 194-209; Jenkins, 'Scriptores post Theophanem', pp. 
13-30; R. Scott, 'The Classical Tradition in Byzantine Historiography', Byzantium and the Classical 
Tradition, ed. M. Mullett & R. Scott, Birmingham 1981, pp. 71-72; also Tinnefeld, Kaiserkritik, pp. 
180-93; J. Harris, 'Distortion, divine providence and genre in Nicetas Choniates's account of the 
collapse of Byzantium 1180-1204, JMH 26 (2000), pp. 24-25. 
63 See comments of Ljubarskij, 'Man in Byzantine Historiography', p. 17. For a general discussion on 
the representation of character see: R. Bossard, Ober die Entwicklung der Personendarstellung in der 
mittelalterlichen Geschichtsschreibung, Zurich 1944; W. Ginsberg, The Cast of Character. The 
Representation ofPersonality in Ancient and Medieval Literature, Toronto 19 8 3. 
64 Ljubarskij, 'Man in Byzantine Historiography', p. 186; Harris, 'Distortion', p. 25; also more general 
comments in A. P. Kazhdan, 'Der Mensch in der byzantinischen Literaturgeschichte', J6B 28 (1979), 
pp- 1-2 1; A. P. Kazhdan & G. Constable, People and Power in Byzantium: An Introduction to Modern 
Byzantine Studies, Washington DC, 1982. 
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Choniates, whose principal heroes, endowed with internal contradictions appear 
, if 
. 
65 three-dimensional and indeed, larger than e More specifically, however, Niketas' 
criticism of the figure of the emperor, i. e. his Kaiserkritik, has received well-deserved 
attention. Hans-Georg Beck was the first to draw attention to the fact that Niketas 
criticises the very attributes of imperial ornnicompetence that imperial panegyric 
traditionally celebrated. 66 He further argued that during the reign of Manuel I 
Komnenos the discontent of government officials with the emperor's absolutist policy 
was expressed ideologically through Niketas, who went as far as to claim that this 
group possessed attributes that entitled them to rule. 67 
Franz Tinnefeld went a step further when he voiced the conviction that 
Niketas applied basic criticism to the idea of imperial power, and thus with him 
traditional Kaisekritik, hitherto applied on an individual basis, appears to broaden into 
Systemkritik. The reason put forth was a perceptible anti-absolutist sentiment in the 
writings of Niketas and the tendency to limit the supreme position of the emperor in 
favour of the aristocracy. 68 Finally, Paul Magdalino connected Niketas' aversion to 
imperial absolutism to a general tendency prevailing among the intellectuals of the 
twelfth century that looked beyond the Eusebian doctrine of the Christlike monarch to 
more classical notions of the 'public' nature of the state and the 'conditional' 
character of imperial power. 69 
Niketas' criticism of the emperor is undoubtedly founded on the traditional 
principles of the Kaiseridee, as expounded by earlier authors, such as Synesios of 
Cyrene and inextricably interwoven with the idea that the welfare of an autocratic 
state depends on the competence of its omnipotent emperor. 70 In his own words: 
'from the beginning, whatever happens depends on him; if he is evil affairs will be 
65 Kazhdan & Epstein, Change in Byzantine Culture, pp. 225-26. 
66 H. -G. Beck, 'Res Publica Romana: Vom Staatsdenken der Byzantiner', Sitzungsberichte der 
bayerischen Akademie der Wissenshaften, philosophisch-historische Klasse Munich 1970,11, p. 11, n. 
10. 
67 H. -G. Beck, Das byzantinische Jahrtausend, Munich 1978, p. 99. 68 Tinnefeld, Kaiserkritik, pp. 161-62. The idea that Niketas is criticising the emperor Erom the position 
of the aristocratic opposition is supported by H. von Kap-Herr, Die Abendldndische Politik Kaiser 
Manuels mit besonderer Rýcksicht aufDeutschland, Amsterdam 1966, p. 128, who further claims that 
the author's criticism of Manuel Komnenos stems from internal disaffection at the emperor's 
preference to foreigners. 
9 P. Magdalino, 'Aspects of Twelfth-Century Byzantine Kaiserkritik', Speculum 58 (1983), pp. 326- 
46. 
70 Magdalino, Kaiserk-ritik, pp. 326-46. 
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altered, and if he is virtuous, affairs will again take a turn in the opposite direction. ' 
71 
But if Niketas ventured to criticise the traditional cult of the emperor, he certainly did 
so from the position of an intellectual and civil official active in the closing years of 
the twelfth Century. 72 These types of criticism, mostly evident in the discussion of the 
reign of Manuel I Komnenos were already voiced, albeit in a milder manner, in the 
original version of the text. 73 Although version a certainly manifests a tendency to 
strengthen the anti-absolutism sentiments of the historian, the bulk of Niketas' 
criticism is of a different nature and conducted for a very different purpose. 
The original text is a work of history dedicated to the narration of imperial 
deeds and produced within the imperial court circle. Therefore, it is on the whole 
favourable to the reigning emperor and family - Alexios III and the Komnenoi. Most 
information that could reflect badly on the Komnenoi and their supporters is either 
suppressed or distorted. What is particularly striking is that Niketas spends so little 
time discussing the internal administration of the Komnenoi, with the exception of 
that of the usurper Andronikos 1, which appears to have been exemplary according to 
the historian. The bulk of his account centres on foreign affairs, usually wars. While 
this could have been where our historian's personal interests lay, the fact that 
detrimental information concerning the internal policies and private lives of the 
emperors is underlined in version a, leads us to believe that it was intentionally 
suppressed in b, so as not to stain the Komnenian image. In such cases, it is obvious 
that the praise that accompanied the b-text often entailed factual distortions. 
Yet if the praise of the b-text necessitated such distortions, so did the 
invective of the a-text. This is because it was invective with a specific aim and 
Niketas' selection of supplementary information was usually in direct correlation 
with the purpose of his writing. The author was an eyewitness to the cataclysmic 
events of 1204 and the awareness of his role to narrate and explain the collapse of the 
Byzantine Empire was undoubtedly greater than any displeasure he may have had 
with the concept of autocratic rule. In fact, Niketas displays a remarkable 
consciousness of the significance and dignity of his craft when in narrating the 
calamitous events of 1204 and the partitioning of the empire among the crusaders and 
the Venetians thereafter, he cries out: 'But now even my power of speech fails 
71 Nik. Chon., p. 43/66-68: &TE 'Yap 6C CtýT6V dPXIEV 7YEV6[IEVC1, KCtKI)VO[IýVoj) [iEV TOý&, K(I'L 
abTal jIETaPd'XXETaL, dya0vvo[iE'vov &, Trc'tXLV TTp6(; T9'V h)CtVTL'CIV ýOP&V iTrCtVLaaLV. 
72 Tinnefeld, Kaiserkritik, pp. 160-63; Lilie, 'Des Kaisers Macht', pp. 75-80. 
73 See Appendix II (Manuel Komnenos), especially 143/43-47. 
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me ... for how can I devote History, the most useful and 
beautiful invention of the 
Greeks, to the recounting of the deeds of the barbarians against them? '74 This 
awareness was the primary motivation behind his all-encompassing revision and is 
most evident in his discussion of the Byzantine emperors, whose 'deeds' he was 
called upon to narrate. 
We have already seen (Chapter I) how Niketas altered the title of the Historia, 
in an effort to reorientate the narrative from 'imperial biography' to an explanation of 
1204. The fact that the emperors receive the greatest number of alterations and 
additions suggests that he believed them to be the main culprits. The continuous 
thread of Niketas' narrative follows the thoughts and actions of individual emperors 
and illustrates the results that followed from their interplay. In turn, these are what 
gave the course of events a definite direction. But they were not chosen at random; 
the historian's own process of selection and emphasis introduces, whether implicitly 
or explicitly, a strong element of interpretation. If we attempted to rank Niketas' 
preferences, we would not have to change the chronological order of reigns. The 
progressive decline in the imperial dignity throughout the course of the twelfth 
century is by no means accidental; rather it is the central theme in Niketas' 
argumentation for the collapse of Byzantium. His critical revision was aimed to 
highlight this at every opportunity. 
Did this then result in the decadent 'imperial type' identified by Paul 
Magdalino, 75 or the stereotypical notion of the dramatis personae suggested by 
Alexander Kazhdan? 76 That is, did Niketas consciously paint a black (and often 
inaccurate) picture of the successive emperors in the twelfth century in order to trace 
the collapse of the empire to a failure of leadership? It is difficult to deny the 
conclusions reached by Magdalino, and Kazhdan as it is obvious that all the emperors 
shared, to a certain extent, a series of negative traits: indolence, greediness, gluttony, 
prodigality, paranoia, immorality, and impiety. All the emperors spend time at the 
Propontis, delighting in sumptuous feasts and carefree luxurious living. Manuel 1, 
Andronikos 1, Isaakios 11 and Alexios III were all zealous devotees of astrology, 
divination and prophecy. Both Andronikos I and Alexios III dismiss the initial reports 
of an impending western attack and instead indulge in various entertainments. 
74 Nik. Chon., p. 580/94-95. 
75 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 11 - 14. 
76 Kazhdan, Introduction to Narrazione cronologica, 1, Pp. XLI-XLIII. 
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Manuel 1, Andronikos I and Isaakios III are all guilty of a hedonistic lifestyle. 
Isaakios 11, Alexios III and Alexios IV are guilty of sacrilege, and so on. No doubt, 
Niketas was creating a sensation of repetition in imperial actions in order to 
reproduce an almost farcical atmosphere at court characterised by the indolence and 
incompetence, which was then brilliantly contrasted with the final collapse looming 
overhead. 77 
To illustrate his point the historian makes liberal use of well-established 
themes relating to political decline, for example the manipulation of weak and idle 
78 
emperors by corrupt and unscrupulous ministers and relatives. The emperors 
Manuel 1, Isaakios 11 and Alexios III easily succumb to the negative influence of 
corrupt public officials, degenerate eunuchs and worthless chamberlains. On 
numerous occasions, Niketas exploits the ancient theme of the negative comparison 
of the wealthy and effeminate Greeks with the authentic strength of the uncorrupted 
barbarians . 
79 In fact, the emperors Isaakios II and Alexios III are continually 
portrayed as weak and effeminate in comparison to the courageous and unadorned 
enemies of the empire. Moreover, if we take a brief look at the New History of 
Zosimos (early sixth century) and especially the portrait of Theodosios 1 (379-95), we 
would find that much like Niketas' emperors, he was accused of selling offices, 
imposing excessive taxation, being unduly extravagant at court, placing 'barbarians' 
in the military, and so on . 
80 By the end of the twelfth century, these were considered 
81 
as the characteristic shortcomings of any ruler who fell short of the imperial ideal, 
and Niketas would use them repeatedly. 
Looking back on 1204 from his place of exile in Nicaea, it is perhaps to be 
expected that Niketas should hold imperial misrule responsible for the fall of 
Byzantium. He was not the only one to do so. The Nicaean intellectual, Nikephoros 
Blemmydes, wrote in his treatise on kingship (ca. 1250): 'What was it that gave our 
great city as prey to the Latins and filled the world with all manner of misfortunes? It 
was nothing but the culpable conduct of those who were then on the throne and the 
77 Kazhdan, Introduction to: Narrazione cronologica, 1, pp. XLI-XLII. 
78 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. 250. 
79 See Magdalino, Kaiserkritik, p. 332; K. Lechner, Hellenen und Barbaren im Weltbild der 
Byzantiner, Munich 1955, pp. 115ff. 
80 A. Cameron, 'Early Byzantine Kaiserkritik: Two Case Histories', BMGS 3 (1977) p. 16. 
81 See Theophylact of Ochrid, Opera, ed. P. Gautier, CFHB, 1: Discours, traitýs, poesies, 
Thessaloniki 1980, pp. 178-211. 
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slackness and cowardice it bred. 182 If this opinion echoes the sentiments voiced by 
Niketas, it could well have been a generally accepted verdict within the intellectual 
circles at Nicaea. But these voices of the thirteenth century resonate sentiments 
already formulated in the late eleventh, when John Oxeites, titular patriarch of 
Antioch maintained that the misfortunes which the empire suffered since Alexios I 
Komnenos came to power (he was speaking of the Pecheneg invasions) were divine 
punishments for the sins of his administration. 83 
When we compare the two versions of text, it is clear that the author does not 
invent a new basis of Kaiserkritik after 1204. The difference between the criticism of 
leading individuals in version b and version a is often one of degree, not principle, as 
Niketas' original criticism, where present, was most often circuitous. Indeed, the 
author's frustration and disillusionment with the political conditions of his own time 
and more specifically with the successive coups of the late twelfth century and the 
establishment of tyrannical governments in Byzantium is already apparent in the b- 
text, 84 while in the a-text it is brought to the foreground with unparalleled intensity 
mainly through potent, insightful and penetrating Kaiserkritik. 
On the other hand, it is important to stress that the connection between 
imperial misrule, i. e. tyranny and the collapse of the empire is one formulated with 
hindsight, for in the a-text Niketas not only ventures to criticise the actions of the 
imperial government, but also makes an explicit connection between what he views 
as Byzantium's internal disintegration and its subsequent fall to outside forces. It is 
precisely within this context that well-established themes of political decline are 
manifested and criticism turned into invective takes the centre stage. For the purposes 
of our discussion, we have separated the present section into three parts, which 
roughly correspond to Niketas' own principles of selection and the themes he chose 
to emphasise in his discussion of the Byzantine Emperor: 1) Financial Policy; 2) 
Foreign Policy; 3) Character Depiction; 4) The Komnenian Image. A final section has 
been reserved for Alexios III Angelos due to the importance of Niketas' discussion of 
the reign in understanding the differences between the two versions. 
82 Quoted from Barker, Social andpolitical Thought, p. 156. 
83 P. Gautier, 'Diatribes de Jean I'Oxite contre Alexis Ier Comn&ne', REB 28 (1970), pp. 31-33. 
84 See for example Niketas' lamentation on the plight of the imperial throne, where the author warns 
his readers against the evils that arise from tyrannical government: Nik. Chon., p. 498/ 29 ff. 
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Financial Policy 
One of the more significant features of Niketas' Kaiserkritik lies in the realm 
of financial PoliCY. 85 Public finance and more specifically taxation was of particular 
interest for our author who began his career in the civil administration as a tax 
official, later supervised the collection of taxes in Philippopolis in the capacity of 
governor of that region, and finally presided over the Komnenian system of 
government at the turn of the century, as logothetes ton sekreton. All emperors in the 
Historia, with the notable exception of Andronikos I Komnenos are criticised, in one 
form or another, for their mismanagement of public finances. These criticisms, 
already apparent in a series of vague remarks and abstract complaints in version b, are 
clarified, accentuated and emphasized in version a. 
For Niketas, the only emperor who displayed exemplary management of the 
public administration was Andronikos I Komnenos. In his 'encomium' to Andronikos 
(stretching to seven pages in the edition of van Dieten, 324-3 1), Niketas first tells that 
the emperor eliminated the old and detested Byzantine custom of selling public 
appointments. 86 He further legislated in favour of the poorest elements of the 
provincial population and curbed the parasitic control of the landed provincial 
aristocracy. The majority of the provinces increased in population, cities revived and 
recovered their former prosperity, and the abuses of the dreaded tax collectors were 
ended. 87 Niketas even includes the abolition of the traditional custom of looting 
shipwrecks, and attributes to the emperor a heroic speech, condemning previous 
administrations for failing to put an end to public corruption and other evils. 88 The 
author's praise, however, ends with his discussion of Andronikos Komnenos. 
His criticism begins with the otherwise infallible John Il Komnenos, who is 
reproached for his misguided policy of diverting the levies of conscripts, traditionally 
set aside to finance the maintenance of the fleet, into the public treasury. As a result, 
85 Tinnefeld, Kaiserkritik, p. 17 1. 
86 Nik. Chon., p. 325/34-36. 
87 Nik. Chon., p. 325/14-16. 
88 Nik. Chon., pp. 326/50-328/25. The most plausible explanation for the idyllic picture painted by 
Niketas was suggested by Alexander Kazhdan, who believed that the author used as a source an 
official propagandistic pamphlet generated at the time of Andronikos' reign: 'Certain traits of Imperial 
Propaganda', pp. 23-24. Although modem scholarship has demonstrated that Andronikos appears to 
have made some genume effort at reform, its effectiveness is rather doubtful and almost impossible to 
estimate. For sources corroborating Niketas' testimony see: Eustathios, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 
37; Michael Choniates, 1, pp. 14448,174-76. 
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Niketas claims that in his time (i. e. late twelfth/early thirteenth centuries) pirates 
ruled the Byzantine seas. 89 Thereafter he moves on to continual and unrelenting 
criticism of the policies followed by Manuel I, Isaakios 11 and Alexios Ill. In the b- 
text, Niketas initially describes Manuel Komnenos as being 'free of unjust gain', and 
6a sea of munificence. '90 The public treasury was overflowing; from the tax 
collections of his father, Emperor John 11, Manuel 'distributed a portion to God and a 
portion to the just'. Moreover, the emperor diligently accumulated wealth. 91 This 
state of affairs did not last long: 'when he came to manhood, the emperor governed 
the affairs of state more autocratically ... and suspended the flow of 
largesse, not 
because I think', says Niketas 'he willingly chose to do so (for things unknown one 
must always incline to the cause of charity), but because he needed more than the 
normal amount, as the outlets of his expenses were extensive and more vast than the 
Tyrrhenian sea'. 92 Thus the historian excuses the severity of Manuel's fiscal policy, 
but in his judgment there is cast a shadow of a doubt... 'for things unknown. ' This 
then is the first allusion to Manuel's questionable expenditures. 
The second allusion appears in the midst of the disastrous battle of 
Myriokephalon (1176) when Manuel Komnenos along with a few of the common 
soldiery found temporary refuge from the enemy. At one instance, the emperor took a 
drink of water to quench his thirst, but with one sip noticed it was polluted with 
blood. He immediately threw it away, wailing aloud that fortunately he had not tasted 
the blood of Christians. Then one of the soldiers imprudently remarked: '0 
Emperor ... this is not the first time, often in the past you have become intoxicated, 
drinking from an entirely pure cup of Christian blood, and reaping from and gleaning 
your subjects. ' 93 A little while later, the emperor noticed that the Turks were 
attempting to seize the imperial treasury and ordered those around him to recover the 
monies to which they had a greater right than the Turks. The same man stepped 
89 Nik. Chon., p. 55/5 ff. For this passage see Maisano, Commentary to Narrazione cronologica, 1, pp. 
559-60, n. 50; H. Ahrweiler, Byzance et la mer. La marine de guerre, la politique et les institutions 
maritimes aux Vffe-XVsikles, Paris 1966, pp. 230-31. 
90 Nik. Chon., p. 59/13-14. 
91 Nik. Chon-, P. 59/24 ff. 
92 Nik. Chon., p. 60/36-44 b: Ec -yc'tp ditv8pac EXctuac C'tPXLKW'TEPOV TE T'ýýaTO T(ýV 
lTPa'Y[IdTCOV ... Kal 
TýV TýC ýLX08WPLa(; (YI)VC(JTELXEV E'KPOLCLV, OVK EK TOý 'YVWýLLKOD 8ý dI[ICR 
TOGODTOv aLTIOV (Xpý 'Yd1P ýV TO-L(; d[8TlXOLi; P'ETrELV ITPOk TO' ýLXdVOPCOTOV), o'crov & TOUD ýLT'j 
KOTV'XTIC 8690M qM'Yýld'TWV, 61XX (: tVTLKPI)(; TrEXd-yoi)(; TI)PULVTIKOD ac EIxEv Eýpývac &Eý66ovc 
T(ýV 8alTavCov. For this passage see Appendix Il. 
93 Nik. Chon., p. 186/60-63: a'TrayE, P(RTLXEý, 016KOIN TaDTCt, OýXL' Oý 'I wa ct L -ycp vDv Trp'TWC, 'XX' KCt' 
lTdXaL Kal TrOXX(IKL(; Kal EL(; KpaLTraXTIV Kal a'-yav aKpaLýl/fIC XPLGTLaVLK(ýV Ct'LýtdTWV KpaTýp 
kEpd(j@Tj GOL, KaX%lWý1EM TE KCOL ElTL#XX(COVTL T6 b' TMKOOV. 
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forward to say: 'You should have offered these willingly to the Romans earlier, not 
now, when they can only be taken with difficulty and bloodshed. 94 
It is difficult to imagine that in an authoritarian society such as Byzantium a 
common rank-and-file soldier would have spoken in such an insulting manner to the 
emperor. Niketas is not here reporting an actual conversation, but merely attributing 
his own opinions and criticisms of Manuel Komnenos' severe taxation policy to the 
anonymous common man. 95 In the absence of professional independence, this type of 
fictitious speech often served as a tool of expression and criticism in version b of the 
text. Indeed, Niketas brilliantly exploits this ancient technique to apply criticism on 
numerous occasions. Characteristic examples are the speech attributed to the Vlacho- 
Bulgarian rebel leader Asan, 96 and the intimidating boasts and veiled threats made by 
the ambassadors of the German Emperor Henry VI in 1196.97 If these were not 
completely fictitious dialogues, they were certainly embellished by Niketas so as to 
furnish the exact meaning the historian wished them to convey. 98 
Elsewhere, Niketas states: 'Most Roman Emperors make use of public 
properties as though they were their own', certainly alluding to Manuel, but not 
mentioning him by name. This impersonal formula, i. e. 'most emperors', much like 
fictitious dialogue, is a technique often utilised by Niketas in circuitous application of 
Kaiserkritik. 99 In fact, the only time that he applies direct criticism to Manuel's fiscal 
policy is in the a-text, thus revealing that 'things unknown' were really 'things 
concealed'. In a series of passages that are found only in the a-text (203/75-206/47), 
Niketas begins by somewhat ironically stating: 'I will not conceal that Manuel strove 
to increase taxation'. Heading his list of criticisms is that the emperor's excessive 
expenditures were largely financed from burdensome and inefficient taxation of the 
provinces carried out by corrupt officials. 100 These revenues, says Niketas, were then 
wasted on needless munificence, excessive endowments to monasteries and churches, 
the Latin communes, his kinsmen and close friends, not to mention his mistress 
94 Nik. Chon., p. 186/71-73: EXpýv, V-YWV, EKOI)G'L L00LL, WS KCt' 1TP'TEPOV 8L8'VctL, Toj[-La'OLc Tiai)T' 
ObXI & TTdVT(JC VVVL, 8TE h KTýGLC 81)(YXEPhC KCOL [IEO' CtY[IaTOC. 
9' 1 cannot agree with Herbert Hunger's assessment that these references should be taken at face value: 
Literatur, 1, p. 435. 
96 Nik. Chon., p. 466/46ff. 
97 Nik. Chon-, p. 477/66ff. 
98 Niketas' use of the ancient technique of the fictitious speech will be examined in detail in chapter 
IV. 
99 For further examples of this formula see pp. 95/29,209/59-60,405/21-23,530/53-55. 
100 Nik-Chon., p. 205/15ff. 
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Theodora, who along with their illegitimate children received 'seas of money'. 
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Finally, the historian lays particular stress on the negative effects of Manuel's 
reliance upon foreigners. With a characteristic disdain, he admonishes the emperor's 
practice of appointing these foreigners, who could hardly speak Greek, to judicial 
posts and for entrusting them with the assessing and raising of taxes, often preferring 
them to Greeks because he found them more dependable. The results of this policy, 
according to Niketas, were to breed corruption in the fiscal administration and 
resentment against the government among the native Byzantines. 102 
This long addition forms the basis for all modem negative assessments of 
Manuel Komnenos regarding his domestic policies. 103 Although clearly formulated 
with hindsight, echoes of this line of criticism were implicit in the original text, both 
in Niketas' statement of doubt concerning Manuel's expenditures, and in the bitter 
reproaches of the common soldier at Myriokephalon. Independent evidence supports 
the testimony of Niketas regarding the presence of foreigners in Manuel's court. ' 04 In 
fact, the historian of the Latin East, William of Tyre, goes so far as to claim that 
'Manuel relied so implicitly on the fidelity and ability of the Latins that he passed 
over the Greeks as soft and effeminate and entrusted important affairs to the Latins 
alone. "05 Yet these vague and slanted remarks should be treated with extreme 
caution, for there exists no tangible evidence to verify that Latins were appointed to 
either judicial or fiscal positions, or that indeed they received preferential treatment 
under the regime of Manuel Komnenos. 106 
Fiscal oppression and excessive expenditure seem to be borne out by other 
sources. 107 It is impossible to verify the extent of the emperor's 'largesse' towards the 
101 Nik. Chon., p. 204/79-2. Niketas had already criticised Manuel's attempt to reform army finance by 
issuing the so-called 'grants of the paroikoi' in version b: p. 208/16ff. On the heavily-debated question 
of Niketas ' 'grants of the paroikoi' and its relationship to 'pronoia' see: G. Ostrogorsky, 'Die pronoia 
unter der Komnenen', ZRVI 12 (1970), pp. 41-54; A. Hohlweg, 'Zur Frage der pronoia in Byzanz', BZ 
60 (1967), pp. 288-308; ODB 3, p. 1734; J. Birkenmeier, The Development of the Komnenian Army: 
1081-1180, Leiden 2002, pp. 172-79. 
102 Nik. Chon., pp. 204/3-205/39. 
103 On the influence of Niketas in the assessment of the Manuel I Konmenos by modem historians see: 
Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 1-26. 
104 See William of Tyre, 11, p. 461; Georges and D6m6trios Tomik&s, Lettres et Discours, ed. J. 
Darrouzes, Paris 1970, p. 129, and discussions in Chalandon, Les Comnýne, 11, pp. 226-27 and Angold, 
Byzantine Empire, pp. 23340. 
105 William of Tyre, 11, p. 461. 
" See Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. 223; Christophilopoulou, BvCavrivý IoTopia, pp. 154-59; J. 
Harris, Byzantium and the Crusades, Hambeldon & London 2003, pp. 112-13. 
107 For fiscal oppression see the speech of Michael Choniates to the new praitor of Hellas, Demetrios 
Drimys, appointed by Andronikos I in Michael Choniates, I, pp. 157-79. Also discussions in 
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Latin merchant communities in the empire, monasteries and rapacious relatives, but 
there is no doubt that it existed. 108 in any case, what is of particular importance for us 
is not whether Niketas' criticism contained an element of exaggeration or not, but 
rather the purpose of the supplementary information. On the one hand, it is obvious 
that Niketas was merely supplying us with information that he could not include in 
the b-text. On the other, it seems that our historian wished to demonstrate that Manuel 
Komnenos fell short of the Byzantine Kaiseridee. It is, after all, not coincidental that 
his criticisms concerning fiscal oppression, excessive munificence and preferential 
treatment of 'barbarians' were conventional themes of Kaiserkritik. 109 
Isaakios 11 Angelos is another emperor, who is heavily criticised by Niketas 
for his mismanagement of public finances. ' 10 In version b, Niketas testifies that the 
emperor lavished gifts upon churches, shrines and monasteries, erected guest houses 
and hospitals, dispensed monetary relief to those citizens in need and remitted the 
taxes of entire cities. "' These sorts of expenses do not on the surface appear to 
provide solid grounds for criticism. However, the historian claims that precisely 
because of his excessive spending, Isaakios lacked funds, and thus resorted to the 
collection of revenues from illegal sources and to the contrivance of new taxes. 112 
This line of criticism is developed in version a, where the historian provides us a 
more detailed description of Isaakios' fiscal policies (444/3-7 om. b): 
He [Isaaldos] adulterated the silver and issued debased coinage. His collection of monies was 
not wholly without reproach as he increased the public taxes and squandered the monies on 
profligate living. He put the public offices up for sale in the same way that vendors sell 
fruit. 113 
Chalandon, Les Comnene, II, pp. 623-26; Angold, Byzantine Empire, pp. 257-60 and Magdalino, 
Manuel Komnenos, pp. 171-79. 
108 In any case, the distribution of largesse was considered an imperial duty. See M. Hendy, Studies in 
the Byzantine Monetary Economy C 300-1450, Cambridge 1985, pp. 198-99. 
109 See Synesios, Synesii Cyrenensis opuscula, N. Terzaghi (ed. ), Rome 1944. Engl. trans. The Essays 
and Hymns of Synesius the Cyrene, A. Fitzerald, London 1930, on fiscal oppression and excessive 
spending: pp. 113-14,141. For preferential treatment of foreigners see Kekaumenos, Cecaumeni 
strategicon et incerti scriptoris de officiis regiis libellus, ed. B. Wassiliewsky & V. Jernsted, St. 
Petersburg 1896, p. 95. 
110 Tinnefeld, Kaiserkritik, pp. 172-73. 
111 Nik. Chon., p. 444/1 Iff; On the contrary, Niketas praises Isaakios for his ýLXaApcoTr[a inOrationes 
et epistulae, p. 94/28-95/7- 112 Nik. Chon., p. 445/3945; Tinnefeld, Kaiserkritik, pp. 172-73. 
113 av aa Kal T6 ap'yl')PLOV KLP8TjXEVGCtC CXMKLý10V TO' VO'ýILCTýM KEKOýE KCA 'V T(ýV XPIJýLGLTCOV Til 
CTvXXoyýV OV'K CtVE'YKX11TOV EITOLEtTO 1TCtVTdTraCTL TaC TE T(ýV 811[lOCYLWV ýOPWV EjcmpaýCLC ýTreTELVE KaL TrEPIL TI'IV T(ýV TOVTWV d1T6XPTjGLV ýCTWT6ETO. KCtL Tac apXaS TrpovpaxxEv ELC %III- EeW'V1JGLV, Wk Tac oTrwpac OL a-yopaLOL. 
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Later in the narrative, just at the point where Niketas begins his discussion of the 
Fourth Crusade, he returns to the theme of the collection of revenues. The difference 
between version b and version a is telling (537/50-58): 
The Angeloi brothers mismanaged affairs in The Angeloi brothers mismanaged affairs in 
other ways, as we have already said. They other ways, as we have already said. As they 
especially did not set aside the collected were especially obsessed with the love of 
revenues, but poured them out with both money, they were not satisfied at enriching 
hands, wasting them on consumption that themselves fi7om legitimate sources, neither 
was utterly useless to the public. Not only did they set aside collected revenues, but 
did they glean and deal hardly with the 
Roman cities, but they also taxed the 
members of the Latin nations (=b). 1 14 
poured them out with both hands on needless 
care and opulent ornamentation of the body, 
and more so enriched courtesans and 
relatives who were utterly useless to the 
public. Not only did they glean and deal 
hardly with the Roman cities, inventing new 
taxes... (=VAP). 
The accusations against Isaakios are clear: 1) He debased the coinage; 2) He 
put public offices up for sale; 3) The revenues from his oppressive taxation came 
from new and illegal sources; 4) He wasted public funds on the enrichment of 
relatives and concubines. VVhile it is certain that Isaakios adulterated the silver 
coinage, 115 it is very difficult to assess the accuracy of Niketas' other allegations 
mainly because our other contemporary or near contemporary sources for the reign 
of Isaakios II are mainly encomiasts writing at his court. ' 16 However, the sale of 
114 
O! L 'A-y-yEXw'VVjI0L KGL(Y('YVTITOL KaL a'XXwc [LEV 1TXIIýIýLEX(ýC 8LW'KOVV T& TýC 6PXIC, 6)C "8TI 
N 
TI 
XEýGtVTEC E, X%IEV, [IaXLCFT(I 8E ýtý ýI)VEXOVTEC Ta GVXýEyo E 
V 
'ýLEVCI XPTI[LaTa ýý'ýEPOV 
%LýOTePaLC Gtl)T(X 1TXEOV 8E ELC aXVULTEXý T(ý KOLV(ý TrGIVTG[TrCt(YLV CWCACýýICITC1. 
115 Pontani, Commentary to Narrazione cronoloýica, 11, 'p. 778, n. 139. Also M. Hendy, Coinage and 
Money in the Byzantine Empire, 1081-1261, Dumbarton Oaks Studies, 12, Washington DC, 1969, pp. 
220-2 1; Idem, Byzantine Monetary Economy, p. 518. 
116 See especially M. Bachmann, Die Rede des Johannes Syropoulos an den Kaiser Isaak IT Angelos 
(1185-1195) (Text und Kommentar) nebst Beitrdgen zur Geschichte des Kaisers aus zeitgendssischen 
rhetorischen Quellen, Munich 1935. Most modem estimates of Isaakios' reign are based on Niketas. 
See for example: F. Cognasso, 'Un imperatore bizantino della decadenza: Isacco II Angelo', 
Bessarione 31 (1915), pp. 29-60,247-89 (saw the financial condition of the empire in a state of general 
deterioration after 1180 and held Isaakios responsible for hastening the final collapse); Varzos, II, p. 
835, characterised Isaakios' internal policy as 'disastrous'; Brand, Byzantium Conftonts the West, pp. 
105-111, offered a more or less negative view on Isaakios' financial policies; Christophilopoulou, 
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public appointments was almost standard Byzantine practice, and as we have 
already seen, Niketas had shown his aversion to this traditional aspect of Byzantine 
administration by praising the efforts of Andronikos I Komnenos to stamp it out. 
" 7 
Moreover, it is significant that the accusation concerning new and illegal sources of 
taxation appears in both versions of the text, and the historian specifically cites 
(albeit in a rather cryptic manner) the excessive demands made upon the Vlachs in 
the region of Anchialos as the reason, or at least the pretext for the catastrophic 
Vlacho-Bulgarian revolt. ' 18 Yet we should be wary of Niketas' statement that 
Isaakios was 'obsessed with the love of money', for this trait was often associated 
with tyrannical rule. 119 
In truth, very little is known of Isaakios' taxation policy. In his panegyric to 
Isaakios II, Michael Choniates makes mention of the poverty of the imperial 
treasury and ascribes it to the emperor's extremely beneficent nature - in other 
words his excessive spending. 120 In the same speech, he tells us that Isaakios 
decreased taxation, 121 but later on refers to imperial letters being sent out to Greece 
in order to curb the corruption of civil officials and alleviate the burdens of the 
local population. 122 Niketas contradicts himself in the same manner when he 
testifies that Isaakios wasted the public revenues on relatives and concubines and 
later twice complains that Alexios III wasted all the revenues amassed by his 
brother for the purposes of military spending. 123 It should, however, be stressed that 
the charges against the emperor's fiscal policy are found in both versions of the 
text. What we are offered in the a-text is a clearer formulation of the accusations, as 
well as the important supplementary information relating to the debasement of the 
Bv(avTivý Io-ropia, pp. 204-05 maintains that the Byzantine economy was in bad condition under 
Isaakios. 
117 Nik. Chon., p. 325/34-36. 
118 Nik. Chon., p. 368/47-52. Niketas' significant passage on the origins of the Vlacho-Bulgarian revolt 
has been variously interpreted. See especially: Ph. Malingoudis, 'Die Nachrichten des Niketas 
Choniates über die Entstehung des zweiten Bulgarischen Staates', Bv( 10 (1980), pp. 51-147; R. 
Wolff, 'The Second Bulgarian Empire: Its Origins and History to 1204', Speculum 24 (1949), pp. 167- 
206; G. Cankova-Petkova, 'La liberation de la Bulgarie de la domination byzantine', Byzantino- 
Bulgarica 5 (1978), pp. 95-121, esp. 97; L. Mavrommatis, 'La formation du royaume bulgare vue par 
les intellectuels byzantins', budes balkaniques 21/4 (1985), pp. 30-38, esp. 33; Magdalino, Manuel 
Komnenos, pp. 134-35, n. 99; Pontani, Commentary to Narrazione cronologica, pp. 699-700, n. 59. 
119 Theophylact of Ochrid, Opera, I, p. 197. 
120 Michael Choniates, 1, pp. 237,252. 
121 Michael Choniates, I, pp. 235-236,242. 
122 Michael Choniates, 1, pp. 253-254. 
123 Nik. Chon., pp. 454/32,460/72; Tinnefeld, Kaiserkritik, pp. 172-73. 
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coinage, the sale of appointments and how exactly the revenues of state were 
wasted. 
In all, it is clear that Niketas' criticism in the a-text was aimed to illustrate 
'how' the finances of the state were repeatedly mismanaged by emperors who 
chose to fund their extravagant policies and profligate lifestyles by oppressive and 
erratic taxation. We should, however, always be mindful of the fact that these types 
of criticisms were the stock-in-trade of Byzantine Kaiserkritik. 
Foreign Policy 
Niketas is as critical of mismanagement of 'foreign policy' (and here I mean 
quite simply Byzantium's dealings with foreign states) as he is of the mismanagement 
of state finances. 124 Again, not surprisingly, all emperors in the Historia (with the 
exception of John II Komnenos) are criticised for somehow mishandling the affairs of 
Byzantium with other states, either because of a lack of foresight and prudence, or 
simply because of their own slackness and negligence. In version b, it is quite evident 
that the historian personally admired Manuel I Komnenos for his often aggressive 
policy towards foreign states, and for that reason he is, on occasion, prepared to 
excuse the failures of this emperor and conduct a vigorous defence of the continual 
twists and turns of Manuel's foreign entanglements in the face of vociferous internal 
opposition. 125 In the b-text, he tells us twice that Manuel feared that one day the 
neighbouring Latin nations would join together and overrun the empire and 
desperately strove to prevent this occurrence by curbing their power before it had 
fully developed! 126 With the benefit of hindsight and a deeper appreciation of events 
afforded by the lapse of time he adds the famous passage in version a (203/75-204/78 
om. Wb): 
124 See Tinnefeld, Kaiserkritik, pp. 173-74. 
125 Nik. Chon., p. 100/40-45. Characteristic of this attitude is Niketas' apologetic stance concerning 
Manuel's Italian wars: TOLODTOV ýLEV EiV*L TrE avL Ct a La 'pai; T' KCtT& 
ELKEXICL TE Kal KX Pp' V TOD 
Pa(YLXEW(; MaVOVýX d'y(0V((Jý1CtTCt, XCt[1TrPC'1 JIEV KCtL TAEýCTTCL T(ýV XPTI[LaT(L)V EKEtCFE 
[1ETTJY'YLK6TCt, ELC OV'&V 6E TEXOC EVýXPIJUTOV 'PW[IGLIOLO; KCtTlIV79KOT(x 6aTrOV6ctcTTOv TO-Cc 
VGTEPOV al')TOKpdTOP(YLV. dXXa T( Trp6C T6V 
ý'YWMG[LE'VOV EZIT11 TL d"V Kal ODTW Trpoft[iwc 
TPE, \XTIýLEVOV, (ýC EITI TrapaaT-qad[iEvoc To dXX6ý6\ov; Eustathios of Thessaloniki also defends the 
emperor's policies: Eustathii metropolitae Thessalonicensis Opuscula, ed, G. LR Tafel, Frankfurt 
1832 (repr. 1964), p. 199. 
126 Nik. Chon., p. 199/45,203/58ff. 
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That [Manuel] thought and acted in a good and wise manner, later events clearly 
demonstrated, for shortly after his death, circumstances, which had lost a wise captain, almost 
sank the ship of state. 127 
As van Dieten has suggested, this passage not only reveals Niketas' knowledge of 
the events of 1204, but also presupposes the rebuilding of the state at Nicaea. 128 For 
our purposes, it demonstrates that Niketas was preoccupied with providing an 
explanation for the collapse of Byzantium while revising his work, and that he was 
prepared to give credit to imperial policy where he believed credit was due. At other 
times, however, he is not so generous. A case in point is his harsh criticism of the 
emperor's belief in astrology. The author expresses his disapproval of Manuel's 
unwavering faith in astrology and various omens and prophecies rather openly in the 
b-text, and it is significant that he was not the only contemporary or near 
contemporary writer to do so. 1 29 His additions in the a-text, however, serve to 
illustrate how this faith was injurious to the affairs of state. He narrates two specific 
incidents, whereby he demonstrates how Manuel's reliance on astrology had 
devastating consequences. The first concerns the decision for the timing of the 
departure of the Byzantine fleet, commanded by Constantine Angelos, to Sicily 
during the Italian campaign in 1154 (95/29-96/3): 
Because almost all powerful men of past and 
present hold the belief that the fortunes and 
incidents of human life are influenced by the 
Manuel held the blameworthy belief that the 
fortunes and incidents of human life are 
influenced by the reverse and forward 
reverse and forward motions of the stars and motions of the stars [ ... ] and all the other 
by their positions, as well as the things that astrologers say and attribute to 
configurations of the planets, their proximity divine providence by deceptively introducing 
and distance and all the other things that such phrases as 'it was decreed', and 'the 
127 8TL ýIEVTL KCA6JC TE KCR EO'POVW(; 8LEV06TO 015TW KCtL 6LE1TPG(TTETO, cyct(*c bTrE&LýE Tct 
ýIETýTrELTCI, ýV[Ka TýV ýLýV ýVTCtOeCt CWýV Ctl)T6(; [IET11XX(IXEL, TCt 8E -YE 17P(1'Y[1O[TC1 
K Ep T-qv dtTroP(xX'VTCt UOý6V [ILKPOD T' Tj PCLCTLXELC((; (XdýO(; ýP' UP n, 00 CtTrTL(TCtV. 
van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCIV. 
129 Nik. Chon., pp. 95/29ff., 146/3641,151/72-74,220/23ff. This is not surprising when we consider 
that Manuel had written, or commissioned an apology of astrology in response to a monk from the 
Pantokrator monastery, who had composed a speech condemning astrology as heresy. In turn, Michael 
Glykas wrote a highly critical refutation of Manuel's defence in an attempt to illustrate that astrology 
was incompatible with the Christian faith. For the text see Michael Glykas, Eic Tac &Tqptac 77ic 
eceac rpaolc KcOdAata, ed. S. Eustratiades 1, Athens 1906, pp. 476-500. For the author: K. 
Krumbacher, 'Michael Glykas, eine Skizze seiner Biographie und seiner litterarischen Thätigkeit nebst 
einem unedierten Gedichte und Briefe desselben', Sitzungsberichte der bayerischen Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, philosophisch- philologisch und historische Klasse, Munich 1894,111, pp. 391-460. 
For Manuel's text: Michael Glykas, I, pp. 
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astrologers say, Angelos' departure was decrees of necessity are unalterable and 
deemed perfect according to the favourable irreversible'. He thus deemed Angelos' 
configuration that the stars exhibited. The departure perfect [ ... ] but what 
happened? 
assurance of the tables of the astronomical The sun had not yet set, when Constantine 
sphere was in no way beneficial to Roman 
affairs nor did it rectify the errors of previous 
returned on the emperor's command. The 
reason was the bad timing of the departure, 
commanders or transform the adversity, 
which occurred. For Angelos, thoughtless in 
his voyage to Sicily, was taken prisoner by 
Sicilian triremes that were guarding the seas 
and led captive to the King (=)mb). 130 
for Angelos had set out when there was no 
favourable configuration of the stars to 
decree such an action nor the precision 
offered by the tables of the astronomical 
sphere, but as the babblers conceded, they 
had spoken falsely and made something out 
of nothing, and thus were mistaken in finding 
the perfect timing for the departure. Once 
again the horoscope was cast and the 
astrological tables consulted. After a long 
search of the stars, thought and observation, 
Angelos departed, urged by the movements 
of the stars. So beneficial was the timing of 
the departure to the affairs of the Romans 
[ ... ] that Constantine fell straightway into the 
hands of the enemy! (=VAP). 
The difference between the two versions lies so much in what happened, but 
rather in how and why it happened. The implication that Manuel Komnenos decided 
on the timing of the departure is, of course, present in version b. And so is Niketas' 
disapproval of astrology. However, it is significant to note that the blame is placed on 
Angelos who was 'thoughtless' in his voyage, and not on the emperor. In the a-text, 
Niketas not only refers to Manuel explicitly, but also inserts seemingly trivial details 
so as to ridicule the entire episode. His sarcastic ending remarks were but the 
finishing touch. The only conclusion to be drawn from the text offered in version a is 
that the emperor himself was responsible for the failure of the expedition. In this way 
130i 
e 
TreL 8e cyXe86v a'lTctcrL 80KE-U TO-Li; ýLE'iCt 81)VCtge'VOL(; lTG'[XaL KCtl (7-qgýEPOV ý), Z lTPO'C Tät; 
-ruXae; (juva(POVTaL Kat Ta 
, 
KaTä TäV aV6p(ýlTLVOV ßLOTOV UUVGIVTTIýiCtTct dL T(ýV äGTEPWV 
ävaTrObLUý10'L Kal lTPO1TO8LCYýIOL Kal al OEGELC aUT(IL Kct'L Tä TOMÖE T(ýV ITXC(lfATWV UXý 11ýICtTCt, 
01 1TX1ICTLCtUýIOL TIE Kat älTouTa(i6Li;, KaL Tä X0LlTG1 05ja ol C'tCrTPOXEUXCtL ýGURV, C'LITCLKPLßOÜTCtL 
T(ý'AyyEXw ý e"eo80c, Wk OL T(ýV 
ä(JTepwv aya6ot GXlIgC(TL(JýIOL gVEÖ[80(jCtV. oý8' O'XWC 8E ý 
a(iýaXeLa TiýV TAc aUTPOVOýlOUgEVTIC crýalpai; Kav6VWV Ta'Pwga[wv WVTIGE lTpa'ygC[Ta TI Tä 
TL3V lTPW'Tlv apXU(ýv ävW'pOwue iTTaL(iýtaTa KCIlL El TL äVTLeOUV UlJgßýßTIKE ýlETECTKEUCKTEV, 
älTEPLCTKETrTWC *yap is 2: LKEX[av TäV TrXoüv 6 KWVGTaVTýVOC cruvExý Ehl Tffi(c 
6aXa(juoýuXaKoi)aaL, z ELKEXLKaýC TPLAPECTL Kal AXOII 1Tapa TO'V ýAya Ct[XýtdkWTOC. 
Tiý 
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then, Niketas demonstrates how Manuel's belief in astrology was damaging to the 
affairs of state. 
The author reinforces this point in another episode that appears only in 
version a (154/43-55 om. b). In an incident that occurred during the Hungarian 
expedition of 1167, Manuel sent a letter to his general Andronikos Kontostephanos, 
ordering him to desist from any military engagement on that particular day because 
the position of the stars was unfavourable, and further designating the day when the 
battle should be waged. Kontostephanos ignored the letter, proceeded to engage in 
combat and was victorious due to 'superior generalship. ' 13 1 Thus were it not for 
Kontostephanos, Manuel would have committed a serious error yet again. The moral 
of the story is that success does not depend on the position of the stars, and Niketas 
reproaches Manuel for 'obeying the words of astrologers as though they were equal to 
judgments coming from God's throne. ' 132 
It is perhaps to be expected that John Kinnamos, who wrote a quasi-official 
history of the reign of John II and Manuel I Komnenos, contradicts Niketas on both 
accounts. 1 33 According to Kinnamos, Constantine Angelos departed for the 
expedition earlier than he should have and without awaiting reinforcements from 
Constantinople. This was done contrary to Manuel's wishes, who in a letter had 
advised Angelos not to encounter the Sicilian fleet without reinforcements. 134 ihS 
comes very close to Niketas' account in version b, where the 'thoughtless' Angelos is 
held responsible for the ultimate failure. 135 Concerning the episode during the 
Hungarian expedition, Kinnamos is at great pains to show that Manuel, although 
absent from the battle, directed Kontostephanos in the preparations and strategy that 
should be followed and makes no mention whatsoever of a letter ordering the general 
13 1 For the victory see Nik. Chon., p. 157/48-52. 
132 Nik. Chon., p. 154/51-55 om. b: ETrEL KG11 
ýV T&C 1rXELUTC(C KCIL [1E'Y'UTT(1C T61) TrpctýEWV KCIL 
TrGtPd OEOD T6 TTEPOK KCIT' EV'80KICIV EILTE KCtL [IT) 8EX%16VCtC TGtic T(ýV C'tJTPCL)V OýK &L8' 
8TROC 1TEPLTrX0K(XtS KCtL TCLýC TOLCItU8E 0EGEUL KCtL KLV9(YECTLV E1TaVCtTL6E'LC KCIL TOiC 1TCtP& T(ýJV 
dt(TTP0XECTX0VVTWV XE*Y%1EV0LC KCIOI)Tra^y6ýiEvoc 'ýGa TCffC EK OPCLVL80(; OEOD dTrOýCtGEGM The 
comparison is not chosen at random, for according to the Byzantine Kaiseridee, the 'pious' emperor 
should seek divine direction for all his actions. See Synesios, p. 143. 
133 For Kinnamos and Niketas see Kap-Herr, Politik Kaiser Manuels, pp. 119-3 1; Magdahno, Manuel 
Komnenos, pp. 18-21, 
134 Kinnamos, pp. 120-2 1. 
135 On the whole Niketas' account of the Italian Wars is highly confused and chronologically 
inaccurate. Constantine Angelos was taken captive after the naval battle of 1154. Niketas, however, 
dates this episode close to 1158, shortly before the peace agreement between Byzantium and Sicily. 
See Chalandon, Les Comnýne, 11, pp. YXIX-XXX; Kap-Herr, Politik Kaiser Manuels, p. 124. 
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to desist. ' 36 The truth of matter cannot now be established, but if when we take into 
account that Niketas had already alluded to Manuel's implication in the timing of the 
departure of the fleet in 1154 in version b, it is more likely that version a is based on 
information that the historian had acquired at the time of the original composition, 
but felt he should not include. For Niketas, Manuel's belief in astrology was perhaps 
the emperor's greatest flaw. His criticism in version a had the explicit purpose of 
accentuating it at every opportunity. 
In the same light one should view Niketas' criticism of the foreign policy of 
Andronikos I Komnenos, and more specifically the emperor's failure to repel the 
Norman invasion of 1185. In the b-text Niketas tells us that Andronikos had made 
adequate preparations in anticipation of the Non-nan onslaught. He had dispatched a 
commander (John Branas) to defend Dyrrachion and had sent messages to the 
governor of Thessaloniki, David Komnenos, instructing him on how to withstand the 
impending siege. He had furthermore assembled forces from the eastern and western 
provinces to assist in the defence of the city and trap the enemy in the Balkans. 137 
This force, however, due to the slackness of its commanders, failed to bring relief to 
the besieged city, which fell mainly due to the treachery of its governor, David 
Komnenos. 138 This version of events is more or less consistent with the information 
provided by Eustathios of Thessaloniki, who claims that Andronikos' only mistake 
was that he appointed David Komnenos governor. 1 39 
Although Niketas does not change his story in version a, he adds a lengthy 
section that concerns Andronikos' reaction to the capture of the city and the 
subsequent advance of the Norman army through the Balkans (320/77-322/55 om. b). 
He begins by telling us that Andronikos strengthened the fortifications of the capital 
and put a fleet of one hundred ships in the Golden Horn ready to sail at a moment's 
136 Kinnamos, pp. 270ff. 
137 Nik. Chon., p. 318/22-44. Andronikos' son John was given command of Philippopolis, while 
command of the rest of the relief army was divided among Theodore Choumnos, the chartoularios, 
Andronikos Palaiologos, the parakoimomenos, Nikephoros and Alexios Branas. Eustathios adds the 
names of Manuel Kamytzes and Alexios Gidos, megas domestikos of the East. 
138 Nik. Chon., pp. 296/70-308/19. 
139 Eustathios is more detailed and perhaps more objective than Niketas, who simply dismisses the 
army commanders as lazy and incompetent. According to Eustathios, the army was instructed by 
Andronikos not to enter the city and not to engage the enemy in battle: The CaPture of Thessaloniki, 
pp. 73,81 (on David Komnenos). For modem accounts of these events and Andronikos' reaction see F. 
Chalandon, Histoire de la domination normande en Italie et en Sicile, Paris 1907 (repr. New York 
1960,11, pp. 392418; W. Hecht, Die byzantinische Aussenpolitik zur Zeit der letzten Komnenenkaiser 
(1180-1185), Neustadt/Aisch 1967, pp. 180-86; 0. Jurewicz, Andronikos I Komnenos, Amsterdam 
1970, p. II Off; Brand, Byzantium Conftonts the West, pp. 160-75. 
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notice. Thereafter, says Niketas, and here is where the addition actually begins, 
Andronikos felt satisfied with the measures he had taken to protect the western 
provinces and Constantinople from impending onslaught, and thereafter relaxed his 
efforts. When the news that the empire's second city had been taken and sacked 
arrived in Constantinople, he addressed the citizens, playing down the seriousness of 
the event and boasting of a future triumph. These, says Niketas, were deceptive 
excuses used to soothe the currents of rebellion dangerously rising among the 
frightened populace. But in truth, 'Andronikos was not man enough to repel the 
barbarians. ' 
The historian continues by relating Andronikos' subsequent activities. The 
emperor made no plans whatsoever to impede the Norman advance through the 
Balkans, but instead occupied himself with various amusements and voluptuous 
entertainments. He ridicules Andronikos by portraying a man who was obsessed with 
his own sexuality; the emperor applied exotic ointments to himself and ate strange 
foods in order to enhance his performance. He was always escorted by his 'barbarian' 
bodyguard, a group of uneducated men who did not speak Greek, and entrusted his 
own protection to a watch-dog. 
On this occasion, Niketas' supplementary remarks should be treated with 
extreme caution for it is clear that the nature of the information is highly subjective 
and completely unverifiable. Because the author could not criticise Andronikos on 
strategy and preparation, for it appears that the emperor had truly taken adequate 
defensive measures, he attacked him on a personal level. Indeed, sexual promiscuity 
and 'barbarian' escorts were not chosen at random; they were the characteristic marks 
of a tyrant. 140 Revising his text thirty years after the event, and more importantly after 
he had witnessed the subjugation of Byzantium to western 'barbarians', Niketas 
wished to highlight and even exaggerate what he perceived to be inactivity on the part 
of the imperial government. In this way, he connected events such as the capture of 
Thessaloniki and the capture of Constantinople, and drew parallels among emperors, 
such as Andronikos and Alexios 111. The bloody conquest of Thessaloniki was a 
prelude to that of Constantinople, and the actions of Andronikos - playing down 
reports of the advance of the enemy forces and idly passing his time, would 
foreshadow those of Alexios Ill. Of course this is never clearly stated in the text, but 
140 Theophylact of Ochrid, Opera, 1, pp. 193,197. 
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it demonstrates the mastery behind our author's narrative method; a consistent 
argument that is effected through analogy and the gradual building of an atmosphere 
of decline and decadence. 
Niketas, follows the same method with regard to his criticism of Isaakios Il 
Angelos' foreign Policy. 141 According to the historian, one of Isaakios' weakest 
points was his handling of the Vlacho-Bulgarian insurrection. 142 Although Isaakios 
undertook no less that five military campaigns against the Vlacho-Bulgarians, he 
always returned unsuccessful. Niketas explains this on the grounds that the emperor 
was unable to bring them to falfilment because he never stayed on campaign long 
enough, nor did he take the necessary measures to prevent the spread of the 
rebellion. 143 Isaakios is further criticised for his erratic stance towards the German 
Emperor, Frederick Barbarossa, and his feeble attitude towards the Turks. 144 The 
general Alexios Branas is given the credit for the triumphant defeat over the Normans 
141 It is rather significant that Niketas personally served Isaakios, holding among others, the posts of 
imperial undersecretary (PGtGLXLK6C V70'yP%LýMTEI)d where by his own testimony, he accompanied 
the emperor in a campaign against the Vlacho-Bulgarians (1187), governor of Philippopolis, logothetes 
grammatikos QýO'YOOETLKk 'yPa[WCtTLK6d, judge of the velum (KPL-n)C TOD P'Xov) and e horos 
(4opoc). Therefore, Niketas had access to a host of detailed knowledge of several aspects of the reign 
as well as to the emperor himself. Moreover, his orations to Isaakios reveal his intimate knowledge of 
military campaigns and Isaakios' dealings with foreign rulers. Niketas' orations to Isaakios deal with 
the following topics: n. I (pp. 3-6, ca. 1190/91) Isaakios' struggle and his preparations for a campaign 
against the rebellious Vlachs and Bulgars; n. 2 (pp. 6-13,1187) The emperor's military success against 
the Cumans; n. 4 (pp. 26-35, ca. 191/92) On the emperor's return to Constantinople after a great 
victory over Stephen Nemanja and the visit to Bela III, King of Hungary; n. 5 (pp. 35-44, ca. 1185/86) 
On Isaakios' marriage to Maria of Hungary; n. 9 (pp. 68-85,1190) on the feast of Epiphany. On the 
dating and interpretation of these speeches see van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 58-95,116-17. 
142 Lilie, 'Des Kaisers Macht', p. 106, places this insurrection in the category of provincial unrests that 
point to the weakening of the central administration in the provinces under the Angeloi. Yet the 
Vlacho-Bulgarian insurrection that led to the creation of the Second Bulgarian empire was quite 
different - both in motivation and purpose - from the various revolts carried out by native Byzantines 
in the provinces. 
"' Nik. Chon, pp. 372/50-373/67,394 ff., 428/63ff., 436/89-437/23. In 1187, Niketas himself, in the 
capacity of under secretary, accompanied Isaakios II on his campaign against the Vlacho-Bulgarian 
rebels and their Cuman allies in the region of Beroe. Near Lardea, the Byzantine army barely escaped a 
disastrous defeat (396/78-398/42), commemorated by Niketas as a victory in an official 
communication to the patriarch and the Holy Synod: Orationes et epistulae, pp. 6-12, as well as 26-34, 
85-101 (more information on the Vlacho-Bulgarian revolt). For modem accounts see, Malingoudis, 
Nachrichten, pp. 73-8 1; Cognasso, 'Isacco II Angelo', pp. 4447,52-59; Wolff, 'The Second Bulgarian 
Empire', pp. 167-206; R. Guilland, 'Byzance et les Balkans sous le rýgne d'Isaac 11 Ange (1185- 
1195)', Actes du MIe congrýs international d'&udes byzantines, (Orchrid 196 1), Belgrade 1964,11, pp. 
125-37; Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, pp. 88-92,94-96; Cankova-Petkova, 'La lib6ration de la 
Bulgarie', pp. 95-121. 
144 Nik. Chon., pp. 401/21-417/64,367/26-368/46 (For the treaty between Isaakios II and the Seljuk 
Sultan Kilij Arslan Il see D61ger-Wirth, Regesten, no. 1567. On the Third Crusade see: C. M. Brand, 
'The Byzantines and Saladin, 1185-1192: Opponents of the Third Crusade', Speculum 37 (1962), pp. 
167-81; Idem, Byzantium Confronts the West, pp. 177-88; K. Zimmert, 'Der deutsch-byzantinische 
Konflikt vom Juli 1189 bis Februar 1190', BZ 12 (1903), pp. 42-77; E. N. Johnson, 'The Crusades of 
Frederick Barbarossa and Henry VI', The Later Crusades: 1189-1311,11, A History of the Crusades, 
ed. K. M- Setton, Philadelphia 1962, pp. 87-12; Harris, Byzantium and the Crusades, p. 127ff. 
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in 1185 and the emperor's brother in-law, Conrad of Montferrat, is held responsible 
for crushing the dangerous rebellion of Branas in 1186.145 Niketas minimlses 
Isaakios' victory over the Serbs (1191/92), 146 and altogether omits the capture of 
Dyrrachion (1186) and the Turkish campaign of 1192.147 
The picture that emerges of the sovereign is one of weakness and 
incompetence. In order to accentuate the failures of Isaakios Il in version a, Niketas 
inserts, usually in direct speech, a series of boastful remarks supposedly made by 
Isaakios himself on several occasions where the Byzantines appeared to have gained 
victory over their enemies. The first instance relates to a conversation between the 
emperor and a certain judge of the velum, Leo Monasteriotes. When Isaakios returned 
from a 'successful' campaign against the Vlacho-Bulgarians in 1186, Monasteriotes 
criticises the emperor for having disregarded the provisions of Basil 11's typikon for 
the monastery of Sosthenion, claiming that for this reason the Vlacho-Bulgarians had 
rebelled. In version a, Niketas adds that Isaakios dismissed the criticism, and 
ridiculed the great emperor by contending that while it took Basil a very long time to 
subdue the Bulgars, he, Isaakios, had crushed the rebellion almost instantly. 148 
In another episode in version b, Isaakios is easily persuaded by his worthless 
advisors that Frederick Barbarossa, whose crusader army was at that time (1189) 
making its way though the Balkans, was in reality planning to attack Constantinople. 
In version a. Niketas portrays the infuriated Isaakios carrying sharpened arrows in his 
hands in order to 'pierce the hearts of the Germans', and jestfally pointing to a side 
door of the palace of Blachernai, from where the deadly arrows would be fired to 
crush the enemy. 149 These scenes of unmitigated boastfulness, whether factually 
accurate or not, serve to add an element of humiliation when contrasted with the 
defeats that Isaakios II was to suffer at the hands of the Vlacho-Bulgarians and the 
145 Nik. Chon., pp. 357/47-366/1,376/27-390/26. For the rebellion of Branas see Michael Choniates, I, 
pp. 246-48; Bachman, Johannes Syropoulos, pp. 59-62; Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, pp. 8 1- 
82,160-75. 
146 Nik. Chon., p. 434/25-35. For details on this highly successful campaign one must turn to Niketas' 
oration, written on the occasion of Isaakios' victory over Stephen Nemanja, Orationes et epistulae, pp. 
26-34. 
147 Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, p. 345, n. 88. 
148 Nik. Chon., p. 373/74-78 om. b. For this episode see Wolff, 'The Second Bulgarian Empire', p. 183; 
Varzos, II, p. 820.; For Leo Monasteriotes and his career see Idem, 1, pp. 555-56,596,597. For the 
provisions of Basil II the Bulgar-Slayer, see Malingoudis, Nachrichten, pp. 76-77; Pontani, 
Commentary to Narrazione cronologica, pp. 711-712, n. 96. 
149 Nik-Chon., p. 404/7-13 om. b. For Isaakios Il and Frederick Barbarossa in the Balkans see P. 
Stephenson, Byzantium's Balkan Frontier. A Political Study of the Northern Balkans, 900-1204, 
Cambridge 2000, pp. 294-300. 
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Germans. This was precisely the purpose of Niketas' additions. 150 He fin-ther mocks 
Isaakios' failures by reporting, again only in version a, the alleged playful repartee 
between the Vlach leaders, Peter and Asan. In an ironical jest, they suggest making 
Isaakios emperor of their own nation and pray that the Angelos dynasty would be 
granted a long reign, so that they may continue their successes unhindered! Niketas 
concludes this episode with his own sarcastic remark: 'I do not know whence or how 
they developed these carefully thought out ideas. ' 151 
In all, it is clear that Niketas criticisms in version a had the aim of illustrating 
'how' the foolish and reckless emperors mismanaged foreign policy. Whether the 
historian criticises Manuel Komnenos for his thoughtless trust in astrology, 
Andronikos I for his negligence or Isaakios 11 for his incompetence, he is always at 
pains to demonstrate the shortcomings of the emperors in the face of foreign 
aggression. 
Character Portrayal 
Niketas' focus on the actions and personalities of the leading men of the age 
was largely dictated by the historiographical tradition to which he belonged. The 
historian's task, as our author understood it, was very similar to the functions 
performed by a judge when passing sentence for criminal activities. In this sense, it is 
clear that the purpose of Niketas' history was entirely punitive. Intrinsic to this aim is 
the idea that the historian's obligation is to expose not only the 'deeds' but also the 
'lives' of the main characters of the story. Indeed, according to the great historian of 
the Justinianic era, Procopius, 'what man of later times would have learned of the 
licentious life of Semiramis or the madness of Sardanapalus and of Nero, if the 
records of these things had not been left behind by the writers of their timesT 152 Six 
centuries after this sentence was written down, Niketas could still offer the reader 
150 An interesting comparison could be made here with Niketas' own orations to Isaakios, where the 
emperor did not take pride in his victory over the Serbs: Orationes et epistulae, p. 31/11-12, oi')8 ' 
E"pac Týv OE6eEv VLKIIV EIC E'liTrXTIKTOV TOLME 'yaUpLa[la. We could also draw a comparison 
with Isaakios' lack of military success in the Historia and the abundance of victorious epithets attached 
to the emperor in the orations. Characteristic are the following lines taken from one of Niketas' 
orations to Isaakios: p. 44/3: 6 ylyctc'l o7aaKLOC, 0 T(ýV EOV(ýV 6LW'K7qc and later on 44/10: Xct-CpE, 
XatpE, PaULXED, 
ýPLKTý PappaPOKT&E, and: p. 5/13: VL"K6TC1TE PaGLXED and 5/13: EW ýLXOKLv8i)v6TaTE 6[ioD Kal jIE"YaXOKLv8'uv6TCtTE. 
15 1 Nik. Chon-, pp. 436/89437/15. 
152 Procopius, The Anecdota or Secret History, trans. H. B. Dewing, Loeb Classical library, 1935, p. 7. 
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brilliant examples of the same principle upheld throughout his own narrative. A case 
in point is his ingenious portrait of Manuel Komnenos- 
The flaws of the emperor's character, so well known to modem scholars - his 
obsession with astrology and his sexual promiscuity - are merely alluded to in 
version b, whereas in the a-text they are brought to light with unparalleled intensity. 
For example, in the b-text, Niketas tells us that when Manuel was a young man, he 
engaged freely in a voluptuous life and wanton acts of pleasure. This is then excused 
on account of his age and passionate character. ' 53 Version a, however provides us 
with the additional information that the emperor was having an incestuous affair with 
one of his kinswomen and that as a result of this impropriety his countenance was 
blemished. 154 The scandalous affair is mentioned three more times in the a-text. In 
book III, Niketas tells us that Manuel had his cousin and later emperor Andronikos I 
imprisoned not only because he had conspired against him with the Hungarians, but 
also because he was conducting an illicit affair with his cousin's daughter, Eudokia, 
and this greatly displeased Manuel. 155 In the a-text, he adds that Andronikos 
responded to these allegations by accusing Manuel of the same illicit behaviour, and 
contending that the emperor's behaviour was even worse, since he engaged in sexual 
intercourse with his sister's daughter, while Andronikos had chosen his cousin's 
child. 156 
The second reference mentions the mistress by name. Niketas tells us that 
Manuel's niece, Theodora, with whom the emperor was having an affair, received 
along with the sons she bore him, vast amounts of public revenues. The historian 
continues the narration by adding a lively characterisation of Theodora, who enjoyed 
such excessive privileges in court that the only thing she lacked was a crown! 157 
Finally, in relating the plot hatched against Isaakios II Angelos by two scions of the 
Komnenoi dynasty in 1193/94, Niketas tells us in the b-text that these men were 
Andronikos, the grandson of Anna Komnene and a certain Alexios, the son of 
153 Nik. Chon., p. 54/62-70. 
154 Nik. Chon., p. 54/70-74 om. APb: KCt'L TrPOC TCtC ýt[ýELC 6[K(IOEKTOC W" V KCIL TTOXXatC 
611XVTEPaLC ETrLOOPVt)[IEVOC E'XC(OE KCR 8C %10'YVIOU TPU[ICALdC -1 
fIII 
CtOEýIITW4; EýMEPOV(ýV. KCtL TIV 
EKE(VCq ji&\vaýmt T6 TrPCLXOEV, 
6LCti\WPODV KCt'L KCtTCtXEOV CtTrpETTELCtV, 89CL KCtL 0"ýECLK XCIPL&YO-nc 
ýKýVd(Td TroV TOD TTPOCTWTTOI) aKpoX6p(Swv T"I Ctl\ýWV ýýalftLaTCt. 
155 Nik. Chon., pp. 103/19ff. 
156 Nik. Chon., p. 104/29-36 om. Wb. 
157 Nik. Chon., p. 204/90-02 om. Wb 
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Theodora Komnene. 158 In the a-text, we learn that Alexios was the illegitimate son of 
Emperor Manuel - T6 CTKOTLCO ULU) TOf) CLV'TOKPCLTOPOC Mavo 'X - and that in LLI Un 
appearance, he resembled his father -TrCLTP(x')CWV 17n'V 0'ýLV CLKPLPCO(;. 
159 
It is not surprising to find that Niketas is our only near contemporary source 
for this affair. Constantine Varzos pointed to a characteristic 'mania to conceal 
Manuel's incestuous relationship' in the sources. 160 The Latin historian, William of 
Tyre presents Theodora as the niece of Emperor Manuel and mother of a certain 
Alexios. 161 Theodore Skoutariotes, who largely follows version b of the Niketastext, 
does not mention Manuel's affair, while he takes particular delight in exposing that of 
Andronikos L' 62 It appears that Niketas had himself participated in the 'conspiracy' to 
conceal the incestuous affair, which was in all likelihood a well-known, but well-kept 
secret. 163 Writing at the court of Alexios III Komnenos, and at a time when the 
Komnenoi were the most powerful and influential family in the empire, it is 
understandable that he would shrink from revealing that 'the most blessed among 
emperors', 164 as the Byzantines themselves referred to him, was guilty of incest. After 
all, according to the traditional Byzantine Kaiseridee, an emperor should be the 
6master of his passions', since his behaviour serves as a model to be emulated by his 
subjects. 165 Seen from within this context, the rebukes of Andronikos against Manuel 
assume great significance and it is clear that Niketas included them in the a-text so as 
to illustrate yet another way in which Manuel Komnenos fell short of the imperial 
ideal. 
Niketas also utilises Manuel's belief in astrology to denigrate his character. In 
version b, he sarcastically expresses bewilderment as to how the emperor, who was 
not at all unlearned or illiterate, could have such strong faith in astrology, prophecies 
158 Nik. Chon., p. 425/68-69 on Alexios: K& T6V GVVL(7TOP(I 8E TOUT(ý TýC PC[GLXEL(IC XE-Y%LEVOV 
'AXEýLOV, TO'V Týc Ko[ivqvýc OEo8w'pac VLOV alTOKELPEL (=b). The information that Alexios was 
Manuel's illegitimate son is, however, supplied in P: post VLOV, 8V EK V00ELCIC 6 PaCrLXEVC 
ý-YELVaTO MavovýX. For Alexios see Varzos, 11, pp. 481-96 esp. n. 5. For the conspiracy against 
Isaakios 11 Angelos see Idem, pp. 83-84. 
159 Nik. Chon., p. 425/59,75-76 om. b 
160 Varzos, IL pp. 423-25. 
161 William of Tyre, II, pp. 460-61. 
162 Skoutariotes, p. 243. 
163 Despite the silence in the sources, it is likely that these affairs were widely known, given the official 
status of illegitimate children at the imperial court. The primary example is, of course, Alexios, son of 
Manuel and Theodora, who was given the highest ranks and titles of court, sebastokrator and caesar. 
See discussion in L. Garland, 'Morality versus Politics at the Byzantine Court: The Charges against 
Marie of Antioch and Euphrosyne', BF 24 (1997), pp. 259-71. 
164 Michael Choniates, 1, p. 322/20-21: 6 ýIaKap=6T(ITOC EV P(I(7LXEf)(TL MaVOLn)x. 
165 See Synesios, p. 146; Theophylact of Ochrid, Opera, 1, p. 193. 
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and various omens. 1 66 In version a, the historian exploits this belief to ridicule the 
emperor. In an episode that concerns the birth of Manuel's long-awaited heir, Alexios 
II, Niketas merely announces the birth of the male child in version b: 'From the 
emperor's second marriage a male child was born, and prayers of thanksgiving were 
offered to God and everyone applauded and rejoiced. ' 167 In version a, the historian 
inserts a paragraph, which in effect re-enacts the birth scene. He portrays the emperor 
anxiously awaiting to see what the sex of the child would be and casting glances at 
the astrologer present. When a male child was born, the astrologer predicted that he 
would be greatly blessed, 'a child of destiny'. It is clear that Niketas added this 
information to illustrate the folly of Manuel's beliefs, since Alexios was to be 
murdered just three years after his father's death. 168 
Niketas' sketch of Andronikos Komnenos, although embryonically 
formulated in version b, receives its full expression through the alterations and 
additions found in version a. 169 At times, Andronikos receives Niketas' bountiful 
praise because he attempted to enforce a series of political and social reforms. The 
historian polishes off his 'encomium' by referring to Andronikos' building activity in 
the capital, his affability toward his 'low-born' subjects, his aversion to dogmatic 
innovations and his love of philosophy. 170 On other occasions, however, the emperor 
is relentlessly criticized and condemned as a cruel and merciless tyrant. 171 In fact, 
166 Nik. Chon., p. 146/36-41. Niketas is here referring to the AIMA prophecy: the prediction that the 
initial letters of the Komnenian emperors would spell the Greek word for blood. See C. Varzos, 'La 
politique dynastique des Comn6nes et des Anges. La prediction AIMA et Fheritage des Grands 
Comn6nes de Trebizond', J6B 32/2 (1982), pp. 355-60; R. Shukurov, 'AIMA: The blood of the Grand 
Komnenoi', BMGS 19 (1995), pp. 161-8 1; Magadalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 220,224. 
167 Nik. Chon., pp. 168/79-169/88 b: EK 8ý 'YCL[IWV T(ýV 8EI)TEPWV TOD PGtGLXEW(: TOi), & imt&t 
'YELV%LEVOV ddppEva, OE(ý TE ýWVCtl dtlTE8(80VTO XctpLG ýPLOL KCR dTrac ýV ýV KPOTOLC KG['L TI 
ýap[IOVCRC. 
18 18 On the other hand, Kinnamos, p. 257, presents the birth of a male child as a vindication for 
Manuel's stance in the doctrinal controversy of 1166 (See C. Mango, 'The Conciliar Edict of 1166', 
DOP 17(1963), pp. 317-30). For the dating of Alexios' birth see: P. Wirth, 'Wann wurde Kaiser 
Alexios 11. Komnenos geboren? ' BZ 49 (1956), pp. 65-67. 
169 On Andronikos' reign see: Cognasso, Partiti politici, pp. 86-133; P. Tivdev, 'Le regne de 
Fempereur de Byzance, Andronic ler Comn6ne (1183-1185), BS1 23 (1962), pp. 1 9-40; J. Danstrup, 
'Recherches critiques sur Andronikos Ier', Vetenskaps-Societen I Lund, Arsbok, 1944, pp. 69-101; 
Jurewicz, Andronikos I Komnenos; Lilie, 'Des Kaisers Macht', p. 89ff, Christophilopoulou, BV(aVTIVý 
16-ropia, pp. 160-81. For an assessment of Niketas' portrayal of Andronikos see: Tinnefeld, 
Kaiserkritik, pp. 174-77; Hunger, Literatur, 1, p. 436ff, Byzantium Conftonts the West, pp. 31-75. 
170 Nik. Chon., pp. 325/14-33 1/11. These were the characteristics of an ideal ruler. See Theophylact of 
Ochrid, Opera, I, p. 199ff. 
17 1 Nik. Chon-, pp. 292/68ff., 310/61ff., 323/75ff. Niketas' assessment of Andronikos was largely 
shaped by the opinions of his sources, his brother Michael Choniates and Eustathios of Thessaloniki. 
Michael Choniates, 1, pp. 218-19: In his speech to Isaakios Il Angelos, the metropolitan portrays 
Andronikos as a monster in human form and one who takes delight in the smell of the burnt human 
flesh. As to the explanation for his cruelty, the metropolitan believed that Andronikos copied these 
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book I of the reign of Andronikos is dominated by a discussion of the emperor's cruel 
nature, his unlawful deeds and inhuman executions. 172 
In the revision of the text it is only the evil side of the emperor, which Niketas 
chooses to emphasize and expose in greater detail. One way in which the historian 
creates this effect is not so much though sweeping alterations but through the use of 
harsher language. For example: 272/65 TO' TOD PXEýLýMTOC [b "p om. b] 
ýIETCNýtEVOC PXoavp6'v; 275/12Týi; 8E' TrpdýEcoc [of Andronikos]: PWb Týc 8E 
ýtvaapdc TrpOEwý;: VA; 343/40 TO'V 'Av6pOVLKOV: APWb TO'V KPE(, L)POPOV 
'AV6POVLKOV: V. Another is through the addition of critical commentary: 272/65-69 
EITL TO KPdTTOV T6V 1TPCPYýLCLTWV GtXXO'LW(YLV TrOXXOt(; T(ýV 8E%tEVWV 
RV8"-I KC&TrOGXOýLEVOC. Tj E TCtVTCt ýEVCKTJ TrpO6flXOC KCtNL ýEV81)C EITCty'YEXLCI TOD 
Ctl-TCITE(ýVOC KGtI TO' TOD TTpo(Y6'jTroV LXCtpO'V ýLXCWOPWlTLcti; Trotpl)ýLaTdVOV 
LUXVOTTITCX MGtXýM 1-rPOGKCILPOV (71)(7KLCXCOV TqV E'V800EV CPYPL07Ta om. b]; 
273/90-91 (ICYCK TGL aVGL-YOPEI)TTIPLCt Eý E'TEPCt TPEITEL TOV vo-Dv [TrctPCtVOýtLGt(; 
Y4t0VTOL Ep-ya om. b]; 292/69-71 ýtý E'Xwv 8' o'Tr(OC TO\V aTTOVTC1 EXOPO\V 
XELPWGTJTCtL, ETrL TOIX ET'YVC TPETrEL TOV OVýLO\V [TCtl')TOV TL 6p6V, 0' KCLIL 
KVVEC TroXXdtKLC 1TOLEtV E'LW'OCL(7L* TOD 'YCtP PCLXXOVTO(; COLUT%tEVOL TOVTOV [IEV 
I Ct[IV'VOVGLV UG1KCt6;, TO\ 8E CLýEOE'VTL MLOW TOVC 0'80'VTCtC E'YXPLTrTOl)(YLV OM. 
wbi. 
On other occasions, Niketas' additions attack the emperor at his weakest 
points. According to the historian, one of these was old age. ' 73 Andronikos' 
coronation offers a good example. The newly crowned emperor, upon leaving the 
holy temple did not ride slowly through the streets, as was customary, but proceeded 
at a fast pace. Niketas leaves it at that in version b. In a, he adds that many people 
speculated as to why he did this, some saying that he feared the crowd and others that 
because he was old, strain and fatigue from the day's festivities had caused him to 
practices from the 'barbaric' nations he was forced to associate with during his exile. Niketas provides 
us with the same explanation: Nik. Chon., p. 312/24. See also Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture 
of Thessaloniki, p. 55 and Idem, Opuscula, p. 270. According to Eustathios, the emperor could be 
given the highest praise or the most severe blame depending on which side of his character was being 
looked at. 
172 Nik. Chon., esp. pp. 266/16ff., 298/68ff., 309/20. Andronikos instigated the death penalty for the 
crime of high treason, appointing a panel of judges favourable to him, and later pretending to obey the 
decisions of the court. See discussion in K. Bourdara, 'To &yKk-qga ica0o(Yt6)aF-(oq cyqv EgoXý ra)v 
Kojivilv6v, 1081-1185', A(p&pa)pa o-rov NiKo lflqpdývo, A', Rethymnon 1986, pp. 223-26. 
173 For the Byzantine attitude to old age see: A. M. Talbot, 'Old Age in Byzantium', BZ 72 (1984), pp. 
267-78. 
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defecate himself 174 It is blatantly obvious that Niketas' purpose in supplying this 
information was merely to humiliate the elderly emperor. 
Yet the one emperor who is truly denigrated by Niketas, is Isaakios 11 
Angelos. In fact, the historian has been accused with 'conducting a campaign of 
systematic vilification' of Isaakios by placing emphasis on his sluggish personality 
and continually playing down his successes. ' 75 Indeed, Niketas' strong disapproval of 
Isaakios is apparent from the commencement of his narration of the reign, where he 
openly declares that the emperor had succeeded to the throne by purchasing it with 
the 'blood' of Stephanos Hagiochristophorites, clearly providing the reader with a 
prelude of what is to follow. 176 Although Niketas criticises Isaakios on policy issues, 
it is the emperor's weakness of character that he chooses to underline. 
An excellent example is offered by Isaakios' relationship with Dositheos, 
intermittent patriarch of Constantinople during the year 1189. The emperor had 
attempted several times without success to install this individual (who had been 
titular patriarch of Jerusalem) to the patriarchal throne. In version b, we are told that 
Dositheos had a very close relationship with the gullible Isaakios because in the past 
he had predicted the latter's accession to the throne. When Dositheos was ousted 
from the patriarchate because of fierce opposition from within the church, Niketas 
adds the following information: 'then, as was reported everywhere, Dositheos 
selected images of future events from the books of Solomon and certain explanations 
of dreams sent by demons so that he pulled the emperor around not by his nose but by 
his ears. ' 177 Later in the narrative, we find Isaakios suffering from delusions of 
174 Nik. Chon., p. 273/85-89 om. Wb. 
175 Brand, Byzantium confronts the West, p. 113; See also: E. McNeal, 'The Story of Isaac and 
Andronicus', Speculum 9 (1934), p. 325: 'Nicetas ... is inspired with patriotic scom and hatred for the 
Angeli and their hangers-on, who in his eyes were responsible for the fate that befell the empress of 
cities. ' Herbert Hunger concedes that Niketas' 'objectivity' is less visible when it comes to his 
portrayal of Isaakios Angelos: Literatur, I, p. 437. 176 Nik. Chon., p. 355/3-4. But see how differently this episode is presented in Niketas' orations: 
Orationes et epistulae, p. 39/9-10,89/17-19. For a discussion of the difference between Isaakios' 
portrayal in the Historia and the orations see Macrides, 'From the Komnenoi to the Palaiologoi', pp. 
277-79. For Stephanos Hagiochristophorites, one of Andronikos' most powerful ministers: A. 
Savvides, 'Oepoupy6; AVTtXP1OTOqOPiT1J;, avýp atg&(ov. H TbX1J TOU IT&Pavol) AytoxPtGTO(POPiTq, 
)cl)piol) opydcvou Tov Av5povijcou A' KogvTlvo, 6', Eyxýqpa Kai Tipcopia o-ro Bv(avrio, ed. S. Troianos, 
Athens 1996, pp. 69-95 and L. Garland, 'Stephen Hagiochristophorites: Logothetes tou Genikou 
1182/3-1185', Byz 29 (1999), pp. 18-23. 
177 Nik. Chon., p. 408/87-90 om. )Vb: T6TE 
6', (ýc &TraVTC[Xj 1TEPLI18ETO, 2: OXO[IWVTE[WV PLPXWV 
% LV6dX[1CtTa T(ZV EGO[LEVWV KCL'L TLVa(; qlýdcrELC KCtTCI TOIK OVELPOTrOJ_LTTO1')C 6CRýIOVCIC 
d[ITOTPV'Y(3V ovX wcTTrEp dTr6 ýLvk, aXX' EK T(ýV ZTWV ET b AOCTLOEOC W 'XKE TO'V C[ýTOKPaTOPCL. 
For the entire affair see V. Grumel, Le IlEpi MeTa0kac(ov et le Patriarche de Constantinople 
Dosith6e', ttudes Byzantines, I (1943), pp. 23949; K. G. Pitsakis, 'H tKTaO-q F-4ouaia; ev6; wrp6ptoi) 
naTptdpXq AvTt6X&ta; cyTqv K(ovo-rc"tvofmoX7J TOV 120 at. ', in Byzantium in the TweNh Century. 
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grandeur, imagining that one day he would be sole ruler of the world. Niketas informs 
us that Dositheos was responsible for leading the foolish emperor astray with such 
fantastic predictions. He then paints a picture of Dositheos soothing Isaakios' 
anxieties 'in the manner that wet-nurses place newborn babies on their stomachs in 
order to calm them', and assuring him that like Timothy, Fortune would hand over 
conquered cities to him while he lay asleep (an allusion to Aelian, Varia Historia, 
13.43). 178 
This weakness of character is once again highlighted in Isaakios' dealings 
with his chief ministers, Theodore Kastamonites, logothetes ton sekreton and 
Constantine Mesopotarnites, epi tou kanikleiou. 179 In version b, Isaakios easily 
succumbs to the influence of these two figures. In version a, this idea is developed to 
the point where these individuals virtually assume the reins of power (437/20-23): 
[Isaakios] transferred the bridles and reins of 
the administration of public affairs to many, 
finally giving the management and direction 
of these things to his maternal uncle, 
Theodore Kastamonites (=b) 180 
[Isaakios] transferred the bridles and reins of 
the emperorship to many so that he might 
avoid the great responsibility of governing 
the state, finally giving the management and 
direction of all things to his maternal uncle, 
Theodore Kastamonites (=V) 
After the death of Kastamonites in the early 1190's, the young Contantine 
Mesopotamites 'assumed the administration of affairs'. At first Niketas refuses to 
disclose his name, but describes him in terms such as 'lTaL8LOV ýUKPOV and 
4 TraL6LO-YEPWV'. 
181 In version b, the historian quite openly ridicules the emperor's 
dependence on this young boy by portraying Isaakios as an elephant being led around 
by the 'ant-man', Mesopotamites, and then as a camel being dragged along by a mere 
string, again Mesopotamites. 1 82 In version a, he inserts a host of unflattering 
information concerning this individual and tells us that the reason why he was so 
Canon Law, State and Society, ed. N. Oikonomides, Athens 1991, pp. 91-139, esp. 98-99; Pontani, 
Commentary to: Narrazione cronologica, II, pp. 741-744, nos. 67-95. 
178 Nik. Chon., pp. 432/78-88 om. b. See Orationes et epistulae, p. 94/11-18: Niketas wishes Isaakios a 
successful expansion of the empire to the Tigris-Euphrates! 
179 For the role of these individuals in the administration of Isaakios see Michael Choniates, II, p. 70; 
Brand, Byzantium Confi-onts the West, pp. 98-99; Varzos, 11, pp. 810,813. 
180 OVKODV TrOXXOO; T& Xa/\LVa KaL T& ýMac 
bTrCtWýW: TýC T(ýV KOLV(ýV 6LOKýGEWC, ýep(jjj) 
EVEXE(PLUE TýV TOUTWV &Eýa'YWYýV KaL KUPýPVTIULV KC('L T6 TTPo'C ýITJTpk OIRW GE06ýJp(p T6 
KaUTa[IOVITTI. 
18 1 For these terms see Pontani, Commentary to Narrazione cronologica, II, p. 773, n. 114. 
182 Nik. Chon., pp. 439/72-73,440/82-83. 
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favoured by the emperor was that he had an aptitude for trade as well as 'the 
gathering of unjust gain. ' 183 
In the section where Niketas finally comes round to describing the character 
of the emperor himself, we find the most carefully planned and elaborate revision. 
The theme of Isaakios' prodigality appears first-' 84 In the b-text Niketas tells us that 
Isaakios was fond of sumptuous feasts and banquets. Moreover, his personal 
appearance was of the outmost importance to him: he bathed on alternate days and 
sprinkled himself with fine perfumes. The historian goes on to mock the emperor by 
likening his appearance and extravagance of dress to that of a peacock, and tells us 
that when Isaakios left the palace, he looked like a bridegroom leaving the bridal 
chamber! 185 Niketas' choice to describe Isaakios as a 'peacock' and a 'bridegroom' 
was not coincidental, for they were typical characterisations of a weak and effeminate 
ruler. 1 86 This is precisely the image that Niketas wished to get across. The author then 
expands and enriches this section along the same lines, with the difference that he 
adds the following introductory note: 'the actions of the emperor during the time he 
9187 stayed in the queen of cities, to speak in brief, can be described as such... Thus 
what in the b-text is merely an abstract depiction of extravagance, in the a-text turns 
into a charge of worthlessness and indolence, as the reader is left with the distinct 
impression that Isaakios did little else. This is then further developed in the paragraph 
immediately following (441/18-442/32 om. b): 
Because [Isaakios] took pleasure in ribaldries and was captivated by the gentleness of the 
Muse's songs and mingled with laughter-stirring dwarfs, he did not close the palace to 
knaves, mimes, parasites and minstrels. But along with these comes drunken revel followed 
by licentious acts and all those things that corrupt the functional and healthy state of the 
empire. During a dinner, [Isaakios] once said, 'bring me salt (&Xas)'. Standing nearby was the 
wittiest of the mimes of those days, surnamed Chalivoures, who was admiring a group of 
women, made up of the emperor's concubines and relatives, dancing. He replied, 'Let us first 
know these and then we can order others (&XXas) to be brought in'. Upon hearing these words 
every man and woman burst into laughter. The emperor turned pale and only after he had 
chastened the jester for his freedom of speech, did his anger subside. Pursuing the pleasures 
183 Nik. Chon., p. 440/85- 441/9 om. b. 
184 On Isaakios' prodigality see Tinnefeld, Kaiserkritik, p. 162. 
185 Nik. Chon., p. 441/9-17. 
186 See Synesios, p. 120; Theophylact of Ochrid, Opera, I, p. 193. 
187 Nik. Chon., p. 441/7-9 om. b: Ta 
8' Eo' O'CFOV &EftIEL XP6VOV Tý PaULXL8L T(ýV ITOXEwv bTr6 
7-r TOO PaGLVWS TOVTOV TrpaTT6[IEVCI, Wk & 1TOXX6V 6XLYa ELTrELV, OUTW(YL TrWC 6LETETPdVWTO. 
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of season and location in other districts, he returned to the megalopolis at intervals and was 
seen only from time to time, like the bird called Phoenix. 188 
Here the prodigality and vanity of Isaakios have become harmful to the 
empire. 189This goes far beyond the Isaakios who was merely a touch extravagant in 
his choice of food and clothing, as he is portrayed in version b. Niketas, moreover, 
ventures a bit further in depicting an extraordinary everyday scene within the imperial 
palace swarming with drunks and prostitutes; an indecent state of affairs in which the 
emperor himself has become the joke of his own court buffoons. These themes were 
not, of course, chosen at random, nor do they apply to Isaakios Angelos alone. A 
century before Niketas, Theophylact of Ochrid had warned of the dangers of such 
inappropriate behaviour on the part of an emperor. 190 
Continuing with this theme of extravagance, Niketas tells us that Isaakios 
erected massive buildings along the Propontis and extended the land out to the sea. 
He built splendid baths and apartments within both palaces. 191 In the a-text, this 
building programme, much like Isaakios' extravagance of lifestyle is distorted into 
something entirely negative. Indeed, the historian adds that Isaakios tore down old 
churches in the eastern district that had been neglected in order to raise a tower to 
defend the palace of Blachernai, 192 'or so he said', and desolated the majority of the 
city's celebrated dwellings, including the genikon (treasury) and the renowned 
Mangana. 1 93 The emperor's zealous restoration of the church of Archangel Michael is 
188 VN7 XaLPWV 6E TGRC EVTpaTrEXLGtLC K(IL TOLC EK TqC ctTraX! c Mol) Ct O[IEVOC 'u-qc ýGýICKTLVI &XLGK' 
ý'YEP(YL"YEXWCT( TIE av0puar(OrKOLC avýtTrapa(ývpwv OI')K ýTrECV-yOV KEPKwý( TE KC(L ýU[IOLC KCIL 
TTCtPC(9[TOLC KGtI &OL80iC T& PC[GLXELCL. TOýI; 8E TOLOUTOK 6 TrdPOLVOC KWIIOC (7VVýCEVKTCtL 
TrdVTWC KGtI fl' KGtTa TCtC KOITCtC CtUEX'YELCL avvEýETrETCLL KGt%L O'CTCL XPI107ý1, C KGLIL VYLODC 
PGtULXEtGtC UW&aýOE(PEL KaT(IGTCLGLV. &Td1P EYPIJKý TrOTE ETrL 6E'LTrvot) 'ýVE*YKC(Tý [. LOL &XaS', 
TrCtPEUTWC R T(ýV TOTE [I[jIWV 0 XCIPLE(7TCtTO(;, (p' TO' ETrw'vvýtov XCALPOI9'P-qC, TTEPLPXEýC[[IEVO(; 
T6V T(ýV 'YI)VCtLK6V XOP6V EK TrGLXXMýV Kal (YV'Y'YEVWV TOU PCtGLXE(. L)(; KEKPOTTJ EVOV 
6 '0' 5XXGtC EIGEVEX"V L XE a V. , yvwcTO[iE6a' oJLTrE 'TrpW'TWC TOR)TCK, W PCIGLXEf)* El OV'T(x)C a Ct KE 1) 0 
KCLI TTP6C T6 'ý[IC( TODTO 1-rdGCtL TE KGtI TravT61; ýýEKWYXCIGGW* T(ý 6E TpElTETC[L 0 XP6(; KC6L PN 
[16XL9; T6V 01)ýLbV Ev TrE(GEL KOXGtcras EýLPPL[111ýMTL T11V TOD 'YEiWTOTroLoD EXEVOEPOCYTO[ACIV 
I& Ta T6V XWP'LWV EV' E"XOVTCL Kal W aVE'UTELXE. [IETCt8LW'KWV L PCK KCII Oý(76W(; tK 
8LaXELjIýIdT(0V 'v VE-yaX6TrOXLV ETrav-q'PXETO KCtNL KaTC1 TrEPL68oix WC OPVL(; 0 (DOVVLý TT1 
ETrWlTTdVETO. 
189 For an analysis of the anecdote see L. Garland, 'And his Bald Head Shone like a Full Moon... ': an 
appreciation of the Byzantine sense of humour as recorded in historical sources of the eleventh and 
twelfth centuries', Parergon 8 (1990), 9-10. 
190 Theophylact of Ochrid, Opera, I, pp. 207-08. 
191 Nik. Chon., p. 442/33-38. 
192 This tower still stands today and the inscription of Isaakios 11 Angelos has been preserved. For the 
importance that Blachernai assumed during the age of Komnenoi see P. Magdalino, Constantinople 
mýdi&ale. ttudes sur Vivolution des structures urbaines, (TM Monographies, 9), Paris 1996, pp. 68- 
76. 
193 Nik. Chon., p. 442/3847 om. b. 
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given a more or less neutral description in version b, although Niketas does say that 
Isaakios stole the holy icon of Christ from Monemvasia and transported it to 
Constantinople to adorn his own church. 194 
In version a, Niketas, develops this theme of 'transportation' to the extent that 
he charges Isaakios with the grave offence of sacrilege. He tells us that the emperor 
carried off the doors at Chalke, simply stripped bare the church of the Nea in the 
Great Palace and transported its sacred furniture and vessels to the Church of the 
Archangel Michael. 195 'For he thought', says Niketas, 'that removal was the same as 
augmentation and transportation the same as addition ... and that God would not 
be 
angry, but pleased. ' 196 The historian then continues: '[Isaakios] had the audacity, to 
put it mildly, to defile the holy vessels which he had removed from the churches and 
use them at his own table. ' He made necklaces and collars from the adornments of 
holy crosses and fastened these to his imperial robes. To those who dared to censure 
his behaviour, Isaakios became angry and charged them with stupidity, for they did 
not know 'that all things are permissible to emperors', since the separation of God 
and emperor was not total or absolute. ' 97 Niketas knew better, and easily made the 
connection between despoiling the church and the accusation of sacrilege. 198 
The conclusion to be drawn from the examples we have offered here is that 
when Niketas discusses the personalities of his leading characters, his aim was full 
exposure and denigration. This type of reporting was certainly denied to him at the 
time he was composing the original version, but by the second decade of the 
thirteenth century, he had the both the opportunity and the grounds to disclose the 
'shameful' conduct of the emperors. The worse the emperors came across, the easier 
it was for Niketas to explain the collapse of the empire. 
194 Nik. Chon., p. 442/48-443/59. For Isaaldos' building program see discussions in C. Mango, The Art 
of the Byzantine Empire, 312-1453, Englewood Cliffs, N. J., 1972, pp. 236-37; Brand, Byzantium 
Confronts the West, pp. 103-04; Varzos, II, pp. 833-34; Tinnefeld, Kaiserkritik p. 172. For the 
removal of the icon from Monemvasia see N. A. Bees, 
`EXK6ýLEvoc XPUTTO'C TýC MOVEýjPGLCY[Ctc 
ýLETa 1TGtPEKPdaEwv 1TEPI CtUT60L TlCtVa'YLCtC TnC XPVGCtýLT[9CrIj(; ', BNJ 10 (1932-34), pp. 207-62. 
195 For this church see P. Magdalino, 'Observations on the Nea Elddesia of Basil 1% J6B 37 (1987), pp. 
51-64. 
196 Nik. Chon., 443/59ff. om. b. 
197 Nik. Chon., p. 443/72-444/2 om. b. For this idea see D. Simon, Triceps legibus solutus. Die Stellung 
des byzantinischen Kaisers zurn Gesetz', in Geddchtnisschrififtir Wolfgang Kunkel, (eds. ) D. N6rr & 
D. Simon, Frankfini 1984, pp. 449-92. 
198 Similar charges were levelled against Alexios I Konmenos. See (ed. ) Gautier, 'Diatribes de Jean 
FOxite', pp. 31-33. 
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The Komnenian Image 
The prestige of the epithet Komnenos together with the evocative force it 
carried is apparent in a number of narrative sources from the late twelfth and early 
thirteenth centuries, where being a descendant of the Komnenian emperors was seen 
as an important advantage for the holder of the throne. 199 When Niketas was 
composing the original text - that is more or less within a generation after the death 
of Manuel I Komnenos - this emperor still enjoyed an illustrious reputation among 
200 Byzantines and foreign peoples. It is not coincidental that our author felt obliged to 
pay tribute to Manuel in his orations to both Isaakios 11 and Alexios 111.201 However, 
while Isaakios 11 Angelos was celebrated mostly in terms of his remarkable accession 
to the throne and the symbolic potential of the name Angelos, contemporary orators, 
including Niketas, stressed the blood ties between Alexios III and the Komnenoi. 202 
The reason for this, as Niketas himself reveals in version a. was that Alexios changed 
his surname from Angelos to Komnenos either to associate himself with the more 
prestigious name of the Komnenoi, or in a conscious attempt to extinguish all traces 
of the name Angelos, a sort of damnatio memoriae. 203 
For our purposes, it is significant to note the connection made between the 
Komnenoi and Alexios Ill. Niketas emphasizes the familial ties of this emperor to the 
Komnenoi, 204 and goes so far as to claim that Alexios had stood by the side of the 
young sovereign Alexios 11 'as Hercules had to Theseus' and protected him from the 
evil clutches of the usurper Andronikos! 205 Michael Choniates presents Alexios as the 
third Alexios to be emperor from the Komnenian line and stress his role as the 
protector of Komnenian rights to the Byzantine throne against all other rivals in 
199 Macrides, 'Megas Komnenos', p. 242-43. 
200 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. I 
201 Orationes et epistulae, p. 40/22-23: ý&yac CtýTOKPCtTWP &EtVOC, 0 jidXXov 6LCt TO 
"YEOOC " TýV KXýGLV T6 OCW'VVýLOV KXTjPWCT%LEVO(;. a LCTTOITpaeL6V [IE 71 t 
2 OP2 Macrides, 'From the Komnenoi to the Palaiologoi', p. 279. 
203 Nik. Chon. p. 459/54-56. Emperors, who in the past had assumed the reins of power by force, for 
example John Tzimiskes, had attempted to erase all official traces of their predecessors. See discussion 
in K. Bourdara, 'Quelques cas de damnatio memoriae A 1'6poque de la dynastie mac6donienne (867- 
1056), Resumis des communications A XVI congrýs international d' &udes byzantines, J6B 32/33 
(1982), pp. 33746. 
a EVOIX GOL 1TPOGýKWV, p. 57/9: 
204 Orationes et epistulae, p. 40/21: 6 'Y'P 
k 'Y' 0 1TPOk TTCtTPO'C (YOL 
OEZOC. 
205 Orationes et epistulae, p. 58/12-14: dXX krajiývwv pa(TLXEI TrPOU'YEVEt (ýC T(ý 911(YE-CHPCIKXýC 
8aa Kal ELC q'it6OV CTT611LOV E'pvXav&c Týv'AV6POV'KOV 'Y&W E, 0 C1 vL KC[TaCTI)P'VTL Kal TraO'VTL T' 
of OLKLCFTa. 
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power. 206 Seen from within this context, it is understandable why Niketas who was 
writing at the court of 'the third Alexios Komnenos', was obligated, not to say 
coerced, to protect the honour and dignity of the imperial family, which as we shall 
see included not only the emperors themselves, but also their relatives, and indeed all 
those who carried the celebrated name. 
A case in point is the usurper Andronikos I Komnenos. The most striking 
omissions in Niketas' discussion of the reign in the b-text concern the murders of 
Maria, daughter of Manuel Komnenos, and her husband Renier-John of Montferrat 
(1183), 207 along with that of the young sovereign Alexios 11 (1183). 
208 Concerning the 
deaths of Maria and Renier, a comparison of the two texts is most revealing (259/37- 
260/50): 
After a few days had passed the daughter of 
Emperor Manuel, Maria the kaisarissa, 
departed the land of the living, having been 
poisoned, and as was rumoured the drug 
was not one that brought immediate death, 
but one that slowly drained life unhurriedly. 
Not long after, her husband, the caesar, 
followed. As was said, he did not die a 
natural death either, but one wine cup that 
When he [Andronikos] had established his 
tyranny, it was not noticed at first that he 
was a deadly poisoner. After a few days had 
passed, it was said by everyone (if it is true, 
I do not know: add. APW) that he was an 
expert in mixing lethal potions and the first 
to take the fatal descent to Hades was the 
kaisarissa Maria, Emperor Manuel's 
daughter, who more than anyone had 
terminated life was ordained to utterly 
destroy the eminent borne (=b). 209 
desired to see Andronikos' return to his 
country. By expedient promises he 
corrupted a certain eunuch named 
206 Michael Choniates, I, p. 318/1-4, and Lampros' comments, II, p. 525. In the thirteenth century, the 
ruler of the separatist state of Epiros, Theodore Komnenos Angelos Doukas never used the surname 
Angelos on coins or on his signature, but preferred that of Komnenos or Doukas. Similarly, Theodore I 
Laskaris, founder of the empire of Nicaea is called Komnenos on documents and coins after 1204. And 
of course, the rulers of Trebizond, descendants of Andronikos I Komnenos would be referred to as 
'Grand Komnenoi. ' See Macrides, 'Megas Komnenos', pp. 243,244, n. 1. 
207 The exact date of the murders cannot be established. According to Jurewic, Andronikos I 
Komnenos, p. 134, they occurred in July 1183, while Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, pp. 327- 
28, places them before the expulsion of Maria-Xene from the palace and the ensuing conspiracy of the 
Angeloi, which happened at a date no later than the spring of 1183. 
208 For Andronikos' motivation see Lilie, 'Des Kaisers Macht', pp. 93. 
209 
IJJIEP(ýV & TLVWV &(IXEMOVG(ýV tý dv6pcL)Trwv 'YLVETCtL ý TOD P(10*LXEW1; MCWOVýx el)-Yd 71 (ITTIP 
Mapla ý KCtL(TdPL(T(ja ýapýL(ZKW &aýOapdcrct, (k 116ETO, 
411)(IL 8E TO' 811XTI 'PLOV Ol') T(ýV TTI 
aa TW-V KaTet PPCLXI') TrGtPC1TLeE[1EVWV 6CtVCtTCL) KQL uTrEýcry'VTCOV TOD lal)TIKa 0aVaTOi)VTWV, 'XV 0 
CýV CFXOXaL6TEPOV. Oý 1TOXtk 6 ýV [IEGW, KaLPO(; KCtL T(ý CLV'TT-I(; [IOP(P K(1'L 0 TC1VT1, j 
Cy 'YOC Kaicyap ýTMKOXOiOqCTE. TrXýV Oilý Ot 04; ýVCTLK-' W*YETO TEXEI)TdV, V(V UT wi; dtXXC't KVXLý 
ETEK[ta(PETO, ýL[Ct CWýC KaTEVV(ZCrTPL(X 
81'JO %1CtVPWCTCtL TEKV(1 TrL67TOC. For a philological 
commentary of this passage see Pontani, Commentary to Narrazione cronologica, 11, p. 598, n. 236. 
For poisoning in Byzantium see: 1. Laskaratos, K6AIKEI; ((Wýi; Ka-revv6cuTpiai. IGTOPIKý Kai iaTpIKý 
7rpo , jo77 oT,,; c5,7Aqripi6o-Ei,; rqqPvCavrivýq 7mp166ov, Athens 1994, esp. pp. 256-63. OM 
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Pterygonites, who was in the senice of 
Manuel before he attended Maria. 
Andronikos ordered him to pour the drug 
into her cup. It was not one that brought 
immediate death, but one that slowly 
drained life unhurriedly. Not long after, the 
woman's husband followed and as was said, 
he did not die a natural death either. 
Andronikos was dubbed a man-slayer by 
everyone and one wine cup that terminated 
life was ordained to utterly destroy the 
eminent borne (=VA). 
The discrepancy between the two versions lies not so much in 'what' 
happened, for it is clear that Maria and her husband were murdered, but 'how' it 
happened. We may justifiably wonder why Niketas should have concealed the 
culpability of Andronikos in the b-text. It is significant to note that as the process of 
revision progressed he became more forthright: in APW he expresses doubt as to 
whether these rumours were true, which is then removed in V. 210 It is likely that the 
historian did not have first-hand knowledge of these events and that he had indeed 
heard the rumours bruited about in Constantinople. It is almost certain that he himself 
believed these rumours to be true, considering Adronikos' overall stance towards his 
rivals, and particularly those within the Komnenian family. But it is less clear why he 
did not implicate Andronikos in version b, and conversely why he did so 
subsequently. 
Niketas' version of events concerning the role of Andronikos in the 
assassination of the young Alexios 11 is even more perplexing, when we consider that 
Eustathios of Thessaloniki openly names Andronikos as the murderer. 
211 Although 
Niketas tells us that Andronikos wished to dispose of Alexios - EKTT06C\ov -YC[p 
OEGOCR TO'V PGOLVCL POVX-qOE\LCAXEýLOV- he tells us that the ultimate decision was 
taken by an assembly, which by official judgment passed a death sentence on the 
210 Since Niketas is our only source for the murders of Maria the kaisarissa and Renier-John, most 
historians have taken him at his word. Besides, it is hardly plausible that these two important members 
of the imperial family simply vanished from the historical scene, especially when they represented 
such a serious threat to Andronikos. 
21 1 Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 53. 
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emperor. 212 The names of the murderers of the young Alexios, Stephanos 
Hagiochristophorites, Constantine Tripsychos and Theodore Dadibrenos, are passed 
over in silence in the b-text. 213 In the a-text, Niketas not only gives us the names of 
the murderers, but also tells us that they were all close collaborators of Andronikos. 214 
That the historian displayed a certain degree of hesitation in outright naming 
Andronikos as the murderer can be demonstrated by two more omissions in the b- 
text. During his coronation, Andronikos proclaimed that the only reason he wanted to 
rule was to assist the young Alexios - the one whom he strangled a few days later and 
cast into the bottom of the sea - or so the addition goes in VAPW. 215 Later in the text, 
we find Alexios III attempting to persuade the people of Melangeia that the rebel who 
had assumed the name of Alexios could not be the son of Manuel Komnenos because 
the real Alexios was put to death by Andronikos long ago. This is nowhere mentioned 
in version b . 
216 But why would Niketas play down the role of the publicly-proclaimed 
tyrant Andronikos in the murder of the legitimate heir to the throne in version b? 
First of all, it seems that public reaction to these events was rather limited, if 
there was any at all. Our contemporary sources do not devote much space to them, 
and Michael Choniates goes so far as to almost condone Andronikos' actions in his 
speech to the praetor Drimys (appointed to Hellas by the same emperor) . 
217 Niketas' 
own depictions of Maria and Alexios are far from positive: Alexios is portrayed as a 
weak, frivolous, and ignorant child, 218 while Maria comes across as an aggressive and 
reckless woman, who was obsessively jealous of her step-mother. 219 Finally, 
Eustathios expresses grief at the murder of Alexios, but adds that Adronikos could 
have redeemed himself had he stopped with the murder of the emperor! 220 At the time 
Niketas was writing the original version in the late 1190s/early 1200s almost twenty 
years had passed from these events, yet he is still relatively silent. Moreover, the mere 
212 Nik. Chon., p. 273/92-10. 
2 13 Nik. Chon., p. 273/13-14 om. b. 
214 Constantine Tripsychos and Theodore Dadibrenos will be discussed later on. The assassination of 
Alexios II is also mentioned in book 27 of the Panoplia Dogmatike, (ed. Eustratiades), p. Ka' For the 
date (before 10/14 September 1183) see E. Kislinger, 'Zur Chronologie der byzantinischen 
Thronweschel 1180-1185', J6B 1997, p. 197. 
215 Nik. Chon., p. 272/78-79 om. b. 
216 Nik. Chon., p. 462/51-53 om. b. This was Pseudo-Alexios IV, considered the most dangerous of all, 
who appeared in the region of Cilicia in July 1195. See Varzos, 11, pp. 476-80. 
217 Michael Choniates, I, p. 163 and Lampros' comments, II, p. 462. The metropolitan's attitude to the 
murder of Alexios II is rather different in the Monodia written for his brother, 1, p. 349. 218 Nik. Chon., p. 223/5-14. 
2 19 Nik. Chon., pp. 223/32-46,230/93-3,241/72-77. 
220 Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 53. 
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existence of four rebels in Asia Minor who took the name of Alexios 11 Komnenos 
reveals a certain ambiguity on the part of the Byzantines concerning the young 
emperor's fate. 221 
Niketas himself unconsciously gives us a glimpse into the delicate nature of 
the situation. While narrating the rebellion of a certain Pseudo-Alexios, 222 he tells us 
that when the news arrived in Constantinople that the rebel had acquired great fame 
in the cities along the Meander, 'those who frequented the imperial court and knew 
very well that Alexios, the son of Emperor Manuel had long ago departed this life, 
marvelled at these events, for they knew the facts. 223 It begins to appear as if silence 
was the official policy concerning the imperial family's murderous secrets, or as we 
saw earlier its incestuous affairs. As a member of the government, Niketas behaved 
and wrote accordingly. Andronikos may have been a usurper, but he was also a 
Komnenos. 
The case of Alexios Komnenos, protosebastos and protovestiarios, 224 the 
effective ruler of the state during the regency of the empress-mother Maria-Xene 
(1180-82), is an even more characteristic example of this attitude. Niketas' stance to 
this individual in the b-text is mostly one of indifference. The historian either 
overlooks or more likely, purposely plays down the role of Alexios in those troubled 
years following the death of Manuel I Komnenos. The protosebastos is merely 
presented as one more ambitious scion of the Komnenian family who had usurped 
power and as a result stood as chief adversary to other members of the great family, 
namely Maria the kaisarissa and Andronikos Komnenos, who in turn were attempting 
to seize the emperorship for themselves. 225 
All three are, to a lesser or greater extent, criticised on the same basis - for 
formenting a civil war because of their personal ambitions - while the whole episode 
221 See Varzos, 11, pp. 471-80; A. Savvides, Bv(avvv6cE'rauiaovK6c Kai AvrovopiovK6 Kivýpara oTa 
AcobcKi6w7aa Kai M MiKp6c Auia, 1189- c. 1249 ju. X Athens 1987, pp. 196-212. 
222 This was Pseudo-Alexios II, who rebelled in 1091. See Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, pp. 123- 
24; Varzos, 11,473-76. 
223 Historia, 421/61-65: aXXa KCtL TOtC KCMI TýV PCtGLXELOV Ctv'XýV 8LCtTPLPOVGL KCR EL8O(YL 
[idXa ETTL(TTCt[IEVWC wk 
'AXEýLOS 6 TOD PCtULVwc Trats Mctvoi)ýX TrCtXCXL TO'V PLOV dtTrOXEXOLTrE 
T6v avepw'TTLvov IELC 
eCtO[la ETIOETO, 'YL'YVW'CTKOVUL IIEV TCL 0'1)TC[. 
224 ForAJexios see Varzos, 11, pp. 189-218. 
225 For the arrangements of the regency regime see: 1. Medvedev, 'H O-UVO81Ký aiT6qa0-q T% 24 
MapTfov 1171 o); 0ýto; yta Tqv 6ta8oXý GTo ffi)ý6r., Tto', in Byzantium in the Twelfth Century, pp. 234- 
36. 
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is largely viewed as a Komnenian struggle for power. 226 )Vhat is of particular 
importance for us is that the role of Alexios in version b is more or less 
inconsequential, especially when compared to that of the anti-hero of these events, 
Andronikos, or even the unscrupulous Maria the kaisarissa. In the a-text, however, 
Alexios is singled out as the villain of the whole affair and comes under attack by the 
historian. Niketas first criticises Alexios on a personal level by exposing the rumour 
of his alleged sexual affair with the empress (224/33-36): 
The protosebastos and protovestiarios The protosebastos and protovestiarios, 
Alexios Kornnenos, who was a nephew of Alexios Komnenos, who was a nephew of 
emperor Manuel on his father's side, the emperor Manuel on his father's side, 
underhandedly won over the emperor's had sexual relations with the emperor's 
mother. (=APWb). 
227 
mother, as was said. (=V) . 
228 
The situation was viewed with a jaundiced eye by all those who feared that the 
protosebastos might depose the young Alexios and rule in his place. Niketas, 
however, stresses that those who objected the most to the protosebastos' unlawful 
regime were the 'blood relatives' of the young emperor, who had been made equal in 
power by Manuel Komnenos and were anxious lest their privileges and dignities be 
taken from them. 
229He thus continues (225/42-46): 
For the rumour was already bruited about For the rumour was already bruited about 
and shouted explicitly that Alexios was 
almost united to the emperor's mother and 
in accord with her, and that he had in mind 
and shouted explicitly that Alexios was 
having sexual relations with the emperor's 
mother, and that he had in mind to 
to overthrow the emperor, planning to 
mount the throne himself (=APb). 230 
overthrow the emperor, planning to mount 
both mother and throne himself (=V). 
226 For these events see: Cognasso, 'Partiti politici', pp. 213-29; Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, 
pp. 31-41; Varzos, 1, pp. 542-47 and II, pp. 203-18; Lilie, 'Des Kaisers Macht', p. 85ff, Magdalino, 
Manuel Komnenos, pp. 224-25; Angold, Byzantine Empire, pp. 295-96. 
227 TýV 
f TOD lTaL66C KaL PaCYLXEW(; [ITITEpa vTrOTrOL7j(7a[LEVOV. 
228 Tý TOD TraL86C KaL PaCTLXEWC JITITPL TrXn(7LdCOVTOC, WC 
AE'YETO. 
229 Nik. Chon., pp. 224/36-225/41. For the factions at court see discussions in Cognasso, 'Partiti 
Folitici', pp. 213-29; Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 217-27. 
w671 *yap Tj ýýJITJ XdXOC 
ýV Kal 6Lapp '8TIV KpaVYaCOVCTa (ý(; 'AXEýLoc Tý TOD [ITITPL 30 TI T) 
Pa(jLXewC CV'[1ýVTOC ýILKPOD Kal a-qtTrvot)(; 'YEV6[IEVOC Kal KaOEXEýI) ý1ý1) CtbT'V Tý(; 
90 
PaGLXEia(; 
EV V(ý TWETaL, EaVT6V 
8' EITLPýTOPCX TaýTTJC, OEGOCR (YKETrTETaL. 
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It is clear from the above quoted passages that although Niketas is alluding to 
the affair between Maria-Xene and Alexios in version b, he never states this outright. 
Only in the final version (=V) are the rumours of the sexual affair made explicit. The 
alleged affair is also mentioned by Eustathios, who claims that Maria-Xene had many 
lovers and that Alexios succeeded in outstripping his rivals for her affection with the 
ultimate aim of winning the throne. 231 William of Tyre, obviously drawing on 
Byzantine accounts, also relates the rumours concerning the liaison between the 
empress and Alexios. 232 
Having related openly the illicit affair, Niketas continues the revision of his 
discussion of Alexios by adding a series of damaging character depictions of the 
protosebastos in version a. Let us look at three examples. The first describes Alexios' 
general behaviour (229/67-70): 
The protosebastos Alexios, for whom power 
was second nature and who had great 
The protosebastos Alexios became 
exceedingly furious, relying on his own 
influence over the empress, was at variance power and his great influence over the 
with the majority of his blood relatives and empress, he was like a serpent who had been 
consequently forced the administration of fed on many evil herbs and was terrible to 
233 the state into his own hands (=b). look at (=V). 
In another instance Niketas tells us that Alexios wished to depose the 
patriarch Theodosios Boradiotes (1178-83) because he had given asylum to Maria the 
kaisarissa and her supporters when she revolted (118 1), but failed in his resolution 
because he could not find justification and because the empress along with most of 
her relatives opposed the action. He then added the following in the a-text (242/16-18 
om. b): 'So, against his will, the crooked serpent ceased his spiral movements and 
swallowed again the venom which he had prepared to vomit all over the saint. 234 
23 1 Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, pp. 20-22. 
232 William of Tyre, II, p. 462. It should be noted that unlike Niketas, our other sources emphasise the 
alleged affair as well as the pro-Latin policies of the regency regime. See Eustathios of Thessaloniki, 
The Capture of Thessaloniki, pp. 31,35; Michael Choniates, 1, pp. 163-64. Modem historians have 
rejected this analysis, recognising that these accusations were mostly levelled against Alexios and 
Maria by political foes for the purposes of propaganda. See discussions in: Magdalino, Manuel 
Komnenos, pp. 224-25; Garland, 'Morality versus Politics', pp. 272-86. 
233 o& TrPWTOUEPaGT6C 'AXEýLO(; To 
181W ýVGLOýýLEVO(; KP(ITEL K(1'L Tý TrCtP(161)V(1(7TELq TýC 
W CIL W Tr N 6E9TTO(VflC KaTaXp '[1EVOC, 6L(1(JTa9La(OVýaC 
JXE T(ýV "ýLCITOC EKE[V XIF[CYTOIX K(XL 
ýL&XLGO' 0"TL TýV 8XWV 
8LOI"CYLV k E'aUT6V ýPLC'LCETO. 
234 dK(L)V ObV 6 19KOXL6(Z 4LC T6V 
A(ýEWV dTTOGT(14; K(11 TO'V LOV CXAC KCtTE(JTr(XKW'C, O'V 
t[L1J[1EKEV(1L KaTa TOO &'Y(OV TrPO71TOL[laKEL. 
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Even more damaging is his next description, again added in the a-text (244/48-59 
om. Wb). Alexios, claims Niketas, was an effeminate dullard (yVVaV8pOC KI aL 
VTrovwOpoc) who wasted most of his day sleeping. He despised sunlight and thus 
darkened his bedroom with thick purple curtains, 'making the darkness his secret 
place' (CL1TOKPVP1)V ECIVTOý) T6 (76TOC TLOE'ýIEvoc), and 'revelling in the deeds of 
235 the night' (Ta [tEV VVKT6C E"P'YCL TPVý6V) . Finally, the historian provides us an 
overall evaluation of the situation once Andronikos had succeeded in removing 
Alexios from power (250/10-14): 
He [Alexios] had hands able to give battle Had he [Alexios] had hands able to give 
and fingers trained for war. Had he perhaps battle and fingers trained for war, and had 
been better prepared for war and utilised he not been a weak warrior and stammerer 
greater might, he could have barred who spent half the day snoring, he could 
Andronikos' entry into the city and thus have barred Andronikos' entry into the city 
protected himself from the evil of that time and thus protected himself from the evil of 
236 that time (=V). 
It is of interest to note that Niketas' judgment of the man in the b-text is 
largely in line with that of Eustathios, who does not accord Alexios a significant role 
in those days . 
237 However, the historian's portrayal of Alexios in the a-text is almost 
an exaggeration of the avaricious, niggardly and lustful character that we read of in 
the account of William of Tyre. 238 In addressing the reasons for this discrepancy we 
should turn to the public perception of Alexios and Maria-Xene at the time of the 
original composition. Alexios was the younger son of Manuel's elder brother 
Andronikos. His birth was celebrated in a panegyric poem written by Theodore 
Prodromos. 239 He became a favourite of Manuel after the death of his elder brother 
235 Nik. Chon., p. 244/48-59 om. Wb. 
236 jX6 [IýV OIN Tac X6PCtC EiC TrCtPdTCtýW 'LKCLV(IC KCtL 
% 
TOI'X 8CtKTI)XOI)C iTpO%C TrOXEýjoj) 
ý&818GXTO* TUYUK 8' &V Kal TrXEIOVL TrOXE1101) 1TCtPCtO'KEI)Ij KCR bpjlý 0'ýUTEPqt XPTjCTa'jIEPOC T(ý 
T 'AV8POV(K(P TýV TýV Tr6XLV TTCLP080V 
dtlTETEIXLGE KCR ýCLVTO'V (! TrELPCITOV &EýUXC(ýE TOU E 
EýEUT6TOC KCtKOU-. 
23 According to Eustathios of Thessaloniki, Alexios was second-in-command to the empress: The 
Capture of Thessaloniki, pp. 21,27. 
238 William of Tyre, II, pp. 462-63: 'Although, like all Greeks, he was extremely effeminate and 
completely given over to the lustful sins of the flesh, yet he was avaricious and sparing of the imperial 
treasure, as if he had earned it by himself with the sweat of his brow'. And later on: 'his attitude, 
moreover, was one of extreme haughtiness; he regarded no one as superior to himself but managed 
everything according to his own wishes without consulting the other lords. He seemed to care nothing 
for the rest, although they were magnificent men of rank quite equal to his own., 
239 Theodoros Prodromos, historische Gedichte, W. Mrander (ed. ), Vienna 1974, pp. 409- 10. 
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John in the battle of Myriokephalon (1176) and was entrusted by the emperor to carry 
out important diplomatic missions to the west, while at the same time he enjoyed the 
highest dignities at court . 
240 As protosebastos he was the most senior of the sebastoi, 
and as protovestiarios he was titular head of the imperial household. In fact, from a 
variety of sources we are left with the impression that Alexios was in fact held in 
great esteem due to his epithet and the privileged status that came with it. 
In the b-text Niketas himself pays lip-service to this attitude by describing 
Alexios in terms of his illustrious family and good fortune . 
241 Eustathios corroborates 
Niketas' picture by telling us that the removal of Alexios was due primarily to the 
jealousy and resentment of the rest of the members of the Kornnenoi. Finally, 
Michael Choniates indicates that although Alexios had the greatest of fortunes 
bestowed upon him, only because of his lack of respect (an obvious allusion to the 
242 relationship with empress), was he punished . Why should Alexios 
be portrayed in 
such mild terms by contemporary writers? Foremost, because as the grandson of John 
II Komnenos he belonged to the 'immense and great tree of the Komnenoi' as the 
court poet Prodromos put it. 243 Indeed, as one scholar has acutely observed 'the 
Komnenian system made imperial relatives almost as immune from criticism as the 
emperor himself 244 It is not after all coincidental that more than a century after the 
events, Skoutariotes complained about Alexios' ill treatment in captivity and 
condemned his guards for not taking into account his Komnenian lineage. 245 
Moreover, Alexios' 'tyrannical reign', whatever its shortcomings, was replaced by 
something even worse, and Andronikos, unlike Alexios was not content with 
tunofficial' power, but usurped the throne and established his own regime. 
This was widely recognised in the last decade of the twelfth century, and only 
the accession of the Angeloi put an end to what had become Andronikos' despised 
tyrannical regime. Niketas' own orations relate the common sentiments against the 
tyrant Andronikos, who is most conveniently held responsible for all the evils that 
116 befell the Byzantine Empire following the death of Manuel Komnenos. These 
sentiments are nowhere more pronounced than in Michael Choniates' speech to 
240 Varzos, II, pp. 197-99. 
241 Nik. Chon., p. 249/87 PWb. This information is omitted in the a-text. 
242 Michael Choniates, I. p. 163: Kal 611 0ELa 0V ý'ýOV ý "ýLO TraPet XpýýLa KCXIL 8E8WKE 6LK11V 
KaTdXX11XOV 
61C Trap' &ýIav E-rrELpa 7XLKODTOV PaCTLXELaC KaXXOC KaL CTI)X'CTELV " 
243 Theodore Prodromos, historische Gedichte, p. 406. 
WETO. 
244 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. 465. 
245 Skoutariotes, p. 320. 
246 Orationes et epistulae, pp. 38/11-39/14,88/34,90/15-16. 
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Isaakios Angelos, where the new emperor was seen as the benefactor of his people 
because he saved them from the awful clutches of tyranny, while Andronikos was 
'the instigator of all the tragedies that befell us. ' 247 
The revised text relates the public perception of Alexios at the time of his fall 
from power, whether this was accurate or not. At that time, rumours broadcasting the 
worthlessness of Alexios were circulated far and wide by his political enemies. 248 
That these sentiments reached the ears of William of Tyre in Syria is suggestive of 
the atmosphere of political intrigue in Constantinople and the vast amounts of 
propaganda that it generated. Niketas relates these in the a-text, and more 
importantly, as we have seen, alters his testimony concerning Alexios' stand against 
Andronikos, first by telling us that the protosebastos was an able and worthy 
adversary and then that he was an indolent coward. We are thus inclined to believe 
that Niketas' portrait of Alexios in the b-text was in line with the official perception 
prevalent in the late twelfth century; it was the despised tyrant Andronikos and not 
Alexios who was responsible for the evils of the time. In turn the portrait of the 
worthless Alexios in the a-text, was largely shaped by the propaganda circulated by 
the opposition, and perhaps had something to do with Niketas' own desire to argue 
the disastrous rule of the Komnenoi. Characteristic of the author's opinion in the a- 
text are the following lines: 'whenever they [the Komnenoi] attempted to seize and 
rule over our public affairs, they were the most unfit, useless and stupid of men'. 249 
While other historians focused on sexual misconduct, or the threat of the Latins, 
Niketas placed emphasis on the character faults, shortcomings and ultimate failure of 
the Komnenos in charge. 
Equally significant in tracing Niketas' attitude towards the Komnenoi is the 
episode concerning the acclamation of the astrologer Alexios Kontostephanos by a 
popular faction, which contested the accession of Alexios III in 1195. In relating this 
episode in the b-text, Niketas simply tells us that while Euphrosyne was being 
escorted to the imperial palace, a 'vulgar' and 'promiscuous' faction gathered in 
Haghia Sophia and acclaimed Kontostephanos emperor. The pretender was arrested 
almost immediately and the incident ended without further complications. In the a- 
text, the author adds that the faction supporting Kontostephanos voiced the opinion 
247 Michael Choniates I, p. 239/15 and also 210,212,226-27. 
248Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 31 
249Nik. Chon., p. 529/29-31 om. b. 
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250 that they were fed up with the rule of the Komnenoi . Whether this opinion was 
in 
fact voiced by the faction or in reality expressed Niketas' personal thoughts is not 
particularly relevant for our purposes at this point. What is important is that this 
'public' derision of the Komnenoi only appears in version a. 251 
Niketas' cautious attitude to the Komnenoi in the b-text can be further 
confirmed by a number of seemingly curious omissions in his discussion of the reign 
of Isaakios 11 Angelos. These concern the uprisings of certain members of the 
Komnenian family, namely Isaakios Komnenos, an anonymous Komnenos, 
Constantine Tatikios, Andronikos Komnenos, Alexios Komnenos and another 
anonymous Komnenos. 252 Isaakios Komnenos had escaped from prison and entered 
Aghia Sophia in the hope that people would rally to his cause. He was apprehended 
and later died under torture. 253 Constantine Tatikios, whose family was related to the 
Komnenoi by affinity, had hidden 500 of his followers within the city, but was seized 
and blinded. Another Komnenos, whom Niketas refuses to name, followed the same 
course as the others, but was arrested and blinded. These unsuccessful attempts at 
usurpation were carried out between the years 1191-93.254 They were altogether 
omitted in the b-text. 
Moreover, although Niketas refers to the dangerous rebellion of the dux of 
Thessaloniki, Andronikos Komnenos, 255 he refuses to provide us with detailed 
information about the episode in version b, which is subsequently recorded in almost 
minute detail in version a. 256 Andronikos' accomplice on this occasion was Alexios, 
the illegitimate son of Manuel 1.257 The rebellion of the son of the aforementioned 
Andronikos is altogether omitted in the b-text. 258 Finally, the dangerous insurrection 
250 Nik. Chon., p. 456/68-69 om. b. 
251 It cannot, however, be coincidental that anonymous and eponymous characters in the Historia 
criticise the Komnenoi for the same vices and errors in policy as Niketas does directly at other times. 
On this point, see also the remarks of J. N. Ljubarskij, 'Byzantine irony. The example of Niketas 
Choniates', in Byzantium Matures: Choices, sensitivities, and modes of expression (eleventh to 
fifteenth centuries), ed. C. Angelidi, Athens 2004, pp. 297-298. 
252 See Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, pp. 12-28; Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, pp. 84-85; 
Th. Vlachos, 'AufstAnde Verschw6rungen wdhrend der Komnenenzeit. Isaakios II. Angelos (1185- 
1195)', Bv( 6 (1974), pp. 155-67; K. Bourdara, 'To &yKkilga icaOoat6am); icaTa r1jv 7[F-pio8o Tjjq 
DautWa; Tow AyytX(j)V', Ev Tipai Ao. Tpiavra(pv; Aoro6Aov (2000), pp. 437-64. 
253 For this individual see: Varzos, II, pp. 507-11. 
254 Nik. Chon., p. 423/8-20 om. b. 
255 VarZoS, 11, pp. 83-85. 
256 Nik. Chon., pp. 425/57-68 om. b. 
257 Varzos, II, pp. 481-96. 
258 Nik. Chon., p. 428/51-62. 
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of Michael Doukas (Komnenos AngeloS), 259 the son of Alexios III's paternal uncle, 
the sebastokrator John Doukas, and his subsequent defection to the sultan of Ikonion, 
Rukn al-Din was the source of major troubles in the eastern cities along the Meander 
around year 1200 . 
260 This important incident is once again omitted in the b-text. 
These series of omissions beg the question why. It was certainly not because 
Niketas, wished to safeguard Isaakios from any bad press. Niketas, was not protecting 
the emperor but the Komnenian rebels themselves. The historian had no qualms about 
relating the rebellions of Alexios Branas, Theodore Mangaphas or Constantine 
Aspietes. 261 But he exercised constraint when relating disturbances caused by the 
Komnenoi. As these movements were carried out in Constantinople in the early 
1190s, it is hardly plausible that Niketas was unaware of their taking place at the 
time. As Niketas protected Andronikos I Komnenos and Alexios Komnenos, the 
protosebastos and protovestiarios, so he protected these scions of the Komnenoi in 
the b-text. He did so because he was writing at the court of Alexios III Komnenos. 
Indeed, the historian's discussion of this emperor's reign is the key to understanding 
the differences between the versions of the Historia. It is thus only fitting that we 
examine it in detail. 
Alexios III Angelos 
The coup d'6tat of 8 April 1195 brought to the throne of Byzantium Alexios 
III AngeloS. 262 Niketas' account of the reign as it appears in the b-text represents a 
carefully-worked piece of imperial propaganda, while in the a-text it is merely a 
reflection of the bad statesmanship, deficient government and poor administration 
that led to the collapse of the empire. The astonishing difference between versions b 
and a specifically in the discussion of the reign of Alexios III becomes 
understandable if we assume that when Niketas was writing the original version at the 
259 Michael was of course the creator of the separatist state of Epiros, which he ruled from 1205-ca. 
1215, when he was assassinated. See Varzos, II, pp. 669-89. 
260 Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, p. 134; A. Savvides, 'Suleyman Shah of Rfun, Byzantium, 
Cilician Armenia and Georgia (A. D. 1197-1204)', Byz 73 (2003), p. 105 ff. 
261 Nik. Chon., pp. 377-88,399401,428. 
262 For an assessment of Alexios in the literature see: Brand, Byzantium Con onts the West, pp. 113- , 
fr 
57; G. Ostrogorsky, History of the Byzantine State, New Brunswick-New Jersey 1969, pp. 408-17; 
Varzos, II, pp. 727-801; 1. Karayannopoulos, Io-ropia Bv(av-vvo6 KpdTovg, 111, Thessaloniki 1981 
(repr. 1991), pp. 311-49; ODB, 1, pp. 64-65; EI7AIBA 1, pp. 23740; E. Chaldeou, 'Byzantine Alexius 
III (1195-1203) as viewed in Choniates's History', Apto, 76p,, 77ov V003 (I I July 2000), pp. 1- 12. 
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263 
court of the very same emperor, he was recording events virtually as they occurred . 
As a consequence the historian's discussion of the reign as it is appears in the b-text 
appears to have been written under the auspices of the imperial circle to which our 
author belonged. 264 
If rhetoric in the form of panegyric played an important role in broadcasting 
the official imperial image, so could state-sponsored historical writing. 265 If orators 
were largely responsible for conveying the 'official' versions of events, so were 
contemporary historians - those whom one modem scholar has accurately 
characterised as 'mouth-pieces of Constantinople'. 266 Indeed, the propagandistic tone 
of Niketas' original text is evident virtually from the beginning of Alexios' accession 
to the throne and more specifically, his murky path to power in 1195. A coup d'etat is 
always difficult to justify, but Byzantine historians had done remarkably well in 
promoting the legitimacy of unlawfully seized power in the past, and the persuasive 
Niketas is no exception. 267 In version b, the Emperor Isaakios sets out for his grand 
expedition against the Vlacho-Bulgarians in March of 1195, having taken along with 
him, his beloved brother, the sebastokrator Alexios and a number of distinguished 
representatives from the most influential aristocratic families in Byzantium. When the 
emperor arrived at Kypsella, he divided his forces and awaited the arrival of 
reinforcements. Then, the rebellious plot began to unfold (450/59-451/75): 
Many of the noble men, pretending to be 
displeased by the emperor's disregard and 
the unsuitable manner in which he governed 
common affairs (and ... affairs: and 
perceiving that changes in common affairs 
would contribute to their enrichment APW), 
(The emperor's brother, who for a long time 
waited to seize the throne, then brought to 
light that which was hidden in his soul and 
secretly kindled in his breast V). Setting out 
for the chase, the emperor, upon preparing to 
mount his horse, sent for his brother to join 
263 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCV. 
264 For the various outlets of imperial propaganda see Kazhdan, 'Certain Traits of Imperial 
Propaganda', pp. 13-27 with specific reference to Niketas; C. Chamberlain, 'The Theory and Practice 
of Imperial Panegyric in Michael Psellus: The Tension between History and Rhetoric', Byz 56 (1986), 
pp. 16-27. 55 For rhetoric see Hunger, Literatur, I, pp. 65-74; Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 413-89. 
266AhrWeiler, L'ideologie politique, p. 79. See also important discussions in N. C. Koutrakou, La 
propagande imperiale Byzantine: Persuasion et Reaction (VIffe-Xe si&les), Athens 1993, pp. 157-59 
and J. Shepard, 'The Uses of History in Byzantine Diplomacy: Observations and Comparisons', in 
Porphyrogenita: Essays on the History and Literature of Byzantium and the Latin east in Honour of 
Julian Chrysostomides, (eds. ), C. Dedrinos et al., Ashgate 2003, p. 103ff. 
267 See especially the exceedingly laudatory character of book V of Theophanes Continuatus, ed. 1. 
Bekker, CSHB, Bonn 1838 (on Basil 1,867-86); and Anna Komnene's version of her father's (Alexios 
1,1081-1118) accession to the throne: 1/2. 
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at that time brought to light that which was him and head for the green and flowery 
hidden in their souls and secretly kindled 
within their breasts. Setting out for the 
chase, the emperor, upon preparing to 
mount his horse, sent for his brother to Join 
him and head for the green and flowery 
fields of that place. Alexios refused to 
fields of that place. Alexios, who was 
preparing to carry out the task at hand, 
refused to follow, saying that he was being 
prepared to have a vein cut for bleeding, and 
pretended to be ill. So, Isaakios set out alone 
for the matter at hand. Observing that his 
follow, alleging that he was being prepared brother had advanced three stades from the 
to have a vein cut for bleeding. Those who tent, Alexios, along with his closest friends 
shared the plot with Alexios, frauds, who had arranged and conspired with him, 
pestilent and unstable men, crowded into the entered the imperial pavilion. These were: 
tent, and when they observed that Isaakios 
had advanced some three stades, they 
pretended to seize Alexios, lead him to the 
imperial tent and proclaim him emperor 
(=b). 268 
Theodore Branas, George Palaiologos, John 
Petraliphas, Constantine Raoul, Manuel 
Kantakouzenos, and many other perverse and 
unstable men who were related to the 
emperor, and the common herd, who for a 
long time had roamed through the 
banqueting hall of the sebastokrator and 
rejoiced at the change about to take place 
(=V). 
In this way ends Niketas' narration of the successful coup. The opening lines of the 
first book dedicated to the new emperor are more revealing (453/3 ff. ): 
In such a manner Isaakios Angelos was 
removed from the throne, not by the 
In such a manner Isaakios Angelos was 
removed from the throne and easily divested 
judgement of his brother but by force, as of power. He was deprived of his sight by 
was said, and by the tumultuous concourse those whom he imagined led him by the 
of the whole army who had their swords hand as though they were his own eyes. For 
drawn against him and threatened to kill him what could be closer or more genuine than a 
268 
T6V 8ý EV TEyov6TWV (TVXVO'L Tý dtKO[ILUTLCt , 
TOD KpCtTODVTOC 8VGXEPCl[VELV TrXCtTTOIIEI)OL 
T6V ELK6Ta X6, yOV TCt KOLVG't 8LOLKdG6CtL Trpa'yýlCtTC1 N KaL To jlý KCtTa (KCIL ... Trpd'yjlCtTCt: EiITEiV 
6ý KCtl T&C 11EMPOXCIC TCOV Trpa'YýL(ITWV KCITCI TroXv avýLpaXqibctc CtýTOi(; EC XPT1ý1CITLC7ý1.6V 
ýVXý K(X% KCtTaV0ý9al)TEc APW) T6TE TC't VTro6E8VK6TCl Tý L 
iMOOCA76ýIEVCt TOD aTý601)(; 
dtVCt[ITIPVOVTEC EIC 06(; TrpoývEYKCW. TOIVVV 6 ýLýV abTOKpaTCL)p E'L(; KI)nyE'CFLOV bpýITJOEIL(; KCtL 
Trp6C To E'OUr-rroc E: LVaL 'YLV6[IEVOO; [LET-rrE'[ITrETO Kal T6V dt8EXOO'V (TI)VECLEV % aL L OL KCtL 
GI)V8LaXV"VaL KaTa T6V EK69E TT681WV TC%L Trow'871 KCIIL dVOTlpd' 68' ETRUTTE(yeaL OL 
dtTTEETTCtTO, ITP61; GXdGLV 01\EP6(; ETOLýia(T"VCIL (YKTJýdýIEVO(;. OIL 8E TOD GKEýL[IC(TOC 
KOLVWVODVTEi; T(Z 'AXEý[W, XOL[IOL KCIIL KVPOL Kal EVwpLlTOL Kal (YKTI"4; Ea 'Y'IIOVTE(; MpwTra (ý(YEL 
(jTa8[OViC TpEtC T6V PCICTLXEC( lTpci(6VTa L80VTEC (TINCIPIT(ICOUMV ELpWVLK6C TO'V 'AVýLOV KCLI 
EIC Týv pag(XELOV G"VýV TODTOV Eicya'YOWL KCIL ava-YOPEOV(YLv abTOKPaTOpa. (APW offer a 
mixture of the two versions). 
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269 if he did not accept the emperorship (=b) . beloved brother? If water drowns us, what 
shall we men drink? And if our parts are 
armed against each other, how can they be 
brought together so that we may live? (=a). 
The principal difference between the two versions is to be found in the role 
assigned to Alexios in the removal of Isaakios Angelos from the throne. In the b-text, 
Alexios is made to appear as the nominee of a group of discontented aristocrats who 
is actually threatened with the penalty of death should he refuse to accept the 
emperorship. In the a-text, Alexios assumes the role of the instigator of the plot and 
what is more, the discontented faction of aristocrats that supported him is named, and 
in certain versions provided with a clear motive for the coup. Later writers, such as 
Theodore Skoutariotes and Niketas' own paraphrast follow the version the coup as it 
appears in the b-text, laying the responsibility squarely on the shoulders of the 
aristocracy. 270 It is significant that this group is given a prominent role in modem 
accounts as well, and one historian has gone so far as to view the coup as 'une 
victoire de Paristocratie occidentale. ' 271 
While it is clear that Alexios could not have acted alone, it is debatable 
whether he in fact instigated the plot, or was simply the natural focus of disaffection 
by reason of his relation to Isaakios. Alexios' subsequent fame for the 'mildness of 
his rule 272 and the satirical epithet 'Bambacoravdos' (literally the one who carries a 
rod of cotton) applied to his person would suggest that he was not the kind of 
269 100 (1 a Ka T6v6E [LýV T6V TP'TrOV ' "A-y-yEXoc 'I(ya'KLO(; Tý(; 'PXýC KCtTa(TTP'ýETaL, 0' -YV4L1, I 
[LdXXOV TOD at)TG&Xý01) ý p(qt, (ý ý&TO, K(I'L (TVV8P%tý TrCtVTO'C TOD (TTP(ITEV[iC1TOC, KCLT 11 WC 11 
aI)TOD (TTr(X(J%LEVWV T(ýV TrOXX(ýV T(X ýIýTj K(XI 8LTITrELXTIK6TWV EKE[V(ý 0dV(ITOV, EL ýLý T-qV 
ap A 21 , XýV K=6'ýflTaL. 0 Nik. Chon., p. 453/3-5 B; Skoutariotes, pp. 412-14. The chronicler does not give us any names. 
According to Alberic de Trois-Fontaines, Chronica, ed. P. Scheffer-Boichorst, MGH, Scriptores 23, 
Hanover 1872, p. 870 (Engl. trans in A. J. Andrea, Contemporary Sources for the Fourth Crusade, 
Leiden 2000, p. 291) the co-conspirators of Alexios were Livemas [Theodore Branas], Nicholas 
[Nikolaos Kannabos? ], Morcuflus [Alexios Mourtzouphlos], Constantius [Constantine Raoul], 
Achanas, Peter of Navarre and Synagun Kartaginenisis [Manuel Kantakouzenos? ]. 
271 Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, pp. 440-46; Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, pp. 110-12; 
Varzos, II, p. 830; Angold, Byzantine Empire, p. 311. For the identity of Alexios' co-conspirators see: 
George Palaiologos, V. Laurent, 'Le G6n6alogie des premiers Pal6ologues' Byz 8 (1933), p. 148; John 
Petraliphas, Varzos, 11, p. 554, n. 20, Constantine Raoul, S. Fassoulakis, The Byzantine Family of 
Raoul-Ral(7)es, Athens 1973, pp. 13-14; Manuel Kantakouzenos, D. M. Nicol, The Byzantinefamily of 
Kantakouzenos (Cantacuzenus) c. 1100-1460. A genealogical andprosopographical study, Washington 
DC, 1968: Dumbarton Oaks Studies, 11, p. 9. Nicol mistakenly names Michael Kantakouzenos 
(possibly Manuel's brother) as the co-conspirator of Alexios. This error arose from the variant readings 
of Niketas 451/72: MLX(IýX: APW; MCWOVýX: V. 
272 Nik. Chon., pp. 547-548; Panoplia Dogmalike, (ed. S. Eustratiades), p. Kp'; Orationes et epistulae, 
pp. 55/35,56/7- 
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individual to sponsor such an endeavour. 273 However, this does not necessarily mean 
that Alexios was not guilty of plotting to remove his brother from the throne, but it 
would appear that version b is, nevertheless, misleading in that it attempts to absolve 
Alexios from any guilt. On the other hand, it seems that in attempting to rectify his 
'inaccuracies' in version a. Niketas perhaps went too far, probably in an effort to 
underline Alexios' treachery against his brother, or at least that much is suggested by 
his lamentation on the lack of fraternal love in version a. In fact, in version a, the 
coup sets a precedent for 'fratricide' that spreads far and wide, breeding corruption 
among the people and leading to widespread lawlessness in the Byzantine lands. 274 
Niketas narrates the eight-year reign of Alexios III Angelos in two books. 
Book I begins with Alexios' return to Constantinople and his subsequent coronation 
there. The narrative then follows the emperor's valiant struggle against a pseudo- 
Alexios in Asia Minor, the continuing menace of the Vlacho-Bulgarians, the threat of 
invasion by the German emperor Henry VI, and Alexios' dealings with the infamous 
Genoese pirate Gafforio and the Turks. The critical section on the internal 
administration of Alexios found in this first book is missing in version b. In book 11, 
the narrative concentrates on the emperor's successful efforts to crush the various 
rebellious movements in the Balkans as well as in the capital itself, and of course 
ends with the arrival of the Fourth Crusade and Alexios' ignominious flight from the 
capital in July 1203. Again, any reference to the internal affairs of the empire is 
completely missing in the b-text. 
In striking contrast, version a not only contains a host of supplementary 
information, but significantly expands on the information already offered in the b- 
text, and in most cases presents conspicuous alterations in the substance of the 
narration and more specifically on the emerging portrait of Alexios III as the ruler. As 
273 For Alexios' nickname Bqp, 8aKqod, 3877c-, see Nik. Chon., p. 453/1-2 add. W: Bct(YLXELC( 'AXEýLOU 
EEE E-YE C1 KC11 TOD Ko[iv-qvoD (18EXýOf) 'I 9aaK[OV TOD 'A-y-y'Xoi) 
'V T6ý10LC TPLCT[V & 'AVýLOC VTL 
Ba[1. PaKOPaP8-q(; ). Discussion in N. Bees, 'Bambacoratius', ein Beiname des Kaisers Alexios 111. 
Angelos (1195-1203)', BNJ 3 (1922), pp. 285-86. 
274 Nik. Chon., p. 453/3ff. It seems that Niketas was compelled to justify the legitimacy of Alexios' rule 
in his encomia dedicated to this emperor: Orationes el epistulae: pp. 56-58. Three of Niketas' orations 
to Alexios survive: no. 7 (pp. 53-68, ca. 1200), Alexios' campaigns against Ivanko in the west and the 
Turks in the east; no. 10 (pp. 10 1- 106, ca. 1200/0 1), Alexios returns from the east after his treaty with 
the sultan of Ikonion and the rebellion of John Komnenos 'the Fat'. (For the latter see exhaustive 
account in Nikolaos Mesarites, Die Palastrevolution des Johannes Komnenos, ed. A. Heisenberg, 
Programm des K6niglichen alten Gymnasiums zu Wdrzburg ffir das Studlenjahr 1906/1907, Wdrzburg 
1907); no. II (pp. 106-13,1202), Alexios' triumphant victories over Manuel Kamytzes, Drobomir 
Chrysos, loannitsa and Spyridonakes. For the dating and interpretation of Niketas' orations see van 
Dieten, Biographie, pp. 96-105,122-36. 
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we shall see, version b, although clearly lacking the panegyrical tone of Niketas' own 
orations to this emperor, is nevertheless quite favourable to the sovereign. On the 
other hand, version a can only be accurately described as an angry diatribe against the 
emperor and his collaborators, who are most conveniently held responsible for the fall 
of Constantinople in 1204. 
Niketas achieves this effect by emphasizing Alexios' failure to deal 
effectively with the multitude of encroaching enemies, his deceitful character and his 
manifest inability to control his rapacious relatives. Yet the fundamental difference 
between the two versions lies not so much in what happened, but rather in why and 
how it happened. An excellent example of the manner in which Niketas effortlessly 
manipulates the narration of events is offered by Alexios' actions immediately 
following his accession to power (454/21 ff. b; 45 5151-5 5 VAPW): 
Upon assuming the emperorship, Alexios [ ... ] Alexios allowed the troops to disband 
did not straightaway return to and return home for no reason and even 
Constantinople, but devoted himself to the though the Vlachs along with the Cumans 
western provinces, which were suffering were plundering everything before them. He 
because of Peter and Asan (=b). 275 himself did not hasten to return to 
Constantinople straightaway because as his 
brother had already been apprehended and 
blinded, he did not suspect any danger, and 
thus tarried in the stops along the way 
(=VAPW). 
Although it is clear that the emperor did not return to the capital immediately, his 
reason for doing this is left open to interpretation. In version b, the conscientious 
Alexios straightaway fulfils his duties as emperor, whereas in a, he dismisses the 
troops and returns to the capital at a leisurely pace. 
A more detailed and comprehensive episode is offered by the perilous 
insurrection of the Vlach military commander Drobomir Chrysos in 1196/97.276 
PaGLXEi)o*ac 8 AXEýLOC O1')K EWbc Týv [iE-yaX6TrOXLV EILGELULV, C'AX' Ctv'T6C ýJ'v t Ct E TO CK Td[ 
81)GLV TrpocyavEXEL iTpd*YýI(ICTL, 7TCt(YXOI)O*L KCtKWC Trapa TOD 
lTE'TPOV KCt'L (Xv. 
276 
TOD 'Aa' 
The rebellion of Drobomir Chrysos is also discussed by Niketas in his encomium to Alexios III: 
Orationes et epistulae, p. 108/13ff. See also the account of the court orator Nikephoros Chrysoberges, 
Nicephori Chrysobergae Ad Angelos orationes tres, ed. M. Treu, Programm des K6niglichen 
Friedrichs-Gymnasiums zu Breslau, 1892,11. Wissenschaftliche Abhandlung, Breslau 1892, pp. 19,21; 
For the literature: Brand, Byzantium Con/ronts the West, pp. 128-29; Hoffinann, Territorialstaaten, pp. 
47-50; Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, pp. 132,450-53. 
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Chrysos had been initially given the command of a mercenary unit of his 
compatriots, which fought for the Byzantine side against Peter and Asan. Later, he 
decided to cast off Byzantine authority, occupied the area around Strumnitsa, 
captured the virtually impregnable fortress of Prosakon overlooking the Vardar valley 
and was slowly carving himself a sizeable independent principality in southern 
Macedonia. The emperor led two expeditions against the rebel. The first campaign in 
the summer of 1196 lasted a mere two months and accomplished next to nothing. The 
second expedition in the spring of 1197 was not successful either, but it appears that 
the Byzantines did force Chrysos into some kind of an agreement. 277 Niketas 
altogether omits the first expedition in the b-text. 278 The second expedition is related 
in both versions (503/36 ff. ): 
Some believed that Prosakon should be Those among the Romans who were 
initially bypassed and that all the remaining 
towns should first be captured. For in this 
way the soldiery would be emboldened by 
their capture of easily subduable places and 
experienced in warfare, if there were any 
left at the time, and who were not ignorant 
of the features of the land, deemed it 
necessary and advised the emperor to 
gain booty from there. Chrysos, pressured by 
the compelling circumstances, might alter his 
plans for the better, either by surrendering or 
by despairing of his situation. The emperor 
decided to lead the army to conduct the war 
against Chrysos straightaway and 
bypass Prosakon and attack the remaining 
towns and villages loyal to Chrysos, and 
that only after they are captured should they 
go against Prosakon .... They recommended 
these things. The castrated chamberlains of 
the emperor, among whom the first was 
brandishing his spear, said: 'I believe that George Oinaiotes and his retinue of 
should he be captured, no one will be able to 
resist us in the ftiture. ' (=b) 279 
beardless manikins, fiercely opposed them. 
These old and clever attendants of the 
emperor convinced him to lead the army 
straightaway into Prosakon and conduct the 
war against Chrysos, and brandishing the 
spear, said: 'should he be captured, no one 
will be able to resist us in the future ... for 
277 D61ger-Wirth, Regesten, no. 1653. 
278 Nik. Chon., p. 487/56-75 om. b. 
279 1 EV(OLC ýIýV OýV'V E'66KEL TrapaXXC'tým T6v TTpO'GaKOV KCtL Ta' XoLTra' TrOXL(7ýLdTLC[ ýt TEXe 






CYTpdtTEV[la EV'OaPCYEGTEPOV Ta EUXELPWTa KaTCtGTPEýd[IEVOV TTp6TEPOV KCtL XE(CLI) kEtOEV 
TrEpLpaMýtEvov, KaL aVT6V 
6E T6V XPI)GOV TTl LCI TWV Trpay[ICITWV (! -Yxo[IEVOV 
w 
[lETaPOVXEVcTaa6a( TL XP71GT6TEPOI), 
M&Ta TOD a", yav 71 KaL aTroyv6VTCt T(ýV KC10' ClbTOV. 6 
6ý PaCYLXEV'C 60VW'PWC k T6V rfp6aaKOV dYELV EyVW'KEL TT'jV (JTPCITLaV Ka'L KaT' al')TOD TOD 
XpV'(YOV ýEPELV aVTLCt TC1 81TXa Kal T6 86pv 6La'YKWVLCECTOaL, (k E' OVTO(; 6X6(TETaL L 
'yVW[IC[T6WV, OV'K 9UTLV 8UTL(; k T6 Eýj(; dVTL97q'GETaL. 
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why should anyone remain for long in these 
barbaric and unpleasant lands for none or 
little gain when the Propontis is laden with 
figs, melons and other fruits planted by the 
hand of God in paradise and are now 
beginning to ripen? ... The emperor rode 
full 
speed ahead to Prosakon (=VAPW). 
The siege pressed on, but despite their perseverance, the Byzantines were not 
successful because the tools required for the demolition of the wall had not been 
supplied when needed. This was the fault of the officer in charge, a eunuch who was 
favoured by the emperor. 280 Thus Chrysos' army prevailed (506/26-507/59): 
In such a way did the Romans contend hotly 
on that day and disperse. The following day 
they came out for another encounter, but the 
barbarians, using stone-throwing machinery 
killed many by discharging the stones from 
on high successfully. During the night they 
let down from above empty wine jars made 
In such a way did the Romans contend hotly 
on that day and disperse. The following day 
they came out for another encounter... 
During the night the barbarians went 
unnoticed as they exited the fortress and 
destroyed the siege engines that the Romans 
had set up on those hills. The ffightened 
from twigs that sounded like drums, whose 
loud noise frightened the soldiers. But even 
though matters were such, Chrysos sued for 
troops of the night watch fled to the tent of 
the protovestiarios John. Alarmed at these 
happenings, the protovestiarios 
peace and asked the emperor to be allowed to straightaway leaped out from his bed, and 
keep Prosakon by his [the emperor's] quivering and fainting from fear, took to 
concession, on the condition that he should 
marry a woman of royal blood. The emperor 
accepted his proposals, left Prosakon and 
upon entering Constantinople sent a noble 
281 
woman to be the bride of Chrysos (=b). 
flight. They divided up the contents of the 
tent, in which were found the frog green 
buskins of the protovestiarios, and spent the 
entire night mocking and laughing at the 
Romans. Moreover, they let down from 
above empty wine jars made from twigs that 
sounded like drums, whose loud noise 
280 Nik. Chon., pp. 505/94-506/17. 
281 
KaT E'KE[VTIV [IE' vE 1) ct KCII 8LEVOTIaCtv, V0V TýV ýýt'PCW 0"TW'PWIICXIOL 8LTjýLLXX1*a'V TE 1) T11V 
6' ETrLODO7aV Trp6c 8EI)TEPC(V TrdXLV EQJEGCtV (7VýLTTXOKT'jV. (jXX ' OL CL P'PPCtPOL ý111XCWqJIGGL 
POIN ýMT`VX(ý(; TE KCt' 1) EL XPW'[LEVOL TroXXoi)i; dtn L dý' "ýOVC dtýL'VTEC TOI'K X'001)(;. KCtL VVKTO'C 
& O'LV(, L)V 8OXEia 
&aXakýVTEc awvwOEv TI)IIITC(VOEL81 EK Xl)'YWV KaL 8LdKEva ýýLOTWV T(ý 
8ovTrW T6 CFTpaTEVýM. O'[IWC KCtL Ot')TWC E'XCt)V ' 1) E 
10 
XP', 30C k ýv[ipdGELC ýTpdTTETO KaL 8dTaý 
TOD PaULVC01; KaTa CTV'YX6PljGLV Ctl')TOD KCtTEXELV T6V TTp6aaKOI) ýTrl 8ý Kal yVVCLLKL 
(7VCEVX"VaL [ILO TOD a'L[taTO(; PaCTLXLKOD. PCtGLXEk OIT)V Tac ctj I GELc aýTOD 6EýC'VEVOC TTI 
TOD flpo(YaKOV [lE6((YTaTaL KaL Týv KWV(JTC[VTLVOýITOXLV EiGLW'V jilaV T6V EVYEV(ýV EL(; 
"YCt[IETýV 1TCTM[LýEV EKE(V(P... 
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frightened the soldiers, who did know what 
was going on in the dark. The emperor, 
seeing that he was not achieving his purpose 
and not willing to remain in those parts any 
longer, asked for peace. He gave possession 
of Prosakon, Strumnitsa and the surrounding 
lands to Chrysos, and agreed to give him 
one of his kinswomen in marriage, even 
though Chrysos did not lack a wife. Upon 
entering Byzantion he divorced the daughter 
of the protostrator from her husband and 
sent her to Chrysos (=VAPW). 
What we are confronted with here is essentially the same story told in a 
different light. In the b-text it is obvious that Niketas slurs over or simply omits 
certain details. In a-text, he first discloses the reason behind the decision of an 
immediate assault; and in the end by changing a few words, what in b is presented as 
a success in unexpectedly snaring the rebel, in a is instantly transformed into 
concession. Two matters arise from Niketas' alterations. For one, it is obvious that for 
our historian it is inconsequential who actually brandished the sword and boasted of 
an imminent triumph against the rebel. What is important is the purpose to which he 
put the material he collected. Thus in version b, the comment is attributed to the 
emperor in an effort to highlight his courage and determination to crush the rebellion 
instantly. In version a, an effeminate eunuch delivers a speech in front of the war 
council that actually argues in favour of a swift onslaught on the basis of personal 
comfort! Moreover, the remark that there were no Romans experienced in warfare at 
the time as well as the scene depicting the protovestiarios 'quivering and fainting 
from fear'. serve to underline the defective picture of the empire of Alexios III that 
Niketas was attempting to reconstruct in the a-text. 
A ftu-ther example of this sort of manipulation is offered by Niketas' narration 
of the diplomatic exchanges between Alexios and the German emperor Henry VI 
282 (1190-97). Henry, as ruler of Sicily, laid claim to all the Byzantine provinces 
laying between Dyrrachion and Thesssaloniki, presenting as an excuse that the 
282 D61ger-Wirth, Regesten, no. 163 8. 
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Sicilians had been expelled from these lands due to Roman deceit in 1185.283 Two 
envoys from the German Emperor reached Alexios before Christmas 1196. They 
demanded the payment of huge sums of money, all the while making false 
pretensions and boasting so as to intimidate their audience (477/66-479/46): 
The emperor whose reign is now being The emperor whose reign is now being 
recounted could not dismiss the envoys recounted could not dismiss the envoys 
empty-handed, and thus consented in 
pretence rather than reality to exchange 
money for peace. The envoys demanded a 
empty-handed, and thus consented to 
exchange money for peace, something, 
which had not been done until up to that 
payment for peace in the largest amount in 
gold pounds. The emperor sent as his envoy 
to the king, Eumathios Philokales, eparch of 
the City, willingly providing for his attire as 
envoy and the insignia of eparch, and sent 
him to the German king. Because the money 
to be paid in exchange for peace amounted 
to about sixteen hundred pounds, Philokales 
accepted their dispatch to Sicily. But God 
delivered us from the payment in a novel 
fashion; for the king died (=b). 284 
time. The emperor Alexios, intent on 
removing the wealth of the Roman empire, 
performed no deeds suitable to the times, 
but did that which was neither respectftil not 
dignified and was almost scoffed by the 
Romans ... Exhausted by the negotiations, 
the emperor sent as his envoy to the king 
Eumathios Philokales, the eparch of the 
City. He was the wealthiest man in the 
empire, and willingly accepted the role of 
envoy. He asked the emperor that along 
with the insignia of eparch he be given those 
of envoy. The emperor was pleased to 
provide him with supplies, but stated that he 
must set out on the mission at hand at his 
own expense. Thus, Philokales appeared 
strange and eccentric; not only was he not 
honoured as former envoys but he was also 
mocked because of the strangeness of his 
dress. Because the money to be given in 
exchange for peace came to be about sixteen 
hundred pounds of gold, Philokales awaited 
283 Nik. Chon., p. 476/43ff, Brand, Byzantium Conftonts the West, pp. 189-93. 
284 11 PaCYLVIX TOLVVV (ýPXE 8ý 6 VDV LGTOPOVýIEVOC) ýtln' E'XWV aTrPdKTOVC ct E IX 'ITOTr'[IýaCTOCU TO' 
TrPE, CYPELC, KaT&EVGEV [IdXXOV T'l CTXýýICM XPTIIICL L 11 ct Oý TrPd'f[lCtTL JTWV T-0 E'p'VTlv 'ýAdýctaOaL. 
NI ýp(o[jot)V & 6L TrPECTPEU; TCt I)Trýp ELpývqc aLTOýýIEVG Xp'ýICLTCt Ek 1TXEt0TGt -1 7 
TI XPI)GLOV 
KCVTTjvdPLC1, TTPECFPEt)crovTa oi)v EC T6V p'-q--yct TrETrO[IýE To'V (DLXOKaXlIV EbýLdOLOV, ETrctpxov 
OVTa Týi; JT6XEWC, EK6VTW(; blTOUVTa T6V TTPEGPLV KCR 6ETIOEVTa ýLETdt T(ýV ETrctpXLK6jv 
ýTjyl. '1TEI 6ý Tdt Tý(; E'P'V-qC 'VEKa 6oe-qG6[IEVct iTapa '[IWV T(ý T6V'AX%tav6v ýTroý"vaL ELL Tj E 0-9 1 
a0ca Xpý[MtTa ELC 8EKa TTP64; TOZC 9ý TTEP4(YTljCTaV KEVTTIV'pLa, , [I'V (VLXOK'XIIC TýV TOýTWV 
II- dTrOGTOXýV KaTa XLKEX(aV TTpO(YE8EXETO. 
6& OE6(; XVEL TýV 6OGLV TaUTTIV KaLVOTrPEITWC, 
0CtVdTW 'YC'(P 6ý Mp(ýTrwv 6 P'T'Jý E EVETO. 'Y 
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their arrival in Sicily, where he met with the 
king, while the emperor, saying that he 
lacked money, taxed the provinces, 
imposing for the first time the so-called 
Alamanikon... And what followed? But who 
is worthy to speak of the mighty deeds of 
the Lord or cause his praises to be heard? 
The death of the King of Germany occurred 
before the dispatch of the money (=a). 
In version b. the cunning Alexios outmanoeuvres his enemies and therefore 
buys the empire time in order to decide on what course of action to follow. In the a- 
text, the incompetent emperor is responsible for depleting the finances of the state 
and bringing shame upon his own people. Clearly this was a contentious issue, but if 
Niketas' is less than sincere in version b, his obviously slanted interpretation in a is at 
best questionable, for he does not consider the possibility that the government may 
have been faced with real problems, but instead explains Alexios' actions in terms of 
his personal motivation and inability to react to foreign aggression. The utter 
helplessness of the emperor and the caricature-like portrait of his envoy, Philokales 
only lend weight to the sheer absurdity of the situation. 
This does not, however, mean that Niketas did not have justifiable grounds to 
criticise Alexios III, for it is often the case that he reveals damaging information he 
had previously suppressed in the b-text. During the festivities held in honour of the 
marriages of the emperors daughters (1199/1200? ), the grooms being Alexios 
Palaiologos and the future emperor Theodore I Laskaris, 285 news arrived that the 
Vlach commander of Philippopolis, Ivanko-Alexios, had rebelled. 286 Although the 
emperor had been forewarned, he did not heed the reports, deeming Ivanko's loyalty 
assured because he was married to Alexios' granddaughter. In the spring of 1200, the 
emperor was forced to lead a campaign against the rebel (518/14-519/33ff. ): 
285 Nik. Chon., pp. 508/67-509/17 om. b. Niketas had not included this information in the b-text, 
perhaps because it was not at the time viewed particularly significant. These two marriages, however, 
proved to be of great importance for the future. Theodore Laskaris became the Byzantine emperor in 
exile at Nicaea and founded the dynasty of the Laskarids, while the grandson of Andronikos 
Palaiologos was none other than the usurper Michael VIII (1259-82), who founded the dynasty of the 
Palaiologoi. 
286 Nik. Chon., p. 509/18ff; For the rebellion see also, Orationes et epistulae, pp. 59-64; Hoffmann, 
Territorialstaaten, pp. 51-55; Brand, Byzantium Conftonts the West, pp. 130-3 1; Cheynet, Pouvoir et 
contestations, pp. 132-33. 
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[The emperor] invited the rebel Alexios to [The emperor] dispatched those envoys 
make peace, as he was related to him by closest to him to Alexios, inviting him to 
marriage, but did not neglect everything make peace. He considered ways of 
related to war. He took charge of the troops murdering him, without at all giving up the 
and arrived in the province of Philippopolis, idea of war. The emperor took charge of the 
where he encamped near the fortress of troops and arrived in the province of 
Stenimachos. In that place, many of the 
barbarians had taken refuge. Laying siege to 
that place, he took it by force and enslaved 
those within. After a short while he snared 
Ivanko through sworn compacts and deceit, 
not assenting to the words of David as they 
were spoken, 'with the pure you shall 
become pure whereas with the crooked you 
shall become shrewd' (=b). 287 
Philipoppolis, where he encamped near the 
fortress of Stenimachos. In that place, many 
of the barbarians had taken refuge. Laying 
siege to that place, he took it by force and 
enslaved those within it ... When the treaties 
and sworn compacts had been made as the 
rebel had asked, the emperor devised a 
scheme, which I do not know whether it is 
suitable to generals and emperors, since they, 
above all others are required to keep their 
oaths. In order to lure Alexios to himself, he 
dispatched his eldest son-in-law, Alexios 
with imperial instructions, and after the 
sworn compacts were made, as I have said, 
he had him seized him and put in chains 
(=VAP). 
The emperor's deception, quite obvious in the a-text, is latently present in the 
b-text in the form of the potent quotation from the Psalms of David (17.26-27). 
Therefore, it is not the case that Niketas changes his opinion of Alexios III in the a- 
text, but that he merely has the opportunity to express himself openly. The author had 
in fact utilised this same phrase when he referred to the emperor's success over the 
rebel Ivanko-Alexios in his encomium: 'and with other means, whichsoever are 
pleasing to God, you innovate, showing yourself pure to the pure and shrewd to the 
crooked -, . 
288 
287 TrXýV T6 TC3V TrpCty[taTWv a"YPLOV KCt'L 
81)gTrPOGLTOV, C'L)C 0 KCRPO'S E6L8OV, TTEPLTTOTMý(COV Kal 
8La(jatvwv TraVTOtOC E'YIVETO Kal T6v aTrocTTaTTIV 'AXEeLOV ývýipaaac TrPOCTKCLXOý[IEVOC 1-'Iv 
ý171& TOD -rroX'ýLoi CWT '-rrCt'JLV 'EVT TOL 6C (A)KEW[iEvov aýT(ý KaT ' a*yXLCYTE[av, E 1-r ct ak X6 
TýV CYTpaTLav a'vaXap6V KCt'L Týv 
4ýA(Tmov EITCtPXLCtV KCITCLXCtPW'V JTEPL TO' ýPOýPLOV 
UTPaTOTrE6EVETaL T6V 2; TEv([iaXov, ELC 
8 TrOXXOI T6V PCtppdpcL)V aj)VEýJU-YOV, KCtL 8LELX11ý(ýc 
aýT6 TOtC UTPaTEI)[ICt(JLV EedXt TE KaTa KpdTOC KaL TOM 
tVOVTC[C j TlV6PC11TO6(GaTO. ýLETa 
PpCtXý & Kal CtVT6V TO'V 'AXEeLOV [LEO 0'PKOV Kal 
dTro'LTTj,: al)vElLX11ýE Tl'jV '[IET& OCTý01) 
cl tpp, ()TI OCTLOC 90"q, Kal [LETa (JTPEPXOD 
6LaUTPE"(; AaVLTLKýV ýWVýV OýX wc E ýTMVEK6C. 
288 Orationes et epistulae, p. 63/24-26: TOtC TE (IXXOL(; [IEOO86[laCTLV, olTo'cya (ýLXEi E)E6c, 
KaLVOVP'yEt [LETa 6CF[OV 'YLV6ýiCVOC O'GLOC Kal 6WCTTPýýWV kETa GTPEPXOD. 
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It is thus evident that the author reveals a great deal of information that he had 
previously omitted. It is certainly not coincidental that the bulk of this information 
relates not only to the emperor himself, but also to his closest collaborators. Pages 
483/35-493/66 are altogether missing in the b-text. The author begins this section 
with a discussion on the emperor himself. He tells us that when Alexios first assumed 
the reins of power he issued a proclamation that henceforth ministries would not be 
auctioned off for money, but awarded according to merit. Although this noble 
sentiment won him the praise of our critical historian, the measure was a complete 
failure. According to Niketas, the avaricious relatives of the emperor appropriated the 
public funds for themselves and thus the sale of offices became rife, and the 
ministries went from bad to worse. He further lays direct responsibility for this 
situation on Alexios' light-mindedness and ineptness in governing the affairs of the 
state. 289 
The historian goes on to tell us that the Empress Euphrosyne, 290 witnessing 
the deterioration of public affairs, intervened and appointed as her chief minister 
Constantine Mesopotamites, who had served as epi tou kanikleiou, under the previous 
administration. Then follows the conspiracy hatched by the empress' relatives, Basil 
Kamateros and Andronikos Kontostephanos to remove the threatening 
Mesopotamites, and thereafter Niketas' account is entirely focused on a series of 
intrigues that plagued the court of Alexios. 291 Indeed, he dedicates the remainder of 
this long addition to the fraudulent career of the cunning Mesopotamites, and 
provides us with a vivid account of his final fall from power due to the machinations 
of his major political rival, Michael Stryphnos. 292 It is clear that such information 
could not be included in the b-text. 
Our final discussion will concentrate on Alexios' handling of the Fourth 
Crusade, an episode which is related in three text versions in the successive order of 
b, LO, and a. As we had elsewhere suggested, this section of the b-text was 
composed before Niketas moved to Nicaea at the end of 1206/beginning of 1207. 
289 Nik. Chon., pp. 483/45ff. 
290 For Euphrosyne see Polemis, The Doukai, p. 13 1; L. Garland, Byzantine Empresses. Women and 
Power in Byzantium A. D. 527-1204, London 1999, pp. 210-24. 
291 Nik. Chon., pp. 484/76ff. This episode will be discussed in detail later on. 
292 Michael Stryphnos was the husband of Theodora Kamatere, sister of Empress Euphrosyne. During 
the reign of Isaakios he held the office epi tou vestiariou (higher tax official) and under Alexios 111, he 
assumed the office of megas dux. See Nik-Chon., pp. 482/2 1 ff., 491/3-24; Michael Choniates, 1, p. 324, 
11, p. 98. 
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Version LO was written in the early years of the second decade of the thirteenth 
century, and version a, ca. 1215/17. As will become evident, Niketas' description of 
the emperor's reaction to the menacing threat posed by the crusade was largely, if not 
entirely dictated by the purpose of the author at each distinctive phase of the 
composition. In fact, one can visibly discern the hardening of Niketas' stance towards 
the emperor as the revision process progressed from b-LO-a. The further away we get 
from 1203, the more eager Niketas is to allocate responsibility on the shoulders of 
Alexios. This can be clearly illustrated in the following episodes. 
Once the Latin fleet had put in at Chalcedon, Niketas describes a feeble 
Byzantine resistance characterised mostly by cowardice and inactivity. He briefly 
refers to the military engagement east of the Latin camp at Scutari (I July, 1203) and 
the taking of the tower of Galata (5-6 July, 1203 ). 293 Alexios does not appear until the 
first devastating siege on the city (17 July, 1203). According to Niketas, the 
combined attack of both sea and land forces was ferocious and when the Venetians 
occupied a section of the wall and set fire to the adjoining houses, all hell broke loose 
within the city. The emperor's response is described as follows (545/5 1 ff. ): 
When the emperor saw the pitiable When Alexios saw the pitiable misfortune 
misfortune of the city and the affliction of the of the city and the affliction of the people, 
people, without reserve, he took up arms. He without reserve, he took up arms. He saw 
saw that most were bristling with anger and that most were bristling with anger, 
speaking offensive words by which they only speaking offensive words and hurling 
emboldened the spirits of the enemy, and no abuses against him. His choice to remain 
assistance whatsoever was being given to the within the walls had emboldened the spirits 
corrupted city. It was as though none of those 
within knew how to give battle, and that they 
did not realise that anticipating the enemy is 
better than being anticipated by him, much 
of the enemy, and his resolve to offer no 
assistance to the corrupted city, but to allow 
the enemy to reach the walls, something, 
which had never happened before, was as 
like the body does not recover by though he did not realise that forethought is 
succumbing to harsh illness. Alexios left the better than afterthought and that to 
palace with a detachment of horsemen and a anticipate the enemy is better than to be 
noble infantry regiment, gathered together anticipated by him, much ae the body does 
from among the high born of the city. When not recover by succumbing to harsh illness. 
the enemy's land forces suddenly saw this Alexios left the palace with a detachment of 
293 Nik. Chon., p. 542/59 ff.; D. Queller &2T. Madden, The Fourth Crusade: The Conquest of 
Constantinople, 1201-1204, Philadelphia 1997 , pp. 10 1- 18. 
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huge array, they shuddered from fear ... Now 
the faintheartedness, lack of courage and 
horsemen and a noble infantry regiment, 
gathered together from among the high born 
unwillingness to brave danger (of the in the city. When the enemy's land forces 
emperor and add. LO) of the troops turned suddenly saw this huge array they 
the city into a miserable corpse, and contrary shuddered from fear... Now the persistent 
to her destiny, hastened along her prolonged thought of flight and the faintheartedness of 
destruction ... Having returned to the palace, those around 
him prevented Alexios from 
Alexios knew that he had to surrender to the 
times rather than precariously resist the 
height of danger. He then set out to Delveton 
about the first watch of the night, where he 
had made preparations for his own arrival 
(=bLO). 294 
doing what the times required ... Having 
returned to the palace, Alexios prepared his 
escape. It was as though he had laboured 
hard to turn the city into a miserable corpse, 
and contrary to her destiny, hasten along her 
prolonged destruction ... About the first 
watch of the night he rode on to Delveton, 
where he had made preparations for his own 
arrival. (=a). 
The discrepancy between the two accounts is self-evident. In the b-text, the 
notous populace and the cowardly forces are held responsible for emboldening the 
enemy and in effect driving the emperor from the city. In version a, however, it is 
Alexios' premeditated intention to flee that dictates his disgraceful behaviour on the 
battlefield and thereafter serves to explain his lack of defensive preparations. 295 But 
once again the underlying difference is not to be found in what actually happened, for 
we know that the Byzantine army retreated before the crusaders outside the land walls 
of Constantinople and that the disgraced Alexios subsequently fled, but we do not 
know how or why this occurred. Herein lies the fundamental difference between the 
294 i&V 8% LWE0 PCtGLXEI')C TO' OLKTPO'V TOUTO TTIC PaCTLKL80C 81)(7TI)XII[ia KCtL TT'IV CTI)VOXiV TCOV 
I 
T) 
CtV0PW'7TWV EUXaPTIOdC 6TTXITTIC 'Y(VETaL ýt&\LC, KCR ýLeWCF0 ' O'TL TrPO'C O'P-YT)V TObC TrXELOVC 
7 ETRýP(GUOVTCK Ew'pa KCtL X&YOVC ETraX06C G'LýLEVTCIC, (AC ETrL jidXXoV T& T(ýV EVCtVTLWV 
ýPOVý[MtTa In"PETO, [1118E[ILdC d[PWYýC bTrOVOOEV%LE'Vý Tý TrOXEL TrPO(7'YLVO[lEnC Wk EYTrEP 
Oi)8E'VEC T(ýV E'v6VTWV TITr(CFTGtVTO TrOXEýIdV, [1116E PEXTLOV T1 ME(MV TO' ftLGOCIL TO'V aVT1TrC[XOV 
N% ýLdXXOV -q TO' IMP 7 CWTOD TrPOXTJý"VCIL, 0'aa KCLL TO (7(ýýLa 8ELV(ý KaXEK ýýIaTL TT'IV 'L'aGLV Til 
I)TrWETrCt[OVTL. EýLfi')V TO(VVV T6V dLPXEIWV 'LTrTr6T(X(; 1TXE[GTOV(; TrPO'C ktVT0'V ýTrEGTM(MTO Kal 
TrE(q TLC ýdXctyý Ot')K WYEVVýC GVV8E8pdýLTjKEV k T1-j(; aKJAIC '1* TrOXEWC, W"CFTE Kal T(ý 
ýPLKOtg[10'(; ETrE'Y'VETO G KCtTa XePCYOV TrOXE[11(p CTTpaTEV[1aTL E WýLaTOC, [1EyLcTTTjv aLývT180'v 
0EaGa[1EVY TrCtPdTaýLV ... VýV 8E TO% EV'lTTOIITOV TOU GTPaTEVj1aTOC KaL TO 111) EýOCtPGEC (TOý 
KpaTOf)VToc add. LO) KGLI ýLXOKýV&VOV Ek aTVXE(; TrTW[la ýEPOJIEVqV 'v Tr6XLV Kal VTrEP TTI 
dltuav i)ýdVTWCTE KaL T6V T(XVT1jC dTrOTETa[1EVOV al)VETE[LEV O'XEOPOV ... ELGLW'V obv'AVýLOS T& 
PWAXEM E'TVW &tV [IOUTTM76CR T(ý KaLp(ý [1118E TC[ii; dK[, Lat(; T(ýV KLV8'V(, L)V dVTLPCt' LVELV 
ETTLGýa>%(ýC- ov'Kof)v Kal 1TEPI 1-rpw'Tqý ýi)XaK)V Tý(; VVKTO'(; T6 AEPEXTO'V 61TELULV, E'Aa T-qV 
OLK6CtV TrPO'qTOLýWKEL KaTCLXWLV. 
295 In a subsequent passage added in version a, Niketas explains the emperor's behaviour solely on the 
basis of this intention (544/9-12): 'Emperor Alexios had long ago stored within his soul his intention to 
flee, and for that reason he did not take up arms, nor was he seen opposing the enemy, but remained a 
spectator of events. ' 
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two versions of the text and it is clear that Niketas' interpretation was always linked 
to the purpose of his writing. The historian is confident that the Byzantine army did 
not engage the enemy out of fear and cowardice, but it is evident that in the older 
versions of the text he could not brand the emperor a coward. Yet, his version of 
events in the a-text is in many cases contradicted by the Latin sources. 
Niketas had faithfully described the episodes of Byzantine resistance to the 
crusaders prior to the first siege of the city, but neglected to mention that upon 
learning of the crusaders' movements the emperor placed the army on the European 
side of the straits opposite them to resist an attempted landing. 296 Nor did he tell us 
that when the crusaders attacked the suburb of Galata across the Golden Horn, the 
emperor had arrayed his forces there to meet the attack, and that he himself was 
present. 297 In addition to this, Alexios' stance during the first siege of the city needs 
to be re-examined. Niketas' allegations that the citizenry rose up against the emperor 
once the hellish fire had broken out in Constantinople are also related by western 
sources. 298 Such a reaction was certainly to be expected; the citizens of 
Constantinople were willing to support their emperor against the claims of his 
nephew, but they were not prepared to sacrifice their city in the process. 299 Finally, as 
far as the ignoble retreat of the Byzantine forces on 17 July, 1203 is concerned, it is 
more plausible that sustain that Alexios had only exited the city to threaten the 
crusader camp and in that way force the Venetians, who were at that time occupying a 
section of the sea wall, to retTeat. And this they did immediately. 300 
The reason for the emperor's flight from the capital is difficult to understand, 
but Niketas' testimony that Alexios had from the beginning intended to flee is at best 
shaky. Some modem historians have postulated that the flight of Alexios was more 
due to an internal threat rather than one coming from the crusader camp. 301 This 
seems a more reasonable explanation than the one put forward by Niketas centring on 
296 Villehardouin, p. 61. Also in Count Hugh of Sant Pol's report to the West: Andrea, Contemporary 
Sources, p. 190-9 1. 
297 Villehardouin, p. 66. 
298 Ernoul and Bernard le Tr6sorier, Chronique, ed. L. de Mas Latrie, Paris 1871, pp. 364-65. 
299 See letter of three crusader leaders to Innocent III dated to August 1203: Register, 6: 210 (211), 
Andrea, Contemporary Sources, p. 82. They reported that Emperor Alexios had spread propaganda 
among his people, stating that the pretender along with the Latins would subvert ancient liberties, 
change the laws and force obedience to the Pope. 
300 Villehardouin, p. 72; Queller & Madden, The Fourth Crusade, pp. 125-29; Brand, Byzantium 
Conftonts the West, p. 240: Favouring a different chronology, Brand believes that the eruption of the 
fire caused Alexios to retreat hastily within the city. 
301 Queller & Madden, The Fourth Crusade, p. 108. 
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the cowardice of the emperor or the Byzantines in general. Moreover, the retreat of 
the imperial forces created a great outcry within the city against the emperor. 
302 
Niketas' own phrase, 'he had to surrender to the times rather than precariously resist 
the height of danger', could imply that Alexios feared the reaction of his own people. 
The peculiarity of his situation could certainly dictate such a response on the part of 
the emperor. After all, the crusaders carried the son of Isaakios II Angelos, who may 
have been viewed by certain circles within Constantinople as the legitimate heir to the 
throne of Byzantium. Fearing that his time on the throne was limited, Alexios III 
chose flight, but did not relinquish his throne or his territories. 303 
It appears that like the bulk of the citizenry of Constantinople, Niketas was 
not aware of the precise circumstances of the confrontation between the Byzantine 
and Latin forces, and thus to him, Alexios' behaviour - retreat and subsequent flight 
- amounted to treason. He could not lay the responsibility on the shoulders of the 
emperor in version b, but could hardly show restraint in a, when he vented his anger 
at 'the miserable wretch among men', who abandoned his own people. With 
hindsight, he formulated the theory of Alexios' intention to flee, which conveniently 
explained all the emperor's actions thereafter. Moreover, what can easily appear as 
lack of preparation on the part of the emperor from hindsight, from the vantage point 
302 Robert of Clari, The Conquest of Constantinople, trans, E. H. McNeal, New York 1936, p. 77; J. 
Gordon, 'The Novgorod Account of the Fourth Crusade', Byz 43 (1973), pp. 297-311: on people's 
reactions to the burning of the city. 303 This supposition is supported by western sources. See Alberic of Trois Foritaines, Chronicle: In 
Andrea, Contemporary Sources, p. 298-99 who claims that Alexios fled because he feared his own 
people would betray him to the Franks. Also Gunther of Pairis, The capture of Constantinople 
(Hystoria Constantinopolitana), trans. A. J. Andrea, Philadelphia 1997, p. 93: 'Hardly had he 
[Alexios] tested the military prowess of our people in a brief battle, when he shamefully turned to 
flight, distrusting his cause and the cowardice of his compatriots, who he did not deem sufficiently 
loyal to him because of the disgraceful acts he had committed. Finally, see the subsequent account of 
Akropolites, who stresses the danger of the situation within the city, p. 6: ETrEL 8E 0 PaCYLVIX 
'AXEeLOC TOiC TOLOVTOLC a1'Td)KV1jGE TrPa'y[1G1(7L, j1(1XL(JTa 8E -YE CiTrELPTIKE TOtC &Tk CFV-yXVCTLV 
II dTroPXETrOVCTL KG11L VOUODCFL T6 019T(ITOV, TGt TTdVTGL Xa'LPELV ýCtGaC ýVyj EXPT'(JCtTO &' WV 
CLEKOVTL 'YE 01)[10, TODTO 811 1TPO(JELITW'V, ()k OIL CtKlIKOOTES E'ýGKTKOV, TO' AaýL8 ýVY6V Ecyd)e-q, 
TrPOCTELIMY6ýIEVOC TE Kal TýV 'yUVa1Ka Kal XPII[IG[Ta TOD PCtCTLXLKOD TC111EILOU lwavd. Although 
the text of Akropolites was written long after the event, it is significant to note that this particular 
passage has much in common with Niketas' paraphrast, who draws an analogy between the flight of 
Alexios III and that of David: K(1'L #'Ydl) Kal [IT'l Ek K'LV8VVOV 
ýCWTO'V EK80ý)Vcu Kct%L TTELPCLGýLOV, 
Ka6wk TrOTý Kal 0 ACIVIL8 ýM[9(JE [IET 6X['Ywv d-rrO' Tý 
ZLW'V ýýEXO(Lv. The similarity between 
the two accounts can be explained if we assume that Niketas' paraphrast and Akropolites were utilising 
a manuscript (or a hybrid version) of Niketas that contained this reference, but has not survived to our 
days. The complicated transmission of the manuscripts of Niketas will be discussed in detail in chapter 
V. For Alexios' position after 1203 see Robert of Clari, p. 81; Queller & Madden, The Fourth 
Crusade, p. 130; Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, pp. 460-62; N. Oikonomides, 'La D6composition 
de I'Empire Byzantine A la veille de 1204 et les origines de I'Empire de Nic6e: A propos de la Partitio 
Romaniae', XVe congrýs international d'&udes byzantines. Rapports et co-rapports, 1, Athens 1976, 
pp. 14-18. 
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of 1203 may have looked very different . 
304AIexios had the massive protection of the 
walls, which had never before failed, and the defenders of the city outnumbered the 
attackers by three to one. That the pitifully small crusader force could take the city by 
storm was probably not even considered a possibility. 305 
After 1204 the remote possibility became harsh reality and in attempting to 
explain the chain of disastrous events that led to the capture of the city in version a, 
Niketas lays the bulk of the blame on the Roman Emperor; an explanation that leaves 
much to be desired. In all, from the above discussion it is clear that when Niketas was 
composing version b, he manipulated events in order to present the reign of Alexios 
in a positive light. On the other hand, it is also evident that in composing version a, 
the historian was in effect producing an invective against Alexios and his regime - as 
he in effect admits. 306 If version b manifests unmistakable signs of imperial 
patronage, version a cannot escape the conclusion that the corrupt empire of Alexios 
III Komnenos was destined to fall. 
In conclusion, a comparison of the two versions of the text has demonstrated 
that Niketas' own circumstances and the purpose of his undertaking at each 
distinctive phase of the composition was the single most important factor in the 
treatment of his subject matter - the Emperor of the Romans. We have seen how the 
author repeatedly either suppresses or distorts information that could reflect 
negatively on his patron Alexios III and the imperial family of the Komnenoi. 
However, even in the b-text one can perceive the restlessness of the writer, who dared 
criticism, at times veiling it under puzzling rhetorical constructions, fictitious 
speeches, and even silence. Version b is by no means an unreserved eulogy on 
Alexios III and the Komnenoi. The reader is not here faced with a typical product of a 
court chronicler, like for example Michael Psellos' encomiastic portrait of Michael 
VII Doukas in his Chronographia, or Michael Attaleiates' representation of 
Nikephoros III Botaneiates and Anna Komnene's eulogy of her father, Alexios I 
Komnenos. 
304 Niketas' allegation of lack of defensive preparations is not supported by western sources. See letter 
of crusader leaders to Innocent III dated to August 1203: Register 6: 210 (211): 'But we had not arrived 
unexpectedly. We discovered in the city up to 60,000 knights in addition to infantry'. 
305 Queller & Madden, The Fourth Crusade, pp. 107-08. 
306 Nik. Chon., p. 483/4546: 
'Lv' OVV Ta ITXE(W 1TaPC1*YKCL)VýG%1CtL, jlý ITWC K(XT(: t'YOPEýctjV di\(ý KCt'L 
etc ý6, yOV TýV IGTOP(aV 
6LaTLOE[1EVOC. 
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On the other hand, version a, and especially Niketas' discussion of the reign 
of Alexios III is clearly a diatribe against the emperor and in no way can it be argued 
that it represents a complete and accurate picture of the reign. The same holds true for 
Niketas' portrait of the weak and incompetent Isaakios II, the bloodthirsty and 
negligent Andronikos 1, and the spendthrift and obsessive Manuel I Komnenos. This 
does not, of course, mean that these particular emperors were faultless. It means that 
Niketas was always at pains to emphasize the negative aspects of the reigns. 
Although a wealth of new and significant information is included in the revised text, 
the bulk of it focuses on the detrimental results of imperial policies and includes large 
sections dedicated to the character faults of the respective emperors. Yet whatever the 
criticism, the point is always to make these particular individuals look incompetent. 
For our historian the emperor was the starting point of the decline, from which all 
else followed. As we shall see in the following section, his severe criticism of 
prominent government officials, which in a sense complements his portrayal of the 
emperors, induces in the reader an overall feeling or atmosphere of progressive 
deterioration and decadence, which led to the fall of Byzantium in 1204. 
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PART THREE: THE ADMINISTRATORS OF THE BASILEIA 
Niketas divided the Byzantine administrative machine into three sectors: 
'those far-famed because of their blood ties to the emperor, those senators who direct 
the civil offices and those who hold illustrious dignities and are renowned because 
they enjoy imperial favour'. 307 It is well known that through the far-reaching 
administrative reforms of Alexios I Komnenos, the Byzantine government in its 
military and civil branches became a close-knit unit of a group of interconnected 
families that centred round the imperial family of the Kornnenoi. 308 In his analysis of 
the dominant classes in Byzantium in the eleventh and twelfth centuries, Alexander 
Kazhdan estimated that at around the middle of the twelfth century, the Komnenoi 
constituted an overwhelming majority of the elite class of Byzantium, defined mostly 
by its share of political power. 309 For our purposes, it is significant to note that the 
numerical superiority of the 'clan' of the Komnenoi in positions of power was 
retained right up to the Latin conquest of Constantinople in 1204.310 
In Niketas' own account, the aristocratic families which appear to dominate 
the political landscape of Byzantium are the Komnenoi, the Angeloi, the Doukai, the 
Kontostephanoi, the Kamateroi, the Kantakouzenoi, and to a lesser extent the 
Palaiologoi and the Vatatzes. 311 These families were all connected to the 
307 Nik. Chon., p. 158/72-75: 01L KO ' &[ia T(ý PCUTLX6 TrEPLW'VVýLOL KCtL O'CFOL TEPOUGMCWTEC 
TaC TrOXLTLKG'[C &6701) GtPXC'k; KCLI OL Xa[iTrpOl TO-LC dlýLW'ýUICTL KCA Tý TOý) PGtGLXEWC El')VOLq 
TrEPIKXI)TOL. 
308 See articles of L. Stiernon: 'Notes de titulature et de prosopographie Byzantines', 1-5': 'Constantin 
Ange(pan)s6bastohypertate', REB 19 (1961), pp. 273-83; 'Adrien (Jean) et Constantin Comnýne, 
s6bastes', REB 21 (1963), pp. 179-98; 'A propos de trois members de la famille Rog6rios (XIle 
siecle)', REB 22 (1964), pp. 184-98; 'S6baste et gambros', REB 23 (1965), pp. 22243; 'Th6odora 
Comn6ne et Andronic Lapardas, s6bastes', REB 24 (1966), pp. 89-96. 
309 1. Sorlin, Ta structure de la classe dominante A byzance aux Xle et XIje si6cles' compte rendu (A. 
P. Kazdan, Social' nyj sostav gospodstvujuscego klassa Vintantii M-MI vv., Moscow 1974), TM 6 
(1976), p. 374; Now in Italian translation: A. P. Kazhdan & S. Ronchey, L'aristocrazia bizantina dal 
principio dell' M alla fine del UI secolo, Palermo 1997. In addition see: A. Hohlweg, Beitrdge zur 
Verwaltungsgeschichte des Ostrdmischen Reiches unter den Komnenen, Munich 1965, pp. 15-34; N. 
Oikonomides, V evolution de Forganisation administrative de Fempire byzantin au XIe si6cle (1025- 
1118), YM 6 (1976), pp. 126-52. 
3 10 Kazhdan & Ronchey, Aristocrazia bizantina, pp. 146-52. 
31 1 For the prosopographical studies on these families see the exhaustive bibliography of Kazhdan & 
Ronchey, Aristocrazia bizantina, pp. 199-220. More specifically for the Angeloi: G. Ostrogorsky, Zur 
Byzantinischen Geschichte, Darmstadt 1973, pp. 166-82; EHABH7 1, pp. 82-85; the Doukai: Polemis, 
The Doukai; the Kontostephanoi: H. Gr6goire, 'Notes 6pigraphiques, XIII: La famille de 
Kontost6phanos et le monastere d' Elegmi', Revue d' instruction publique de Belgique 52 (1909), pp. 
152-62; the Kamateroi: G. Stadtmiiller, 'Zur Geschichte der Familie Kamateros', BZ 34 (1934), pp. 
352-58; the Kantakouzenoi: Nicol, The Byzantine Family of Kantakouzenos; the Palaiologol: V. 
Laurent, Ta g6n6alogie des premiers Pal&ologues', Byz 8 (1933), pp. 12549 and J. C. Cheynet & J. F. 
Vannier, Etudes prosopographiques, Paris 1986, pp. 123-87; the Vatatzes: K. I. Amantos, 'H 
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Komnenoi/Angeloi and indeed to each other by a complex web of familial alliances 
contracted through marriage and monopolised control of the highest civil, 
ecclesiastical and military offices of the state. 
However, the elite class of Byzantium did not constitute a homogeneous 
group. There were differences in origin, level of prestige, official function and social 
role. The divisions used by Niketas himself make a distinction among the traditional 
senatorial class linked to civil branch of the administration, the relatives of the 
emperor and those dignitaries who enjoyed imperial favour. In other words, Niketas 
distinguished between the power wielded by the senate, or more correctly by those 
who held high posts in the civil bureaucracy, and the power wielded by those close to 
the emperor. 312 Modem historians have utilised the more clearly defined 
categorisation of civil and military branches of the administration. This categorisation 
is itself implicit in the work of Niketas who draws a distinct line of separation 
between those who served the state in a military capacity and those who were civil 
officials. 
The historian shows respect and admiration for talented military commanders 
foremost from the ranks of the Kontostephanoi, but also from the Palaiologoi, the 
Kantakouzenoi and others. 313 He singles out certain individuals for their military 
capabilities and valour on the battlefield, John 11 Komnenos, Frederick Barbarossa, 
Andronikos Kontostephanos and Conrad of Montferrat being the most obvious 
examples. 314 Niketas' portrait of the emperor John 11 Komnenos, the 'crowning glory 
of the Komnenian dynasty' is that of a valiant and altruistic military leader. 315 One of 
the principal heroes of his story is the gallant strategos Andronikos Kontostephanos, 
who is even attributed with a set of lengthy heroic speeches of exhortation. 316 The 
chivalrous and pious German Emperor, Frederick Barbarossa is presented in a most 
OiKO'YEVELa BaTaTC11', E= 21 (1951), pp. 174-78 and J. S. Langdon, 'Background to the Rise of 
the Vatatzai to Prominence in the Byzantine Oikoumene, 997-1222, in T6 'EAAqvtK0jv. Studies in 
Honor ofS. Vryonis, 1, New Rochelle NY, 1993, pp. 179-207. 
312 As has been pointed out by Paul Magdalino, Niketas' concept of nobility applied to those who 
combined Konmenian lineage with high office and kinship or 'familiarity' with the reigning emperor: 
P. Magdalino, 'Byzantine Snobbery', in M. Angold (ed. ), The Byzantine Aristocracy IX to Wj 
Centuries, Oxford 1984, p. 64. 
313 Kazhdan, introduction to Narrazione cronologica, p. XXIX For the 'militarization' of the imperial 
and aristocratic image in the eleventh and twelfth centuries see: Idem, 'The Aristocracy and the 
Imperial Ideal', in Byzantine Aristocracy, pp. 43-57. 
314 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. 13. 
31 5Nik. Chon., pp. 4-47. 
316 Nik. Chon., pp. 154/58-155/90,164/62-166/24. 
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positive light, 317 and the courageous and undaunted Conrad of Montferrat saves 
Constantinople from the clutches of tyranny. "' This can be more easily understood if 
we take into account that the ideological shifts of the eleventh and twelfth century 
reflected new virtues introduced into the social and imperial ideal: noble origin and 
military prowess. 319 Only one group in Byzantine society combined these values, the 
high-ranking military commanders who were related to the imperial family. 
In contrast, Niketas displays a characteristic disdain for his own circle of civil 
servants and views the entire mechanism of the administration as corrupt and 
decadent. His account is imbued with the notion of 'fickle fortune' and the instability 
of political power, as court rivals attempt to outstrip each other in order to gain the 
favour of the emperor. The cases of Theodore Styppeiotes and John Kamateros in the 
mid twelfth century, Basil Kamateros, Andronikos Kontostephanos and Constantine 
Mesopotamites in the late twelfth are typical examples. Although Niketas' preference 
could simply be of a personal nature, it is unlikely that he was not influenced by the 
social values of his time. For one, it seems that our historian's distaste for civil 
servants was shared by other Byzantine and Latin writers of the same period, who 
narrated court affairs in the turbulent twelfth century. 320 This phenomenon simply 
underscores the insecurity fostered by a system in which entry into the court 
depended on kinship or marital affinity with someone already there, and advancement 
depended on the whim of the emperor. 321 
As useful as the distinction between civil and military officials is, it does not 
322 take into account the imperial relative and the imperial favourite. These individuals 
could belong to either group, a different category altogether, or have no official 
function. The 'mediator' (ýLEaCt(cov) or the 'power behind the throne' 
(TrC(PCL8VVCL9TEVWV), the equivalent of a prime minister were regular and yet entirely 
323 unofficial features of the Komnenian government. In addition to this, Niketas' 
account makes it clear that powerful individuals could serve the state in a military, 
317 Nik. Chon., p. 401/19ff. 
318 Nik. Chon., p. 382/62ff. 
3 19 Kazhdan, 'The Imperial Ideal', pp. 51-52. 
320 See discussion in P. Magdalino, 'In search of the Byzantine Courtier: Leo Choirosphaktes and 
Constantine Manasses', in H. Maguire (ed. ), Byzantine Court Cultureftom 829 to 1204, Washington 
D. C. 1997, pp. 162-63. 
32 ' A. Kazhdan & M. McCormick, 'The Social World of the Byzantine Court', Byzantine Court 
Culture, pp. 189,193-94. 
322 See discussion in H. -G. Beck, 'Der byzantinische Ministerpriisident', BZ 48 (1955), pp. 309-38. 
323 Beck, 'Ministerpriisident', pp. 322-27; Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 252-59. 
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civil or even ecclesiastical capacity. Moreover, they could be empresses, such as the 
case of Euphrosyne, patriarchs, such as Dositheos, or high-ranking civil officials, 
such as Constantine Mesopotamites. 
In turn, a quick glance at the list of individuals (Appendix 1), about whom 
there is added or altered information in the a-text reveals a characteristic multiplicity 
in the functions they performed for the state. A significant number of persons were 
high-ranking civil officials: John Kamateros, logothetes tou dromou, John Poutzenos, 
pronotarios tou dromou and Constantine Mesopotamites, epi tou kanikleiou. Others 
were military commanders: Andronikos Doukas, Alexios Palaiologos and John 
Kantakouzenos. Finally, imperial relatives with or without official function are also 
conspicuous: Theodore Kastamonites, uncle of Isaakios II, Andronikos 
Kontostephanos, son-in-law of Alexios III, and Basil Kamateros, brother-in-law of 
Alexios III. It is clear that what these individuals had in common was a share or stake 
in political power. More remarkable, however, is the observation that the majority 
were related to the imperial family and were politically active during the reign of 
Alexios III Angelos. 
Niketas' cautious treatment of these individuals in the b-text is obviously 
connected to the time of composition of the original draft of the Historia, and it 
appears that in the same way the historian attempted to uphold the reputation of the 
imperial family, so he did the same with their administrators and favourites. It is also 
important to note that the author himself depended on the favour of certain powerful 
individuals of the age, as we know through his correspondence. It is not surprising 
that the supplementary information relating to these persons in version a is of a 
critical nature. As Niketas' criticised the policies and personalities of individual 
emperors, so he criticised all those who wielded political power. His aim was to 
highlight the political errors and character faults of these individuals and ultimately, 
to hold them responsible for the collapse of Byzantium. His treatment of the 
Karnateroi is a case in point. 
The Kamateroi 
The Kamateroi were the most powerful and pre-eminent bureaucratic family 
of the second half of the twelfth century. An Andronikos Kamateros had been both 
eparch and megas droungarios under Manuel Kornnenos. His brother John served the 
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same emperor as logothetes tou dromou. Two Karnateroi were patriarchs: Basil 11 
(1183-86) and John X (1198-1200). Another John Kamateros, who was epi tou 
kanikleiou, became archbishop of Bulgaria after 1183. Finally, a Basil Kamateros (his 
official function is unknown) was a most influential figure under the emperors 
Alexios III and Theodore I mainly because his sister, Euphrosyne Kamatere, was the 
reigning empress of Byzantium in the years 1195-1203.324 
It is therefore only natural that this distinguished group of individuals occupy 
a central position in Niketas' account. Moreover, the historian, who was himself one 
of the highest officials in the administration of the Angeloi and spent the better part of 
his life in the bureaucratic circles of the empire, allots a considerable amount of space 
to such government officials, recording various details relating to their careers and 
lives, while accentuating the rivalries and hidden intrigues inherent in Byzantine 
officialdom. It has already been noted that Niketas' portrayal of the Kamateroi is for 
the most part unflattering. 325 This is hardly unexpected when we take into account 
that bureaucrats, who were perpetually plotting against their rivals at court and 
avariciously grasping for more wealth, are generally treated by Niketas with 
disapproval. 
This disapproval, however, becomes curious, when we consider the cordial 
relations that existed between the Kamateroi and both the Choniates brothers, who 
324 The family appears in Byzantine sources from the ninth century onwards. An Eirene Doukaina 
(niece of the homonymous empress of Alexios Komnenos) married a Gregory Kamateros, giving rise 
to the distinguished branch of the Doukai-Kamateroi, whose members occupied the highest offices in 
state and church and contracted marital ties with the imperial house and other noble families. See in 
general ODB 2, p. 1098; Stadtmiiller, 'Familie Kamateros', pp. 352-58; V. Laurent, 'Un sceau in6dit 
du pronotaire Basile Kamat6ros', Byz 34 (1934), pp. 352-58. The following genealogical table is taken 
from Varzos, 1, pp. 536-37. 
Gregory Kamateros x Eirene Doukaina 
John Kamateros Andronikos Doukas 
logotheles Kamateros 
tou dromou 
John K. Basil K. Euphrosyne K. Theodora K. 
eparch logothetes empress wife of 
tou Michael 
dromou Strýrphnos 
325 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 255-56. 
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addressed several letters to them in the late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries. 
326 
This anomaly is more pronounced when we compare Niketas' treatment of several 
members of the family in the versions of his history, where a characteristic silence on 
the part of the author defines the b-text, while an obvious attempt at denigration is 
apparent in the a-text. Let us take for example the first Karnateros who appears in the 
Historia, Gregory, 327 logothetes ton sekreton under John II Komnenos (9/16-22): 
A certain Gregory, a learned man, had been A certain Gregory, whose surname was 
employed by emperor Alexios and enrolled Kamateros, a learned man, although not 
among the undersecretaries. He then became descended from a very distinguished or noble 
connected to the emperor, having wed one family, had been employed by Emperor 
of his kinswomen. and was promoted to Alexios and enrolled among the 
logothetes ton sekreton (=Hb). 328 undersecretaries. He went around the 
provinces and amassed great wealth from the 
collection of taxes. He longed to be 
connected to the emperor through marriage, 
and when he wed one of his [the emperor's] 
kinswomen, he was promoted to logothetes 
ton sekreton (=VAP) 
Here we can take notice of the following: in version b, Niketas passes over 
the fact that Gregory was a Kamateros and does not discuss how he came into 
prominence, i. e. through the accumulation of tax funds. In version a, he adds a 
derogatory remark concerning the lineage of the Kamateroi and suggests that 
Gregory was promoted to logothetes ton sekreton only because he had married into 
the imperial family. 
326 Three of Niketas' letters (all written during the Nicaean period) are addressed to the logothetes 
Basil Kamateros: Orationes et epistulae, 2,7 and 11, pp. 202-03,209-11,216. Michael Choniates 
addressed a speech to the same individual in ca. 1202,1, pp. 312-23. Two of the metropolitan's letters 
to Basil survive, II, pp. 62-64,257-61 and also two letters that Michael had written to the Patriarch 
Basil Kamateros, II, pp. 3940,4647. 
327 For Gregory see Guilland, 'Les Logothetes', pp. 82-83. For his marriage to Eirene Doukaina see 
Polemis, The Doukai, pp. 78-79. Also B. Skoulatos, Les personages byzantins de VAlexiade. Analyse 
prosopographique et synthise Wniversite de Laouvain, Receuil de travaux d' histoire et de philologie), 
Louvain 1980, pp. 109-11. 
328 TLc I-p1jy6PLOC 9TEP 
1 
0C, 08' CIVýp OVTOC XO'YLO(; T(ý PCI(RXEt 6E TrPOGXTJýOELC 'AXEýýw 
KaL TO-LC bTro-ypct[WaTEVO[IEVOLC KC(TCtXE-YELI; Kal KaT& T(ýV "ý00; al')Tw-- a 
EKEIVOU (7v-y-ycv6v TrpoaTrXaKE'L(; 
XO'YO6ýTTj(; T6V IJEKPETCL)V 1TPOUPEPXýTO. 
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Another member of the family who is presented in a negative light is John 
Kamateros, logothetes tou dromou under Manuel I Komnenos. 329 According to 
Niketas the downfall of Theodore Styppeiotes, who was epi tou kanikleiou and in 
effect Manuel's chief secretary in the decade of the 1150s, was deviously 
orchestrated by John Kamateros because of professional rivalry. Yet the name of the 
antagonist of this affair, which is related in minute detail by Niketas is missing in 
version b of the text, a conspicuous similarity with the case of Gregory. 
111/34o XO'YOOETTIC TOD 6pqLov: PWb o XO'YOOET11t; TOD 8p%tov o K%ta-rqp6c 
'I wavvfli;: VA 
112/63 o 6-qXWOELi; XOTOOE7C; APWb o Kqta7poc: V 
113/88XO'YOOETTIC: Wb Kalia7p0c: VAP 
114/24 o avn'p: bo K%La7poc: VAPW 
In version b the anonymous logothete aroused Manuel's suspicion against 
Styppeiotes by spreading malicious rumours accusing him of treason, while at the 
same time feigning friendship and thus gaining the trust of his rival. The logothete's 
pride was dealt a severe blow when Manuel overlooked him and entrusted 
Styppeiotes to administer the oaths taken to secure the succession of Alexios-Bela of 
Hungary and his daughter Maria. He thus planted forged letters of correspondence 
between Styppeiotes and Manuel's archrival, the King of Sicily, in Styppeiotes' 
documents. When they were discovered Styppeiotes was charged with treason and 
blinded . 
330 The story remains essentially the same in a, with the significant difference 
that the logothete's name is disclosed. But this is not all, for in order to demonstrate 
the malicious character of this individual in version a, Niketas describes him as a 
licentious dancer, an insolent drunk and a glutton who had a particular passion for 
green beans. He even adds a picturesque anecdote: Kamateros was once encamped at 
a riverside where he suddenly noticed a field of beans on the other side. At once the 
obsessed minister jumped into the river, swam across and lifting the beans onto his 
shoulders swam back and sat in front of his tent, devouring the beans as though he 
had never before eaten. 331 
329 See Guilland, 'Les Logoth6tes', pp. 59-61. 
330 Nik. Chon., p. 112/50. 
33 1 Nik. Chon., pp. 114-15/29-38 om. Wb. 
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Much ink has been spilled over the validity of Niketas' version of 
Styppeiotes' downfall. The episode is most problematic since Kinnamos, our other 
major source offers a completely different version of events, 332 and to complicate 
matters even further, so does the continuator of Otto of Freising's Deeds of Frederick 
Barbarossa. 333 The principal difference between Niketas and our other sources is that 
while he defends the innocence of Styppeiotes throughout, both Kinnamos and the 
Latin chronicler are convinced of Styppeiotes' treason. The whole affair has been 
investigated by Otto Kresten, who concluded that Niketas must have confused John 
Karnateros, logothetes tou dromou with another John Karnateros, epi tou kanikleiou 
in the mid 1160s and altered the facts to fit this mistaken identity. 334 Paul Magdalino 
challenged this view on the grounds that Niketas could not have been so ignorant of 
the prosopography of the Kamateroi so as to confuse them, and reluctantly gave 
Niketas the benefit of the doubt. 335 Finally, Michael Angold, pointing to the 
international fame of the affair, concluded that it must have involved much more that 
the petty jealousy of a court official. 336 
In the absence of corroboratory evidence, we cannot arrive at a satisfactory 
explanation. What we can do, however, is speculate that Niketas reached his own 
version of events through the 'gossip' circulated by bureaucratic officials, possibly 
competitors of the Kamateroi, in the late 1190s. By this time, more the forty years 
had passed and it was only natural that different stories were bruited about. Niketas 
no doubt believed in the culpability of Karnateros, otherwise he would not have 
included it in his history. In order to evade criticism and possible attack from the 
powerful Kamateros 'faction' at court, he simply omitted the name of the antagonist. 
Niketas' silence in version b concerning the role of another Kaniateros in the 
murder of the young sovereign Alexios II is telling. In the b-text the historian testifies 
that the body of Alexios was placed in a coffer and cast into the sea. In the a-text, the 
murder of Alexios furnishes the historian with the perfect opportunity to attack the 
332 Kinnamos, p. 184: According to the author, Styppeiotes had prophesied that 'the span of the 
emperor's life had already measured out' and that the senate should therefore bestow authority on an 
aged individual to direct the affairs of state as in a democracy. He makes no mention of John 
Kamateros, and tells us that Styppeiotes' eyes and tongue were removed for this offence. 
333 The Latin chronicler alleges that Styppeiotes had planned the murder of the emperor, who was away 
at Antioch. The German empress Bertha-Eirene discovered the conspiracy and had Styppeiotes 
arrested: Otto of Freising, The Deeds ofFrederick Barbarossa, trans. C. C. Mierow, Toronto 1953, pp. 
227-28. 
3340. Kresten, 'Zurn Sturz des Theodoros Styppeiotes', JOB 27 (1978), pp. 49-103. 
335 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 255-56. 
336 Angold, Býyzantine Empire, pp. 255-56. 
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Kamateroi. Thus in version a, he adds the significant and damaging detail that the 
fishing boat that carried the body of the murdered Alexios was accompanied by two 
illustrious men: the chartoularios Theodore Choumnos and John Kamateros, epi tou 
kanikleiou and later archbishop of Bulgaria. 337 Our historian is equally silent 
regarding the support offered to Andronikos' tyrannical regime by the patriarch Basil 
11 Karnateros (1183-86) in the b-text, where it is merely stated that Andronikos 
selected Basil to become the new patriarch. In the a-text, Niketas supplies us with the 
reason for Basil's nomination - the patriarch was the only one who had agreed in 
writing to do whatever was pleasing to Andronikos. 338 Again, when Andronikos 
requested from Basil to release him from the oath he had sworn to Emperor Manuel 
(to honour and protect the young Alexios' right to the throne), Niketas simply 
mentions the petition as such in version b. 339 In a, Andronikos 'requested a second 
favour from the patriarch who satisfied all his wishes, Basil Kamateros'. 340 
Niketas' remarks conceming Basil Kamateros are confirmed by Eustathios, 
who describes Kamateros as 'a man of hot-blooded temperament' who joined 
Andronikos 'in a fusion of character' and was most capable of adjusting himself to 
different situations, if it was to his own advantage to do so. 341 Thus it would appear 
that Niketas had indeed censured himself by simply discarding any damaging 
information he had accumulated about the Kamateroi in the b-text, and where he did 
insert it, as in the case of the logothetes tou dromou John Kamateros, he purposely 
omitted the latter's name. 
This is undoubtedly connected to the fact that the Karnateroi dominated 
Byzantine political and ecclesiastical life in the closing decades of the twelfth 
century. The epithet 'golden race' by which Michael Choniates refers to them allows 
us to glimpse at the extraordinary political power this family exercised. 342 In addition 
to this, through the author's correspondence and an unexpected invective speech 
against a highly prominent member of the family, we learn of the close but at the 
same time turbulent relations that existed between Niketas and the Kamateroi. 
337 Nik. Chon., p. 274/25-29 om. b. 
338 Nik. Chon., p. 262/1-6 om. b. 
339 Nik. Chon., p. 276/20-21 b: PagLXEvaac 8' 'Av8p6VLKOC CLiTEtTCR TO'V TraTpLdpX-qv Ba(: TLXELOI) 
Kal TýV T6TE aývo8ov XvOývm TOD O'PKOV. 
340 Nik. Chon., p. 276/20-2 1. 
34' Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 47. 
342 Michael Choniates, 11, p. 257: Xpt)aoD -yývovc. 
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Speech eight in Niketas' surviving collection written ca. 1196-1198 is an 
invective against the Ichartophylax of the great church', John Kamateros, later 
343 
patriarch John X (1198-1206). John Kamateros was not only a prominent 
ecclesiastical official, but also second cousin to the empress Euphrosyne. 344 At 
around this time (1197-1200), a doctrinal controversy over the Holy Sacraments had 
enveloped the Byzantine world. The controversy erupted when Michael Glykas 
(surnamed Sikidites) developed the idea that the elements of the Eucharist as 
consecrated by a priest are mortal and corruptible, as was Christ's body at the Last 
Supper when he instituted the sacrament. Although the doctrine was fiercely opposed, 
it appears to have enjoyed the moderate favour of Patriarch George Xiphilinos (1192- 
98) and John Kamateros after him. 345 
According to Niketas, Karnateros composed a slanderous and heretical treatise 
on the Holy sacraments and accused, Niketas among others, of being the author of 
such blasphemy. 346 Although Niketas and John Kamateros were apparently close 
friends, the latter did not hesitate to level preposterous accusations against him for the 
sake of his advancing his own views on the subject, i. e. by condemning the heretical 
opinions of others and thereby promoting the correctness of his own. 347 These 
included the charge of 'heterodoxy', the questioning of the sources of Niketas' 
343 Orationes et epistulae, p. 68ff. TOD (IýTOD* X6TOC 01) Tj [tEv bTroOEULC 8TIX-q' TODTO 8ý 8Et 
EL6EVCtL T6V C1V(I'YL^YVW'CrKOVTCt, WC ýV X(IPTO#X(Ie Tý(; ýIE*YdXIjC &KXIjG1GtC 6 KC10' 01) EPPE6ýq 
K& TOI'K 6ý&A[101k TrapaPXW'ý. KCt'L a'XXOLC & TLUL TrpoacrXEtv XpEdw, 'a 6 X6-YOC E[IýCILVEL, 
EL Kal [Ii aa(ýýc. For the dating of the speech and the identification of the chartophylax with John TI 
Kamateros, see van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 106-115. See also: F. Grabler, Kaisertaten und 
Menschenschichsale (Byzantinische Geschichtesschreiber XI), Graz 1966, no. 8, pp. 123-48; M. 
Angold, Church and Society in Byzantium under the Comneni, 1081-1261, Cambridge 1995, p. 129. 
344 For John Kamateros see A. Palmieri, DTC 2.2, col. 1433; ODB 2, pp. 1054-55; Georges et 
D6m6trios Tornik6s, pp. 45-47; Varzos, II, p. 767. 
345 Panoplia Dogmatike, (ed. Eustratiades), pp. Ka'- KP'. See M. Jugie, Ta Messe dans PEglise 
Byzantine apr6s le Xje si6cle', DTC 10.2, col. 1339-43; H. -G. Beck, Kirche und theologische Literatur 
im byzantinischen Reich, Munich 1959, pp. 654-55; H. Magoulias, 'Doctrinal Disputes in the History 
of Niketas Choniates', Patristic and Byzantine Review 6 (1987), pp. 199-226. 346 N Orationes et epistulae, p. 70/4ff. dXXd 1TXacrac TrEPIL Tfjjl(ýV TCL CLVT'IKOVGTa KCtL Xo-yo-rrOLT'j(Y(IC 
TCt dTrapd(5EKTCL KCtTaTPEXELC (k OI')K EýGEP(ýjv, xCtPVYY((WV 8E KG(L KCtMXýWV T(ýV J 
TrPO07L6VTWV CFOL XIjPWftI(XTCt' KGtL 66ýCIC CIXXOTPLCXC dv%LETP(ýV KCt'L TL TrOVIIýLdTLOV 41ýCW[C(AW 
TOti; EK TýC CtýýC GOL ýGLTPICI(; 1(01)ýOXO'YLCýV CtVdýIEUTOV ýýC 
d1VEPVePL(IO*T(jjC K(XI dXXOI)c 
ý ýv aMd(AaL GOL TOD av-y-ypd[i[iaTOC, ýLEO' 
ýTEPWV 8E KCtL ýýLdc. 
417 Orationes et epistulae, pp. 73,74/7ff. Niketas maintains that Kamateros had become angry with 
him for a trivial reason. During the celebrations of the martyr St. George in the Aghia Sophia, 
Kamateros began to preach about the corrupt nature of the Holy Sacraments. (dpýdýLEvoc 8E 
6EOXO, YEtV .... ITEPI 
T6V aXpaVTWV KGtL aKlIP(ITWV ýLVGT1jP'LWV XPLGTOD ýOCIPTCt TE dTrEKdXEL 
T(IDTa Kal 6'ýVXCI K(IL avO(X K(11 VEKPa ... p. 71/23-27). Niketas spoke out against him, insisting that 
he be silent and refrain fi7om preaching on theology 
(lMDUCIL, W KCAV6LPTIKEL[IEV' 6ECYTrOTCt. TI TOD 
jjLdtpTj)pOj; 'OpTý, tý ' ýV (TVVE8Pd(O[LEV, Kal TOtC TrP6(; Oý&Va T6V 
'VOLGT' EL (I Ct[IEVOV GEýLVOLC 
CrOV 8LaX6'YOIX Kal vEaPOKVGL 6EoXoyýýtaGL; p. 72/5-8). Kamateros was offended that Niketas 
publicly spoke out against his views and decided to avenge himself by publishing a slanderous 
document against Niketas. 
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wealth, and even the allegation that our historian possessed some sort of 'demonic' 
power. 348 Niketas responded by demonstrating the falseness of the charges and 
further illustrating that it was the accuser himself who held 'heterodox' opinions. 349 
Although the speech does not provide us with any historical background, it appears 
that while Karnateros had publicly demonstrated his support of the new doctrine, 
Niketas had publicly condemned it. This much is clear from Kamateros' own 
statement to Niketas: 'and you ... 
belong to that faction that is against me concerning 
my views on Christ's sacraments and in no way can you be counted among my 
supporters. ' 350 
In the Historia, Niketas' treatment of the 'sycophant' Kamateros, is of special 
interest. In his account of the doctrinal controversy, Niketas does not even hint at his 
own personal involvement, but in both versions of the text indirectly criticises 
Kamateros for mishandling the situation and resorting to dialectical tricks in order to 
avoid public condemnation. 351 What is of particular importance for us is that in 
version b, Niketas' treatment is longer and more detailed. The episode ends with the 
following lines, which clearly allude to the strife that had broken out between himself 
and Karnateros (517/4: add. b): 
Certain of those who held this 'corrupt' belief composed unsound arguments with certain 
propositions supposedly set forth by the opposing side, while [in truth] they themselves had 
fabricated them. By cancelling these with great ease, they believed that they would strengthen 
their own beliefs. This was the proposition of the plotter, who whispered lies in the ears of 
Eve so as to lead her away more easily. 352 
These closing remarks were removed from the final version. We can imagine that 
at the time Niketas was composing the original text the whole affair was still fairly 
recent. In the spring of 1200, a council was held where Alexios III declined to make 
any condemnations for heresy, but instead imposed silence on both parties. This 
perhaps reflects the extremely delicate nature of the situation in which a 'heterodox' 
348 Orationes et epistulae, pp. 72-76. 
349 Orationes et epistulae, pp. 73-74. 
350 Orationes et epistulae, p. 72/14-15: Kai (71), 
ý11GL, Tý4; ýLEPL60(; T(ýV aVTL6OýOVVTWV ýIOL EV 
CIC ý11[IL 1TEPI T(3V XPLUTOD [iVGTYIP[WV, OýTE' IJVVCLPL6ýtý TOý(; PL 0 
35 1 Nik. Chon., p. 514/38-56. 
TrE 
352 TLVk & T(ýV Tý(; ýOaPTO60ý(aC TaDTTIC 8LCtXO'yol)i; ýVVOý[IEVOL Ga6pk TLVaC TrPOTdCTELC 
1TPOVPdXXOVTO lTapa TOD 
8ý8EV dVTLOETOU ýLýPOVC TrPOTELV%LEVCtC, CIVTOL TrXQGCL[IEVOL Taj)TC[C. 
80EV Kai ýiaXct Eý[ictp(ý)c 
dvaXVOVTEC TýV OLKEtaV ýTRKPCMWELV ý 
17T 
CPOVTO 60ýCtV TOD TIOV-qpofj 
Kai TOIDTO ELUýY%La, 





doctrine enjoyed the support of a number of very influential figures and relatives of 
the imperial family. This much is, at least, evident in Niketas' detailed discussion of 
the controversy in the Panoplia Dogmatike, where he not only openly states that 
Kamateros was a follower of Sikidites, but also criticises him: 'exulting in his relation 
with the empress and pursuing the cause of the men of that time ... he took no heed of 
any of the established doctrines. ' 353 When we come round to the time Niketas was 
composing version a, the Panoplia Dogmatike had already been 'published' and thus 
there was no reason for the author to discuss the affair in detail in his history. 
Besides, the emphasis of the work had been radically transformed; what had seemed 
important in ca. 1200 was but a petty and trifling incident after 1204.354 
Niketas was closely connected to another member of the Kamateros family, 
Basil, the brother of empress Euphrosyne. 355 Though his correspondence we are led 
to believe that Basil had been rather influential in ensuring Niketas' professional 
status both in the court of Alexios III and later in that of Theodore Laskaris. In a letter 
written to Basil during Niketas' sojourn in Nicaea, he writes: 
In our former prosperity we followed the great men closely. From among those who we knew 
rejoiced in rhetoric and learning and who awarded the just man his share, you know that you 
were the most excellent and most powerful. Now that we have been humbled and reduced in 
everything by the most accursed western nations and we have no city, no nourishment, nor 
anything else that men deem necessary, we have not until now attached ourselves to any of 
those who are opposed to virtue, but we again approach you; clinging to you in the manner of 
an ivy-grove because of all the beneficial things that you have done for us in the past, having 
displayed many times that you could relieve our sorrow by administering remedies. And not 
least because of your experience and wisdom and your genuine friendship and good-natured 
SOU1.356 
353 Panoplia Dogmatike, (ed. Eustratiades), P. K(': 0 8E 'YE TrCITPLGtPXTIC Tý TýC Pamx[60C 
UUY'YEVE(a KV8pOl)[IEVO(; KaL T6V X6, yLov bTrEP TOM TOTE "PW[IEVOC ... KaT I Oý&V T6jV 
KVPWOEVTWV ýýp6VTLCEV. See discussion in van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 110-11. 
354 van Dieten, Biographie, p. 111 
355 Guilland, 'Les Logoth6tes', pp. 62-63; Polernis, The Doukai, p. 130. 
356 Orationes et epistulae, p. 209/20-30: ýýtEic 6E KaL TrPOTEPOV ýV TT- 'AnV[a p X' ýj Ei Ct ECTLV 
EK T6jV [IE'YL(TTaVWV TO'V voý)v Trpo(TEIXOIIEV KCR TODTWV, Ol')(; 1', 16ELýLEV X074) KCIL TrCtL8ELq 
Xa(POVTaC KaL T(ý 8LKCtLW [lEPL8a 
PpCtPEI)OVTaC, WV 0 KPaTLCTTOC d4a Kai A TI 1) P TLGTOC -, GoCt (Y' 
EVE IT (ýV Kai Obx 9TEPO(; * KaL VDV 
6ý TCtITELVWO'VTEC Kai TrCtvTwv klTECFO' T (; b 0, T 
tTWV (TTrEPIWV EOV(ýV Kai [I 'TE TrOXLV ýtý0 ' ýUTLGV [I 'TE TL TCOV ýV" KaTaPaTOTC, E CtXX(, L) EXOVTE(;, 
WV alTaPGRTýTWC XplýCOVILV a'vOpwTrOL, Oý&Vl ITPOCMPýlO'(T0'qCT[IEV ýC 8EýPO T6V EVCtVTLWC 
ýX&TWV lTp6c aPETýV, (IXXa Kai TrdXLV (Tot TTP&TLýLEV KGR CTOý ýLOVOV 8, L"V KLTT61) 
C'eEX6[iOa Kai 
6L ' 8(7a 0V EV TTOLEtV TIOC TTPOt")60t) TrOXXdKLC 1) 
XaOLK118ý [. LETLW' ýdp[tcwa, 
OýVK gXaTTOV 8ý 
8Ldt Týv (3tv E, ýtTrELPUIV Kai ýp6VIJGLV Kai TýV 6t8OXOV ýLXICW Kai TýV 
Xplj(]TTOý" #XýV- 
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In the same letter Niketas complains about the ill treatment he received at the 
hands of his employer, the protovestiaros (perhaps John Vatatzes), 
357 who neglected 
to provide him with his due earnings. He entreats Basil to use his influence to compel 
the protovestiaros to honour the promises he had made to Niketas, who claims that he 
is now on the brink of starvation. 358 In yet another letter to Basil, written again during 
the Nicaean period, Niketas reminds Kamateros of a petition he had formerly made to 
him, which at that point had not yet been granted . 
359A final letter written after 1213 
served as a cover letter of a revision of book 17 of the Panoplia Dogmatike dealing 
with the heresy of the Armenians, which Niketas had sent to Basil (for the latter's 
approval? ). Niketas here excuses himself from the task of accompanying Kamateros 
on his journey to escort Theodore Laskaris' future bride, the daughter of Levounios 
of Cilician Amenia, to Nicaea. 360 
It is thus apparent that Niketas not only maintained close relations with Basil, 
but was probably dependent upon him for his own livelihood. This sort of patronage 
of literati or civil servants was certainly widespread throughout the Komnenian 
period. 361 Consequently, it comes as no great surprise to learn that Niketas had 
omitted any harmful information on this most influential figure in version b of the 
text. In fact, Basil is hardly mentioned at all. He appears only once in the b-text in 
1183 as logothetes tou dromou and co-conspirator of Andronikos Angelos and the 
megasdux Andronikos Kontostephanos against Andronikos I Kornnenos. The plot 
was uncovered and Kontostephanos, along with his four sons, and Basil were 
blinded. 362 From other sources we learn that Basil was banished to Russia, but 
returned to carve himself a lucrative career under the Angeloi. 363 In Nicaea, Basil 
357 The unnamed protovestiarios can perhaps be identified with John Vatatzes, later emperor (1222- 
1254). According to Akropolites (p. 26/lOff. ), after the death of the despotes Andronikos Palaiologos, 
John Doukas Vatatzes was summoned from Didymoteichon to Nicaea, where Theodore Laskaris 
awarded him with the office ofprotovestiarios. Niketas says that as soon as the protovestiarios arrived 
in Nicaea, he (Niketas) was taken into his service, performing whatever duties the protovestiarios 
requested. See van Dieten, Biographie, p. 178. 
358 Orationes et epistulae, p. 211. 
359 Orationes et epistulae, pp. 202-03. 
360 Orationes et epistulae, pp. 216-17; F. Cavallera, 'Le Tresor de la Foi Orthodoxe de Nic6tas 
Acominatos Choniate', Bulletin de Litterature Ecclýsiastique publiý par lInstitut de Toulouse 5 
(1913), pp. 124-37; van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 182-86. 
361 See M. Mullett, 'Aristocracy and Patronage in the Literary circles of Comnenian Constantinople', 
Byzantine Aristocracy, pp. 173-201; Kazhdan & McCormick, 'Byzantine Court', pp. 167-97; 
Magdalino, 'Byzantine Courtier', pp. 141-65. 
362 Nik. Chon-, pp. 266/30-267/41. Also in Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 
40; Michael Choniates, 1,320-21. See Cognasso, 'Partiti politici', p. 263; Brand, Byzantium Conftonts 
the West, p. 46; Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, p. 114. 
363 Michael Choniates, 1, pp. 320-2 1. 
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became 'the power behind the throne' of Theodore Laskaris. 364 Yet Niketas remains 
silent. 
In the a-text, however, Basil appears as one of the accusers of his own sister, 
the empress Euphrosyne, charged with adultery in October 1197 and banished from 
the palace for six months. Niketas, who is our only source for this incident, omits it 
altogether in version b. 365 In version a, he provides us with a graphic account of the 
episode, which even includes a speech attributed to Euphrosyne's enemies, 
Andronikos Kontostephanos366 and Basil Kamateros. According to the historian, 
Andronikos and Basil were enraged when the empress promoted one their rivals, 
Constantine Mesopotamites to a position of supreme administrative authority, epi tou 
kanikleiou. As a result Andronikos and Basil had fallen from imperial favour. They 
thus decided to avenge themselves on the instigator of the evil, the empress. Bringing 
a charge of adultery against her, they urged the emperor to deprive Euprosyne of all 
her power and wealth, lest she attempt to place her lover, a young officer by the name 
of Vatatzes, on the throne. In addition, they advised the emperor to dispose of his 
potential rival. 367 
Contrary to their wishes, Alexios drastically overreacted to the accusation and 
ordered the empress' removal from the palace, although it should be noted that 
Mesopotamites retained his position. Thus says Niketas, the whole affair greatly 
tarnished the reputation of the government and the accusers were forthwith taunted 
and reproached by the populace for bringing disgrace upon their own family. Most 
likely bowing to popular pressure, they once more orchestrated Euphrosyne's return 
368 to power after a six-month exile (October-March 1197). It is obvious why Niketas 
would have omitted such an embarrassing episode in the b-text. For lack of 
corroborative evidence, we must perforce take him at his word in the a-text, although 
he never explains why Andronikos and Basil did not attack Mesopotamites directly, 
or why they specifically chose to cast Vatatzes in the role of the lover and request his 
immediate death. Besides, Mesopotamites, the supposed object of their discontent and 
the reason why they devised the whole scheme in the first place, was hardly affected. 
364 Michael Choniates, II, p. 258; M. Angold, A Byzantine Government in Exile: Government and 
Society under the Laskarids ofNicaea (1204-1261), Oxford 1975, p. 149. 
365 Nik. Chon., pp. 483/35493/66 om. b. 
366 As Niketas tells us, Andronikos was the husband of Euphosyne's daughter Eirene. 
367 Nik. Chon., pp. 485-86. For a discussion of this incident see: Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, 
pp. 144-45; Varzos, U, pp. 780-83; Garland, 'Morality versus Politics', pp. 289-92 168 Nik. Chon., pp. 484/41 ff.; Garland, 'Morality versus Politics', p. 29 1. 
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Niketas, moreover, never refutes the charges of adultery. On the contrary, although he 
expresses his disapproval of Alexios' handling of the incident, he does state that the 
emperor ascertained the precise details of the affair from the eunuchs of the 
bedchamber. 369 Whatever the case, we believe that the entire episode perhaps 
involved much more that the mere envy of Andronikos and Basil for Mesopotarnites' 
good fortune. 
In conclusion, it is clear that the historian is quite cautious of his treatment of 
the family throughout the b-text; omitting their names in unfavourable circumstances 
or simply passing over certain episodes completely. His own dependence on Basil 
Karnateros and the latter's influence over both Alexios III and Theodore Laskaris in 
all likelihood constrained his freedom of speech. His continual pleas for assistance to 
Basil in Nicaea must have further exacerbated the situation, as it appears that they 
were never fully answered. In all, it is evident that Niketas' treatment of the 
Kamateroi was heavily influenced by his own personal experiences with members of 
the family. 
Officials, various supporters and relatives of the Konmenian Regime 
Although Niketas shows himself to be better informed about the officials of 
his own time, he does provide us with some poignant characterisations of earlier 
administrators. During the reign of Manuel Komnenos, a certain John Poutzenos, who 
had originally been John II's finance minister and held the post of megas logariastes 
at around 1157, is singled out for vehement criticism. 370 Niketas holds Poutzenos 
responsible for one of the most serious policy errors of the Komnenian regime. 
According to the historian, it was on Poutzenos' bad advice that John Komnenos 
abolished the measure, which designated that all contributions collected from ship- 
money levies should be channelled towards the upkeep and maintenance of the fleet. 
This revenue was, instead, to be diverted to the imperial treasury so as to increase the 
potential of expenditure afforded to the imperial government. As a result of this 
369 Nik. Chon., p. 488/10-13. 
... For this individual see Kresten, 'Zum Sturz', pp. 84-85. 
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measure, Niketas sadly notes that: 'now ... pirates rule the seas and the 
Roman 
9 371 maritime provinces suffer by piratical vessels so that the adversaries gloat . 
In order to draw attention to the niggardly character of the minister, Niketas 
supplies us with a host of anecdotal information in the a-text. On one particular 
occasion, Poutzenos stopped at a market place and because he was suddenly 
overcome by gluttony, he greedily devoured some cakes sold there by the female 
vendors, even though a well-prepared meal was awaiting him at home. At another 
time, Niketas places Poutzenos in the agora, where we can see the minister being 
ridiculed by nearby street children because he had stopped to pick up a horseshoe, 
which had been purposely heated and thrown on the road so as to lure his niggardly 
nature. 372 It is clear that the purpose of these seemingly trivial scenes was sheer 
mockery. However, this mockery was not without purpose. It had the specific aim of 
emphasizing the worthlessness of the individual under discussion. 
Indeed, these scenes are reminiscent of the sort of episodes often narrated by 
Niketas for the purposes of derision. A primary example is the bizarre scene depicting 
the obsession of John Karnateros for green beans and it is significant that not even 
emperors were spared such ridicule; Manuel casting glances at the astrologer present 
during the birth of his son, Andronikos defecating himself during his coronation, or 
Isaakios being rocked gently in the manner of a babe in the arms of patriarch 
Dositheos. The accumulation of such scenes in the a-text suggests that our historian 
was attempting to create an overall image of folly within the governing circles of the 
empire. Although Poutzenos is criticised for a grave error of a political nature, the 
force of the criticism certainly lies in personal belittlement and ridicule. 
The cases of Constantine Mesopotarnites, the powerful minister of Isaakios II 
and Alexios III and later metropolitan of Thessaloniki (1196-98-1222/3)373 and 
Theodore Eirenikos, who succeeded to Mesopotarnites' position and later became 
371 Nik. Chon., p. 55/18-21. This 'now' in the b-text accords well with the prevailing circumstances at 
the end of the twelfth century, where Alexios III was forced to contend with outrages of exceptional 
magnitude committed by Italian pirates all over the Aegean. See the chrysobull of Isaakios 11 Angelos 
(November 1192): D61ger-Wirth, Regesten, no. 1612 and complaints of Michael Choniates, 11, pp. 42, 
43,71-729 98-99. Discussions in P. Wirth, 'Die Mittelalterliche griechische Inselwelt im, Lichte der 
byzantinischen Kaiserdiplome', BF 5 (1977), pp. 415-31; Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, pp. 
211-14; Christophilopoulou, BvCavrtvý IoTopia, pp. 395-98. 
372 Nik. Chon., pp. 57/53-58/82 om. Pb- 
373 ODB 2, p. 1349; V. Laurent, 'La succession episcopale de la m6tropole de Thessalonique dans le 
premi6re moiti6 du XIIe si&cle', BZ 56 (1963), pp. 284-96; Varzos, II, pp. 780-86; Brand, Byzantium 
Corf-onts the West, pp. 144-46. 
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patriarch in exile at Nicaea (1214-16) are similar to that of Poutzenos. 
374 These 
individuals, who were Niketas' colleagues in the administration and with whom he 
often corresponded are noticeably absent from the political scene in version b. 
Mesopotarnites only appears as the unnamed influential youth who assumed the 
administration of public affairs following the death of Isaakios' maternal uncle 
Theodore Kastamonites in ca. 1192 . 
375 Only in the a-text do we learn that 
Mesopotarnites assumed such great influence over Isaakios that no one else was even 
permitted to approach the emperor. In the author's characteristic phrase, 'he was the 
thick wax that formed in the emperor's auditory canal and blocked the flow of sound 
from both sides'. The 'aged youth' was greedy, capricious, secretive and crafty, 
characteristics confirmed according to Niketas by the growth of his eyebrows in a 
single line without separation. He showed great skill in gathering illegal exactions 
and was an infamous glutton. Niketas even deems it appropriate to list his favourite 
foods: cakes and melons. 376 
Mesopotamites is finally mentioned by name when Niketas comes round to 
narrating the sequence of events concerning the banishment of empress Euphrosyne 
from the palace - an episode, which as we have already seen is completely missing 
from the b-text. Upon concluding his discussion regarding the empress, Niketas takes 
up the subject of Mesopotamites again, 'for it is necessary to say more on the Proteus 
of our times'. He was undeserving of the glory he boasted, says Niketas, when he was 
ordained metropolitan of Thessaloniki, and thus possessed (quite unlawfully) the very 
summit of power in both state and ecclesiastical spheres. His conceit and haughtiness 
gained him many enemies at court. These finally succeeded in ousting him from the 
palace and later in divesting him of all his liturgical privileges. 377 
Niketas' silence in the b-text can be understood in terms of Mesopotamites' 
position as well as the personal relationship between the two men. Niketas wrote two 
letters to Mesopotamites during his period of exile at Nicaea. Letter four, dated by 
374 See G. Stadtmiiller, 'Michael Choniates, Metropolit von Athen (ca. 1138-ca. 1222), Rome 1934, pp. 
249-51. 
375 Nik. Chon., p. 439/70. Manuscript D of the b family identifies the youth as Mesopotamites in a 
marginal note: 8La T6v E)E(TaaXom"c 
MEU01T0TG[[ILTnV TCLýTa ýTJGLV. 
376 Nik. Chon., p. 440/81-85 altered, 440/85441/9 om. b. 
377 Nik. Chon., p. 489/46-493/62 om. b. On Mesopotamites' great power see the letter of Michael 
Choniates to Mesopotamites, II, pp. 116-18. 
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van Dieten to the end of 1206/beginning of 1207 is a sort of consolatory letter, 
378 
much like the others that Niketas and his friends seem to have exchanged after 
1204 . 
379Letter nine, is a brief note, where Niketas asks Mesopotamites to write him 
so that he can bring him consolation and relief. 380 More significant is the 
identification of Mesopotamites with the owner of manuscript Laurentianus IX 24, 
containing the Panoplia Dogmatike and the LO version of the Historia. Considering 
the fact that this codex belongs to the thirteenth century, it is possible that it was sent 
to Mesopotamites by the author himself. Although there exists no evidence pointing 
to enmity between the two men, a comparison of the historian's treatment of 
Mesopotainites in the two versions would indicate that their friendship should be 
defined in 'political' rather than 'genuine' terms. 
Much the same can be observed with Niketas' portrait of Theodore Eirenikos, 
who appears only in the a-text. 38 1 The historian tells us that this individual succeeded 
to Mesopotarnites' position, once the latter had been ousted from the palace. 
Eirenikos is initially described in flattering tenns: he was gracious in manner, skilled 
in rhetoric and possessed a thorough understanding of governmental affairs. 
382 He 
succeeded, according to the historian, in taking complete charge of public affairs 
(TCffC Tr0XLTLKCtD; ETrECTTC1T0VV TrPCLýECTL) and one wonders whether this was at 
Niketas' expense, since we are specifically told that Eirenikos prevailed over his 
competitors by intrigue. 
383 More damaging is Niketas' final reference to this 
individual. Out of fear of loosing his own position, the minister refused to carry out 
the reforms necessary for the state, i. e. to oppose the policies of the emperor and his 
powerful relatives. 
384 
Niketas wrote two letters to Eirenikos during the Nicaean period. In the 
letters, he complains bitterly about his ill-treatment at the hands of the 'powerful' in 
378 Orationes et epistulae, pp. 206-08: Niketas consoles his 'dearest brother' (ý(XTCXTE d8EXýO, who 
is named as metropolitan of Thessaloniki, in his time of grief. He compares his own troubles in Nicaea 
with those of Mesopotamites and suggests that they console each other in these hard times by 
exchanging letters. 
379 Orationes et epistulde: Letter 5 to Theodore Eireinikos, pp. 206-208. Letter 4 to an anonymous 
friend, pp. 208-209. Letter 8, again to Theodore Eireinikos, pp. 211-14. Letter 10 to Michael 
Autoreianos, pp. 214-15. 
380 Orationes et epistulae, p. 214. The letter makes no mention of Nicaea, but Niketas does complain of 
his miserable situation yet again. See van Dieten, Biographie, p. 180. 
38 1 For this individual see A. I. Papadopoulos-Kerameus, 'E)Eo8wpoc ELPTIVLKO'C TTGLTPLdPXTIC 
O[KOV[IEVLK6C', BZ 10 (190 1), pp. 187-92. 
382 Nik. Chon., p. 492/50-53 om. b. 
383 Michael Choniates, II, pp. 121-22. 
384 Nik. Chon., p. 493/60-62. Unfortunately Niketas does not tell us what these policies were. 
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Nicaea, but assures Eirenikos that he will not entreat anyone or resort to feigning the 
beggar so to arouse people's sympathies. 385Later, he tactfully reminds Eirenikos of 
his miserable situation in the Bithynian capital and asks him not to believe the vicious 
rumours that were circulating about him. 386 Unfortunately, we are never told what 
these rumours were. But could it be that Niketas was the victim of yet another court 
intrigue? Whatever the case, the historian's letters in the post-1204 period reveal that 
he was let down by powerful friends at Nicaea. It is no coincidence that these very 
same individuals appear in a negative light in final version of his historical work. 
Niketas, however, is not only critical of his own circle of bureaucrats, but 
extends his criticisms so as to include high-ranking military officials (usually related 
to the imperial family), whose service to the state appears less than praiseworthy in 
version a. Here we shall discuss the cases of John Kantakouzenos, Manuel Kamytzes 
and Michael Stryphnos. The caesar John Kantakouzenos, who was Isaakios II's 
brother-in-law, had been sent out by this emperor (ca. 1186) against the Vlacho- 
Bulgarians. In the b-text, Niketas simply states (374/1-376/26 APWb): 'The caesar 
John Kantakouzenos, the emperor's brother-in-law who was married to his sister, 
succeeded to the command. He was a man of admirable physique and possessed a 
wealth of experience in military tactics. But at that time he did not conduct well the 
war against the Vlachs'. 387 In the a-text, we are further told that although 
Kantakouzenos was an experienced commander, he was rash and arrogant by nature. 
Niketas then provides us with a detailed account of the tactical errors committed by 
Kantakouzenos during the campaign as well as his insulting behaviour towards his 
troops on the battlefield. As a final jest, the historian portrays the blind commander 
pointing his weapon in the direction of the enemy and urging his troops towards 
attack, 'even though he could not see that which was under his feet and did not know 
where the enemy was encamped'. He closes the episode by the familiar topos of the 
comparison made between the wealthy and effeminate Greeks versus the courageous 
barbarians. When the Romans were put to flight by the Vlachs, the 'soft tunics' and 
4elegant cloaks' of the caesar were captured and displayed in the rebel camp for the 
purposes of mockery and the 'barbarians' occupied the plains waving the Roman 
385 Orationes et epistulae, p. 207. 
386 Orationes et epistulae, pp. 213. 
387 6La&XETaL & Týv i-yqLovlav 6 KCtt(YCLP 'I WC(VVqC TI o KaVTaKOIJCTjV6C, -y%jPp6C IT0 WV TOý pa(TLXEWC hT ' dt&Xoý. dvýp 8 OVTOC dtýLOMITOC TO' E180C KCIIL 1TXOI)TC6V týMELP(CtV T6jV 
TaKTLK(ýV, T6TE & 01) KaX(ýC T6V KaTa 
BXaXwv 6LE(TTP(l "yqCTE Tr'XE[IOV. TTI 0 
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standards. 388 In retrospect, Niketas would often use this cliche to demonstrate a major 
reason why Byzantium succumbed to the Latins. 389 
The protostrator Manuel Kamytzes 390 was first cousin to the Angeloi emperors 
and one of their most trusted military commanders until his dangerous insurrection in 
ca. 1201 . 
391 In the b-text, this individual is more or less ignored by the historian in a 
conscious attempt to play down the significance of his rebellion. Before examining 
this event it is worth taking a brief look at two episodes concerning Kamytzes. When 
Alexios III took ill in 1199, Niketas tells us in the b-text that 'those who were related 
to the emperor by blood were enlisted to seek the crown'. 392 In the a-text, he adds that 
this episode had in fact turned into a contest with Kamytzes and his paternal uncle, 
the sebastokrator John Doukas, competing for the crown. 393 When Kamytzes was 
captured by the Vlach rebel Ivanko, Niketas alleges that the protostrator had fallen 
into a trap laid by the enemy: '[Ivanko] transferred many herds from the mountains to 
the plains and planned an ambush'. Kamytzes' troops, oblivious to the ruse, fell upon 
the unprotected lair and were encircled by the Vlachs. 394 In the a-text, Niketas 
criticises Kamytzes, who in his greediness, led the Byzantine troops straight into the 
trap. To make the humiliating episode even livelier, he depicts the troops plundering 
everything in sight, while their commander rode around to inspect the operation. 395 
Concerning Kamytzes' insurrection, Niketas offers us a rather bare account in 
the b-text. He relates that the protostrator was released from bondage by the other 
Vlach rebel, Chrysos. Together they conquered Pelagonia and Prilep, penetrated the 
Thessalian Tempe and caused great disturbances in Hellas and the Peloponnese. 396 
Niketas says nothing more on the subject in the b-text. Only in version a does he 
uncover the motive for the rebellion. According to the historian, the niggardly 
Alexios III refused to pay the ransom for Kamytzes' release and instead confiscated 
the protostrator's immense fortune. Chrysos (who was Kamytzes' son-in-law) 
388 Nik. Chon., pp. 374/1-376/26. 
389 This idea will be discussed in detail in the following chapters. 
390 ODB 2, pp. 1099-1100; Varzos, 11, pp. 690-713; Sawides, 'To Kivqgaroi) Mavouýk Kag(g)f)Tý11- 
KagiTail CFTIJ Popeto5im" Maicc8ovia imt (yq E)E(FcraXia GTV. apxt; Tob 13" cmbva', eEuoraýIK6 
HpcpoA6yio 12 (1987), pp. 145-57 (repr. Idem, McAcTýya-ra Bv(avrivýq ffpoamroypaýpiaq Kai Toxmý,; 
io-ropia;, Athens 1992, no. VIII). 
391 See accounts in Michael Choniates, II, pp. 125-27; Nikephoros Chrysoberges, pp. 1- 12. 
392 Nik. Chon., p. 498/16-22 b: OL [IýV 'Yap ITP64; 'YEVOUC To PCI(TLXEt TOZC tý 69ýVoc (Jý(GL TTIV 
C tp Tlv6poX6, yovv, t XýV 
393 Nik. Chon., p. 498/17-19. 
394 Nik. Chon., pp. 512/89-513/14 b. 
395 Nik-Chon., p. 512/89-6 om. b and 513/8-9 om. b. 
396 Nik. Chon., pp. 533/42-534/62 b. 
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stepped in to ransom the protostrator and in an act of desperation, Kamytzes lashed 
out against the emperor. The author was undoubtedly aware of this significant detail 
when he was composing the b-text. In one of his speeches to Alexios III, he 
denounces Kamytzes for not waiting patiently in bondage for the emperor to release 
him. Instead, says Niketas, he fermented a treacherous rebellion against his own 
country. 397 
Finally, the megas dux, Michael Stryphnos, who served both Alexios III and 
later Theodore I Laskaris in Nicaea, is absent from the b-text but appears in the LO 
and a versions. Niketas introduces Stryphnos as 'a pot-bellied man', unscrupulous by 
nature and in the habit of devouring the public funds. He also tells us that Stryphnos 
was the leader of the conspirators who finally succeeded in ousting Constantine 
Mesopotarnites from the palace in 1198.398 Later in the narrative, when news had 
arrived from the west that the Latin fleet that had set sail from Venice in October 
1202, we meet Stryphnos once again. In condemning the apathy and indolence of 
Alexios III's closest counsellors, Niketas does not mention any names in the b-text. In 
versions PLO he becomes more specific (541/41 ff. PLO): 
The doux of the fleet, Michael Stryphnos, who was married to the empress' sister, being most 
shrewd, not only exchanged the bolts and anchors of ships for gold, but also ran after sails 
and sold ropes, so that he emptied the Roman dockyards of every warship. 399 
Stryphnos was certainly a man immune from this sort of criticism, as we learn 
from the countless praises heaped upon his person by Michael Choniates. 400 His 
fraudulent ways were to cost Byzantium dearly, for when the Latin fleet reached 
Constantinople, only twenty rotten and worm-eaten ships were available to defend the 
city according to the testimony offered by the historian. 401 
397 Orationes et epistulae, p. 69 
398 Nik. Chon., p. 491/20-24 om. b. Niketas' allegations regarding Stryphnos' greed are confirmed by 
Genoese complaints that Stryphnos imposed excessive exactions upon them when he was still a tax- 
collector (EITL TOD PEUTLapLov). A. Sanguineti & B. Gerolamo, (eds. ), 'Nuova, serie di documenti sulle 
relazioni di Genova coll' Impero bizantino', Atti della Societii ligure di storia patria 28 (1896-1898), 
Fý9414. 
'X 6 ZTPVýVOC, KGtCrL'YVýTTj 'T-jj'C 8E07Tro' Val [IýV Kal 6 TOD 9T6Xot) 6obý MLXCtTI LV-qC 
(yj)vECEV'yjjEVOi;, 6ELv6TGtTO(; W"V jiý [t6vov y6ýLýOV(; K(IL (! 'YKI)P(X(; VTJ(ýV XPVCFLOV dXXdýCtO76aL, 
dXXa KCR Xa(ýEGLV 61TLOECY6CR KCXL Eý(IP'YI)PLCTCLL ITp6TOVCt &1TaýdTrctVTO(; TAOLOV [I(IKPOD T(I 
Tw[tatwv &EV609E. VEWPLa 
400 Michael Choniates, 1, pp. 324-42: TrpocyoW'nýICX EILC TO'V [I-e'YCIV 8OVKa TO'V 2: TPV0V6v. Around 
1201/2, Stryphnos was sent to Greece to calm the disorder that had arisen there due to the rebellion of 
the protostrator Manuel Kamytzes. 
401 Nik. Chon., p. 541/47-50. 
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Niketas' criticism of the 'powerful' does not end with corrupt officials and 
incompetent or vengeful military commanders. Indeed, in his damning representation 
of Byzantium's civil and military establishment, the author ventures to include all the 
individuals who were involved or supported the government of the 
Komnenoi/Angeloi. An excellent example is offered by Andronikos Doukas . 
402ThiS 
individual had been, along with Constantine Makrodoukas, 403 one of Andronikos I's 
staunchest supporters. But it would not be long before they were both charged with 
the crime of high treason and executed on Ascension Day, 1184.404 Niketas' 
description of this episode in version b is quite brief and it is significant that he 
portrays Doukas in a positive light: 'Andronikos Doukas pretended to be the most 
reliable among Andronikos' supporters'. 405 He describes Makrodoukas in similar 
terms and then goes on to bewail the inhuman executions carried out on the orders of 
the emperor. The entire episode serves to illustrate the savageness of Andronikos' 
tyrannical regime. 406 
In the a-text, Niketas expands his account with a cynical characterisation of 
Andronikos Doukas, which adds a new twist to the episode (292/80-293/88 om. b): 
Andronikos Doukas, a lecherous and knavish man with shamelessness emitting from his face, 
pretended to be the most reliable among Andronikos' supporters. Whenever Andronikos 
declared that he would gouge out the eyes of someone, Andronikos Doukas, as a pupil of the 
murderer who from the beginning takes joy in the misfortunes of men, would decree the loss 
of hands or decide on impalement, and frequently spoke ill against Andronikos, shamelessly 
upbraiding him for not inflicting suitable punishments for offences. 
It is clear that Doukas, a prominent supporter of Andronikos' regime, who in the b- 
text only pretended to support the tyrant and was ruthlessly executed, is here assigned 
a role more vicious than that of the 'man-slaying' Andronikos Komnenos. The 
paradox can be explained if we look at Niketas' treatment of the reception of 
Andronikos' government as a whole. In the b-text, it is Andronikos himself and his 
402 Polemis, The Doukai, p. 132. 
403 Polemis, The Doukai, p. 192, n. 2,3. 
4 04 For these events see K. Manafes, ' ' AvEK60TOC VEKPLK6c 8LCIXO'/OC VTraLVLcT0r6[IEVOC TrpOGWITa 
Kai yEyov6TCt Tý(; PaGLXE(aC'AV8POV(KOv A' TOD Ko[ivqvoý', 'AOýtd 77 (1976-77), pp. 308-22: 
Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, pp. 55-56; Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, pp. 116-17. Both 
were thought to have been co-conspirators of Isaakios Komnenos, dux of Cilicia, who had rebelled 
against Andronikos and declared himself independent ruler of the island of Cyprus. 
405 Nik. Chon., p. 292/80-82 b. 
406 Nik. Chon-, p. 292/68ff. 
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despised minister Stephanos Hagiochristophorites who take the bulk of the blame for 
the savageness of the regime. Niketas leaves the reader with the impression that 
everyone else was simply powerless before the tyrant. The Komnenian family is 
especially targeted and suffers great losses under his rule, while the senate is 
portrayed as the tyrant's pawn. David Komnenos, the governor of Thessaloniki 
betrays the city for fear of Andronikos, and certain persons of influence who dared 
407 speak out against the tyrant are almost stoned to death by the vulgar masses. This 
could reflect how the chaotic situation, which arose after the death of Manuel 
Komnenos, was conveniently viewed from the vantage point of the late 1190s/early 
1200s where some of Andronikos' fiercest supporters or relatives of theirs were still 
quite active in the administration. 408 
The primary example, as we have already seen, is Basil Karnateros' 
enthusiastic support for the tyrant -a support, which Niketas glossed over in the b- 
text. The identity of the murderers of the young Alexios 11 remains a secret in the b- 
text, while in version a we are specifically told that Andronikos Komnenos selected 
Stephanos Hagiochristophorites, Constantine Tripsychos and Theodore Dadibrenos to 
carry out the execution. 409 It is certainly no coincidence that the Tripsychoi had a long 
tradition of civil service under the Komnenoi/Angeloi. A Basil Tripsychos served 
Manuel Komnenos as primmekerios of the Vardariotes, 410 and a Nikolaos Tripsychos 
served Isaakios II Angelos as pronotarios and praitor. 41 1 This individual can be 
securely identified as being one and the same with a certain Nikolaos Tripsychos, 
dikaiodotes and megas logariastes ton sekreton, under Alexios 111.412 
The same holds true for Andronikos Doukas, whose distinguished surname 
and connection to the Komnenoi sheltered him from criticism in the b-text. Members 
of the Doukas family were related to the ruling dynasty of the Komnenoi/Angeloi and 
quite naturally occupied high positions in their respective governments throughout 
407 See episode where certain judges of the velum, Demetrios Tornikes, Leo Monasteriotes and 
Constantine Patrenos very nearly lost their lives at the hands of the mob when they questioned 
Andronikos' decision to prosecute the empress Maria-Xene: Nik. Chon., pp. 265-66. 
408 Michael Choniates felt obligated to justify his own unqualified enthusiasm for the tyrant in his 
speech to the new emperor Isaakios Angelos by claiming that he had been fooled by Andronikos, 
hypocrisy, 1, p. 218. It was certainly to Niketas' credit that he had not been a member of Andronikos, 
government, as Michael points out with characteristic pride in the Monodia: 1, p. 350. 
409 Nik. Chon., p. 274/13-14 om. b. 
4 10 Nik. Chon., p. 136/41; Chalandon, Les Comnýne, II, p. 225 n. 6 and 648, n. 16. 
411 Michael Choniates, II, pp. 67-68. 
412 P. Lemerle, 'Notes sur Fadministration Byzantine A la vielle de la We Croisade d'apr6s deux 
documents in6dits des archives de Lavra', REB 19 (1961), pp. 261. 
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the second half of the twelfth century. 413AIthough Niketas is certainly exaggerating 
by portraying Andronikos Doukas as a man obsessed with some kind of blood lust, 
the purpose of the malicious character depiction is to lay the responsibility for 
Andronikos' tyrannical regime on the prominent individuals who supported him. 
Not surprisingly, Niketas conducts the greatest number of revisions in his 
discussion of those individuals who either served under or supported Alexios III 
Angelos. Precedence should be here given to the omission of the names of Alexios' 
co-conspirators in 1195 in the b-text. Three of the five individuals mentioned by 
Niketas served as military commanders under Alexios III. George Palaiologos died 
fighting the rebel Ivanko-Alexios around the year 1200. This piece of information is 
only supplied in version a. 414 Manuel Kantakouzenos was appointed military 
commander of an expedition against the pseudo-Alexios from Cilicia. Again, this 
information is missing from the b-text. 415 Theodore Branas, son of the rebel Alexios, 
appears in the b-text during the reign of Isaakios 11 as a military commander4 16 , 
but 
two references to his person during the reign of Alexios III, are once again omitted in 
the b-text. 417 
Certain individuals make their appearance only in the a-text. Constantine 
Frangopoulos was the naval commander sent out to the Euxine Pontos by Alexios III 
to plunder Byzantine and Turkish merchant vessels. 418 John Lagos, Alexios' 
appointee for commander of the Praetorian prison, released his own prisoners to 
ransack and plunder the goods of the citizens of Constantinople .4 
19 Bestralites, an 
imperial bodyguard, was ordered by Alexios III to murder Vatatzes, the alleged lover 
of the Empress Euphrosyne. 420 Given the surreptitious nature of the tasks these 
persons performed for the government, it comes as no surprise that they received no 
mention whatsoever in the b-text. 
413 For the position of the Doukai under the Komnenian regime see synodal lists of the period 
reproduced in Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 501-09. For the Angeloi see Guilland, 'Les 
Logoth&es', pp. 63-65, and Appendix I. 
414 Nik. Chon., p. 512/81-82 om. b. 
415 Nik. Chon., p. 462/37ff. altered in b. 
416 Nik. Chon., p. 409/25. 
417 Nik. Chon., p. 474/1,500/81. 
41 8 Nik-Chon., pp. 528/80-529/8 om. b. 
419 Nik-Chon., pp. 524/84-526/33. 
420 Nik-Chon., p. 486/42-55 om. b. 
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One final example is served by the case of John Steiriones, a naval 
commander under Alexios III and subsequently Theodore Laskaris. 421 In the b-text, 
Niketas tells us that Alexios III had sent this individual against the infamous pirate 
Gafforio. Steriones' initial attempt against Gafforio was not successful, but when 
Alexios sent him out for a second time, the commander appeared unexpectedly before 
the enemy and not only won a decisive victory, but also killed Gafforio. 422 In the a- 
text Niketas supplies the reader with the supplementary information that Steiriones 
was himself a pirate from Calabria who had entered Byzantine service. He then 
expands significantly on the aforementioned episode. It seems that Steiriones was 
under instructions from the emperor to lure Gafforio with a peace agreement (of 
which Niketas provides the details), and then engage him unexpectedly in battle. One 
again, we see how Niketas transforms this episode initially boasting of imperial 
success to one that essentially demonstrates Byzantine deception and duplicity. 
The administrators of the basileia were the individuals, who along with the 
emperor possessed the power to steer the wheel of government and alter the course of 
events. The emphasis on the personalities of these individuals and the complaints 
about the results of their political actions characterise Niketas' work of revision. 
Although the form, contents and quality of the historian's criticisms vary from person 
to person, it is clear that Niketas is mostly concerned with how certain powerful 
individuals behaved instead of what they did and why they did it. For example, we 
are never told why John Poutzenos abolished the contributions for the upkeep and 
maintenance of the fleet, nor are we informed about the policy reforms carried out by 
Constantine Mesopotamites. But we do know that Poutzenos was a glutton and that 
Mesopotamites' eyebrows grew in a single line without separation. Similarly, we are 
provided with a host of detailed episodes demonstrating the corrupt and unscrupulous 
nature of the Kamateroi, but we remain totally ignorant of their political actions. This 
does not mean that Niketas did not have justifiable grounds for criticism. It means 
that he was preoccupied with something entirely different. 
As we have seen, the historian's Kaiserkritik in the a-text was in many cases 
based on criticisms latent in the b-text. The catastrophic events of 1204 and the 
421 Villehardouin, p. 153: the Latin historian tells us that Steiriones was chief admiral of Laskaris' fleet. 
See Angold, Byzantine Government, p. 196. 
422 Nik. Chon., pp. 482/8483/34 b. 
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author's transformed social and political status gave him both the pretext and the 
opportunity to revise his historical work, which had been written under duress. Hence 
the revelation of court intrigues, murderous secrets, illicit sexual affairs and 
detrimental political actions. The sweeping revision of the discussion of the reign of 
Alexios 111, along with the emphasis that Niketas places on his own colleagues in the 
administration reveal the constraints placed upon the author at the time of the original 
composition. 
On the other hand, the collapse of the empire undoubtedly gave our historian 
greater cause and justification for such criticism. Here, the connection with 1204 is 
both implicit and explicit. It is explicit that Michael Stryphnos sold parts of Byzantine 
warships for personal profit and thus Byzantium could not oppose the Venetian fleet. 
But it is implicit that the greediness of the protostrator Manuel Kamytzes led to the 
humiliating defeat of the Byzantines by the Vlach rebel Ivanko-Alexios, and it is 
implicit that the indolence of Alexios the protosebastos allowed the usurpation of 
Andronikos Komnenos with devastating consequences. For our historian, mistake 
upon successive mistake led to the weakening of the state, bred widespread 
corruption and ultimately hastened the disaster of 1204. Whether Niketas complains 
of errors in policy and whether he criticises the character faults of powerful 
individuals, he is always demonstrating the reasons why Byzantium collapsed in 
1204. 
It is, of course, easier to understand past events from the distance and clear- 
sightedness afforded by time. However, for the residents of the largest, wealthiest, 
and most well fortified city in Christendom, it was inconceivable that when the 
Fourth Crusade arrived in the Sea of Marmara in the summer of 1203, that 
Constantinople would fall to the sword of the Latins. Niketas attempted to understand 
these events the only way he knew how; by laying the responsibility on the powerful 
individuals of the times. In doing this, he followed the dictates of his 
historiographical tradition, where criticism of personalities went hand in hand with 
criticism of policies. How Niketas integrated these criticisms into his explanation for 
1204 will be demonstrated in the following chapter. 
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CHAPTER III 
THE ARGUMENT OF THE HISTORL4 
'Was the fall of Constantinople to the Venetians and the soldiers of the Fourth 
Crusade just an accident or did the Byzantines bring it upon themselves? Given the 
chaotic condition of the Byzantine Empire throughout the reign of Alexios III 
Angelos, I found it difficult to separate the fall of Byzantium to outside forces from 
its disintegration within. In this I was only following the great historian Nicetas 
Choniates. " This estimation is found in the most up-to-date English language 
textbook of the period leading to 1204. It is most interesting because it states clearly 
the three most basic assumptions of modem scholars of the period: (1) 1204 was the 
culmination of decades of internal instability and corruption; (2) The reign of Alexios 
III represents the apogee of Byzantine decadence; (3) Niketas Choniates, an objective 
and critical observer of his own times, formulated this theory with the benefit of 
hindsight. 
Without for the moment questioning these assumptions, let us begin by 
reiterating that Niketas Choniates is our only major source for the crucial era in 
Byzantine history that begins with the death of Alexios I Komnenos in 1118 and 
culminates with the capture of Constantinople by the armies of the Fourth Crusade in 
1204. Yet while the significance of Niketas' account of the decline and collapse of 
the Byzantine empire has long been recognised, a major problem still lies in the 
modem interpretation of the nature of Niketas' explanation/s for the fall. This is 
because modem scholars have almost unanimously accepted Niketas' view of an 
internal collapse without examining the principles under which it was formulated. At 
present there seem to exist three different strands of thought concerning Niketas' 
historical causation and argumentation. 
Charles Brand and Herbert Hunger underestimated Niketas' historical 
judgement when they assumed, mostly along the same lines, that the author only 
provided us with a superficial explanation for the collapse of the empire. 2 Both 
scholars were referring to Niketas' identification of the major cause (aLTLWTC1TOV) Of 
the fall of Byzantium as the Komnenoi, whose incessant and catastrophic rebellions 
virtually invited Byzantium's enemies to attack the empire. Brand goes so far as to 
' Angold, Byzantine Empire, p. 173. 
2 Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, p. 156; Hunger, Literatur, I, p. 433-434. 
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suggest that because Niketas himself was involved in the regime, he placed all the 
blame on the flight of exiles such as Prince Alexios and the machinations of the Pope 
and the Venetians. The fallacy of the argument lies in the isolation of a single passage 
taken to represent Niketas' entire discussion of the decline of Byzantium. Only when 
this passage is viewed within the context of the historian's overall argument for the 
fall, does its significance and meaning become apparent. We shall return to this later. 
In contrast, some scholars attribute to Niketas the view that the empire fell 
because of imperial misrule. Robert Browning believed Niketas saw the cause of 
decline in the personal weakness and corruption of its rulers. 'But sometimes', says 
Browning 'he [Niketas] seems to be reaching after more profound explanations which 
he has not the conceptual information to formulate. ' 3 Unfortunately, Browning failed 
to define exactly what he meant by 'conceptual information' or 'profound 
explanations'. This line of argument was followed and expanded by Jonathan Harris, 
who in recent articles emphasised the importance of the genre of Kaiserkritik in 
Niketas' work. Looking at Niketas' argumentation from beginning to end, Harris 
concluded that when it came to assessing historical causation, the main concern of 
Niketas was an assessment of the character and actions of the emperor. Thus, 'in the 
imperial incumbent [ ... ] lay the major cause of the disaster of 1204. 
A No one could 
seriously challenge the view that the Byzantine emperor was the major concern of the 
historian, but this does not necessarily mean that in criticising the actions and 
characters of individual emperors, Niketas was providing us with the deep-rooted 
causes of 1204. 
A final viewpoint, represented by Alexander Kazhdan and Paul Magdalino 
seems to venture beyond historical causation and argumentation, touching upon 
Niketas' philosophy of history. Alexander Kazhdan expressed the opinion that the 
author betrayed a very subjective and personal view of the catastrophe that fell upon 
Byzantium. According to Kazhdan, Niketas felt that the fall of Constantinople was 
-not a random event, but one that was ultimately rooted in the 'corruption' of 
Byzantine society. Thus, Niketas attempted to persuade himself and his readers that 
the capture was an act of divine providence and that the wrath of God was destined to 
fall upon those who perpetrated this great atrocity. He brilliantly surnmarises this 
3 R. Browning, The Byzantine Empire, London 1980, pp. 150-5 1. 
4 Harris, 'Distortion, divine providence and genre in Nicetas Choniates's account of the collapse of 
Byzantium 1180-1204', JMS 26 (2000), pp. 19-2 1; Idem, 'Looking back on 1204: Nicetas Choniates in 
Nicaea', Mgsogeios 12 (2001), pp. 117-24. 
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argument: 'He [Niketas] could not escape the conclusion that the tragedy of 
Byzantium was the natural crown of a long arc of time, which he had witnessed. The 
expectation of the catastrophe permeates the whole of the history. ' 5 
Similarly, Paul Magdalino centres his view of Niketas' argumentation for the 
fall on the theme of divine retribution: 'the theme of divine retribution clearly 
underlies his [Niketas'] whole vision of the Comnenian empire's decline and fall, and 
it is the strand which connects all his disapproving remarks about the emperors of his 
day. Whether he accuses them of indolence, vainglory, personal immorality, 
occultism, impiety or tyranny, and whether he puts the blame on them personally or 
on the general corruption of Byzantine society, he is demonstrating why God 
withdrew his favour from the 'holy nation' and gave it to peoples, who however 
unspeakable in their manners, somehow had integrity where the Byzantines were 
hollow. 6 Taken together, Kazhdan and Magdalino come closer to Niketas' approach 
to historical causation or even his philosophy of history than any other scholars. But 
in the end they do not explain why Niketas felt Byzantine society was corrupt. What 
went wrong? 
In contrast to such disagreement, most scholars seem to be in complete 
agreement concerning the 'real' causes behind the collapse of Byzantium, as viewed 
from a modem historiographical perspective. One need only glance at the headings of 
several chapters in Byzantine textbooks dealing with the final decades of the twelfth 
century. George Ostrogorsky's, 'The Collapse (1185-1204)', Charles Brand's, 'The 
Failure of Byzantine Foreign Policy: The Fourth Crusade at Constantinople', Michael 
Angold's, 'Byzantium 1180-1204: The Failure of the Comnenian System', and the 
article of Ralph Johannes Lilie 'Des Kaiser's Macht und Ohnmacht: Zum Zerfall der 
Zentralgewalt in Byzanz vor dem vierten Kreuzzug', to mention but a few. Modem 
historians naturally cite a multiplicity of causes, which of course weigh differently in 
their significance; weakness in the fabric of government, deterioration of the navy, 
governmental corruption, local separatism, failure to find a modus vivendi with the 
western nations, and so on. In other words, Byzantium fell from within. This idea 
then takes us back to the central theme of Niketas' narrative. Yet modem scholarship 
is still at pains to establish exactly what that is. 
5 Kazhdan, Introduction to Narrazione cronologica, I, pp. XXIV-XXV, XXXI-xy 
6 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. 14. 
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This should be attributed to the lack of modem works on the Byzantine 
philosophy of history, which in is turn rooted in the lack of such works by Byzantine 
authors themselves. 7 The old, but persistent dichotomy between the 'cyclic' view of 
history held by the ancients and the 'progressive' view, which Byzantium inherited 
from the revelation and the Church Fathers, is an oversimplification, and a dangerous 
8 one at that. The view that the Byzantine philosophy of history is homogeneous and 
scarcely differentiated was challenged more than a quarter of a century ago by C. 
Turner, who pointed to a diversity of approaches to historical causation found in late 
Byzantine historiography. 9 We shall not attempt here to tackle a problem of this 
magnitude, but it seems that the key to understanding Niketas' argument and his 
views on the nature of history is to be found only if we grasp the standpoint from 
which he himself approached it. That standpoint can ultimately be traced to the 
historiographical tradition to which our author belonged and to the theological and 
philosophical views prevalent within his own society. 
Before moving on to Niketas himself, however, it is worth discussing the 
views of another historian of political decline, Michael Attaleiates. 10 Although the 
historians of the fifteenth century (Sphrantzes, Doukas, Chalcocondyles and 
Kritoboulos) are closer to Niketas with respect to subject matter, i. e. the collapse of 
the empire and its subjugation to foreign enemies, Attaleiates is closer in time and 
historical outlook. This had to do with Byzantium's position in the world and its own 
7 J. N. LJubarskiJ, 'New Trends in the study of Byzantine Historiography', DOP 47 (1993), pp. 131-38. 
The modem works on the Byzantine philosophy of history are: P. Photiad6s, 'Quelques traits de la 
conception byzantine de I'histoire', REG 77 (1964), p. 569 (one page outline); E. lvdnka, 'Der fall 
Konstantinopels und das byzantinische Geschichtsdenken, J6B 3 (1954). pp. 19-34; C. Turner, 'Pages 
from Late Byzantine Philosophy of History', BZ 57 (1964), pp. 346-73; J. N. LJubarskJj, 'Homme, 
destinee, providence: Les avatars des notions antiques dans la philosophie byzantine de I'histoire', La 
Philosophie Grecque et sa portge culturelle et historique, ed. A. Garzya, Moscow 1985, pp. 229-68. 
However, one should note that medieval western philosophy of history has been the subject of 
numerous modem works. A good introduction is: Geschichtsdenken und Geschichtsbild im Mittelalter, 
ed. W. Lammers, Darmstadt 1961. 
8 See K. L6with, Meaning in History, Chicago 1950, p. 19; R. H. Bainton, 'Ideas of History 111 Patristic 
Christianity', Collected Papers in Church History, Boston 1962, pp. 3-21; R. L. P. Milbum., Early 
Christian Interpretations ofHistory, London 1954, pp. 74-92. 
9 Turner, 'Philosophy of History', pp. 346-73. Turner pointed to two separate trends in late Byzantine 
philosophy of history. Sphrantzes and Doukas upheld the traditional medieval view of historical 
causation with emphasis on divine providence, while Chalcocondyles and Kritoboulos represented the 
relativistic view. This latter idea rested on the Hellenistic concept of fickle and unreliable Chance. 
10 On this author see E. Tsolakis, 'Aus dem Leben des Michael Attaleiates (Seine Heimatstadt, sein 
Geburts- und TodesJahr)', BZ 58 (1965), pp. 3-10; Idem, 'Das Geschichtswerk des Michael Attaleiates 
und die Zeit seiner Abfassung', &C 2 (1970), pp. 251-68; Hunger, Literatur, 1, pp. 382-89; ODB 1, p. 
229; Kazhdan, Byzantine Literature, pp. 23-86. 
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self-image, which after 1204, was never the same. 11 Both historians were nurtured on 
ideas of Byzantine greatness and they themselves lived during an age of affluence and 
cultural achievement - an age when it was inherently more difficult to explain 
Byzantium's misfortunes, than say, the fifteenth century. 
Byzantine political philosophy was always supported by strong theological 
undertones. 12 The idea of the divinely protected empire (E)EO(7T9'PLKTOV KpdTOC), 
along with that of Constantinople as the earthly counterpart of the 'New Jerusalem', 
and the emperor as the 'anointed of God' would eventually lead to a tendency to 
regard the reverses of the empire as temporary chastening. ' 3 Consequently, the 
traditional view that piety is rewarded with prosperity and sinfulness with adversity 
remained predominant throughout the whole of the Byzantine era. Yet a more 
anthropocentric approach to historical causation with strong emphasis on the actions 
and personalities of leading individuals found expression in the historical works of 
the Middle Byzantine period (and more specifically from the tenth through the 
twelfth centuries) as represented by a group of outstanding writers such as the 
continuators of the chronicle of Theophanes, Leo the Deacon, Michael Psellos, and 
others. 14 
Michael Attaleiates wrote a history covering the period 1034-1079/80. The 
internal instability of the state and the increasing reduction of its territories in the east 
are the two dominant themes of this fragile epoch. 15 What is of particular interest for 
us is Attaleiates' general reflections on the reasons for Byzantium's humiliating 
defeat at the battle of Mantzikert (1071) and the drastic decline in the fortunes of the 
state. In a very significant passage referring to Constantine X (1059-67), the historian 
11 See P. J. Alexander, 'The Strength of Empire and Capital as seen through Byzantine Eyes', 
S eculum 37 (1962), p. 356. 
1 
F, 
Bainton, 'Ideas of History', p. 17. 
13 N. H. Baynes, 'The Supernatural Defenders of Constantinople', AB 67 (1967), pp. 165-77. 
14 Ljubarskij, 'Philosophie byzantine de Phistoire', p. 245 ff. 
" On the internal history of the empire in the eleventh century see: P. Charanis, 'The Byzantine 
Empire in the eleventh century', in K. M. Setton & M. W. Baldwin (eds. ), A History of the Crusades, 1, 
Philadelphia 1955, pp. 177-219 (repr. ) Idem, Social Economic and Political life in the Byzantine 
Empire, Variorum 1973, no. XVI; J. M. Hussey, 'The Byzantine Empire in the eleventh century: Some 
different interpretations', Transactions of the Royal Historical Society, 4th series, 32 (1950), pp. 71-85; 
N. Svoronos, 'Soci6te et organisation int6rieure dans I'Empire byzantin au Me si6cle', Thirteenth 
International Congress of Byzantine Studies, Oxford 1966: Main Papers XII. (repr. ) N. Svoronos, 
ttudes sur Vorganisation int&ieure, la soci&ý et V&onomie de VEmpire Byzantine, Variorum 1973, 
no. IX; H. Ahrweiler, 'Recherches sur la soci6t6 byzantine au Xle si&cle: nouvelles hierarchies et 
nouvelles solidarites, TM 7 (1976), pp. 99-124. On Mantzikert and the loss of Byzantine Anatolia see 
M. Angold, 'The Byzantine State on the eve of the battle of Mantzikert', BF 16 (1990), pp. 9-34; S. 
Vryonis, The Decline of Medieval Hellenism in Asia Minor and the Process of Islamization ftom the 
Eleventh through the Fifteenth Century, Berkeley & Los Angeles 197 1. 
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discusses two different causes of success and failure; imperial misrule and divine 
retribution: 
Those who examined affairs with sensibility differentiated and attributed misfortune to the 
evilness of the emperor and success to his virtue. One would not be at fault if he considered 
that lamentable experiences are punishments for the sins of men and that success is bestowed 
only by divine providence and not as a reward for imperial virtue, for success encompasses 
all and is not restricted to one individual. Everything good comes from God. But the good 
will of God comes from prayer and is accompanied by behaviour, which is pleasing to Him. 
But for things that occur the emperors are held responsible because they are blamed for their 
mistakes and praised for their successes. It is like considering the rider responsible for the 
result of a race instead of the horse. ' 6 
It is clear that although Attaleiates does not oppose the theory of imperial 
responsibility, he seems to favour the view that the entirety of the Byzantine peoples 
and not the emperor alone is to be held accountable for success and failure. 
Attaleiates may have had his own reasons for wishing not to lay the blame entirely on 
the shoulders of the emperor, but this is not particularly significant. What is important 
is that these two viewpoints existed in Byzantium. 17 When Attaleiates comes round to 
explaining the ultimate disaster itself, he begins with a comparison of Byzantium with 
ancient Rome. The ancient Romans took general care to ascertain and obey the will of 
gods. Byzantine emperors and military commanders of the eleventh century were 
concerned only with enriching themselves. The soldiers, imitating their superiors 
committed great crimes and behaved violently and inhumanely towards those of the 
same race. The people, in turn, welcomed the defeat of their own annies because in 
this way, the cities of the empire would be cleansed of their crimes. The result of 
Attaleiates' moralizing is a terrifying condemnation of Byzantium's civil and military 
16 Michael Attaleiates, Historia, (eds. ), W. Brunet de Presle & I. Bekker, CSHB, Bonn 1853, pp. 86- 
87: 8L6 KCXL KGWIGL K(XL dPETý pCtCTLXLq TCtC 61)GTTP(X'YL(X(; KCR Ct1'3)OLC TaC EýTrp(XyMC OL 
VOI)VEXC3C GV[IPdXý0VTEC Ta TrPdyýWTC1 8LEIIEPLCOV. EL 6E TCt [IEV UGrqVa TrCl()-q T(ýI) 
I CtVOpWlTLVCL)V ajIG[PT%LdTWV TV'yXaVELV aVTEKTL(ILV, T6 8' 670EC 7ýC OE LW: ýLOVTJC 
I dLVTLX7ýýEWC OE111 TU; KGtL ý171 PCLGLXL"C E'Tr(XOXOV CLPETýC, Uk TT_j(; El')TrPCL'YL(IC 'YEVLKIC K(I'L [IT) 
EI&KýC KC&CMý0_9C, 0I')K 61V 8LCt[L(XPTOL TOf) 1TPETrOVTOC' 1TC1VTCL 'yCtp CIVWOEV T& PEXTLOVCt. 
aXXCX KCII T6 EiVEVýC Tr(IXLV ETRKdý17TETGR 8L ' El')XT-IC EVEP'Y0VýIEVTjC KCR CT1)yKP0T0j)ýjEVTjC 
GtpE(779' E'TrL'YP40VTCtL 8E TOi(; PCt(YLXEDCTL C\t 'TrTOVTC( 8L \ T' KCX\ GEGELV. T TTCIPEýLM Ct 0L 79V 
TrXELOVa ýIe[IýLV Kai aV[aV T(ýV 8PW[IEVWV Oý GVVET(ýC, K(11 iVE iOPOG ýnV (ýG(X ýTCOC T(ýV TTI 1) Co 1) 
KaTOPOOL)[IEV(JL)V ýTTLELK(ýC Etc aýT06; TTaPCL'YLVE(: TOaL, W'aTrEp EIC TOI)C T(ýJV etp[ICtTWV LOUVTýpa(; 
KII& ýVTEWEV d[TrOTEXEGýI. CtTa. GtL [Al TOM LTrTTOI)C Ta 
17 See for example the remarks of the sixth-century writer Agapetus in his advice to Emperor 
justinian: Expositio capitam amonitorium ... imperatori Justiniano, PG 86, cols. 1164-74 (Engl. trans. 
E. Barker, Social and Political thought in Byzantium, Oxford 1957, pp. 54-6 1). 
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establishment. In the end, the author quite clearly states his belief that the catastrophe 
18 
at Mantzikert was the result of divine retribution(EK TOý) 
8601) V4LEGLV). 
Consequently, his entire account is imbued with the notion of sin and divine 
retribution, and at every opportunity he denounces the shortcomings of his own 
people. The present Romans are in no position to attain glorious victories, but are 
only worthy of allowing their enemies to 910at-19 Their negligence and evil 
20 disposition does not allow them to attach to events their proper meaning. When 
compared to the Turks and Latins, the Byzantines are inferior, and so on. 21 Yet these 
reflections do not prevent Attaleiates from casting the blame on individual emperors. 
The Turks roam unhindered throughout Anatolia because of the greediness of the 
emperor. 22 The emperor Romanos Diogenes (1068-71) attributes the successes of the 
Turks to the mistakes of previous emperors, 23 and Michael VII (1071-78) 'admits' 
that because of his own mistakes, the Romans incurred such sufferings. 24 Thus these 
two seemingly opposing views of imperial misrule and divine retribution for sin 
coexist side by side in the narrative, just as they must have coexisted side by side in 
the Byzantine psyche. 25 
At first glance the deeply religious tone of Niketas' Historia, the plethora of 
biblical quotations and allusions, along with the entreaties and supplications to God 
seem to confirm that our historian held the time-honoured view that defeat is 
punishment for sin. It is undeniable that for Niketas the reins of history were very 
much in the hands of God. The 'right hand of God', the 'will of God', the 'wrath of 
God', 'retribution for sin' and other such concepts determine the historical 
18 Attaleiates, pp. 193-98. 
19 Attaleiates, pp. 114-15. 
20 Attaleiates, p. 144. 
21 Attaleiates, p. 164,190. 
22 Attaleiates, p. 44. 
23 Attaleiates, p. 97. 
24 Attaleiates, p. 187. 
25 See especially two texts of this period. At the end of the eleventh century, the discourses of the 
patriarch of Antioch, John Oxeites in (ed. ), P. Gautier, 'Diatribes de Jean FOxite contre Alexis ler 
Comn6ne', REB 28 (1970), pp. 31-33: In order to explain the causes of the Pecheneg invasions 
(commencing 1085) and the reasons why Byzantium had so far failed to annihilate the enemy, Oxeites 
points to a series of errors committed by the administration of Alexios I Komnenos. These include 
excessive taxation, corruption of government officials, raiding and pillaging of sacred places, and the 
mass immigration of impoverished peasants to foreign lands. By these injustices, the administration 
aroused the wrath of God, who allowed the Byzantines to be delivered to 'barbarians'. In 1185/6 the 
account of the capture of Thessaloniki in 1185 by its metropolitan, Eustathios, The Capture of 
Thessaloniki, p. 155: In concluding his account, Eustathios lists the sinful causes (&ý10tpTnTLK&C 
alTtad which led to the capture of the city, i. e. the envy, pride, slander, dishonesty, avarice, usury and 
ingratitude of the citizens of Thessaloniki. 
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development of events. There is no shortage of passages, which seem to indicate that 
God, the 'lord of the seasons and the years' directs the course of human affairs. 
Manuel I Komnenos was defeated in Sicily because God wished it so and his 
judgments are beyond human understanding; 26 Andronikos I Komnenos was toppled 
from his throne because he had aroused the wrath of Almighty; 27 God refused to 
consent to making the rebel general Alexios Branas an emperor; 28 God brought down 
his wrath upon the Byzantines because they deposed Isaakios Angelos from his 
rightful dominion; 29 and it was by God's will that Constantinople was conquered by 
30 'barbarians'. Convinced that Byzantine 'sins' were ultimately to blame for the fall 
of the city, Niketas even compared the fires which devastated Constantinople before 
its capture to those which destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah. 31 
Historical causation, however, could function simultaneously on two levels, 
the divine and the human and Niketas clearly believed that divine and human agents 
were in harmony. The hand of God may topple tyrants, but it rarely acts without some 
intennediary (%1EC7W0.32 It is principally on these 'intermediary' human agents that 
Niketas' account is concentrated; human endeavours rather that providential design 
influence the course of events, and the divine will is but the general framework in 
which they operate. This is precisely the reason why the ideology of the 
omnipresence of God in human affairs is frequently challenged when it comes to real 
life situations in his narrative. 33 An excellent example is offered by Manuel I 
Komnenos' expedition to Serbia in the winter of 1149-50. The ruler of Serbia, 
Pervoslav Uros II, not willing to meet the Byzantines in battle withdrew from the 
plains and in Niketas' own words taken from Psalm 120.1 'lifted his eyes to the 
26 Nik. Chon., p. 89/58-61. 
27 Nik. Chon., p. 349/91-92. 
28 Nik. Chon., p. 381/52-382/53. 
29 Nik. Chon., p. 467/82-84. 
3 0 Nik. Chon., p. 589/39-40: KCITCL OEtOV (; [, [ICtL KCIL ý6'1 TrEPLTrTWULV TI)X-qpGtV Tj (71)'YKUPL(IV OUTWUL 
Trwc GI)O&V a, xO-YoV. 
31 Nik. Chon., p. 576/3-5. 
32 Nik. Chon-, pp. 464/14465/15; A. P. Kazhdan & S. Franklin, Studies on Byzantine Literature of the 
eleventh and twelfth Centuries, Cambridge 1984, pp. 273-74. 
33 For the problem of the correlation or lack thereof between theological and philosophical doctrines 
and the degree to which they were applied in real life situations in the Middle Ages was discussed by 
H. M. Butterfield, 'The History of the Writing of History', in Me congrýs international des sciences 
historiques. Rapports, Stockholm 1960. For the arbitrary role of humans as agents of historical 
causation in Byzantine theological works see H. -G. Beck, Vorsehung und Vorherbestimmung in der 
theologischen Literatur der Byzantiner, Rome 1937, p. 2 Iff. 
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mountains whence he expected help to come'. 34 The allusion is obvious: the Serbian 
ruler pleaded to God for assistance. He did not, however, receive it because the 
emperor 'trusting in his prowess cut down the barbarian regiments as if they were 
herds of cattle or flocks of goats', another allusion, this time to the Odyssey (6.130- 
34) . 
35 The moral of the story is clear: The Serbian ruler who looked to God for 
deliverance but abandoned his own people to be slaughtered by the invaders was 
defeated. On the other hand, Manuel Komnenos, who relied on his own military 
abilities, carried the day. 
Another example is offered by the apathetic reaction of Isaakios 11 Angelos to 
the dangerous rebellion of his strategos Alexios Branas in 1187. When the troops of 
Branas reached the walls of Constantinople, the emperor gathered around him monks 
in the hope that they would implore God on his behalf and rested all his hopes for 
salvation on the 'Panoply of the Spirit' (ITCXVTEI)XLQL TOD TrvEvýLaTOc). This would 
probably have been adequate in accordance with medieval thought, but for Niketas it 
was a sign of stupidity and weakness. 
36 Thus the emperor's courageous brother-in- 
law, Conrad of Montferrat tactfully reminded him that he had neglected to make 
preparations for battle and encouraged him to throw off his apathy and collect an 
37 
auxiliary force to counter the rebel. Therefore, it is evident that Niketas accords a 
primary role to human action in influencing the outcome of events, outright 
discarding idle prayer as being worthless and vain. 
Niketas, moreover, regularly forsakes divine for human responsibility when 
he is attempting to argue historical causation. For example, the gradual but steady 
loss of Byzantine territories in Asia Minor is blamed on the inactivity of the 
emperors, not some unspecified sin. 38 The pretext for the Norman invasion of 1185 
was given by the flight of Alexios, a scion of the Komnenian family, to the court of 
the Sicilian King William 11.39The alleged reason for the Vlacho-Bulgarian revolt 
(beginning in 1185/6) was the excessive demands made on them by Isaakios II 
Angelos . 
40 Finally, as we have seen, the major cause of the collapse of the Byzantine 
34 Nik. Chon., p. 90/87-88: EiC & Ta opTl a'LPEL TOM 6ýOCA[Jovc 00 V T) 
N', 
"E Trpo(YE86KCI "ýELV CtýT(j 
T11V POýOEWV- 
35 Nik. Chon., p. 90/93-1. 
36 Kazhdan, Introduction to Narrazione cronologica, I, p. XII. 
37 Nik. Chon., p. 383/91-6. 
38 Nik. Chon., p. 72/83-85. 
39 Nik. Chon-, p. 296/78-79. 
40 Nik. Chon., p. 368/47-52. 
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Empire was the Komnenos family, meaning all those who held power and were 
responsible for the administration of the state. 41 
While it would have been the height of presumption for a Christian to exclude 
God entirely from historical causation, Niketas unconsciously dogrnatises about how 
and when God intervenes in human life through his own selection of divinely inspired 
events. Thus the interference of God is most prominent in death. The German 
Emperor Frederick Barbarossa is swept to Hades because of God's inscrutable 
judgement; 42 the tyrant of Cyprus, Isaakios Komnenos is utterly destroyed by the 
hand of God ; 43 the Vlach rebel leader Asan is murdered by God's decision; 44 and the 
German Emperor Henry VI dies by God's Will. 45 Not surprisingly, God is placed in 
the forefront of the historical stage in Niketas' conventional lamentation for the fall of 
Constantinople. Here the author searches the Scriptures to describe his emotions, and 
consequently we read biblical echoes such as 'the city that drank at the hand of the 
Lord the cup of his fury', or 'what was needed was a small chastening', or, 
'remember us 0 Lord, and visit us with salvation', and so on. But this is merely 
superficial terminology far removed from the real interpretation of events and Niketas 
does not hesitate in stating this outright when he ends his lamentation with the phrase: 
'most useful and timely are these scriptural verses in describing similar calamities. 46 
The anthropocentric approach to historical causation and more specifically the 
focus on the actions and personalities of leading individuals can be traced to 
antiquity. 47 For Herodotus the explanation of historical events was primarily sought at 
a human level. His own approach to historical causation emphasised the motives and 
actions of leading men and was concerned mostly with the assignment of 
responsibility, or blame. 48 In explaining the causes of the Peloponnesian war, 
Thucydides utilised the concepts of fear, honour and self-interest as motive forces 
41 Nik. Chon., p. 529/25-3 1. 
42 N&Chon., p. 416/27-28. 
43 Nik. Chon., p. 464/12-14. 
44 Nik. Chon., pp. 468/29-469/36. 
45 Nik. Chon., p. 479/44-46. 
46 Nik. Chon., p. 579/80-81. 
47 1 cannot agree with the argument of R. Scott, 'The classical tradition in Byzantine Historiography', 
in R. Scott &A Mullett (eds. ), Byzantium and the Classical Tradition, Birmingham 198 1, pp. 61-74 
that Byzantine historians 'imitated' classical models in regard to language and form, but developed 
their own independent view of historical causation which focused on an assessment of the actions and 
personalities of the emperors. This anthropocentric view of historical causation with emphasis on 
leading individuals was formulated in antiquity, not in Byzantium. 
48 P. Derow, 'Historical Explanation: Polybius and his Predecessors', in S. Hornblower (ed. ), Greek 
Historiography, Oxford 1994, pp. 75-79. For Herodotus as a historian see D. Lateiner, The Historical 
Method ofHerodotus, Toronto 1989. 
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behind the deeds of men. He did not attempt to explain why the war came about, but 
instead, rendered an account of why the Spartans began it, thus again focusing on 
assigning responsibility. 49 Similarly, historians such as Xenophon, Ephorus, 
Theopornpus and Callisthenes sought an explanation for events in the characters, 
actions and motives of leading individuals, who eventually came to be the standard 
50 subject of historical explanation. 
Indeed, this trend was followed by later writers, for example Polybius, who 
although ventured to explain historical events without imputing motives, still offered 
the reader an assessment of the character and actions of important political figures. 51 
As the political landscape of the ancient world came to be dominated more and more 
by monarchs, the aetiology of events shifted to their person. In imperial Rome as well 
as in early centuries of Byzantium, politics were mostly interpreted in terms of the 
behaviour and actions of the emperor. 52 At around the same time arose the conviction 
that history was the proper medium for praise and retributive justice for leading 
individuals and that the role of the historian was to bequeath to posterity an 
assessment of their 'lives' and 'deeds'. 53 Although the 'dark years' of the seventh and 
eighth centuries marked a break in the continuity of historical thought, the revival of 
classical learning in the ninth century brought back the tradition of secular 
historiography with a focus on political and military events. 54 The emphasis on the 
character and actions of the Byzantine emperor was pursued even more tenaciously 
by the writers of the Macedonian era and in particular the continuators of the 
chronicle of Theophanes in the tenth century. In the eleventh century, Michael Psellos 
produced a masterful and sophisticated study of his own era, which clearly betrays a 
distinct secular outlook focused on an assessment of human character and actions. 55 
On the other hand, Divine power was a potent force in the Ancient world. 
Herodotus assigned paramount significance to 'Fate' or 'Divine Power' in human 
49 C. W. Fornara, The Nature of History in Ancient Greece and Rome, Berkeley & Los Angeles 1983, 
F6 80. 
Fornara, Nature offfistory, p. 82. 
51 Derow, 'Historical Explanation', pp. 84-90. 
52 A. Cameron, 'Early Byzantine Kaiserkritik. - Two Case Histories', BMGS 3 (1977) p. 16; Hunger, 
Literatur, I, pp. 74-75; Z. Petre, 'La pens6e historique de Zosime', Studd Clasice 7 (1965), pp. 263-72. 
53 Fornara, Nature of History, pp. 118-19. This trend is nowhere more explicit than in the Anecdota of 
Procopius of Ceasarea: Procopius, The Anecdota or Secret History, trans. H. B. Dewing, Loeb 
Classical library, London 1935, pp. 5-7. 
54 A. Cameron, 'Byzantine Historiography' DMA 6 (1985), pp. 242-48. 
55 Ljubarskij, 'Philosophie byzantine de I'histoire', p. 244ff. 
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affairs. 56 For him, Nemesis, the personification of divine retribution, displayed a clear 
and repetitive pattern that spanned generations and cultures. 57 Similarly, the concept 
of capricious and incalculable 'Chance' (TUX11)frequently served as an explanation of 
success, failure, misfortune, paradox and coincidence. 58 Stoic Fate, guided by 
Pronoia or Forethought (which later became Providence) was clearly beyond the 
comprehension of the historian and had to be accepted in retrospect. The willingness 
to admit the existence of impersonal forces controlling human destinies was very 
different from ascribing a historical action to human agency. Yet these variegated 
concepts frequently operated together in the complex chain of explanations found in 
ancient historical writing. From the shape of events on earth, Polybius would easily 
infer the will of the Gods. 59 For Niketas, Pronoia could take on the ancient sense of 
Forethought or it could mean the Providence of God . 
60 In his narrative, the concepts 
of Nemesis, Chance and Justice (8LKTI), represent supernatural strands of causation 
that occasionally impinge on the interplay of human actions. 61 To explain the frequent 
use of these concepts in Byzantine historical writing solely on the grounds of literary 
'imitation' would be a gross distortion of their role and significance, for the desire to 
reconcile these ancient notions of historical causation with the Providence of the 
Christian God would consume the Byzantine thought-world for ages. 62 
If we were to take another trait found both in Niketas and Attaleiates, namely 
4corruption' or more general shortcomings or defects of an entire people, we would 
find that it too can be traced to antiquity. To explain victory or defeat, Herodotus did 
not look to the wickedness of the antagonists, but rather to the political, social, and 
moral defects of the protagonists. Thus he characterised the Ionians as 'effeminate' in 
order to explain the collapse of the Ionian revolt, and drew a direct causal link 
between the bravery of the Spartans and their well-ordered government. 63 Hence the 
future establishment of a direct correlation between a society's form of government 
56 H. Strasburger, Die Wesensbestimmung der Geschichte durch die antike Geschitsschreibung, 
Wiesbaden 1966, p. 70. Also discussion in J. Gould, 'Herodotus and Religion', Greek Historiography, 
P 91-106. Pý6with, 
Meaning in History, p. 7. 
58 For a thorough discussion see: Paulys Real-Encyclopddie der classischen Altertumwissenschaft, 
new. rev. ed. G. Wissowa, Stuttgart 1894-1978, col. 1650ff. 
59 Fornara, Nature offfistory, p. 8 1. 
60 Kazhdan, Concordance, 16, R976. 
61 For Niketas' flexible use of these concepts with or without the epithet 'divine' see the following 
characteristic examples: pp. 59/1-4,144/84-147/80 249/85-86,93-1,426/9,466/59-61,490/78-79. 
62 See Ljubarskij, Thilosophie byzantine de I'histoire', pp. 249-50. 
63 Herodotus, Histories, ed. A. D. Godley, Loeb Classical Library, London 1920-25,1, p. 77. 
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and the quality of its citizens. In this context, despotism was used to explain military 
and moral inferiority to the enemy and Herodotus set the trend when he explicitly 
stated that the Athenians attained military success only once they had become 
liberated from their tyranny. 64 In a similar manner, Polybius later ascribed the 
unprecedented military successes of Rome to the merits of its constitution. 65 The 
question of Rome's decline was answered along the same lines. Livy believed that 
Rome's deterioration resulted primarily from an erosion of moral character; and more 
specifically that the Roman character was 'corrupted' by luxury. 66 This articulation of 
sweeping societal judgments to explain major historical events merely represents a 
shift from more 'pragmatic' or 'immediate' causes to 'higher' causes, or to use a 
favourite adjective among modem scholars, 'deep-rooted' causes. 
When Niketas embarked on his task to explain the capture of Constantinople 
in 1204 and the collapse of the empire thereafter, the precedent for explaining and 
rationalising such events had long been set by both ancient and Byzantine historians. 
His explanations were influenced by these concepts that originated in ancient thought, 
but moulded by the historian's pen so as to fit the circumstances of the twelfth 
century. This does not mean that Niketas shaped events in order to bring them into 
correspondence with his own philosophy of history. But it does mean that he was 
engaged in a continuous process of moulding his facts to his interpretations and his 
interpretations to his facts. This is nowhere more evident than in the comparative 
analysis of the two different versions of the Historia, which clearly demonstrates that 
Niketas' reconstruction and interpretation of events was in direct correlation with the 
purpose of his writing. The facts of history never come down to us in 'pure' form. 
They are always reflected through the mind of the recorder. 67 Once we have 
recognised that what we are reading in the Historia is Niketas Choniates on the 
twelfth century and not a history of the twelfth century written by Niketas Choniates, 
only then can we come closer to a deeper appreciation of the events he narrated. 
But let us take matters from the beginning and view the text of the Historia in 
its entirety. The survival of Niketas' text in two versions, written both before and 
after the events of 1204, is our greatest tool for understanding the historian's 
64 Herodotus, III, p. 73ff. 
65 See discussion in F. W. Wallbank, Polybius, Berkeley & Los Angeles 1972, p. 130ff. 
66 Fornara, Nature ofHistory, p. 87ff. 
67 For the idea of the primacy of the writer in general see E. H. Carr, nat is History?, New York 
1961, pp. 24-54. For Byzantium: J. N. Ljubarskij, 'Quellenforschung and/or Literary Criticism. 
Narrative Structures in Byzantine Historical Writings', Symbolae Osloenses 73 (1998), pp. 5-22. 
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argument for the collapse of the Byzantine empire. Commencing with the b-text, 
when Manuel Komnenos ascended the throne in 1143, Byzantium was traversing its 
6 VVCXI; ). 6 golden years' (Xpvadc E8 Although Niketas would voice complaints 
regarding Manuel's taxation policy, his absolutist style of government, and his 
financially burdensome foreign entanglements, the reader is in no way left with the 
impression that Manuel's long reign in any way represents a period of decline. Only 
after the emperor's death in 1180 do the affairs of state manifest a progressive 
deterioration. Niketas explains this on the grounds of Manuel's death and the 
insecurity and confusion that accompanied the regency regime. In his own words: 
'For just as with the overthrow of a courageous and dignified leader, disorder reigns 
everywhere and each person pursues his own ends and all act against one another, as 
when a column is removed from its firm and steadfast base everything leans in the 
opposite direction. 69The empire was now in such confusion and disarray that the 
historian felt justified in warning of the dangers of anarchy. 70 
Under the tyrannical regime of Andronikos Komnenos (1183-85) affairs take 
a turn for the worse. The city of Constantinople is in continual turmoil and the 
provinces suffer greatly from internal strife and foreign incursions. Niketas' 
moralizing against his own people begins during his discussion of the reign of 
Andronikos, and more specifically with the separatist movement of the former dUX of 
Cilicia, Isaakios Komnenos in 1184 . 
71 As a commentary to the historical action, he 
condemns the generation from which the tyrant Isaakios sprang as one which 
produced hemlock and brought utter ruin to the majority of the cities of the empire. 72 
The ten-year reign of Isaakios II Angelos (1185-95) begins with the triumphant defeat 
and expulsion of the Norman army (by the end of 1185), but is easily overshadowed 
by the drawn-out rebellion of the Vlacho-Bulgarians. Reflecting on successive 
Byzantine failures to crush the revolt, Niketas turns to divine providence and utilises 
biblical allusions to speak of unspecified sins committed by the multitude and the just 
retribution of God . 
73 During the reign of Alexios III Angelos (1195-1203), Niketas 
concentrates on the military successes of the emperor. Not a single comment 
68 Nik. Chon., p. 59/17. 
69 Nik. Chon., p. 224/25-29. 
70 Nik. Chon., p. 225/47-55. 
71 Nik. Chon., p. 290/12 ff. 
72 Nik. Chon., p. 292/56-58. 
73 Nik. Chon., pp. 431/55432/57. 
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concerning the state of the empire is found in the b-text and from the author's silence, 
the reader can easily draw the conclusion that nothing whatsoever was wrong. 
Suddenly we come to the Fourth Crusade. Niketas first takes us back to the 
incarceration of Isaakios Angelos and relates how the former emperor conspired with 
his daughter Eirene and her husband, Philip of Swabia. According to the plan, the 
young Alexios (IV) escaped to the West where he was reunited with his sister and her 
husband. At this point Niketas deviates from the narrative to discuss the 
administration of the state under both the Angeloi emperors and particularly 
emphasises the oppressive taxation imposed on the Latin communities spread 
throughout the empire. According to the historian, the Angeloi played off the Pisans 
against the Venetians and refused to pay the compensation monies still owed to the 
latter. 74 In this way, the Venetians gradually turned against the Byzantines, waiting 
for the opportune moment to exact their revenge. 
The Doge of Venice, Enrico Dandolo was particularly eager to fall upon the 
empire and incessantly schemed with others to attain his goals. The opportunity 'was 
furnished accidentally by time' and Dandolo joined forces with the knights of the 
Fourth Crusade in a military operation against Byzantium. 75 From that point on a 
series of mishaps and human errors led to capture of the city. Thus it would appear as 
if our historian attempted to explain the causes of the disaster in terms of the 
immediate political circumstances; the Byzantine plot to overthrow Alexios III with 
the help of the Venetians and the crusaders, and the conspiracy hatched by Venice 
and the crusaders to attack Byzantium. To provide the Venetians with a motive for 
attacking Byzantium, he emphasized their ill-treatment by the Angeloi emperors. In 
the a-text Niketas spun a dense web of causal connections that distinguished between 
what we may term 'direct' and 'long-term' causes by attempting to explain 1204 on 
two levels: (1) The immediate political circumstances; (2) A long-developing 
psychology that invested those circumstances with deadly significance. 
74 For the relations of the Angeloi with Venice see chrysobulls of 1187: TT, no. 70, pp. 179-89, no. 71, 
pp. 189-95, no. 72, pp. 195-203; chrysobull of 1189: TT, no. 74, pp. 206-11; chrysobull of 1198: TT, 
no. 83, pp. 234-38. For the Pisans see chrysobulls in D61ger-Wirth, Regesten, nos. 1607,1650,1651. 
Discussions in Brand, Byzantium Confronts the West, pp. 195-231; R. -J, Lilie, Handel und Politik 
zwischen dem byzantinischen Reich und den italianischen Kommunen Venedig, Pisa, und Genua in der 
Epoche der Komnenen und der Angeloi (1081-1204), Amsterdam 1984, pp. 24ff; D. M. Nicol, 
Byzantium and Venice, A Study in Diplomatic and Cultural Relations, Cambridge 1988, pp. 10447; C. 
A. Maltezou, 'Venetian habitores, burgenses and merchants in Constantinople and its hinterland 
(twelfth-thirteenth centuries), in Constantinople and its Hinterland, ed. C. Mango & G. Dagron, 
Aldershot 1993, pp. 23341. 
75 Nik. Chon., pp. 537/49ff. 
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The 'long-tenn' causes for the fall of Constantinople were outlined in the 
historian's introduction to the section following the capture of theCity (LGTOPLC[ TC3V 
ýLET& T-q"V C"LXWCYLV GVýtpdVTWV). Like Attaleiates before him, Niketas takes us back 
in time for a historical comparison. But while Attaleiates stresses the differences 
between the ancient Romans and the Byzantines, Niketas emphasises the similarities 
between the ancient Athenians and the Byzantines. For his comparison, the historian 
turns to the life of Solon by Plutarch. According to Plutarch's story, Solon had 
criticised his fellow Athenians for not opposing the tyranny of Peisistratos. He 
lectured the citizens in the marketplace, in part blaming their idleness and meanness 
of spirit, and in part urging them not to loose their liberty, for he thought that it was 
easy to stop a rising tyranny, but a great and more glorious action to destroy it. When 
no one sided with him, he returned home, brought out his arms and laid them before 
his door, reportedly saying that he had done his best to defend his country. Thereafter, 
he wrote poems reproaching the Athenians for their irresolution. 76 
Niketas then transports us back to the thirteenth century, where he attempts to 
draw an analogy between Solon and a hypothetical individual who might have come 
to the rescue of Byzantium. But the historian sadly reflects that as Solon's efforts had 
been in vain, so would those of one his own generation and thereafter compares the 
deplorable behaviour of the Athenians with that of the Byzantines. With a venomous 
pen, he reproaches the incompetent, indolent and apathetic emperors for their 
negligence and the corrupt and egotistical citizens for their inactivity. 77 
It is significant to note that Niketas is not at all concerned with the deviation 
of the Fourth Crusade to Constantinople or the motives of the crusaders and the 
Venetians. Moreover, he is not criticising his own people for failing to respond to the 
Latin threat, but for allowing 'tyranny' to take root within the empire, as evidenced 
by the successive coups of 1183,1185,1195, and finally 1204. That is to say, that in 
order to explain Byzantium's capitulation to the forces of the Fourth Crusade, the 
historian does not look to the evil schemes of the enemy, but rather to the political, 
social and moral defects of his own people. As we have seen, looking within a society 
to find the reasons why it succumbed to outside forces is a persistent thought often 
encountered within the Greco-Roman historiographical tradition. It is precisely this 
final element, which has rarely be taken into account by modem scholars who, in 
76 Nik. Chon., pp. 583/4-584/20. 
77 Nik. Chon., p. 584/21-33. 
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accepting Niketas' view without examining the principles under which it was 
formulated, have reconstructed a corrupt and decadent Byzantium, which was in 
effect ready to self-destruct on the eve of the Fourth Crusade. 78 
For Niketas, the starting point of the decline and decadence that led to the fall 
of the empire was tyranny. In the strictest sense of the term, tyranny is defined as the 
illegal seizure of authority. Early Byzantine political philosophy had successfully 
applied the traditional Greek philosophical and literary distinction between kingship 
and tyranny to the Christian Roman Empire. 79 Thus for the Byzantines, tyranny 
meant the opposite of basileia and was a notion loathed by Byzantine authors such as 
Theophylact of Orchid, Michael Psellos and Niketas himself. 80 Within the 
chronological limits of Niketas' Historia (1118-ca. 1207), a modem historian has 
documented fifty-eight insurrections against the government .81 Although modem 
scholars make a distinction between rebellious movements in the course of which the 
78 This was noted by the historian of the Fourth Crusade, Thomas Madden in his article 'The Fires of 
the Fourth Crusade in Constantinople, 1203-1204: A Damage Assessment', BZ 85 (1992), p. 72, n. 4: 
'There is a tendency among some to find in actuality inevitability. Thus Constantinople's fall in 1204 
proves that no other outcome was possible. The events of the previous year, or even the previous 
century, are read backward from the crusader conquest ... The reasoning transforms wealthy, powerful 
and populous Constantinople into a doddering and decrepit relic of a failed empire, simply marking 
time until its impending demise. It also characterises the professed amazement of Crusader, Byzantine, 
Pope and King at the outcome of the events into simple foolishness, affectation or insincerity. ' See also 
the view of Paul Magdalino, who justifiably criticised modem historians for their willingness to accept 
the judgments of Byzantine historians, which were based on the long-rejected medieval notions of 
historical causation. In his study of the twelfth century, he demonstrated that this was clearly the case 
with Niketas' assessment of the crucial reign of Manuel Komnenos (1143-1180). Magdalino, Manuel 
Komnenos, pp. 1-18. 
79 F. Dvomik, Early Christian and Byzantine Political Philosophy, H, Washington 1966, pp. 659-753. 
For tyranny in Ancient Greece see: H. Berve, Die Tyrannis bei den Griechen, Munich 1967; C. Mosse, 
La tyrannie dans la Grice Antique, Paris 19892 ; J. F. McGlew, Tyranny and Political Culture in 
Ancient Greece, London 1993. 
80 P. Gautier (ed. ), Th&phylact dAchrida, discours, trait9s, pogsies, CFHB, I, Thessaloniki 1980, pp. 
195ff., 199ff, 201-02; Michael Psellos, II, pp. 94-109 (on the accession of Isaakios I Komnenos); 
Nik. Chon., pp. 12/88-89,462/53-56. See discussions in M. V. Anastos, 'Byzantine Political Theory: its 
Classical Precedents and Legal Embodiments', The past in Medieval and Modern Greek Culture, ed. S. 
Vryonis, Malibu 1978, pp. 13-54; S. Vryonis, 'Byzantine Imperial Authority: Theory and Practice in 
the eleventh century', La notion d'autorW au Moyen Age: Islam, Byzance, Occident, (eds. ), G. 
Makdisi & J. Sourdel-Thomine, Paris 1982, pp. 141-61; A. Savvides, 'Some Crucial Issues concerning 
XI-XIII century Byzantine Internal History from Basil II's Death to the Recapture of Constantinople 
(A. D. 1025-1261)', Bv(avrtv6q J6, uo(; 5-6 (1991-92), pp. 103-22; Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, 
pp. 178-90 and works of J. Hoffinann, Rudimente von Territorialstaaten im byzantinischen Reich 
(1071-1210). Untersuchungen ýber Unabhdngigkeitsbestrebungen und ihr Verhdltnis zu Kaiser und 
Reich, Munich 1974; K. Bourdara, Ka0oaicoai(; Kai mpavv4; Kard rovi; Mkuovi; BvcavTlvo6,; Xpovovq, 
1, MaK&5ov, Ký, Jvvamia (867-1056), Athens 1981,11, (1056-1081), Athens 1984. 
81 Cheynet, Pouvoir et contestations, pp. 103-56. See the analysis of Lille, 'Des Kaisers Macht', p. 
II off who argues that the fundamental cause of the weakness of the central government was its failure 
to provide a constitutional basis for the Komnenian system of government. 
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insurgents seek to attain the Byzantine throne and separatist movements aimed at 
local independence, the Byzantines saw no such difference. 
Niketas consistently applies the term tyrant to usurpers who have succeeded in 
attaining the throne, to those who attempted but failed, to foreign (unlawful in his 
own mind) rulers, and to leaders of separatist movements within Byzantium. 82 One of 
the main themes running through the a-text is the catastrophic effect of this 
phenomenon on the Byzantine empire. Indeed, when revising his text in the second 
decade of the thirteenth century, Niketas worked backwards from the fall in 1204 in 
order to trace the beginnings of the collapse of Byzantium's political system and 
illustrate the progressive deterioration of Byzantine society through the decades of the 
twelfth century. 
It is no coincidence that the historian develops the theme of tyranny only in 
83 the a-text. The examples cited here are found in the revised version of the Historia 
(all the rest are taken from the post-1204 period). Having narrated the events of the 
successful coup of Alexios Angelos in 1195, Niketas seeks the reasons for their 
occurrence in human nature: man's inherent wickedness and love for greater glory 
(ýWXNPLq 'YVW'ýLTjC KOOL 60ý11(; E'PCOTL). Having condemned the deplorable actions of 
Alexios, he attempts to draw a direct link between Byzantium's successive tyrannical 
governments and the quality of its citizens. The historian alleges that henceforth men 
refrained from forming close friendships and abandoned old friends. They became 
suspicious of one another and citing the example of recent events, feared intimacy, 
'for if a brother is not safe, what man is? -) 84 
The detrimental effects of tyrannical government on the people of Byzantium 
can be clearly illustrated in the following episode. When the sultan of Ikonion, 
Kayhusraw, raided Byzantine territory in 1198/99, he carried off with him a multitude 
of captives. These were settled in villages and apportioned fertile lands around the 
area of Philomilion. The sultan's treatment was so humane, says Niketas that even 
those Byzantines who had not been captured flocked to Philomilion. This is then 
explained by the lawlessness (aVO[ILcxv) rampant in Byzantine lands and Niketas 
claims that the frequent tyrannies made people abandon a prudent lifestyle. The 
82 Kazhdan, Concordance, 13, R745. 
83 This does not, however, mean that Niketas was a supporter of the tyrannical governments 
established in Byzantium prior to 1204. On the contrary, the historian had already shown his aversion 
to this phenomenon in the b-text. See especially the speech of John II Komnenos (43/54-70) and the 
author's heartrending lamentation for the plight of the imperial throne (498/29ff). 
84 Nik-Chon., pp. 453/10-454/20 alt. b. 
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majority were stripped bare by robberies and seizures and therefore saw no reason to 
behave with moderation towards their own countrymen. 85 The historian even assumes 
that these effects were felt far beyond the borders of Byzantium! Fratricide 
(a6EXýOKTOKCI), claims Niketas, spread as a pattern, model and general law from the 
'queen of cities', affecting the neighbouring Turks, Russians, Serbs, and Hungarians. 
Foreign nations witnessed insurrections and murders and their citizens turned against 
one another. The sons of the Seljuk sultan Kilij Arslan 11 continually fought against 
86 87 each other, insurrections and factional strife plagued the Russians, and the sons of 
Serbian ruler Stephan Nemanja competed against each other for the throne of 
Serbia. 88 
Having stated the reasons for 'corruption', the historian then proceeds to what 
can only be described as a fanatical attack against his own people. In warfare, the 
Byzantines display nothing except their idleness and stupidity; they are slow to react 
to foreign threats, 89 inexperienced, 90 and cowardly. 91 More generally, the Byzantines 
are described as greedy, avaricious and grasping; 92 people who prize their own 
possessions but defile what belongs to God. 93 The historian sees in bishops and 
monks the worst elements of Byzantine society. When the empire was being pressed 
hard by the Vlacho-Bulgarians, Niketas reproaches these individuals for their 
inactivity and negligence in the face of such obvious chastisement from God. 
Drawing a negative comparison with the Homeric Greeks, he points that the seer 
Kalchas had warned the Greeks as to the cause of pestilence in the camp and advised 
them on the means of deliverance, even though the leader of the Greek forces, 
Agamemnon, would be angry (Iliad, 1.54 ff ). 94 The monks, says Niketas, were in 
fact God-haters (OE%UCrdd who only chased after imperial banquets and stuffed 
themselves with rich dishes. 95 
85 Nik. Chon., pp. 495/47-496/53 om. b. 
86 Nik. Chon., p. 521/80-84 (86-87,89-95 om. b. ) 
87 Nik. Chon., p. 523/43-49 om. b. 
88 Nik. Chon., p. 532/10-20 om. b. 
89 Nik. Chon., p. 482/7-8 om. b. 
90 Nik. Chon., p. 503/36 alt. b. 
91 Nik. Chon., p. 471/6-12 om. b. 
92 Nik. Chon., p. 475/26ff. 
93 Nik. Chon., p. 556/75-76. 
94 Nik. Chon., p. 473/39-44 om. b. 
95 Nik. Chon., p. 558/31-35. See also the incident with a monk from the monastery of Antigonos who 
failed to disclose to the residents of Kouperion the contents of a governmental letter warning of 
imminent Cuman attacks. The monk was afraid that the festival organised there would be dispersed 
and thus he would not have the opportunity to tax the fair: p. 500/78-92 om. b. 
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He brilliantly exploits the negative comparison between the wealthy and 
effeminate Greeks and the authentic strength of the uncorrupted barbarians. 96 An 
excellent example is offered by the reception of the envoys of the German Emperor, 
Henry VI by Alexios III on Christmas day 1196. In that episode the strength and 
military might of the unadorned Germans is compared negatively to the wealth and 
effeminacy of the Greeks in an obvious attempt to demonstrate the weakness and 
incompetence of the Byzantines in the face of foreign aggression. 97 Again, according 
to the historian, the Fourth Crusade confidently sailed through the Byzantine seas 
because the westerners knew very well that the Byzantine emperors did little else 
except succumb to drunken revelry, thus turning Constantinople into another 
Sybaris. 98 Niketas admires the loyalty and reverence, which the Latins show to their 
rulers, and when he compares this with Byzantine practice, he denounces his 
scheming compatriots in the harshest terms. The Byzantines are capable of slaying 
their own mothers (ýJJTPOXEOPOL), and they constitute a nation deprived of sense - 
one that produces disgraceful children and lawless sons. 99 
The situation drastically deteriorates after 1204 as the splintered states of 
Byzantium succeed only in promoting factional strife and local independence among 
their own people. Niketas sadly notes that instead of uniting to oppose the enemy they 
fixate on electing emperors and instead of fighting the Latins, they fight one another. 
For the historian, the polyarchy that had spread far and wide across the Byzantine 
lands was the source of all evils. More importantly, it was the outcome of the 
depravity and corruption of the Byzantine people. 100 In the western provinces, they 
established evil tyrannies (KCK08CILýtOVCtC TVPCLVVL6C[(; ) instead of taking up arms 
96 K. Lechner, Hellenen und Barbaren im Weltbild der Byzantiner, Munich 1955, pp. 115ff. See the 
example of the seventh-century historian of the reign of Maurice (582-602), Theophylact Simokattes 
(The History of Theophylact Simocatta, trans. M. & M. Whitby, Oxford 1986, p. 192) and his 
description of the Taugast, i. e. the Chinese just and discreet mode of life. Also the eleventh-century 
historian, Michael Attaleiates, p. 197, who compares the corrupt and lawless Byzantines to the 
'barbarians' who have high regard for justice and maintain their ancestral laws unsullied. Finally, the 
fourteenth-century historian Nikephoros Gregoras (Historia, ed. L. Schopen, CSHB, Bonn 1829-55, v. 
1, p. 31 ff), and his description of the customs of the Tartars. The simplicity and purity of their way of 
life compares negatively with the unjust and strife-ridden society of Byzantium. 
97 Nik-Chon., p. 477/66 ff. om. b 
98 Nik-Chon., p. 541/54-56. 
99 Nik-Chon., p. 642/81-85. 
100 Nik-Chon., p. 625/24-46. 
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against their enemies because they had been corrupted by wantonness and other 
senseless actions. 101 
Seen from within this context, Niketas' identification of the major cause 
(a'LTLCO'TaTOV) of the empire's collapse assumes its proper significance. This passage 
is, of course, only found in the a-text and unsurprisingly appears during the 
discussion of the reign of Alexios III in the form of a commentary to the defection of 
Michael Komnenos Doukas to the sultan of Ikonion, Rukn al-Din (1200). In Niketas' 
view, the Komnenos family was the major cause of the empire's destruction; their 
ruthless ambition for power, their incessant and catastrophic rebellions and their 
treacherous defections to foreign lands weakened the empire from within, 
undermined imperial supremacy and invited foreign intervention. 102 The historian 
here means the extended Komnenos/Angelos family and implies the series of 
successful coups, the multitude of unsuccessful uprisings both in the capital and in 
the provinces, as well as the standard practice of defecting to foreign and often 
inimical states to seek support in opposition to the government (OL EK K%tv-qvC6v 
'YE'YOVCLCTLV C*CTT%tEVOL Kal PCXCTLXELC6VTEC). 
To further strengthen his argument in the a-text, Niketas introduces countless 
images of destruction, misfortune, illness, and the fragility of human existence. He 
makes brilliant use of tragic literary metaphors, which along with his continuous 
foreboding, create an impression of inescapable disaster for the protagonists of the 
story. 1 03 Before rendering an account Alexios III's dealings with the German 
Emperor, Henry VI, Niketas adds a preliminary note to the effect that the empire had 
only just begun to recover from the continual attacks of the Turks when this new evil 
was introduced: 'The events expected to come were more terrible than the ones at 
present, and if the partial loss of freedom was distressing, the attacks of the western 
nations permitted us to imagine the oppressive slavery to be imposed on us all. ' 104 
When the Russians assisted the Byzantines against the Cuman raids in 1200/01, they 
6awarded the utterly ruined Romans a respite from evil. ' 105 When Alexios III made a 
wrong strategic decision, he 'was guided, I believe, by the evil power that ever led 
101 Nik. Chon., P. 637/3140. 
102 Nik. Chon., p. 529/25-3 1 om. b. 
103 For these traits in Niketas see Kazhdan & Franklin, Byzantine Literature, pp. 263-73. 
104 Nik. Chon., p. 475/26-31 om. b. 
105 Nik. Chon., p. 523/39-40 om. b. 
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Roman affairs to their ruination. ' 106 These kinds of images abound: 'not a single year 
passed without bringing some public horror', 107 6 close behind this evil there followed 
an even greater one', 108 or 4not even a minor victory smiled upon the Romans, nor did 
they have the illusion of a trophy', 109 'what followed was no different than what came 
before, for the way of life remained the same - existence was languid and the spirit 
was forever weakened. " 10 
If we assimilate this ominous commentary with the almost entirely negative 
judgments of leading individuals that Niketas offers us in the a-text, there emerges a 
frightening depiction of Byzantine society in the late twelfth century. "' Yet it is clear 
that Niketas, much like Attaleiates before him, sought to explain Byzantium's defeat 
in terms of the shortcomings of its own people. As we have seen, this principle is one 
of the cornerstones of the Greco-Roman historiographical tradition; a trend that 
commences as far back as Homer. Its intrinsic value can be traced to the idea of 
learning through suffering, a theme frequently encountered in Greek literature. In 
turn, it is precisely this idea of learning through suffering, which in a Christian 
context may be correlated to sin and divine retribution that defines the didactic 
purpose of historical narratives. ' 12 This was what Niketas had in mind when he 
declared that it was possible to reproach the corrupt Byzantines, 'for memory, like a 
fan that rekindles the remaining embers of the good fire buried into the soul into a 
bright flame, arouses caution against committing the same error in the future. "" This 
106 Nik. Chon., p. 510/48-50 om. b. 
107 Nik. Chon., p. 401/20-21. 
108 Nik. Chon., p. 463/79-81 alt. b. 
109 Nik. Chon., p. 472/31-33 om. b. 
110 Nik. Chon., p. 493/64-66 om. b. 
111 Later Byzantine writers make little or no attempt to explain the events of 1204. Skoutariotes, p. 447, 
paraphrases one sentence from Niketas' text indicating that the collapse was the result of divine 
retribution. Akropolites, pp. 5-6, lists Niketas' 'direct causes', i. e. the ffight of Prince Alexios (IV) to 
the West and his agreement with the Pope and the crusaders. Finally, Ephraim, much like Akropolites, 
emphasises the circumstances immediately preceding the fall. 
112 This was the innate purpose and value of historical writing as defmed by the ancients. See Polybius, 
The Histories, trans. W. R. Paton, Loeb Classical Library, IV, London 1925, p. 371. A similar motif is 
found in the preface of Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 5: 'Our narrative 
will in fact make a brief attempt to reveal such causes at the of the whole work with a didactic 
purpose. ' 
113 Nik. Chon., p. 585/3841: KC11 8CM 87) KCIL ýLTRC T6 Trap(I[I&OV & ýI)Xý K(11 
EVOGMT6[iEvov ý[IlWpEvjia TOf) KaXOf) KaTa 
C(ý(T(XV E'TL ýXO'YC[ Trupo'C dva0dXiToj)GCt, Týv 
f 0110(oLC EC4TrELTa 8Lct[taPT1(1V ýVX(ITTEGOCR 6LCtVLCr-rqaL. For this idea in other Byzantine 
historians see again Eustathios, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 141: 'It was through these evils that 
those of us who were more subtle in understanding came to learn. ' Also the earlier account of the sack 
of Thessaloniki by the Arabs in 904.16annis Caminiatae De expugnatione Thessalonicae, ed. G. 
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didactic purpose defined Niketas' argumentation for the collapse of the empire and in 
consequence determined his treatment of the crucial time period leading to 1204. 
This last point brings us back to the introduction. As we have seen through 
our comparison of the versions of the Historia, Niketas can hardly be viewed as an 
objective and critical observer of his own times. If modem historians still wish to 
accept his reconstruction of the Byzantine empire in the twelfth century, then they 
have to choose which version to follow and which to discard. However, it is clear that 
Niketas' account as it has come down to us in both versions of the text, in no way 
represents an accurate and complete picture of the times. Most modem historians 
would agree with the statement that human nature does not in essence change 
throughout the ages. But the ideology and philosophy of history does. Thus before 
attempting to extract the causes of the collapse of the Byzantine empire in 1204 from 
a Byzantine text, the argument and purpose of the historian who wrote it should be 
first sought. 
Niketas had taken a bold step when he attempted to explain 1204 on two 
levels: the immediate political circumstances and the lethal disease that had infected 
Byzantine society. In describing the origins of the problem, he utilises the concepts of 
imperial misrule and divine retribution in harmony, not as two opposing factors. The 
emperor does not stand isolated from Byzantine society; he is very much a part of it. 
His actions guide, motivate and influence his people to a degree that none of us can 
fathom. 114 At the same time, the universal providence of God is never questioned, and 
Niketas emphatically affirms that 1204 was a chastening, a punishment sent from 
God. Yet it is important to recognise that in Niketas' eyes the 'sin' was tyrannical 
government and divine retribution appeared in the form of the iron-clad knights of the 
west. By the articulation of such an idea, Niketas is certainly reflecting his own 
convictions as well as the beliefs of his culture, which almost instinctively sought the 
culprits of 1204 within the borders of Byzantium. 
B6hlig, CFHB, Berlin & New York 1973. Here the concept of punishment is used as a lesson for 
future generations: TODTO IvEtc Tra66VTEC Ct 
6ý1 
114 
'XXOLC bTrMEL-ffia TrOLIJIJ EOct (p. 15/29). 
For the significance of emulation see Chapter II and Blemmydes' remarks on the influence of the 
culpable conduct of the emperor on his people: E. Barker, Social and Political thought in Byzantium, 
Oxford 1957, p. 156. 
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CHAPTERIV 
THE HISTORLAN'S CRAFT 
Historiography, undoubtedly one of the great accomplishments of Byzantine 
civilization, is a field of Byzantine literary heritage, which on the surface appears to 
have been sufficiently studied. The pioneering work of Karl Krumbacher, which 
appeared at the close of the nineteenth century, has since been considerably 
supplemented by significant studies, most notably, Herbert Hunger's massive 
compilation and the contributions of Gyula Moravcsik, Hans-Georg Beck and others. ' 
Significant contributions have also been made relating to historical writing as such, 
the writers themselves, as well as their audience. 2 The origins of Byzantine 
historiography have been explored and the influence of ancient authors has been 
3 elucidated . Moreover, different periods of Byzantine literary production have been 
looked at more closely, 4 and individual historians have received a great deal of 
attention from modem scholars, most notably Procopius of Caesarea, 5 Anna 
1 K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur von Justinian bis zum Ende des 
ostr6mischen Reiches (537-1453), Munich 1897 2; E. Colonna, Gli storici bizantini, 1, Storici profani, 
Naples 1956; Hunger, Literatur, 1; G. Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, 1, Die byzantinischen Quellen der 
Geschichte der Tiirkvolker, Berlin 1958 2 (repr. 1983); H. -G. Beck, 'Zur byzantinischen 
M6nchchronik', Speculum historiale. Geschichte im Spiegel von Geschichtsschreibung und 
Geschichtsdeutung, (eds. ), C. Bauer, L. Boehm & M. Mfiller, Munich 1978, pp. 188-97; J. -L. van 
Dieten 'Die byzantinische Literatur-eine Literatur ohne Geschichte', Historische Zeitschrift 231 
(1980), pp. 101-09; J. Karayannopoulos & G. Weiss, Quellenkunde zur Geschichte von Byzanz (324- 
1453), Weisbaden 1982; A. Cameron, 'Byzantine Historiography', DMA 6 (1986), p. 242ff and 
bibliography therein. 
2 Most significantly: A. Kazhdan, 'Der Mensch in der byzantinischen Literaturgeschichte', J6B 28 
(1979), pp. 1-21 and J. N. I-jubarskij, 'Man in Byzantine Historiography from John Malalas to Michael 
Psellos', DOP 46 (1992), pp. 177-86. See also: J. Haldon, 'Jargon vs the Facts? Byzantine Historical 
Writing and Contemporary debates', BMGS 9 (1984-85), pp. 95-132. 
3 G. Moravscik, 'Klassizismus im byzantinischen Geschichtsschreibung', Polychronion Festschriftfýr 
Franz D51ger zum 75. Geburtstag, Heidelberg 1966, pp. 366-77; H. Hunger, 'On Imitation (j-LL'1-177otc) 
of Antiquity in Byzantine Literature', DOP 23-24 (1969-70), pp. 15-38; P. Wirth, 'Die sprachliche 
Situation in dem umrissenen Zeitalter. Renaissance des Attizismus. Herausbildung der neugriechischen 
Volkssprache', XVe con&s international d'&udes byzantines, Rapports et co-rapports, II, I Athens 
1976, pp. 1-54. 
4 See especially A. P. Kazhdan, & S. Franklin, Studies on Byzantine Literature of the eleventh and 
twelfth Centuries, Cambridge 1984 (for the eleventh and twelfth centuries); A. P. Kazhdan & L. F. 
Sherry, A History ofByzantine Literature (650-850), Athens 1999; A. Karpozilos, BvCavTivoi 10-TOPIKOi 
KatXpovoyp6(poi, A'(4`-7" ai. ), Athens 1997, B'(80'-100'ai. ), Athens 2002. 
' See especially three major monographs dedicated to Procopius: B. Rubin, Prokopios von Kaisareia, 
Stuttgard 1954; J. Evans, Procopius, New York 1972, A. Cameron, Procopius and the sixth century, 
Berkeley & Los Angeles 1985. 
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67 Komnene and Michael Psellos. As far as the study of historiography has progressed, 
we are still far from exhaustive research and critical understanding of many aspects of 
Byzantine historical writing. When we consider that due to the paucity of the survival 
of alternative source material, narrative historical accounts remain our most important 
tool for the study of Byzantine civilization, it is of critical importance that we 
maintain our interest and advance our knowledge in the field. 
Most recently there has been an attempt to view Byzantine historiography as 
the creators themselves viewed it. 8 This approach has much to recommend it. For 
one, the aim and guiding principles of Byzantine historiography were very different 
from our own. The framework of Byzantine history was essentially a narrative of 
events focusing on the deeds and lives of leading individuals. There was little or no 
room for discussions on military, religious or political institutions or analysis of 
social conditions and cultural achievements, which are today considered central to 
historical writing. Thus while the overriding aim of current historical writing is 
interpretation, for the Byzantines it was the achievement of restoring life to a 
historical figure and thus creating a feeling of first-hand contact with the past. Indeed, 
Byzantine historians regularly take us into the council chambers of the imperial 
palace and on to the battlefields, but also into the agora, the streets and fields and the 
ordinary anecdotal life of the empire. Second, Byzantine historians, following the 
Thucydidean model, wrote contemporary or near contemporary history. Much of their 
historical accounts are based on personal observation, information from eyewitnesses 
and the connections they had to individuals of political significance. As a 
consequence, the person of the historian frequently intrudes into the narrative in the 
role of a primary eyewitness to the events described. 9 
Third, Byzantine historians display a common conception of history repeated 
over and over again in their elaborate prefaces as well as in ad hoc references 
throughout their works. The prefaces were modelled after the introductory remarks of 
6 G. Buckler, Anna Comnena. A Study, Oxford 1929, (repr. 1968); R. Dalven, Anna Comnena, New 
York 1972 and the recent volume: Anna Komnene and her Times, ed. T. Gouma-Peterson, New York 
& London 2000 (with rich bibliographical references). 
7 j. Sykoutris, 'Zurn Geschichtswerk des Psellos', BZ 30 (1929-30), pp. 61-67; J. Hussey, 'Michael 
Psellus, The Byzantine Historian', Speculum 10 (1935), pp. 81-90; R. Anastasi, Studi sulla 
'Chronographia' di Michele Psello, Catania 1969; A. Gadolin, A theory of history and society with 
special reference to the Chronographia ofMichael Psellos: I I" century Byzantium, Stockholm 1970. 
8 See for example: D. Afinogenov, 'Some Observations on genres of Byzantine Historiography', Byz 
62 (1992), pp. 13-33. 
9 R. Macrides, 'The Historian in the History', 01MUliv. Studies in Honour ofRobert Browning, ed. C. 
Constantinides, et al. Venice 1996, pp. 205-24. 
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ancient Greek historians. 10 Theoretically speaking the sole objective of history was 
the truth- GKOTRýtW'TCLTOV TTIV C'LMOELCtV E"XOI)Ga -in the words of Niketas. 
" 
History is written so that the memory of the deeds of men, both those deserving 
praise and those that incur censure, might not be swept away by the forces of time. 12 
In this sense, the value of history lies in its didactic purpose; it is a sophisticated 
vehicle to guide human behaviour; a most honourable enterprise invented for the 
common benefit of mankind. 13 These principles then are very different from our own, 
and it is precisely for this reason that narrative histories merit separate investigation. 
What we shall attempt to do here is delineate the principles and techniques that lay 
beneath Niketas' representation of historical reality with the ultimate aim of gaining 
greater insight and critical understanding of the work he produced. 
Sources 
Our discussion of Niketas as a historian should begin with an examination of 
the source material from which he compiled his account. In general, Niketas' sources 
can be divided into three categories: written, oral, and visual. To the first category 
belong other historical accounts that cover the same time period, most notably those 
of John Kinnamos and Eustathios of Thessaloniki. Niketas also appears to have made 
extensive use of the vast reserves of imperial panegyric as well as bulletins from the 
battlefront, official governmental pamphlets and the information derived from the 
letters exchanged between the historian and his older brother, Michael, the 
metropolitan of Athens. It is important to note that only on rare occasions does our 
historian quote official state documents, event though by virtue of his position at 
court he must have had access to them. To the second category belong Niketas' own 
personal experiences, eyewitness oral communications from various informants, 
popular rumours and court gossip. 14 Finally, Niketas often utilises visual evidence to 
10 H. Lieberlich, Studien zu den Pro&mien in der griechischen und byzantinischen 
Geschichtschreibung, II, Munich 1899; A. J. Toynbee, Greek Historical Thought ftom Homer to the 
Age ofHeraclius, London 1924. 
Nik. Chon., p. 3/49; Psellos, Chronographie, 1, p. 130: oý -yap ýEwya[ýLTjv V ! (JTOpLaV, -'qC TO' 
KpaTL(JTOV 11 dXýeELa. Also Leo the Deacon, Historia, ed. C. B. Hase, CSHB, Paris 1819, p. 3; Anna 
Komnene, 111, p. 196; Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 13. 
" Anna Komnene, I, p. 3; Attaleiates, p. 227; Nik. Chon., p. 115ff; Kinnamos, p. 4. 
13 Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 18; Kinnamos, p. 3; Nik. Chon., p. 115ff. 
14 R. Maisano, 'Tipologia delle fonti di Niceta Coniata (libri I-VIII)', Storia poesia e pensiero nel 
mondo antico. Studi in onore di Marcello, Gigante, Napoli 1994, pp. 391405. 
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provide additional information about places, events and individuals throughout the 
narrative. 
A further distinction that needs to be made is that while the first part of the 
Historia (books I-VIII) covering the period between 1118-1180 shows close 
dependence on written sources; the second part (books XI-XXI) 1180-ca. 1206/7 
appears to have been based more on oral testimony and personal observations. This 
difference is due to the fact that Niketas did not have personal experience of events 
prior to 1180, while after that date he was essentially rendering an account of his own 
era. As a consequence, Niketas the historian of the reigns of John II and Manuel I 
Komnenos is to be distinguished from Niketas the historian of the post 1180 era, as 
the narration of these latter years is often more detailed, insightful and profound. 
Indeed, for the earlier period, the author shows a clear detachment from his subject. 
John II is presented almost as a legendary hero of a distant age, while Manuel 
Komnenos, who despite giving the impression of being closer to the author, is still far 
from his grasp. On the other hand, from 1180 or better still 118 5 onwards, the reader 
is left with the impression of having read contemporary history virtually as it 
unfolded. With this in mind, we shall begin by examining Niketas' use of written 
sources. 
1) Historical Accounts 
One of Niketas' main sources for the reigns of John II and Manuel I 
Komnenos was the historical work of John Kinnamos. 15 Although in his preface 
Niketas declares that he has chosen to begin his own account with the events that 
followed the death of Alexios I Komnenos in 1118 because this is the date where 
previous historians left off, he nevertheless seems to betray his knowledge of 
Kinnamos' historical work a few lines before. ' 6 The historian states that since he is 
15 This observation was made as early as the nineteenth century by H. Marczcali, Ungars 
Geschichtsquellen im Zeitalter der Arpaden, Berlin 1882, p. 134. Then followed N. Iorga, 'Medallions 
d'histoire litteraire byzantine', Byz 2 (1925), pp. 287-9; Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, I, pp. 272,274. 
Detailed analysis in V. Grecu, 'Nicetas Choniates a-t-il connu Fhistoire de Jean Kinnamos? ', REB 7 
1949, pp. 194-204; and Maisano, 'Fonti di Niceta Coniata', pp. 399402; Idem, 'Rinnovamento della 
tradizione storiografica bizantina nel XII secolo', Storia e tradizione culturale a Bizanzio fra Ne WI 
secolo, Naples 1993, pp. 122-26. This view has not been unanimously accepted. See the objections of 
F. Chalandon, Les Comnýne, II. Jean II Comnýne (1118-1143) et Manuel I Comnene (1143-1180), 
Paris 1912 (repr. 1962) p. XXVI; and Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. 447. 
16 Nik. Chon., p. 4/66-69. 
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the first to have undertaken such a task, it is like attempting to traverse a desolate and 
unfrequented road, which is more difficult than following the footsteps of others or 
not straying from the 'imperial highway'. " This final and rather enigmatic remark is 
clarified in the variant readings offered in different manuscripts of Niketas' work, 
where the author (or a copyist) tells us that this is a reference to the historical work of 
others (Vyw & TýC ETEPWV LUTOPLaC). 18 The allusion to the 'imperial highway' T1 
fits all too well with Kinnamos' uncritical history of Manuel Kornnenos. A plausible 
explanation for this contradiction is that Kinnamos' work, being unfinished, 
circulated only among imperial secretaries; a group to which both Kinnamos and 
Niketas belonged. 19 It is, moreover, quite possible that Niketas knew Kinnamos 
personally since he testified to the latter's presence inside the imperial tent of 
Andronikos I Komnenos at Lopadion in the Historia 20 and identified him as one of the 
imperial secretaries in the Panoplia Dogmatike. 21 
The similarities concerning the language utilised in both accounts indicate that 
Niketas used Kinnamos as a source. 22 Below are some characteristic examples taken 
from passages where both historians cover the same ground 23: 
ELPýCTETCLL 8E ýLOL Ta [IEV 'I WdLVVOI) KaT 
ElTLTOJIýV b KEýCtXa[W (Kin. 5/4) 
XKVOaL yap TrGtVO7TPGtTL T6V "I GTPOV 
8LapaVTE(; (Kin. 7/16) 
ap[la dp-yvpov [Lýv lmrq-YýLEVOV, XpvcTw 
8E KCXTaK6pwc aXTIXLIIIIEVOV (Kin. 13/16- 
17) 
I EV KEýC1XCtLW'6E(7L 6 krLTOkCLtC 
(Nik. Chon. 4/73) 
ZKV06V 8LCLPCLVTWV TOV I CTTPOV 
(Nik. Chon. 13/39-40) 
apýta 6LEX-q[ljIEVVOV dp-Y'UPW (Nik. Chon. 
18/78-79) 
17 For the figurative use of this phrase see F. Tailliez, 'BAZI Al KH OAOZ. Les valeurs d'un terme 
mystique et le prix de son histoire litt6raire', Orientalia Christiana periodica 13 (1947), pp. 229-354; 
Pontani, Commentary to Narrazione cronologica, 111, pp. 748-49, n. 114. 
18 Nik. Chon., p. 4/61-64: ElTEI KCR cDJ\coi; vý)v TrPW'TWC ýýLEtC TýC vTroOtcrEwc eTrLPct(VO[iEV 
TýG&, CLI TLVCt Ep%111V K(11 (IGTLPý 8LLEVOLL ý'YXELPODVTEC o66v, 0' KCR 8VGEP'YOV E(JTL KCR 
TroXXCo bTrEPKC[ý1EVOV TOU LXVE(YLV ETEPWV Trpow8EUKOTWV ýý%ICIPTEtV 11 'YOýV Wk && XELCK 
KC11 
ýGIGLXLKýC PCL81CELV 680D (XE"YW 8ý TýC ETEPWV ILGTOP'Lac add. Am' PH) 60i)TrOpwc TE KaL 
dTrXav(ýc. 
19 Grecu, 'Nic6tas Choniat6s', p. 202. Grecu placed great significance on Niketas' choice of words and 
III translated him in the following manner: EC TO'V8E TO'V C'tVGtKTCt TO' XETELV GVVETrEPCIVTO OITOGOL 
T(ýV ITP6 ýýUýV Tý airyypctýý Trpo8ýXcoc krEpaXov (Nik. Chon., 4/68-69) 'tous les historiens 
ant6rieurs qui ont publie leurs ouvrages ont cess6 leur narration avec cet empereur. ' 
20 Nik. Chon., p. 331/1. 
21 Panoplia Dogmatike, 27, (ed. Eustratiades), p. ica': T(ý KLVVd[L(p'l CL)C'IVV-0 - ýV 8E OVTOC EK T6V 
Xo-y[wv ypa[IýWTEWV TýC PCIUL4101) abXýC- 
22 Grecu, 'Nic6tas Choniat&s', pp. 200-01. 
23 In noting the similarities between Niketas and other authors, I have relied heavily on van Dieten, 
who in the notes to his edition, indicates each time Niketas covers the same ground with other authors 
and provides the reader with the respective reference. 
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8t [Av CTVV To CTTCtl)PLKO 1TPOýX6E 
0-%tEUý (Kin. 13/20) 
'PW[iaLOL(; KCtTqK6wV Tr6XELC ELXEV (Kin. 
16/3) 
TýV TICt(Y'YOI)Ull KGLXOV[IEVTIV XL[LTIV... Ctl), TTI 
'Ydtp 8ý EC a'(ýCITOV TL ýtýKOC KCII Ebp0i; 
EKTELV%lEn VýGOVC (Kin. 22/8-10) 
Trpoý'YEV CtbT6C 9TC(t)PLKO'V 011ý16ov 
XELPLC61iEvoc (Nilc Chon., 19/94) 
KaTTIKOCt TWýla[OLC TrOX'L(J[IC[Ta 
XELP(JGa[iEVOV (Nik. Chon. 21/55) 
Toý TTouCT-YOt)O-q KaXOI)[iEVYI XLýLVTJ. Ctl')TTI 
*yc'xp Ek aXCLVý Kal ýLLKPOý) OCtX(XCrCTLCtV 
XVGLV EKTELV%LEVTj ýV -rroXXotc vqa-c8ctc 
(Nik. Chon. 37/86-87) 
cl 0 6E Týc CRX[IýC To 07TEPV(ý 
(Kin. 24/13 
1,1,6TJ 8E' KCLIL Ek TOI')C TTCtC6GtC TOI')C 
al)TOý) KCtOdTrEp TLC TrCtTp(ýOC 8LEP11 
KXýPOC (Kin. 54/1-2) 
vrr6 OpLd[tp(ý TE Tro[L-rrEVaac Xqurrpa 
(Kin. 118/18) 
EyflýLEV G&XýL6ýV 0 ZTEýCIVOC, MCtPLCtV 
TTIV ,I actotK[01) TOlD GEPCtO*TOKPC'LTOPOC 
-rrat8a (Kin. 203/7-9) 
N XV'V T(ý CTT'PVW, (Nik. Chon. TTIV [AV Cll 
40/64) 
TrEl KCLL T6 PCXCYLXELdV lTaTPOOEV 
f 'AV8pOVLKOC wc KXjPOV KCITGtpd(V 
&E&ýWrO (Nik. Chon. 280/36-37) 
0,0 E 0[. L-rrEUGEV TV Op[%tpov Xa[tTrp'TC(TCL ... 'lT' 
(Nik. Chon. 93/60-61) 
MCtPLCtV E"YTI[IE TýV TOVTOV C'IVEýLCW, T'IV 
6 O*Epa(7TOKPaTWP týVTEVGEV 'IGCtC[KLOC 
(Nik. Chon. 126/54-55) 
More significant is the observation that Niketas' account is almost 
complementary to that of Kinnamos in the sense that where Kinnamos describes at 
length, Niketas is brief and where Kinnamos is epigrammatic, Niketas elaborates. 24 
For example, Kinnamos devotes more than twenty-five pages to Manuel's expedition 
to Ikonion in 1146, while Niketas gives us but a brief summary. 25 Kinnamos' 
description of the repulsion of the Cuman raid by Manuel in 1148 takes up two whole 
pages, while Niketas dismisses the episode in two lines. 26 While Kinnamos makes 
brief mention of the conflict that broke out between the Byzantines and their Venetian 
allies during the siege of Corfu in 1148, Niketas narrates the episode in almost minute 
detail. 27 Niketas' account of the military expedition to Egypt in 1169 is far longer, 
more detailed and more descriptive than that of Kinnamos, 28 and he offers us far more 
information on the fascinating adventures of Andronikos Komnenos in the east. 29 
Niketas' account is not only complementary to that of Kinnamos, but in a 
sense the author of the Historia enriches the narration of events with a descriptive 
quality that Kinnamos cannot possibly attain. A prime example is the speech 
24 Grecu, 'Nic6tas Choniatýs', pp. 201-02. 
25 Kinnamos, pp. 38/6-63/20; Nik. Chon., pp. 52/29-53/57. 
26 Kinnamos, pp. 93/1-95/21; Nik. Chon., p. 78/4042. 
27 Kinnamos, p. 98/8-15; Nik. Chon., pp. 85/40-87/95. 
28 Nik. Chon., p. 159/18-168/78; Kinnamos, pp. 278/6-280/10. 
29 Nik. Chon., pp. 138/28-142/41; Kinnamos, pp. 250/1-251/6. 
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i attributed to the dying emperor John 11 -a speech related by both historians. Where 
Kinnamos turns immediately to the problem of the succession, Niketas, perhaps in an 
effort to bring out the agony of the dying emperor, begins with a emotional 
recollection of the military accomplishments of John Komnenos before moving on to 
the problem of the succession, all the while enriching his prose with scriptural 
terminology. 30 That Niketas used Kinnamos as a source on this occasion is confirmed 
by the following common traits: they both refer to the irascible character of Manuel's 
elder brother, Isaakios, the premonition of Manuel's accession to the throne as well as 
the virtues of the future emperor. 31 Moreover, in-depth analysis confirms that on 
several occasions, Niketas alters the vocabulary used by Kinnamos and modifies 
certain passages in a way that displays greater literary skill. 32 
However, it is also evident that Niketas not only modifies certain passages, 
but often manipulates the information derived from Kinnamos, or for that matter all 
his written sources. Indeed, the historian frequently borrows specific incidents from 
his sources, but alters the location, time, circumstances, and the words exchanged 
among the participants. His reason for doing thus should be sought primarily in his 
conviction that history was above all the imaginative creation of its author, and that 
its essential aim was to be didactic. In the case of Kinnamos, this can be clearly 
illustrated in the following episode. In their accounts of the Second Crusade (1147- 
49), both Niketas and Kinnamos chronicle the episode where Manuel Komnenos 
appoints his officials to register the crusaders, but because they are simply too 
33 
numerous his officials give up and return unsuccessful . There is, however, a 
discrepancy between the two versions of events. While Kinnamos places the episode 
on the banks of the Danube, Niketas places it in Constantinople and links it with the 
crossing of the troops to Asia Minor. 
While it could be the case that Niketas is simply drawing on a different 
account, the accumulation of such discrepancies between the historian and his sources 
make this less likely. Thus a different explanation should be sought. In this case, it is 
significant to note that Niketas' account of the German crusaders' march through the 
30 Maisano, Tonti di Niceta Coniata', pp. 400-0 1. 
31 Nik. Chon., p. 45/15-17,27-29,2946; Kinnamos, p. 29/10, p. 28/10-14,5- 10. 
32 Maisano, 'Rinnovamento storiografica Bizantina', pp. 122-26. The author analyses the passages 
concerning Michael Kourkouas' elevation to the patriarchal throne (1143) and John Il's unfulfilled 
intention to enter Jerusalem, Nik. Chon., pp. 51/93-97,39/2940, Kinnamos, pp. 33/3-10,25/17-19. 
33 Kinnamos, p. 69/15-20; Nik. Chon., pp. 65/5-66/9. 
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Balkans is entirely focused on one episode, the overflowing of the river Melas on the 
Thracian plain and the destruction it wrought on the crusader camp in September 
1147. According to the historian this was clearly a chastisement sent from God to 
punish the Germans for their mistreatment of the native Byzantines. Seen from within 
this context, the episode on the Danube simply did not fit in with Niketas' scheme of 
events, and thus he placed it later in the narrative, once the Germans had arrived in 
Constantinople and submitted to the will of the Byzantine emperor. 
Niketas, moreover, frequently rejects the testimony of Kinnamos and offers a 
different and often conflicting version of events. This trend becomes especially 
pronounced in the discussion of the reign of Manuel I Komnenos, since Niketas and 
Kinammos vary considerably in their judgements of the emperor. Kinnamos, who 
composed his account within two years after Manuel's death and who was still a 
secretary at the imperial court at the time, quite naturally wrote in a spirit of uncritical 
admiration for the emperor, whose son was sitting on the throne of Byzantium. 
Niketas, on the other hand, had the benefit of hindsight, and for version a, the 
freedom and perhaps a greater reason to criticise the great Manuel Komnenos. Thus 
according to Niketas, the fall of Manuel's chief ministers, Theodore Styppeiotes and 
Alexios Axouch was brought about largely by the machinations of their rivals, 34 
while for Kinnamos, these individuals were guilty of treason. 35 The failure of the 
military expedition to Sicily (1154) was according to Niketas, due to Manuel's 
erroneous belief in astrology, while for Kinnamos, it was entirely the fault of its 
commander Constantine Angelos. 36 For Niketas the successful outcome of the 
Hungarian expedition in 1167 was brought about by the 'superior generalship' of the 
general Andronikos Kontostephanos, who had ignored Manuel Komnenos' orders to 
desist from any military engagement. 37 Kinnamos, on the other hand, claims that the 
emperor himself directed Andronikos Kontostephanos in the preparations for battle. 38 
Therefore in no way can it be said that Niketas merely copied Kinnamos; 
where he agreed with Kinnamos, he improved the latter's version from a literary 
point of view, and where he disagreed, he offered contradictory evidence. This does 
not mean that where Niketas disagrees with Kinnamos, his version should be 
34 Nik. Chon., pp. 11 1/26ff., 143/65ff. 
35 Kinnamos, pp. 184,265-69. 
36 Nik. Chon., p. 95/29-96/53; Kinammos, pp. 120/11-12 1 /10. 
37 Nik. Chon., pp. 154/43-55. 
38 Kinnamos, pp. 270/5-8. 
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preferred, for there are many inaccuracies and errors in his account of the reign of 
Manuel Komnenos. 39 Moreover, it should not be assumed that because Niketas was a 
far more sophisticated writer than Kinnamos, he was also a more accurate historian. 
40 
All we have tried to show here is that Niketas utilised the historical work of 
Kinnamos in a selective and critical manner that is characteristic of the historian's use 
of his source material. 
In much the same way, Niketas deals with his other major written source, 
Eustathios' account of the sack of Thessaloniki in 1185. Niketas used Eustathios 
extensively, not only for the events that transpired in Thessaloniki, but also for those 
in Constantinople during the period 1180-1182/3- 41 He appears to have constructed 
his account of the siege and capture of Thessaloniki by the Normans almost entirely 
from Eustathios and it is to this author's work that he alludes to in the Historia, when 
he tells us that certain authors have described the sack of the city in their own detailed 
accounts. 42 Moreover, Niketas was certainly in agreement with Eustathios' depiction 
of the character of Andronikos Komnenos as mutable and varied and also with the 
metropolitan's negative judgment of the patriarch Basil Kamateros and the governor 
of Thessaloniki, David Komnenos. Like Eustathios, Niketas places great emphasis on 
Andronikos' cruelty and provides us with identical motives as those offered by 
Eustathios for the tyrant's evil disposition. 43 Both historians depict Basil Kamateros 
as an opportunist and place the bulk of the blame for the capitulation of Thessaloniki 
to the Normans on its governor, David Komnenos. 44 Finally, the portrait of Alexios 11 
as a young, inexperienced and immature sovereign, who cannot cope with the 
weighty responsibility of governing, is more or less identical in both authors. 45 
39 Chalandon, Les Comnine, II, pp. XXVIII-XXX; Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. 19. 
40 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 18-20. For a comparison of Niketas with Kinnamos see H. von 
Kap-Herr, Die abendländische Politik Kaiser Manuels, mit besonderer Rücksicht auf Deutschland, 
Strasbourg 1881 (repr. 1966), p. 119ff, Angold, Byzantine Empire, pp. 174-75. 
41 This was noted long ago by G. L. F. Tafel, Komnenen und Normannen. Beitrdge zur Erforschung 
ihrer Geschichte in verdeutschten und erlduterten Urkunden des zw&lften und dreizehnten 
Jahrhunderts, Stuttgart 1870, pp. 232-44, and has since been widely accepted by scholars. 
42 Nik. Chon., p. 306/59-60. 
43 Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of 7hessaloniki, pp. 14/31ff, 54/16ff.; Nik. Chon., pp. 
276/36-37,285/57-58,311/91-312/4,324/1-325/13. 
44 Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, pp. 48/6-1 (on Basil Kamateros) 74ff. (on 
David Komnenos); Nik-Chon., pp. 262/1-6 (on Basil Kamateros) p. 297/5ff. (on David Komnenos). 
45 R. Gentile-Messina, 'Un princeps puer del XII secolo: Alessio Il Comneno in Niceta Coniata ed 
Eustazio di Tessalonica', Byzantina Mediolanensia, (ed. ), F. Conca, Soveria Mannelli 1996, pp. 187- 
98. 
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But as with Kinnamos, Niketas uses Eustathios selectively, at times rejecting 
his testimony, and where he follows him, a characteristic attempt at stylistic 
enhancement is evident. This can be illustrated in the following comparisons. 
GaTEP(p [LEV TO-LV Tro8otV E'KCLGTOC T(ýV 
1TOXE[ILWV ýTrEPTJ TýCIXXVPUýV YýC (Eust. 
66/3-4) 
6 VECXVLCIC OVTOC 4l)CtE8WV CITEXVWC TO' 
ff -N CtPýta TýC CIPXýC XELPLCO'ýIEVOC KCtKWC TO 
-rrdv 8LCt"CrETaL (Eust. 48/22-23) 
ff EKCtCTTOC ýGLVTO KWýLLKWTEPOV TO' 1TCttCE 
TratC' ý-rft avýLýopatc (Eust. 50/8-9) 
KGMvLKOý) K(IXV[WC[TOC TOV TrEPL KEýCAýV 
(Eust. 50/26-27) 
TOD KTvTrov GIKOVE T*qV' 'YpGttGtV E'XETEV 
(Eust. 98/23-24) 
OL TE KCR KGtTGt ýPECtTWV 01ýLEVTEC 
1 lTPOPPEELV TÖV TOÜ KCtT' CtU'TOUC C'tOrKOÜ 
lTPO XOVTGL 1T0 EL u '8C1, TGt ýÖPEU6ýtEVOL 
10 E'rrLVOV TOÜ [lLaCr[IOÜ (Eust. 116/7-8) 
KOLL XCtX0t'YOUVTWV KOU JUvii6T1 ßOtt)(6VT6)V 
(Eust. 134/21-22) 
f OL jAV'ITaXOL'ETrL8%IVOV ý1TEP-qaaV 
wo-EL TrTTIVOI Kal dtýPLOL [ILKPOD TE 
OaTEPOV T(ýV 708(ýV TrEPLPC[811V 
&TELVG1VTEC dtTTPCt'YVOVWC TC'1 T(ýV 
TrEPLPOXWV bTrEPEPTIGaV Kpý&ýWa 
(Nik. Chon. 317/11-13) 
OTE 0 4ýCtE8WV Ti'IV EV d()*TPOLC OU'paVOD 
TEýLVELV 080V ýITEPCAETO TOD TraTPLKOD 
Kal XPVCTOKOXXýTOV ElTLPCtC dtpýLaTOC 
(Nik. Chon. 223/7-9) 
KaL TrCLLC(j-)V T(ýV EV Ta6; 1TEXaC 
auýtýopatc (Nik. Chon. 324/2) 
TIJV KaTr"PaV KaL TrVP%LL80EL8ý ýpEaV 
TýC KEýCtXýC (Nik. Chon. 271/54) 
'ýCtGKE 
... Ta TýC 'YPa[aC JIUKIJýtaTa 
(Nik. Chon. 298/36-37) 
ýVOVPOUV TE TOt ýPECM KaL Eý GtýT(ýV 
ýGElTELTC[ T6 TrOT6v GIVL[ICO'ýIEVOL 
1TPOCTEýEPOVTO (Nik. Chon. 302/5-6) 
XGLXGt'YODVTEC 8E ITP6C EGtVTOVC KC('L 
TGttC dtGTI[IOLC POCLtC 8LCtpp'n'YVVýLEVOL 
(Nik. Chon. 306/51-52) 
Moreover, it is of importance to note the more substantial differences between 
Niketas and Eustathios. It appears that our historian, as with the case of Kinnamos, 
often manipulated the information derived from Eustathios. For example, Eustathios 
tells a story where Andronikos Komnenos, firmly established within the imperial 
palace, reproaches the patriarch Theodosios for not visiting the young sovereign, 
Alexios II often enough. Theodosios replies with a caustic jibe: 'I gave up bothering 
about the emperor when I discovered that you had taken up residence here. ' The 
cunning Andronikos immediately recognises the double meaning of the phrase 
uttered by the 'crafty Armenian'. Niketas recounts a similar story, where the 
patriarch, angered by Andronikos' feigning flattery to his person and his theatrical 
antics, makes a deliberately vague remark concerning Andronikos' insidious ways. 
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Quoting from the Psalm of David (Psalm 47.9), the patriarch utters 'as we have heard, 
so we have also seen. ' Once again, Andronikos does not fail to recognise the meaning 
of the phrase of the 'crafty Armenian'. Niketas not only alters the words exchanged 
between the participants, but also the circumstances and location of the entire 
episode, which is placed earlier, when a delegation from the clergy was ferried from 
Constantinople across the straits to meet Andronikos Komnenos in Chalcedon. 46 
Niketas, moreover, outright rejects Eustathios' testimony on a number of 
occasions, especially when it relates to events in Constantinople. There are many 
discrepancies between the two accounts concerning the uprising of Manuel's 
daughter, Maria the kaisarissa in the spring of 118 1. Whereas Eustathios tells us that 
the fighting between Maria's faction and the imperial party took place the Friday after 
Easter (10 April) and gives a rather vague account of the military engagement, 
Niketas places the disclosure of the conspiracy in February, the actual combat on 2 
May and provides us with a detailed account of the battle. 47 More important is the 
discrepancy between the two accounts concerning the interference of Andronikos 
Komnenos in the conflict between Alexios the protosebastos and Maria the 
kaisarissa. 
Niketas claims that Andronikos had been preparing his entry in 
Constantinople (April 1182) even before the conspiracy took place. He was 
responsible for spreading malicious rumours about the alleged sexual affair between 
the empress Maria-Xene and the protosebastos and openly requested the removal of 
the latter. On the contrary, Eustathios maintains that Andronikos entered the political 
scene only once the affair with Maria the kaisarissa was over. 48 The two historians 
differ markedly in their accounts of the proclamation of Andronikos I emperor 
(September 1183). Eustathios' version is more detailed and fanciful and there is 
49 
considerable variation concerning succeeding events. Finally, Niketas claims that 
from the generals sent by Andronikos Komnenos to defend Thessaloniki, only 
46 Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, pp. 38/1840/7; Nik. Chon., pp. 252/70- 
253/3. See also J. Melville-Jones, Commentary to The Capture of Aessaloniki, pp. 181-82, n. 34. 
47 Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, pp. 22/10-26/23; Nik. Chon., pp. 230/93- 
241/69. 
48 For this discrepancy see discussion in C. Cupane, 'La guerra civile della primavera 1181 nel 
racconto di Niceta Coniate e Eustazio di Tessalonica: narratologia historiae ancilla? ', J6B 44 (1997), 
pp. 179-208 and the reply of Jan Louis van Dieten, 'Eustathios von Thessaloniki und Niketas 
Choniates dber das Geschehen im Jahre nach dem Tod Manuels 1. Komnenos', J6B 49 (1999), pp. 
101-12. 
49 Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 50/1-33; Nik. Chon., pp. 271/57-273/91. 
See also J. Melville-Jones, Commentary to The Capture of Thessaloniki, p. 186, n. 41. 
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Theodore Choumnos dared to engage the Normans in battle, whereas Eustathios 
makes no mention of this. 
50 
It is thus becoming clear that our historian utilised other historical accounts of 
the period in a highly selective and critical manner. Where Niketas follows his 
sources, he never copies verbatim, but instead conducts alterations that fit well with 
his didactic purpose and vibrant style. Where he diverges from his sources, he often 
offers conflicting evidence. 
2) hnverial Paneg3gjc 
On the whole it can be said that Niketas' account frequently echoes the 
language and motifs of rhetorical works composed at the imperial court and shows 
close dependence upon them. 51 In particular, Niketas appears not only to have utilised 
these types of sources for historical information, but also to have essentially 
reproduced the image of the Komnenian emperors, specifically John 11 and Manuel I 
found in contemporary encomia and official bulletins. In fact, our historian diverges 
from the encomiastic sources only in those passages where he is critical of the 
Komnenian emperors, and even on such occasions the language he utilises is 
reminiscent of rhetorical motifs found in encomiastic literature. 52 In turn, these 
similarities in language can be used to assist us in identifying Niketas' sources and 
demonstrating the selective manner in which he used the information derived from 
them. One such source was the writings of the renowned court poet of the Komnenoi, 
Theodore Prodromos. 53 A brief comparison of parallel passages between the two 
authors indicates their close relationship: 
VOGa(%LEVOC TO' aCo[ia (Prod. XVI/49) KCIXEýLaC CrW'[ICLTOC (Nik. Chon. 33/62-63) 
50 Eustathios of Thessaloniki, The Capture of Thessalonikip. 72/16-28; Nik. Chon., p. 318/2244. 
51 See discussions in Maisano, 'Fonti di Niceta Coniata', pp. 393-99; Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. 
443ff. Concerning encomia, Magdalino, has drawn attention to the fact that there was no coherent 
official version of events, as they were often recorded and celebrated by many writers. As a result there 
are many factual discrepancies arising from different first-hand sources of information. It is also clear 
that the surviving pieces are but a fraction of the encomiastic literature of the times. This makes it 
difficult to pinpoint Niketas' sources with absolute certainty. Nevertheless, on the basis of similarities 
in language and motifs, it is possible to trace a pattern that illustrates the selective manner in which 
Niketas reproduces the information derived from his sources. 
52 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 443,457-5 8. 
53 Theodore Prodromos, Theodoros Prodromos, historische Gedichte, ed. W. 116rander, Vienna 1974. 
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vo(Toij[IEV KCtXEKTOý[IEV Kal KXLvaLC VOCFW GWýRITOC KCR 91TCtVEL TWV 
ETrLTr'LTrT%iEV KdL ýdpýIaKa CtVCL'YKCLLWV (Nik. Chon. 33/74-75)54 
(Prod. XVI/52-53) 
TO GV(TTpCtTTj'Y(p aoi) Octpp6v Trap6Ev(p 
KCtL cyl)ýI[Ictx(p, 6L TIC EK Trdo-Tic 
TrpoapoXýc CTV'V VLKaLC uTrOUTPOELC 
(Prod. XVI/125-26) 
LTrTroL E'(: TTCtV TrlavpEc... KGIXOIL 
XLov6EVTEi; (Prod. W83-84) 
TTIV &OPVLV b vylaoLc (Prod. XXX/48) 
TrUKVeXC T(ýJV O'LUTCOV VLýd&K (Prod 
XXX/60) 
KCt'L TaC VLKCtC (k (71)GTPCLTTI'YETL6L 
dtýLdXCP ETTL-Ypaý%IEVOC (Nik. Chon. 19/91- 
92)55 
TrUJI)PEC LTrTrOL K(IXXLTPLXEC XLOVOC 
XEVKOTEPOL (Nik. Chon., 19/88-89) 
T6 & t')qjoc bTrEp Týv 48o[Anv "AOPVLV 
(Nik. Chon., 78/45-46)56 
COC VLýETO'V KCtTEXEOV Tdt TOý6ýLCLTCt 
(Nik. Chon., 78/59-60) 
The historian's description of the reaction of Manuel Komnenos upon hearing 
the news of the untimely death of his empress, Bertha of Sulzbach is consistent with 
the official reports publicizing the event. 57 His favourable depiction of the megas 
domestikos, John Axouch has much in common with the description of this individual 
found in the letters of Michael Italikos and in an encomium of Nikephoros 
Basilakes. 58 Again, the rhetorical language of Niketas' excessive praise of 
Andronikos I Komnenos and his almost certain exaggeration of the success of this 
emperor's program of administrative reform give the unmistakable impression that 
this section stems from an official propagandistic pamphlet circulating at the time. 59 
Moreover, for his account of the battle of Myriokephalon (1176), Niketas 
appears to have relied heavily on official bulletins and newsletters, as his reporting 
54 In this instance it is interesting to note that where Prodromos uses vO(joc, Niketas uses KQXEýM, 
and where Prodromos uses KCtXEe(a, Niketas uses voaoc. 
55The word dýtdXy used here by Niketas to describe the mother of God is used by Prodromos further 
on to describe God himself. d'[iaxov (jý[i[taXOV TO'V awTýpa: Theodore Prodromos, no. XVI/214. 
Niketas uses the concept of the Virgin Mary as a fellow general of the Byzantine army in the context 
of the celebration that followed John II Komnenos' triumphant defeat of the Pechenegs (1133). 
56 H6rander notes the striking similarity in his commentary to historische Gedichte, p. 361. See further 
discussion in: A. Rhoby, 'Beobachtungen zu einigen Textstellen ini Geschichtswerk des Niketas 
Choniates, BZ 95 (2002), pp. 86-87. 
57 Maisano, 'Fonti di Niceta Coniata', p. 398. See especially Basil of Ochrid's funeral oration to the 
empress in W. Regel (ed. ), Fontes Rerum Byzantinarum, Rhetorum saeculi I orations politica ,Ue, 
Fasc. I-11, St. Petersburg 1892 (repr. 1982). pp. 311-30. 
58 R. Maisano, 'Memoria letteraria e memoria storica: il personaggio di Giovanni Axuch nell' opera di 
Niceta Coniata', Atti della Accademia Pontaniana XLVI (1997), pp. 169-17 1: Michael Italikos, Michel 
Italikos, lettres et discours, ed. P. Gautier, Archives de Forient chr6tien 14, Paris 1972, pp. 222-24, 
228-230; Nikephoros Basilakes, Niceforo Basilace oratione et epistolae, ed. A. Garzya, Leipzig 1984, 
pp. 84-91. 
59 A. Kazhdan, 'Certain traits of Imperial propaganda in the Byzantine Empire from the eighth to the 
fifteenth centuries', Pridication etpropagande au Moyen Age, Islam, Byzance, Occident, Paris 1983, 
pp. 23 -24; Nik. Chon., pp. 3 24/5 -3 31 /11. 
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often follows the line taken by other contemporary accounts. 60 It is rather significant 
that in this instance the historian himself refers to the newsletters that Manuel sent to 
Constantinople after the event, where the emperor compared his fate to that of 
Romanos Diogenes in Mantzikert (1071), but insisted that the treaty with the Turks 
had been signed under the imperial banner. 61 Thus it is clear that Niketas had access 
to the 'official' version of events. In other instances he makes reference to the letters 
dispatched by Manuel to Constantinople following the emperor's victorious military 
expedition to Hungary (1167) '62 and 
for the Serbian campaign (1149-50) he even tells 
us that the bearer of Manuel's letter to Constantinople was the megas domestikos, 
John Axouch. 63 
Finally, Niketas' account of Manuel's eastern campaigns of 1175 and 1179 is 
very similar to the encomiastic sources and it is obvious that in these instances, the 
historian is merely reproducing official reports of these events. 64 However, even on 
such occasions, it is evident that our author conducts alterations that suit his purpose 
and the style of the narrative. For example, like the court orator Euthymios 
Malakes, 65 Niketas discloses the contents of the letters exchanged between Manuel 
and the sultan of Ikonion, Kilij Arslan II during the campaign of 1175. Both writers 
make reference to Manuel's disbelief that the sultan was unaware of Manuel's march 
to Dorylaion. 66 They report Manuel's successful attempt to put an end to the 
continual Turkish attacks on the foragers of the Byzantine army, and praise the 
courage and perseverance of the emperor, who never left the side of his soldiers. 
According to both authors, Manuel was first to awake with the sound of the trumpet 
and the last to return to camp in the evening. 67 
60 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. 458. 
61 Nik. Chon., p. 191/26-33. 
62 Nik. Chon., p. 157/50-52. 
63 Nik. Chon., p. 90/2-4. 
64 Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 45 7-5 8. 
6' Euthyrnios Malakes, EýOVUL'OV 7oO MaAdK77 p77-FP07TOAL'70V PLc'ojv ITa7ptiv Cr7Td-7-qs) 7d 
mt)ý16pcma, ed. K. G. Bones, 2 vols, Athens 1937,1949. 
66 Malakes, 11,28/23-25: 6LCtTW0G'L(EL TOD P(IPPCLPOI) TO' 80KOýV... 6'Trwc Ct'YVOEt KOLL ectl)[ICL(EL T6V 
ýIeXpL AopvXct(ov 6p6ýLOV TOD PCLaLVWC; Nik. Chon., 176/53-55: &EýT' EL 81) Ol') TOU , JEL EV ýIEP 
TVX6VTOC ýTIOETO 0C[V[IaTOC, o'TrWC T6V JIEXPL AOPVXCt(OV 8PO[IOV EKELVOV ý'YVO-OCTE. 
67 --%I Malakes, 11, p. 30/30-1: TOIk 1TOXEýLOýVTGK E8LWKEC TrPO1j'yOV TWV TCt TPOýCK CrVyK%LLCOVTWV 
pappaPLKýC EVý8pC(C ýV6ýLEVOC. TrEPLEOEL KVKXW Trdaav iV UTPCtTLCtV TrCtVVI)XLOC, TrCWTIýLEPLOC- T11 
VVKT6c [JýV WYPVTTV(ýV Kal ýVXC(KaC b-rrEP TOV TrOLýWLOV ýVXaTTWV. 32/13-15: O'peoc ýv Pctei)c 
-yý, 'Y'Y'XETO 8'6 PGt(TLXE' 'LmT<'ýLEvoc. 6 "XLOC E'61) KC1'L E IT L KGtI TTEPLýXEL [iýv 71 crdXTrL -q E VC 0 TI 
KVeýac ý& Kai TrPOEKoTrTE Vbý KCtI ETrL (YKTWýc 0 PcLGLXEv'c oý8a[. LoD; Nik. Chon., p. 176/65-70: 
6 PaCrLXEi)i; 6E T6 6ELVO'V TODTO bct6vwc 'LCtJ(ITO' TCtKTO'V 'Y&P OPI(JCtC KaLPO'V TOtc ETrL TýV 
, jj)XXoyýV EýLODGL 
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Yet there is a discrepancy between the two accounts. Both writers report the 
episode where Manuel Komnenos, on being informed of a Turkish attack on the 
foragers of the Byzantine army, immediately throws away the peach that he is eating 
and rides out to the assistance of his troops. 68 But while Malakes connects this 
episode to the rebuilding of the fortress of Soublaion, Niketas connects it with the 
rebuilding of Dorylaion, the major military post that lay on a strategic road junction 
controlling the passage from Constantinople to the interior of Asia Minor. 69 In order 
to account for Niketas' divergence from his source, it is significant to note that the 
historian's narration of Manuel Komnenos' expedition against the Turks in 1175 is in 
the first place highly condensed and in the second, only incorporated so as to recount 
a series of heroic deeds performed by the emperor at that time. Thus perhaps for the 
sake of convenience, Niketas transfers the episode from Soublaion to Dorylaion, 
where his own account is concentrated. 
A further example can be used to strengthen the above point. The one writer, 
who undoubtedly exerted great influence over our historian, was his brother Michael 
Choniates. It has been demonstrated that Niketas made extensive use of Michael's 
works and more specifically his panegyric speech to Isaakios 11 Angelos. 70 However, 
the particular way in which Niketas used Michael's works has not received attention. 
Although the similarities between Niketas' historical account and Michael's 
panegyric are striking, it is nevertheless obvious that our historian modifies certain 
passages for stylistic effect: 
t 
WC KVWV EXIýLWTTE Kal C'VýEKVKXOV 
Týv TT6XLV (Mich. Chon., 1,221/9-10) 
WC EGtp JIETCt XEL[I(ýVGI KGR [IETC't 
XLýL6TTWV 6E Wk KVWV... TrEPLEKVKXOV TT'jV 
TrOXLV (Nik. Chon., 283/23-24) 
WC EK XELg(ýVOC ELC E'Otp ýLIETCtß0t(iLV 11 
KXV8WVCt yaXývqv (Mich. Chon. 1, 
210/10-12 
0-ýýIcpov edoc Mcoaýc Týc 801)xEictc 
I d[TraWtOc 611ýLctywyEt ... VDV 
yaXývqv aTrO' CCLX-qc (Nik. Chon., 356/29- 
30) 
TOV EXEVOEPWTTIV MWCTýv K(IL T6V 
7J ETrctvct^YOVTCt ZOPOPaPEX Tl'jV CI%LCIXWo*LCtV 
T(ýV dtVGt'YKGt1wv al')T6C TrPOG-q[ia(VWV Tý (TCLX7TL-Y'YL Trp(ýTOC TOD XCIPGWOC dtTrctVLGTCtTO KCR 
rE 1) CL E T11 %LEVOC 71'YEtTO Tý(; 080D. OV'KOIDV OV'8' TrP6C PPGLX' T(ýV T' 'TrL '6EL01 8Lý6VTWV [IEOLO'T' 
ýVCOTE ITEPI POVXVT6V -q" KCtIL PCt0dG[V ECFTrEpCtV ElTaVEXI)EV ELC T6 GTPCLTOTrE80V. (Niketas here 
combines two episodes into one). 
68 Malakes, 11, p. 44/16-19. 
69 Nik. Chon., p. 177/73-77. See also the analysis of Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, pp. 457-58. 
70 Michael Choniates, 1, pp. 208-58 and Lampros' notes, 11, pp. 480-99; G. StadmUller, Michael 
Choniates. Metropolit von Athen (ca. 1138- ca. 1222), Rome 1934, p. 229; van Dieten, Biographie, pp. 
35-36; F. Kolovou, MXaýA X(Ovid7g- 414* OVI jJCIkM TOV PiOV Kai Tot) kpyov Tov. To Corpus Taw 
cxjgroAdýv, Athens 1999, p. 172ff.; Rhoby, 'Beobachtungen', pp. 87-90. 
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ZOPOPdPEX etVOLK06%LEC Ta TEIXTJ Tý(; 
VECK ZLW'V (Mich. Chon., 1,241/23, 
242/2) 
8TE 8E TLVCt bXOKGLVTW'CTELEV OU[ITIV 
EVW&CtC W'CT#CtLVETO (Mich. Chon., 1, 
232/2-3) 
blTEPXETrETO E'XWV TrOlp ECRMý T6V 
KCIO 'f [IdC 8*%ta'YCO'y6V MWO-ýV, OV'TW 
TrctpaMýwc CTE(JW(T[IEVOV ELC T-qv 
7 
EKEIVOU KaOCLLPECYLV (Mich. Chon., I, 
ILW'V (Nik. Chon., 356/32-34) 
OV'K Eb(. L)8LCIC oky[lý, 11, V 
69ýpct, LVETCR 
KUPLOC, CtXX EPLVVI)wv xopoc 
(Nik. Chon., 311/91-92) 
TOV EGLVTOý ýOvýa KCtL TýC ctpxýc 
TrctpaW7OVTCl TPEýWV KCIT(l 060V KCt'L 
TrEpLectXTrwv EL C T6V Tý -rrpOVOLa 
80KODVTCt KC[Lp6v (Nik. Chon., 286/11-13) 
224/24) 
Niketas, however, contradicts Michael's testimony on numerous occasions. 
The most significant of these concerns the stance of Isaakios Angelos during the siege 
of the rebellious city of Nicaea by the then emperor Andronikos I Komnenos in 1183. 
VA-lile Michael tells us that Isaakios distinguished himself throughout the siege 
operations; according to Niketas, the cowardly Isaakios stood aloof from the 
fighting. 71 A more direct contradiction occurs where Michael likens the harsh words 
with which Isaakios addressed Andronikos from within the walls of Nicaea to 
6arrows', while Niketas speaks of Andronikos praising Isaakios after the capitulation 
of the city for not making use of his words as arrows ! 72 Michael further claims that 
Isaakios forced Andronikos to be merciful to the residents of the captured city, 
whereas Niketas testifies that Andronikos fell upon the citizens of Nicaea like a 
ravenous lion. 73 Finally, where Michael tells us that Isaakios offered protection to the 
remaining relatives and followers of Andronikos, Niketas claims that the sons of 
Andronikos were immediately seized and blinded. 74 
The question concerning which version of events is more accurate is difficult 
to answer. The fact that Michael was delivering his speech in the presence of Isaakios 
Angelos at the imperial court makes his testimony immediately suspect. Yet Niketas' 
version is at best dubious as it is obvious that he is not drawing on different accounts 
so as to offer conflicting evidence, but merely manipulating Michael's testimony so 
as to contradict him. He did this in order to paint a black picture of Isaakios Angelos 
even before the latter's accession to the throne in 1185. This picture corresponds to 
71 Michael Chomates, I, pp. 219/22-224/1; Nik. Chon., p. 284/48-50. 
72 Michael Choniates, 1, p. 221/6-7; Nik. Chon., p. 286/6-7. 
73 Michael Choniates, I, p. 221/16-19; Nik. Chon., pp. 288/51-289/77. 
74 Michael Choniates, 1, p. 238/9-11; Nik. Chon., p. 356/37-45. 
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Niketas' portrayal of the weak, indolent and gullible emperor. Therefore, it is not so 
much that our historian had access to other sources of information unknown to us, but 
rather that he deliberately manipulated the evidence so as to fit his purpose. 
3) Personal Correspondence 
Finally, it is quite evident that Niketas not only acquired information from 
Michael via the latter's encomia, but also through the letters exchanged between the 
75 two brothers. It is rather unfortunate that only one such letter survives to this day, 
but we do know that Michael corresponded with Niketas right up until the time of the 
historian's death. 76 Niketas' detailed information concerning the activities of Leo 
Sgouros, the Greek leader of resistance against the Latins in Greece after 1204, most 
likely came from the information that Michael had provided him in a letter, given that 
Michael himself was one of the protagonists of the events described. 77 It could very 
well be that Niketas received the bulk of his information concerning events that 
transpired in central Greece and in the Peloponnese after 1204 from Michael, who 
included in his letters to Niketas whatever news he happened to come across in his 
place of exile on the island of Kea. This suggestion is reinforced by the observation 
that Niketas' reporting in these instances is more in the form of news announcements 
rather than a detailed narration or even a summary of events, while on the contrary he 
seems to have been quite well informed of events in Thrace. 78 
For example, Niketas merely states that Leo Sgouros met Alexios III Angelos 
at Larissa and was there married to the emperor's daughter . 
79 Later he reports that 
Alexios III took Alexios V Doukas captive and had him blinded . 
80 The Latin advance 
through mainland Greece and the Peloponnese is dealt with in two pages (609-10) 
and Niketas fails to mention the decisive encounter that took place between the 
75 For linguistic similarities see Rhoby, 'Beobachtungen', pp. 87-90. 
76 Michael Choniates, II, p. 325/13-15: Where the metropolitan, addressing his nephew Michael, 
expresses great anxiety because Niketas stopped writing to him. This letter, written during Michael's 
exile on Kea, has been dated to 1216 by Lampros. It does not, of course, prove that Niketas was 
deceased because Michael had not recently received a letter from him, but it does show that the two 
brothers were still in contact at such a late date. 
77 Nik. Chon., p. 605/65-608/51,611/25-35. 
78 This is to be expected since Niketas was resident in Selymbria from the fall of Constantinople until 
about June 1206. 
79 Nik. Chon., p. 608/47-5 1. For this incident see A. Savvides, '0 At(ov lyoup6; aq Adptaa TO 1204 
ýX. 
1, ]7paKTIK6c lvm6piov A 'AapiaaiKcbv f; rov6o5v, Larisa 1992, pp. 55-72. V( 
Nik. Chon-, p. 608/56-60. 
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Greeks and Latins on the battlefield of Kountoura in 1205, unless we take his 
enigmatic reference to a certain conflict between the armies of the jackdaws from the 
north and the ravens from the south, which he dates before the Cuman incursion in 
1206, to mean the crucial battle on the Peloponnese. 81 Later on, he merely lists the 
leaders of the Greek resistance 82 and mentions in passing that Alexios III met with the 
crusader leader, Boniface of Montferrat, was captured and sent into exile at 
Halmyros. 83 The death of Leo Sgouros is reported in a rather ambiguous manner and 
so is the unidentifiable battle between the Greeks and the Latins that took place 
somewhere in Epiros in ca. 1207/8. It is evident that this type of reporting, which 
does not correspond with Niketas' usual style, was due to the inadequate nature and 
poor quality of information available to him after 1204. 
Overall, however, it is evident that Niketas treated his written sources in a 
distinctly careful and selective manner. The historian certainly acquired a wealth of 
information from his sources, but nowhere, as far as we can tell, does he copy a 
source verbatim. Where he follows a source very closely, he chooses different forms 
of the same word or a different grammatical structure. He often modifies passages for 
the purposes of literary refinement and manipulates the evidence for his own 
purposes. Finally, where he disagrees, he often offers a different version that is in 
direct confrontation with his source. Niketas' insistence on rhetorical language and 
his emphasis on descriptive rather than factual narration may partially explain his 
great reliance on encomiastic literature and the comparatively little use he seems to 
have made of imperial archives, as evidenced by his ignorance and ambiguous 
reporting of certain diplomatic negotiations and the vagueness, which characterises 
his references to imperial novels or new laws. 84 However, it can hardly be maintained 
81 Nik. Chon., p. 637/20-24. For this battle see M. Kordoses, 'H KaTdKTT199 vj; N6Tta; EXX68cv, =6 
TOD; 4)PdYKO1)q', IO'rOP1KOYC60ypa(piK6c 1 (1986), pp. 100-6 and AEýIK& Tq,; BvCaVTIVý,; jjcýo7rovvýuov, 
ed. N. Nikoloudis, Athens 1998, pp. 205-06. 
82 Nik. Chon, p. 638/42-51. 
83 Nik. Chon., p. 612/41-44. 
84 Chalandon, Les Comnýne, II, p. XXVI. To take a few examples out of many, Niketas does not 
mention John II's rupture with Venice, nor the war that followed. He is equally silent about John's 
relations with the papacy and the German empire. In his account of the Second Crusade, he does not 
refer to the negotiations between Manuel and Conrad and there are many errors and much 
chronological confusion in his reporting of Manuel's Italian wars. The negotiations between Manuel 
and Frederick Barbarossa are completely ignored. Similarly, Isaakios' negotiations with Frederick 
Barbarossa are ambiguously reported and his treaty with Saladin is only mentioned in passing. Alexios 
III's treaty with the Turks in 1200 is again ambiguously reported and so is the emperor's campaign in 
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that a person of Niketas' stature did not have documents from the imperial archives at 
. 
85 ormation, his disposal It is more likely that Niketas, simply chose to ignore such inf 
given that he is much more interested in description and commentary of events and 
personalities rather than factual reporting. 86 We shall return to this later. 
One last issue that ought to be raised here is whether Niketas had access to 
these types of sources in Nicaea, where he conducted his work of revision after 1204. 
Since the historian established some kind of connection with the imperial court, it 
would appear that he may have had access to at least some written sources housed at 
court or circulated among the elite at the Byzantine court in exile. After all, Niketas 
wrote the Panoplia Dogmatike whilst in exile, and this is certainly a work almost 
entirely composed from written sources. 87 Yet he does not appear to have made use of 
these types of sources in his work of revision for the Historia. This is because when 
Niketas alters or adds passages in the a-text, he does not do so because he has 
received new information. 
4) Oral Communications 
Niketas, no doubt, received a considerable amount of information from oral 
communications derived from his various informants and important ffiends or 
acquaintances at the imperial court. He, however, only admits to the information he 
received from contemporaries who knew John 11 Komnenos personally and who 
escorted him on his military campaigns. 88 In this instance, we can safely assume that 
our author gathered information from personal interviews he conducted with such 
individuals. If so, then we can also presume that he had the opportunity to interview 
individuals who accompanied Manuel 1, Isaakios 11, and Alexios III on their 
respective military campaigns. Indeed, on occasion it is even possible to detect such 
information in the text. For example, Niketas tells us that during John Komnenos' 
expedition against the Turks (1139), the emperor dealt with his fatigued, 
1201-02 against the rebels Drobomir Chrysos and Manuel Kamytzes. Moreover, Alexios' relations 
with the papacy are again completely ignored. 
85 Kazhdan, Introduction to Narrazione cronologica, I, p. XV. 
86 For example, Niketas is able to quote portions of the correspondence exchanged between Isaakios II 
and the King of Sicily, William II and the generals of the Norman army that had captured Thessaloniki 
in 1185 (363/24-364/39,365/55-64). He also quotes from the letters exchanged between Isaakios 11 
and Frederick Barbarossa (410/52-54) and the preamble to a decree of Andronikos 1 (336/29-46). 
87 L. Petit, 'Acominatos Nic6tas', DTC, 1.1, col. 316ff. 
88 Nik. Chon., p. 4/76-8 L 
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undernourished and ailing troops in a severe manner. He ignored their complaints and 
refused to allow them even a brief respite from military activities. 89 Such information 
that reflects badly on the emperor could hardly have derived from Kinnamos or court 
encomia. 
Similarly, Niketas' richly detailed and highly circumstantial account of 
Alexios III's expedition against the rebel Drobomir Chrysos in 1197, which includes 
a speech attributed to the parakoimomenos George Oinaiotes and graphic details of 
the quarrel that arose among the emperor's chief advisors with regard to the stratagem 
that should be followed in the campaign, suggests that the historian received his 
information from an eyewitness, who not only escorted Alexios on the expedition but 
was present at the councils that decided military stratagem. 90 This episode then could 
very well indicate that Niketas' sources were high-ranking military officials and not 
the rank-and-file soldiery. This can be confirmed by a further incident. On this 
occasion it is even possible to trace the identity of Niketas' source. Although the 
historian certainly used written sources for his reporting of the battle of 
Myriokephalon, the account is often so circumstantial as to suggest that Niketas also 
received information from eyewitnesses and in particular from the megas doux, 
Andronikos Kontostephanos. 91 The following episode narrated by Niketas could 
hardly have come from an official bulletin or newsletter. 
When darkness had descended upon the battlefield of Myriokephalon, 'the 
emperor himself suffered from his own ignoble thoughts. When he gave birth to them 
he shared them with those around him. His plan of secret flight and the surrender of 
so many souls to slavery and death shocked his listeners and especially 
Kontoste hanos. ' 92 In another episode, Kontostephanos had arrayed his troops for 
battle (Hungarian expedition of 1167), when suddenly a messenger arrived from the 
emperor instructing the general to put off the military engagement for another day. 
Kontostephanos concealed the letter in his bosom and disobeyed the emperor's 
89 Nik. Chon., p. 33/68-83. 
90 Nik. Chon., pp. 502/10-507/51-52. 
91 Maisano, Tonti di Niceta Coniata', pp. 402-403. 
92 Nik. Chon., p. 187/93-1: aýTk 
8E 0 KpCtT6V dYEVE(TTCLTCt(; POlAidw: (J'L')8LVEV. k 6E TCtýTaC 
I aTrOTEKW' C 
ýý'ýEPE KCR ýV TO' V EL dKOýV T(ýV (TVV kE(V(q E 41TY04LEVOV XCtePC(LCI ýVyq' KaL 
T6V TO(TOVTWV OVX6V Ek aiX[ICtXWG( (IV KCtL 
OdVC[TOV E'K6O(TLI;, &TrXýTEL T06; dKPOWýte 
I 
cl EVOI)c 
KaL TrXeOV T6v KOVTOUTtýavov. 
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command. 93 It is clear that only Kontostephanos himself could have revealed such 
confidential information to Niketas. 94 
Similarly, it appears that the final campaign of Isaakios 11 Angelos against the 
Vlacho-Bulgarians in 1195 was described to Niketas by a source close to the 
emperor. During the campaign, Isaakios stopped at Rhaidestos to celebrate Easter. At 
that place he consulted a reputed seer named Basilakios. Niketas describes this 
incident in the following terms: 'when he [Basilakios] appeared before the emperor, 
he neither heeded him who was invested with such great power, nor did he reply to 
his greeting (which was hail, 0 Father Basilakios) nor did he in return silently nod his 
head, but instead [ ... ] he insulted those present and in particular Constantine 
Mesopotamites. ' 95 The circumstantial account of the whole incident suggests that 
Niketas received his information from an oral communication. Moreover, the 
emphasis on Mesopotamites, at that time a colleague of Niketas at the imperial court 
and later an addressee of several of the historian's letters could indicate, as in the case 
of Kontostephanos and Myriokephalon, that it was this individual who described the 
episode to Niketas. 
However, it appears that Niketas made greater use of oral communications in 
relating various incidents and happenings at the imperial court. There is no doubt that 
the historian received privileged and private information from powerful friends at 
court and he is meticulous in citing the intrigues of court rivals and the undisclosed 
private affairs of emperors and high-ranking government officials. His detailed 
reporting of the machinations of John Kamateros against his colleague, Theodore 
Styppeiotes certainly derives from a private oral communication. The fanciful scene 
where Kamateros allegedly places the emperor behind a curtain and lures his rival to 
93 Nik. Chon., p. 154/43-49. 
94 See Kazhdan, Introduction to Narrazione cronologica, I, pp. XLVIII. The existence of a special 
relationship between Niketas and Kontostephanos is suggested by the fact that the historian all but 
dedicates book V of the reign of Manuel Komnenos to this individual; his triumphant victory over the 
Hungarians in 1167 , the expedition against Egypt in 1169 and the pursuit of the Venetian fleet in 117 1. 
Niketas even places two elaborately-worked heroic speeches in the mouth of Kontostephanos, while it 
is noteworthy that the emperor himself is not given a full-length speech. The relationship between 
Niketas and Kontostephanos could have been reinforced by the fact that the Kontostephanoi owned 
lands near Niketas' ancestral home in Chonai. 
95 Nik-Chon., p. 449/4146. The information on Mesopotamites is only available in ms. DF of the b 
version. Apparently Niketas did not wish to divulge his source in the a-text, considering the highly 
negative portrait he paints of this individual in the final version: TOTE "YOf)V ETrLO7TGLVTL T6 
CLVTOKPdTOPL OUTE TrpoaE'(YXEv 0"XWC UK TTEPLPEPXL'ýtCVCL) TOCTCtl)T-ql) Kal TOLCLýT-qV [CTXýV, 01')Tý 
Trp6c Týv aýTOD TTPO01jYOP11aV 
(ý 6ý ýV Xa(POLC;, W TTCL'TEp BaCTLXGtKLE) TýV d11TOKPLGLV ENETO T) 
-yoDv aVTTICYTrdcyaTO CrLW" KC1TC1vEvaaC Tý KEýCIXý 
D Ctu\'... EKaKoX6'YEL TObi; TrPOCTL6VTCt(; (add. 
DFKCLI liaXLUTCL T6V MEGO1TOT%tLT-qv KWVCYTCtVTtVOV). 
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that place so as to induce him to confess to his crimes and thereby prove his guilt to 
Manuel Komnenos, indicates this to be true. 96 in the same away, Niketas claims that 
the demonic powers of Michael Sikidites, an undersecretary to Manuel Komnenos, 
entertained his companions at court and even cites a specific incident where Sikidites, 
looking down at the sea from the imperial palace, allegedly conjured up a serpent to 
terrify a boatman, thus causing the poor wretch to smash his entire cargo. 97 Again, the 
information that Alexios III commanded his bodyguard Bestralites to murder 
Euphrosyne's lover and Niketas' vivid description of the last dinner shared between 
the imperial couple stems from similar sources within the palace. 98 
The information that Andronikos I Komnenos ordered the eunuch 
Pterygonites to carry out the murder of Maria the kaisarissa could only have come 
from a source within the imperial palace, 99 and Niketas' knowledge of the names of 
the murderers of the young Alexios II as well as his detailed and circumstantial 
reporting of the scene of the murder, no doubt, derived from a similar source. Again it 
is, on occasion, possible to trace Niketas' sources within the imperial palace. In a rare 
case of outspokenness, the historian himself tells us that the caesar, John 
Kantakouzenos, who was married to Eirene Angelina, sister of the emperors Isaakios 
II and Alexios III had entrusted him (TTLGTOý)TaL ýLOL TO'V Myov) with the following 
information. A certain eunuch named Tzitas was once discovered discussing the 
calamities that had befallen the empire with the young sovereign Alexios 11 
Komnenos. Kantakouzenos, who was obviously a supporter of Andronikos 1, felt it 
his duty to strike the man down. Yet almost immediately he himself was arrested and 
blinded for having sent a greeting through a jailer to the prisoner Constantine 
Angelos, his wife's brother. 100 This episode reveals that Niketas was not only able to 
receive privileged information from his colleagues at court, but that he had gained the 
confidence of a member of the imperial family. 
The historian appears to have made widespread use of popular accounts 
throughout his narrative. Primary example was the rumour concerning the appearance 
of women on the Second Crusade and in particular one who stood out from the rest 
96 Nik. Chon., p. 112/50-62. 
97 Nik. Chon., pp. 148/1-149/22. 
98 Nik. Chon., pp. 488/95-6,489/4146. 
99 Nik. Chon., pp. 259/37-260/44. 
loo Nik. Chon, pp. 258/17-259/23. 
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and was called Goldfoot because she wore a garment of embroidered gold. 
10 I 
Niketas' sources for the alleged 'golden years' of the reign of Manuel Komnenos 
were the reports of 'men advanced in years'. 102 The historian retold the story he heard 
(XO'YOC 8LCLPPEWV Kai EC -q'ýtdc) concerning an alleged conversation that took place 
between Manuel and Andronikos Komnenos at the Hippodrome. On that occasion, 
Andronikos pointed out to his cousin two columns that stood at the entrance gate and 
predicted that one day an emperor of the Romans would be suspended from there and 
ill-treated by the populace. He did not then know, remarks Niketas that he himself 
was to be that emperor. ' 03 
Niketas' romantic and fantastical account of Andronikos' escape from prison 
(1158), which includes a passionate sexual encounter between Andronikos and his 
wife in the prison cell that resulted in the birth of a son, almost certainly derives from 
popular stories told about the emperor. 104 Moreover, the tale that the reputed 
astrologer and sorcerer Skleros Seth had once sent a peach to a virgin who was 
subsequently driven mad with passion and deflowered by him was certainly of 
popular origin, 105 and so was the one concerning an ill-starred woman, whose 
husband, upon seeing that his wife was about to be violated by a foreign soldier, 
immediately slew her. 106 Niketas also recorded the popular taunts heard in the streets 
of Constantinople and aimed at the promiscuous Euphrosyne Karnatere, 'TrOXLTLKý 
T6 8LKaLOV' 107 Again, Niketas is as equally enthusiastic about citing various 
prophecies, dreams, omens and portents. The historian's own godfather, Niketas, the 
bishop of Chonai had predicted that Manuel's older brother, Isaakios would submit to 
Manuel as emperor, that Manuel would outlive his grandfather, Alexios 1, but that at 
the end of his life he would go mad. 'This prophecy', says the historian, 'was known 
to me, the author Niketas and many others'. 108 He also cites the well-known oracular 
utterance aima, which supposedly designated the initials of the Komnenian emperors 
109 and further maintains that the blinding and deposition of Isaakios II was foretold 
101 Chalandon, Les Comnine, II, p. XXV; Nik. Chon., pp. 60/48-55,66/26-33. 
102 Nik. Chon., p. 59/16: (k yc'tp CtTrq'-Y-YEXOV ýýLZV OL TýV ýXLK(CIV TrP011KOVTEC. 
103 Nik. Chon., p. 352/78-83. 
104 Nik. Chon., p. 107/16-32 
105 Nik. Chon., p. 148/86-95. 
106 Nik. Chon., pp. 134/5-136/15. 
107 Nik-Chon., p. 520/56-66. For possible interpretations of the phrase see Christophilopoulou, 
BvCavvvý Iuropia, pp. 277-78. 
108 N% Nik. Chon., p. 219/94-95: ýv oi-')v ý iTp6PPIICTLC CR')TIJ KCR ý[IOL 
a' >JXOLC TrXE(UTOLC 'yMýPL[IOC. 
LEL T(ý uvyypaýd NLKýTq OTV 
109 Nik. Chon., pp. 169/93-94,292/59-61,426/83-86. 
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by a certain holy man, Basilakios, and that the slaying of the rebel, Asan was 
predicted by a priest who had been incarcerated by the Vlacho-Bulgarians. 110 
5) Personal Experiences 
Niketas' own recollections occupy a significant portion of the narrative. In 
1187, the historian, in the capacity of under secretary, accompanied Isaakios Il on his 
campaign against the Vlacho-Bulgarian rebels and their Cuman allies in the region of 
Beroe. Near Lardea, the Byzantine army barely escaped a disastrous defeat, 
commemorated by Niketas as a victory in an official communication to the patriarch 
and the Holy Synod. "' Niketas also personally witnessed the passage of the Third 
Crusade through Thrace, at which time he was the governor of Philippopolis. In that 
capacity, he received a series of contradictory orders from Isaakios 11 Angelos, first to 
strengthen and fortify the walls of Philippopolis, and later to demolish them so that 
they would not provide the crusaders with a place of refuge. 112 When Frederick 
Barbarossa entered Philippopolis on 25-26 August 1189, he found the city 
abandoned. ' 13 Meanwhile Isaakios had sent an army under the command of the 
protostrator Manuel Kamytzes to oppose the Germans. 
At the fortress of Prousinos, in the hills surrounding Philippopolis, the chief 
battle between the Byzantine army and the German crusaders was waged. Niketas 
testifies to his own presence in that engagement, where the Byzantines suffered utter 
defeat. 1 14 Later he tells us that the Byzantine army fled to safety in the outskirts of 
'AXPL8C'O (in the Rhodope region of Thrace) and admits that they plundered their own 
province in order to secure provisions. ' 15 Upon his return to Constantinople, Niketas 
held an audience with the emperor. Although he refuses to divulge the contents of the 
conversation that took place between himself and Isaakios, he does tell us that he 
succeeded in persuading the emperor to release the German envoys incarcerated in 
110 Nik. Chon., pp. 449/41-54,468/24 [469/36. 
11 Nik. Chon., pp. 396/78-398/41-42; Orationes et epistulae, pp. 6-12. 
112 Nik. Chon., p. 402/49-55. 
113 Nik. Chon., p. 403/71-72. 
114 Nik. Chon., p. 409/22-35. Apparently Niketas was ordered to abandon Philippolis and then add his 
former garrison to Kamytzes' field army so as to strengthen the Byzantine forces. 
115 Nik. Chon., p. 409/36-40. 
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Constantinople. We can hypothesise, that Niketas, who witnessed the might of the 
German army up close, was arguing for a peaceful resolution to the conflict-' 16 
When the illegitimate son of Manuel 1, the sebastokrator Alexios, was 
arrested at Drama on the charge of conspiring against Isaakios, Niketas was assigned 
to supervise his tonsure as a monk in a monastery on Mount Papykios. 117 The next 
mention of Niketas in the narrative occurs much later, on 25 January 1204, when the 
people, the senate and the clergy had congregated in Aghia Sophia to deliberate on a 
successor to Alexios IV. 118 But it is highly unlikely that Niketas was not an 
eyewitness to several episodes he describes in the discussion of the reign of Alexios 
III Angelos. For example, his presence at the festivities held at the palace of 
Blachernai in honour of marriages of Alexios' two daughters, can be indicated by his 
animated description of the chariot races and gymnastic contests held in the theatre as 
well as the information that only the emperor's relatives and trusted advisors, a group 
in which Niketas along with his brothers-in-law were included, were allowed to take 
part in the festivities. 119 
The capture and subsequent sack of Constantinople in April 1204 and 
especially Niketas' tragic experience, receive detailed treatment. On this occasion, it 
is understandably Niketas' own story that takes centre stage. The suffering he and his 
family endured during those dark days is narrated more in the form of personal 
reminiscences rather than a historical account. The burning of Niketas' house, his 
dramatic escape with the help of a Venetian friend and the exodus of the refugees 
from the city, which includes Niketas' heroic rescue of a young female seized by the 
crusaders, invest the narrative with a force and realism of personal experience. ' 20 The 
reader can almost walk side by side with Niketas on that stormy and wintry day (17 
April, 1204) when he carried two of his children who could not yet walk on his 
shoulders and a male infant in his hands, while he attempted to conceal his pregnant 
wife in the procession. He can also sense the agony and despair of the narrator, who 
upon exiting the city, fell to the ground and began to weep. 12 1 The testimony that 
Niketas offers concerning the plight of the refugees in Nicaea is of inestimable value. 
His description of the overcrowded churches and the building of wooden shacks 
116 Nik. Chon., p. 410/55-57. 
117 Nik. Chon., pp. 426/1-427/33. 
118 Nik. Chon., p. 562/40-47. 
119 Nik. Chon., pp. 508/83-509/17. 
120 Nik. Chon., pp. 586/79-593/60. 
12 1 Nik. Chon., pp. 589/38-592/49. 
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alongside Lake Askania, as well the derision and maltreatment that the refugees 
endured from the local population, testifies to the chaos that characterised life in the 
Byzantine territories shortly after 1204.122 
6) Visual Evidence 
As a writer, Niketas possesses an extraordinary gift for pictorial description. 
He frequently utilises visual evidence to depict certain scenes he personally witnessed 
and several persons he had met. The historian testified to the horrific sight of the piles 
of bones of all those who fell in the battle between the Turks and the German 
crusaders on the Meander (1148). 123 He also testified that the not yet fully 
decomposed corpse of Andronikos I Komnenos, was displayed in open view in the 
district near the monastery of Ephoros close to the Zeuxippon Baths. 124 The historian 
provides us with a physical description of Isaakios 11: he was of average height, 
robust in body, had a reddish complexion and red hair. 125 Manuel Komnenos was tall 
and handsome, 'but ever so slightly stooped'. Andronikos was of heroic stature and 
had a youthful face despite his snowy white beard. 126 Kilij Arslan 11 was not at all 
well proportioned and had a slight limp, hence the nickname later contrived of him by 
Andronikos Komnenos, 'Koutz-Arslan'. 127 The first Latin Patriarch of 
Constantinople, Thomas Morosini, whom Niketas probably saw during his six-month 
sojourn in Constantinople after 1204, was middle aged and overweight, his face and 
chest were shaven, he wore an embroidered garment that fit tightly around the body 
but was loose at the chest and wrists. He wore a ring on his hand and leather 
coverings were sometimes fitted to his fingers. ' 28 
Niketas, moreover, provides us with several descriptions of imperial portraits, 
which are particularly significant, since they have not survived to our days. For 
example, we are informed that in cases of damnatio memoriae, the images of the 
individual who had fallen from grace were despoiled or even effaced completely. He 
122 Nik. Chon., p. 645/66-70. 
123 Nik. Chon., p. 71/64-67. 
124 Nik. Chon., p. 352/93-2. 
125 Nik. Chon., p. 452/16-19. 
126 Nik. Chon., pp. 51/75-81,351/56-59. See also C. Head, 
Byzantine Historical Writing', Byz 50 (1980), pp. 22640. 
127 Nik. Chon., p. 122/46-5 1. 
128 Nik. Chon-, pp. 623/74-79,647/7-15. 
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tells us that Andronikos Komnenos ordered that the image of Maria-Xene in paintings 
be disfigured so that the beautiful empress would look like a shrivelled-up old 
woman. Later, he replaced her portraits with portraits of himself as emperor 
accompanied by his child bride, or figures in relief. 129 When Andronikos himself was 
ousted from the throne, his image in the city was obliterated and his representation on 
walls and boards completely destroyed. 130 
Moreover, if we judge by the testimony of Niketas, Andronikos seems to have 
had a fairly ambitious programme of cultural patronage, with emphasis on self- 
portraiture. Near the church of the Forty Martyrs, he erected several buildings 
decorated with paintings and mosaics, which Niketas describes in detail: there were 
heroic scenes of the emperor in war, glorious chariot races, as well as depictions of 
rustic life, of tent dwellers and of feasting after the chase, where Andronikos could be 
seen cutting up deer meat and roasting it over the fire. 13 1 Niketas further tells us that 
Andronikos put up a fresco in the gates of the church of the Forty Martyrs, which 
portrayed the figure of a man dressed like a peasant and holding a sickle that curved 
round the bust of a handsome young man. Niketas identified the figures as those of 
Andronikos and Alexios II and believed that it was Andronikos' evil intention to 
demonstrate to everyone that he had murdered the young Alexios. 132 
Finally, Niketas' testimony concerning the catastrophic fires of the Fourth 
Crusade in 1203-1204, the three-day sack of Constantinople beginning on 13 April 
1204 and the subsequent destruction of the antique statues by the crusaders is 
invaluable, as he was an eyewitness and the only contemporary writer to record these 
events in detail. 133 The first fire (16 July 1203) set by the retreating crusaders near the 
129 Nik. Chon., pp. 332/37-333/44. 
130 Nik. Chon., p. 352/86-90; See also P. Magdalino & R. Nelson, 'The emperor in Byzantine Art of the 
Twelfth Century', BF 8 (1982), pp. 151-52. 
13 1 Nik. Chon., p. 333/45-60. 
132 Nik. Chon., p. 332/22-34. This could hardly have been Andronikos' intention. For modem 
interpretations see P. Karlin-Hayter, 'Le portrait d'Andronic Ier Comnýne et les Oracula Leonis 
Sapientis'. BF 12 (1987), pp. 103-23; A. Eastmond, 'An intentional error? Imperial Art and "Mis-" 
Interpretation under Andronikos I Komnenos', Art Bulletin 76 (1994), pp. 502-10. For portraits of 
Isaakios Il and Alexios III, which are not mentioned by Niketas: see Magdalino & Nelson, 'The 
emperor in Byzantine Art', pp. 152-62,177-8 1. 
133 The Latin sources record the fires but are almost universally silent concerning the brutal pillage of 
the city. For modem works see: T. F. Madden, 'The Fires of the Fourth Crusade in Constantinople, 
1203-1204: A Damage Assessment', BZ 84-85 (1991-92), pp. 72-89; A. Cutler, 'The De Signis of 
Nicetas Choniates: A Reappraisal', American Journal of Archaelogy 72 (1968), pp. 113-118; E. 
Mathiopoulou-Toumaritou, 'Klassisches und klassizistisches im Statuenfragment von Niketas 
Choniates', BZ 73 (1980), pp. 25-40. On the pillage and devastation of Constantinople: D. Queller & 
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Petrion Gate on the Golden Horn, reduced to ashes about 125 acres of land and left as 
many as twenty-thousand residents of Constantinople bereft of homes. 
' 34 The second 
fire (19-21 August 1203) was the most destructive. This time the Latins set 
Constantinople ablaze, destroying the most opulent and densely populated regions of 
the city, stretching from the Mitaton Mosque on the shores of the Golden Hom to the 
port of Sophia on the Sea of Marmara. The inferno levelled all the buildings lying in 
the direction of the Arch of the Milion and adjoining the gallery of the Makron in the 
patriarchal complex, the Porticoes of the Domninos, the two covered streets 
originating at the Milion, the Forum of Constantine, an entire section of the 
Hippodrome, as well as a great number of ancient churches and splendid palaces. ' 35 
The third fire ignited by the Latins (12-13 April 1204), enflamed the area from the 
Monastery of Evergetes down the shore of the Golden Hom to the vicinity of the 
Drungarios Gate. 136 So great was the destruction that when Niketas escaped five days 
after the fall, he described Constantinople as 'a plain of desolation. ' 137 
'For three days, the customary and accepted period of time for the sack of a 
conquered city, the victorious Latins feasted on the bloated corpse of New Rome', 
wrote two modem historians of the Fourth Crusade. 138 Niketas preserves for posterity 
the theft of ecclesiastical treasures, the despoiling of churches and palaces, the rape 
and murder of civilians and the destruction of many priceless artefacts of antiquity. ' 39 
Disgusted with the vandalism of the conquerors, the author describes the magnificent 
artworks that future generations would never behold. Wondrous works of art, such as 
the colossal bronze Hera along with Paris Alexander, standing with Aphrodite and 
handing her the golden apple of Discord, were cast into the smelting furnace and 
minted into coins. 140 Lysippus' bronze masterpiece depicting Hercules resting was 
also tossed into the melting pot, 141 as were the hundreds of bronze statues that 
T. Madden, The Fourth Crusade. The Conquest of Constantinople, 1201-1204, Philadelphia 1997 2, P. 
193ff. 
134 Nik. Chon., p. 545/45-50; Madden, 'The Fires of the Fourth Crusade', pp. 73-74. 
135 Nik. Chon., pp. 554/38-555/64; Madden, 'The Fires of the Fourth Crusade', pp. 77-83. Madden has, 
however, underestimated the damage inflicted to the city by the second fire. A more useful guide 
concerning the fate of Constantinople's most celebrated structures is: W. Miiller-Weiner, Bildlexicon 
zur Topographie Istanbuls, Tubingen 1977. 136 Nik. Chon., p. 570/33-38. 
137 Nik. Chon., p. 592/29. 
138 Queller & Madden, The Fourth Crusade, p. 193. 
139 Nik. Chon., p. 577ff. 
140 Nik. Chon., p. 648/3843. 
14 1 Nik. Chon., pp. 649/84-650/9. 
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adorned the Hippodrome. 142 Since Niketas is the only contemporary author to record 
the events of 1204 from the Byzantine perspective, the importance of his testimony as 
a counterweight to the Latin version/s is of inestimable value. 
In conclusion, we can say that Niketas seems to have made widespread and 
generous use of oral communications. His prominent position at the imperial court 
afforded him access to privileged and private information only obtainable from those 
belonging to the imperial court circle and high-ranking military officials. His choice 
to include details about the lives of important political figures intrigue us as much for 
their human interest as for their historical importance. On the other hand, Niketas' 
own observations and experiences loom large throughout the narrative, and this is 
especially true in his account of the post 1185 period, where the narration gains 
significantly in verisimilitude. The author's choice to report many accounts and spicy 
stories of popular origin invest the narrative with a vitality and widespread appeal that 
would otherwise be lacking. Finally, Niketas' gift for pictorial description allows the 
reader to visualise persons, objects, places and scenes of the past. 
Methodological Approach 
On reading the first pages of Herodotus, the modem reader is instantly 
intrigued to find himself inside the bedchamber of a Lydian queen undressing in 
preparation for bed. Awaiting her in the bed is the king and peering from behind the 
door is the captain of his bodyguard, who is placed there under the command of the 
king in order to verify for himself the incomparable beauty of the naked queen. 143 In 
the opening pages of Niketas' Historia, the reader finds himself inside the 
bedchamber of Emperor Alexios I Komnenos and his empress Eirene. The imperial 
couple are having an argument concerning the succession, and Alexios, who has 
grown weary of his wife's constant nagging, begins to reproach her in the following 
terms: '0 woman, sharer of my bed and empire... ' 144 This method of reconstructing 
the past, based on the circumstantial recounting of words and actions, is the 
fundamental component of the narrative-speech format that characterises the corpus 
142 Nik. Chon., p. 649/79-83. See S. G. Bassett, 'The Antiquities in the Hippodrome of Constantinople', 
DOP 45 (199 1), pp. 87-96. 
143 Herodotus, 1, pp. II- 17. 
144 Nik. Chon., p. 5/87-11. 
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of Ancient and Byzantine historical writing. it is mostly defined by richly detailed 
accounts of what people did, what people said and what people thought, while 
another major element is the fictitious speech, usually given in direct discourse and 
sometimes cast as sustained dialogue. The aim was nothing less than the imaginative 
recreation of historical events for the benefit of the reader. 
Niketas employs this technique throughout his narrative. As a historian, he 
possesses an exceptional gift for describing scenes in a manner that gives us the 
illusion that the story is in fact unfolding before our very eyes. He can also enter the 
hearts and thoughts of historical figures and enliven them by his reporting of day-to- 
day human incidents. To cite a few examples out of countless others, the reader is 
present at the siege of Corfu (1148) to witness the heroic efforts of the Byzantine 
troops to climb the scaling ladder that reaches to the top of the citadel. From beneath, 
the Emperor Manuel Komnenos exhorts his men to brave the danger for the sake of 
glory, but suddenly, the ladder collapses and the valiant soldiers all plunge to a most 
pitiable death in the depths of the sea. ' 45 Later the reader is transported to the agora in 
order to witness a brawl that had broken out between the Byzantines and their allies, 
the Venetians. In that episode, the Venetians manage to steal the imperial ship and 
place on board an Ethiopian slave, who is acclaimed emperor and paraded before all 
so as to ridicule Byzantine ceremonies and mock the dark-skinned Manuel. 146 
The reader is also present in Constantinople during the official visit of sultan 
Kilij Arslan II (1162). He is a spectator at the Hippodrome, when a certain Turk, 
dressed in a long white robe, attempts to fly off one of the towers. As the Turk flaps 
his arms in the manner of a bird poised for flight, the audience can be heard shouting 
147 
repeatedly, 'Fly', 'Fly' . 
Later, within the imperial palace, Manuel leads the sultan 
inside a chamber filled with gold and silver coins, precious ornaments, and the finest 
linens. He presents these as a gift to the sultan, who seized with wonder, remarks that 
'if he were master of such vast amounts of money, he would have subjugated his 
enemies long ago. ' 148 
During the winter of 1154-55, we find the recalcitrant Andronikos Komnenos 
lying in the embraces of his niece and mistress, Eudokia Komnene, in his tent in 
Pelagonia. Eudokia's relatives, incensed by the scandalous affair, surround the tent 
145 Nik. Chom, pp. 82/66-85/39. 
146 Nik. Chon, pp. 85/40-86/86. 
147 Nik. Chon., p. 119/55-120/81. 
148 Nik. Chon., pp. 120/90-121/22. 
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with armed troops in order to capture Andronikos. Eudokia, who was somehow 
informed of the plot, relates it to her lover and proposes that he dress in female 
clothing and pretend to be one of her chambermaids. Andronikos refuses to take part 
in the unmanly charade, and instead cuts a hole through the tent with his sword and 
leaps forth to engage his enemies. 149 
One of the most colourful episodes in the Historia is the murder of Stephanos 
Hagiochristophorites by Isaakios Angelos. This episode, perhaps more than any other, 
brings out Niketas' extraordinary gift for pictorial description and demonstrates that 
he was a master of this narrative technique of recreating historical events. 
Hagiochristophorites arrives at the house of Isaakios Angelos, near the monastery of 
Peribleptos, in order to arrest him. It is late afternoon on II September 6794 [1185]. 
Upon entering the courtyard, he orders Isaakios to come out. The latter, suspecting 
his imminent death, burst forth on horseback with his sword drawn. Niketas even 
describes his appearance: he wore a cloak of two colours, which separated into two 
pieces at the waist and his head was bare. The terrified Hagiochristophorites attempts 
to gallop from the scene on mule-back, but just as he reaches the gate, Isaakios strikes 
him in the middle of the skull. While Hagiochristophorites lies on the ground 'like a 
fatted beast besmeared in its own blood', Isaakios, with his sword in hand, rides full- 
speed through the Mese, shouting to all that he had killed Stephanos 
Hagiochristophorites. 150 
It is difficult to tell how accurate these detailed narrative events are. Although, 
theoretically speaking, the sine qua non of Byzantine history was the truth, it is only 
to be expected that in this type of reporting, often based on hearsay, historians 
exaggerate, embroider and falsify. In Niketas' case, we can point to the 
aforementioned scene where Manuel Komnenos dazzles Kilij Arslan with his wealth, 
whereupon the sultan cries out that if he had such amounts of money, he could have 
subjugated many territories long ago. A conspicuously familiar scene can be found in 
the narrative of the historian Anna Komnene, where Alexios I leads the crusader 
leader Bohemond into a room in the palace that he has filled with money and all sorts 
of valuable objects. The amazed Bohemond then says: 'If I possessed so much 
money, I would have become master of many countries long ago'. 151 
149 Nik. Chon., pp. 104/49-105/7 1. 
150 Nik. Chon., pp. 341/65-342/9. 
15 1 Anne Comnene, III, p. 233/1-10; Nik. Chon., p. 120/94-121/15. 
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The similarity is too great to be dismissed as a coincidence. More likely is the 
scenario that Niketas lifted this episode from his predecessor Anna Komnene and 
inserted it into his own narrative. Manuel Komnenos may have offered the sultan 
money and gifts, but it is highly unlikely that the scene described by Niketas ever 
occurred, and even if it did, Kilij Arslan could not have possibly spoken the same 
words in 1162 that Bohemond had spoken in 1097. The scene had more to do with 
Niketas' desire to draw a negative comparison between the wealthy and effeminate 
Greeks and the authentic strength of the uncorrupted barbarians - an ancient theme 
repeated over and over again in Byzantine literature. 152 In fact, Niketas comes back to 
it in the narrative on numerous occasions, the most famous perhaps being the 
reception of the envoys of the German Emperor, Henry VI by Alexios III Angelos on 
Christmas day 1196. 
According to Niketas' story, the Emperor Alexios donned his magnificent 
imperial robe adorned with precious stones and commanded his retinue to put on 
purple garments interwoven with gold. So astonished were the Germans by this 
display of wealth and flamboyance that they immediately observed: 'The Germans 
have neither need of such spectacles, nor do they wish to become worshipers of 
ornaments and garments secured by brooches suited only for women whose painted 
faces, headdresses and glittering earrings are especially pleasing to men'. To frighten 
the bewildered Greeks, they further said: 'The time has now come to take off 
effeminate garments and put on iron instead of gold. ' 153 The intimidating boasts and 
veiled threats that the historian attributes to the German ambassadors can hardly be 
taken to reflect anything that was actually said during the official negotiations. 
Niketas' description has less to do with historical reality and more with his intention 
to demonstrate why Byzantium succumbed to foreign aggression. Indeed, it is again 
no coincidence that more than a century earlier, Theophylact of Ochrid had warned 
that golden vestments could not deter blood-thirsty barbarians, and that the ruler who 
dressed in such attire would be ridiculed as being soft and effeminate. ' 54 Thus 
Niketas is not being unusually perceptive here, but merely repeating a familiar topos 
152 This common topos is discussed in Chapter Ill. 
153 Nik. Chon., p. 477/66 ff. 
154 Theophylact of Ochrid, Opera, ed. P. Gautier, CFHB, I: Discours, traWs, poesies, Thessaloniki 
1980, p. 193. 
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that his readers would instantly recognise. Once again the strength of the unadorned 
barbarian is pitted against the weakness and effeminacy of the Greeks. 155 
But if Niketas moulded such scenes so as to fit his purpose, this could suggest 
that entire episodes of this sort may have been simply invented by the historian. This 
is not because Niketas was a 'bad' historian who did not care for the truth; but 
because he, along with his contemporaries, conceived history in a very different way 
than we do. The purpose of this method of narration was to present events with such 
verisimilitude that they seemed to be happening before the reader's eyes, as if on 
stage. Accuracy was, by consequence, less important and given the fact that these 
events occurred in the Middle Ages, almost impossible to attain. Thus invention and 
embroidery were often called to fill the void of ignorance, and imaginative re- 
enactment was regularly required to supplement the incomplete reports of 
witnesses. 1 56 
However, as suggested above, it was not only out of ignorance that Niketas 
chose to deceive the reader, for time and again he consciously sacrifices accuracy to 
purpose and style. This is not only evident in the manner in which Niketas often 
manipulates the information derived from his written sources, but also in the ways in 
which he exploits the ancient technique of the fictitious speech. In Ancient and 
Byzantine historical writing, a speech was far more detailed than any narrative 
episode, and therefore much of what is in the speeches is necessarily the creation of 
the historian himself. 157 In Niketas' case this is immediately apparent in the language 
and also in the selection of the speeches, their format and emphasis. On occasion, 
Niketas' speeches are simply speeches of exhortation where the protagonist, either 
the emperor or the commander of the forces, addresses his troops before a decisive 
155 See also Niketas' description of the Komnenoi prior to the battle of Myriokephalon (1176). 
According to the historian, the relatives of the emperor wore gold collars and bracelets, necklaces with 
sparkling gems and precious pearls (Nik. Chon., p. 179/52-57). On their advice, Manuel Komnenos 
pursued the war against the Turks and was utterly defeated. 
156 This was recognised long ago by Franz Grabler, Die Krone die Komnenen: Die Regierungszeit der 
Kaiser Joannes und Manuel Komnenos (1118-1180) an dem Geschichtswerk des Niketas Choniates, 
Byzantinische Geschichtsschreiber, VII, Graz-Vienna-Cologne 195 8, p. 2 1: 'Niketas muß in allem ein 
antiker Schriftsteller beurteilt werden. Die historische Wirklichkeit in all ihren zufälligen Kleinigkeiten 
und Begleitumstanden ist ihm night sondern wichtig. Man kann ihm großen und ganzen vertrauen, aber 
bei Einzelheiten muß man immer damit rechnen, daß er der besseren Wirkung zuliebe umgestaltet und 
ausgestaltet. Vor allem muß man auch seinen den Effekt suchenden Stil berücksichtigen, der oft zu 
falschen Meinungen verführen könnte. Niketas ist eben mehr Dichter als Wissenschaftler. ' 
157 For the fictitious speech in ancient historiography see: F. W. Wallbank, Speeches in Greek 
Historians, Oxford 1965; M. Grant, Greek and Roman Historians: Information and Misinformation, 
London 1995, pp. 44-53. 
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military encounter. 1 58 However, speeches also provide the historian with the 
opportunity to develop a particular theme of the narration and to show a historical 
character in depth. 159 
Regarding the language of the speeches, it is obvious that in places, they are 
entirely the construction of the historian. For example, it is highly unlikely if not 
impossible that the leader of the Vlacho-Bulgarian. revolt, Asan could quote 
Herodotus or that the French King Louis VII could cite Homer. The speeches are also 
replete with abstract ideas and often contain little of what relates to the situation at 
hand. In inventing the words, Niketas most often uses this technique to develop his 
own ideas about a particular situation or an individual. This is evident in the speech 
of John 11 Komnenos. This speech is the longest and the most elaborately worked in 
the Historia. On this occasion the dying emperor designates his youngest son, Manuel 
as heir to the throne before an audience of his kinsmen, friends, dignitaries and 
officials. 
The climax and focal point of the speech is clearly the succession. In this 
section, Niketas, utilising his rhetorical talent to the full, carefully lays out argument 
upon argument in order to justify the somewhat irregular choice of the youngest son 
of the emperor as heir to the throne. 160 This is in line with the subject matter of the 
speech as reported by Kinnamos and reflected in the contemporary encomia. 161 
However, another section of the speech reveals that although John allegedly spoke 
these words in 1143, Niketas, who set them down a half century later, had his own 
agenda in mind, which was nothing else but an attempt to allude to and reflect upon 
the political conditions of his own time. Thus Niketas portrays the emperor 
expounding his beliefs on the general theme of imperial succession. 
158 See for example speeches of Manuel I Komnenos and Andronikos Kontostephanos: Nik. Chon., pp. 
83/93-8,154/58-155/90. 
159 In total there are eleven set speeches in the Historia: (1) speech of the dying John II Komnenos to 
his troops 42/29ff; (2) speech of the French King Louis VI to the crusaders 68/74-70/42; (3) short 
address of Manuel I Komnenos to his troops 83/93-8; (4) speech of the general Andronikos 
Kontostephanos to his troops in Hungary 154/58-155/90; (5) speech of the general Andronikos 
Kontostephanos to his troops in Egypt 164/62-166/24; (6) speech of the caesar Renier of Montferrat to 
his followers in Constantinople 238/3-239/33; (7) speech of Andronikos I Komnenos to his assembly 
327/70-328/25; (8) brief address of Isaakios II Angelos to his followers 385/39-59; (9) speech of the 
Vlacho-Bulgarian rebel leader, Asan to his followers 466/46467/86; (10) brief address of Andronikos 
Kontostephanos and Basil Kamateros to Alexios 111 486/29-40; (11) brief address of the 
parakoitnomenos, George Oinaiotes to the war council 504/54-70. 
160 Nik. Chon-, pp. 43/71-46/40. 
161 Kinnamos, pp. 26-29; Magdalino, Manuel Komnenos, p. 435. 
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John Komnenos warns his listeners that the Byzantines will only prevail over 
their enemies if they entrust the succession to God. The Almighty should then grant 
them a sovereign who is not devourer of the people (8TIýtopopoc), or who does not 
falsify his name ( ýV KXýCTLV ýcv8%tEvoc), or who is not capricious (TO' 11160(; 79 
62 
dvcqLctXoc) and does not govern the empire according to his personal whim' - in 
other words one who is not a tyrant. He then reflects that the choice of emperor is of 
the utmost importance; for if he is virtuous (CL-yaOvv%tEvoV) the Byzantines will 
prevail, but if he is corrupt (KaKI)V%tEvov) affairs will take a turn for the worse. 1 63 
This warning then, which sounds more like an exposition of Byzantine political 
philosophy, fits better with the political situation of the late twelfth century, where 
tyrant upon tyrant succeeded to the Byzantine throne, rather than that of the mid- 
twelfth, where the succession was more or less regularly passed down from father to 
son. The words that Niketas cleverly attributes to John Komnenos are nothing more 
than his own thoughts on the precarious political circumstances of his own times. 
The speech that Niketas attributes the Vlacho-Bulgarian rebel leader, Asan is 
a further indication that Niketas often uses these fictitious speeches as mouthpieces 
for his own views. Following the deposition of Isaakios Angelos, the new emperor, 
Alexios 111, organises a campaign to deal with the Vlacho-Bulgarian rebels (autumn 
1195). There is an atmosphere of anxiety and distress in the rebel camp due to the 
fame that Alexios had acquired as a skilful and capable warrior. Asan attempts to ease 
the fears of his compatriots with the following declaration. He points out that Alexios 
had never distinguished himself in battle nor had he endangered himself for his 
compatnots. 
164 As a result, it seems that he did not receive the crown as a reward for 
his labours (ýt)v ýUGOO'V K%MTwv) but by a game played by cruel fortune (T T1 VXT11; 
165 
GPYVW[1OVOC ITETTEVýM). This is in fact a reversal of Niketas' own argument as it 
appears in one of his orations dedicated to Alexios III Angelos. In what is clearly an 
obvious attempt to publicly justify the usurpation, Niketas claims that Alexios did not 
receive the crown through the laws of inheritance, but as a reward for his virtue and 
his labours (6OXov dpETýC KCLL KCIýW[TWV CWT'L80MV). 166 In this instance it appears 
that the historian's true opinions are conveyed by the enemy. 
162 Nik. Chon., p. 43/59-64. 
163 Nik. Chon., p. 43/64-70. 
164 Nik. Chon., P. 466/49-59. 
165 Nik. Chon., p. 466/59-61. 
166 Orationes et epistulae, pp. 57/21-58/14. 
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Much the same can be observed with alleged conversations. A prime example 
are the imprudent remarks concerning the severe taxation policies of Manuel 
Komnenos that Niketas attributes to a common rank-and-file soldier in the midst of 
the battle of Myriokephalon. 167 A further example is offered by the alleged playful 
repartee between the Vlacho-Bulgarian leaders, Peter and Asan. The historian reports 
a conversation between the boastful and undaunted leaders of the Vlacho-Bulgarian 
revolt, who were celebrating their continuous victories over the Byzantine army. In 
an ironical jest, they propose making Isaakios Il Angelos emperor of their own nation 
and pray to God that the worthless Angelos dynasty would be granted a long reign, so 
that they may continue their successes unhindered. 168 In all the above instances it is 
clear that Niketas is not reporting actual conversations or speeches, but merely 
attributing his own opinions and criticisms of the political conditions of his own day 
to various historical figures in the narrative. Thus whether the historian selects the 
Emperor John 11 Komnenos, the rebel leaders Peter and Asan, or a common soldier, it 
is clear that the characters of the story are always made to express his own views. 
This can be understood more easily when we take into account the lack of 
. C- - freedom of expression in an authoritarian society such as Byzantium and the 
constraints placed upon our historian when composing the original version of his 
work. The technique of the ancient speech, much like other rhetorical devices 
Byzantium had inherited from antiquity, often served as tools of expression and 
criticism in a society that inherently possessed rigid ideas concerning the political 
freedom of its citizens and often viewed historiography as a branch of imperial 
propaganda. 1 69 In Niketas' case this becomes blatantly obvious when one compares 
the different versions of his historical work. It is not coincidental that only in the final 
version our historian no longer feels compelled to hide or disguise his opinions, but is 
able to state with confidence: 'I will not conceal that Manuel Komnenos strove to 
increase taxation. ' 
In all, the speeches, the conversations and the story telling that characterise 
Niketas' narrative go back to the Homeric tradition of epic poetry that had such a 
tremendous influence on ancient historiography and at every juncture it is obvious 
that Niketas is utilizing the historical methods of the ancient tradition. Again, it would 
167 Nik. Chon., p. 186/60-63,71-73 (for this incident see also Chapter II). 
168 Nik. Chon., pp. 436/89437/15. 
169 See discussion in R. Scott, 'The Classical Tradition in Byzantine Historiography', in M. Mullett & 
R. Scott (eds. ), Byzantium and the Classical Tradition, Birmingham 1981,60-74. 
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be a grave error to explain this on the grounds of blind limitation' of ancient models. 
It was rather an awareness of working within a tradition of historiography that had 
originated in antiquity. In fact, in an often-quoted remark Niketas reveals a 
remarkable consciousness concerning the origins, duty and significance of his task as 
a historian. Upon commencing his lamentable account of the cataclysmic events of 
1204 and the collapse of Byzantium thereafter, he cries out: 'But now even my power 
of speech fails me ... for how can I devote History, the most useful and 
beautiful 
invention of the Greeks, to the recounting of the deeds of the barbarians against 
them? 5170 
A further ancient technique that was brilliantly exploited by Niketas is 
digression. The aim of this technique was to offer supplementary information that 
included an extraordinarily wide range of themes, such as geography, topography, 
climate, the customs of foreign peoples, or even reporting sensational stories, omens, 
love affairs and the like. The overall framework of the Historia is straightforward and 
relatively easy to follow as the text is divided strictly in accordance with imperial 
reigns. However, the structure of the narrative is not, as events are often narrated in a 
thematic rather than a chronological order, thus resulting in a great deal of confusion 
for the modem reader. This problem is compounded by digression. 
Niketas' method of narration is to digress frequently, sometimes at great 
length, but to bring back the story to the point of departure. Before narrating 
Manuel's relations with the Hungarians, Niketas, for the sake of historical 
clarification (GGLýIJVEMC 8' E'VEKCL TOD LCYTOPEtV) summarizes the recent internal 
developments in Hungary since roughly the mid- I 150s and brings the narrative back 
to 1162 to commence from the chronological point of Manuel's interference in 
Hungary. 1 71 In the same manner, before reporting the arrest of all the Venetians in the 
empire on Manuel's command (12 March, 1171), he deviates from the narrative in 
order to give the geographical location of Venice, the characteristics of its people and 
their past relations with Byzantium. ' 72 
On several occasions he will digress in order to report something related to the 
historical action. For example, when the megas doux, Stephanos Kontostephanos was 
struck by a stone and killed during the siege of Corfu, Niketas inserts the following 
170 Nik. Chon., p. 580/94-95. For the profound effect of Ancient historiography on Niketas see also 
Grabler, Die Krone der Komnenen, pp. 18-2 1. 
17 1 Nik. Chon., p. 126/48-65. 
172 Nik. Chon., p. 171/41-55. 
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information. The death of Kontostephanos was prophesied by Patriarch Kosmas 
Attikos, who had been accused of conspiring against Manuel and ousted from the 
patriarchal throne (1147). Niketas gives us some information concerning the 
patriarch's background, his character and the means of his deposition. Apparently 
Kontostephanos, an intimate of the emperor, had insulted Kosmas and the latter 
predicted that he would have a 'stony fate', hence the connection with Niketas' main 
narrative. 173 
Another such digression occurs in the midst of Niketas' reporting of the Third 
Crusade in 1189. In attempting to explain the conflict between the Byzantine 
Emperor Isaakios Il Angelos and the German Emperor, Frederick Barbarossa, 
Niketas alleges that the gullible Isaakios believed the prophesies of Patriarch 
Dositheos, who predicted that the Germans would march against Constantinople and 
sack the city. At this point the digression on Dositheos is inserted. Niketas begins by 
telling us that Dositheos, who was very adept in the prognostication of future events, 
nursed the emperor's delusions of grandeur. For the purposes of sheer mockery, he 
paints a picture of Dositheos soothing Isaakios' anxieties 'in the manner that wet- 
nurses place newborn babies on their stomachs in order to calm them', and assuring 
him that like Timothy, Fortune would hand over conquered cities to him while he lay 
asleep (an allusion to Aelian, Varia Historia, 13.43). Finally, he goes on to relate in 
minute detail the manner of Dositheos' unlawful elevation to the patriarchal throne 
and his subsequent deposition. 174 
Digressions also provide the historian with an opportunity to indulge his 
unique talent in the reporting of anecdotes and spicy stories, which however trivial or 
bizarre, always serve to highlight the personality of the subject. For example, in his 
reporting of the downfall of Theodore Styppeiotes, Niketas deviates from the 
qk 31 N narrative ((VCL KaL ETL ýUKP6V TraPCIKL 'GCO Tý(; LCYTOPL'ai; ýWL TOV ELP[IOV) in V'q 
order to provide the reader with additional information on the licentious and 
gluttonous nature of John Kamateros, the devious character responsible for 
orchestrating Styppeiotes' removal from the palace. 
175 These kinds of anecdotal 
episodes focusing on the less than praiseworthy tastes and habits of prominent 
individuals abound: the court jester Chalivoures ridiculing Isaakios 11 Angelos for his 
173 Nik. Chon, pp. 79/88-81/31. 
174 Nik. Chon., pp. 404/14-408/90. 
175 Nik. Chon., pp. 113/88-115/46 
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promiscuity' 76 ; John Poutzenos being mocked by street children in the marketplace 
because of his niggardliness 177 ; Andronikos Komnenos' use of ointments so as to 
enhance his sexual performance 178 , and so on. 
So far we have seen that Niketas' historical methodology was essentially 
based on the techniques invented by the ancient historians. Perhaps we should at this 
point say a few things concerning Niketas' own personal style of writing history. For 
one, Niketas is constantly signposting his narrative, giving notice where he is going, 
recapitulating and making forward and back references. Although chronological order 
and accuracy are certainly not Niketas' strong points, he nevertheless pays particular 
attention to maintain continuity and coherence in the narrative sequence. In book I of 
the reign of Manuel Komnenos, Niketas makes brief reference to the vast 
expenditures of this emperor, as the narrative, he assures us, will further demonstrate 
(Wk 1TP6LOV 611XCt*)O*EL TO' XE'-YELV [10L). 179 In book 11 of the reign of the same 
emperor, he briefly discusses the public officials appointed by this emperor. At this 
point he merely introduces Theodore Styppeiotes and informs the reader that this 
individual will be discussed at greater length later on. ' 80 In the same way, he 
introduces the Vlacho-Bulgarian rebel leaders Peter and Asan and provides us with 
the cause of their discontent with the emperor, but also informs us that he will discuss 
the events of the rebellion at a later time. 181 When Niketas brings back an individual 
previously mentioned in the narrative, he often reminds the reader who this individual 
is with a back reference. For example, when a certain Poupakes harboured the 
fugitive Andronikos Komnenos, Niketas reminds us that it was this same individual 
who performed a glorious feat during the siege of Corfu. 182 When Andronikos chose 
the eunuch Pterygeonites to carry out the execution of Maria-Xene, he again reminds 
us that this individual was responsible for poisoning Maria the kaisarissa. 183 
At this point it can be reiterated that when Niketas comes to assessing events, 
he is concerned mostly with the assignment of responsibility. As we have seen, this 
had to do with his strong conviction, clearly articulated in the preface of the work, 
176 Nik. Chon., p. 441/23-442/28. 
177 Nik. Chon., p. 57/53-58/82. 
178 Nik. Chon., p. 320/77ff. 
179 Nik. Chon., p. 60/3544. 
180 Nik. Chon., p. 54/84. 
18 1 Nik. Chon., p. 369/70-73. For ftu-ther examples see: pp. 116/67-691 142/30-32. 
182 Nik. Chon., p. 130/79-82. 
183 Nik. Chon., p. 269/88-89. For further examples see: pp. 132/34-35,137/69-70. 
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that history was the proper place for praise and retributive justice for leading 
individuals. 184 This conviction influenced not only the interpretation of events, but 
also the framework of the narrative. That is to say, Niketas' purpose dictated the 
manner of his writing. In the first place, the historian is less concerned with the 
chronological order of events, and more so with grouping them into a series of 
episodes, diversified by digressions, but linked through association and juxtaposition. 
For example, Niketas spends a considerable amount of time discussing the 
disgraceful conduct of Manuel Komnenos towards one of his most trusted officials, 
Alexios Axouch. According to the historian Axouch was falsely accused of treason, 
and Manuel Komnenos, who was afraid of his officer's ever-growing popularity, 
readily believed the accusations. At this point in the narrative, Niketas comments: 
'Whether [Justice] was rendered to the emperor because of this unjust action, is not to 
be recounted at the present tiMe,. 185 He comes back to it much later in the narrative in 
an episode that concerns Manuel's illegitimate son, Alexios. This individual was 
found guilty of treason against Isaakios 11 Angelos, tonsured as a monk and confined 
to a monastery in the Balkans. For Niketas it was not a random occurrence that the 
young Alexios was confined to the same monastery that Manuel had long ago 
incarcerated Alexios Axouch, but it seemed to indicate that Justice had caught up 
with Manuel Komnenos, i. e. the young Alexios suffered because of his father's 
wrongdoing. 1 86 
Similarly, after his deposition from the throne, Isaakios 11 Angelos was 
blinded at the Monastery of Vera, founded by Isaakios Komnenos, the father of 
Andronikos 1. Earlier, Andronikos had been deposed by Isaakios and handed over to 
the Constantinopolitan mob to die a most gruesome death. Again, Niketas does not 
view this as a chance occurrence: 'whether Justice was rendered to Isaakios in 
accordance with divine Nemesis in that place because he had maltreated Andronikos, 
I leave for others to contemplate. ' 187 It is perhaps to be expected that within this 
general framework of interconnected and juxtaposed episodes, the drawing of 
analogies between contemporary events and those of the distant past looms large. As 
we have seen, Niketas draws his most important analogy when he attempts to explain 
the capture of Constantinople by the armies of the Fourth Crusade. In that instance, 
184 See Chapter III. 
185 Nik. Chon., p. 146/36-37. 
186 Nik. Chon., p. 427/25-33. 
187 Nik. Chon., p. 452/3-4. 
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the historian turned to the Life of Solon by Plutarch in order to demonstrate the 
ruinous effects of tyrannical government. 188 
On another occasion he looks to Flavius Josephus' Bellum Judaicum. Having 
reported the events of the uprising of Maria the kaisarissa (118 1) against the regency 
regime of her stepmother, Niketas proceeds to criticise both Maria and the imperial 
party for waging the battle on the sacred precinct of Haghia Sophia and draws an 
analogy between the deplorable behaviour of the present-day Byzantines and that of 
the Roman general Titus, who besieged Jerusalem in ancient times, but distinguished 
himself in his efforts to preserve the Temple of Solomon from destruction. 189 In a 
similar fashion, he draws a negative comparison between Isaakios' sacrilegious 
practice of adorning his imperial garments with ornaments stripped from holy crosses 
and the exemplary use made of the symbol of the faith by Emperor Constantine 1, 
who fastened to his horse's bridle one of the nails with which Jesus Christ was 
transfixed to the cross. 190 Again, in discussing the efforts of Manuel I Komnenos to 
reduce the landed wealth of monasteries, Niketas is reminded of the similar but failed 
attempts made by Nikephoros II Phokas in the tenth century. 191 
Finally, the ancient tradition, which as we have seen had a profound affect on 
our historian's methodological approach to his subject, is used in an extensive manner 
as a principal way of adorning the narration of events. The plethora of ancient 
allusions and literary metaphors (along with the frequent citations to the Bible) define 
the narrative manner of Niketas and provide the author with an additional tool to 
enliven his cast of characters and underscore the importance of what was being said. 
These allusions and metaphors not only indicate the wide spectrum of Niketas' 
learning, but also the great extent to which he relied on his literary skills in the 
composition of the Historia. Here we can cite a few examples to illustrate Niketas' 
use of these references in the text. According to the historian, John Komnenos routed 
the Pecheneg battalions as Moses had turned back the tToops of Amalek by raising his 
hands; 192 Manuel Komnenos was no more able to arrest Andronikos than Ixion could 
seduce Hera; 193 the Sicilian King, Roger 11 was not suspicious of his Kadmean 
188 Nik. Chon., p. 583/4ff. 
189 Nik. Chon., p. 241/70-87. 
190 Nik. Chon., p. 444/90ff. 
191 Nik. Chon., p. 207/85-91. 
192 Nik. Chon., p. 15/91-93, Exodus, 17/11 ff. 
193 Nik. Chon., p. 226/75-76; Pindar, Pyth., 2/23-48. 
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victory in Greece; ' 94 and the King of Jerusalem, Almaric, put forward the pretext for 
Patroklos in order to procrastinate on the Egyptian expedition. 195 
The empress Maria-Xene was like the laughter-loving golden Aphrodite, the 
white-armed and ox-eyed Hera and the long-necked Laconian; 196 and Maria the 
kaisarissa was like Agamemnon's unwedded daughter, Electra. 197 The wrath of 
Andronikos was like the conflagration of Sodom; 198 John Poutzenos was a prisoner of 
wealth in the manner that Akrisios kept Danae long ago; ' 99 and Alexios III was as far 
removed from knowing what was going on in the empire, as were the inhabitants of 
the outermost regions of Thule from the Romans. 200 These allusions not only 
recreated ancient and mythological scenes for the benefit of the reader, but were also 
loaded with a specific meaning that the educated Byzantine instantly recognised. For 
example, it was well known that a Kadmean victory brought ruin to the victor, and 
thus Niketas was telling the reader from the outset that Roger's expedition against 
Byzantium would ultimately be unsuccessful. Thule was believed by Ptolemy and 
others to be an island north of Britain, in the most northerly region of the inhabitable 
world - and thus Alexios III was clueless as to what was going on in his empire. 
Similarly, in comparing Maria-Xene to the Laconian, i. e. Helen, Niketas was warning 
the reader that the empresses' beauty would be the seed of future trouble. It was a 
technique designed to capture the interest of the reader and adorn the historical 
narration with lively scenes from ancient events and mythology. 
To conclude we can say that Niketas' historical method was based on the 
techniques invented by the ancient historians. The Historia is characterised by a 
narrative format that is mostly defined by story telling, conversations, speeches and 
digressions. Niketas obviously cares more for narrative coherence and presentation 
than chronological order or strict accuracy. Moreover, through his selection of 
historical episodes and the exploitation of the technique of the fictitious speech, the 
historian quietly imposes his own opinions without having to draw undue attention to 
himself. The multitude of laudatory remarks from copyists and readers that are found 
194 Nik. Chon., p. 74/39-40; Zenobius, 4/45. 
195 Nik-Chon., p. 161/68; Iliad, 19.302. 
196 Nik. Chon., p. 116/62-64. 
197 Nik. Chon., p. 170/34-35; Sophocles, Electra, 135. 
198 Nik. Chon., p. 324/90; Genesis, 19/24. 
199 Nik. Chon., p. 56/4344. 
200 Nik. Chon., p. 484/71-72 
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on the margins of his work testify that in the Byzantine world, Niketas had achieved a 
measure of recognition he so clearly deserves. According to one such comment: 
'Niketas was ordered by God to narrate these events to future generations. ' 201 
201 
van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. VII, n. 1,2: 6 -ya 0E 1) OTE 'p 
OE'OEV 'KEXE'(70-q Tat T' 
GV[1PaVTa TOtC ýLETETrELTa &Tlyýaaa0aL. The most marginal notes of this type are found in codex 
V. I will here cite the most important ones, as rendered by van Dieten: fol. 158v (300/92ff) O'pa TL 
6 Oau[tacrLOC OVTOC dtVýp TrEpt T'ýC L6L6TTITOC T(ýi) ACLTLV(. L)V* (k 6[X'q" TE Kai 
avaVTIPPTITa; 208/8v(576/lff)liov(p6(a TOID 
OCLVýICRTTOý O-U'Yypaý6WC iTrL Tý KWVO'TaVTLVOI)lTOXEL 
OV"TW(; EMLOET& TE Kai 4týi)Xoc, W"CTTE KCtL Eý dvaLU"TWV 6CLKpva TTpoKaXEaacYOaL; 210 
'nc, "'YLE 6tVOPWTrE* T6V 'Yap Týc aydTrTIc o'pov TrETrXýPWKac; (590/73) EýTE TýC 6yvw[locrV a 
201' (535/3-11) 1TPOKaTdO*Ta(JLC Tý(; 601YýGEWC Tý(; &XW'GEwc KWV(JTCtVTLVOI)Tr6XEWi; ' TraV1) 6E 
Oax)[walwc ELC Týv TrEpi aýýc 8Lýn(JLV 0 liaKaPLOC. 
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CHAPTER V 
THE TEXTUAL TRANSMISSION AND READERSHIP OF THE HISTORL4 
A discussion on the textual transmission and readership of Niketas' historical 
work should be first set against the background of the transmission and readership of 
other historical works of the same period. ' A brief survey of the surviving 
manuscripts of Byzantine historians of the eleventh and twelfth centuries would 
initially suggest that Niketas' historiographical work was unique since in striking 
contrast to the extremely limited transmission of other historians, his work seems to 
have enjoyed wide circulation. The history of Leo the Deacon has survived, along 
with the Chronographia of Michael Psellos, in only one complete manuscript, Paris. 
gr. 1712, which dates to the second half of the twelfth century. Likewise, the history 
of Michael Attaleiates has survived in two manuscripts, Coislin 136 of the twelfth 
century and Escorialensis T-III-9 of the fourteenth century. The only manuscript to 
have preserved the history of Nikephoros Bryennios, which was used for the editio 
princeps of 1661, has now disappeared. The Alexiad of Anna Komnene has survived 
in two manuscripts dated to the twelfth century, Laur. Plut. LXX, 2 and Coislin 311; 
and the history of John Kinnamos has been preserved in one manuscript, Vat. gr. 
163.2 
The surviving manuscripts of the chronicles of the same time period, i. e. those 
of Skylitzes 3, Kedrenos 4, ZonaraS5 , Glykas 
6, and Manasses 7 do not follow the pattern 
of this limited transmission, and like Niketas' work, seem to have enjoyed wide 
circulation. If the number of surviving manuscripts of a historical work can be 
1 The recent volume Literacy, Education and Manuscript Transmission in Byzantium and Beyond, eds. 
C. Holmes & J. Waring, Leiden 2002, offers valuable insights and fresh interpretations on literacy and 
the transmission of texts in Byzantium. For an overview of scholarship to date and the contributions of 
the volume see C. Holmes, 'Written Culture in Byzantium and Beyond: Contexts, Contents and 
Interpretations', pp. 1-3 1. 
2 For a list of manuscripts of the historians and chroniclers of the eleventh and twelfth centuries see M. 
E. Colonna, Gli storici bizantini dal IV al AY secolo, I, Storici profani, Naples 1956 and G. Moravcsik, 
Byzantinoturcica I, Die byzantinischen Quellen der Geschichte der Tiirkv&1ker, Berlin 1958 2 (repr. 
1983). For a detailed discussion on the transmission of these historians see K. Snipes, 'The 
Chronographia of Michael Psellos and the Textual Tradition and Transmission of the Byzantine 
Historians of the eleventh and twelfth centuries', ZRV127-28 (1989), pp. 43-61. 
3 H. Thum, 'Zur Textilberlieferung des Skylitzes, BZ 59 (1966), pp. 14. 
4 R. Maisano, 'Sulla tradizione manoscritta, di Giorgio Cedreno', Rivista di studi bizantini e neoellenici 
14-16 (1977-79), pp. 179-201. 
5 T. Biittner-Wobst, 'Studien zur Textgeschichte des Zonaras', BZ 4 (1895), pp. 202-44,594-97; U. P. 
Boissevain, 'Zur handschriften Oberlieferung des Zonaras', BZ 4 (1895), pp. 250-7 1. 
6 Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, I, pp. 431-32. 
70. Lampsides, Aqpomc6paTa 7wpi rt7v Xpovmýv 16vOY/rv K(Ovuravrivov Tov Mavaaoý, Athens 1980. 
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regarded as a possible indicator of the popularity of a book, then it appears that 
Niketas, along with the chroniclers of the same period had a much larger audience 
than the so-called 'classicizing' historians, even though his work has been 
traditionally grouped within this category of historical writing on the basis of form, 
language and content. 
In his analysis of the textual transmission of the Byzantine historians of the 
eleventh and twelfth century, Kenneth Snipes has suggested that the different patterns 
of transmission observed between historians and chroniclers were due to the fact that 
these two groups wrote for different audiences. 8 The historians composed their works 
for an audience of intellectuals closely connected to the imperial court, the high 
orders of the clergy and the highest-ranking government officials - in others words a 
very limited audience, which in turn explains the paucity of the surviving 
manuscripts. On the other hand, the chroniclers, who wrote in a much simpler idiom, 
were mostly read by monks and on occasion more educated readers interested in 
secular history. 9 Although Snipes certainly notes that the history of Niketas 
constitutes an exception to this pattern, he does not attempt to explain the reasons for 
Niketas' widespread readership. 
Riccardo Maisano has offered a possible explanation for this phenomenon that 
centres round the peculiarities in the transmission of Niketas' text. According to 
Maisano, the popularity of any given text was dictated by the author and his pre- 
selected audience. Historians who wrote for the limited few were not widely read and 
therefore not widely copied. Although Niketas certainly belongs to this group of 
writers, he himself permitted and indeed favoured the wider dissemination of his 
work by allowing his few chosen readers to participate in the 'literary process'. This 
means that the multitude of corrections, contaminations, alterations and additions 
evident in textual tradition of the Historia stem not only from Niketas himself, but 
also from his elite cast of chosen readers, who actively participated in the 
composition and diffusion of the text. 10 
8 Snipes, 'The Chronographia', p. 46. C. mango, 'Byzantine Literature as a Distorting Mirror', 
Inaugural Lecture, University of Oxford 1975, p. 4 (repr. ) Idem, Byzantium and its Image: History and 
Culture of the Byzantine Empire and its Heritage, London 1984, no. H, also made the distinction 
between 'highbrow' and 'lowbrow' literature and suggested that the two groups of writings were 
addressed to different social classes. 
9 Snipes, 'The Chronographia', p. 46. 
10 Maisano, Warianti d'autore', pp. 78-79. 
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In addressing the points made by Snipes and Maisano, we should first note 
that strictly speaking, Niketas' historical work belongs to the post-1204 era rather 
than the twelfth century since it was only completed and 'published' after this date. 
Thus in his discussion of the textual transmission of Byzantine historians, Hans- 
Georg Beck has placed Niketas within the group of writers belonging to the later 
Byzantine era - sp&byzantinische Geschichtsschreibung. 
11 Utilizing the number of 
surviving manuscripts as a barometer of readership once again we can immediately 
observe a sort of reversal of the popularity of histories versus chronicles. The 
chronicle of Theodore Skoutariotes survives in four manuscripts dated to the fifteenth 
and sixteenth century. The verse chronicle of Ephraim has been preserved in only one 
manuscript, Vat. gr. 1003 of the fourteenth century. 12 In contrast, the history of 
Niketas - in three clearly distinguishable versions - has survived in over a dozen 
manuscripts (and many copies), a significant number of which date to the thirteenth 
century. Likewise, the history of George Akropolites has survived in fourteen 
manuscripts, the greater number of which date to the fifteenth and sixteenth century. 
The oldest surviving copy (Vat. gr. 163) belongs to the thirteenth century. 13 
Viewed from within this context the textual transmission of Niketas does not 
seem so unusual. It is important to remember that Skoutariotes and Ephraim (I am not 
at all not denying their individual worth as historical sources) for the most part 
merely copied the information offered in Niketas and Akropolites. The difference in 
the number of surviving manuscripts of Niketas and Akropolites on the one hand and 
Skoutariotes and Ephraim on the other, would suggest that Byzantine readers 
preferred to read the originals rather than their copies found in the works of other 
authors. We shall return to this point later. 
Concerning the contentions of Snipes, although it cannot be denied that there 
exist concrete differences between historians and chronicles, such a clear-cut 
differentiation in their audience can be misleading. 14 Beck has already demonstrated 
11 H. -G. Beck, 'Überlieferungsgeschichte der byzantinischen Literatur: 1, Die historische Literatur', in 
Geschichte der Textüberlieferung der antiken und mittelalterlichen Literatur 1, ed. H. Hunger et al., 
Zurich 1961, pp. 423-50. 
12 Beck, 'T)berlieferungsgeschichte', p. 445. 
13 See A. Heisenberg, Studien zur Textgeschichte des Georgios Akropolites, Programm des 
K6niglichen humanistischen Gymnasiums zu Landau 1894, Landau 1894, pp. 5-55; Also R. Macrides, 
A Translation and Historical Commentary of George Akropolites' History, (PhD thesis, King's 
College London 1976), pp. 49-50. 
14 The articles of Robert Browning have successfully demonstrated that the frequently expressed view, 
which holds that literacy in Byzantine society was extremely limited, is not only one-sided, but also 
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that chronicles were not only written for monks-' 5 For example, Zonaras was a high- 
ranking government official who certainly wrote for a secular and educated audience, 
and Manasses wrote from within the imperial court circle at the behest of a 
Komnenian princess. 16 Moreover, Byzantine historians may not have had such a 
limited readership as has been assumed, if we take into consideration that the 
paraphrases/metaphrases of the most learned and difficult writers only begin to 
appear in the fourteenth century and that, on occasion, these circulated side by side 
with copies of the original work made in the same century. Principal examples are, of 
course, the fourteenth century paraphrases of Niketas, Anna Komnene and George 
Pachymeres. 17 
As far as the views expressed by Maisano are concerned, it is certainly true 
that Niketas' text underwent a 'living transmission' in the sense that it displays 
corrections, contaminations and alterations that in many cases can be attributed to 
interference by later hands (especially in lexical variation and seemingly indifferent 
alterations). However, we are less convinced that the author in fact initiated this 
process with the ultimate aim of a wider dissemination of his text, for it can also be 
assumed that given the casual and fluid nature of the 'publication' and circulation of 
texts in Byzantium, once the Historia left Niketas' hands the possible interference of 
readers and copyists began. 
Having placed Niketas within the context of thirteenth rather than twelfth 
century historiography there are two questions that need to be addressed: 1) Who 
were the readers of the Historia in Byzantium? 2) Which version/s did they read? We 
would prefer to begin with the second question since it concerns the dissemination of 
misleading: R. Browning, 'Literacy in the Byzantine World', BMGS 4 (1978), pp. 39-54 (repr. ) Idem, 
History, Language and Literacy in the Byzantine World, Variorum. 1989, no. VII; Idem, 'Further 
Reflections on Literacy in Byzantium', T6 EAAqttK-6, v. - Studies in honor of Speros Vryonis Jr. I, New 
Rochelle, 1993, pp. 69-84. 
15 H. -G. Beck, 'Zur byzantinischen M6nchchronik', Speculum historiale. Geschichte im Spiegel von 
Geschichtsschreibung und Geschichtsdeutung, (eds. ), C. Bauer, L. Boehm & M. MiAler, Munich 1978, 
pp. 188-97. 
16 Beck, '10berlieferungsgeschichte', p. 450. 
17 H. -G. Beck, 'Der Leserkreis der byzantinischen Volksliteratur im Licht der handschriftlichen 
10berlieferung', in Byzantine Books and Bookmen, C. Mango & I. Sevdenko (eds. ), Dumbarton Oaks 
Colloquium. 1971, Washington DC, 1975, pp. 53-54; H. Hunger, Anonyme Metaphrase zu Anna 
Komnene, Alexias xi-xiii, WBS 15, Vienna 198 1; A. Failler, Ta tradition manuscrite de Mistoire des 
Georges Pachyrn&re (livres I-VI), REB 37 (1979), pp. 123-220; and more generally E. Kriaras, 
'Diglossie des derniers si6cles de Byzance: naissance de la litt6rature neo-hell6nique'; J. Irmscher, 
'Erwdgungen zur Entstehung der neugriechishen Literatur'; A. Mirambel, 'Diglossie des derniers 
si&cles de Byzance', in Proceedings of the NN International Congress of Byzantine Studies, Oxford 
1966, pp. 283-313. 
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the text and its availability to the reading public -a subject that would then naturally 
lead us to a discussion of its readership. 
In the introduction to his edition of Niketas' Historia, van Dieten suggested 
that Niketas did not create a new manuscript for the a-version, but that instead he 
revised the original by inserting changes and additions between the lines, in the 
margins and on new pages. 18 If we accept the editor's view, then the complex 
interrelation of the different versions and indeed the intricate nature of the entire 
transmission of the text become readily explainable. For example, although version b 
is preserved in a homogeneous group of codices (RMDF), version a (VA and P-after 
revision) is much more difficult to reconstruct as A is the result of a contamination 
among P, V and the now lost original draft which van Dieten has designated X, and 
P2 presents a series of corrections and additions based on an exemplar of version a. 
Thus the only direct witness of version a is represented in V. The 'intermediate' 
version (P-prior-to-revision and the original sections of W), by its mere existence 
reinforces van Dieten's theory, as it contains some of what a offers on top of b, 
without having been revised in these passages. 
In fact, looking more closely at PW we can bear witness as to how the text 
may have actually been revised and copied. The important codex P (Parisinus gr. 
1778,13 th century) presents a conspicuous and drastic revision, where the b-text was 
replaced with the a-text by the same writer. The revision is evident by the 
replacement of many leaves, the erasure of lines of the older text and their careful 
replacement by the newer version, and also a significant enlargement of the text on 
the margins of the manuscript. ' 9 However, van Dieten rejects the possibility of a 
common exemplar for P and b (actually P, the lost exemplar of RMDF) because P 
offers certain passages (not stemming from its revision), which are missing in b but 
have the same character of the additions found in a. Therefore P-prior-to-revision 
takes an intermediary position between b and a. 20 The older section of W (with some 
deviations) offers the b-text, but this codex was fragmentarily added to by two 
18 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. LXYCXIV. The best evidence for this conclusion is the 
observation of linking errors common to both versions of the text. 
19 van Dieten discusses this important codex in greater detail in a more recent article: 'Niketas 
Choniates und Codex Parisinus, Graecus 1778', J6B 44 (1994), pp. 48-56. The article was written in 
response to J. Irigoin's contention (in 'Editions et r66ditions d'auteur au d6but du Xjle si6cle. A propos 
de Mistoire de Nic6tas Choniatýs', REG 91 (1978), pp. 571-74) that codex. P either represents the 
autograph text of Niketas or is the exemplar of a work of Niketas' secretary who was ordered to carry 
out the alterations suggested by Niketas. 
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writers, who inserted here and there large sections of the a-text, and thus in some 
instances W agrees with b and in others with a. 21 
The confused transmission of Niketas' text is reinforced by a further 
observation. Two manuscripts (M and Q, which belong to version b leave out the 
final sentence of the b-text that they had copied thus far, which contains an abrupt 
ending (614/7-10) and continue with the text of version a! 22 All this suggests that 
Niketas did not produce a new manuscript for the a-version. It further implies that 
while version b was 'published' by Niketas, hence the homogeneity of the 
manuscripts belonging to this family, version a, which was unfinished at the time of 
the author's death, never saw such a publication. In fact, when we consider that 
Niketas' unfinished reworking of the text (=a) forms the basis of V, the paraphrase, 
the additions made in D (of the b-text) and in W, as well as the revision of P, 23 we can 
glimpse at the complicated process of the transmission of Niketas' revised text -a 
process that the author most likely neither directed nor controlled - and one that 
penetrated almost every family of our existing text and permitted interference by later 
hands. 
In the ancient world a 'second edition' of a published text could easily lead to 
many difficulties. The nature and conditions of 'publication' itself, defined as they 
were by private circulation among friends and acquaintances, made it less likely that a 
second edition could supplant its predecessor than in the modem world. In this 
instance the case of Cicero is instructive, as his attempts to revise his works did not 
affect all the copies from which our archetypes descended. Instead the two versions 
circulated side by side throughout antiquity with horizontal rather than vertical 
transmission taking place. Moreover, as there was no copyright, the private 
circulation of a text or, better still, a specific version of a text could gradually lead to 
full-scale 'publication', with or without the consent of the author. 24 
20 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. LXX-LXXI. 
21 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. LXXIX-LXXXI. 
22 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. LVI. 
23 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. C1. 
24 L. D. Reynolds & N. G. Wilson, Scribes and Scholars. A Guide to the transmission of Greek and 
Latin Literature, Oxford 19913, p. 215. The standard work on second editions in antiquity is H. 
Emonds, Zweite Auflage im Altertum: kulturgeschichtliche Studien zur Uberlieferung der antiken 
Literatur, Leipzig 194 1. 
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There is no reason to assume that the conditions of the circulation of books in 
Byzantium were any different - and in fact all our evidence points to the contrary. 
25 
In the case of Niketas, the complex interrelationship of the versions of his history 
already suggests that these circulated side by side with horizontal transmission taking 
place and that version a did not succeed in completely supplanting its predecessor. 
However, we are in a position to either confirm or deny what our primary witnesses, 
i. e. the manuscripts of Niketas' History hint at by comparing them to our secondary 
textual witnesses. 
The most important secondary witnesses of the textual transmission of the 
Historia are the paraphrase and the chronicles of Theodore Skoutariotes and Ephraim. 
Other secondary textual witnesses, such as the history of George Akropolites, the 
verse chronicle of Joel, the continuator of Manasses and Constantine Stilbes contain 
too little of Niketas' text to be of any significance for our discussion. 26 Of course, the 
principal issue discussed here shall be from which version/s of Niketas' Historia were 
later writers working. This in turn will aid us in offering some suggestions concerning 
the publication and circulation of the versions of Niketas' text. We shall begin with 
the paraphrase. 
The Paraphrase 
The paraphrase of Niketas' text is preserved in four manuscripts: Monae. gr. 
450 (14 th century) =B, Vind. SuppL gr. 166 (14th/1 5 th century) =X, Scor. tP-IV-17 
(early 16 th century )=S, Paris. gr. 3041 (14'hcentury) =y. 27 In the simplest terms the 
paraphrase (henceforth B) can be described as a 'translation' of Niketas' work into a 
more easily understood idiom that is characterised by the shortening and 
simplification of long sentences, the replacement of indirect speech by direct speech, 
25 H. Hunger, Schreiben und Lesen in Byzanz, Munich 1989, p. 69; Idem, 'Antikes und 
Mittelalterliches Buch-und Schriftwesen, I, Buchwesen (6. Verbreitung des Buches)', Geschichte der 
Textiýberfieferung, pp. 59-61. 
26 For these see van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XCI. 
27 The text of the paraphrase is the critical edition of the Niketas-Metaphrase by John Davis, H 
aMer&ppautp) rq; XpovIK#; A lqyýuccoi; rov NIKýTa Xa-widrq, Ph. D Dissertation, University of loannmia 
2004. The main text of the edition is rendered exclusively from manuscript B, while the critical 
apparatus presents the variant readings of XYS. I have also used the critical apparatus of van Dieten, 
which includes some readings firom the paraphrase and indicates agreements with various manuscripts 
of the Niketastext. For a description of the manuscripts see van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, 
pp. XXXIII-XXXIV, XXXIX-XLI, XXXLIV-XLVII, and for their relationship to one another see J. 
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the translation of rare and archaising vocabulary into simpler terms, the use of 
simpler syntax and grammar, etc. 28 
Van Dieten briefly discusses the problem of which version of Niketas' 
Historia the paraphrast used in the introduction to his edition. in the first place he 
notes the special relationship of the paraphrase with V as primarily witnessed from 
the agreement of V with the paraphrase against all other manuscripts on numerous, or 
indeed innumerable occasions. However, he also points to the existence of a special 
relationship of the paraphrase with W and also with AP, where these sections are 
missing in W. Finally, there are clear indications that, at certain places, the paraphrase 
follows the readings of version b. Thus the editor concludes that the paraphrast either 
worked from two exemplars, one from version b and one from a, or that he used a 
manuscript which contained a hybrid text (now lost) of Niketas' Historia. 29 
In general terms, it is clear that the paraphrase has more in common with 
version a (and specifically with manuscript V) than version b. This is not only evident 
from the sheer number of verified readings between the paraphrase and V, but also 
from the critical character of the entire text, which stems from the alterations and 
additions of version a. Concerning V and the paraphrase the following list is 
indicative of their special relationship throughout the entire text: 
106/92 TT'jV K0080V KOLIL 7q'V CIV080V: V TI'IV KOLOO80V ... KCLIL dvo8ov: B -r-q'v 
(7080V KCXL Tqv E VB TrEPLEP'ya ET % "ýo8ov: APWb; 146/37 7TEPU7KOTrdV: JCEGOM: 
APWb; 169/1 Xp-Ocr[i(A')8-%Lcx: VB TrpocryOpEu[ia: APWb; 222/60 PCtCFLXEt: VB 
11'YEýWVL : APWb; 263/44 ýtETEPaLVE: VB [IETETTLITTE: AW IIETE'P-q: b E'PXEýE: P; 
372/50 o PCKTLXEI'K KCLT ' C[I'MýV: VB KCLT 'C[I'MýV 'ICTaaKLOc: APWb; 399/46 
KCLTaXLTrw'v: VB CLTrOXLTrw'v: APWb; 409/21 TrOOOýVTEC: VB YXLXO[iEVOL : APWb; 
497/85KCR)GTTjPU&: VB KCWT11PUýV: APWb; 508/68TEO'GCLPC[KOVTCL: VB TEGCTaPCL: 
APW; 566/28 VB dvi)ýw(YE: APLOb 
30 
Davis, 'A Passage of the 'Barbarograeca' Metaphrase of Niketas Choniates' Chronike Diegesis: 
Retranslated or revised? 16, up 10 (1996), pp. 127-42. 
28 For the language of the paraphrase see J. -L van Dieten, 'Bemerkungen zur Sprache der sog. 
Vulgargriechischen Niketasparaphrasen', BF 6 (1979), pp. 37-77; Davis, 'A Passage of the 
'Barbarograeca' Metaphrase', pp. 130-32; and more general discussions in H. -G. Beck, 'Die 
griechische volkstümliche Literatur des 14. Jahrhunderts, Actes du XTVe congrýs international d' 
&udes byzantines (Bucharest 1971), 1, Bucharest 1974, pp. 125-38; Idem, Geschichte der 
byzantinischen Volksliteratur, Munich 1971; 1. Sevdenko, 'Levels of style in Byzantine Literature', 
XVIInternationalerByzantinistenkongress, Aten I/I J6B 32/1 (1981), pp. 289-312. 
29 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. LXXXVI-LXXXVIII. 
30 The above list is a mere sample of verified readings chosen at random from a much longer listing. 
For more examples see pp. 99/34,102/79-83,107/12,124/20,128/6,134/79,140/80,147/67,163/19, 
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Concerning the critical character of the paraphrase, like V, it offers the 
information that Manuel Komnenos was having an incestuous affair with his niece 
(54/70-74). For the birth scene of Alexios 11 (168/79-169-87), the paraphrast follows 
the version offered in VAP, which includes ridiculing Manuel Komnenos for his 
belief in astrology, rather than the simple announcement of the birth offered in Wb. 
The paraphrast also includes the lengthy and detailed criticism of Manuel Komnenos' 
financial policies (203/75-206/47), which is omitted in Wb. His portrait of Alexios 
the protosebastos is in line with that offered in V against APWb (224/33-225/46) and 
he includes the more damaging character portrait of Alexios omitted in Wb (244/48- 
59). The criticism of Andronikos Komnenos' apathetic reaction to the Norman 
invasion of 1185 that is omitted in b (320/77-322/55) is included in the paraphrase 
and the pitiful response of Alexios III to the Fourth Crusade offered in the paraphrase 
is in line with version VA against the more favourable assessment of Alexios in 
PLOb. 
However, when we verify agreements between the paraphrase and APWb or 
APW, W alone, or AP, a more complicated picture emerges that suggests at the very 
least that the paraphrast could not have possibly been working from two exemplars of 
versions b and a. 
APWb 155/83-90 XpEwv ... EGTL: APWbB om. V; 167/54 aKOT'IV: APWbB EV-q'XIICTLV: 
V; 232/33 ýdGKOUGOL: APWb ýEVY01)(RI: V XE'YOVTEC: B; 238/87 O'PyLOV: APWbB 
LEpov: V; 377/53 aTrov8d"L(; EK pCR3-LX6(, L)C 8Eý%tEvoc: APWb OMN O'PKOVC EK 
PCOLVC09 8EýctýLEvoc: B; 384/4 LTr-rrOTCLC: APWb OMN KaPCXXXC[PLOVC: B; 411/88 
OVXCteEL: APWbB TflpTWEL: V. 
APW 125/26 FOV6EXLOV: APWB BcxaLXELOV: Vb; 151/58 Ev (j) KCLI 0 KCXTCNI T6V 
Nc Ol')'Y'yp(, OV TTOXEýWC KCLL 11 VLKTj T(ýV TCO[tCLL&)V (ý T6V TUJýMLWV VLKTI B): add. 
APWB in the title of book V of Manuel Kornnenos; 237/66 TOD MLXLov: add. 
APWB; 259/38 EIL 8E KCt"L OAT106C, OI')K E'Xw XE'-yELv: add. APW EL KCITCL aXýOELCLV 
ýV, 01) 'YL'YVW'(7KCL): B. 
W 120/69 0'ýELC: W 6'0&Aýtovk: B ývXdk: VAPb; 121/28 N(7avp6v: WB 





TrTOT)OE'LC: VAPb; 458/44 TOLOý)TOV TL: WB TL TOLODTOV: VAPb; 502/18 6'v OL 
KOLvol Bap8dPLOV KCLXOiJ'CTLV: add. Wo VDv Bap&LPLOC XEyo[iEvo(;: B. 
AT 158/88 OLKEta: A TCL TrXll(7LOV O'VTCL: B E'KEIL: W)Vb; 168/61 ELXEV: PB TI-YEv: 
VAWb; 250/26 0C[XdTTL04;: PB ElTLOGIX(ITTLOC: VAWb; 255/27 TOý 6E PCL(7LXEWC 
'AXEýLov: PB TUD 8 AXEeLOV: VAWb; 268/60 OEXWV: PB (71TEv6wv: APWb 495/42 
ELC: AB -rrpO'c: PW Ec: V. 
On the other hand, a series of combination readings from the different 
versions found throughout the entire text of the paraphrase would in turn suggest that 
our paraphrast was working from a hybrid text of the Historia, which in general 
follows version a, but in certain passages manifests clear contamination from version 
b. A few examples will suffice to illustrate this point (I have underlined the key 
phrases in each version): 
161/65 (7VV8LCLCTKE0WVTC[L d[46TEPOL 0' KOLVCOC 6LCLTTP()bVTCLL: b 
(GI)VVP) 6LGLGK6ýWVTCLL KOLV6C 0' 6La-rrPaeOVTCLL: APVvIV 
dL[46TEPOL CTI)VEXOOVTEC, 8LCL9K6ýC0VTCXL TO TL 8LaTrPaý0VTM: B 
339/6-9 &dJETCLL TrC[PCL TWV OLKELCOV ELC T11V ECT%tEVWV ITPO'YVCOGLV 8C 
EPjaGLCXC C11TOTPOITCLLOI), KCILTrEP TOLLC TOLCffCT6E ITPCLýECTL g]]6 Mwg Trp6TEPOV 
TrPOGEXCOV TOV VOýV, C'AX' Wk 0'16EýLLTOM (dVO(7L'OVC W)d[TrOTPE1TO[jEVOg: Wb 
Trp6c 7q'V 8L0\1 0COTrEECK EIL'TE KCIIL OEpcxTrEL'OK T6V EVCPY6v 6CLL[&LC0V Trp6yvco()-Lv 
T(ýV jýEXX6VT(OV 
-OPLICL, 
KCLQC\L KCLL o TrCLXCLLO'(; EKE-LVO(; 2: aol\)X E'L(; TOK 
E'Y'JCLCTTPLýtV0OV1; IXYTEPOV E'PXEOEV, Ck E8'LWKE TrpOTEPOV TO\ OdOV ECIVTO 
LXEOU'ýtEVOt;: VAP 
8M 8CLLjjOVLK6V 1TPCLýECOV 1TPO\(; XEKGLVOýLCLVTELCK OP[ICL K9QW'C KGOL XCIOIA... 
EVdJETCLL 8E E'L(; 7V TOLCLV7V ýLV9CLPCLV TrpdýLV KC6L T6V ýtEXXOPTWV 
Trp6yVWGLV 1TGLP6L T(ýV O'LKELWV GLI')TOD 8'L ' ýPjCLG'LCXC CL1TOTpoTrg1OV KC6L Trov-qpd(; 
KOLL TOLDTOL [ý]186XWC E'XCOV EIC T(\I TOLOLDTOL TO\V VOý)V GR')TOý), aXX' JK CIVOCACK 
-q PC TrpdýELC ýEVYCOV TCXVT(X(; K011 djrOTPE-E0' KCIL TrOV CL 
_ý4EVO(;: 
B 
363/26-27 T6V PCY7LX6GL U')VE[8L(EV CLK Clý'LXLKTOV (HýM KG0L dTrctvQpc6'Tr(, og ECOVTCL 
XLýt6 KGLL 'YVýLVOTTITL: AW 
To PCLGLXd KCXTC0VEL'6L(E T6 CIýLXOLKTOV (, ')(; E(ýVTL CL(ýLXG[VQf)WTrCL)(; XLýUý KC1\L 
I 'YVýLVOTYjTL: V 
T6V PGRYLXECt 'I(YCtCLKLOV K(II W'VEL'8LGE TO\ djrdvQpwTrOV KC(\L dýLXdv0p(imov 
aUTOD: B 
546165-66vý)v & T6 El')TrTO]qTOV TOD (7TPC1TEVUaTO(; Kal TO\ Lýn EýQC(PcTb; (TOý 
KpaTOI)VTo(; add. LO): bLO 
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Vý)V 6E T) EV8EXEXTI(; TýC ýI)YýC E,, VVOLCt KCIL T6V 1TEPIL Ctl')TO'V EV1TTOTITOV: VAP 
CAX 8L ' "XOV tjj! ])M TýC ýI)YhC, "V 'V Tý, C['TOD XE, Kd' T' TOý TI 0 Tj E ýUxý U EL L0 
CYTPCXTOi)' -rrEplýopov: B 
W 547/86-88 XCtPLELC cov To' ýQo Kal 6POLOC: KO 
ýV 8E TdI [ýýv k Tr6XE[ýOV bTrdOC E'(P)]TGLL, OI')8E . Td[ 
TrP6C KOL!! ])V 8LO[I09LV 
I dTrEWmEvoc TrEJDLý ITC1VTdTrCtGLV, 'ýVa Pý VYOLJýL Cj')(; EVEKXLVEV EJO; TO" ITC'(V-rM 
6X[YWPOV* T& 8' C'XXXCX O'U'K YJV TLC CLTTOPX11TOC: VAP 
EXCOV T6 ýQOC XCLPLEV KaL 7V hXLK[av 6&v. 1-'Iv 8E -rrP6C [ýýV [ýdXIJV KCLI 
Tr6XE[ýov (ýgTrEp J-rrov, 1Tp6q 8E Thy T(ýV KOLV(ýV 8LOLK]](7LV TTqvTEXc6q 
C1KVPePnTOC, YVCX Pý E'(ITW, 8TL TraVTEX(b; ýý&XLVEV ELC 6XLTWPL'CLV KCIL 
baQvgIcty: B 
548/94-1 E'Xwv 6E TI)V CTI)VEL8-QaLV PaXXOI)GGLV Eý ' Ck GICKOVTL E QV[jo T O\V 
%tOYMOV 116LKIICYEV: KO 
f? I EXWV.... Eý Cb; T'IVO[ITI(YEV ELC TO\V 618Eýk6v, TO\ XPECOV E8E8LEL KCtL T11V 
TTCLVTCL 1TEPLGKOITOI)(: TOLV TGI OVIIT6V TrPC('YýL(XTG1 8LK11V 8LI]VEK6C VTrEPX6TrETO: 
VAP 
(FIXE 8E KCtL TTIV (: tV'TOD (YI)VEL611(YLV 8L)IVEK6C TpCt')'YOV(YCXV KCLL 8MTrCtV6GG1V 
CRb)T60V, ýEý dc ETTE K(XL LIET61 YV(ýLMC E'LTE KCOL TWP& TV(ýMV Cti')TOý) 
ETrXljýtýtEXIJUEV KM ijýtaPTEV ELC TOV a8EXý6v CtV'TOiJ: B 
These series of combination readings immediately arouse the suspicion that 
either the original Niketastext used here was 'contaminated' with interlinear or 
marginal notes, much like our PW manuscripts were, or that the copyist of this 
particular manuscript of Niketas had himself been working from such a text. If we 
assume that there was no clear indication which part of the text should be preferred, 
then it is also reasonable to assume that the original copyist or the paraphrast simply 
combined the variant readings. We shall return to this point later. 
Like version b. the paraphrase offers a more detailed and comprehensive 
exposition of theological affairs. 
31 The reign of Alexios III is narrated in three, 
instead of two books, book III commencing from the arrival of the Fourth Crusade in 
1203.32 In the opening paragraph of book I of the reign of the same emperor, the 
paraphrast is clearly following version b, which largely absolves Alexios from any 
guilt in Isaakios' overthrow (453/3ff. ): KOIL TOLOUTU) ýIEV TP07TW 0 '1 (MCLKLOC C'[TrO' 
31 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. LXXXVII. 
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TfK PaCTLXELa(; Ka 'XOfl, O1'U ýIETCI -YV401C ý, LdXXOV TOý C'16EXýOý CWTOý, CL)(; Tfl 
E, X6'YETO, 8CTOV 676 TýC TOID OXOV CTTpaTEVj1aTO(; P[CK Ka L GIAPOýLIC KaT 
aVTOiD Ta ýLýq aTr(ICrCXVTWV Ka'L aTro0avEtv, E'LTrovTwv, ELL ýt) ýV PaGLXELaV 
CWT64; XdPOL Kal aVa8E"TaL: B. He then, however, simply continues with the 
NNNN opening line offered in version a: Kal at')TOV TraXLV TOV 
'1(7aaKLOV ýLETa TO 
CYTEPTI"VaL ýV PCL(YLXELCCV `LVa XdPTI Kal ýWTOI; CTTEp1j(YLV TTaP EKELVWV CL)V 
EVOý, LLCEV E'XELV MTEP al')TOD KaL WC 6ftAýLOUt; 0811YEtV aj')TOV KaL ETTCtvw 
CRMýV UTTIPL(ECTOaL, TOGOV ýV TO' KaKOV. TL 'yap KTX: B. Thus what we have 
here is not a combination reading, but a sequential exposition of two variant readings 
offered for the same passage. It is tempting to hypothesise that one of these passages 
was perhaps written on the margin of the manuscript of the Niketastext (or again on 
the text that the copyist of Niketas was utilising) and that the paraphrast (or the 
copyist), unaware of which version was 'correct', simply rendered both in sequence. 
As mentioned above, in narrating the reaction of Alexios III to the Fourth 
Crusade, the paraphrast clearly follows the more critical stance taken in version a. 
But again, contamination from version b is obvious. The paraphrase includes the 
passage on the cowardly behaviour of the Byzantine army commanders during their 
engagement with the Latins at Scutari in July 1203 (542/71), which is related in 
PLOb but not in VA. It is rather significant that the praise of Theodore Laskaris, 
again related in PLOb, but not VA (544/19,545/65) also appears in the paraphrase. 
However, as van Dieten has already noted, in some cases the paraphrase offers 
words or phrases not found in any of our extant manuscripts of Niketas. According to 
the editor, these could have only stemmed from the pen of Niketas himself, i. e. they 
were contained in the original manuscript used by the paraphrast, which is now lost 
(443/66,484/64,499/51,511/59,522/3 1). The best evidence for such a supposition is 
found on 546/80ff., as Alexios III prepares to flee Constantinople. Here the 
paraphrast adds the following sentence: KCd #'YdV KOOL ýVq' Ek KLV61)VOV EOLVTO'V 
EK80DVCLL KCOL TrELPCXCTýtOV, KOO; TrOTE KCR 0 Aal)'L8 ElTOLTICTE ýtET OXL YWV C[Tro 
Týc EL W"v EýEXOW'v. We could have dismissed this sentence as an addition made by 
the paraphrast himself, were it not for the fact that a conspicuously similar sentence is 
offered by Akropolites: TCt TraVT(I XCILPELV E'aCTCt(; ýVyý EXPI107CXTO EKCI')V aEKOVTL 
'YE TODTO 6ý TrpoaELTTcL)v, 601; OL O'LKIJKOOTE(; E'ýCIGKOV, TO' ACRA6 ýVYW'V 
32 
T6[IOC TP(TOC T-ýC pa(JLXE[Cti; KDP 'AXEýLOV TOD K%LvTjvoD ( 'A-y-yAov ), E'Aa ý 6LTI'YTIGLI; 
T6V (JVýlpdVTWV Tý jiEyaXolT6i\EL dVLap6v: b; TOJIOC TPLTO(; Týi; PCtGLXELct(; 'AXEýLOV TOD 
A-y-YEXOV, Kal &ý-YTIULC TrEPL T6V ai)[iPdVTWV E'V Tý 1TOXEL KC[L Tý(; TaVTII(; dx6aEwc: B 
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1 33 Eawh'. Thus this addition most likely stems from a reading of Niketas, since the 
paraphrast was merely 'translating' the original, and Akropolites probably used the 
text as a source for his own history. 
Further evidence that could support this hypothesis is the letter of Andronikos 
I Komnenos, addressed to certain public officials -a member of the Angelos family, 
and three other men identified as Synesios, Gabras and Lachanas, who are threatened 
with the penalty of death should they refuse to submit to Andronikos' rule. This letter 
is only preserved in the paraphrase and Skoutariotes (331/91 critical apparatus of the 
Niketastext): E'ypcLýE 8E KCLI TrP6C TLVCK TC3V TCt 811ýLOULC[ EVEP^YOVVTWV 
ElTLCTTOXýV E'xoucrav Ov'TW(;. CAIJOLVE TOý) qJEI')801)i; ITPWTCI'Y'YEXE, Gl') COUVETE 
ýtoL 2; t)vE(YLE, a,,, ) ycLDpE roopd KC1'L (71) cx-yopatE ActXcxvd 1'JKOVO'TCR Tý 
PGL(7LXELq ýLOV &8LKEtV Dýtd(; Td TroXXd, KC['L TJ To C'[8LKEiV ECLCUTE T) TO' CýV'* 
T6 'YC'tp C'18LKEtV býtd(; K011 CIV OV'TE T(ý OE(x-) CtPE(TTOV EGTLV OUT I EýWL TW 
801AW Gli')T(ý GIVEKTOV: B. However P L, 
both the araphrast and Skoutariotes seem to 
place the letter out of the proper narrative sequence. In the paraphrase it appears in 
the middle of a discussion concerning Andronikos' just punishment of corrupt public 
officials and Skoutariotes Places it at the very end of the discussion of the reign of 
Andronikos. 34 
This letter fits better on 287/21-26, where Niketas narrates the rebellion of the 
Prouseans against Andronikos (1184). According to the account offered in the extant 
manuscripts, Andronikos sent letters to the Prouseans offering them amnesty for their 
crimes if they open the gates of the city to him and arrest the rebels Theodore 
Angelos, Lachanas and Synesios. Niketas even uses an identical play on the words 
I' XVVEGLov and dyopcdov AaXavdv, and notes that in this instance he is a(YVVETOV 
quoting the exact words of Andronikos. Thus the citation of the original letter that is 
preserved in the paraphrase and Skoutariotes probably sterns from a now lost 
manuscript of Niketas, which quoted Andronikos' exact words. 
A comparison of the paraphrase and the manuscripts of the Niketastext has 
not provided us with an unequivocal result. However, when we consider the series of 
combination readings and the sequential exposition of variant readings from both 
versions offered in the paraphrase on the one hand, and verified readings between the 
paraphrase and APWb, APW, W or AP on the other, it becomes likely that the 
" Akropolites, P. 6/6-8. 
34 Skoutariotes, pp. 362-63. 
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paraphrast (or again the original copyist) was working from a hybrid text of Niketas' 
Historia, which perhaps included interlinear and/or marginal alterations and 
additions. This could have easily caused confusion for the paraphrast (or the copyist), 
who may or may not have known which part of the text should be incorporated and 
which should be left out. Indeed, the choice may reflect the interests of the paraphrast 
(or the copyist) himself, as the greater attention shown to theological issues or the 
praise of Theodore Laskaris would indicate. 
This suggestion is reinforced by the following considerations: 1) Niketas 
himself did not produce a new manuscript for version a and most likely revised his 
own text in a similar manner; 2) The existence of the 'intermediate' version PW and 
the contaminated manuscript A of version a; 3) The surviving manuscripts of the 
paraphrase were most likely copied from an original annotated manuscript of the 
paraphrase (now lost) rather than a manuscript of Niketas. 35 This final consideration 
could, of course, imply that perhaps the original paraphrase itself contained 
alternative readings between the lines and/or in the margins that stem from multiple 
readings in the original hybrid Niketastext. In any case, it is important to remember 
that the paraphrase is much more closely connected to a than it is to b. Thus even if 
we are faced with a hybrid text, this text would belong to version a and its 
contamination from version b would be at best minimal as far as content and 
linguistic choices are concerned. 
Theodore Skoutariotes 
The chronicle of Theodore Skoutariotes, metropolitan of Cyzicus is a work 
composed in the later part of the thirteenth century, which extends from the creation 
to the reconquest of Constantinople in 1261. The edition of the chronicle by K. N. 
Sathas as an anonymous XýPootc XpovtKO77 (MECYCILWVLKi BL5XLO"" VII, 1894) is TI 
based on the codex Marc. gr. 407 (16'h century). 36 The sources from which 
Skoutariotes compiled his narration have long captured the interest of historians. For 
35 As argued by Davis, 'A Passage of the 'Barbarograeca' Metaphrase', pp. 127-142. 
36 The identification of the author with Theodore Skoutariotes was made by A. Heisenberg, Analecta. 
Mitteilungen aus italienischen Handsschriften byzantinischer Chronographen, Programm des K. 
Liutpold-Gymnasiums in Miinchen ffir das Studienjahr 1900/1901, Munich 1901, pp. 5-16. For the 
chronicle see: K. Krumbacher, Geschichte der byzantinischen Literatur von Justinian bis zum Ende des 
ostr6mischen Reiches (537-1453), Munich 1897 
2; pp. 388-90; Moravcsik, Byzantinoturcica, I, pp. 526- 
28; Colonna, Storici byzantini, pp. 126-27; Hunger, Literatur, pp. 477-78. 
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the period prior to 1081, which is treated quite synoptically, Skoutariotes used, 
among other sources, the chronicles of Malalas and Skylitzes, as well as an unknown 
source that was also used by Manasses. The Komnenian period along with the events 
that occurred between the years 1204-1261, receive detailed treatment in the 
chronicle of Skoutariotes. His primary sources for this period were, of course, the 
histories of Niketas and Akropolites. 
According to van Dieten, Skoutariotes followed Niketas consistently - 
commencing from the narration of the reign of John 11 Komnenos and ending with the 
capture of Constantinople (8/93-575/50 of the Niketastext) - at which point he started 
using Akropolites. As in the case of the paraphrase, van Dieten briefly discusses the 
problem of which version of Niketas' history was utilised by Skoutariotes. In the first 
place, the editor observes that Skoutariotes was clearly working from the b-text as far 
as the narration of Alexios III is concerned. However, he also notes that for previous 
sections of the text, the readings of Skoutariotes often agree with those of P-prior-to 
revision and the original text of W, i. e. the 'intermediate' version. Moreover, while a 
special relationship with W is apparent, the question of whether Skoutariotes utilised 
the exemplar of W (=X) as a source is left open by van Dieten since Skoutariotes 
often agrees with APW, AW and PW. 37 
At first glance it is obvious that Skoutariotes has much more in common with 
the b-text than the a-text. This is primarily evidenced by the uncritical character of his 
entire text,, and not only for the discussion of the reign of Alexios 111, which is, of 
course, in line with the text offered in version b. Concerning the reign of Alexios III, 
Skoutariotes (henceforth Sk) follows the b-text almost exclusively: 453/3ff. K al 
TME KTX: bSk; 459/54ff. EV6LCLTPLqJCK KTX: bSk; 462/37ff. C'(ýLK%IEVOC KTX: bSk 
464/14-7 KdV ... CLIJ'TOD: om. bSk; 465/18-32 TrXELW ... CTTPC[TEVýLCLTO(;: bSk; 465/32- 
467/90: om. bSk; 473/64-475/25 TU; ... aTrOTPEý%LEVOC: om. bSk; 477/68-478/1 
Trpdyýta ... KCXXXWITLCOVTCLL: om. bSk; 478/14-479/43 EVOa ... 
CITrE'YEVETO: om. bSk; 
483/35-493/66 dXXd.. 4pov-%ia: om. bSk; 508/67-509/17TOTE ... ai)vftm: om. bSk; 
519/44-520/69 TpaTroj1EV_q ... C'(ýMEXOýtEVOC: om. bSk; 524/84-526/33 ou' ... 8E UTE POV: 
om. bSk; 528/76-532/20 ýtETa ... aTrctU%tEVOL: om. bSk. 
For earlier sections of the text, Skoutariotes and version b share a host of 
significant omissions of a critical character: 54/70-74KCL'L ... EýC1VfttCXTC(: om. PAbSk; 
37 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. LXXXVIII-LXXXIX. 
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104/29-36 KC(*' om. WbSk; 114/29-40 'nTTWV ... KCLOE\LXKE'FO: OM. L ... CTI)YKCLTEKELTO: 
WbSk; 143/51-54 KO'LV... V'TrOOECTL(;: om. WbSk; 144/77-83 'ýva... "ExkqvEc: om. 
WbSk; 203/75-206/47 O'TL ... Pct(: rLXELa: om. VVbSk; 
242/16-18 C'(KWV ... TrPOTITOLýMCKEL: 
b VAP'9 Ol')KOi)V: WbSk; 244/48-59KCL\LTOL ... 1')1TO\VWOPOC: OM. 
WSk; 273/85-89TIv... 
I 'YCLCTTPO\(;: om. WbSk; 320/77-322/55 8ET-ICYCLV ... EKcqLW'8EL: om. bSk; 436/89-15 
TOGODTOV ... a'VTLITaXOI)(;: om. bSk; 451/70-75 
ýuav 
... EýaWrya[c: om. 
bSk. 
In certain places Skoutariotes even omits critical passages that are given in the 
b-text: 72/83-85VVV'L' ... ViTrEPKa0IjVTCXL; 95/29-96/49 ýETrEIL ... Trpd ^YýLaTa; 209/59-210/71 L GI 
TTPOC... 'YLVOVTGLL; 250/9-20 KCXI ... CITMVE'YKCXTO. This could be simply explained if we 
assume that Skoutariotes himself chose not to incorporate these passages into his text. 
On the other hand, however, Skoutariotes does include certain critical passages not 
offered in b: 103/9-18 ov'8Ev ... [tCXXL(YTCL (UlTWITTEVETO ... E'TRUI%tOV: 243/11-15 Sk); 
274/13-14 TOf)... '01080ýOPWV (Kal ... E)Eo8(. L)pou: 333/31-334/2 Sk); 442/38-47 P 
TrPOOEýtEVOC ... OVTOCTL 
(TrPO64LEVOC 
... CXVE KE L TO: 409/18-24 Sk); 443/59-444/10 aXX& 
... 
6ýkq[W (Kal 
... CXV'TO: 410/1-25 Sk). As van Dieten has already suggested, these 
most probably stem from the original text of W and P-prior-to-revision. This final 
observation should eliminate the possibility that Skoutariotes was working solely 
from an exemplar of version b. 
However, when we verify readings between Skoutariotes and W, or APW, 
AW, PW, V, and even PLO for the final section of the text, we should also eliminate 
the possibility that Skoutariotes was working solely from an exemplar of W (=X). 
W 66/30 EýI#PCWTEC: W(Sk 223/30) EjI#P0VTEC: VAPb; 103/11-13 &... TTEPL&EC: 
om. WSk; 111/25 KCXL ... TCUDTC1: add. W(Sk 247/1-7); 172/65 TrPO(YOVTCOV XPIIIICLTCOV: 
W TCOV TrpOaOVTWV (XI')T0tC XPIj[tCXT(0V: (Sk 281/2) KTIJýMTWV: VAPb; 255/26-27 
OTL ... OXLGOTJýMTOC: om. WSk; 313/35-36 OMTcoc... 8MTrib'poui;: W(Sk 348/3-4); 339/24 
TrElTOLL&VýtEVOV TCL T0Ld8E: PW TO[ TOL018E TrETrCLL&VýtEVOV: (Sk 354/15) 
TETEXE9ý1ýVOV TCX TOM81: VAb; 475/35 cxpX-q'v: W(Sk 418/22) PCXGLXELCXV: VAPb. 
APW 72/1 Fvýivol: APW(Sk 228/18) Fvýtvok: Vb; 88/27 OL 1TOXEýILOL: add. APW(Sk 
235/25); 143/43 TFEPL&Eti; 01 TrOXXOIL TW-V KpaTOUVTCOV EILGL: APW(Sk 261/17-18); 
195/39 A0UKa: APW(Sk 296/8) 'Ay-yeXou: Vb; 233/50 iTEpac XaßEýv: APW(Sk 
331/27) TEXE(E(J6aL: Vb; 258/6 Öeuvo' v: APW(Sk 325/18) KaKOV: Vb; 259/28 
lTLKPOTCtT0dZ: APW(Sk 326/2) CIlTL(JTOTCLTOC: Vb; 407/76KPCLTEýP: APW(Sk 392/10) 
LuXueuv: Vb. 
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I "yEGOCM VPb; 119/50 1TPOKI)ITTELV: AW 105/65 a-rrEVEX"VaL: AW(Sk 244/5) a 
AW(Sk 250/3) TrPOKJ)? ýELV; VPb; 176/51 CTX-qýtaTLC%tEvoq AW(Sk 282/25) 
a OC TrXCXTT%tEVO4;: VPb; 224/38 Tý TOý) CW8pok Trapa8VVaCTTELa: AW Tý 'v6p' 
Trapa6i)va(TTELq: (Sk 308/6) TOtC yLVOýLEVOLC: VPb; 249/95 KaTaWXCOC T6 
EKELVOU 'YEVEL Kal ýtý ElTaXO(ýC 1TpO#EpEG0aL: AW KaTGMýXCOC T6 EKELVOU 
yEVEL TrPOGýEPEGOM: (Sk 320/28) [IETPLCOC EKELVCP -FPOGýEPEGOM: VPb; 265/93 
V1TOXW' PTICYLV: AW(Sk 329/23) a'TrapGLV: VPb; 368/48 a'6OTL AW(Sk 370/16) 
%U901: VPb; 422/75 ITPOC TO' ýPOVPLOV ýv ITL(Ycrqv: 
AWKaTa TO ýPOOLOV -rq'V Tq 
IRGOV: (Sk 400/22) EC TT)V TTLCTGCLV TO ýPOVPLOV: P TrpOk Ta ApýLaXa: V. 
PW 143/55 7q'v #aw (6E Sk) KaKOXOyOýM: PW(Sk 264/21-22) KaK6C 
XE-YCOV 
EU'XO-yEt Tq'v #'aw: VA TflV #'GLV EU'Xoyoi)cyL: b; 238/90 -rrpOvaov: PW(Sk 314/22) 
ITPO(YKiVLOV TOD VEW': Ab TrpOVaOV TOý vaaD: V; 408/94 XLXLOUC; PW(Sk 392/20) T1 
6LGXLXLOVC: VAb 439/79 EKEtva yap: PW(Sk 408/28) KaKdva: VAb; 443/83 
CTV[IýEPELV: PWA'91P (Sk 410/16) avv48ELv: VA. 
V 80/18 lTaTpLaPX-q: V(Sk 232/12) TraT PIL : APWb; 128/4 TOUTOU: V(Sk 255/25) 
TOUTCOV: APWb; 179/62 E'ýtEXXOV: V(Sk 285/10) %tEXXov: APWb; 243/26 TrEPIL: V(Sk T1 
317/170) Ec: APWb; 264/61 Xp1jU%tEVOL TWEuýLaTL: V(Sk 328/31) TTvE1)[1aTL 
XPCOýtEVOL: PWb XPWýtEVOL TrVEUýLaTL : A; 368/41 0aX%rqTrOXOL vEaVL8EC: V(Sk 
370/8-9) 0aX%t1j1TOXOL1; VEaVUR: APWb; 423/9 Tt)pavvou: V(Sk 401/9) 
PaGLXECOC: APW. 
PLO 536/29 KaTa ... ITaTPOC: om. LOSk; 541/41-42 
val ... KELýtEVa: add. PLO(Sk 
434/1-6); 545/37 co'voýta(YTM: PLO(Sk 436/16) 6'vo[ia(ETaL: VAb; 548/7 8uov 
XpOvov: PLO o'aov yap Xpovov: (Sk 437/15-16) 8(7ov: VAb; 563/69 XaOC: PLO(Sk 
444/9) XEW'c: VAb; 570/22ETrLa-%toL: PLO(Sk 447/16) 8LCKTTJýIOL: VAb; 571/50-51 
ýC 
... TrPOKaTELX-q-rrTO: add. PLO(Sk 448/6-8); 574/38 EXEELVOXOTLaLC v-rrayayEcTOaL 
(TrpauvaL Sk): add. PLO(Sk 450/1). 
These various combinations could in the first place indicate that Skoutariotes 
had access to more than one manuscript of the Niketastext. If we assume that was the 
case, then one of those manuscripts seem to have belonged to version b. The learned 
Skoutariotes was a known collector of manuscripts, whose possessions included the 
famous codex of Aristotle's Poetics, Photios' Bibliotheca, and Paris. gr. 1234, which 
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contained the Panoplia Dogmatike of Niketas. 38 However, Skoutariotes could not 
have possibly had access to a host of manuscripts of the Niketastext and what the 
above combinations then suggest is that he, like Niketas' paraphrast, was working 
from a hybrid text of the Historia, 39 closely related to the contaminated A manuscript 
and the 'intermediate' PW version. This last suggestion does not preclude the 
possibility that Skoutariotes also had access to a manuscnpt of version b-a 
possibility that we hold to be the more likely. 
What is important to remember is that Skoutariotes is much closer to version b 
than he is to a. This is in the first place intimately connected to the manuscript or 
manuscripts that he was working from, and in the second to his own selection 
process. Skoutariotes, even more so than Niketas in version b, avoids overt criticism 
of the Komnenoi and their favourites, if indeed he is critical at all. Thus even if 
Skoutariotes had access, in one form or another, to all the critical readings of Niketas, 
it is not likely that he would have followed these. As we shall see, in this choice, he 
was not alone. 
Ephraim 
The early fourteenth-century verse chronicle of Ephraim narrates events from 
the reign of the Roman emperor Gaius to the recapture of Constantinople in 1261.40 
The pre-Komnenian period is treated quite briefly, while thereafter the narration is 
more detailed and especially so for the Nicaean period (1204-1261). The main 
sources from which Ephraim compiled his chronicle were John Zonaras, Niketas, and 
38 For this codex see J. -L. van Dieten 'Zur 10berlieferung der Panoplia Dogmatike des Niketas 
Choniates. Codex Parisinus Graecus 1234', in Polychronion. Festschrifit fir Franz D61ger zum 75. 
Geburtstag, I, Heidelberg 1966, pp. 166-80. 
39 This could also be indicated by combination readings found in Skoutariotes: 93/56-57 o 6ý TODTOV 
f uTrOCTTa'C Ek T6V 0'ýOaXý16V TO' ý[ýOC 6LEX4: VWb 0' 8E, &VTE'TrELGE TOV'TCL) KCLIL KCLT' 6ýOCAJIO'v 
T6 etýoc W: AmgP 0 8E GtVTElTELUL TOIMP KCIL TO' elýOC JC TO'V 6ýOCAý10'V 6LEXd: (Sk 
238/23-25); 166/77-78 a[lýLITEPLTPOXCICEW ýTr(ýOVXOV TO'V 'AV8POVLKOV: AW dtýtýMEPLTPOXdCELV 
DqCTLXEL6VTCt T'V 'Av8p6VLKOV: AmIP 8Ldt TCtf)TCt 6 MCLVOI)' bTrEPXETrE TO'V alk6t8TI Kal o TIX 
'Av8p6VLKOV COC PCt(TLXEL(ýVTGt KCLIL ýTrLýovXov: (Sk 238/23-25); 231/16 K%taTflpo'c: Amg7'VPb 
Aowctc: AW AovKctc o K%La7qp6c: (Sk 311/7). 
40 Ephraem Aenii Historia Chronica, ed. 0. Lampsides, CFHB, Athens 1990. For the chronicle see in 
general: Krumbacher, Literatur, pp. 390-93; Moravcsik, Byzantinoturica, 1, pp. 256-57; Hunger, 
Literatur, 1, pp. 478-80. For more specialised bibliography see: I. Hilberg, 'Die Versechronik des 
Ephradmios', WSt 10 (1888), pp. 50-92; 0. Lampsides, 'De Vaticanus graecus 1003- Chronik des 
Ephraem', Polychronion, pp. 351-57; Idem, Beitrdge zum byzantinischen Chronisten Ephraem und 
seiner Chronik Athens 1972; Idem, 'EOpaili 7-oO Atpt'ov Xpovoypaota. Mpcvo, licrdopao-77, 
o, )(Ma, 2 vols., Athens 1984/5. 
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Akropolites. 41 More specifically, Ephraim follows Niketas consistently from the reign 
of John 11 Komnenos to the coronation of Henry of Flanders in August 1206 (4/84- 
642/75-76 of the Niketastext). 
According to van Dieten, Ephraim was most certainly working from version b 
of the Niketastext. The additions made to the a-text are completely missing in 
Ephraim, while in cases of variant readings it is clear that Ephraim follows version b. 
However, van Dieten also observes that Ephraim appears to have used the last section 
of the a-text for his chronicle, and suggests that like the copyists M and C of the 
Niketastext, Ephraim was working from a manuscript that contained version b, but 
was added to from version a after the abrupt ending of b (614/7). 42 The editor of 
Ephraim's chronicle, Odysseus Lampsides, expresses the same opinion with van 
Dieten. 43 
It is undeniable that Ephraim was working from an exemplar of the b-text. 
This is evident, as van Dieten points out, not only from the omissions shared with b 
but also from the confirmation of readings between b and Ephraim (henceforth E): 
53/590POVCOV TCOV C'LPXLKWV: b Eý 'AXa[tav6v aPXLK6V OV'GC(V -YEVOUC: (E 4243) 
Travv X%uTp6v QA%tTTpof) V): VAP; 168/79E K (8E b) 'YCLIIWV T6V 8EUTEPWv: b(E 
1 4335) ý8-q 8E W'8LVOVU-qC -rlc PaMX160C: VAWP'9; 274/ 12-13 E'TrELcTTrEGOVTWV TI 
CR)TW TLV6V: b ElTEL(YTrE(YOVTWV T08E TLVWV: (E 5073) ElTEL(71TEGOVTWV Cll')To TOý 
'ATLOXPL(YTOýOP'LTOV ZTEýCXVOV, Tof) TPLO')Xoi) KC0V(7TCLVTLVOV KCI"L TLVOC 
ACL&pp-qvoý) E)Eo6w'pou: VAPW 368/45 cryETaL Ek 'YVVatKCt: b -q'-ydycO ' OVTOI; 
KCtL (7i)vEi)vov: (E 5779) ýLVTj(7TEVETG[L Ek 'YI)VCLtKCX: VAPW; 399/43 AOLC: b(E 
5915) Kd'L 1TCALV: VAPW 419/92EK TCOV TrPOTEPCOV Cll')TO UITEPýtdTWV: b EK T(ýV 
TTPIV JXEV Ctl')TOKPCLTWP GTTEPýUiTUN: (E 6050) EK T(& TrPOTEPCOV CIVT(ý 'y%LCOV: 
VAPW; 450/65 Trpoc (7XC(GLV ýXE p Ok ETOLýUIG"VCIL UK11ýaýLEVO(;: b 
N 
a"ýd[tEvoc 8 E' Tflv &Pok (yXaaLv (E 6267) Trpok aXCtaLV ýXE pOk 
If ETOLýLCLO'"V(R V'YWV, ýICACXKLG[IO'V i')TrOKPLV%IEVOC aWýMTOC: APW; 537/34 
'EXXTjaTrOVT'LCLLC TM-yatc: bLO(E 6691)'EXMCTTFOVTcov Ai')X(. L)VLq: VAP; 612/43 Týt; 
PGtGLXELCtC OV'X EKOP CtVTGLXXdTTETCXL m4tpok: t: b TC't (71)ýLPOX dýq' - Cl fl, PlITO TOV 
Kpa'TOVC a"KCOV: (E 7347) Tý(; paaLXEL'cLc C'LVTCtXXC'LTTETC(L UU4POXOL: VP. 
" Lampsides, Beitrdge, pp. 110-23 8, esp. 159-209 on Niketas. 
42 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, pp. LXXXIX-XCI. 
43 Lampsides, Introduction to the Historia Chronica, p. XLVI. 
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It is also undeniable that Ephraim had access to the final sections of the a-text, 
which he seems to have used, as his description of the death of Baldwin of Flanders 
indicates. 44 However, even for earlier sections of the text, contamination from version 
a is evidenced by a series of combination readings: 
374/79-84 OL 8E TTEPI TO'V 'A(7ctv Ec Týqv MVG[LG[V C[ýVQLC tETMVýXOOV ýLET& 
ZKVOCOV: b 
01 8E TrE P1 T6V 'Audv ... KC("L TOtC 1KV0CLL(; GVýtýUeCIVTE9 ... 
k IhV ITCITP16a 
MUGLOW EITCXVýKOV: APW 
'Aadv 6E TTETPOC (YV'V XKV0CLL! 3 EJL(; TrC(TPL6Ct/Q1')QL! 3 ETravE8p%tov: (E 5835-36) 
376/376 6E Kai TrQXQL [1EV EV-q'8pEl)E Tý L, , 
PaO'LXE'a: APWb 
if XIIýOE% C: VWa EPWTL 8E. ' PC1GLXEL'Ct(; L 
r/ OC 6ý TP4WV E'PWT01 TrOACLL TOf) GTEýOVC: (E 5841) 
441/9-14 ýv 6E KOLI TO"t TrEPL 7V 8LCILTCLV o PcLcTLXEi")s- ob-roc 1T0XVTCXE(7TGj0C 
I- -1 -1 7-N K& 8LCL80TLKNOC OPWýMTWV TOD; ITaPEGTWGLV. ELXEV 0VV CITEXVW(; T11V 
TpdTrE(CLV XQXQ[ý6VTELOV KC11 TCXC EG"TC11; 60C EKdVOC KCLLVQýCIVED; 
TrEPLEKELTO: b 
ETPlf)ýCL K(XQ' h[jýýv XaýtTrp6c MtPaTLOEýtEVOC TpaTrE(CLV ZI)PCIPLTL8C[ KC('L T(ýV 
ý81)TC(TWV XVýLWV 'YEVO[IEVOC ... VCR ýITJV ETEPTJýtEPOLC EVEI)TTaOEL 
X0VTP0tC 
WGýPGLLVETO TE JIVPEý01)ýLEVWV El')W&(ýV KGLI TCffC 9TCLKTCID; EPPCIVTL(ET0, W, 
býLOLWýM TE VCXOý) GTOXCID; EýCAXOLC EKEKaGTO POUTPVXL(OýtEVOC: a 
TrOXVTEX (; 8LCILTCLV ECTOflTd(; "ýM/ TPdTT<C1V CiEt X0X0Jj(xf)VTEL0V E C1 ý'PWVI KaL 
KaLVOýCLVEtC TCLC UTOXCLC KQQ' hý: (E 5684-86) MtEPOW 
462/38 PCtGLXE1')3 dyglopEWELq: b PCL(YLXE1'X G1bT0KPdTWP CLV01'J0PEVETaL: VAP 
P &VaJ0PEVQE! C: (E 6385) PCLGLXEI')C (XbTOKP(ITW 
612/41 PCL9LXE1')(; AX6ýL0(;: b ýi)ydq P(X(YLXEtk: W ýVydq'AVýLQC: (E 7345) 
On one occasion it is even clear that the readings of Ephraim agree with those of V 
III against all other manuscripts: 399/48-49 
d10V T01")'; EC TJýICK CXI)TOKTCLTOPCL(; OVK 
it 7Nf E (J)v EITL 'Lý'(7TrL&IC -YLVOýIEVOIX E'TrELOOV L ýMKPOV 0VPGRAdV, aA ' C0 P CL 
CL1')T0[t0XdV EC (XV'T01: APWb TO\V 'IGCLCXKLOV, 01')K ELWV ElTL ýMKPO\V OUPORA6P, 
bLqJ(i(71TL8CX YLVO[IEVOV E'TrELOOV CX1')T0j10X6V E(; GLI')TCL: V ýICLKPO\V 
0VPCff0V Tl)'YXCXVELV OV'K fl'ýLEL aXXdt TPEXELV -q"TrELYOV Ctl')TO\V TrPO'; TCX6E: (E 
5924-25). 
44van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XC. 
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This would suggest that Ephraim was working from a contaminated 
manuscript. This manuscript either contained interlinear and/or marginal notes with 
variant readings or the copyist of the original Niketastext could have made various 
combinations, which Ephraim subsequently followed. However, on the whole it is 
clear that Ephraim's exemplar contained the b-text and that contamination from 
version a is only evidenced to a minimal degree. There is also no reason to suspect 
that Ephraim had access to more that one exemplar, since the contamination from 
version a is so restricted. 
To conclude, our three secondary textual witnesses, the paraphrase, 
Skoutariotes and Ephraim indicate that the three stages of composition of the 
Niketastext (b-LO-a) do not correspond to three distinct phases of 'publication' and 
dissemination of the text. Version b was certainly 'published' on its own and indeed 
enjoyed wide circulation as evidenced by the homogeneity and number of 
manuscripts (as well as copies of manuscripts) belonging to this family. The direct 
witnesses of this version (RMDF) further illustrate that the b-text continued to be 
copied in the fourteenth century, despite the fact that VAP (the witnesses of version 
a) are manuscripts belonging to the thirteenth century. 45 Of course, it is of equal 
importance that version b was used as an exemplar of the Niketastext by both 
Skoutariotes and Ephraim. It would thus appear that the majority of Niketas' readers 
in Byzantium were reading copies of the original text or, in any case, something close 
to it, rather than the version which we read today. 
This is because version a never saw such a 'publication', nor does it seem to 
have enjoyed wide circulation. It is important to remember that the only direct 
witness of this version is manuscript V. In fact, our secondary witnesses indicate that 
the contaminated A and the 'intermediate' PW and other such 'hybrid' versions 
unknown to us enjoyed greater circulation than V. This was primarily due to three 
factors: 1) Niketas died before he had a chance to finish and 'publish' version a; 2) 
He did not create a new manuscript for this version; 3) The conditions of the 
dissemination and circulation of texts were such that subsequent readers and copyists 
created their own combination readings, which may have stemmed out of ignorance 
45 R (Vat. gr. 169) belongs to the thirteenth century, while D (Vat. gr. 168) has been dated to the 
thirteenth/fourteenth century. Both M (Marc. gr. 403) and F (Vind. hist. gr) belong to the fourteenth 
century. 
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of which version was correct and/or their own selection process. Once version a left 
Niketas' hands this complex process of transmission was initiated. 
Readership 
In the preface to his Historia, Niketas makes the following statement: 'Even 
if history focuses on what is solemn and venerable, she nevertheless desires to be set 
before diggers and smiths and those covered in soot and to be a companion to those 
who pay reverence to arms and Ares, and not to be difficult for those women who 
spin for hire and explore that which pertains to her'. 46 This declaration is certainly 
connected to the ideal of the public utility(KOLVCOýEVC) of historical narratives that 
Niketas pledges to uphold 47 and therefore logically follows the passage where the 
author sets forth one of cardinal principles of his narration - clarity of diction. The 
modem reader finds that Niketas' writing is anything but clear and wonders whether 
Byzantine readers possibly shared this sentiment. The often-quoted marginal note 
found on fol. 2v of ms. Vindobonensis. hist. gr. 53 (=F): 'I do not know what you are 
saying here Choniates. You say that it is wise to write with clarity, but your writing is 
48 obscure and abysmal" could be a significant indication that they did, were it not for 
the fact that although the manuscript is of the fourteenth century, this particular note 
is from a later hand. 49 
More indicative of the possible difficulties that Niketas' contemporaries or 
near contemporaries had in understanding the original text is the fact that it was 
'translated' into a simpler idiom, i. e. the paraphrase. It is also important to note that in 
certain passages where Niketas utilises rhetorical language packed with complex 
biblical and ancient allusions, the paraphrast is unable to reproduce the spirit or tone 
of the original, and it is questionable whether he understood it in the first place. 50 
Much the same can be observed with Skoutariotes, who did not always interpret 
46 Nik. Chon., p. 3/51-55: KC'tV 01) 
PpCtXV' T6 GE[IVO'V 11 'L(YTOPLCI KCtL TO' CL'L8EO7L[lOV ýTrLGUPTjTCtL, 
r Ep(3(yct 8' 8ýtwc TrPOKdCFOCtL GKCtTrGtvEý(7L TE KC['L (TL8TjPE&TL KGt'L TrOXXý(; -YE[101)0'L TIC; (j(7POXTj(; 
KCtl uuvýO-qc ElvaL TOt(; Trpok 
8TACt KCtL "ApEa PXETrOI)CFL, ý018E' 'YINCILEL XEPVýTUIL 
6V(7KOXCt(VOVGC1 [tETCLXXEi)oi)cTaLC Ta KCtO'CtbTTIV. 
47 R. Maisano, 'll problema della forma letteraria nei proemi storiografici Bizantini', BZ 78 (1985), pp. 
332-333. 
48 
OýVK CUCt TL b0d&, XWVELdTCt, CTOý6V T6 CMýEC Cri)-yyp(jý(L)V (I ELVC[L V'YELC, EIT(l 
YPVý6871 Kal papaOpw'871 ypdýELC. 
4V van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. XXXII. 
50 Davis, 'A Passage of the 'Barbarograeca' Metaphrase', p. 14 1. 
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Niketas correctly. 51 If Niketas' near contemporaries had difficulty in understanding 
the text, we may legitimately wonder who among his contemporaries could really 
comprehend his work. 
It has been said that 'Byzantine society was throughout its existence a 
profoundly literate society': 52 The ability to read and write was not viewed as a 
professional necessity restricted to certain societal groups such as clerics or state 
functionaries. Indeed, literacy was appreciated and highly valued for its own sake by 
lay audiences for whom it was not a professional requirement. 53 Generally speaking, 
the most popular books in Byzantium were those of a theological content 
(hagiographies, homilies, commentaries on the Church Fathers). In the field of 
secular literature, chronicles, astrological texts, medicinal handbooks, books of 
oracles, and the like always held wide appeal for the reading publiC. 54 Of course, as in 
most societies there existed varying degrees of literacy in Byzantium and there is no 
doubt that texts written in the 'Atticist Hochsprache' were intended for a highly 
educated audience. 55 
Niketas himself was educated in the stimulating literary environment of 
twelfth-century Constantinople under the tutelage of one of the most learned men of 
56 the age, his elder brother Michael. He, like many writers of the time period which 
witnessed a revival of classical learning, produced works which spanned across 
different genres and included theology and panegyric as well as history. He delivered 
his accomplished orations (which were later published along with his 
correspondence) before an audience of court officials and dignitaries in the imperial 
courts of Constantinople and Nicaea and published an erudite theological treatise 
devoted to heresies, the Panoplia Dogmatike. 
51 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. CIV, n. 10. 
52 Browning, 'Further Reflections on Literacy', p. 8 1. For a discussion of the reading public in 
Byzantium see N. Wilson, 'Books and Readers in Byzantium', in Byzantine Books and Bookmen, C. 
Mango & I. Sev6enko (eds. ), Dumbarton Oaks Colloquium 1971, Washington DC, 1975, pp. 1-15. 
53 Browning, 'Literacy', pp. 39-54; Idem, 'Further Reflections on Literacy', pp. 72-74. 
54 Hunger, Schreiben und Lesen, p. 133. 
55 Browning, 'Literacy', p. 51 
56 For a positive evaluation of Byzantine literature in the twelfth century see A. Guillou, 'Le poids des 
conditions materielles, sociales et 6conomiques sur la production culturelle A Byzance de 1071 A 1261', 
XVe congrýs international d' itudes byzantines, Rapports et co-rapports, 11.3, Bucharest 1971; H. 
Hunger, 'Die byzantinische Literatur der Komnenenzeit. Versuch einer Neubewertung' Anzeiger der 
philosophisch-historischen Klasse der dsterreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 105 (1968), 
pp. 59-76; R. Browning, 'Church, State and Learning in Twelfth-century Byzantium', Friends of Dr. 
Williams's Library, Thirty-fourth Lecture 1980 (repr. ) Idem, History, Language and Literacy in the 
Byzantine World, Variorum 1989, no. VI. 
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As a historian, Niketas no doubt belongs to the group of elite 'classicizing' 
Byzantine historians who continued each others' work and wrote from within the 
confines of the imperial court. It is thus only logical to assume that his work, like that 
of his predecessors, was written for an audience made up mostly of government 
officials, intellectuals and the high orders of the clergy - the most educated segments 
of Byzantine society. The complex rhetorical language, the use of rare and archaising 
vocabulary and the multitude of allusions or similes drawn from ancient and biblical 
sources in the Historia would indicate that Niketas himself, despite his declaration to 
the contrary in the preface, aspired to be counted among this elite group. 57 
Yet this observation seems to be true as far as the original draft of the Historia 
is concerned. At that time, the logothetes ton sekreton, Niketas was called upon to 
produce a history of the Komnenian emperors with all the constraints in language and 
content that task involved. When Niketas was composing the a-text, however, these 
constraints were lifted. He was no longer writing as a high-ranking official of the 
imperial court, but as a historian who attempted to provide an explanation for the 
disastrous events of 1204. Thus along with the overt criticism of the most powerful 
segments (and families) of Byzantine society offered in the a-text, we can also 
observe a greatest interest in banal anecdotes and the use of cruder expressions on the 
part of Niketas . 
58 This freedom of expression would then suggest that the a-text was 
not composed for a limited group of courtiers or intellectuals and that Niketas himself 
had a wider audience in mind. Indeed, his ambition was not merely to be counted 
among the elite historians of Byzantium - it was greater than that. Niketas wished to 
be known to posterity as the historian who recorded the most important event in 
Byzantine history; in a sense, we can say that he wanted to become the Thucydides of 
Byzantium. 
Concerning his audience, we had earlier noted that in contrast to the pattern of 
transmission followed by historians and chroniclers in the twelfth century, the 
thirteenth century presents us with a situation where the historians Niketas and 
Akropolites enjoyed wider circulation and thus popularity than the chroniclers 
Skoutariotes and Ephraim. It is not difficult to see why the works of Niketas and 
Akropolites display such a rich and varied manuscript tradition and also why they 
enjoyed wide circulation. The difference between previous historians and Niketas and 
" Maisano, 'Varianti d' autore', p. 78. 
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Akropolites lies primarily in the significance of their subject matter. The climax of 
Niketas' Historia is, of course, the fall of the imperial city in 1204 and the 
disintegration of the empire thereafter, while Akropolites is the historian who 
narrated the events of the triumphant recapture of Constantinople by the Byzantines 
in 1261 and the restoration of the empire. Again, Skoutariotes and Ephraim, who 
merely reproduced the accounts of these two historians, were not nearly as popular as 
Niketas and Akropolites. 
It is probably true to say that Niketas presented difficulties for those readers 
who had not received the highest education available in Byzantium, but that does not 
necessarily mean that they could not understand him at all. After all, Skoutariotes, 
Niketas' paraphrast, Ephraim, and others who used Niketas as a source but wrote in a 
simpler idiom certainly did. Why then should we not assume that moderately 
educated Byzantine readers could also understand Niketas' text? The manuscript 
tradition of the Historia suggests that the text was popular with Byzantine audiences, 
but this cannot be reconciled with the assumption of a limited audience restricted to 
court officials, the clergy and intellectuals. This is because the Historia was not 
limited to such an audience. The text was, no doubt, difficult to understand, but 
Byzantine audiences nevertheless attempted to reap knowledge from the words of 
Niketas. Its 'translation' into a simpler idiom for those who could not come to grips 
with the original indicates that the historical significance of the text meant that it 
should become available to an even wider audience. 59The Historia was a text that 
belonged to the entirety of the Byzantine people - not the limited few. 
Traumatic events often awaken the historical consciousness of a people. It is 
no accident of transmission that preserves the Historia of Niketas in so many 
manuscripts. His historical work was not only frequently copied and widely read, but 
also received generous praise by later generations. The author of an anonymous 
chronicle of the period 1204-1261, who used Niketas as a source, wrote the following 
verse in the year 1391: 'For such evil deeds that were then carried out unlawfully by 
the savage western Latins, view especially the book of Niketas Choniates and you 
will witness all those things which pertain to lamentation and more. Choniates was 
present during the capture of the city and saw with his own eyes those evil events. As 
58 van Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. LVII, n. 5. 
59 See introductory remarks of Hans-Georg Beck concerning the historical self-awareness of the 
Byzantines In the later Byzantine period: Geschichte der byzantinischen Volksliteratur, p. 6. 
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a lover of truth, he nobly recorded everything. "' it would thus seem that Niketas' 
ambition was fulfilled and in our times he is still known, albeit to an extremely 
limited audience of Byzantine scholars, as the Thucydides of Byzantium. 
60 j. Müller, Byzantinische Analekten aus der S. Markus-Bibliothek zu Venedig und der KK 
Ho/bibliothek zu Wien, Sitzungsberichte der philosophisch-historische Klasse der Kais. Akademie der 
Wissenschaften, 9 (1952), p. 336: biTota 'YOÜV ELP'Yä(TCLVTO TäTE KCtKC'( Tý 0L PL ' ý iT XE OL 
ei, wbec 
8UTLKo'L AaTVVOL lTCtpC1V6ý16)i;, L8E TljV ßtßXOV äKPLßCk NLKATa XWVLdTOU, KCLIL ßXEýELC 6p11Vwv 
ri 
CtlTctvTa Kat OPAVOU TL Tä TrÄe(w. ewTt)XE 1-rpbc 'V äXWGLV OUTOC 0' XW1, IL(iT7IC t8(ýV OLKELOL(; TTI 
äýOCtXýIOZC KaKC't Ta 'fEY0V6Ta, Kal TTdVTa JUVE'Yp#CIT0 KaX(k ýic ýLXaxAhc. See also van 
Dieten, Introduction to the Historia, p. VII, and n. 22 (on marginal notes of this type). 
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CONCLUSION 
'In another age, in another place, Nicetas Choniates would truly have been a 
man to be envied', wrote Alexander Kazhdan in one of his studies on Byzantine 
literature. ' A once wealthy, successful and respected statesman, Niketas lost his 
home, his city, his livelihood and his pride in the dark days of 1204 and ended his life 
in poverty and obscurity. If Niketas' own life was fraught with tragedy, this is equally 
true for the historical work he produced. The Historia, written so as to commemorate 
the greatness and decadence of Byzantium in the twelfth century, is less of an exact 
depiction of past reality, and more of a miffor of Niketas' attitude to the age in which 
he lived. This observation is true for the final version of the work, which Niketas 
composed with the benefit of hindsight and with the explicit purpose of explaining 
the causes of the calamity of 1204. It is not, however, true for the original version of 
the history, for in this instance, Niketas' representation of the past was dictated by the 
absence of political freedom and professional independence. The result, as we have 
clearly seen, can more or less be accurately described as a carefully-worked piece of 
Komnenian propaganda. 
When assessing the two different versions, it is imperative to understand the 
reasons for the discrepancies between them. These reasons are found in the 
circumstances of the author at each distinctive phase of the composition and in the 
different purposes of his respective undertakings. Thus simply accepting one version 
and discarding the other will not suffice, for it is incumbent on the modem scholar to 
interpret the historical data in both versions of the text and come to terms with the 
two opposing representations of Byzantium in the twelfth century. Striking a balance 
between the praise of the b-text and the invective of the a-text will, no doubt, lead to a 
better understanding of the crucial time period as seen both before and after 1204. 
Indeed, when following this approach we can better appreciate the complete 
dominance of the Komnenoi in Byzantine society prior to 1204, the initial reception 
and changing views on the controversial policies of Manuel Komnenos, the awkward 
reactions to the bloody reign of the usurper Andronikos, the enigma of the Angeloi, 
Byzantine attitudes towards the Latins and for that matter all other foreigners, as well 
as the numbing response to western aggression in 1203-04. 
1 A. P. Kazhdan & S. Franklin, Studies on Byzantine Literature of the eleventh and twelfth centuries, 
Cambridge 1984 p. 256. 
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Thus a new reading of the Historia can assist greatly in what has now become 
a much-needed reassessment of the period 1180-1204 -a subject still dominated by 
Charles Brand's Byzantium Confronts the West (1180-1204). In turn, the reception of 
Niketas' text after 1204 can also help us to understand how Byzantine society reacted 
to the fall of Constantinople and the partitioning of the empire thereafter. Here again, 
the two different versions play a vital role, for as we have seen, the original version of 
the text had a much greater audience than the later one. Yet one need only consider 
the fortunes and vicissitudes of Niketas' text in comparison to the work of other 
Byzantine historians to catch a glimpse of its importance. 
A similar approach should be followed when we consider Niketas Choniates 
as a historian. Here the aim should not be assessment, but understanding, and the 
modem reader must always be aware of the vast gulf that separates our own sense of 
preserving the past from that of Niketas. Narrative practices such as conversations 
from the imagined point of view of the characters, description of motives, story 
telling and the supply of vivid details may have come naturally to Niketas, but for us, 
they are immediately suspect. The same is true for the subtle manipulation of sources 
and the subordination of factual accuracy to purpose and style -a principle often 
followed by Niketas. Moreover, the selection of narrative episodes, the pacing and 
structuring of the text, as well as its literary presentation reflect Niketas' own 
interests, values and gifts as a narrator. The Historia is essentially, Byzantium as seen 
through the eyes of Niketas Choniates. This does not, of course, mean that the 
Historia is not an authoritative source of past events; it means that like all other 
sources, it should be read critically. 
Any discussion of Niketas as a historian inevitably involves historical 
causation and argumentation. There is no need to draw a distinct line of separation 
between the role and function of divine providence and free will in Niketas' narrative. 
Niketas himself did not attempt to do such a thing, but rather followed the principle 
of joint operation. It is equally fruitless to assign separate functions to ancient and 
Christian notions of causation and argumentation. If we deny Niketas his place within 
the Greco-Roman historiographical tradition, then we should also assume that he 
wrote within a vacuum of time and that he was completely uninfluenced by the great 
masters of antiquity, which he diligently cites and pays tribute to. The unresolved 
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conflict between ancient and Christian ideas is one of our own making. Niketas had 
no problem with the simultaneous function of God and Fate in human affairs. 
It is only fitting that the final remarks should be given to the author of the 
Historia, for it is to his remarkable endeavour that we owe our knowledge of past 
events. Writing in the aftermath of 1204, the disillusioned Niketas cries out: 'As the 
wretched author that I am, to be the keeper of such evils, I grace the written word 
with such misfortunes that befell my family and countrymen. For who could utterly 
bear to see such trophies erected by the enemy? In olden times, the victors in battle, 
thinking humanely and choosing not to maintain hatreds forever, erected trophies of 
wood and small stones so that they would be preserved only but a short while, for 
they were not memorials of friendship, but of the embers of hatred and the shedding 
of blood. Nowadays, the barbarians to whom we have been given over by God for 
chastisement have invented the razing of cities to the ground and total destruction as 
evidence of their victories. 2 Time may have subsequently erased all traces of the 
destruction and human suffering of those days, but these events are engrained in our 
memory by the pen of Niketas Choniates. 
2 Nik. Chon., pp. 634/86-635/95: ck 81)(TTI)XI)C ý'y(') (jj)-yypC[ýE'(; 11 OLOLC KCLKOtC ýT%lLEU%LTjV, 
OLOL(; E[IOtC TE KOLL TCOV ýVXCT(ýV 61)9TrpCtyý[ICtCTL TO'V X60, yov XCtPLCO[LCtL. TýC 'Yetp CIV KCtL Ti 
aXol-q Ucoc bTrEVE^YKEtV TOLCtDTCI 
OEW'ýIEVOC Tp6lTC[LCt 1TPOC T(ýV TroXEýdwv CtVE'YELP%LEVCt; OL 
ýiýV 'Yap TTdXCtL TC[tC [ICIXCILC KpaTODVTEC wa cl L 0--n 
divOp 'TrLVCt ýPOVODVTEC, Oý8 '0 'VctTct Tat ýL' 
I T-qpEtV 8OKL[LC1COVTE(;, 8LCt ýVXWV KGR PPCLXEWV X16WI) aVLO'TWV TC'( TpoTrCtLa, OTrw(; 6XL-YOV 
Xp6vov 8La[iEýLEV1jKOTCt ITC(PePXIITCIL, (k [1116E ýLXWC bTroýtvý[ICLTG O'VTCL, axx 'I "X6paC Kal EL 
, TpOXý(76wc al[idTWV ýýtm)pEv[lCtTa. VVVIL 6E lT6XEWV KaT(IGKC(ýCtL KCt'L TOV- TraVTOC dtýC(VLCTELC 
8E('Y[IaTa TýC VLKTI(; TrpO'C T6V PapPdpWV EýEýPlJTM, dl(; OEMEv Eic ýtOtUTL'y(OULV k&8WEOct. 
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APPENDIXI 
LIST OF INDIVIDUALS ENCOMPASSED IN THE REVISION OF THE 
HISTORL4 
NAME REVISED PASSAGES 
OFFICE/TITLE 
Alexios III Angelos 422/67-73,447/91-92,448/8-9,450/59- 














Andronikos I Komnenos 101/68-695103/9-189 259/37-38,260/49- 




Angelos Doukas John 374/84-955 498/16-22 
Sebastokrator 
Apotyras John 341/56-57 
Judge of the velum 
Aspietes Alexios 465/23-29 
Govemor of Serrai 
Bestralites 486/42-53 
Imperial bodyguard 
Branas Alexios 376/28-36,376/37-377/51 
Military commander 
Branas Theodore 451/70-75 
Military commander 
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NAME REVISED PASSAGES 
OFFICE/TITLE 
Chrysos Drobomir 487/61-759 507/42ff, 533/42-629 534/73- 
Vlach military commander 535/2 
Dadibrenos Theodore 274/13-14 
Commander of the Ravdophoroi 
Doukas Andronikos 292/80-81ý 293/83-88 
Doukas Andronikos 496/54-73 
Military commander 
Dositheos 404/94-1ý 405/14ff, 408/87-90,432/78- 
Patriarch of Constantinople 433/88 
(1189) 
Eirenikos Theodore 492/51-493/62 
Epi tou kanikleiou 
(Patriarch 1212/14-1215/16) 
Euphrosyne Kamatere 460/78-461/13,484/76-486/55,487/77- 
Empress (1195-1203) 489/465 519/44-520/69 
Frangopoulos Constantine 528/81-529/7 
Naval commander 
Hagiochristophorites Stephanos 274/13-14 
Logothetes tou dromou 
Henry VI 475/38-42,476/57-5% 480/54ff. 
Emperor of Germany 
(1190-97) 
Ionopolites John 461/26-28 
Parakoimomenos 
Isaakios II Angelos 373/74-78ý 404/94-1ý 404/7-139 406/37- 




Vlach military commander 







Logothetes ton sekreton 
Kamateros Basil 
Logothetes tou dromou 
Kaxnateros Basil 
Patriarch of Constantinople 
(1183-86) 
Kamateros John 
Logothetes tou dromou 
Kamateros John 
Epi tou kanikleiou, 














Protosebastos and protovestiarios 
Kornnenos Andronikos 
Governor of Thessaloniki 
Komnenos Doukas Michael 















224/34-35ý 225/44-459 229/68-695 
230/1-29 232/45-46,242/16-18,244/48- 












Commander of the Praetorian prison 













































NAME REVISED PASSAGES 
OFFICE/TITLE 
Roman 523/43-49 
Prince of Calicia 
Rurik 523/43-49 
Prince of Kiev 
Sgouros Gabriel 611/26-35 
Ruler of Nauplion 
Sgouros Leo 611/25ff. 
Archon of Argolidokorinthia 
Spyridonakes John 534/73-535/2 
Govemor of Smolena 
Steiriones John 482/8ff 
Naval commander 
Stephen I Nemanja 531/72-532/14 
Grand zupan of Serbia 
(1196-1227/28) 
Stryphnos Michael 482/24-25,491/19-24,541/41 
Megas dux 
Tatikios Constantine 423/14-17 
Sebastos 
Theodore I Laskaris 508/81-825 544/195 546/655 602/90ff, 
Emperor (1205-1222) 631/16ff, 635/7ff 
Tornikes Constantine 525/16-18 
Eparch, logothetes tou dromou 
Tripsychos Constantine 274/13-14 
Hetairiarches 
Vatatzes unidentified 486/42-55 
Military commander 
Vukan Nemanj a 532/10-14 
Stephen I Nemanja's brother 
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APPENDIX 11 
THE REVISION OF THE HISTORM I 
RMDF=b; VA=a; PW; LO 
1/1-3 Title: TOD XO'YOOETOI) T(ýV GEKPETCOV KCIL ETTL TWV KPLGECL)V, 'YEYOVOTO(; 6E 
Kal 4OPOI) KCLI KPLTOD TOD PIIXOV, 'YEVLKOD KCL\L ITPOKCAJýtEVOV TOD KOLT(ýVOC 
NL KnTa TOD XWVLaTOI) LGTOPLa apXqtEvq aTro Tý1; PCLO*LXELaC TOD PCt(7LVCL)(; 
KDP 'IwaVVOI) TOD Ko[ivqvof), TOD MOD TOD PaULX6WC KDP 'AXEýLOV TOD 
77\- 
Kqtv-qvoD: bXPOVLKTI 8LT'jyflGLC TOD X(OVELaTOU KVp NLKTITCX CIPXOýtEVTJ CHTO TTIC 
pa(7LXELa(; 'IwaVVOV TOD Ko[IVTIVOD KCXIL Xý'YOVCTa ýLEXPL Tý(; aXd)GEW'; Tý(; 
KWV(7TaVTLVOI)lTOXEWC: V 
Book 1: John 11 Konmenos (1118-1143) 
9/16-17 w' K%ta-Mpok -q' E'ITLKX-qGLC: om. b; 17-18 ýtEV TO' 8E 'IEVOC Ol')K 
7 
apLTrpETrll(; obb ETrLTrav EVTrc*)poi;: om. b; 19-22 KGLIL KCLTCL Ký801; GII)T(ý L 
CTINCLýOELC Uk ýUq T6V EKELVOU 91)'Y'YEVWV TrPOGTTXCXKELC: b TCK ETrCLPXLC((; 
I %týEITOTdTO KC[K TOý) TCIMYELV ýOPOIK TCXI)TCLL(; TAOý)TOV TLOC1LPC0'07(7CL)V POIN 
IIPCL(76fl KCLTOL Ký80(; PCKTL/\d (7VV(Xý"VCLL. Ol')KOf)V KCLIL 7POUTACKE'Lli; ýtLq T(ýV 
CLVTOý) avy-yEvc6v: VAP Gregory Kamateros, logothetes ton sekreton accumulates 
great wealth through the taxation of the provinces and weds one of John Komnenos' 
kinswomen. 
Books II-VIII: Manuel I Komnenos (1143-1180) 
54/70-74 Kal ... EýavfttaTCE om. APb Manuel Komnenos has an illicit sexual affair 
with one of his kinswomen and is disfigured as a result of the impropriety. 
1 In noting Niketas' work of revision I have followed van Dieten in keeping to the pages and lines of 
the main text (=a) and recording the variant readings, omissions and additions mainly of version b, but 
where significant, of other manuscripts as well. In the case of variant readings, I have often supplied 
both versions in order to show the differences between them. I have not, however, taken into 
consideration readings that display variations in vocabulary, style, grammatical structure, or 
insignificant alteration in meaning. The following list then indicates alterations and additions with 
regard to the content of the narration and does not in any way attempt to record the revisions in full. 
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56/33-380V'KOýV ... KCtTEGKETrTETO: om. Pb John Poutzes, pronotarios tou dromou and 
megas logariastes accumulates great wealth unlaWfUllY. 
57/53-58/82 a'XXOTE ... XPW'[IaGLV: om. APb Anecdote concerning 
the niggardly 
character of John Poutzes. 
60/37-38 dXX ' 601; KX11PCOTOtC OEpaTrOUGL: om. b Manuel Komnenos treats his 
ministers as slaves. 
60/39-40 'LVCL [1ý X6'YOL[IL Wk E'L(; TO\ TTCtXLPPOVV al')TTIV EOLCLUG[TO KGLL TOV 
I dva8ct(yýt o\v E'(7TLV O'TE Kal Eý Ck E8LKaLWGEV: orn. b Manuel Kornnenos 
instigates a harsh financial policy. 
72/82-84 C(Y TrCAaL ýLEV TCOýMLOLC V1TE'KELVTO, VVVIL 8E' C'1VdVTCLL PCLPOCXPOLC; KCt'L 
60PI)KTIITOL TrCIP GIVTCOV KCLPTrL(OVTCLL ýICIXGLKLq TrC[VTW(; KCtL OLKOVPLq TCOV TGI 
TCOýMLWV (Trpo\ TroXXuD OM. V) 6LElTOVT(, L)V TrPCPYýMTa: VAPWb The loss of 
Byzantine territories in the East. 
95/29 ETrEL 8E CYXE80V ('XITCLCYL 60KEt TO-L(; ýtE-YG[ 81)VaýLEVOLC TroACR KCIIL 
0-'%LEpov: b; ETrE\L 8E' #M TrOXXOIL: AW; ETrEIL 6E TUYL 80KEt T6V TFOACLL KG1\L 
G-qýtEPOV: A" PWI; 8oýdCcov 8'0 MCLVOVý'X OV'K El-r(XLVET6(;: V The belief of 
Manuel Komnenos in astrology. 
96/33-49 Týc ... dlgýCAELa: C'1ITC1KPLPOýTC(L T(ý 'A-yyEX(ý ý ýýo6o,,, -, (k LqEW OL T6V 
I C', / C, \ fI CIGTEPCOV WYCLOOL GXIj[ICLTL9ýtOL EVEOLOO(YCLV. OV8 O'XCO(; 8E 11 CKJ#IXEL01 TCOV 
\c it 1-ý(; C'tGTPOV%t0VýIEV-qC CT#t'LPC1(; KCtVOVCOV TCL PCOýLCLLWV WVTI(7E 1TPCPyýtCtTCL: 
Longer, more detailed and more critical exposition of Constantine Angelos' 
expedition to Sicily (1154) in VAP. 
103/9-18 ov'8Ev ... ýtaXLa-ra: om. 
b The attributes of Andronikos Komnenos arouse 
suspicion in Manuel Kornnenos. 
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104/29-36 KCLI ... (71)'YKCLTEKELTO: orn. Wb Andronikos Komnenos defends himself 
against the accusations of incest leveled against him by pointing to Manuel 
Komnenos' own incestuous affair. 
113/93-95 cxv0p(, ')lT(, )v... TrapEvEcyctXEi)E: om. Wb Reference to the malicious character 
of John Kamateros, logothetes tou dromou. 
114/29-115/40 I'jTTWV... KC(OELXKETO: orn. Wb Anecdotal infonnation concerning the 
character of John Karnateros, logothetes tou dromou. 
143/43-47 ITEPL&EtC OL 1TOXXO"L T(& KPGLTOI)VTWV KG["L KCtXI)IT01TTOL, KCLL XCLLPOI)GL 
I-Nf 11 8LaTrPCtTTOýLEVOL oaa: APWb 1TEPL8E'q'C C'MCK KPCLTCOV KCIL KCLXIM01TTOý KC(L 
XCRPEL 8LCtTrTP0[TTOýLEVO9 o(7a: V; 51-54 KGIV EILTJ TLC TO KDAOC WYCAý, LCITLW; 
17 71 Kal )V "YXC6TTGLV Wk O'PVL(; ý, LOI)U-q'YETIjC EUTO[IWTCLL, KaV TO' ý00(; Op(ýTO TTI 
EI)TpaTrEXO(;, OI')K Ed KOLOEI)8ELV TO'V ETr"L TOD GTE'ý01)t; 01')6 T' (I CL JPEý, LELV, XX 
ýYLVETGLL TOVT(ý TCL)V I)TTVWV E'YKOlTq, TýC TPI)ýýC aVOLTPOTrq, T1801rii; VýCLLPECTLC, 
ýPOVTL&OV v-rr60E9LC: om. Wb; 57-64 01')KOý)V KCLL (IVTLCTTPGLTEVOVTGLL TC( TTOXXG1 TTJ 
TrPOVOLq( KCR To OEUP I)1TEPOTrXOL YLVOVTC[L, TrOLVTCL CL'YaOOV EK TO X LOVO f) Tr E 
EKXOP8E OVTEC KCLL WC 01)ýUXT(X 9ý01'YLCICOVTEC, Wk E7XOLEV Eý T'ICTUXLac 
8trovOEv OUTOL cyTraOdV KCIIL Wk TrCXTPOOV KXjPOV KC16ýfl6IMCIOEIV ý, LOVWTCITOL T(I 
811ýtOCTLCX KG6L 60C (IV8PGLITO6OLC Xpd(YOOLL TOt(; EXEI)OEPOLC KCIL WC WVTITOL(; TOLi; 
C(ýLCL)TEPOLI; EMOTE C'LPXELV ITPOGýEPECTOCLL, KCLK(ý(; EL6OTE(; KCL\L TO\ ýPOVEtV I)TTO' 
TýC CeOI)(\7LCK C'OTj 'VOL KCL\L K(XKOPO'XW(; T(ýV Trp'TPLTGL XCLVOOIVOý, LEVOL: OM. 
. 
P%tE V0 
Wb This passage can be seen as a prelude to the discussion of the alleged conspiracy 
hatched by Alexios Axouch, the protostrator, against Manuel Komnenos. Niketas is 
critical of the abuse of power by rulers, but as we can see his harshest remarks are 
reserved for version a. 
144/72 ILGWC 8E KCL'*L TOý 1TPOCTOVTOC CIt')TO TrXOVTOV UTrOTUýWV E'ýEaLv: om. Wb 
77-83 'Wa. "EXXTIvEc: om. Wb In these references Niketas alleges that Manuel 
Komnenos may have coveted the wealth of the protostrator Alexios Axouch and that 
he induced certain of his men to falsely accuse Axouch of witchcraft. 
154/43-55 ObTW. -C'MOýaGEMV: om. b The megas doux, Andronikos Kontostephanos 
receives a letter from Manuel Komnenos (8 July, 1167) ordering him to put off the 
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military engagement with the Hungarians because the stars were not in a favourable 
position. Kontostephanos conceals the letter and ignores the emperor's command. 
168/79-169/87 ý8-q 
... 
8LGL80XOV: EK 8E 'YC([IWV T(& 8EVTEPCL)V TOý PCtGLXEWC TI 
TOý)& Trat&L -YELvaýtEvoi) c'xppEva OEO TE ýwval C'tTrE8L6OvTO XCtPLCTT4LOL KCtL 
wrrat; ýv EV KPOTOLC KCt"L Xappvatc: b The birth of Alexios 11 Komnenos (1169). 
The account of version a is longer and more detailed. 
203/75-206/47 8-rL.... PaaLXELa: om. Wb This section forms the longest addition made 
to the discussion of the reign of Manuel Komnenos. It begins with a defense of the 
foreign policy of Manuel Komnenos, but quickly turns to criticism. Among the 
charges leveled against the emperor are that he increased taxation and wasted the 
revenues of the state on useless endowments to monasteries and the Latin 
communities. Manuel's mistress, Theodora, along with the illegitimate children that 
she bore, as well as the emperor's relatives and close fiends received vast amounts 
from the public treasury. Moreover, the emperor depended heavily on eunuchs and 
foreign attendants, whom he appointed to the highest offices in the administration. 
Manuel chose to appoint foreign tax officials to the provinces in order to put an end 
to the corruption of the native Byzantine officials. Finally, Niketas tells us that 
Manuel constructed towers so as to strengthen the defenses of the city. 
206/50-52 OL ... 8LEGKEUCLKEL: om. Wb Manuel Komnenos decorated his palaces with 
gold mosaics depicting his struggles against the barbarians; 52-56 aXX&... -rrXELOVa: 
VAP He further erected splendid buildings along the Propontis where the emperors 
could spend the summer seasons. 
Book IX: Alexios 11 Komnenos (1180-1183) 
224/34-35 "V TOý) lTaL8O'C KC('L EE I)TrOlTOL-q(YCL E T-q PCLGLX'WC ýVqT'PC[ ýtvov: APWbTý 
TOV ITCM80C KCIL PCX(7LXEOY; ýLIJTPL ITXTIGLa(OVTO(;: V The relationship of Alexios 
Komnenos, protosebastos and protovestiarios, with the empress Maria-Xene. 
225/42-46 "8TI -yap 0*11 XdXO4; 
ýV KCt' 8LCLPP'8TjV KPCLV^YCR)(OVCTC[ 11 1L 11 W(; 
'AXEýLO(; Tý, ýUJTPL TOý) OWAXECOC ýVýtýVTOC ýLLKPOD KCt'L G' tTtTrvol)(; -YEVOýtEvol; 
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Kal KCIOEXEtV aI')TO'V Tý(; PaCTLXELCK EV V(ý TLOETaL, ECWTOV E7TLPIITOPCL 
TC(I)Tn(;, OECTOCLL GKETrTETCXL: b ý6-n -yap fttTj XdXOC 
ýV KCIL 8LCtPP ý611V TI qL -n 
111ITP TOý P(: t(7LX'WO; (71)'YY'VETC(L Kal KOLOEXEtV KPaV'YaI')(OVCTa (bi; 'AVýLog Tý ELL 
ýLEV TOýTOV i-Ig 6i)vaCTTE Lac EV V6 TLOETaL, EaI)TO'V 
6' E'ITLOTITOPa Tal)'T'Tl(;, 
CI WG1TEP Ka"L Tý(; TEKOVO--qC -YEVT'jCTE(7OaL (7KEITTErCtL: V The plans of the 
protosebastos Alexios to usurp the throne. 
XýV IT JO C"1 225/47 Kal OI')TW ýtEV TC[ KOITOI T-qV PCXCT'L'XELOV CLI') CL -11 OVTCL GV-YXV9ECL)C: 
b KCII OV'TW ýtEV TCJ KOLTa T-q'V PaCYLXELCLV CR)T-qV ITCLCrqC OVTa (TVYXVGEWC: 
VAPW Here Niketas conducts a significant alteration. In version b, affairs in the 
palace are in a state of turmoil, while in a, affairs during the reign of Alexios 11 are in 
such a state. 
229/68-69o 8E TTPCOTOCTEpaCTTO\C AXEýLOC T(ý 'L8'LW ýVCFLOVýtEVOC; KPCLTEL KCLL TI] 
I TrcLpa8i)va(Y-rELq Týc 8E(yTroLVIIC KCLTCLXPW[lEVOC 8LC1O*TOLCTLCL(OVTCtC 
CLXE Tc5v Eý 
OLLýWT09 EKELVCL) TrXELUTOI)(; KGLL ýLCALGO O'TL TIJV T(& O'XCL)V 6LOLK11CYLV EC 
f *1 J E(IVTOv EPUICETO: bo 8E TrPWTOCTEPCI(YTO'(; 'AVýLOC EKTTGL'YXWC EýMLVETO, TO 
L&W TrUYI)VOC KpaTEL Kal Tý TrC(PCL8VVaCTTELCI TýC 6EUTrOLVTIC KCMIXPCO[IEVOC, 
COGTrEp KCLL 0 TrOXVI TrOXX(IKLC EK6116OKWC ýapýMKCI 8POLKCOV KOINL 'YEVOýtEVO(; 
8V(YCLVTLPXETrTOC: VAPW Niketas takes a harsher stance towards Alexios the 
ptotosebastos in the revision. 
232/45-46 KGLTOXL(YOC(LVELV E'U; TTPGLýELC OEýUTCK: b KGLTOXL(70CILVELV E'L(; 
TrpdýLV C'IOE[ILTOV KC(L TO ^YEVO(; 01 EVTEDOEV ETrLOOXOi)V: VA clear allusion to the 
sexual affair between Maria-Xene and Alexios Komnenos is found in V. 
242/16-18 Ol')KODV: Wb 0'[K(, OV Ol)V 0 (YKOXLO'C 0 I 'ýL(; T(ýV EXLýEWV dTrO(7Td(; KCIIL 
T6v Lov 0[1')OL(; KCLTEcrTrCLK(, ')(;, O'V 0 EýLIJýLEKEVCLL KCITCL TOý WYLOV ITP011TOL[IG[KEL: 
VAP'9 Once again Niketas uses harsh words against Alexios the protosebastos. 
244/48-59 dX\d: Wb KCI'LTOL ... I)TrovwOpoc: VAPmg Niketas attacks the character of 
Alexios the protosebastos, accussing him of effeminacy, weakness, deceitfulness, and 
so on. 
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249/87TrOXVC TO' 'YEVOC KCL'L 7q"V TI)XIIV VTrEPCII)XOC: APNVbOPCVJ1'),; KCLIL Gll')OCL6TjC 
KCLI XLCLV v-rrE pavXoc: V Two different descriptions of Alexios the protosebastos. 
250/10-14 ELXE ýtEV ObV TOIC XELPCLC ELC 1TCLPOITCtýLV L K(XVCLC KCIL TOV(; 
8(XKTI)XOI)C 1TPO\C 1TOXEýIOV E6E8L6GLKTO* YGWC 6 GIV KC1\L ITXELOVL ITOXEýwv 
TmPOKTKEVý Kal OPýLj 0' 11 ýVTEPCt XpTjcTqLEvoc T(ý TE 'Av6pOVL'KCL) TTIV EC TTIP 
6XLV 1TCLP060V dTTETEIXL(YE KI kR)T6V c'tTrE'LPCXTOV &E#XCLýE TOý 4ECTT6TOC Tro Ct L CIL E 
I KCWOý: b ELXE 6 GLV, El TCK X6pCK Trp0\C 1MPCITCtýW (51TXUYTO KC(\L TO1\)C 
80[KTI)XOI)(; Trp ok TroXEýLOV E8E8'L6(lKTO KCL\L ýU\j 
ýV ýIGAOCXO'C CtLXý, L1jT1j(; K(X\L 
pa-rTCXXO(; KCdL TIC T)ýtEPCK P'E'YKWV TO\ VITEP-q'ýUGV T(ý TE 'Av8POVLK(ý ... :V The 
reaction of Alexios the protosebastos to the rebellion of Andronikos Kornnenos. 
259/37-38 f ýicp(ýv 8E TLVWV 8LGAELTMIXRýV Eý CIVOpW'TrWV 'YLVETGIL 11 TOU TI 
PCL9LVW(; MCLVOVýX 01)'YCLTTIP MG[PLG[ -q' KCLL(7C(PL(7(7a ýCtpýMKý0 6Laft(PEUTa, 
T18ETO ELvaL ... :b o' 8' 
al')TO(; ýapýWIKO\9; ('5V O'XOO')TaTO(; EXEXýOEL 1TPOTEPOV, 
-I ýVLKCL TvpavVELV ETrEPCXXETO* ýýLEP(ýV 6E TLVWV 8LCAELTrOV(YW-V T')8ETO Trapa 
I 1TCLCYL Kal OavaCTLýWIX KEPOLVVI)ELV ETrLCFTCLO*OaL KIALKCIC Ka\L TIC 0'XE0PLa(; 
TaVTTJC EC qC8OV KaTCVYUYýC ITP(, 0'7V TrELpa"VaL TTIV KCtLadpL(j7(7av MapLav 
TTIV OV'YCLTEPOL TOD PCLGLXECOiý MCtVO ýX 
... : VAPW The murder of Manuel vq 
Komnenos' daughter, Maria the kaisarissa by Andronikos I Komnenos related in 
version a. 
260/49-50 KaTrL TOUT(p MPOýOVOC EOPIAXEtTO Trapa TraVTCOV'Av8pOVLKOC: om. b 
Andronikos murders the ceasar Renier of Montferrat. 
262/1-6 -q".. '. Av8pOVLKOV: om. b Andronikos I Komnenos appoints his supporter, Basil 
Kamateros as patriach of Constantinople. 
272/67-69 ýv ... 
CXTPL07TOL: om. b Niketas, discusses the savageness of Andronikos 
Komnenos; 78-79 6'v ... TrcLpElTqtýEv: om. b Forward reference to the murder of 
Alexios Il Komnenos. 
273/85-89 ýv... 'YCtCTTPO'(;: om. Wb Anecdote ridiculing Andronikos' old age; 90-91 
a q(TaC T L 
PLa C avcL-YOPEI) 7 ETEPCt TPETTEL TOV voýv: b ftcyct(; 1) E 'ý L '' KC(VCtt(; 
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TjýtEPGLC TCL CLVCX'YOPEI)7pLCI E'ý ' E'TEPCI TPETrEL TO\V VOýV TrCLPG[V%ILC[C 'YEý10VTct 
el Ep-yct: VA On the unlawfull deeds of Andronikos. 
273/93-94 EKIT06C'L)V 'YCLP OEGOCXL TOV PC[O'LVCI POVX-qOE'LC 'AXEELOV 17q'V ýLXLOV 
'XLV CTVVGPYE L PE L TqV EKELV(ý KC[L 7TCX CtPOPOLCEL ITVVKCI (KCIL TTIV ETOLLPE'LaV 
(7VVOp-yLCXCOVUaV Ta ýVq O'GLa om. b) bVAPW Andronikos gathers together his 
partisans to vote for a resolution to dispose of Alexios 11; 4-7TC[ý)TO[ 8T) TOL XOEC TE 
KCIL TrPCOTIV ETrI TroXvavOpd')1T(, L)v at)vEXEvcTEcov iTpapaXXoýlEvCX: b TCLýTCL 
8'q\ TC\X 
X00; TE KCLL TrPWTIV XCtPVY-YL(%, LEVGL KCIL TOtC E'PCOTCOM TTIV CtLTLC(V TWV 
-ILV%LEVWV EL(; ctTroXo-YLCXV 1TPOKELý, LEVCI, EL TLC TEW(; TrCLPOLKCL)V GtTEXVCO(; EV 
X%LTrPOT(XT'O TrOXEL TUD KWVCFTGLVTLVOI) OI')K --q'V E'L&Olr; M 'YLV%LEVC1 K(IL TOP 
XO'YOV O'XWC i'JVOIIKW'(; 8L ' 6V ETTEPaLVOVTO: V The publication of the decision to TI 
depose Alexios H. 
274/12-14 KCLI VVKTOC E'TrELG1TEaOVTC0V CRMP TLV(&: b KCLL VI)KTO'C 
I ETrELCTITEG VTCOV GL')TC 'AYLOXPLUTOýOp"Toi) XTEýJVOV, TOD TPLý' 010 TOD La VXOV 
KWV07TCtVTLVOV KGLI TLVOC Aa8LPpTjvof) E)Eo8CL')pou: VAPW Niketas gives us the 
names of the murderers of Alexios 11 in version a. 
274/25-29 TýC ... XC(PTOVXdPLOC: om. 
b John Kamateros, epi tou kanikleiou and 
Theodore Choumnos, the chartoularios dispose of the body of the young emperor. 
Books X-XI: Andronikos I Komnenos (1183-1185) 
1 276/20-24 PaCTLXEVO-al; 8 AV8pOVLKO(; GLLTdTGLL TO"V TrCITPLapX-qv Ba(YLXELOV KCLIL 
-T-Ij IV TOTE (71)VO60V 
... :b ETTIAL 
8E TOUTOLI; 8EVTEPCLV C(IT6TOLL XaPLV 'Av6pOVLKOC 
NI TOV T6V GR')TOý) OEXýCTEWV 1TX11PWTqNV TraTPLCLPXIIV, TOv Kalia7poV XE-YCL) 
BwAXELOV, K(II Tq'V TOTE (7vvo8ov....: VA Andronikos requests to be released from 
the oaths he had sworn to Mauel Komnenos and his son Alexios. 
292/69-71 TCLU'TOV ... E'YXPLlTTOVULV: orn. Wb Niketas uses harsh language against 
Andronikos. 
292/80-81 o 8E AOVKGLC' Av8po'VLKO(;: bo 8c' f AOI)KC[i; 'Av8pOVLKO(; KaTC(ITI)'YCL)V it WV 
KCR 'YXOt6C KCt'L TTI v C'(Va'L6ELCLV ETrL ,I TOý TrPOcycL')TrOl) 1T POPE PXTJ [IE vo(;: VA 
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Reference to the malicious character of Andronikos Doukas, a supporter of 
Andronikos. 




'6EL: om. b This is the longest addition to the 
discussion of the reign of Andronikos Komnenos in the a-text. Niketas begins by 
telling us that the emperor had prepared a fleet in order to repulse the Norman 
invasion (1185). Thereafter he relaxed his efforts, deeming that his preparations were 
sufficient. When Thessaloniki fell, Andronikos imprisoned the relatives of its 
governor, David Komnenos and delivered a public address to ease the fears of the 
citizenry. While the Normans advanced dangerously through Byzantine territory, 
Andronikos did nothing to impede their way, but instead indulged in carefree living 
with his courtesans. Niketas further informs us that the emperor was escorted at all 
times by foreign units who did not speak Greek and that at night a fierce dog guarded 
the doors of his bedchamber. In the final scene, Andronikos ridicules the stupidity of 
the Constantinopolitans, who are always eager to flatter and pay court to their 
sovereigns. 
33l/9lffE'-ypctýE 8E KCL"L 1TPOC TLVCK T6V Tok 8-qýtocnct EVEPYOI)VTWV EITUYTOXýv 
71 r? EXOVCTCL'V OVTWC. (XXIIOLVE TOD ý0)801)C TrPCOTCLY'YEXE, CTI') G(UVVETE ýIOL XVVECTLE, 
91) 'YCLDPE FCLppd KC1'*L (7v cxyopcffE AaXcLvd 'q"KOI)CTTCLL Tý L, Ct PCIGLXE'CL ý101) '&KEtV 
VýLdC T& TroWL, KOLIL 'q" TO' C'18LKEtV ECLGC[TE T'l TO (IV* TO" YCLP G&K6V VýLa(; 
KOLL CIV Ot')TE T(ý OE6 G'[PEUTOV EGTLV Ot')T' EýW'L T(ý) 8OVXW CR')TC-0 G'1VEKTOV: 
LLLL 
Paraphrase/Theodore Skoutariotes. Andronikos sends letters to the rebellious 
Prouseans offering them amnesty for their crimes if they open the gates of the city to 
him and arrest the rebels Theodore Angelos, Lachanas and Synesios. 
335/20-21 t)TrcL-yopEI)OVTO(; TOV TrPWTCL(TqKPTjTLC, d[týmovovýtEVOI) TOý) ETr"L T(ýV 
8EllGEWV, TOD 8E TTPWVOT(XPLOI) TOU 8PO[IOI) TaLi; ýCOVCdC Cl cl 'XaX'COVTOC: bVAPW 
TrPWTC((TnKpllTLC ýV 0 2: KVXXLT(1jC fE(I')P'yLo(;, 0 ETrL T(ýV 8EIj(JEWV 0 
1 TICLTPIIVO'i; KWVGTCZVTIVOi; KCIIL 0 TTPWVOTCtPLO(; o'AXTroUXELP MLXaT'IX, 0 Trp(. L)Tlv 
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KPL'M(; TOf) OTIXov: A'9 Pmg The names of certain influential supporters of 
Andronikos are given in marginal notes in mss. AP. 
338/3-339/9 EVCPYETCIL iTctpa TCL)V O'LKEL(. L)V ELC TIOV TC0V ECTOýLEVWV 1TPO'YV(. L)(7LV 
8L 
EP'YCRYiL'CL(; dlTOTPOITCt'LOV, K(I'L'lTEP TCLtC TOLCffCT6E 1TPOEUL [1116' Oxwc TTPO'TEPOV 
1TP007E'XWV TO\V VOý)V, CDA ' W(; a0E[ATOVIC dlTOTPE70ýLEVOC: Wb K(X\L 7q\V aTr \0 
TOý OELOV 8E VýOPWýIEVO! 3 E'yKaTaXELýW ... 1TPOk TI)V 
8LC\t 0WITELCIC EILTE KC(\L 
>v 
q KCIOCL KC('L 
OEPGLTrELCIC T(ýV EVCL'Y(i)V 6CLLýlOVWV TrPO'YVWCTLV TWV ýLE \OVTWV bpýid 
0 7T(XXCLLO\C EKEtVO(; XCLOIJA E'L(; TCL E'Y'yCtCTTPLýtV0O1K V'CTTEPOV EPXEýEV, 
E8LWKE 1TPOTEPOV TO OdOV ECLUTO LXEOVýLEVOC: VAP Andronikos tums to the 
prognostigation of the future. 
339/20-22 EKKXLVWV... EKýOpa: orn. Wb Andronikos refuses to take part in the 
prognostication rites for fear of exposure. 
354/47ff KCII 6LKOIC G1VG'1PGLOV bTrE 'CTXEC Kap(: t CIVO ' (j*7), v C"[WPOV E'ýE'TLXaC TO'V 
9'rCLXI)V TO'V 'AXEýLOV TO'V 'JXI)Kl')V ýtELPCIKLOWOV 'Av8pOVLKE, ýEt), TO"V 
PCLCYLXELOV TOKOV / O'V XWYOVEC 'YTIC Týt; OCLCTLXL80C . "EVTI(; 
/ VTTG(VE6WKEV Wk 
C(PLCYTW 'YlIITOVW / TCO PCtCTLX6 MCIVO "X KC('L ýI)TouTrop(jo, / 0'0*TLC E'XCIXEV EV 
I 
Vfl 
PaCYLXEVCYL KX60(;: add. V Lamentation in verse on the murder of Alexios 11. 
Books XII-XIV: Isaakios 11 Angelos (1185-1195) 
373/74-78 ýaGKWV ... OEOTpo-na: om. Wb Isaakios Angelos prematurely boasts of his 
victory over the Vlacho-Bulgarians. 
374/79-84 ol 6E 1TEPIL TO"V 'Au&V EC TI'IV MVGLaV (XIAC ETTCLVýXOOV ýtETC( 
XKVO(&: b ol 8E TTEPIL TO'V 'Aackv PCIPPCIPOL TO'V "lo--rpov 6LCLpCLVTE(; KC['L TOtc 
EKI)OCILI; CTVýtýLLýCIVTEC 1TXEU7TOV EKdOEV (71)ýtýWXLKOV, KCXO(J'JC ýPOý)VTO, 
(YTPCLTOXOYý9(IVTEC TTIV TrCXTpL6GL MVGLC[V EITCtVTIKOV. KC[L CTECTC(PWýtEVTjV 
CLTEXV(ýC EI)POVTE(; Ctl')Tl\IV KCL\L TCOJICCIKOý KEKEVWýtEV11V UTPCLTEVýMTOC ýtETC[ 
K%tTrOU ETrELGEýpIjG(IV ýtEILCOVOC dI(X XEYECOV(XC 1TVEt)[ICtTWV 7V EK IKIA& 
ElTa-yoýtEVOL (YI)VapgLV: VAPW The followers of the Vlacho-Bulgarian rebel leader 
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Asan enlist a large number of Cuman auxiliaries and arrive at Mysia. The condition 
of the province is described in VAPW. 
N 
374/84-95 O'OEV ... 
PGtCTLXdCtV: 01')KOýV Ol')6 YyYoiTr(-L)V, E'L TflV EC[VTC3V E'XOI)GL 
I-r CT("CELV, CXXXCt KCIIL KOtTCNL ' PCOýLCLLWV ETM'ECFCLV. E'ýEVTLV OlVV KCtT I Ctl)TWV 0 
CYEOCLGTOKPCLTWP 'IWCLVVIIC 0 AOINCK KCR TTIV CTTPCtTLCIV EITCLLVETUK 
6LCXKVPEPV'q'(YCLC KGOL TOIX TroXqUOVO; Ol') PPOIXECt XI)MICYCK TO\V CJTPCLTTI'YOV 
I aTro(w'VVI)TC[L vTroPXETro[IEVOC PCX(YLXELdv: b Abridged account of the campaign of 
the sebastokrator John Doukas against the Vlacho-Bulgarians (1186) in VAPW. 
374/1-376/26 8LCt8EXETCLL... E'Xov-rCtL: 8LCL8EXETC[L 8E TTIV I'j'YEýLOVL'CLV 0' KCL'L(YCLP 
'I wavv-qc o KC1VTC1KOV(IjVk, 'YC(jlPP\C "V TOý PC((YLX'(. L)C 'Tr' 'V'p 6' 00wEE Cl Ct 11 
71 'eLOO'CLTOC T\ E1809 KGII 1TXOI)T6V 'ýMELP'C(V T6V TCLKTLK6V, T"TE 6\ OVTOC Ct E0LEL0E 
01) KCACOC TO\V K(ITa BXdX(jjv 8LECTTPGLTTIYTI(7E 'rroXqtov: APWb Abridged account 
of the campaign of John Kantakouzenos against the Vlacho-Bulgarians. 
376/27-377/51 KCOL ... TPOTT(O'GOIGOM: O'OEV 8LCX6EXETCLL TqV -0-YEý10MCW o Bpctvd(; 
'AVýLOC. 6 8E' Kal TMACIL ýtEV Ev-q'8pEl)E Tý L, T) VL' K Ct TOV KCLTC'L 
AGITLVWV E9TPG1T*YEL 1TOXE[LOV, 6)'9TE KCOL VINT(Op TO' TOý ýIE'YLGTOV TEýtEVOIK TI 
C(8VTOV E'LGLCL)V aVCt(YELELV ITPO'k (7TCt(7LV E1TELpdTO TO"V o'XXov: APWb Condensed 
account of the first rebellion of Alexios Branas in 1185. 
404/94-1 TCLý)TCL 8E 'YPCLýWV ýV EV T(ý 80ý01(ELV ITCLP' ECR)T(ý TLVC3V UýflyflUECTL 
ýOVOINT(W ýMXXOV aTrO 'YaCTTPOC flITEP ITPOEL80TWV TG\1 ýLEXXOVTCL: Pb OI')K OL801 
TLVWV EL0-q'jO1)[IEVC0V EITLCTýGLX(ýC ýtEVTOL KGLIL TOt(; EI')(7EPOf)CTLV OI')X dpýLO&COC: 
W TCLDTCL 6E\ 'YP()*0V ýV EV To 80ýCLCELV TUP' ECLUTO KCIOC(ITEP &ITO' TPLIT080C 
TOý TOTE TrGLTPLOLPXOI) AOCTLOEOI), TrEPIL OU EPOýýLEV Ta E'LKOTCX ýtETa PpaXv: VA 
Isaakios Angelos is lead to believe that the German Emperor Frederick Barbarossa 
plans to attack Constantinople. The name of his advisor in this matter is only supplied 
in VA. 
404/7-13 Kal ... Xcyo[iEva: om. 
b Isaakios Angelos boasts of an imminent triumph 
against the German crusaders. 
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ZTOl)6LOl) ýIOVý ,v" 405/14-16 ýv 8E TLC AO(YLOEOC 'V Tý T(ýV TTJ CtGKTICTLV E 
'XKELV To EV'YETO: bo 8E AOGLOEOC OVTOC ýLETLWV, EK BEVETLKWV TEVOC 8' E 
ýV EV Tý TOý 2: TOV8LOV LEpd ýICW6PCt 7q'V C'L(YKllgLV ýLETLCOV, EK 
BEVETLKCL)V 8 
E DXELV TO 'YEVOC KG[I Tr(ITPO'C TOIENOýta BLTLKXLVOV -YEVOVEVOLL EV^YETO: V 
Information on the future patriarch Dositheos. 
1 405/19-20 KaTaXI)(TGLVTOC ... aVCtPITdCETC1L: 
KCtIL TrC[TPLCLPX-qo!; IE PO(Yoxvýtwv 
TrPOVPEPX11TO KaTCIXýMVTOC ýV (WiV TOý TO'V OPOVOV T(ýV'IEPOGOXVýtwV TOTE TTI TI 
MOC KC('L CL Tfl 8LETrOVToc AEOVTLOV, CAPOI; XGLPLEVTOC TO" q 8LCIPOý TOU T-q'V PE 'V: TI 
Pb Dositheos becomes patriarch of Jerusalem after the death of Leontios. 
406/37-38 C'LXXG'L KCt'L' TO'V T01TOV 8LCRYOIýýGGICFa, KCXO ' O'V TT*jV O'LKTI(YLV E'XaXEV: 
om. b The Theotokos appears to Isaakios Angelos in a dream and shows him the 
W dwelling where the future Patriach Leontios (Theotokites) lives; 38-40 CAX' ouiToj 
EVLCXIJTo(; Eý'LKETO, KaL KGLTCtCTTPEýETGtL K(X\L OVTOC TOV- TrCLTPLCXPXLKOI) 
VýU')[IaTOC: Pb dXX OI')ITW EVLCLI)TO\C EýLKETO, KCtL KCITCICTTPEýEL KC6L T O\V 
E)EOTOKLTIIV TOVTOVL TOU ITCLTPLaPXLKOI) 1) COýMTOC EV Ol')6EV\L OEýtEVO(; XO'N 
0(7a ETrI KOLVOf) 9VXX6'YOV 8LELXEKTaL: VAW Leontios (Theotokites) is ousted from 
the patriarchal throne. 
408/87-90 TOTE ... CLV'TOKPCLTOpa: om. Wb Patriach Dositheos tums to the 
prognostication of future events and dream interpretation. Isaakios becomes heavily 
dependent on him. 
INf 422/66-73 auv ... 
VITOITTfl(YCTOVTOC: GVV ETEPOK 8E KOLL 0 TOD di&Xýok 'AVýLOC 
\ ff 'ýELCTLV, Ok KCLL VGTEPOV EpGVYLXEV9EV. CAX E'TL T6V TTPCL'Y[IaT(, L)V OV'TCLK 
OVTWV IjWPTjýtEVC0V KGLL TOD ýtEV GIEIL qtTrXCITVVO[IEVOV TE KCL\L KPCLTVV%IEVOV, 
TOD 8E aEpaCTTOKPCXTOPOC ITEPL cyvXXon\v qmovovýtEvoi) 9TPC[TEVýIaTO(;: b auv 
ETE'POLC & K(IL 0 TOD C'&XýO\i; 'AXE'eLO(; E"eELCYLV, 0(; KC1\L V" CTTE POV 
Ep0LG[XEVCTEV. TrXýv KG[\L 0 VTOC K(IT 01'&ýUGLV [ICLX'qV (YI)VElTXC'LKTI T(ý 'AXEeap, 
W' ITXEUTTOV CLTrOCTKflVOI'4EVO(; EL00 'lTL(TI)V'CY7 ýt'VOV T\ X61TOV 7 
TTG[POLKIL(li;, 60TTOUOV 'YE EKEýMý IlTil TrPOCTEXWPTI(7E, KCLL CTUVELXE TO\ 8LC[PPEOV KC[L 
ýLETCtpCttVOV E'L(; TO\V aVCLPEPLWKOTCL TODTOV'AXEeLOV. 01XX' E'TL T6V lTpayýLCITCOV 
O1')'TCLK O"V TWV 1'WPTjýLEVWV KCt\L TOU ýtEV CIC L EýtTrXC(TVVO[IEVOV TE KC(\L 
'TOPO(; TroýE ' KPCXTVV%tE'VOV, TOD 6E (JEP(Y(YTOKPC( 1) V'YOVTO(; KC(\L C['y6Va TO\V 
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filture EVw'TrLOV MoTrTTjGGOVTOi;: VAW Campaign of the sebastokrator Alexios (the 
Alexios III) against a Pseudo-Alexios in the cities along the Maender (1193). 
I/ 423/8-20 KaV ... 
ýWTOC: om. b Isaakios Komnenos, a nephew of Andronikos I 
instigates a rebellion against Isaakios Angelos, but is captured and tortured to death. 
Constantine Tatikios and another scion of the Komnenian family rebel but are 
captured and blinded. 
425/57-68 Ev ... TOVTOV: orn. 
b Additional information on the conspiracy of 
Andronikos Kornnenos, governor of Thessaloniki against Isaakios Angelos. 
427/25-41 Oavýtdum ... ETTEXE-yEv: om. b Emperor Manuel's illegitimate son Alexios, 
alleged accomplice in the conspiracy of Andronikos Komnenos (governor of 
Thessaloniki), is tonsured a monk on a monastery on Mount Papykios and suffers 
because of the sins commited by his father. Three months later he is recalled by 
Isaakios Angelos. 
428/51-62 b ... ITPOEOETO: orn. b The son of the governor of Thessaloniki, Andronikos 
Konmenos, attempts to seize the throne in the manner that Isaakios had in 1185, but is 
captured and blinded. 
432/78-433/88 WyETo ... 1TaPa6L8Oi)(TCLV: om. b Isaakios is persuaded by Patriarch 
Dositheos that he is destined to acquire absolute power and rule over all nations. 
436/89-437/15TO(YOf)TOV ... aVTL1'rCLXOI)C: om. b The Vlacho-Bulgarian rebels rejoice in 
their continual victories over the Byzantines. They mock Isaakios and predict that as 
long as the Angelos dynasty is in power they will prevail. They continue their 
advance on Byzantine territory, attacking Philippopolis, besieging Sardica and 
assaulting Andrianople. 
440/81-85K(I'L ... dTrO0PGLTTOVUGI: OMEv 0'11TctPaL7TOV (ýETO O'PYGLOOV KCIL C[CFTrc[(YLOV, 
OCTG( KGLIL TO TMýt OTCtVOV TOU (ITPOI), ELTrELV 6E KGLIL TPLTrO01JTOV C'O(; TO TOU P, 
TlEp6(ov ýLap'yCtPOV TrCLPCX T(ý& To POIGLXEt (31)XXEXO'YL(7TO: bKa\L -qV POýtpl)XL Ok 
1 71 CLTEXV(b; EILTE KWVCOý Ct')TLOV TrEPLPOýtp6V XEOVTOC TI ýIVPj-LTjKCtVOpcoTro(; 
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ý1EXCL'yXPOOC T6 TýC 'yl(; [J-E'YL(7TOV ayXOC 8LC(KVPEPV(ýV EVýCIVTCI T1 ýVl PLVOOC 
NI\c XEITTTI CtTrO PLV6C EýEVOUCYCL K%tljXOV, E'LlM 8 &V TL Ol')K CIKO[IýWC Kal 
1TC[XdCL Kl)ýEXII ITEPIL TýC PC(CTLXLKýC CKOýC E'VCTK1j'ýCLCTCX E'AL^YýICL KGOL T(ýV 
c/ ETEPWOEV EnXOVýtEVWV TýV E'L(7pO-nNV wrroýp=ovcya: VAP Information on 
Constantine Mesopotamites, epi tou kanikeiou under Isaakios Angelos. 
440/85-441/9 ý ... 8LETETPaVWTO: om. b Additional negative comments on Constantine TI 
Mesopotarnites. 
441/18-442/32 XCLLPWV ... ETrWTrTCLVETO: om. b Isaakios fills the palace with mimes, 
minstrels and concubines and hosts scandalous dinner parties. He spends most of his 
time relaxing in the countryside and rarely makes an appearance in the capital. 
442/38-47 Trpo0cýtEvo(; ... OVTOCTL: om. b Isaakios constructs a tower to strengthen the 
defences of Blachernai, but demolishes churches in the eastern district of the city as 
well as the building of the genikon and the house of Mangana. 
443/59-444/10 aWL-6ýk%ta: om. b This is the longest and most damaging addition 
made to the discussion of the reign of Isaakios Angelos. Niketas begins by telling us 
that the emperor stripped the sacred furniture and holy vessels from the renowned 
church of Nea in the Great Palace, which he then kept for his private use. He further 
removed adornments from holy crosses and subsequently used them to make 
necklaces and collars. As a result, Niketas charges him with the grave offence of 
sacrilege. The emperor adulterated the silver and issued debased coinage. He also 
increased taxation and squandered the public revenues on profligate living. Public 
offices were regularly put up for sale, and only on occasion did Isaakios appoint 
uncorrupted tax officials to the provinces. 
447/91-92 OL 8E 'YE TOUTOV TTI(; CLPX11(; CIVCITPEý0VTEC E'YTIK 70VTEC 
IIII It 1TCLPEPXEITOVTO: bo 6E TOt)TOV TT-IC CIPXTIC CXVGLTPEýWV E'Y'YI)C COV KCtL (YI)VECTTCOC 
-rraPaPXETrETO: VAPW Isaakios does not suspect any of those close to him of 
conspiring against him. In the final version, Niketas refers to Alexios only. 
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N 
ýLXLCTCL' KLOL : bE'L KCLL CL 448/8-9 KG['L WC TrXCLOVEI; CLCTL ýLXCAEýLOL ýtdXXov IJITEP 
1TGLPCtTrET(X(7ýLCtTL ýLMLCLC aV'IKCLXVlTTWV X6XTIOE T6V JILUCL6EXýOV: VA Isaakios 
dismisses the wamings about the conspirator/s. 
450/59-61 T6V 8E Eb 'IE'YOVOTWV CTVXVO IL7 (IKOýIL(7TLG( TOU KPCLTOUVTOC 
81)(IXEPGLLVELV ITXGLTT%IEVOL KCLL T(ý ýtlj KCLTCL TOV ELK6-ra XO'YOV TC1 KOLVCL 
8LOLKdG0CLL TrpCPYýLCXTCL (KCL\L ... TrpCPY[MT(X: ELTrEtv 
8E KCIL TCK ýtETOLPOX&(; TC3V 
TrPOPYýUXTWV KGLTCt TrOXI) Gt)ýtPCAqtEVCLC CU')TO6; E(; XpilýtaTLa[16V 
KaTavo-qcTaVTEc APW), TOTE TC\x I')Tro8E81)KOTCt Tý ýVxj KCX\L IMOOCIXTMýtEVa 
TOý) U MOUC dva[ITjPVOVTEC Ek 4)Ck TrPOT'IVE'JKGLV: APWb b 8' d8EXýok iTdXaL TTI 
I- EVE8PEI')WV Tý LL 1) qtEVC( PG1CTLXE"GL, TOTE TOL t)TrO8E8l)KoTa T1] qJVXj KGLI ITOOGAIT 
TOý (7 60ovc dVGLýLTjPV(x)V E'Li; 4)Ck TTPOýVCYKE: V The conspiracy against Isaakios 7 T) 
Angelos is prepared; in version b by a group of disgruntled nobles, in a by Alexios 
Angelos. 
450/64-67 o 8E ETrLCYTTECTOaL OL aTTELTrOLTO, Trp6c GXCLCYLV ýXEPO\(; ETOLýtGLGO! VCXL 
GKIJý%tEVOC;: bo 8E' TO\ 1TP61C TO\ EV XEP(7\LV E'P'YOV ETOLýMCT%IEVO(; ETrLGITEGOCLL 
OL CMTEL1TGLTO, TrPOC UXCICTLV ýXEPO\C ETOLýMCTOýVCIL X6, ywv, ýICIXCWLGýW\V 
fJ IMOKPLVaýLEvo(; mi)ýIGLTOC: VAPW Alexios declines Isaakios' offer to join him in the 
chase. 
450/67-75 OL 6E TOý CTKEýtýLCXTOC KOLVWVOi)VTEC T(ý 'AXEýLW XOLý101 KOCLI KI)POL 
11 if KCtL EVPLTrOL KCIL (YKTIVTII; ^YEýWVTE3 GIVOPWlTOL JOEL UTC18LOI)C TpEt(; TO\V 
PCLULXECL ITPCkOVTCt L80VTE(; CrI)VCLPTTGLCOVCTLV ELPWVMýC TO\V 'AVýLOV Kct\L E'L(; 
TIOV PCt(YLXELOV CTKIJ \V TOf)TOV E'Lud'YOVOI KCIL CLVaYOPEOI)CYLV CR)TOKPCLTOPCt: b VTI 
OI')TWC 0, ýtE\v 'ýEUYL KGLIL ýL`VOC KCt\L E E'XET(IL, 0 8E COGEL KGM E0 TýC TrPOKELýt'WIC 
GTCL6LOV(; TPEO; TO\V 0'16EXýO\V KC(\L PCOLVC1 ITPOCOVTOI L8W\V TIC GKIJVýC [IETa 
\ cl I-I T(& TrEXaC KCt\L ýLXWV, Cb; TrETrOXLTEVTO K(XL OL (71)V8L(, O'KOI)V CLVT(ý TC( KC(T 
E 'ýECTLV, 1 -3 IF TIJV PCL(7LXELOV EILGELCTL KOITCLYWyflV. Ij(7C(V 8 OUTOL b Bpavdc 
&08copoc, 6 TlcAaLoXOyoC FEcb'P'YLOCj o TTETPGALýG[C 'ICOCtVVTIC, 0' PCLOI\)X 
KCOVO*TaVTtVO(;, o KCLVTOXOVCTjVO'(; MGLVOVýX KGLIL Gt)XVO\L E'TEPOL ... : VAPW 
Alexios is proclaimed emperor. The names of his co-conspirators are given in 
VAPW. 
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452/95 -rrapa TTCLVTEI)TEVOU TLVO(;: om. b Isaakios Angelos is apprehended by a 
certain Pantevgenos. 
Books XV-X-VI: Alexios III Angelos (1195-1203) 
453/3-454/21 KCtL ... 
&ýOP6VTEC: KC[I TME ýtEv -r6v TpoTrov b"AYYEXOC'I(YCLCKLOC 
TýC C'IPXý(; KCITCXUTPEýETCIL, Ob YVd*11 TUD CII')TCLUXýOV Tj LCI, W, [tdXXOV 
^"8ETO, KCL'L CTIAP%tý TrCtVTO'C TOf) GTPCtTEVýWTOC, KCLT CIVTOV 9Tr(X(YCLýIEVWV 
T(ýV TrOXX(3V TCX ýLý11 KCII 8LI11TELXTIKOTWV EKELVWL OCXVCLTOV, EIL ýVj T'q'V apXI'IV 
KaTCXUýTJTOLL: b Niketas relates that Alexios was forced into accepting the 
emperorship. 
454/21-26 PaorLXcl*)(Yac 8'' AVeLoc Ol')K El')01')(; TýV ýtcyaXoTroXw E'LgEL07LV, aXX' 
6 81)(YLV TrPOGCtVEXEL TrPCI'YýLGIGL, TrG19XOVCTL KCtK(OC TrCt Ct GIVTOC ýtEV TOtC KGLTCL P 
TOD IIE'TPOV KCII TOD'A(7dv: b 455/49-52 OV'T6J 8E TrCXVTCI TETEXEKW'(; I'l ýtdx/\ov 
N (YINTETEXE60C OLKELOTEPOV ELTrEtv, J)(; KCtL XCLPL(EGOGR TO KCRPO TE KGOL T06; 
Trpdyýtao-L PMCOýtEVOI; 8MýUqULV E'TrELTCt T(I (TTPCtTEVýICITC1 ELC I'IN TGI OLKE-LCI 
ININ E1TGLVEX06V ýtlj&VGL OEýLEVOC XO'YOV, EL Ta EV 1TO(YLV OL BXdXoL XTýL'Cov-rm: 
VAPW The new emperor returns to the capital. According to version b he first dealt 
with the Vlacho-Bulgarians, while in version a, he simply dismissed his troops and 
returned to the capital. 
-1 454/26-457/95 Tý 8' C(I'UTOD (7V'(V'YCL) TO' CTI)ýLpCtV ETr' cu')T6 8jXOv OE'[IEVO(; ELXE 
KCLL Trp6(; OPýU'JV ý, LLGLV TO' Týc TrOXLTELCti; C'XVEVý11[1ý07CW Ctl')TONP TrXýPWJICI. TO TE 
^YCLP TýC GVYKXýTOV ýIEPOC IXCLP(k TC[ 1I'KOI)TL(711EVCt TOt(; E&ý(XTO KCIIL 
T(ýV TOD 814101) TTPOC Oi')8EV TLC GLTGACt0*0OV E'PXEýEV 1) EpCtTTCtPL(7EV ... 
(75-95) 
9VV(XTrT(k 8E KCtL TO TýC EKKXTICTLCtC -rrXýpwýta Tov K%tv-qvo'v 'AVýLOV 
I Co cxXX t cc CW61TEV GtI')TOKPCtTOPCI KCtL Ol')8E\L(; 11V E'K TOD8E -YVCL)GLýMX V, C\ Trc[VT T \0 
ýtE'YLGTOV apXdOV KCITCACtjIPCXVOVTEC Tý AOUKCtLv-q El')ýPOGVV-o TTIV KCL"KOVGCLV 
PW7LXLCT9CtL(; TLýU)V KCt\L OEpcLTrELOLv dTrEVEýtov: bA significantly condensced and 
favourable account of the reception of the news of the coup in Constantinople. 
457/95ff KCtL TOLaVT-q ýtEV TrPOEL908LOC ETOLýJotCyLct TOý PaCYLVu; ýV 
'AXEýLOV, CXVCLLýt(IKTOC 1TGLVTll KCLI ýUJUVGL T(ýV "XWV 'C O'CT'CtV Tr())()70DV E0E 1) L0 
Ct8LK-q'(: TGtGGL. ýIEO' ýýIE'PCK 8E TLVGti; EITCLVELGL KCt\L CLV'TO'C EV TnV 0(19LXL8Gt T(ýV 
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-rroXEwv, ov' -rrdaLv daimmoc (E'LPT'1(7ETaL -YC[P TO CLXTIOE(; 
) 6L ' O'GCL1TEP E(; TOV 
c PaMVa CTV[IPEPTIKEV'l aaaKLOV: b Alexios was not liked by %IO'YVLOV EKELV(p KCLIL 
everyone because of what he had done to his brother Isaakios. 
VL 459/54-461/14 o 8E ... 
CLVEýEPOV: MLOLTPLýGK 8E TOLC GIPXELOLC 0 OCX(YLXEbC KCLI 
1TOXXOU'i; 8WPECdC MaVaC: b Alexios distributes wealth. The account in the a-text is 
as follows. Alexios repudiates his surname Angelos and takes that of Komnenos. The 
emperor does not concern himself much with the administration of public affairs and 
depletes the public revenues. The empress is an adulteress who is adept in the 
prognostication of the future. She easily overpowers her husband and assumes power 
equal to his own, giving orders and nullifying his decrees. 
N Cl 
461/14-463/78 EC TTIV EW 6LOLTrEPCLLODTGtL KCXNL Tý T(ýv BLOi)v6v iTapaO'XXEL a 
ETTGLPX'Lq. T'IKTIKO'EL 'YC'lp Wk 'AVýLOC TU; EK KLXLKWV OpýtWýtEVO(; TW TOV 
OaaLXEw(; 'AXEýLov E-rroXovýtEvo(; O'VO[tCLTL, O'V 0 PCXCTLXEI)C EYELVCLTO MaVOVTIX, 
TC3 TýC -rroXE(oc 'ATKUPCIC (YCLTPCLTrEI)OVTL TIEpa-q TTPOCTEXTIXI)OEL KM VTr CR)TOV 
TTPOa8EXOE"LC agýtEVW(; (Yt)VCLP07LV 8EXETCtL TTPO'(; TO' TWýIMOL(; aVTLýEPEGOM. 
N 'AýLK%LEVOI; ObV KCtTa Ta MEXd'y'YELCt KCtL Trpo(; TCOV EKEtOL TroXLXvLWV K(INL 
IIN Epvýtdrrcov ETmVE(EVýEV PCtCTLXEI)(; G[VOLYOPEI)OE'L(; CII'AC EC To' Bv(dVTLOV Trl)PL 
TTCLPGL801')C E"VLOL T(3V ýPOVPLCOV, TrXEtO'TCX 8E KG[L VTrCtYO[IEVOt;, OITOCTOL T(ý 
IINN7NI-C 4/ElkaXEýL(p TrPO(YEPPETrOV. ýtETGt ýUKPOV 8E' KGLL OR)TO(; CtVCLL PC LI UL 0 
NI VEWTEPOTTOLoc AVýLOC KCOL T6V 1TPO(7'YELWV PaCYLXELWV TCt (O(fX, ')8Tj aVTL8E'XETaL 
8(1')ýLaTa...: b Abridged account of Alexios Angelos' campaign against the Pseudo- 
Alexios from Cilicia (1195). 
464/14-17 Ka'V ... CXV'TOD: om. b The fortner ruler of Cyprus, Isaakios Komnenos is 
poisoned on the orders of the emperor. 
465/18-468/24ETr'L ... CXITEPTI: ITXELCO 6'0 PO[(7LXEVC T(& 1TPOC E(7TrEpaV XCOPCOV 
TLOE[IEVOC T-q[iEXOI)XTI(YLV. ýtETCI UVXVTIC XELPOC TO\V 'A(7TrLETTIv 'AVýLOV 
TrETro[IýE TOtC EK TOý) X(ýWl) PCLPPCLPOLC CIVTLTCLýOýtEVOV. ýLTJ 6LCLCTTPCLTljn'CTCK 
OVTOC CLPLGTWC TOV TroXqtov vTrO" T6v BXCLX(I)V KEXELPWTO. CLlTL8(j'jv 6E KCIL 
Trp6c 6EUTEPCLV T6V KCLK(3C TrcLcYXOVTWV CLCTýCAELGLV TONV ECLUTOU T%lOPOV 
N I CYCLaKLOV T6V GEOGLGTOKPCLTOPCL ýtETGL ýtELCOVO(; ETMIýIKE GTPCLTEVýMTOIC. TTXýV 
T-I KC1'*L OVTOC VEO(; C'L)V KCIL' TrPOGEXEL TLVL KCLTOPOW'ýMTL EIMPOEIC KCLNL ýCLVEIL(; 
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EVTEý)OEV EaVTOý OPCOUTEPOC, ývq TrPOEýETCKRIC )V T(& ITOXEýLLWV 6i)v%tLV, T*q 
WC Ek KI)VTI'YEGLOV KVw8a'XWV ýIEO 'pýJýC 'CTX'TOI) Kal 
'VTCOI) 0aELaEP Tllpwv 
-3 ýEPETCLL, E'VOCL TO\ &C[ýOPOV ElrqVXLCETO, Kal ýMXTJV ('I)(; ELXE cTvvaTrTEL. 06 
'Aaciv (ObTOC 'Yap CWTOTOXEýtCOV ^V TCO GEPaCYTOKPaTOPL) ELC EVE'8pct(; Kct\L TI 
X6XOI)C TO\ OLK60V KaTa&EMýIEVOC (7TPCITEVýta TpOTTOVTaL OUTCL) TOV'ICTaaKLOV 
LKaV6C ýtEV 8La-YWVL(7%tEVOV, TEXO(; 6E XELPWOEVTCL -rrapa XKVOOV TLVOc: b 
Shortened account of campaign of the sebastokrator Isaakios against the Vlacho- 
Bulgarians (1195). 
470/64-72 ýuq& ... E-rrLTPEýaVTE(;: om. b The Vlach commander Ivanko (having 
already slain the rebel leader Asan) makes plans to rule more equitably and make 
peace with the Byzantine emperor. 
N 471/91-472/18 b8' 'I OWYK0k &8ýXWKE PG[(TLXd TO' YEV%LEVOV KCIL 8LTIPEOLCE 
TODTOV GTdXaL TLVCL [IETCL CTTPC[TLa(; TOV 1TaPa OJIEVOV T6\v TEPPOVOV. 
'XXEL ObV 0 PCL(7LXEVC TO\V TrPWTO(YTPCLTOPCI MOLVO \X T\v K%L'T(1jV. , 8\ CYTE Vil 0 1) 0E 
ýLETGI T6V ai)vETr%tE'v(. ov GLI')TO 6VVC[jIEWV GIKPOLC 1TOGL TWV TIj(; MVGLCL(; OP(OV 
TTCLXLCTO*VTOC YLVETOLL. KCL\L CLIZAC OI')V ITPO'; TOD PCKTLXeCL)C f TrpdýLc (: tl')Tq ýIETOI TI 
UTPOITLdt; ETrEKEKPLTO ýtELCOVOC. ob Trpoi)PaLvE 8E' KC1\L Ek TrEpac ý PC19LXLKi TI TI 
iTpOOEmc. CtTrELPIIKWC TOLVVV 0 '1 PCX'YK0\4', - E'ýELGLV EK MV(7LaC XdOpq: b Highly 
condensed and simplified version of the revolution of Ivanko with the help of the 
Byzantines. 
I 472/23-473/45 TOTE ... CTTPCLTEI')[I01TOC: TOTE 
8' OI)V 0 TIETPOC, (YI)WITTOPCL T(& 
TroVWV KOLIL [IEPL7V Týg 8VVa(YTELac TrpoaEXOýLEVOC, TOV 'lWcxVVIIV OVK Eý 
I It r aVTLOETOI) To TEOVE6TL 'AGaV TO[ T(JýM'LWV EKELPE ITPaW(XTa. -q -YCLP ýVGL(; 
KOLL TOVT4) &flpC08LCLV KCLTaTWýLCUCOV E'PpapEvacv: b Ioannitsa becomes ruler of the 
Vlaco-Bulgarians. 
473/64-475/25TL(;.... alTOTPLýaýLEVOC: om. b War with the Turks (1195-96). Alexios 
refuses to sign a peace treaty with the ruler of Ankara [Muhyi al-Din] and this leads 
to war. The narrative concentrates on the Turkish siege of the city of Dadibra. 
Alexios sends a relief force headed by Theodore Branas, Andronikos Katakalon and 
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Theodore Kazanes, but they cannot lift the siege. The city submits to the Turks and 
Alexios is forced to sign a peace treaty and pay tribute to the Turkish ruler. 
475/26-32 otXX' OViTrW KaLPOC GVXVÖC iTapeXAXUÜE K(IL 0 TOTE: b akX' ouiTw il 
PwgaL(, )p ctpxý 7v Cikg-qV TaUT-qV al-rElTTUGEV C(VE'VCUGE'7 KCÜL 
ÖELVOTEPWV 
CL'Y'YEXgC(CTLV GLKOI)(JgCLTWV ßCLXXETaL a'XXWV ... : VAPW. 
475/38-42 Kai ... TrpoOcaEwc: om. 
b The emperor of Germany, Henry VI, hesitates to 
attack Byzantium because of the magnitude and difficulty of the task and because he 
is restricted by Pope Celestine Ill. 
476/57-59 1TPOUaTr-q'TEL... GTPC1TLCK: om. b Henry VI further demands to be 
recognised as Roman emperor and requests naval assistance for the Crusader States in 
Palestine. 
477/67 KaTEVEI)CTEV OV Trpa-YýLCITL ýtdXXov i'l CTX11ýMTL XPTI[ICLTWV T11P ELPIIV'nV 
fN7 GAXdýaGOCLL: b KCLTEVEI)O'E XPIJýMTCOV 7V ELPTIVTIV aWeaGOM: VAPW Alexios 
agrees to pay the tribute to Henry VI. 
477/68-478/1 ITpd'y[ICL ... KC(XXW7TLCOVTCLL: om. b Detailed description of the audience 
Alexios Angelos holds with the envoys of Henry VI (25 December, 1196). 
f 478/1-479/48 -qPLOýWVV 8E OL 1TPEUPELC Ta IMEP E'LPTIVTIC CLILTOVýIEVOI XPTJýtaTa 
ELC TrXdaTGL XpVG'LOV KEVTqVapLa, TrpEV(YPEV(YOVTGL OVV EC TOi) P-q-ya 1TETrO[iýE 
NW TOV (DLXOKCtX-qv DL')ýLa&ov, E'TrGLPXOV 0VTa TIC 1TOXEW(;, EKOVTCL)I; I)TT061)OVTGL TONV 
N-I-t 8EIlOE'VTOL ýtEM TCOV ETrCtPXLKCOV -rrapau%1WV To T6V 'AXqLavc6v TrpE(YOLV Ka"L 
ETroý"VaL blITL . ETrEL 
8E Ta TIC E'Lp-qVflC EVEKa 80"CTOýtEVCL XPT1ýLaTCL ELC 
8EKa Trp6C TOt(; E'ý TrEPLEG7CTaV KEVTTIVCLPLCX, 0 ýIEV (PLXOKdX1jC T-qV TOI)T(. L)V 
dTrOUTOXýV KaTCt ZLKEXLaV ITPOGE8EXETO. 0 6E OEO\i; XVEL TT)V 80(YLV TaVTqV 
KaLVOTrpETrck OaVaT(P 'Yap Eý avOp6')Trwv 6 bý 0 Pýý E-YEVETO, Ob TWýWLLOLC 8E 
ýWVOV TrOXVapaTOC 0 OaVaTOC TOUTOU 8E8OKTaL, aXXdl KCL\L TOtC ECYTrEPLOL(; 
TpL(7%tEVOC EOVEGLV: b. Condensed account of the delivery of the tribute to the 
German emperor. No mention of the raising of the funds is found in the b-text 
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480/54-62 W'XpOi; ... 
OCtVaTOC: om. b; 65-67 KCOL ... OctvEtv: om. b; 67-68 
KCtL ... KCtTC(7KC'1ýTjGC(V: om. b; 69-72 KOIL ... Eý11TEPLKPOTEt: om. b; 75-76 ov ... 
OCt(7CtVLCTCtt;: 
om. b Additional information on Henry VI. 
482/8-20 CTTEXXETCXL ... I'IPOI)XETO: UTEXXETaL ObV KaTcL Toý) Kaýoýplj ýtETC( 
TPLC'LKOVTCL 11fl6V 0 ITELPLOWIC 'ICOCLVVTIC, KCX08(XL[IOVE! 8E ITCLPC'l 80'ýaV ... :b 
Shortened and favourable account of the campaign of John Steiriones against the 
pirate Gafforio. 
482/21-483-33 Pa(7LXEIK ... GLVEýLOV: 0 TOLVIN 
OctaLXEIK TPLTIPELC G"txxct(; 
KCtTCCPTLGGL[tEVOC KCIL TCR)TCtC Ct-l')OL(; T(ý ETELPLOV13 ITCtpG[8E8WK(J\K KCtTC\L TOý 
Kccýol)p-q EýETrEýIýEV. E'ýLGTCLTE TOLVIN T(p TrOXEýLUý CLlTpO(y8OKTjTOC 0 
ZTELPLOV11C ýLETCL TflC ElTOýtEVljt; CLVTW TILCT(30((Kl(; 6VV%LECLK KOIL ýMXTJV 
CrINCdOW; Ctl')TO\V TE TO\V Kaýovpijv ýEX6V Cd[WILP6 KCOL TC&C kEILVOV VýCK ITXýV 
TETTCLPWV CXLPEt* CLI)TCLL 8E TO\V EKELVOV )'YOV aVEOLOV: b Shortened and ii 
favourable account of defeat and capture of Gafforio. 
483/35-493/66 dXXcx ... ýpov%ta: om. b This addition in the a-text, numbering a total 
of ten pages in the edition of van Dieten, is by far the longest made to the discussion 
of the reign of Alexios III Angelos. This emperor abolishes the sale of offices, but the 
measure is opposed by his relatives and does not succeed. The sale of offices thus 
becomes rampant and Alexios is not able to prevent it or oppose his powerful 
relatives, who gather in the revenues. Empress Euphrosyne attempts to remedy the 
situation and appoints as her minister Constantine Mesopotamites, who quickly takes 
over the entire administration. Then, her brother Basil Kamateros and her son-in-law, 
Andronikos Kontostephanos hatch a plot to dispose of Euphrosyne. The empress is 
accused of adultery and banished from the palace, while her alleged lover is murdered 
on the orders of the emperor. Alexios then sets out for a campaign against the Vlach 
commander Chrysos at Kypsella, which is unsuccessful. Six months later, 
Euphrosyne is reinstated and becomes more powerful than ever. Constantine 
Mesopotamites reaches the pinnacle of power in both the affairs of the state and the 
church but is soon toppled by a new conspiracy led by the megas doux, Michael 
Stryphnos. Mesopotmnites is replaced by Theodore Eirenikos, who prevails over his 
colleagues by intrigue. 
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493/71-83TO'LVUV ... C'LVCt6E'LKVVGL: om. b Additional information on the episode where 
the ruler of Ikonion, Kaykhusraw seizes two Arabian stallions sent as a gift from the 
sultan of Egypt to Alexios Angelos. 
494/15-496/53 E'VOa ... 6LEiTpaTTOV'rO: om. b Kaykhusraw assigns villages and fertile 
lands to his Byzantine captives of war. The Byzantines prefer to submit to the Turkish 
ruler rather than return to their own lands because of the iniquity that prevails in 
Byzantium and the frequent and violent changes in govenunent. 
496/54-74 dXX '... GVVlj6PLCOVTO: 0 6E PW7LXEI'X GTPCLTLGLV KCLTG[ T(ýv TOVPKC0V 
EMTEýtýCK TLVC\LC EK ýLE'POVC EXqLCYCITO 8L Av8POVLKOV TOD AOVKCL KC6L 'rOVTWV 
OLTrEP Elrql)XLCOVTO TC16; TOD 'Apcycivý (Y"VGffC, KCLIL GLI')TO\C 8E\ PCLCTLXEI\)C EV 
TOti; KCLTCL 79V BL0VVLaV CLýLKETO ýIEPEGLV. EITL(YTCLVTO(; 8 E'aPOC 
CLVTO'YVWýtOVCL)C 6 POICTLXEI\)C OUTOC KLVOVýIEVOC dTro0cLpp6 TrpdýLV, "vTrEp 0' 11 
X6-yoc ... :b Alexios organizes a campaign against the Turks (1199). In version b, we 
are offered a shortened account. 
PCL(7LXd TOtC Eý O'C7#0C T -rq 498/16-22 oL ýLE'V -YC'Xp TrPOC 'YEVOIX T(b GýLC L 'V 
apXIIv TIv8poXO-yovv: The relatives of the emperor covet the throne. Account is more 
detailed in version a. 
499/54-501/6 o ... 
E'LP-YG[CT0LVTO: TOD 8E 8TJ 501(7LXEWC EK KCIXEýLCK T6V 0'(POPCL)V 
ELCTE'TL TrdGXOVTOC, EKI)OM [IETCL ýIOLpc BXdXWV TOtc E)PCXKLKOtt; ETM'E(7cLv 
ýt PEGL KC1\L E E'ý 46601) TOLUTL EKELPOV. 8\ \v BL(' V #XCR7CTCL)V'PWýM*LKO\(; 0E TTJ VTI 
CTTPCLTOt; [MWOV TOVC XKVOCK ýLETa ETrG1VLEV(1L TT)V ETr C(1')TO1X XELac 
ETPGLTrETO' KCLL KPCLTEL TO 11ýIETEPOV GTPCLTEVýM, KCLL OVOC 'YLVETC[L TWV 
ZKIAýV KGL\L TO\ CLLXýtCAWMOK TTXEt(YTOV O'LVLETOLL, KCLL TODT ETr\L PPC)LX ýfe V T1 'YCL P 
GU[1#TOC KOLI ýLOMW'811t; TLUL XLXVEI)(7LI; ETr -L TOt(; ýtIJ8%t6i; EKELVOLC 
KCL"KOt)CYL TT)V VLKIIV E"ýOELPEV. O'XOL 'YCLP TOD dýcLpTrCLCELV KG1\L ýtETCLýEPELV 
-YEV%LEVOL OMEP ý'YOV OL ZKOM TaC TWýLGIIKW; X(t')PCK TrOp"(7CWTEC TO\ 
I GL1TL6V T'1611 Ka\L 6pcmETEýOV TroVýILOV KGLO' E0R)TC3V E'TrEGTPEýav: b Incursion of 
the Vlachs and the Cumans into Thrace (1199) and a shortened account of the 
Byzantine response. 
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503/36-504/55 evLou(; gEV ObV E8OKEL 1TapGLXX(ieGIL TO\V 
IIPOUCLKOV KCIL TC\L XOL1TC'[ 
Tr0>, LG4CLTLCt gETEXOEVV KCÜL gETC1 l-'qV TOUTWV XELPW(JLV To TIPO(JC(KW 
\p 'CYEVCYOCLL Kal Tö GTPC'LTEUga el')Octp(JECYTEPOV lu iTapegßakeýv. OUT(J) 'YCL E 
EI')XE'LPWTCL KCLTOLGTPEý0L4EVOV TrpOTEPOV KOLL XEL'CLV E'KEýOEV TrEpLßCLXO'[IEVOV, KCK 
ß`CI TÜV lTPCL'yg(IT6JV CL'YXOýIEVOV ýtETOLßOUXE'(JCL(JOC(I CWTOV 8c" TÖV XPUGOV Tý L, uL 
TL Xpll(JTOTEPOV, EV8OVTCL TO'Ü G'L'YCLV 11 KOLL CL1T0'YVOVTCt TÜV KCLO' GLUTOV. 0 ÖE 
ßCL(JLXEI\)i; Ei)OV(t')P(i)S Ei; TäV HPOUCtKOV a"JELV E'YVWKEL Tn\V CiTpaTLCtV K(IL KCIT 
1\ ei CWTO'Ü TOÜ XPUGOIJ ýEPELV CLVTLCL TCI OlTka KCLIL TO' 80P1) ÖLCL'YKWVLCE(JOC(L, G; 
Z? 91e ei ei er eAc 3 E'L 01)TO4', - C'LXW(JETC(t 'YVWýtC(TEUWV, OUK EUTLV OCTTLC Ei; To\ C CtVTLGTII(3ETCLL 
71 :b Campaign against the rebel Drobomir Chrysos (1999). This is a shortened and 
favourable account of the deliberations of the Byzantine war council on stratagem. 
504/55-70 Kal ... 
TrTE'pov: om. b Fictitious speech of the parakeimomenos, George 
Oinaiates in front of the war council. 
504/75-82 O'TE... E'TrE'VEVGEV: om. b. The Turkish allies of Alexios Angelos take 
Christian Vlach captives of war. The most devout among the Byzantines protest 
against this action for fear of arousing the wrath of God, but the emperor dismisses 
their counsel. 
507/42-59 KCL\L VVKTO(; 8E OLVWV 6OXEtCL 8LCLXCAC0VTEC GIVAEV TVýLMIVOEL81 EK 
ff I cl it Xl')'YWV KCLIL 6LC'tKELVCt EýLGTWV To 801)lT(p TO\ GTPCLTEVýM. %Iwt; K(I IL OUTW3 EXWV 
0 Xpl)aoc EC ýVýtPCKTELI; ETPCtTrETO KCtL 66TCR TOD PCtO'LX6COC KCIT0\1 
CYI)'YXo. )PTIGLV CIVTOD KCLTEXELV TOV TIP09CLKOV, ETrL 8E KC[\L 'YI)VGLLKI GVCEVX"VCtL 
ýUq TOD CLIL [ICITOC TOD PCLGLXLKOD. PCtaLXEK ObV TG\1C CLL TTI GE L it; al')TOD 
&e4LEVOI; EK TOD ITpoactKOU ýtEOUYT=L KaL T-qv K(, L)V(YTCXVTLvoi)TrOXLV E'L(YLC\OV 
ýILCLV T(ýV El')'YEV(ýV EU; 'JCLýLETTjV TrETMýtýEV EKELV(ý: b Peace agreement with 
Chrysos. Version b omits all details relating to the final stages of the campaign as 
well as to the clauses of the treaty. 
508/67-509/17TOTE ... (yuvN[m: om. b Devastating Cuman incursion into Macedonia. 
Alexios Angelos celebrates the weddings of his daughters to Alexios Palaiologos and 
Theodore Laskaris. 
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509/18-29 ýtET ' Ob TrOXb 8E KC('L 'I PCL*YKO'i; dýLUTCLTC[L. OUTOC 'YCIP T(ýV KGtTC't 
TýV (PLXLTTTTOLrrrOXLV TTPCI'Yll()LTWV KI)PLOC 'YE^YOVcj')C ýPOI)pLa TE GtVT'IYELPEV EV 
I 'T6 "Y'YEV" C CTTP JTEVýM Ek E"PyCt TOTrOLC ETrLKGLLPOLC KCtL To VlTOKELýtEVOV CtV ,EE 
Ct 
8LTlppEvou dE'L TrOXEýUa: b The beginning of the rebellion of Ivanko, the Vlach 
govemor of Philippopolis. 
I 509/30-50 PaCrLXEI'X ... Trpa'YýIaTa: OL ýLEV Ol)V 1TEPIL TO'V 
OCL07LXECI T("l Trap& TOD 
'AXEýLOV 'YLVOýLEVOL Ol)TWC ETrlI'VOI)V ýLýV Kal C'LPLCYTWC E'XE'YOV 6pd(JOaL, Ol') ýU'JV 
6E Kal ETrL CTKOMý GI)VOL(JOVTL TWýMLOL(; YLVECTOaL. OWEV Kal Trapl]VOVV 
TrapakDGaL TýC CLPXIC TOV 'AXEýLOV- ýLTJR Yap a'V CIV8pa PapPaPOP ýd) TraVi) 
ITP I' 'PW[ICL'LOL(; TroXEýU 'TaTOV 11 1 'ýaiýVlj(; IIETaTrEG6V (jTlV w 0; TTIV EVaVTLaV EL 
71 - 6LOLOEULV, EIL ýLlq' TK al')TO EVE(JTrapTO EVVOLa TOU TI)PCLVVL'6L EmPaX6V, ETrENL 
I ý018E Ta TLV(L)V EVVOý[taTa ýLXEtV ()'J(; 8La 1TIA6V O'l EIL T6V XELXECOV 
I EKýEPECTOGLL , CAX 
' Ev TroXXoti; Kal ýWVýC TPCIVOTEPOV 0'(7a KEKEVOEV i ýPý TI TIV 
TGK TrpaýELC ýal)XLCOVGCK a'Y'YEXXELV. Kal 0 JIEV OUTCOC. 0 6E' Pa(7LXEI)(; 
EXE'YYI)OV ELC TTLCTTL(; T6V 1-ý(; Uwvoý E)Eo8(, ')pat; 'j%LOV KaOaTraý i)TroXaPw"v 
OVK ECTTLV 81TWC Ol')K aCTýC[Xý Ta Trpo\i; EV'VOLaV KaL aTTPOGKOTrOV EKPLVE TOV 
'AXEýLOV: b The Byzantines suspect Ivanko. Condensed version of Alexios' reaction to 
the accusations against Ivanko. 
512/89-6 KC['*L ... EC: E'VE8pC[C CLI')TOC ELPTCOOLTO. 0 TOLVIN TrPCOTO(JTPCLTWP EK TOU 
BaTPCLXOKa(YTPOV ELIC;: b Ivanko sets a trap for the Byzantines. Details in version a. 
513/15-21 OV'KETL ... KaTEXLTrEV: om. b Ivanko captures all the towns and fortresses on 
the mountainous region of Haimos. 
513/24-27 KaIL ... Ec3v: om. 
b Ivanko becomes master of the whole region and kills or 
ransoms the Byzantines inhabiting these parts. 
513/31-514/36 wk ... VTMXý'YOVTOC: om. b The emperor's reaction to the capture of the 
protostrator, Manuel Kainytzes. 
515/59-64 KC('L ... ýTIGL: OL ýtEV E'XE'YOI) 6ý0(lPTOV KCR PTI[-LCLCTLV aTrEXPWVTO TOU 
TTVEVýMTOPP TOpoc KVPLXXOI) ýCICTKOWYLV ODTCOC LE TL KC(\L T(ýV 
ý11)9TLK(& EL76V, KXEILOýtEV KCLL TjýtEL(; TCK OI)pC(C, ETRýOLTq 8E KC(L 
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II XPLUT "NI TI 0 OC, KaL L CL)V (TapKC0V aVTOV ETrOTrTaVETaL TTaXLV [AV 8'8WCTL T- 
Ia0LaLE aL a aýIMIGLC TOD TEOvdVaL Kal aTrOOLY'Y'VELV. 'ýtoxoyfa 'Y'P T'C 'CTTL KV 
aWYOU&CR 6L 11ýLdi; TO'v Ki)PLOV 11 T(ýV OELWV ýLVCTT-qpLWV ýtETCLMJýU;. " Kal al') 
ýIEP'L(ETCLL 'Ya"p O'LOVEL' Tr(, L)SZ KaL VDV Trap 
' 11'ýU3V, E'L Kal 4, LEpL'CTTWC E'XEL TO' 
rf WYLOV TOD Ao-you TrEPLPXIJýta" Kal O'Ji; "0' 05V TLC ýtEPOC 6EýIJTG[L, O'XOV EKEtVOV 
6EXETaL T6V Trapa TOD E)Wýtd qYqXaýTj8EVTa, " KCLOWC 0 XPI)GODC )V YUTTaV Til 
I el I- 'I0JdVVTjt; 1TPO'(; T06; EiT%tEmC ýIJMV "W" TOD 0aVjIaTOC, 0 Ev &eLd TOU 
Tr(XTPO'*C KaftIEVOC EV Tati; XE'PCTLV T'JýUýV PpL'(YKETaL TWV a[IapTWX(V' Kal 
Trd"ALV "ýVCýqGEV E'V T6 Vo'[IW, T1115ý71(7EV E'V TOtC 1TPOýI' rII- ITaLC, WPLýMCTEV EV T(ý 
GTaVp6j EGOLETaL IIETa TIJV aVaGTa(7LV Kal TTpO(; TOVTOLC UY; ol')8EV E"TEPOV 
E9TLV 11 EKEtVO TO\ GCO11a, 0' TOD 0aVaTOV KPELTTOV E8ELXOfl Kal TýI; (WýC 
r '%LCk)V TrpOK(X ýPeCXTO' "Ka0a-rrEp -yap ýLLKPCX (V'ý, LTJ, Ka0d ý6CTLV 0 dTr6(7TOXOC, TTI a TI 
XOV TO\ #p%la 1TPOC ECWTýV ýEýOýIOLOý, ObTU) Kal TOD 0 TI TO a0aVaTU70EV VTrO 
OEOD CT6[ta EV TQ) TjýtETEPCP 'YEVOýLEVOV Uov Trpok E'aVTOD #CTLV TO TraV 
ýtETElTOLIJCTE. " TaDTa 8-q\ Ta TOD Nvaaahw Fp-q-YOPLOV OEOXO'YLKW'TaTa PTJýtaTa: 
Wb Longer discussion on theological controversy over the nature of the sacrament of 
the Eucharist (1197-1200) in version b. 
I if 517/89-90 KC['L' 68wa')ýtEvov, ETrE'L: ýL-96E ý, Lfl'V 66INCOýtEVOV, (JC ELTrEP EOEXOKC[KW(; 
T6V WYVOOýVTCL EUXIJý, LOLTLCOVTO ETEPCLV EILVGIL ýv TrPOX111TTLKT'IV KCOL ýLVCTTLK-q'V I TTI 
VEKPWO*LV KGLL C[VG[O'TC((7LV TrC(PCL T11V 1TPWYýMTLKIjV TCLOIV TE KaL CLVaPLWGLV, 
KC(V L9061)V(Y-ýUýULV C'[ý, LýOTEPCR KCIL WC ýLEV W71)ýIPCLTEt TO\ TrGLpcxTrCLV T06; 
(7WjICLTLKCLK EVEP'YOVý, LEVOLC KO1\L OPU)ý, LEVOLC, W(7TrEP Tj EV Tq) XOUTPO TI-j(; 
\I ITCAL'YEVEGLGIC KCLO' 0ý, LOLWýM TOý OOLVCLTOI) XPLUTOý TCLýI\j KaL C(VCL81)(7L(;, Ka'L Tj 
T(ýV OELCOV IIVCYTIIPLWV EVEPYELCI EVXII 1TPO\(; OEO\V K(IL XaPLTO(; Ot)PC(VLCL(; 
V ETrLKXýCTEL KCLIL ETrEXEV(7EL 1TX-qP0I')ýIEVCtL, -q' 8E ý018EV E'XOU(7ct ý, LI)CTTTJPL(ý&C 
07TOLCL TLC ECTTLV opdTG[L KG1\L TOt(; 0'ýOGA[10ýC ITPOKELTM. axxa 6T\I: b Niketas, 
cites the arguments of those who believed in the corruptibility of the Eucharist. 
517/95 after VEKP(ýV: CUYVOLCt I" ' VOfC[ "V KCXOWýLLXIjýtEVIJV 6O&W ITCLPCXTPEXOVTEC I Cl L, T-q 
, 
'% T TLI; ýIJCTI CT(ýýLGL 6LO"L G(ýýMTOC [tý XwpEtv: add. b; 95-1 TOLOýTOV ... 01')6E'v: E, v TI 
ýtýV OVV TOti; 'YPCLýEýGLV Oi')8EV E(7TLV 8XWC EbpEtV 8MKPLVOýV TO'[ TOý 
60'YýLCLTOC, O'ITOLWI; 81) KCX*L XEXCLX11TCLL: b; 4 TLVE', C; 8E Tý(; ýOCIPT080ýLCIC TCLUTTIC 
8LaXO-YOVC ýVVOEýtEVOL GCtOpai; TLVCX(; 1TPOTagEL(; TrPOUPaXXOVTO TrCXPC1 TOU 
8ýOEV C'tVTLOETOI) [IEPOIX 1TPOTELVOýtEVCK, CLI')TO\L 1TXCtG%tEVOL TGR)TCK. O'OEV KC1\L 
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It ýLdXCI El'4lCXp6C ýtEPOIK C'tVCtXýOVTEC 7"V OLKEL'CtV E'ITLKPCXTI')VELV cpov-ro 60'ýav- 
II1 -1 TOý TIOV11POý) KCLI TOf)TO ELO'TjnýICL, Ok KCXTEýEVGVEVC( ýLOVPLCTCIC Ec OIX Tý 
1TP0ý01TOPL (X')t; (XlTCLXO)TEPCtV Ctl')TT\IV I)TrTI'YCX'YETO. CtXX& TrPOC ýtEV TTIV TOLCtl)TTIV 
TrOV11PCLV ýIE008ELCXV EKEtVC( -rd ACXI)LTLKCI TL(; I)TrOýOE'YeCILTO O'1V "G'[V(I(YTCLVTE(; 
Jf ýLOL ýLCLPTVPEC a'8LKOL, C'X Olk E'YLVWCTKOV -qpCO'TWV ýtE": add. b More detailed 
discussion of theological controversy in b. 
518/10-14 TOt(; ... OPaCTV7Ta: om. b The campaign against Ivanko resumes. The 
Byzantine troops assembled at Kypsella mock the emperor and brand him a coward. 
518/15-18 TOU; ... [IE0L07T%tEVO(;: ITCLVTOLOC E'YLVETO KCLL TOV CtTrOCTTC[T1jv'AXEýLOV 
(x)KELOJýtEVOV CIVTC3 KCIT CLYXLCYTELCLV, E(; O)OCLCTELC TrPOCYK(DLXOV'IIEVO(; -q'V WC 
ý016E TOf) 1TOXE, ýtov 1TCLVTCLTrCL(3'LV ctýtEXc6v: b TOI\)(; CR')T6 O'LKELOTC'tTOI)i; L 
PLPXL0ý0POUC E'TrEýUFE Trpok 'AXEýLov, E(; ýVýtPCLGEL(; CLI')TO'V TrPOCTKCAoI4tEVO(;. 
E(YTL 8 O'Trfl KGLIL 60XOýOVLOLIC E#OVTLCE, ýflj& TOD ITOXEJIOV TrCLVTCLITOLCYL 
ýLEOLCFTOLýLEVO(;: VAP Alexios Angelos plans to put an end to the rebellion of Ivanko. 
518/22-519/33 o ... 
8EGýLOL(;: ýtETG'[ PPCXXI') 8E KCL"L Cll')TO'V TOV 'AXEýLov ýtd ' O'PKOV 
N KG[L a"TrC'LTTII; GVVELWJýE V" TTI ýLETa O'GLOV OGLOC Ekrýj KOCIL ýtETCL (7TPEPXOý) 
8LCX(YTPEO(; " A(MMKýV ýWV-q'V OV'X Wk E'PPEOfl ETMVEKb'K: b Shortened account 
of the capture of Ivanko. 
519/44-520/69 TPCETT%IEV-q... aýMEXOýtEVOC: om. b Empress Euphrosyne becomes 
obsessed with the prognostication of the future. She takes part in various rituals, is 
devoted to the chase and does not hesitate to dismember statues throughout the city. 
521/89-95 KCXL' ... 
8LaCTKL8V%tCVOI;: orn. b Additional infonnation on the civil strife 
among the sons of the Seljuk Sultan Kilij Arslan II (Masud, Qutb al-Din, Rukn al-Din 
and Kaykhusraw). 
521/1-522/24 TFPOUELCYL... E'TTEOLKI)L(: t(;: EKE ELPLCtC Oliv cl OTIEPOLC EK TWV x 
1TOXig(, GV YEV0gC"i; lTPO(JEL(JL KctLxoupOlli; T(ý ßCLCTLXEý KCLILI ýLXOýpoVTIOE'LC 
Ei-rotveLcyLv avOLi; ELCAKOVLOV. TOÜTO 8c KCLIL 0 MCIGOÜT EC E'1TELTa 1TE1TOLI1KEL. 
Oi')1TW KaOap(k EILO-JEL To' 'IKOV'LOV KaLXo(jpo'TIC, KOll TOÜ 'POUKVCLT'LVOU 
KaT Cti)TOÜ E'K(JTPCLTEUUCIVT0dZ TTId', - TE a'p)Mi; EK#aLPL(ETaL KCIIL ýU'YG'IC Eti; 
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'ApýtEMCtV Trapa AEpo'v-qv Y"VETaL. K'KELOEV ýtETCXXCOPEt Tr'XLV k PCOLVCt 1) L ct ct E 
Kal TWýMLOL(; avvýv: b The Seljuk ruler Kaykhusraw finds reftige with Alexios 
Angelos. The account is more detailed in version a. 
523/43-49 TTXýv ... opw[tEvoL: om. 
b Information on the civil strife among the Russians. 
524/84-526/33 ob ... 
6CUTEPOV: om. b The commander of the Praetorian prison, John 
Lagos is caught perpetrating robbery on a massive scale throughout Constantinople. 
His crimes go unpunished and the populace rises up in revolt against the emperor. 
528/76-532/20 ýtETa ... CTTMCTaýtEVOL: om. b This long addition contains very damaging 
information on Alexios Angelos. Niketas starts off by relating that the body of the 
rebel John Komnenos 'the fat' was brutally exposed as food for dogs and birds, while 
his co-conspirators were tortured and imprisoned. Alexios Angelos sent Constantine 
Frangopoulos to plunder merchant ships in the Black sea. The Turkish merchants 
turned to Rukn al-Din for assistance, who immediately demanded compensation for 
the losses suffered by his merchants. The emperor denied any responsibility for these 
crimes and agreed to pay the compensation. A few days later, a conspiracy hatched by 
Alexios Angelos to assassinate the Seljuk sultan was discovered and thus the 
negotiations for a peace treaty that were under way at that time were suspended. 
Michael Komnenos Doukas rebelled in Asia Minor, but was defeated. He 
subsequently fled to Rukn al-Din. Meanwhile the emperor turned to astrology. 
Finally, Alexios' daughter Eudokia, wife of the Serbian ruler, Stephan Nemanja, was 
charged with adultery and sent back to Byzantium as civil war broke out in Serbia. 
N1 533/42-62 KCtL ... 
ITEX01TO(;: (IXX' dICL TC( ETrL TOVTOLC; 0 1TPWTOCYTPCLT(j)p MCWOVýX 
o Kaý1VTCTIC EK MUCTLCIC E'L(; TO"V ITPOaOIKOV d'TrELcTL Tr(xpGl TOID XPVGOV XVOEL(;, 
KCIL TrP60C &LITOUTCYALCIV LL8(, \)v alý)VqLa Xplý)aw TTEXwYOV'LCIV XELPOUTOIL KCIL PCt6LW(; 
C i)TrC' '*(7Td 'a' Tro'PPWOEV, 8LEKITL1TTEL UYETCXL TIPLXcLTrov, ElTL#ET(H TOý(; WC, 0T 
T(3v E)ETTaXLK(ýv TE ývrrCov, ETrLX%tPCtVETCLL T(ýV TrE6LCt8WV, 7v 'EXXG'L8(x 
TrapCLKLVEt, TrctXLýLpoXov TLhCTL \V TOý TTEXoTroir;: b Rebellion of Manuel 
Kamytzes and Drobomir Chrysos in Greece (120 1). 
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534/73-535/2 o ... EýE-rrEpavEv: o 
6E PCLCTLXEI)C KCLL TPLT(ý TOTE KCK(ý TIJ 0-I)VTIOEL 
T(ýV 706(ýV KCtXEýLCI ETPI)XETO. 8LXj TOLVIN 6LCLLPEt TO' GTPC(TEVýta KCIL TO 
ýIEV To yqtppo lTapa6ot')c'AXEýLW To TICAMOX6'y(ý To'V CjV0P(0TTL(7KOv ýtETLOVTL LIL 
2: ITI)PL6(JJVC(KTIV, TO' 6E Trpok TO'V 'HovoTrOXL7V 'IWCLVV-qV E KlTE ýLýCK TC6 
TrPWTO(YTPaTOPL MLGTaýLEVOV, KCtTCLTPOTrODTC[L K al %týOTEPOVC TOVC 
CtTrOCYTaTaC KaL #'YCRK TL0fl9L. TOTE 8E Kal TýC XTPOVýtýILTCIJC TO\V XPIKTOV 
a-rrwaaTo: b Alexios deals successfully with the rebels Kamytzes, Chrysos and 
Spyridonakes (1202). More detailed and critical account in version a. 
535/3 Title: TO[IOC TPILTOC T-q(; PaGLXELaC KUP I AXEeLOV TOý KoýtvqvoD, E'Act TI 
8LT'Iyfl(: TLC T(; )V (YUýt0dVTCOV Tý ýICYOAOITOXEL ()LVLCXPC6V: b dITo T6V EVTCXýOGI TCX 
CTVýtpG1VTC( E'U; TI'IV ýtEyaMTroXw: AP EVTCLDOa 11 C'tXCOGLC TýC 7TOXEWI; Kal TLVC( 
TCOV ýLETd TaDTCL CTVýtpaVTCOV: LO 
536/22-23 K(IL... E`ýLE008EVOV: om. bLO Isaakios plans to overthrow Alexios Ill. 
536/29-30 KaTa ... TraTPOk: om. LO Alexios IV follows his father's instructions to 
escape to the West. 
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537/51-53 ýWXLGTCI 8E ýti) ýVVEXOVTEC TCL alAXETOýtEWL Xpl%LCLTCL E'ýEýEPOV 
I %týOTEPCILC (XI')Td: bLO ýLCALCTT(X 6E ýLXOXPTjýtC[TLCXV VOGOý)VTEC 01')'T d7TO' 
8LKCLLCOV TroPWV TrXOVTdV T'IVELXOVTO: VAP The financial policies of the Angeloi. 
537/57 EUPETal ... KaOLGTa[IEVOL: orn. bLO The Angeloi invent new taxes. 
540/29-37 OL ... iTpo(E'ýtEvov: om. bPLO Alexios III fails to make preparations for the 
impending arrival of the fleet of the Fourth Crusade. 
541/41-42 val g-n'V KCL'L 0 TOÜ GTOXOU 80Ue MLXCLT'lk 0 ZTPUýVOC, KGL(JL'YV'ýTTI 
%11 J-Ii; 8C(J1TOLVI19', - 91)VECEU'ygEVO(;, ÖELVOTGLTOi; (ü"V gll ýl0V0V 'YOýlýOU(; KCLIL 
11 L ci o[ OL ct LEL OLL WYKUPCK Vý(ýV XPUJ'01) e01u0cIL, U' KGLIL XC('ýE(YLV TT' OE(JOCIL K 
eeC(pyUpLCYaL 1-rPOTOVCt Cll-raeGIlTCtVTO(; 1TXOLOU gC(KPOI) TCL VEWPLCt 'P(üýICILWV 
EK(EWOGE. KGLL ßGL(JLXEI'X (ii; OUK ElTETL9C1 TOýC 013EXTEf)OLC TCI T(ýV KCIKCüV 
KaKLUTGL ÖPÜJLV 'E'ITEUÖOK(, ÜV TOÜ; 'yLVogVoLi; 'X' X c 11 LGKETO, ýläU0V gEV OZUV KCLL 
C(P Trapili CL T-n c[X L (1 Cl OLKOUPLCI CLUTäi; - XPE "V 'Y " OL ' J(IAGLL V IIOE'CLV -T" 1T0U 
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Xdpow, vi)v ýIEV TEWXOýCL KCL"'PEL a 1) KOIIL (IVElTXýPOV ýCLpa-y-yCLC X( a 
CWTOUP'Y(ýV, Vý)V E Ek 'TrL8E'TTVLOV E LELX T'XWTCL TT'IV Toý AaTLVLKOý a-r'Xov E0 
aTroTrXLCLV Kal JK E'K 11ý60V C'tlTEXVE Ta TOO; C'OULV E'VCtl)XCI 8ELVCL KCX**L TrpO' 
fJ %IýMTCOV -rroXXot(; KELýtEVa: add. PLO The megas doux of the fleet, Michael 
Stryphnos destroys the Byzantine warships, while the emperor remains inactive and 
occupies himself with various entertaim-nents. 
N 
542/70-71 01')8 ' ETrL PPCLXI') 1TPOGEPCAEV, GAVI KCIIL CTTPEýCICTCL TCL ýtETCOPEVCt 
1 71 TOtC ElTL6LW'KELV EOE'XOI)(7LV, OL [IEV E'lTLTrTov, oL 6E EýtEXXOV, OL 6 CWC1 
r 8E'XaV8pOL TrVov KPCXTOi; E6PCX1TETEVOV, KCI\L ýtCJALCTTCL 01 (7TPCXTTI'YOL WC KC1\L L 
CI K011 KPC18EXCLýOL. TrCOC 8 'CIV KCOL Crl)ýtPCIXEtV (: tV8pC[GLV I)Trfl'VE'YKCLV, OUC 
(XpTrCL-YCXC a'Y'YEXOVC KC(I XCLXKTIXCt'rOI)C CXV8pLCLVTCX(; OIL')K C'L')KVOVV KCAdV, KCIL #x ,I 
ITPol; T-qV ffl)T(ýV OECLV T6 8EEL EýOnGKOV: bPLO oi')6 ' 8Xwc TrpouEPCAE, ()tXXc\t 
KCR MIT CXVTý(; ETrLOVTWV T(ýV EVCLVTLCL)V dTrCtVLCTTCLTaL KCL\L 8L(XCTKL8VaTaL: VA 
Description of the military encounter between the Byzantines and the Latins east of 
the Latin camp at Scutari (I July, 1203). 
544/9-12 o ... KLKXýGKOVTM: om. bLO Alexios Angelos does not repulse the Latin 
attack because he already has plans to flee Constantinople. 
544/19 KO[\L ýMXLGTCL -q'VLKCt 8LE(7TPCL7q"YEL TOV 1TOXEýWV 0 TOý) P(X(7LXEb)(; 
F, yqtOp6i; GE08copoc 0 ACL07KCLPLC* OVTOC "Yctp pkIy8CILOTEPOV CTVýMXEKOýtEVO(; 
EIPCIL KCLIL TrCXPG\t TCOýLGILOLC GLPELKOUC; div8pctc -roto; ACITLVOL(; EK T6V E'P-YOJV 
EýEýMVEV: add. bPLO The emperor's son-in-law, Theodore Laskaris directs the war 
against the Latins. 
545/50-546/80 'L6(j'jv ... G'[ýLýLV: 
'L6(, t)V 6E 0 PCLO*LXEI')(; TO' O'LKTPO'V TOý)TO Tl-l(; 
PCOWL80C 6V9TVXljýIC[ KCLL TIJV (TI)VOX11V T(ýV civOpw\ TrWV ElACIPTIOEtC oTrXLTTIC 
-ýLVETCR ýLOALC, KCLIL ýLC\XXLGO O'TL Trpok O'P)rq\V TOI\K TrXEILOIK E'TrLýP'L(7(YOVTC1C 
tI EWP(l KCLI X6^YOI)(; ETrCtXOE[C #LEVTCK, Ck EfL [idXXOV TCX T(6V EVCIVTLCt)V 
ýPOVýýICXTOI 1'1'PETO, [Fq&ýUdi; ap(. t)ylc VlTovoOEvoýlb'q 7 Tr'XEL TrPOG-YLV%tEV-q(; 0 
W(; E'LTrEp Ol)8EVE(; T(ýV EVOVTCOV IlTrLCYTOLVTO ITOXEý16V, ýtlj& PEXTLOV 118E(7cxv 
T6 ý0(1(70C[L T6V CXVTLTraXov ýtdXXov T'l TO\ ITCXP Cll')TOý TrPOXTJý"VaL. EýU\L)v 
TOLVIN T6V CLPXELCL)V LTrlTOTaC TrXEL'CTTOIK TTPOC ECR)TOV EITE(JITCL(YCLTO KC(\L TTECTI 
TL(; ýCIXCC'Yý Ol')K Ct'YEVVq\C (YVV6E6p%l-qKEV EK TqC CK1111C I-11C ITOXEW(;, C'O'CTTE 
K(XL To KaTC\t XEPGOV TTOXEýt[(L) GTPCLTEVýtOLTL #LKGLGýLk EITE'YEVETO GWýMTOS, L 
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ýtE-Y[LCY79V CLLLývq66ov OEctaqtbw TrctpC[TC1ýLV. TC1XCt 6' CIV KCIIL GW ýPLOV E"P-YOV 
6L 'VI)CTTO, EIL O'JIOGE KEXWPIIKEL TOLC CLVTLITGLXOL(; " T6 "&(7Tý ACICTKCIPL 7y' TI 71 IV 
GVý11TXOKýV Gl)'YKEXW'PTIKEV (71)11[ltýM TOýc AaTLVOL(; GýC18GICOVTL. VDV 6E TO' 
EVlTTOTITOV TOU CTTPCLTEV[ICXTOC KG[t TO' ýITj EV'OCtPGE(; (TOD KPGTOIJVToc add. LO) 
KGLIL ýLXOKLV61)VOV Ek C'tTt)XEC TrTWýLCL ýEPOýtb-qV T-qV 1TO'XLV KCt*L l')TrE%p MUCIP 
1j(ýCtVTWCTE KCIL TOV TCLI)7C C[TrOTETCt[IEVOV GVVETEýtEv O'XEOPOV. Ol')KODV Kal 
1TCLPCtTCtýoi[iEvo(; ýLovov iTpoC E'V&LýLV TOD CTTPCLTEIJýtC[TOC, 0,0EV EýTJXOE 
TWýICOLOU; auTrCtGLOI; UK 8ýOEV ýLaXE90JIEVOC TOtc ACtTLVOLI; ... E'LGLW' V O-U'V 
'AXEýLOS TCX PCICTLXELCL E"YV(L) 66V ýLEOUMMOCLL TU-) KCLLpc3 ýrq6E TCI-L(; O'KýM-Li; 
T6V KLV81)VWV GLVTLPaLVELV ElTLCTýCLUC. Ot')KODV KOLIL TrEPIL TTPCL)TTIV #XCLKýV Tý(; 
VVKTOC TO AEPEXTO'V ('IITEL(7LV, EVOOL TI)V OILKELCIV TrPOTJTOLýWKEL KCtTCLXI)ULV: 
bPLO The Byzantines encounter the Latin forces outside the land walls of the 
Constantinople (17 July, 1203). The emperor flees the city. 
547/80-84 8ELXaLo(; ... dXXaýqtEvot;: om. 
bLO Harsh criticism of Alexios Angelos; 
86-88 XaPLELC d')V T6 1160C, EvflXLý KaL OPOLOC: bLO Description of the emperor 
548/94-1 T'jv%LTjaE... o'OEv: CXEKOVTL 'YE OV[16 TOV %IO-YVLOV -9'6LK-q(YEV: bLO 
Alexios was bothered by his conscience because he unwillingly wronged his brother. 
Book XVII: Isaakios 11 and Alexios IV Angelos (July 1203- January 1204) 
555/65-69 6 [IýV PW7LXEI'X 'I CYO[OtKLO(; "XOETO, EL KCLL ýtfl EC ONYOV ELKO;, 0 6E 
TOVTOV VLOt; 'AVýLO9 OV'X O'Trwc Ol')K E81)aXEPaLVEV, G'AX01 Kal (YINTEXEGýt6V 
ETMVXETO TOf) 1TCLVTO(;, o Týc TrCLTPL80t; 8CAOC, 0 ll'IV 0'ýLV ýXO'YEPOC, KCIL 
8L(IXCtPCLTT(x)V &TEWEV TO\V 'YpaýWov iTovqpov d-y-yEXov: bPLO 1TP0\1; Ta 
6ELVOTCLT(Dt TC1VT(X GVVC[VT-%tCtTGt 0 TE PCL(7LXEI)C 'IGCLCLKLOC KCLIL 0 TODTOV VLOC 
I 'AXEýLO(; OV'X o'Tro; Ol')K E81)(7XEPCLLVOV, CAM KCLI GVVTEXECTýWV ETrIIVXOVTO TOU 
C 'ýLV ýXO'YEPOL, KCXVTCDOEV TTCLVTO(;, OL TýC TrCLTPL80(; 6CXXOL, OL TIJV 0 
8LCLXaPC1TTOVTEC TO\V 'YPCIýLKOV -rrov-qpo\v cLyyEXov: VA Harsh criticism against 
Isaakios and Alexios Angelos. 
556/80-81 Kal ... T'IVE'GXETO: om. bLO Criticism of Alexios 111; 84-86 
týL ýV ... 
8paTrETEV[IaTL: om. bLO Alexios IV forces his uncle to flee Andrianople. Ew 
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Book XVIII: Alexios V Doukas (January-April 1204) 
570/38 ýrq&vb; O'VTOI; TOD ElTapfleCLVTOC, ýtdXXov 6E KCI**L KCtTC[TrPO80VTOC TOý 
TTETPaXýýCt 'IWCLVVOU KCXI T(& EKEUTE TrCtPCLTVXOVTWV 'I-y-yXLvcov: add. Q 
Blachemai is betrayed to the Latins by John Petraliphas and the Varangians. 2 
1 577/19-23 bVPLO ElToqo-av OL ACXTLVOL [IEXII 6Lllyfl(YLV E'XOVTC( 
T6V (TV[IPC1VTWV KCWWV T11 TroXEL: Q'9 The Latins composed songs about the 
capture of the city. 
Book XIX: The Events after the Fall of Constantinople (1204-ca. 1208/9) 
583/1-3 Title: -roý) 011')TOD XO'YOOETOI) TCOV (YEKPETWV KCLL E1TL TOJV KPUYECOV 
NLKIITGL TOf) XWVLOLTOV LCTTOPLGL T6V ýIETa TT)V (I'XW(YLV UVýtpaVTCOV -T-q-C 
KWVCTTGLVTLVOI)TrOXEWC: b TCL [IETOL TT)V a'XW(7LV GVýtp(XVTCL TOt(; T(JýMLOL(;: V 
TOýLOC 8E UTE POC - L" O'g 
583/4-585/57 IoXwv ... Eycb': om. LO Niketas, 
draws an analogy with ancient events in 
order to explain 1204.3 
588/13-14 ýv OýV EýIOL TL(; O*VVT'j0flC KCOL (TI)VE(7TLOC EK TOý TCov BEVETLK(ýV 
TrPOEX06V -yEVOVC KO[IL6ýC dewid'ýtEvoc: VPb f1v Oj')V EK TOý Tc3v BEVETLK6V TLC 
-YEVOI)(;, TIJV KXýGLV A%LLVLKOI;, (71)VI10fliC )[ItV KG1'L fW T6TE CJVVý d TI 0 EUTLOC 'rraO-q(; 
K%U6ý(; dýLovýtEvoc: LO 
589/39 E'ýLýtEV KCLIL ijýtd(; ýLT16EV TL TCOV TrPOC 8LaLTCLV KOIL CYTP(i)[IVTIV 
ETTWYOýLEVOL. ýV 6E TOTE TO' TOD Aa(dpov GOLPPOITOV: LO ljýtEPCK TOLVIN ITEVTE 
ýIETa TTIV a 'XU)(7LV Tý TrOXEL 7TPOCTýtELVCLVTE(; CUMPOýtEV KCLL TI[IEL(;. ýV 8E TOTE 
OUPPCXTOV: VPb Niketas flees Constantinople. 
2 Manuscript Q (Paris. SuppL Gr. 607) dated to the 13/14'h centuries contains a fragment of Niketas' 
work from pp. 566/39-582/46. See van Dieten, Historia, pp. XXX-XXI. 
3 Thereafter the sequence of LO is 585/58-603/23,612/36-627/84,631/17-636/65,628/15-631/16, 
605/65-608/50,604/53-59,608/50-611/35,647ff. It should be noted that in ms. 0 there is a gap 
between 596/38-603/23 and 612/36-613/79. 
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592/28 Kal ýOLVEVTEC ITCLP I E'OVEGL KLOaPCL KGOL OPVXX-%La, a6EXý01 GELPTIVCOV, 
ETCRPOL CTTPOVO(ýV K& ýWýILCO[IEVOL ýIEV CtVC['YK(IC, b6wp 6t xOXIC 
1TOTL(%tEVOL: add b Niketas bewails his fate as a refugee; 36 KG['L OC(PUCTIXCI, 
?N E1TEV6VG%tEOCt 6' C&OLC TOVk Ee VýýC CTTLXTrvOTEPCXC KCX'L TrEPLOXETrTOV(; KC(L 
XXL&ýVTCLC XLT(ýVCIC, oik Trp(i')IIV TrEPLEKELýAcx: add b Niketas is forced to remove 
his splendid gannents and put on rags. 
598/83-92 o'u"... TrPOTPEXOVTa: orn. L Latins boast of their courageous nature; 93-5 
8LEX6d)V TOLVVV TOK OpqKLCt(; 1TOXELC KCLL KOLTOL TO 80KOýV EKELV(ý TClVTCP; 
K0LTGV7TIjCT%LEVOC %1OIXEL 1TPOI)X(. L)PEL TrPOC TIJV T(JV E)E(70'CIXOVLKEWV 
ý01TPOITOXW 4EMETO 8E MIL BoVLýaTLOC 0 ýIaPKEGLOC: L Shortened account of 
the Latin emperor's advance through Thrace to Thessaloniki. 
599/16-18 E'-rr'L ... o1TXqtcxXov: om. L The Latin emperor Baldwin 
devastates the 
Thracian cities with the exception of Orestias 22-27 TaDTCL ... dyil'oXE: om. L To gain 
acceptance from the Byzantines, Boniface, the marquis of Montferrat proclaims 
Manuel, the son of his wife Margaret-Maria of Hungary with Isaakios Angelos, 
emperor; 32 G'1XXd TLVL EVIL T(3 Ka'L Trap ' al')TOtC OIPýOVTL T)V k )V TrOXLV I TI C T-0 
ETrLTPEqJaL c1ao8ov: add. L Entrance to Thessaloniki is granted to Baldwin; 32-40 
8E8LE'VaL ... XCLPL(6ýtEvov: om. L Contrary to L, VPb relate that Baldwin was not 
allowed to enter Thessaloniki. 
600/42-49 T'18TI ... a-q8k: om. L Dandolo recalls Baldwin and Boniface to 
Constantinople in order to achieve a reconciliation between the two; 51-57 
KCR ... EVOLKTICTLV: om. L Boniface enters Thessaloniki and confiscates the wealth and 
dwellings of the inhabitants. 
601/67-71 KaTa ... TrpaýLV: om. 
bLO Boniface and his supporters advance through 
Greece supposedly promoting the claim of Manuel who is paraded with the imperial 
vestments and acclaimed emperor by all; 75-83 b ... XELPWGLV: om. L Upon returning 
to Constantinople, Baldwin decides to campaign in Asia Minor. 
602/87-6 6 [iEv 'Eppli; TOO; 1TEPIL TpCi'LCtV cyvy-yEvoýLEvoc 'ApýtEVLOP; KC('L 
CTV[I(IX'L8CLC 'LXCL(; E'TrCXý01(7dýLEVOC N KOLL IC TT- "1811(; TOý O'POIK KPCLTqCTC(C 8LCX T(ýV 
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TCLI)TTI(; GTEVWV TrapT'IXOEV EILC 'ATPC1ý11)TTLOV, 0 6E TIETPO(; TO HOLýMVTJVO 
8LEXOWV EI; T6 TrEPIL TO'V'PUV6CtK6V 1TOT%tO'V 0[&VETaL #01)PLOV. TTOVTIPOV E 
ELI; OEpctTrELCXV XpýýLct ACLTLVOLt;, ýWVTJ cjaj)[iýwvoc TWIvL, YVWIITI 
ýLXOXp14taTO(;, 6'ýOcxXýto\c dTrCU8CXYW'nTOC, 'YCLCYTTIP 
6[ITXIITOC 
... :L The battle of 
Poimanenon (1204) is omitted. 
IC7 Xx 602/7 O'OEV KGOL TrpaW(; EVLaXOV TOU; VTrELKOVGL TWýta'LOLC TrPOCTEýE'POVTO, CL 
Oi')K 11V XPO'VLOV TO' KGLXO'V, E'1T'L1TXC[GTOV 6E' KaL TrPO(YKaLPOV KCIL TrPOC TTIV EK 
-yvC4L-qi; EiTaVLOV: add. LO In the beginning the Latins treat their Byzantine subjects 
well, but this does not last long. 
603/30 TCOV 'Ydp TCOýMLWV TLVEC TOV EITL Tý(; 0-9ýMLCIC CtVEXOVTEC, 1ITLC 
TrPOTj'YdTO TOt) ACIT'LVCOV GT PCLTEVýMTOC, KCIL TG[VTIjV ETrL yqMýov uT1j(7GLVTEC 
KCLO 'E(XVT(ýV ETrEaTrC[(YCLVTO Ta ýtEeETroýtEVCL TWYýMTCt, TTPO'(; [IE'V TON Tro8-q-yov 
011ýLdOV TpaTrOýLEVCt, KGLTGL 8 EKELVWV, Wk E'YVCOGCtV TCOýMLOVC O'VTCK, 
TPGLTrO[IEVCL KCtL TCLXLGTCL KCLL pqUTa TOVTOIK TpEqJ%tEVa KaL KaKWC 
8LCLOEýtEVCL: add. b Additional infonnation on the war of the Prouseans against the 
Latins. 
-1 609/79-81 KaL ... 1TOXX(&: om. LO The inhabitants of Greece readily submit to 
Boniface despite the fact that his army was small and his troops recruited from many 
different places. 
610/92-95 Kal ... Eý -rrLcTxijuovaav: om. LO On the treacherous nature of the Euboians. 
611/26-35 6 6E 61) XYOUPOC (80TEOV 'YCLP TC1 KCLTC( TOUTOV 7 LCJTOPLG() KCLIL 
ETL ETrL PpaXib T'ITropTIKWN C ETrlL lTdCTL T(ýv ACITLVWV KCLTELknýOTCOV 79V 
IIEXOTTOVV11CTOV KCLL To Apyo,; O'p(x-)V EXOýLEVOV KCIL TGK TrEPLOLK'L6ctc TrOAELC 
CTI)VELXTIýtýtEMC, J)(; EC GIVTPOV Xd07LOC "P 0 XEOV-rCO'VV[IOC EKELVOC TOV 
'AKPOKOPLVOOV E'LCTEL(7LV. 0 EUTLV Týc -rraXaL TroXEcL)c KOpLV0Ov CLKPOTrOxLt;, 
ElT OLVCXVTOVi; OPOIA; KELýtEVTJ KCLL 81)(7GAWTOC TOtC 1TPO(YpGX\OVGLV, ETL 'YE 
[IýV KGII (bC Et; XELCLV 0'ýL(; uvaTrELPdTCLL TON Nai)TALov- CITMVELq 6E KC1'L [IL4 
ýOVLq XCXLPWV KCt\L TýV Ctl')TO\V -YELVCL[IEV-qV i)TrEpaXE jICtCTTL'yCt')CTEGL, K(XL TOV 
Trp6E6pov Týc KopLvOoi) NLKOXCIOV ýIVýýLTJV XCIPWV 8LCIýOp(ýV TrC(XCLLTEPCL)V KCLIL 
T 6LEVEýEWV Trp(bTCL ýtEV TOD T6V 0'ýOCAýLCOV ý0[01)C C'MOCYTETP6, ELTGI KC(\L KG[TW 
PCMEL KGtTCL KPIJýLV6V KC(\L TOD CýV PLCLLUK EýLCTT-qV. CLK 6E\ ýtETCt KC(LPOV 
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IL ETE611TIKEL, E'YKPCLTEt(; TrCLPa 60'ectv AC[TtVOL KCL'L TOD 'AKPOKOP'VOOI) YL'VOVTCtL. 
To TOL KCLI -q' TOi)TOV (71)CI)YO(; ý%IEVTI XCLLPELV TCffC EKEtGE 6LCtTPLPCffC E'(; 
LE COC LCYTO E0 I-TIV EW 8L(XTrX(dL(ETCLL. KCII VDV "CTTLV 'TT "POV3 KCI\L 071ýMLCI ETTIL 
POINOD To' Ncou'1TXLOV 1TCLPCL TLVOC FaPPL'X, KCIOVY 
'TOV TOD DYOVPOý, TI VTI 
ff Cx\ r, X-q AOLKE801' P\ X%ICtP' KCtTEXOýLEVOV, WCTTrE PKL 11 KOL L [IWV Tr(I Ct ETOU TLVOC 
NI ACXKWVO(;. TCI 8' 6XXcL -rrctVTa ACtTLVOLC KC[I TOtC TOIJ'TWV OECTýIOtC uTrEL'KOVUL 
KC10 ' OPVq\V ýWIV KC[\L %IaXEL TrPOCTPI)EVTa: LO Niketas narrates the activities Leo 
Sgouros and provides us with the additional information that Sgouros died in 
Akrokorinth. Thereafter his wife was sent to Nicaea and his brother Gabriel took 
control of Nauplion. 
612/41-45 o yap pCtGLXCl')C 'AVýLOC To ýMPKEULCP Ek 0'ýLV EXOW" V CIPTOV 
ýtETPIJTOý KCX\L KOTI)Xll(; KEPCV7ýMTOC T(l TTIC PCR7LXELCK Olbx EKW\ V 
I CLVTCXXXdTETC1L (71VPOXa Kal E'L(; X(ýPOV Tý TUXT I ýEpd)vv[iov Axýtvpok 8'b 
X6pO(; KLKXýGEML) TCK 8LCtTPLPC\11; TEV(TWV EKlTE[llTETC(L (3vv Ebýpoavvlj -r-r 
6ýtEVVETL&: bo pa(YLXEl\X 'AVýLO(; To [ICIPKEOUP ýtd ' O'PKWV Ek 0'ýLv EXOW\V 
OUTE T0 i)- 'YEVOI)I; KCXL Tfl(; TCOýWýKIC E ETrEGEV, CL LWC CLPXI(;, ýc 
TTpOO'6EXETaL. ýtdXXov ýtEV Ol)V KC1\L TOVC 1TPOC CXVTOV OPKOV(; TOU ýWPKECTLOV 
CLOETII'(YCtVTO(; ELc Aa[iTrap8LCXV JK E71C T6V 80PLK71ITCOV alTa'YETaL: L Alexios III 
Angelos meets with Boniface of Mondeffat. 
614/7-10 oi')8E ... KPI19#'YETOV: -q' 8E XOLTM" Ek Tq'v'A6pLaVOI) Trapa lm8ar; 'Mcya 
I E P'XXEL GTPCI EKEt(Y" IM a "ILOV Kal Tal)TTIVIL TrELpdTaL KaTa KPaTOC ExEtV. CLXX 
ETrEL aTrELPTIKCL Tat; T(ýV O'LKELCL)V (71)[IýOpaC UV-Y-YpaýOýIEVOC, "8TI 8E KaNL 7q(; 
EC EC0 ýtETaPa(YECL)(; c'xTrc[(; YLVOýML, EVTCW0a TO XE'JELV GXaGac TOU TCL)V 
KaKC0V LXLT-YOV TrEIMVCTOýM: b End of version b. 
617/77-86 TWIMLOL ... 
OEW'ýtEVOL: om. LO The Byzantines who remained in 
Constantinople became afraid of the continual warfare and those who fled to 
Selymbria had to endure the Cuman raids; 86-87 Tý X-qXt)ýtppm ýLEVTOL 
KC(TCtXVO7GtVTE(; ýLýýPEL(; TOK ýý16V &'YKCAL8GK K(X"L T Ct P'dKLOI 8LIIPlT(: 't(OV 
I CHTELXOiJ-VTEC Kal -q'ýdV OCtVaTOV: LO The invaders threaten of the inhabitants of 
Selymbria (including Niketas himself) and loot their possessions; 88-92 
8EKaC 
... KaT1jYcovLa&qo-av: om. 
LO Niketas dates of Cuman victory over the Latins 
(15 April, 1205). 
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618/14-619/43 EK 6E E)PGLK-q(; EC XEppac 0 '1 (. L)GLVI/Tj4; TrCtPCL'YEVO[IEVO(; KC(oC'L)C 
CLXE BXaXLKOi) CTTPOLTOD Kal TC6V IKI)OLKCOV 8VV%LEWV KCX'L (71)ýLPGAWV TOO; EK6 
ACLTLVOLI; KGLTCL KPCXTOC CLVTOIA; ETPOTrC0(7C[TO KaL T11V ITOXLV T'JOCLXWCYE TTVPIL. KC(\L 
OI)TW(; EL(; MVULaV bTrEGTPEýEV: LO Shortened account of loannitsa's defeat of 
the Latins and the capture of Serrai (1205). The information that the city was torched 
is given only in LO. 
619/44-620/70 dXX '---OE%tC[TOC: 0 EVTOL ýMPKECTLO(; EK TflC 'EXXd6oc 
ElTCtVELKW'*C KCI'L III(; VýGOV TOý) TIEXoTrOt; KCt'L' TOI"X OECTCTC[XOVLKEt(; El')PW'V 
'XL'YOI)(; ýtEV ('11TEKTELVEV, EVLOV(; 8E' ETrC[VO[(JTC(VTCK Tý CR')TOD %tEVVETL8L, OI')K 0 
K& G'LVECYKoX6TrLCTEV, (IOV CIC ýV 0 XaPTO#X(Iý TýC ýtIJTPOTTOXEUK, TOI'X 8E 
XOLlTOI\)(; EC Xpý [ICLTCL ECIJýUWGE, KC(L TCR)TG[ IME PCLVTXCt KCX\L TTIV T6V TI 
CILTOVýtEVCOV LGXVV vTrEppaLVOVTCL: LO Boniface hastens to return to Thessaloniki 
because of a rebellion there. This is a condensced version, but it does offer 
information not found in VP. 
620/71-621/5 TatC ... CLVI)ITOL(YTa: om. LO Boniface attempts to assist his compatriots 
against loannitsa, but is unsuccessful. The Latin leaders in Constantinople retaliate 
against the Byzantines and the Vlachs. 
623/66-626/75aXX(i... 'ElTLO-TIýLOL: om. LO The Latins withdraw from Asia Minor and 
concentrate their efforts on the war with the Byzantines and the Vlachs in Thrace. In 
the east three separate leaders emerge, Manuel Mavrozomes, Theodore Laskaris and 
David Komnenos. 
627/85-628/14 ýV... &aýUqGL: om. LO Detailed narration of the capture of 
Philippopolis by loannitsa (1205). The Vlacho-Bulgarian leader turns against the 
Byzantines. 
NII\1 
631/16ff KCOL Tý& V TCLý)TGL EýEPETO. TCL 6E T(ýV TWýMLWV ETrL TOUTOLC dtG[; 
'IT' J '601)XOI)VTO TOt(; KE' I TOiX "OVE(YLV CLVEV 1TCXVTEt; 1) EKI)TrTOV, ITCLVTEI; E LPOI)CYLV CtV 1) E 
TLVC3V T(ýV IATO TWýLCXLOIX [iEPWV. o yap E)Eo8wpoi; AC(GKCLPLC KT16E(YT-q(; W"V 
ElTL 01)'YCtTP'L TOI) Eý 'AyyEXwv PCt9LXEI)OVTO(; 'AXEýLOV TCK TTPO(; EW 
ITEPLE'OCtXTTE Tro'XELC E'KTP'LPWV Trpo'C; TTOXEýIOV KCt'L UTT ' Ctl')T(; )V PC1(7LXEIi')(; 
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0 CtVVO1) TOU 8E TLC Eý G#oc ýk ACL), CtVGPYOPEV%tEVOC- KCtL CX 
00LL (7EPCt(7TOKP(1TOPOC, O'CYTLC OdOl; V Trp6t; Tr(XTP6C 'I(MCK[OU KGt'L 
'AXEýLOU TC3V 
NLKOTrOXLV XELPLCCL)V Kct' T' O[IOTVLCt)V C[VTOKPC1TOPWV TWýtCUCV, Ta ITEPIL L OV 
1TOT%16V'AXEX(ýov, oi')8E O'VTOC C't'YEVV(k C'(VTEýE'PETO ToO; ActTLVOLI; G'Nýd KCt'L 
ýLCJIXCI -YEVVa'LCL)C, KCtTCLX0dGLV E10; TO' AI)PPCLXLOV KCtL XCOPOI')(7LV Ek TC't TrpO'(7CL) * 
ýLEv aTrCIVEL T6V CIVCLTKCXLWV, 6E KC("L EV(x)TrLCL) ýMXT T1'jV VLKqV XCXýLlTpaV 
CLVE6ýCMTO KGtl 1TOXVIC KC[Tfl'YCL)VLCrCXTO XLXLGt8CtC, O'GCK 0 XMGOý) ETrL'gKOTTOC 
'I TGALCXC CTTPCLTOXO'YýGCtC KCL"L T6V O'TFq 8) AcL-rLVLKWV [IEP(ýV GVXXEý%1EVO(; T1 T1 
ELC TCX T6V'PW[ICXLWV OPW 8LETTXCOLCT(XTO: LO Niketas discusses the leaders of the 
Byzantine resistance. Theodore Laskaris is proclaimed emperor in the eastern 
provinces. Michael Komnenos Doukas becomes leader of Epiros and annihilates 
Latin reinforcements sent from Italy near Dyrrachion (1207/8). 
633/60-66 OL.... KaTELXýýaGL: om. LO The Latins respond to Byzantine calls of 
assistance from Orestias and Didymoteichon, which are threatened by Ioannitsa. 
634/67 TOLCUDTa 8E' ýV Ta VTT6 ZKl)O(6V Kal BXctXwv (Kal Trapa Aa-rLvwv LO): 
VPLO Niketas laments the destruction of the Thracian cities by the enemy; 83-89 
1TOOEV.... aVEL-YELP%tEVa: om. LO Niketas laments his own misfortune at having to 
narrate these dreadful events. 
N 
635/7-636/65 8LGI TC[ý)TCC TOLVVV TTIV ZIIXIU'PPLCIV ITCLPELKOTEC T'PdC T11V 
KWVO*TCLVTLVOI) ELGE81)ýtEV, KCXL' ýLýVCK E'ý EV CII'Mo 8LCXTPLq5C[VTEC E(; Tq'V ECO'G[V 
I 
-YýV 6LcLTrX0C(O[IE0a, Týv AOLTLVLK-qV CIýLCL OE(YV MIL KOPV(CLV EKTPETMýIEVOL. 
80EV KOIL TTCLPOLKOI)IIEV EV 7 
,j 
KGCTG1 vV 'A(YKCLVLoLv NLKCLLCt Tý3 TTI LýWqV T-qV 
T6v BL0VV6V ETrOLPXLCX(; lTpOE6pEl)Ol)G'q KCX*L T6V VTrO\ TWýMLOVC C[TrGLCTWV EWWV 
TTOXEWV TO TrPWTLCTTEI)ELV VITECC6GOM Tý T6V TELX6V O'XVPOTqTL K%tTrG[COVG-q. 
1TXýV OI')8EV CIýLELVOV TG[ T11C TOM"11; TCLUTTIM ýLETGIPGIGEWC TOtC KCLO' ijýtd(; 
c LO-qVE'YKCLV TrPCLYýM(7LV, 0, AX, E'CTýtEV KCLL TrGJALV T(d(; XI)TrOLLC l')TrE"PCLVTXOL K(X\L 
ýIOVCP &EýOPY%tEOCL OEO PPGLXELCL(; TýC Eý aV0P0JTTC0V EbýtOLPOý)VTCC GI)VaPCYEWC 
(ýVq6C I-qC EK POICYLV0; C([IOLPOýVTEC (7VVCtP9EW(; 0), W160ý(; KCt\L TC(IMIC &C"t 
TO ýtlj TOVC 80TW; 'LXCXPOI\)C ETVGLL, ELTrEtV 8E KCX\L CLVCLP(YLOVC 1TPOC TTIV 
0-V[tpLWGLV ... : add. LO This is the longest addition found in LO. Niketas begins by 
describing his own personal misfortune as a refugee, first in Selymbria and then in 
Nicaea. The narrative of events then resumes with the siege of Andrianople by 
loannitsa. The Vlacho-Bulgarian leader lifts the siege and proceeds to ravage the 
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surrounding provinces. At Mosynopolis, he engages the Latins in battle. During the 
battle, Boniface of Montferrat is mortally wounded and the administration of his 
territories passes to the regent, Margaret-Maria of Hungary (1207). This event is only 
related in LO. 
637/8-646/11 ýaav ... KaTEXapEv: om. LO Description of political conditions in the 
eastern and western provinces. Theodore Laskaris struggles against David Komnenos 
and his Latin allies (ca. 1206). Henry of Flanders is made emperor in Constantinople 
(20 August, 1206). Then follows a description of the death of Baldwin of Flanders 
and destruction of the statue at Forum Tauri by the Latins. Criticism of the Byzantine 
people and their lack of resistance. Henry of Flanders campaigns in Thrace. 
647/ Title: TOý) CII')TOý ýWKGIPLTOV Kup NLKTITCL TOID XcL)vcLG'LTOI) G[TrO 1-11C CIVTOV 
LUTOPLW; 1-1c TrEPIL KWVCTTCLVTLVOI)TrOXEWC: V This final section of the text, 
conventionally known as De Statuis, is contained in LO, V and Z. 4 
647/1-3 'LVa 6E ýUj ýLCKPOTEPCI Tý 'LUTOPLCX Xpd)ýLEVOL TrOXVTTXOKWTEPC(C EVTEWEV 
TCLC Xl)lTCL(; KTU')ýA(X, TCR)TL' ýttv Trctp'(7%tEv, EKEML E'v ETrLTOýtý OW To 
86, )G%LEV: Om. VZ. 
4 Manuscript Z (Marc. gr. XI 22) of the fourteenth century contains the so-called fragment De Statuis 
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